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Preface

This symposium showcased the advancement in processing technology and basic
scientific understanding of ferroelectric thin films The conference highlighted the use
of novel materials science analysis techniques to characterize ferroelectric thin film
materials and devices and to relate the nanoscale features and responses detected bs
these techniques to ferrcharateroelectric properties- Examples

of newer material analysis techniques included atomic force microscopy, electron spin
resonance, high resolution transmission electron microscopy, combined Rutherford

backscattering-nuclear reaction analysis and the use of optical interferometry to proN ide
a three dimensional representation of field induced displacement.

There was a strong emphasis in this proceedings regarding process integration
issues and the advancement of new electrode materials. While the deselopmcnit of
electrode processing techniques and the resulting electrical and optical properties (t
ferroelectric thin films were reported, relationships to and characterization ot
ferroelectric film microstructures were stressed. Numerous dry etching techniques \Aere
presented for ferroelectric thin films, electrodes and diffusion barriers. Excellent
ferroelectric thin film properties were demonstrated for thin films fabricated bs
production scale metallorganic chemical vapor deposition processes. Finally. the
development of the first fully integrated commercial pyroelectric infrared ferroelectric
thin film sensor was reported.

This symposium proceedings presents the latest technical information on ferro
electric thin films from academia, government organizations and industr). It highlights
advances made during the past 18 months, since the last Ferroelectric Thin Films
symposium held at the Fall 1991 MRS meeting, and provides insight into the current
trends emerging for this exciting technology.

The papers in this proceedings volume were presented at the Materials Research
Society Spring 1993 Ferroelectric Thin Films III Symposium held i-i San Francisco, CA
on April 16-20.

"Edward R. Myers
Bruce A. Tuttle
Seshu B. DesL.
Poul K. Larsen

September 1993
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MICROSTRUCT'URAL EVOLUTION OF Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3 CERAMICS USING
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE

W. L. WARREN*, B. A. TUTTLE*, R. W. SCHWARTZ*, W. F. HAMMETIER*,
D. C. GOODNOW*, i. T. EVANS, Jr.**, and J. A. BULLINGTON**

* Materials and Process Sciences Center, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM

87185-5800
Radiant Technologies Inc., 1009 Bradbury Ave., A!buquerque, NM 87106

ABSTRACT

Using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) we have followed the microstructural
evolution with temperature of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics from the amorphous to the
perovskite phase. A number of paramagnetic point defects were identified (Carbon, Pb+3, and
Ti+3 ) while traversing the evolution of these ceramics during various heat treatments both
before and after optical illumination. Perhaps the most important finding is that the Pb+3 and
Ti+ 3 centers can only be optically created in the perovskite materials, thereby, showing that
they are not associated with the amorphous or the pyrochlore phases. It is also found that EPR
signals attributed to carbon radicals are present in fairly high concentrations (4 x 1017 /cm 3 ) if
the solution chemistry derived PZT materials are annealed in an oxygen deficient ambient (0.1%

02) at 650*C.

INTRODUCTION

Perovskite films of Pb(ZrTi)03 (PZT) are of widespread interest because of the many
microelectronic and opto-electronic applications for which these films could improve
performance [1,21. Basic research on the processing and electrical properties of these
ferroelectric thin films is relevant if these materials are to be used in microelectronic devices
[3,41.

We have investigated the nature of defects in virgin and ultra-violet (UV) illuminated
sol-gel derived PZT ceramics annealed at different temperatures using electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR). The UV-excitation was necessary to transform some of the defects into their
EPR-active state. We find that the EPR-centers observed are strongly dependent on the anneal
temperature and/or crystalline phase of the PZT as well as the anneal ambient. The three major
paramagnetic defects observed include Pb+3 [5] and Ti+3 [61 ions, and a resonance attributed to
carbon dangling bonds. It is found that the Pb+3 and Ti+3 centers are only created in the
perovskite phase, and thus, appear to be an inherent feature of the perovskite phase. The
carbon dangling bonds are shown to be present in fairly large densities (4 x 101 7/cm 3 ) in PZT
materials annealed at relatively high temperatures (650"C) in an oxygen deficient ambient. A
density this large may strongly affect the materials' electronic properties.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

PZT gel derived particles were fabricated using a solution chemistry technique similar to that
described by Yi and Sayer [7]. Alkoxide derived solutions (0.25 M) were synthesized from
precursors of lead (H1) acetate trihydrate, titanium tetraisopropoxide and zirconium n-butoxide-
butanol with additions of acetic acid, deionized water and methanol. While PZT 53/47 gel
derived particles were used in this phase evolution study, single phase perovskite gel derived
particles were fabricated and characterized using EPR for PZT compositions with Zr/Ti
stoichiometries that ranged across the PZT phase diagram. The alkoxide solutions were placed
in glass containers and dried at 50'C for 12 h to remove excess solvent. The PZT 53/47 gels

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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were then placed in Pt lined alumina crucibles and heated at 1 C/min. in air to either 300,450,
650 or 800*C which resulted in PZT microstructures containing systematically varying
assemblages of amorphous, pyrochlore, and perovskite phases as determined by X-ray and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Single phase perovskite gel derived PZT particles of
other Zr/Ti stoichiometries were obtained by heat treating at either 650 or 800"C. While the
PZT 53/47 samples annealed at 300 and 450'C were kept at temperature for 24, or 48 hrs,
particles annealed at 650 and 800'C were held at temperature for 30 min. The presence of
carbon dangling bonds in the 300"C and 450"C gels made precise EPR measurements difficult.
Therefore, after the 50*C drying operation, subsequent gels were heated to 300"C and then
mechanically reduced to less than 50 ,im in particle size. These finer gel-derived particles were
heat treated at 350, 400, and 500'C for 24 hrs, substantially less carbon was detected and dhe
perovskite crystallization temperature appeared to be lowered.

Systematic variation of the volume fraction of phases in PZT gels is criical to the proper
interpretation of the EPR results. For the coarser particles, both X-ray diffraction analysis and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) indicated that the gel particles annealed at 300*C were
completely amorphous and that PZT 53/47 gel particles annealed at t50 and 800"C were single
phase perovskite. Relatively uniform, equiaxed grains on the order of I.pm were observed for
the 800'C samples. No evidence of minor phases were detected by SEM analysis. If such
minor phases do exist, we conservatively estimate that they are less than 1% by volume of these
two gels. Integrated peak height intensity ratios indicated that the coarse gel particles heat
treated at 450"C contained approximately equal amounts of pyrochlore and perovskite phases.
Previous studies have shown that X-ray diffraction often substantially underestimates the
volume percent of pyrochlore phase in chemically prepared PZT materials 18,9].
Unfortunately, because of the heterogeneous nucleation of perovskite phase in the 450"C
particles, it was impossible to quantify the volume fractions of each phase by SEM.

The X-ray diffraction patterns of fine gel-derived particles heat treated at 350, 400 and 500"C
are shown in Fig. 1, respectively. While the diffraction patterns indicated that the 350"C gel
consisted of three phases: pyrochlore, perovskite, and PbO, the 400'C particles consisted of
two phases: perovskite and pyrochlore. (There may actually be some undetectable (by X-ray)
amorphous phase in the triphasic sample.) The 500'C gel-derived particles were single phase
perovskite by X-ray diffraction. In this paper, the samples corresponding to the 300, 350, 400,
and 500"C anneals will be termed amorphous, triphasic, diphasic, and perovskite, respectively.
Once again, accurate determination of the volume fraction of each phase using SEM analysis
was not successful. Nonetheless, it is very evident that the volume fraction of perovskite phase
increases with annealing temperature.

PE = Perovskite

PY = Pyrochlore

PE

PE PE

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction .P PE
patterns for PZT samples
annealed at 350, 400, and C 4-
500*C in air for 24 hrs. C

C LO'CPbO ýPbO
350'

_IIC
10 20 30 40 50 60

20 (Degrees)
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Some ot the Rlz'I gels were a!so annealed in an oxygen "-1ficieiit, or reducing amubient (0.1%
02) at 650'C. Both massicot (orthorhoizibic phase) and litharge (tetragonal phase) cominicrcial
PbO powder, were also investigated. Enhancement of the volume percentage of the tetragonal
phase was prepared by annealing the massicot PbO powder at 800'C in air for 1 hr.

The EPR measurements were made on a Bruker ESP-300E X-band spectrometer at 25K.
An Oriel 100 W Hg arc lamp was used in conjunction with a 3.4 eV narrow-band interference
filter for the room temperature monochromatic illumination of the PZT and PbO powders.
Following the UV illumination, the samples were quickly cooled (30 sec) to 25K.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows that optical illumination creates both Pb+ 3 and Ti+ 3 centers in single phase
perovskite PZT 53/47 materials. In other publications it was demonstrated that the optically
induced EPR signal at g = 1.995 is due to Pb+3 151 by observation of the very large nuclear
hyperfine interaction of the 21.1% abundant I = 1/2 207pb nuclei. The other EPR signal at g =
1.934 was found to be due to Ti+3 centers by a combined EPR/optical absorption spectroscopy
study 161. It was found that the Ti+3 centers are partly responsible for the absorption at 2.6 eV,
which is a characteristic crystal field splitting energy of Ti+ 3 ions in many materials 1101. In
order to show that the optically induced Pb+ 3 and Ti+ 3 centers are only a feature of the
perovskite structure, we now investigate the response of UV-illumination on the (1) diphasic
(pyrochlore and perovskite) and (2) amorphous phases of PZT. as well as the (3) litharge and
(4) massicot phases of PbO. The results are summarized in Table 1. Table I supports our
ascertation that these optically induced EPR centers are only associated with the perovskite
structure, and hence, are not due to a small undetectable (by SEM, X-ray) pyrochlore or
amorphous phase(s) in the 'single phase' perovskite materials. These results also effectively
demonstrate that the defect center is not associated with excess PbO in the perovskite ceramics;
if this was the case, then we would expect to observe large UV-induced EPR signals in the pure
PbO samples, which simply did not occur.

It should be mentioned that UV-illumination did create very small Pb+ 3 signal in the sample
annealed at 350 and 400°C in air, i.e., the ones we term triphasic and diphasic, respectively.
The density of the Pb÷3 signal was only a very small fraction (3-10%) of that observed in the
UV-illuminated single phase perovskite sample. We believe that the paramagnetism in these
samples result from a small amount of embedded perovskite phase that is present. Consistent
with this argument, recall from the X-ray diffraction patterns (Figs. 1(a and b)) that these
particular samples do indeed contain some perovskite phase. Following our earlier argument, if
these defects were associated with the pyrochlore or amorphous phases, then we would expect
to observe the largest density of EPR centers in either the amorhous, triphasic, or diphasic
samples, which again did not occur. However, note that the Pb+- density does increase with
annealing temperature as does the perovskite phase.

Therefore, it appears as though the Pb+ 3 center can be described as a hole trapped on a comer
Pb+ 2 ion in the perovskite lattice, and the Ti+3 center is simply an electron trapped at the central
Ti+4 ion in the perovskite lattice. To further substantiate this point, we have also been able to
show that Pb+3 centers are created in single crystals of PbTiO3 1 11; this argues that the defects
are not necessarily located at the grain boundaries in the polycrystalline ceramics investigated
here. On a similar note, it is found that Pb+ 3 centers are optically induced in every Ti/Zr
stoichiometry that we have explored in the PZT system (0/100, 5/95, 10/90, 25/75, 48/52,
53/47, 56/44, 75/25, 90/10, and 100/0) [12]. We believe that these collective results provide
strong evidence that holes being trapped at Pb+2 centers are germane to the Pb-based perovskite
ferroelectrics.
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Fig.2. EPR trace showing that UV-
light creates Pb+3 and Ti+ 3 centers
in perovskite PZT. - g = 1.934 !1"t 3

g 1.995 (Pb+3)

3200 3300 3400 3500 3600

Magnetic Fiela [C]

Material Phase Pb+ 3 or Ti+ 3 centers

PZT amorphous NO

PZT triphasic YES (3% density)

Table 1. Formation of PZT diphasic YES (10% density)
UV-activated EPR centers
for various PZT and PbO PZT perovskite YES
phases.

PbO litharge NO

PbO massicot NO

At this juncture we now turn to the observation of an extrinsic defect center in solution-
derived PZT which we ascribe to carbon dangling-bonds. These particular defect centers were
observed without optically illuminating any of the ceramics, i.e., they are present in the virgin
materials. This resonance is observed in the amorphous PZT materials annealed at 300"C in air
as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). The concentration of carbon dangling bonds is 3 x 101 6/cm 3 . We
ascribe this resonance to a carbon dangling bond since its zero-crossing g value of 2.0024 and
peak-to-peak linewidth is characteristic of carbon radicals in many different materials [ 13,14].
Consistent with the carbon radical assignment, it should be noted that the amorphous powder
was visually black. Evidently, the 300*C anneal in air is not sufficient to oxidize all the residual
organics. These observations also suggest that the oxidation process in part involves unpaired
spins on carbon atoms. The carbon radicals observed here are not bonded to hydrogen, i.e.,
methyl radicals, K ice these centers would produce characteristic hydrogen nuclear hyperfine
splittings 113,'51.

We find that annealing the PZT powders at T > 400'C in air tends to further oxidize the
carbon dangling bonds as shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c); these samples were annealed at 400 and
650"C, respectively. To get rio ol carbon radicals at T < 400*C it was necessary to anneal
the PZT gel powders for extended priods of time (roughly 12 hrs).

Trace 3 (d) shows a very large EPR signal which we again ascribe to carbon dangling bonds
(4 x 101 7/cm 3 ) in PZT samples annealed at 650"C in an oxygen deficient ambient (0.1% 02).

i_
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The spin resonance features are essentially identical to that observed in Trace 3 (a); consistent
with this carion assignment, the sample was again visually black. (The PZT powder annealed
at 650'C in air was a yellowish-orange color.) To further confirm the carbon radical
identification we investigated the microwave saturation characteristics of the g = 2.0024
resonance in the PZT to that of strong pitch, i.e., a carbon EPR standard. The results are
plotted in Fig. 4. As shown the microwave saturation characteristics are essentially identical
between the two. This provides further evidence for our carbon dangling-bond assignment.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 EPR traces of PZT g = 2.0024 (C)
corresl• nding to the (a) -- -
amorphous, (b) diphasic,
and (c) perovskite phases
all annealed in air. Trace (d) (d)
was for a PZT powder annealed
at 650*C in 0.1% 02.

3200 3300 3400 3500 3600

riagnetic Fielo [G]

U)
CD

Carbon (strong pitch)

C

Fig. 4 Microwave saturation C.tW 0.1
characteristic for the PZT
sample annealed in a reducing
ambient (0.1% 02/650C) and C on (PZT)
strong pitch, a carbon EPR
standard. 0

0.01 i i i i
0.01 1 100

Microwave Power (mW)

The observation of carbon radicals may be of interest when considering the effects of
annealing ambient on solution derived PZT electronic properties. It should be mentioned that
large paramagnetic carbon densities can certainly effect the materials' electronic properties, and
should be considered as a possible candidate for any observed degradation of PZT films
annealed in a reducing atmosphere.



CONCLUSIONS

We have been able tc determine that the optically induced Pb+ 3 and Ti+ 3 centers are
associated with the perovskite phase of PZT. This result, coupled with our earlier observations
on Pb+3 centers 15,11,121, strongly suggests that this center is inherent to Pb-based perovskite
ferroelectrics. This study has also shown that if the PZT ceramics are annealed in a reducing
ambient, even at relatively high temperatures (650'C), carbon radicals are present in fairly high
densities.
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OXYGEN TRACER DIFFUSION IN SOL-GEL DERIVED
Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3 THIN FILMS

JOHN J. VAJO, L.A. MOMODA, S.B. WONG AND G.S. KAMATH
Hughes Research Laboratories, 3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265

ABSTRACT

We have studied oxygen diffusion in thin films of Pb(ZrTi)0 3 on Pt)Ti/SiO 2/Si <100>
multilayer substrates using 180 as a tracer. The PZT films were synthesized using the sol-gel
technique and crystallized in air at 6500 C for 30 minutes. Diffusion experiments were
conducted in one atmosphere of 1802 at temperatures between 400-600'C, the extent of
exchange was monitored using secondary ion mass spectrometry. Exchange profiles were
modeled using solutions of the diffusion equation with boundary conditions for a layer with
finite thickness. Significant exchange (>60%) of 160 by 180 was measured after treatment
under conditions similar to those used for crystallization. At low levels of exchange, oxygen
diffusion does not follow a simple Fickian profile and differences exist between nominally
identical films. These results suggest that oxygen exchange is sensitive to the film's
microstructure.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of defect chemistry on the electrical device performance of lead zirconate titinate
thin films (PZT), especially for nonvolatile memory applications, has been a subject of recent
interest [1,21. Charged defects such as oxygen vacancies have been suspected as the origin of
switching fatigue and high film conductance. Previous studies have shown that oxygen
diffusion can readily occur in the perovskite based ceramics and single crystals 13-51 and the
results of some recent work suggest that an oxygen annealing atmosphere does improve the
device performance of ferroelectric thin films 16]. In our study, oxygen exchange in sol-gel
derived PZT thin films was investigated using an 1802 tracer and depth profiling with
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) to measure diffusion profiles for oxygen. We have
determined the diffusion characteristics of oxygen in the films and we have found that oxygen
tracer diffusion can be used as a characterization technique which exposes subtle differences in
the defect chemistry and the microstructure of the film.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

PZT thin films of nominal composition Pb(Zro.3Tio.7)03 were synthesized from lead (IV)
acetate, zirconium n-butoxide and titanium isopropoxide precursors using the sol-gel method
17]. Three layers of the sol were spin coated onto a multilayer substrate consisting of 250 nm
Pt/l00 nmTi/1000 nm Si0 2 on Si<I00>. Each layer was pyrolyzed for 5 minutes at 3000 C to
remove most of the water and solvents from the film. The entire three layer stack, -280 nm
thick, was then heat treated at 6500 C for 30 minutes in air to promote crystallization. The films
were air quenched after the heat treatment. The achievement of a polycrystalline tetragonal
perovskite structure was verified by x-ray diffraction analysis.

Oxygen diffusion into the films was studied using 1802 (98.6% isotopic purity) as a tracer.
The films were annealed in a sealed ampule that consisted of a 30 cm quartz tube with a 1 cm x
0.5 cm rectangular cross section connected to a 400 cm 3 ballast volume that remained outside
the furnace at room temperature. The ballast volume maintained a constant atmospheric
pressure (± 10%) of 1802 in the ampule between 251 C and 9000 C. The samples were heat
treated by inserting the ampule into a preheated furnace for various periods of time.

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
measurements were performed in a Perkin-Elmer 595/600 system with a PHI 3500 SIMS II
attachment. SIMS profiles were obtained using 3.0 keV Ar+ primary ions (400 angle of
incidence, 300 nA current, 100 lim spot) rastered over - 1 mm 2 area with only the central 4%
being analyzed. 160 and 180 negative secondary ions as well as other positive secondary ions
species were monitored.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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PZT film thicknesses were determined by profilometer measurements of craters sputtered
down to the PZT/Pt interface.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an AES sputtered depth profile of a typical PZT/Ptfri/SiO?./Si structure
after crystallization in air for 30 minutes at 650' C. The profile shows the initial composition of
the PZT/electrode/substrate structure used for the 1802 exchange measurements. There are
several important features to the profile. As reported previously 181, the surface of the PZT
layer is enriched in Pb and depleted in Ti suggesting a PbO rich surface. Within the limits
imposed by the analysis conditions, the PZT/Pt interface is sharp. In contrast, the Pt/Ti
interface is broader which may indicate intermixing of the Pt and Ti layers during crystallization
or which may be an artifact of the sputtering process. Significant diffusion of Pt into the Ti
layer is, however confirmed by the observation of a Pt containing phase seen within the Ti
layer at a sputtering time of -76 minutes. The most obvious effect of heating the layers is that
after crystallization, the Ti layer is oxidized. Although the atomic concentrations are
approximate, the predicted composition is close to TiO 2. This effect has been observed
previously for Pt/Ti and other PZT electrode structures 19,101. Obviously, the properties of
the PZT layer could be altered by migration of oxygen from the PZT layer to the Ti layer during
crystallization.

After heating in 1802, the fraction of 180 in the PZT layer, (f(180)), was determined from
SIMS sputtered depth profiles using the expression

(IS = l(O) (I)l('"o)+ (0f("o) ý ,(,1,o3, ICIo)

where I(x) is the SIMS intensity of the species x. Exchange data are shown in Figure 2 for
three 1802 heat treatment conditions and for a sample not treated in 1802. Without treatment,
f(180) = 0.002 which is approximately the natural abundance of 180. Therefore, there are no

1.0 ..

o Pt

, 0.4 SU-,

0 P0

2 0.4

CLb
o.7ao. / .. .,•.. ;,ca. -", :, , ,,..." "

0• . -, ,, .- • •-" , .-.

0 20 40 60 80 100

Sputtering time (min)

Figure 1. Auger depth profile of a PZT film after crystallization at 6500 C for 30 minutes. The
Zr signal which overlaps with the Pt signal has been omitted for clarity.



detectable interferences in 1(080) from sources such as H20 which is generated during the ,ol
gel process. After treatment in 1802 at 60(0 C for 30 minu:es there is >60% exchange
throughout the PZT film, Figure 2. Since these conditions are similar to those used for
crystallization (in this work, 650f C for 30 minutes) the exchange illustrated in Figure 2
indicates that any oxygen lost from the PZT film can be simultaneously replenished from the
gas phase. More generally, this result implies that exchange of oxygen in the PZT film with
oxygen in the gas phase occurs during crystallization.

The exchange of oxygen into the oxidized Ti layer was also monitored and in all cases was
found to be small. For example, treatment at 600' C for 30 minutes, for which > 60%
exchange occurs in the PZT layer, results in < 2% exchange in the Ti layer (data not shown).
This result demonstrates that oxidation of the Ti layer reaches completion during crystallization
and that oxygen in the Ti layer is kinetically more stable than oxygen in the PZi layer.

At the PZT surface f( 180) does not equal the gas phase atomic fraction (0.99). This result
indicates that there is a kinetic barrier to oxygen incorporation (dissociation) at the PZT surface.
The extent to which the barrier is related to the deviations from the nominal composition, as
shown in Figure 1, is being studied.

The depth distributions of f(18 0 ) were modeled using Fick's laws. For a layer with finite
thickness, the solution of the diffusion equation yields

Iz " ,[=..€•ia(2j +1) + x-~+ra(2j + 1) -x
.f('O) = Co r(-1) 1r + 2 (2)

where CO is the fraction of 180 at the PZT surface, a is the PZT film thickness, x is the depth
measured from the PZT surface, D (cm 2/sec) is the diffusion coefficient, t is the I8" 2 treatment
time, and erfc is the complementary error function [. 1i. For each exchange measurement, CO
and D were adjusted to best fit the measured profiles. Curves calculated using the first three

1 00 1' 1 ' ' _ . . .1 . . .r= . . . . . .

6000C, 30 min.",

10 1i•573°C, 45 min. ...... ....

2"10
1 802 -.. 950C, 45 min.

treatment ""....... .' -... , "

10- 2

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Depth (nm)

Figure 2. Fraction of 180 in PZT as a function of depth for three sample following heat
treatments in 1802 and for an untreated sample. Solid lines are results of model calculations

using equation (2).
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terms in equation 2 are shown in Figure 2.
In cases where the extent of exchange is large, > 10r throughout th1c film, the Fickian

model describes the exchange well. In particular, there is no noticeable effect of the variation
in composition near the surface (see Figure 1) on tde extent of oxygen exchange. In cases
where the extent of exchange falls below -5%, deviations from the model behavior occur. The
deviations are relatively small. For example, for treatment at 495' C for 45 minutes (Figure 2),
the model fails to account for only 5% of the oxygen atoms exchanged.

Diffusion coefficients, determined by fitting equation 2 to the f(810 ) profiles for
temperatures from 40O0 to 6000 C, are plotted in Arrhenius form in Figure 3. The behavior is
linear with an activation energy, Ediff, of 54 ± 4 kcal/mol (2.3 ± 0.2 eV) and a diffusion
prefactor Do = 10 0.6±-1.0 cm 2/sec

In Figure 4, the exchange of oxygen into three different but nominally identical films are
compared after simultaneous treatment at 4450 C for 180 minutes. The extent of exchange is
similar for all three films with minor differences. The differences between the films increase as
the level of exchange decreases with increased depth. For the profiles shown in Figure 4. the
total fraction of oxygen atoms exchanged varies between 6% and 8%.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1 demonstrates that the Ti electrode layer oxidizes during crystallization of the PZI
film. The origin of the oxygen atoms which are eventually bound in the Ti laser is of interest
because the oxygen vacancy concentration affects the electrical properties of the PZT film. One
possible source of oxygen is the SiO 2 layer since, on a thermodynamic basis, Ti will react with
SiO2 to form TiO2 and Ti silicides 1121. From Figure 1, it does not appear that a distinct Ti
silicide layer is formed indicating that the crystallization conditions were not favorable for the
Ti to react with SiO 2 . A second source of oxygen for oxidation of the Ti layer is the PZT
layer. This mechanism would involve oxygen diffusion through the intervening Pt layer. Losss
of oxygen from the PZT layer would be expected to alter adversely the electrical properties of
the PZT. However, Figure 2 illustrates that any oxygen lost from the PZT layer can be
replenished with oxygen from the gas phase.

1o1 21 0 -1 .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10- 1 3

-14
S101

N E 10-1 5

t 10-1

1 0 "1 7

10- 18 ,.... i .. .. I.. .. I.. ,,t~t

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

1IO00/T (K- 1)

Figure 3. Arrhenius plot of diffusion coefficients determined from numerical flits to
equation (2).
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Figure 4. Fraction of 180 as a function of depth following treatment in 18O, at 445°C for 180
minutes for three similarly processed films.

The observation of significant oxygen exchange under cniditions similar to those used for
crystallization implies that during crystallization, the concentration of oxygen in the PZT film is
in equilibrium or near equilibrium with oxygen in the gas phase. Thus, changes in the partial
pressure of ox),gen will affect the oxygen vacancy concentration. IVol, in the PZT film. This
conclusion has been confirmed by the measurements of the electrical characteritics of films
annealed at various oxygen partial pressures 16]. In addition, I Vol will depend on the
temperature of crnstallization as well as on the rate of cooling following crystallization. A rapid
cooling would be expected to "freeze-in" the [Vol present at the crystallization temperature. If
the temperature is lowered slowl), the [Vol will adjust until the kinetics become too slow to
keep pace with the decreasing temperature. The extent to which these processing variations
alter electrical properties and whether or not variations in crystallization conditions can be
observed using oxygen exchange measurements are being studied.

The model calculations using equation (2) shown in Figure 2 assume that the diffusion
constant is independent of depth throughout the PZT film. This assumption appears to be
justified for profiles with > 5% exchange throughout the filrr. Ly the excellent agreement
between the model calculations and the measured profle.s. However. deviations occur when
the level of exchange falls below 3-5%. In these cases, the model calculations underestimate
the measured extent of exchange indicating that there are faster, although minor, diffusion
mechanisms. Since the PZT films are polycrystalline, diffusion along grain boundaries may
account for the differences between model calculations and the experimental measurements.
Secondary clectron micrographs of the PZT surface clearly show individual grains with an
average diameter of - 100 nm. Assuming the individual grains are relatively smooth and the
oxygen spacing within the lattice is 0.4 nm (JCPDS card #33-784), the fraction of oxygen
atoms associated with the grain boundaries is -2%. This value is approximately equal to the
fraction of oxygen atoms that are not accounted for by the Fickian model. Certainly other
mechanisms are possible, any mechanism in which the diffusion constant varies wit' depth
could account for the measured exchange profiles. A diffusion constant that depends on the
local microstructure (grain boundaries, defects) and, therefore, on depth may actually be
expected for a polycrystalline thin film on a heterosubstrate.
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Regarding the diffusion p:,xameters measured in our study, the high Ea and Do values seem
to be consistent with those expected for oxygen diffusion in an easily dissociated nerovskite
lattice. That is, thermal dissociation of PbO from the lattice is a likely vacancy diffusion
mechanism for the PZT thin films. The 54.4 kcal/mol activation energy measured is higher
than values which have been attributed to a cationic displacement mechanism typically seen in
perovskite ferroelectrics (- 20 kcal/mole) (41, and is more likely dtue to a higher energy thermal
dissociation mechanism. The activation energy for the thermal dissociation of a BPTiO 3
ceramic has been determined to be - 100 kcal/mole at temperatures of >1000'C. In our PZT
thin films, the dissociation mechanism seems to occur at much lower temperatures.

The differences in oxygen exchange between films shown in Figure 4 are similar to the
deviations from the Fickian behavior discussed above and may be due to differences in
microstructures. If differences in oxygen exchange can be correlated with electrical properties,
such differences could provide a sensitive technique to monitor the microstructure of PZT'[ thin
films.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, significant oxygen exchange occurs in sol-gel derived PZT thin films heated
in 1802 under conditions typically used for crystallization. A Fickia:i diffusion model with
Do = 10 0.6 cm2 /sec and Edjff = 54 kcal/mol can account for the measured diffusion profiles for
levels of exchange Ž5%. For levels of exchange !-5%, deviations from Fickian behavior were
observed. We believe that the variations are related to differences in microstructure and grain
boundary diffusion.
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ABSTRACT

Through systematic variation of film processing temperature and time, we have characterized
the pyrochlore to perovskite crystallization process of solution-derived PZT 20/80 thin films.
The -3000 A thick films were prepared by spin dcposition using <100> single crystal MgO as
the film substrate. By controlled rapid thermal processing, films at different stages in the
perovskite crystallization process wcre prepared with the tetragonal PZT 20/80 phase being
<100>/<001> oriented relative to the MgO surface. An activation energy for the conversion
process of 326 kJ/mole was determined by use of an Arrhenius expression using rate constants
found by auplication of the method of Avrami. The activation energy for formation of the PZT
20/80 peroskite phase of the solution-derived films compared favorably with that calculated
from data by Kwok and Desu f I for sputter-deposited 3500 A thick PZT 55/45 films. The
similarity in activation energies indicates that the energetics of the conversion process is not
strongly dependent on the method used for film deposition.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to control the microstructural properties of ferroelectric (FE) thin films is of critical
importance to many applications. In noi,-olatile memory applications, for example, the grain
size in the polycrystalline FE film should be substantially smaller than device feature sizes to
insure uniform electrical performance throughout the memory. Although recently the
characterization of FE film microstructures has been the subject of much study [21, relatively little
work has been done to develop an understanding of the nucleation and growth processes
involved in the formation of the FE per-vskite phase 11,3,4].

Most FE films are prepared by first depositing a precursor film containing constituent metal
ions in the desired stoichiometry using a standard film deposition technique, such as chemical
vapor deposition or solution coating. The precursor film, which can be amorphous as deposited,
is then often converted to the crystalline desired FE phase by a thermal processing operation.
For the lead zirconate titanate, PZT, system, it is well documented that the FE perovskite phase
crystallizes out of a nanocrystalline pyrochlore matrix that forms during the initial stages (low
temperatures) of the thermal processing step [5-7]. The resulting microstructure of the FE PZT
film is dramatically influenced by the zirconium to titanium ratio [5,81. Films with a high
zirconium content tend to form large perovskite grain structures (on the size scale of several
microns) that are often called rosettes due to their resemblance to spherulitically grown particles.
Titanium rich films, on the other hand, typically have much smaller, often submicron grain sizes
indicating much higher nucleation rates. Other factors, including precursor film structure [6,91
and the substrate material [10], can also influence film microstructure. As an example for the
film preparation process used in this study, PZT films prepared and processed identically (i.e.,
<100> MgO substrates, processecd at 650'C for 10 rnin in flowing oxygen) but with zirconium
to titanium ratios of 40:60 and 20:80 had average grain sizes of 2 pm [101 and 0.7 prm.
respectively, as determined by the lineal intercept method using a multiplicative factor of 1.

In this paper, we describe initial results of our work on characterizing the conversion of
solution-derived PZT thin films from the nanocrystalline pyrochlore phase to the perovskite
phase. A high titanium content composition (PZT 20/80) was chosen in order to study the
crystallization process when n.cleation rates are higher and finer grained microstructures are
produced than for near-morphotropic phase boundary compositions. Single crystal MgO
substrates were used so that the processes involved in the formation oriented of PZT films could

This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories, supported by the U. S. Department of
Energy under contract number DE-AC04-76DP00789.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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be investigated. Also, the tetragonal form of the PZT 20/80 phase allowed us to readily
characterize ferroelectric domain structure as a function of film processing conditions I 11.
Finally, our results on high titanium, solution-derived PZT thin films could be compared with
work by Kwok and Desu [I] on the kinetics of the conversion of sputter-deposited PZT thin
films near the morphotropic phase boundary (PZT 55/45).

EXPERIMENTAL

PZT 20/80 films were fabricated by spin-coating (3000 rpm for 30 seconds) using a solution
prepared by the inverted mixing order process developed by Schwartz et al. (121 which is a
modification of a hybrid solution deposition process developed by Sayer and coworkers 1131.
Excess lead (5 mole %) was added to be consistent with previous work on preparation of
oriented PZT films [10,141. To obtain oriented growth, <100> single crystal MgO with an
epitaxial surface finish was used as the substrate. The substrates were heat treated at 400'C in air
for 10 minutes prior to film deposition. Films were decomposed using a 5 minute heat treatment
at 3000C on a hot plate. Three film layers were deposited to produce films with a thickness of
=3000 A. Film crystallization was carried out using a rapid thermal processing, RTP, system
(AET/Addax, Model RMV4, Milpitas, CA). For a more detailed discussion of the film
preparation process see Tuttle et al. [101.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have used rapid thermal processing to obtain thin films at different stages of conversion to
the PZT 20/80 perovskite phase. Figure 1 shows thermal cycles used for processing films at
500'C for 30 sec and 10 min. Within the constraints of the RTP system software, the heating
rate was programmed to be as close to 160°C/sec as possible for all of the thermal processing
cycles used in this study.
In general, the film surface
reached the programmed
soak temperature within six 500 7' s.
seconds of the 8°/sec
programmed time with little 400 - 158°C/sec
or no over shoot as
measured by the 8Cisectemperature controlling • 300 ,8Cse

thermocouple located on
the film surface. Sample e
cooling varied depending a. 200 c A
on processing temperature E B
and time (see Figure 1) due --- --------- Deviation from
to the thermal mass of the 100 programmed rates
quartz furnace chamber of
the RTP system. All 0' I I I
samples, however, cooled 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
through the PZT 20/80 Time (minutes)
Curie temperature
(=450°C) at a relatively Fig. 1. Rapid thermal processing (RTP) schedules including
constant rate of 8°C/sec deviations from programmed temperatures: A) 500'C for 30 s,
regardless of the and B) 500'C for 600 s.
processing condition.

As has been discussed earlier, the perovskite phase forms by a solid state conversion of a
nanocrystalline pyrochlore phase that forms rapidly during film heating at temperatures above
400'C. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where x-ray diffraction results for films processed using
the heating schedules in Figure 1 are shown. The x-ray results show that the film processed at
500'C for 30 sec is mainly the pyrochlore phase with only a trace amount of perovskite present.
After 10 min at 500°C the x-ray diffraction results show that the film has been fully converted to
a highly <001>/<100> oriented perovskite. The high degree of orientation is shown by the low
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of =300-nm-thick PZT 20/80 films on
<100> single crystal MgO processed under the following conditions: A)
500'C, 30 s (intensity is x5), B) 500'C, 600 s, and C) 550°C, 30s ( PE
perovskite, PY = pyrochlore, carbon presence due to prior SEM analysis).

intensity of the normally major <110> diffraction peak. The splitting of the <001> and <100>
peaks is expected due to the tetragonal structure of the PZT 20/80 phase. The much greater
intensity of the <100> diffraction peak relative to that of the <001 > peak is due to the film/MgO
stress relationship as the film cools through the Curie point [ 141.

The extreme temperature sensitivity to the pyrochlore to perovskite transformation is shown
by comparison of the x-ray diffraction results for a film processed at 550'C for 30 sec (Figure 2)
to those already discussed that were processed at 5000 C. After 30 seconds at 550'C the film is
completely converted to perovskite where as it took approximately 10 minutes at 5000 C to get the
same level of conversion, as determined by x-ray diffraction. Kinetic information on the
pyrochlore/perovskite transformation only could be obtained up to 525'C; above this temperature
the transformation was too fast to be accurately controlled by the RTP system. The fast kinetics
of the transformation process at moderate temperatures is related to the high titanium content of
the films used in this study. For comparison, Kwok and Desu [I] show x-ray results for the
conversion of sputter-deposited PZT 55/45 films in which a significant amount of pyrochlore
remains even after 15 min at 550'C.

Figure 3 is a backscattered electron, BSE, photomicrograph of a partially transformed PZT
20/80 film. The high contrast between the perovskite phase (lighter) and the pyrochlore phase
(darker) results from the density difference between the two phases. The higher density of the
perovskite phase causes a higher flux of backscattered elk.ctrons resulting in a brighter BSE
image. The figure shows the characteristic circular single crystal perovskite grains that grow out
of the pyrochlore matrix. The single Lry-tal form of these grains is shown more c!early using
plan view transmission electron microscopy as illustrated in Figure 4. The domain structure
within the perovskite grains are easily seen as is the uniform fine scale structure of the pyrochlore
mnatrix material. It should be noted that the pyrochlore matrix consisted of a single
nanocrystalline phase; in contrast to the diphasic pyrochlore matrix that has been reported for
films with higher zirconium to titanium ratios [5,71.
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Fig. 3. Back scattered electron (BSE) photomicrograph of
oriented PZT 26/80 thin film processed for 60 s at 525'C (lighter
regions ý,re circular, single crystal perovskite grains growing out of
pyrochlore matrix).

0.5 gim

Fig. 4. Bright-field transmission electron photomicrograph of typical
perovskite single crystal grain that has grown out of pyrochlore matrix
during PZT 20/80 crystallization process.
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The transformation process was characterized at a constant temperature, T, by application of

the Johnson-Mehl-Avramni equation 115,161,

X(t) = I - exp[-(Kt)NI (1)

where X(t) is the volume fraction of perovskite formed after time,t. K is the rate constant, and N
is the growth exponent. Image analysis of BSE photomicrographs was used to determine X(t).
It was assumed that the area fraction
determnired by image ,nalysis was 0
equal to a film's volume fraction of N = 2.15 N21 -
perovskite. Because of limitations in
resolution of the BSE images and the -1

error introduced in assuming that the
perovskite phase is uniformly 

N -2 5
distributed throughout the thickness
of the film, the results of the use of Z- N

the Avrami method to analyze the N = 1.

conversion process are somewhat _-S a 475'C
qualitative. Taking the log of C
equation 1 twice results in a linear -4 - 500WC
expression where the slope and the y- * 525'C
intercept are equal to N and NIn(K),
respectively, when ln(ln[l/(]-X)]) is -5
plotted versus In(t). Figure 5 shows 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
such a plot for films processed at In(t) (sec)
475, 500, and 525'C. The data show
the expected linear relationship with Fig. 5. Plot of In(ln[lI/(l-X)]) vs. In(t).
an average growth exponent of 2.04.
This value is similar to that found for sputter-deposited PZT 55/45 thin films (Nave = 2.23) [1)
and also for the crystallization of sol gel-derived titania thin films (Nave = 1.76) [171.

The rate constants determined by the Avrami analysis were used to calculate an overall

activation energy, Ea, for the solid state phase transformation using the Arrhenius expression,

K = Aexp(-Ea/kT) (2)

where k is Boltzmann's constant and
A is related to the activation entropy -4
for the process [18]. A value of 326
kJ/mole was found for the activation
energy from the linear relationship
shown in Figure 6. Again, this is in -5
reasonable agreement with the data of
Kwok and Desu on sputter-deposited 0
PZT 55/45 [1], where an Ea of 248 -6
J/mole was calculated using -

equations 1 and 2. For comparison,
Shaikh and Vest found an activation
energy of about 84 IckJ.ole for the -7 E= 326 kd/mole
formation of PbTiOl ptcwrer from
organometallic precur•'irs

-8
A difference in overall activation 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34

energies for the PZT 20/80 and PZT
55/45 thin films can be expected for 10 3 /" K 1

several reasons. The overall Fig. 6. The inverse temperature dependence of the
activation energy for crystallization is rate constant K.
a function of the activation energies
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of nucleation and growth. The functional form of this relationship is dependent on the mode of
the transformation (e.g., Ea = Enucleation + (N- 1)E rjth for constant nucleation rate and linear
two-dimensional growth) [201. As discussed eartier, the zirconium to titanium ratio strongly
influences the perovskite nucleation and growth processes. These observations indicate that the
energetics of the nucleation and growth processes, and thus the overall activation energy for
crystallization, should be dependent on composition. The effect of composition on the activation
energy of thin film crystallization has been shown previously for the crystallization of amorphous
Ge/Si films on SiO 2 by Edelman and coworkers t211. They found that Ea varied for GexSil-_ i
from 299 kJ/mole to 193 kJ/mole for x going from 1 to 0 where Ea was calculated based on the
induction time for nucleation. It is expectLd that Ea for PZT thin films should do.•reade with
increasing titanium content. This conclusion is based on previous observations that nucleation
rates increase with increasing titanium and, also, by the fact that the kinetics of the conversion for
the PZT 20/80 films was faster than that of the PZT 55/45 films for a fixed temperature (see
discussion of x-ray diffraction results). Unfortunately that is the opposite of what is reported
here. The inconsitstency is no doubt related to the inaccuracy in the method used to determine
the volume fraction of perovskite which was the same for both studies discussed here. For
example, the activation energies are statistically the same if an error of only about 15% is
assumed. The fact that different film deposition methods (solution versus sputtering) and
substrates (<100> MgO versus Pt coated single crystal Si) were used in the two studies also
makes direct comparisons difficult.

SUMMARY

The overall activation energy for the solid state transformation of nanocrystalline pyrochlore to
perovskite for solution-derived PZT 20/80 thin films was deterimined. The value is in
reasonable agreement with previously published data on sputter-deposited PZT 55/45 thin films.
This result indicates that the energetics of the transformation process are not greatly different
despite the differences in deposition method, substrate material, and composition. In order to do
a quantitative comparison of the effect of these variables on the conversion kinetics, a more
accurate technique is required to determine the fraction of film converted to the perovskite phase.
Our results on the microstructural development of the perovskite phase in PZT 20/80 thin films
in terms of nucleation and growth will be presented in a future publication.
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ABSTRACT

Leatd zircon ate ti~tnante thin tinl I its er deposited onl Pt/iFIiNBP5(3/Si strUctures h%
SpUtteri tti anl oxide tariget of nonmin al comtpotsit ion IPh Zrit .55110.451(3 or P11T) in argon
plasmia. The P11' tfilms %crc deposited at different pressuires anid different substrate
temperatunres ran rgut fromt float ing, temnpe rat ure to 400` C: the t hicknticsse s of the sp ut tered
filmns were inl the I15-72ll timt ramnec. The &abo.lute anld relative cation and oxygeet comipositions
of the t hin filmts were tictcrtinend b % a fle w method hasectl on thle si it I ta neons use of
Rtitherford Backscatitring, Spcctiiscupv (RBS) atnd NUClC~tr Rection01 Analssis JNRA)
inituiced by a dueitieoi bcait. Thie total depo~sition rate anid attitic oncs are observed as a
fttnCtionl Of tilte SLbstrate teiiperakilre aMid pressUre. '[berefore tile depetidetice of tInt
Con1ipOSit01 ilno plessUre anid subs~trate icitiperature Ps ulisCitsse~.

Pttst-depos it ion ai tieal iii sitidies and terroclcc inc properties are presentictl Th[e va(l tics
of the rema tic t polar ,.at ion. Pr. ss crc in tilie rantge 5-7 [W(/cm2 th2ile coerc iti se lie it. Fe.
between 15 atid 25 KV/cmt anid thle dielectric cotistatit. v,. evaluated from capacitatice
measuremenets arouind 1 200,1 depe ndin tg otn ite process paramteters.

INTRODUCTION

Recetitl\. lc~td 71rcotnme-titaniate (P/I, thiin filmts hasm attacted consitlerabllc attenition
for application to cell catpacitors otor ds natiic ranidomt access tieittlrics t lRA.Msi. duie to their
hight dielectric coisitiii atid tor Use in non siilaile-RANMs. tiue io their reersiffle lareec
soittaiteuiis pt~iriuaiiot I hbinl ItIis ol I'll lmasctl terroelecirics base hcei irep~ireullt
varitmUS mcthods such as tIee proces's I 11. RE itagrcicroti sputteriing 121, 10it beauti1 spltttering

11etc. A o-ths.11UC114tecbttitpiCs, base been the mottst suiccessful :tuttl. particulark,
sintgtle-ltarget R- F itti-ttrott SpitfIterit oif 05 itl Jul5 ter tarets 14-51. lThis tmet hod cxlii hits
somie adlvantages %khIich intclutde it, simiplicity itt tdevice fabtrication, its hlt depoisitiotn rattes
over large S tibstrate areas atnd its a hi litN to'oiiperate at floattintg tempeiratuLre. I o\%ever. this
rret hod has also some d isad-an tages siichI as gene ratiii tof surface tdamnages whitcI cant be

conitrotl of fitlmt votpostioti. %5 tilt the atimit)tu reach the inmitttil targeti stoicliiotttetrs
Ph 7r0J5 > JQI)t >()' 'I'l olu~iipisitoii ot tilte filmts is deterittittetl s lilti ait aiccutracy better thltltt
±2%. hs tistit d 1viritil dtesslolieu aitalyticuil techniqttue based out tile SMIttultaeOUts tISe ot

R1.1the.rfot t Baitk set citeti'L Spect ronitttry RB SI andit Nutclear Reactiont At aIs'sis 1 NRA) I (-71.
Somtet PT fi lms iare tdeplotstitt1 ott Pu I'i N/B It SG/S i an ann tiiteatled itt coniditiotts whitch leatd to
the lomui-ttiott of the perotsk ite strUc tutre. PrelIititinary restil is ott strtictUral IX-Ra disIffracit ion I
anti electrical menausurettenitts til thIese fi I its are tire setiteti -

EXPERINIENTAL. PROCEDURES

The I/I thtintfiltis have beeti prepaired LIsitu- at citntvetntiontal rf-tia'trittrttt sptuttering
wsith a ceramtic target (littler[' ariutus Citittlitituts. lteC SiLIstratleS are il llllp-silicon wat ihirs wsith a
BI'SG theritalls' mcidii~cd itver S0(0 tiiti of thtickntess. A TiN liltin sitlt a thickntess oil 100) ruml
has becti depositetd ott the BPISG/Si-ss afr as ati iittertinediatc laver bessetil the BI SG hImi atnd
tile okiser electrotde whlicht is a 111 tIII orienttetd Ptl thitn iliti (21)1 Limt thick)I depositetd by, tdc
maglietroit spuitteritig. No pretreatmtenit was perfortmed for the Ptfl'iN/BI'SG/St suibstratespior
ito the spuitter tdepjosition tof' the P/i' filImis. The sputittritig cotnd itiots tof P1 arite sht sS i ilt
Table 1.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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The deposition rate is deternmind
Tabhie 1. S puttering conditions for I'/l fronm the filmn thickness tmeasuitred b', a

dleposit ion.- profi lotnete r. The comnposit ion is mtea sured
onl )01-800( tnt-thick films with nuclear

Tariwet diameter 100)1mm1ttticroanial\ sis tin their RBS and NR A .mode N.
Tarmzet-sitbstrate spacintg 70 mim 11we tatlItniC ompi~osition Is
Sputtertng gals 100'; Ar detenitined bsý 411c keBS at 2.4 MeV (Table
Base pressure lf)-ý Ila 11). [-or ithini filitis (<250 tmttl. the Zr. Ti, atnd
Power ha pp1 S~ 1'r.XIiieCv 13.50 \11 Ic Phl peak s are iý elf se pirated from each ot her,
Input power 7ff - 1001 W amid the cationt comtpositton catl he
Glas pressure 0.5-3 Pla detrtttined fronm tile ratios of' peak integrals
Depositionmttode S tat it ot each tietal litc clemnimt, torniali ed to the
Depositioni rate 6 nimt/titm at 70W electron cIloud correctedf Ru~therf'ord cross
Deposi tiot i te perat ire Float it ng- 411(1 & sectin OTth1 re t ccsioti is better than + 2, .

For thficKk filmins, tfte relati e cationt cottpo -
sittott is deCtILCed fronm the ratio of plateau~ hieights~, antd the pretcisioni of' the measuO~rements is
estitmated to be tin the range + 2- ',';

For the determintration of the ox\veett stoicfiiomittemrv w.e used 1`0 tf.p '0- nuclear
reactiont wsith a 8511S ke\ denteron beam a1nd sitttiltaneotllvLl1 we retINIstred tfte RBS( spectrUll to1o
the ifetiterotis hack scattered b\ the elentettits lit ese tit i thc filmn atnd ti the Si substrate. The
ratio of the NRA piroton pecak Hinterals from osvgenl to mthe cationhic RBS( integral is aI measure
of- the oxygeni stoichiottetry. once compared to a simiilar ratio frott a standlard tar-eem.
mneasuredf inl the satne conditions (fable 11.Tihe refecrence taructe is a thermially oxitdiz'ed
tantaliumt thini laer (Ta,05 on Si.

Table 11. Sfte tia tic: of, [lran ite C oniptimion anlal\ sis o the lPZI' filmls

RBS NR A

2.4.\it0 8;0h keV 850

II 'Ihimt Thick

F' .mt .~ti ......... -

PZT or reference Ta 05 Ti/Pb et Zr/Pb = x = /Pb i2%

The oxygen stoichionrietry X is giCl emi [livte etILnat Ot

x=5/2 XjTa/jPb±Z/-r+Ti .(( Xb r.i0/t 6  i()

fThe precisiot ott the oxvgett stoichtionitetry depends mtaintly ott the statist ic-al errors onl
the peak intmegraIs. i.e. ± 2-3, , Th1 e resii ts are beant close intdcepentdeintl.

The crystal structure of'thne btinms was examinttedl lv atn X-ray diffraction 1 XRDI mriethod.
F-or e lect'tricaf I ias iire tie ritts. Pt thl fitYIi losWere tie po)sited as at Lipper elect rode with a
diameter oif 0.0 nittt at rotome temperamture. IThe 4- F hyvsteresi s culrVe was observed it sing a
Radiant Technologies Mcidel RT66A ferroelectric test eqfiipmenett.
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RESIlT'S AND) DISCI SSIONs

A. Deposilioii rate. [lueI4
shosAs a three diinen'oionial parametri
representation of* the ýariati~n of the 6
total deposition rate su it pressunre 'andl
SUbstrate temperature. The deposition 50
rate increases as a funIFCtion of' the -

pressure and decreases Aith the q
temiperature, bit it is practicalk 9ls03
constant for a ii i ci pressure betsscci ll
100')C and 26hY0'C iirciniiim anld 20 20
titanium11 do not take palt in th i
deposition rate decrease with thle 10 1
temnperatuLre. and siaN praICticalkI
conistant. Oil [tic other hand. os,\ -,euil
and overall tie lead content in the tium
atfetCI thle finial coinpisition tl i 2.
This decrease IN aitrihitted to the
surface mobility of the incident film
material and to a reduced stick in, F ~i Ltre I Three ditenesional pairamtetric
ciiefficientt of these conmpoiieitt isithi \artatiiis Of' tile dCpo.Sitiiiu rate of- P7.1 thin
the temperatuLre. A typical dcposittort filmN wýith sujbstrate temiperatuLre and
rate is 6 tutu/mml. sp)LITteimig lresui

FiLnre 2 T'hree ditnensiiiital
paratmetric sariationis of' tile ,a
di fferenut atonmic deposition ' ~ ,4' ~ '

rates of PZ'T filtms ssitlh ,a
SU bsirate teinperat tire antd
sputtering pressure.
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R1. Filmh coal p4si IiIll.
The depundrunu ot filmt comtpOSitton Onl pCSSltru and sub staut tuterdip irmUC IS shOssl 1In

Figuire 3. Flmit cotmpositiont is reprusuitud byý the attottik retio~s of Zr/l'. 'li/1h. Zr/li i.td
0/Ph. A ls.o. l'hc/r ss. litto -I03 targct comtposition is Nhoskin bN itort/onta I dashed Iilnsý

Pressure. ')lhu Zr/Ph and Ti/Ph F io~s otf the f~ilms .trc toutild it) khltattu wilh sputtering.
itas Prussulru When thle filmt IN stutterd at a loss r esprussurc. the lead c~ontuli ill tile
spttttU~red fhilm is less titAI that Of tile target it app)0istaChu thue atIret compo11sitionl is thle
pressure is, incureased. Oin tile othter htand. tile Zr/l~i ratios ot the fiitms ire almtost equial to that
oftil tu tarut irruspectis u of tile sputittuin.g gaýs Prus't`NIlCe

Thlesu coittpositoiotai chatiguS maiy hu cýitsCd hv thufiit: 10 ttitM ttWOIMcatStt. Al\ ai lower

gas pre SSure , t preferet i al r - Sp L~ticring, of lead atom's is ca usud byv tast tiuegat i e ions antd
nu tItrais trasersi ig tile spu ttering sy stem %s the out coil ision and hombardintg thue substrate. The
u nurey of the se fast part iclus is, at tentuated by gas pitase collision,, so r - sputtering decreases

istth irttureas ifn prusse re. A\t prus sitrus % a uuS d.s it12h a~s 3 Pat lilt ttean fit re pat of ,i putitured
atolms atnd Ions is ott the oldut of' a fe% ttillimettetrt and compt~ositiontal , hiaoeus a ru itpprcsscd.

a6
04 14 06

at02 02 0i

I guLru 3 Ticet dittiutisiottal K. '-

paramletric variaition ot the 4p-p
cotnpositiotl t Is)LittMrCd p ~-
P/I th ir iin s 1111' iýth it it stratu
tetmperaturu atnd sptittcrinc-
pressure.

6 ~ 6

4 -

Temperatutre. 1-igure 3 cluarls inldicates that tile Zrfl'i ratio is nut1 inlitten~cud by the
temperature depttsitiott utiitil 400TV. Lead contttutt decruasus rapidly wkith tile depositioln
tetupuratureC espuciaLlls at iow pressures attd ittdiicus an imeportatnt catiottic notadiftu~ation. Itt the
samui time tile oxvuell contenut deCruaWss hut[ ttit a's last aS tile iuCiii Citntutt ýCSpuCIAIiiat
01.5 Mao. I lettcu. %s u hsuCrve, aj ltrticularlv large vaitic fortitu oxugctt cottmpositiont comttpared to
the mectallic elcmtitts. Presently, wAe dot't htave a satisiacitary explanatiott for the stabilisation
ito tite tottal depositiott rate for 2ý attd 3 Pa butween 100'C attd 4(111 C.

As - row n thin filmtos dieposited fromt a stitichit ttte tric P/T target at aI pressure of' I Pa
for varyingz S Ustratu tutuperatur e s helow 2001 0C exiihibit good cottptosi tion, fuLrther stutdius
wure imade otn ttc h films.



T141 hickness 1:. Fiikre 4 shiows life

tIdt)IIttIIC 1 HIt tilili 00101 C~ij~stOlil the 11111 T9
th11ic k ness 'I lie c atI on anrd iixvLen
S ochliolfketries trc to) he an~titl.id siit lir 0.

to tha t ot' file tjrel fin thc tilm thiicknes 60
ranill't1 - 7 2I) itnIII This hehl\ iOLl/r Oiihit Zr/iPb

hie sttI 'is supiijrsine in] tCrlIsI Of tile cad 0.
suirtaC Coll I,[/list il, hCLatise. file spuiltcriio E 1, PC

I -Il 0/;Pb 2

dirt atc teipe11krat tires li thle targlet 10) chlange i /2,8

and 1 lCan 1 afec t hCý ie t ar cet s t Irtack:e
cottlpo0sitiiOtt SLIcI Phi tellti)iiile n tttay ihieii

reslt ilN moifllithte spittrit Ol id wt 0 200 400 600 S00 '000
ite. ati il n as fhed his ,iit FA. th.Ckf."S in.)
ilitil accontlt Allfthe aIctors In~t'liuciic:Iti the
Coil)ipostit itt/. tim histale beenl grloss iili: Itte luguiIC I \atiitiiii0 Of c/i.iiliU)itiiiil ot P/A
thei Ojp(III/itu'ed ~ k: ~i/tc l/, cuiiid10itNi 1t1rn1 tsithl t1e tut1u i/icIn~ess (it li/scl
rocIeltiOne~d iill~ UIN fo t1ei s1~ tru~ictIrat 111d () W, Alililt) /res-trc l' I "Pt .Illk fas dlit/e
electrical chrctrzaO/i.cr/i. ptuiid titatgc //;ust/i

C. Struciural viature

The sItiictiir,il nattire u/I t11111s is CsIlui itid h% tfie X-raN ututracti/i/ mtctluKiu I[tie \ taý
diffraction patternts of thle tiliis ianiealed fil Ii u,/\i it dii fercti ICtIII)lie ttires t510)- 500-00t0-
0i40 C) for 1201 ttilt ate: st/i/ nt if] igti Z. 'Ihit Cr1 ýsIHM iili tructure i/h the iOht~IjIeIt tutu5 ire
iiltlfiienced h', Ole Mititealitte ICIrterMIIucs As filk aittti ling ettperaiturc is iticr:eased. e~rs stal
structure of lie tittit chlatugCs tutuI (tt/lit/ill /t i hpitcl tihiusi.le thrioiuugl pyrre,,ltl/re
(540 C), atid a ltti\tiure tit ttfilliiead I)CIMos t si~lk 0)11(. Ni, sItiglc- ha .c ltIim sIsIic

(04 ,C .Aitnealiiie, C\Iiertile/ic ts Itt JUst it i/itt 11 . itLI tit itOII , ic t ' 1a sILl 1c/itI O\\5 -Ccii III the
as-tieposited filml to litonillth petioskl sIII tesrit int1
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Suceh Standat.1d ttcexutItipet .IAWic. inl the OWle 701) ( lor 1 2 1)urx.-01

dcxti oN the phtvti iittciit.X0 the exsiltl'-' Lexie% xiic C iS NLJ IU M SI FI 111cLi~dlite the doi)ML tie 01-11C
attd ttietalli,;ition Raptid [hettial lticextn uI l'tax hCCet Lhecclopckl \cr\ tlxi In recent
\eais to reduce the titerittl hudect. andtuI iiiprio\c file thin tl~m proptertcx inN I-S! proessx
Ftigure 216 sftim x a first citipatixot hetx~eeti iw~ jxincdicttill te:iiiquexIC xwC haxeý 10
titprin e our R'I P resulit.

1). Ferrotittidric propecrties

."lost 'I thle 1) croi xk t e
11hh/r () sx I i thitin Ilit
attitlealed itll "i itttioxphietc at
040- C for 12 mi nn hmiox lei roehcictric
h', xterexis ch ir ictillC tit LlT'x (~ieIi
sflioxx a DT ' lix xkrLxiN loop of thle
45(0 min-thick fintix picth tc ofue~ t

remnatent polarIiztion ( Pr Oft
tetragonal tll"' irc rangetd titn ton pigure 0 hYpL ic i xet t pIxed (In xi rexCIx

10 pC/ciit'. ('tnreiteteli loop x5 V tit thin tihiti 450 i) nun iinalccd

tiltms are 2(-30) kV/etvn

C)NCI.1 SION

P'[I, thinl tjltttx ill the 1! ' knexx, rmI -ii I72() Inn %x oh timpoxei lctrroeh1C~trie
properties liax eCl been iatnid bx ri iU 'ntroni sputtering ot Pht/r.Ii ntio target 'Ihle kitcietie
of thle sputtering, pruieexx' and theC Cftteý" tf o 1)t xicrine aatitr in 'ijticnitpniinat
deposition rate have lteett StUdled.

[ilms deICNtoxite at IMmx p)~srext (0) 5 Pa i \hiihit mmxx mn\v'eet contcentratimon ind (mmxx
0\\ gen COt IoxNI(muii. [,or higher depontioni pr xxiire ( 3 Pal tiltttxare xtoichtiottttric:

(Tie titchanlixi of toin reaict sxe putter ing /T Itarge or a pure nri't xax presented
Cottip1lete thertIai,diiimnii Ot thle xputtviv'd yeptc ix rix tc~cxat to ibtaiti a good coitrol

t011o ill, the (pite ill xoiitc. ithieis kCl in r nl) ' o 11 hniirx r)EV11 ted picrc I'/l tillttix xxtt
siibxtratcx heitig ttinittaiited mt a suhxtrate-c te dixtatiicc tnt d li .\iittital 'mnirce ix thent
toritMid hetxxCJ elet teathode aMid 111C iibsltrate, an1d somue ont the xptuttted ttitettil :,ut return

perovxkite xtrlCtiite.

'I'lti s xork xi axiilpttirted hy Ale-tel ittut h, ('\RS (i()R Soit, F. Latiier (1.1:11 is thtaiked
for htis techntical assistantce it ptrt% ihit- [ie thX -ran attakn, ix G (iterier ix fltuntkedt :or tixeull

I -(i Yi. Z. Wo. atnd MI. Sav~er. J. .-\ppl. ,ix 64 (5t. 2717. ( 9,s8
2-S.B. Krnpanlidhit. N. Mattei. NI SaverI, Mttd K. I:!- \xxal. J. Aptpl. I'tx.54. 0n00l.( 19S,3.
I-M.S. Antcett. IN. Gracitlimter. S.l(. Ron. (I.N N\I-Shareet. K.). (ittlort. U). Aitetello. antd
A.I. Kingoit. Mat. Rex. Soc. Svntp. Proc.. 20f). 05. ((1990).
4-E. Cattaim, B. Ag tiS. H . Aettard. J .P. J ol v Ierrtneleetrics. 128. 25, ((19921.
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IMAGING OF FERROELECTRIC D)OMAINS IN KTiOPO, SINGLE
CRYSTALS BY SYNCHIROTRlON X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY

S. Warig, ,NI. Dmilhev.* IN.. ( lierg,-J.D1. lIilivrivi,-arid W. Itlin'l"o.,s
'Dept. of Mlaterials Sirirr anid Fiigiiiieriiig. SIN' at Stonv H~roiik. N' 11 71112271.

iF-I. (lir Pont dle Nerirrirs k ('ovii~ofam. lr.In, i~iiii~dSa i, iiiclWI h

P-.0. lio 80u3t;. WVilrrriugtiti, D)1: PI~o1 l5t-I.tj,

ABSTRACT

''lli- applivar iiri if svntliri r~iii wilite lcalrirX- ray topi .qli v to~ t l
tricdiomiairi striict itres ill hydirotlicrrinallY grow, pot a~ssiriri r tkalivi pliiisjhat' K NI i1 't )l:
KIT') sinigle cr 'vsta~ls is repoirtedl. Thei dol-ilrai walls (ar, bre ex Ir1iively ri1agil iii it)

pographs w ith selec ted diffraction vi~tiflos andii X -ray wa'velenigthis, wlrili mia~g- of ,ther

defect", silic a~s dislorcationis inicliusionrs arid surface scratchers, canl be iii ariiiiiiu,1 madi

very diffuse. Thel( topographic imrages corresponrd will with elect r si at it twimqrr riavc

X-ray topography readilyl reveals teteciirrsiralshapes of thredoiiiain wills. IIer

are two contribuitions to domrriainr wall cointrast: ori ik fririge-liki which canlie lit inteipriti I IT)

terms of thle dynamical the-ory oif N -ra - diffraction, ari thre ot her Is liffisim st rain t iirla~

arising from long range strain a~ssCiratid W;1 tilt W irwll[. 'HeVse twAo ro1rit rutions. (;il bc

observed simnultanreorusly or separately dlepiendinig oil thre diffrit nl ioiiilniti uis. 'Ille lunig
range strain is thought tii be associated with the ciriratrrir of thre dlomrairn walls. It a plwa-
that thre milami conriPori enits of thre dlisplacemienrt fie-ld associateil with t his srtrain are dlirit, (id

approximrately perpiendicurlar to thIe hiomiaini ia.

INTRODUCTION

Pota~ssiiumr titanryl phosphate (NTiO0iO 4 : KIT') i~s a will know~n raiilirviuir iiptical mira

terial with mianry applications ill frrrtriiiii cronversiirr arid ilictino-opirs I11 Spv Ii(iicllv.
its broadt temnperature brandiwiidthi, wiile angular acceptarnie andr high diaragi thlreshiilul

have made NTP the best crystal for thre frequ~enrcy iloiliirig of Nil-hasdil asir, oiferatrili

near I pin. The recent rdemronrstrationr of Wile lighit genriration rising ipiasi-phiami twitc rIL

rin NIP [2] and thle successful grow-thI of ut her N TI- relatiiid c rysta Is (e.g. Nli.\s( ý '3]

frirthrer broaden these nmaterials' cormmreriial aprplicat inn ti iniciiirl optical ial., storauic.

pollurtioni contitrol anid remrot e senrsinig.
KTP crystallizes ill tihe nrorieirtrirsymmnetrir irrtlrorhr;:iunii spari group~ Pnlr a %vithI

lut tice parameters. a= 12.8 A , b= 10.6t A anir I -G . A , arnid is ferroeleit ri c with pi olar a xis

alotig thle crystallographic b axis [4]. Ii iglr qural ity sinrgle c rystals c-ar beli rearl r v gri)% iw ii l%
both tire high temnperaturre flux miet hods [51 anid the lrxdrot hernial tmethuord 16 71. Simri t I h
crystals are, ferroelectric, multiple dormaitn regirors a. i often found.ri whrich are ilt rirrciiri I
to device performance. Therefore it is imrprirt alit to harve :I rechniqrpe capable rif riveahltu
lie domain configurations. To date, th In rly v eclriqu res reporirtedl fur rivealirig rrtraiirs

iii NT P crystals are the piezoelectric [81, elect ro-optii [8]. Iry roetle(t ri( 1 8] andi elect rust at i

toninrg [91 techniques.
Despite two earlier X-ray topuograprhiii studinili [10, 111, mutchi rentainis rinikirrwn aboirut

the structural details of extenedrlu dlefects inl KIT andti their elleci oin cryst al prriiurt is

lii part icuilar nio X -ray topographic ir uservat iirt of ferroelet tricr domriainis ill NIT Iias, bent-m
reported, althtouiigh toipographi ic observationis if ferroelectric dromrainrs biave bieeni reporrteri

for other mnaterials such as bariini tifaniate [1 2] anid lithririm ammoniouirmr sulfate ['131 A\s

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materikis Research Society
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linar uf at SNAVslt'jtIC effort tu bettecr erederstanee tie.' rule' ofext cul,'t,I IlII' J\ 111 \ ,
Ing Syeli rut role Whlite' Beat X- ray Ilupu[graple y (SW[IiX 'I, fur a vit - uf tihe- It"

see [141]), we lhave etularkeel euputn a deitailede steed uf fe'rroceleectrie jc~jaI Iýtee ites .1i le-e-
thits paper, we report the' lust X-rav topographlic ul,se'rvatio occ f fe'trotuc'le' doe m IIIriee~l
lrv' Nlreetleertallv groewnr KIT crystals. 'he'l( muelti-ehettaite KRI' ery* staje to lbe' eits tii~5ed hae
alsoe beent studciedi by the'- ele'ctrostatic- tutnirig te'citeiqei' thus alluwvitg. the' oeuts f Ohe
tecpeegt~lapic 5 ide tee lee itiepe'lee'ield'ti v el n julstifiedl. It sijuilel bee notedl limit
whe'reajs thle' toculitng te'e'letieiie ontly gives. inifoermationt eete the' serface' ititerseeuctesn eelthe' do
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related to thee more commoneetly uese'd optical ceenventtion [1) bY pe'rrmutierg ti( lee aendee c axe's.
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RESULTS

The overall defect dlist ribu~tion in the c rystal can be ob served on tie X - ra t,;,pogidph
shown in Fig. 1(a), where dislocations, dlenotedl by D, inicluisionis, inicihAtedl by 1. aml on
scratches on the sorface, marked b y S, can be easi ly identilied. TIhe (dislocat ions. whi ch art-
straight growth dislocations (to not lie along low index directions and are neither of pire
edge nor pore screw character, and as expectedI (10 not dhisap~pear on any strong reflec tions.

, IZ

(a) 1mm (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Synchrotron white beam X-ray topogra hs and a toning image of a hydrother-
mnally grown KTP single crystal, (a) g=( 107), A=0.35A, (Ib) g=(401I), ,A=0.50k\ (c) the
toning pattern andI (d) g=(401), A=U.:l2A.

This is in agreement with previous topographic observations in flux grown KNIP c(rystals [ll0.
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1], although the growth morphologies compared to those in hydrothermally grown crystals
are considerably different. Other than the growth dislocations, a number of inclusions are
visible as well as some surface scratches due to residual polishing damage.

! + +*

(a) 1mm (b)

Figure 2. (a) Synchrotron X-ray topograph (g=(212), A=0.25A) showing the 3D shapes
of the domains in the same crystal as in Fig. 1, (b) a schematic drawing of the 3D shapes
of two typical domain walls in this crystal.

The topograph shown in Fig. l(b), a relatively weak reflection, shows very diffuse con-
trast from the crystal defects, as expected. The only well defined contrast features are the
dark lines indicated by F, associated with ferroelectric domain walls. This image shows an
exact correspondence with the toning image shown in Fig. 1(c), confirming the observa-
tion. By comparing the topographs in Figures 1(a) and (b) two components to the domain
wall image can be identified. A broad, diffuse image, corresponding to strain contrast.
overlapping with a narrow, sharp image corresponding to interference-fringe contrast from
the domain wall itself. Extinction of the strain contrast is observed when the reflecting
plane normal is perpendicular to the domain wall normal.

By tilting the crystal so that the domain walls have wider projection widths on the
detector, the fringes resulting from the domain walls become more pronounced, as shown
in Fig. l(d) and Fig. 2(a). The three dimensional shapes of the domain walls are also
easily deduced from such images, as shown schematically in Fig. 2(b). While there are
large areas of domain wall parallel to the (100) plane, the wall actually curves either side
of this plane. Domains sometimes converge to a line, while other times they are truncated
leaving a region of (001) domain wall.

DISCUSSION

Under low absorption conditions, when the product of the linear absorption coefficient
and crystal thickness, st, is less than unity (which is the case for all the topographs
discussed in the previous section), reflections which are appropriate for imaging defects
such as dislocations are usually of low index and high structure factor. This is because the
rocking curve widths of such reflections are among the largest available, which in turn give
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sharp and well defined images of defects such as dislocations, wiicli un ider low pit i,,ni i t I

are produced primarily by the "direct" image mechanism. Such direct inages art, shown on
the topographs in both Fig. l(a) and Fig. 2(b). However, the proper diffraition c'onditiiis
for exclusively imaging the ferroelectric domain structures are expected to be somewhat
different because the direct image contrast due to the lattice strains in the vicinity oif the
domain boundary may overwhelm the less intense fringe contrast due to dynamical effects
occurring at the boundary itself. This latter type of contrast is expected to be possibie on
all low ut reflections (i.e. all reflections discussed in this paper). Since, the strain due to
the existence of the domain walls is expected to be much less than that due to othe. crystal
defects, such as dislocations, inclusions and surface scratches, the direct image of this strain
field is no' xpected to be discernible on strong, low strain sensitivity reflections. llowever.
as strain .,sitivity increases, as we go to weaker and weaker reflections, this strain field is
expected to become apparent, with its image becoming broader and broader, until in the
limit of an extremely weak reflections it becomes so broad and diffilse as to no lnger Ibe
clearly discernible. In SWBXT, a large number of reflections with a large range of rocking
curve widths is routinely obtained, so that the above observations are readily tested, and
examination of Fig. I and Fig. 2 shows that these observations are in fact confirmned.

The ferroelectric domain walls are planar defects which can be treated as inversion
twin boundaries. The phase shift between the original wavefields and wavefields newly
created upon crossing such boundaries is given as [16], bhkl=2rg.u + o,,kj, where g is the
diffraction vector, u is the fault vector associated with the boundary, and a is the difference
between the phase angles of the structure factors of the two regions of crystal joined at the
boundary. Since fringe contrast due to the phase shift has been observed on the topographs
for which the a factors are calculated to be zero (as determiined by the space group [171),
e.g. Fig. l(b) and (d), the u vectors are determined to be non-zero for the domains. A
detailed analysis and discussion of the possible values of this displacement vector is to be
presented elsewhere.

The situation for KTP ferroelectric domain walls is complicated by the fact that the
walls are generally curved. Since the fault vectors associated with the domain walls are
expected to lie along major crystallographic directions, long range strains in the vicinity of
domain wall may thus be attributed to the lattice relaxation associated with the necessity
for the boundaries to "zig-zag" back and forth from one low index (low energy) plane to
another. The displacement vectors of such long range strains were found to he perpen-
dicular to the domain walls, as can be seen on the topographs in Fig. 1. Strains due to
the anti-parallel spontaneous polarizations at a domain wall [12] are not expected to be
operative since all the domain walls observed in this crystal are parallel to the polar axis.

CONCLUSIONS

Ferroelectric domains in hydrothermally grown KTP single crystals have been stud-
ied by SWBXT. Judicious choice of diffraction conditions enables the domain walls to be
imaged exclusively. The three dimensional shapes of the domain walls can be unambigii-
ously deduced from the X-ray topographis. The displacement vectors of the long range
strains associated with the curved domain wall structures are found to be approximately
perpendicular to the domain walls.
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ABSTRACT

Ultrasonic transducers, microactuators and resonators using sol gel PZT films, polymer
membranes and silicon machining techniques can take the form of cantilevers, membranes,
and array sensors. Static deflections in simple electrode configurations for PZT films
supported on silicon or silicon nitride membranes are of the order of 1 um, while larger
deflections can be developed under ac and resonant excitation. High frequency acoustic
actuators using capacitative excitation of polymer films have been used to evaluate the
performance of piezoelectric sensors.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in silicon micromachined structures
for functional applications [11. Combining micromachined silicon with piezoelectric and
ferroelectric thin films has resulted in novel microdevices ranging from membrane pressure
sensors [2], cantilever or bimorph accelerometers [31 and microvalves 141, high displacement
actuators [51 to piezAaclectric micromotors 161. Active damping of resonating structures has
significant technical applications [7]. The objectives of current technology arc well
exemplified by micromachined sensors developed by D.L.Polla et al at the University of
Minnesota 12]. In th'ae vertically integrated sensors, a <1 mum thick PZT sensing film is
created above an air gap over a preamplifier MOSFET integrated into silicon. Significant
findings from the Minnesota group are that the piezoelectric properties of the films as
measured in such microdevices are comparable to those of the bulk material [8].

High quality PZT films of thickness from 1 to 10 pm have been prepared on silicon
on 6" diameter silicon wafers using sol gel methods 19,101.

a) b)

Figure 1 a) cross-section of a multilayer PZT film 7pm in thickness on
platinum/titanium/silicon with a gold top contact. b) surface and edge
morphology of a 10 um thick PZT film on platinum/Ti/Si.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1 (a) shows a cross-section of a 7 um thick sol gel film prepared by multiple
spin coating of a platinum coated silicon wafer. Each coat is 0.1 um thick, the layers are
fired to 400°C between each coat, and a final rapid thermal anneal is carried out for 30s at
650'C to fully crystallize the material into a perovskite form which can be made piezoelectric
by poling. Figure l(b) shows the edge and surface morphology of a multi-coated film 10•um
thick. Little evidence is seen for layering originating from the processing technique, and
crystallisation occurs throughout the bulk of the material.

In order to make large area films of this thickness a major requirement is to minimise
the degree of internal residual stress. The effect of internal stress is well i!lustrated in the
fabrication of 20 PZT layers on a I um silicon membrane etched into a silicon wafer 191.

lcm

Figure 2 20 layers of PZT formed on a I um thick silicon membrane etched into a
thicker silicon wafer a) with a satisfactory level of internal stress, b) when the
internal stress exceeds the fracture strength of the silicon membrane.

If the processing is appropriate (Fig 2(a)) the films can be readily achieved with no
mechanical disortion. However, if stress builds up, the fracture strength of the supporting
silicon is exceeded, and the film ruptures with severe coiling of the membrane. This occurs
during hot plate firing rather than during rapid thermal processing. The development of stress
results from a number of processes including the diffusion of oxidation products from the film
during firing, the nature of the sol gel process itself, and stresses due to thickness variations
within the film. While major efforts have been previously made to prepare thick films in
single layers [111, multilayer coatings prepared by automated deposition of thinner films now
seem to be more effective because of the increased efficiency of the release of oxidation by-
products. Thick films are also easier to prepare on large area silicon wafers. This is likely
due to the increased uniformity of film thickness in such large area samples.

Given that PZT films of 1 to 20 um thickness and of areas um' to m' appear to be
feasible by sol gel or MOD methods, it has been of interest to consider the need for films to
carry out macroscopic functions such as acoustic sensing and large area actuation, and which
can be used to fabricate structures whose vibrational amplitude can be controlled by active
damping. This paper examines the possibilities for such devices using piezoelectric thin films,
estimates the potential for their implementation, and calculates the thickness ol the
piezoelectric film which is required. In a related technology, micromachined capacitative
devices used to assess the operation of the ferroelectric structures are described.
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DEVICE STRUCTURES

a) Membrane Structures

Flexible membranes are of particular interest for ink jet printing, as resonating
structures for chemical sensors, and potentially as acoustic transducers or high frequency
microphones. In principle, it would be ideal if these could be completely self-supported, but
a supporting membrane has been necessary to date. Such supporting structures include 1 jm
silicon membranes etched into silicon wafers [121 or silicon nitride membranes which have
been fabricated in silicon by conventional photolithography and chemical etching 1131. The
structure of such devices is shown in Figure 3 (a), while Figure 3 (b) shows the upper and
lower views of a 150 pm wide x 2 mm long slot covered with 1 pm silicon nitride supporting
a PZT layer. This membrane is etched into a 170 pm thick < 110 > silicon wafer. Structures
fabricated on large area (up to 1 cm 2) silicon membranes are shown in Figure 2.

,[ Ac T 0eret'

- PZT f•n

a) b)

Figure 3: a) Membrane structures incorporating PZT thin films. The active region of the
PZT film may be set either by etching the PZT, or by the extent of the upper
electrode. b) Silicon nitride membrane structures chemically etched in 170 pm
thick < 110 > silicon wafers 1131. A silicon wafer coated with silicon nitride
is etched from one side. The insets show the upper and lower side of the slots.
The slot is 150 ,um x 50 um. Membranes which have been achieved are shown
in the insets. The picture on the right hand side shows an upper electrode
viewed through the membrane.

Calculations have been made of the displacement of the centre of a circular membrane
as the result of a voltage applied across the PZT film. The action is set by the stress in the
plane of the membrane induced by a field applied to the top and bottom electrode. This
results from the d3, strain coefficient of the PZT film. In the calculation, the membrane is
assumed to be clamped at its edges by the bulk silicon. The main parameters of the problem
are the thickness and elastic properties of the film compared to those of the supporting
membrane, and the area of the stressed PZT compared to the area of the membrane.

The predicted performance is shown in Figures 4 and 5. The deflection at the centre
of the membrane is shown for silicon nitride and silicon membranes respectively. The ratio
of Young's Modulus for the respective membrane and the PZT film are 4.09 and 2.28.
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(b): Deflection as a function of actuator radius relative to membrane radius.

Figure 4: Vertical deflection at the centre of a membrane/PZT structure in which the

ratio of Young's Modulus is as shown. The ordinate is the deflection relative

to the maximum value achievable under given driving conditions.

The maximum deflection occurs for a PZT film thickness of about 1.5 times the

supporting membrane thickness when the radius of the actuator is about 0.75 of the full radius

of the membrane. This implies that the thickness of PZT required to deflect actuated systems

based on 1pm thick silicon or silicon nitride membranes is of the order of 1.5 pm. This is

easily feasible using current fabrication technology.

Figure 5 shows the deflection predicted for a 1 pm thick silicon membrane 5mm in

radius with a PZT film transducer of the optimum thickness and radius
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fabricated on its face. The maximum amplitude of static deflection will be limited to about
0.2mm with the limit being set by the limiting tensile stress in the silicon membrane of
approximately 300 MPa.
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Figure 5: Static deflection versus applied voltage for a 1.3 um thick PZT film on a
silicon. Young's Modulus ratio Y./Yp = 2.28, Poisson's ratio for the
membrane = 0.279 and for the PZT = 0.295. PZT strain coefficient d1, = -

93.5 x 10*1 C/N and piezoelectric coupling constant k. = 0.52.

b) Resonant Structures - An Ultrasonic Phased Array

Resonant structures require a film thickness which equals A/2 or A/4 of the wavelength
of sound at the operating frequency depending on the coupling conditions at the interface to
the substrate. For impedance matching to a conventional 50 ohm source, the area of the
transducer should also be given by 50 = I /wC, where wo is the angular frequency of operation
and C is the capacitance of the transducer Il]. Calculations based on the velocity of sound
in bulk PZT suggest that the half wave resonant frequencies for bulk wave transducers 5-20
pm thick lie in the range of 450 - 100 MHz, while the quarter wave resonance frequency is
half this value. Because of attenuation is the surrounding media at these frequencies, such
transducers have received little attention. However, many medical imaging applications exist
if this frequency can be reduced to the 50-100 MHz range. Again depending on the coupling
conditions, the thickness of PZT required lies in the range of 20-40 pm. Based on the films
and fabrication procedures discussed above, the development of such films is now
approaching feasibility. The design of a 50 MHz phased array for skin imaging where the
objective is to examine structures located within approximately 1 mm of the skin surface is
shown in Fig.6.

The 50 MHz transducer consists of multiple elements spaced between 5-8/pm apart
with the design of an individual element shown in Fig.7. The structure has to take inti
account acoustic impedance matching both to the substrate and to the aqueous propagation
medium. This is achieved using a 32 pm thick lower aluminum layer and an upper I 1 um
thick layer of the orga. .iiezoelectric PVDF for acoustic impedance matching. The system
is designed as a set of overlapping layers with the PZT being deposited by a sol gel process,
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and PVDF sheets of appropriate thickness being epoxied onto the final structure. The
individual elements can then be diced by fine line laser ablation to form the individual
elements.In this case, a PZT layer thickness of 30 pm will be required to produce a 50 MHz
transducer with a 30,um resolution in the forward direction. Layers of this thickness still are
in advance of current fabrication technology, but do now appear to be within the bounds of
possibility.

Figure 6: Design of a 50 MHz ultrasonic phased array for acoustic imaging. The
interelement spacing is 5 um.

////.,

S• •Dime~nsions in micron

Figure 7: Individual element design. The PZT is fabricated on a lower acoustic matching
layer of aluminum, with an upper 11 um layer of PVDF matching to the
propagation medium. In practice a thin coating of polyimide would be required
over the upper electrode structure in order to provide electric insulation.

The performance predicted for this structure using a model created by R.Krimholz,
D.Leedom and G.Mattaei [14] is shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a) shows that the resonant
frequency response of the structure will peak at 50 MHz, while Figure 8(b) shows that the
angular resolution, defined by the point at which the intensity is 1/2 of its maximum value,
on the axis of the transducer at a distance of 4 mm is 20 and the depth of field is 150 um.
This would provide adequate resolution for many skin imaging purposes.
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Figure 8: Predicted response of an ultrasound imaging sensor based on a 30 pm PZT
film with aluminum and PVDF matching layers. a) frequency response, b)
spatial sensitivity.

c) Piezoelectric Cantilever Beams

A cross-section of a bimorph cantilever structure is shown in Fig.9. A simple

calculation of the expected displacement of the free end of the cantilever assuming d3,
excitation is given in equation (1) [151. The d31 strain coefficient of thin film PZT can be

determined directly from equation (1) by measuring the vibration of the end of the beam.

D = Z(r,k)(L/h)2 d31V (1)

where Z is a response function depending on r, the ratio of the substrate thickness to the film

thickness and k, the ratio of the Young's moduli of the substrate and the film. In tl.is

equation L is the length of the cantilever and h is the thickness of the film.

An interesting application of this structure would be in actively damped systems, where an
electrode pattern can define a sensor and actuator on the structure. When the structure is
exposed to unwanted vibrations, the sensor will produce a signal which can be inverted and
sent to the actuator to oppose the vibrations.
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a) b)

Figure 9: a) Bimorph structure fabricated into silicon. b) Actively damped structure
showing part of the film used as a senscr, part as an actuator.

The scale of the structure shown in Figure 9 b) can extend, in principle, from the
micron scale to large macroscopic dimensions. For example, critical damping can be achieveJ
in an aluminum beam 1mm thick aluminum beam, 20 m long and 10 cm wide, using a 4 #m
thick PZT film [16]. Thus the piezoelectric film thickness does not appear to be an issue.
Film thicknesses of the order of 1-5 /m are adequate for most actuator purposes.

3. Capacitance Sensors

The direct measurememt of deflections in the above structures is often difficult,
requiring interferometric or capacitative techniques. A convenient technique for investigation
has resulted from the development of high sensitivity, large frequency bandwidth capacitative
sensors using micromachining methods [171. The principle is shown in Fig. 10.

-I -

Figure 10: Capacitance sensors using polymer films and a micromachined backplate a)
basic structure, b) form of backplate using a spin coated polyimide film.
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An insulating film separates a front electrode from a silicon backplate. The impact of
ultrasound on the film causes capacitance variation which can he detected electrically. An
increase in sensitivity is caused by the use of a micromachined backplate which serves to
create cavity resonators behind the film. The form of the cavity is shown in Figure 11. Initial
work used thin kapton sheets as the insulating film, but more recent studies have employed
spin coated polyimide. These produce sensors with a flat frequency response out to 2 MHz
for airborne ultrasonics.

a) Application to Piezoelectric Structures

Piezoelectric elements including a bimorph cantilever and a membrane actuator were
driven at various frequencies in air. The generated acoustic wave was detected by a
capacitance sensor located approximately 1 cm from the piezoelectric element. The response
of a silicon/thin film PZT cantilever structure to a 10 kHz sinusiodal voltage is shown in Fig.
12. The cantilever is 1 cm long, 0.5 mm wide and the PZT film is 2 microns thick. The
system sensitively generates and detects air borne acoustic waves.

1 "• 4
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Figure 12. Vibrational response of silicon/PZT film cantilever structure to a 10 kHz

sinusiodal voltage measured using a capacitive sensor

Multi-iayer .sol gel PZT coatings now provide a reproducible fabrication technology

for thick PZT layers at least up to 10 pm in thickness. Key criteria are to maintain uniform

film thickness during processing, and to minimise film stresses by an appropriate choice of

sal gel process. Many of these requirements are compatible with the spin coating of large area

silicon wafers for ferroelectric memory.
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Tunable Dielectric and Piezoelectric Characteristics of Lead Magnesium
Niobate Titanate Relaxor Thin Films
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ABSTRACT

Fen-oelectric relaxor thin films Pb[(Mg1/3Nb2/1)oTii), O (90PMNIOPT) have been
fabricated by the sol-gel technique. The dielectric, piezoelectric and electrostrictive
characteristics have been investigated. Experimental results show that the dielectric permitti ity
and effective piezoelectric coefficients of the films can be tuned by varying dc bias fields which
offers the useful features in designing smart micro transducer and actuator systems. Dielectric
constants of the films are in the range of 5000 to 6000. The electric field induced strain is on the
order of 10-3, and the maximum effective d33 coefficient of 90PMNIOPT films is as large as 265
pC/N at 31 kV/cm. The electrostrictive coefficient Q11 is on the order of 1.2 x10-2 m4/C2 and
MII is 3.5 xI0"t1

6 m 2/V2.

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, development activity in microactuators has focused primarily on three
technologies: electrostatic, thermal and piezoelectric effects. In addition to being the candidate
materials for high density and nonvolatile computer memory cells, ferroelectric thin films have
recently been shown to be promising materials for microsensor and microactuator applications
Combined with silicon technology, ferroelectric micro sensors and actuators have a great
potential in many application areas[1,2]. However, until recently there has been little attention
given to the piezoelectric characteristics of ferroelectric thin films. Compositions of lead
magnesium niobate titanate (PMNPT) at the PMN side of the phase diagram are ferroelectric
relaxor oxide ceramics, which have a high dielectric permittivity over a broad temperature range
and high electrostriction. Among the many compositions, 90PMNIOPT has the highest
dielectric permittivity and the largest electrostriction at room temperature which make it a
desirable composition for practical applications (3-5]. The major advantages of PMNPT
relaxors for sensor and actuator applications are their nonlinear electrical and electromechanical
properties which includes high dielectric permittivity and piezoelectric coefficient; these
properties are strongly dependent on electric fields. The lack of any significant hysteresis
behavior makes the properties reproducible; no poling is required which simplifies the material
processing. Based on these advantages, PMNPT ferroelectric relaxors have been widely used in
multilayer capacitors, transducers, sensor/actuators and smart material systems[6,7]. Recently, a
few attempts have been made to fabricate PMN and PMNPT thin films because of their
potential applications in microelectronics. However, the electrical properties of these films were
significantly inferior to their ceramic counterparts[8-10]. The major challenge is to form the
desired perovskite structure without pyrochlore phase which will be detrimental to the electric
properties. It was found that the rapid thermal annealing technique can enhance the perovskite
phase formation and improve the electric properties of PMNPT films near the morphotropic
phase boundary (with PMN/PT composition of 65/35) [11].

This study focuses on the fabrication and characterization of ferroelectric relaxor thin films
(90PMN I OPT) and for first time, reports the piezoelectric and electrostrictive characteristics of
PMNPT thin films.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

90PMN I OPT thin films were prepared by the sol-gel process. The solution started with lead
acetate trihydrate, Pb(CH 3COO)2.3H 20, magnesium ethoxide, niobium ethoxide, and titanium
isopropoxide. Lead acetate trihydrate was dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol solvent and distilled at
124 'C, the boiling point of 2-methoxyethanol solvent, to remove the water of hydration
Magnesium ethoxide and niobium ethoxide were mixed and dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol
solvent; these two precursor solutions were mixed in a dry box with titanium isopropoxide and
refluxed at -70 'C for 10 hours. After cooling, a few percent of formate was added into the
solution to prevent cracking of the films. The films were deposited on platinum coated silicon
wafers by multi-step spin-coating of partially hydrolyzed alkoxide-based solutions. The films
were annealed in a rapid thermal annealing facility (Heat Pulse 210T). Annealing temperatures
between 750-850 'C were desirable. X-ray diffraction analysis utilizing CuKa radiation showed
that the films consisted of a single perovskite phase at room temperature. For annealing
temperatures lower or higher than this temperature range, pyrochlore phases readily formed
Although these films were prepared at higher temperatures than that of PZT films, but because
of the short annealing period (10-30 seconds), the total thermal budget of the process still
remained low.

Dielectric properties were measured by a HP 4192A impedance analyzer. Hysteresis loops
were used to evaluated the ferroelectric properties of the films by using a modified Sawyer-
Tower circuit. The field induced piezoelectric and electrostrictive coefficients were
characterized by measuring the electric field induced strain in the films. A laser interferometer
was used to measure the displacement of the film caused by the field induced strain as a function
of driving electric field. The details of experimental setup have been described elsewhere[12]
practice, only effective or clamped piezoelectric behavior can be evaluated because thin films a
deposited on the substrates. However, unlike ceramic actuators and transducers, piezoelectric
or electrostrictive thin films usually work under stressed or clamped boundary conditions.
Therefore, the effective piezoelectric or clectrostrictive behaviors are of more technical
significance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the polarization hysteresis loop for 580 nm thick 90PMN I OPT films, a
remanent polarization of 6 pC/cm

2 and coercieve field of 15 kV/cm have been measured
respectively under a maximum field of 270 kV/cm.

The dielectric permittivity of 90PMN I OPT thin films were measured under a weak electric
field. Figure 2 shows that the highest dielectric permittivity was approximately 5800 at a field of
178 V/cm. The high field dielectric properties were characterized as a function of dc electric
bias field. The dielectric permittivity exhibits a strong dc bias field dependence. Figure 2 also
shows that when the dc bias electric field is ramped from 0 to 10 V in a 580 nm thick film, the
dielectric constant dropped from 5800 to 800. The effect of field dependent dielectric
permittivity will also be manifested in the field induced piezoelectric and electrostrictive
properties of the thin films.

The field induced piezoelectric and electrostrictive coefficients were characterized by
measuring the electrically induced strain in the films. Usually ferroelectric relaxors with
composition 90PMNIOPT have a very weak piezoelectric effect at room temperature because
the depolarization temperature is at about 15 'C and permittivity maximum temperature lies
near 45 'C which implies that the material has a pseudo-cubic structure at room temperature.
However, its diffuse phase transition nature and large induced polarization make bulk PMNPT
relaxor materials exhibit a large and electric field tunable electromechanical strain[7]. The strain
level is comparable to normal ferroelectric materials, such as PZT, without the troublesome
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hysteresis behavior which is a severe drawback of most normal piezoelectric materials for
actuator applications. These advantages are vital also in the thin film form Figure 3 illustrates
the effective piezoelectric coefficient of PMNPT(90/10) thin films under different dc electric
bias conditions. The field induced piezoelectric response can vary over a wide range under
external dc electric field. The piezoelectric effect is small for biases less than 0. 1 V( I 7 kV/cm),
as low as 27 pC/N in Figure 3, but as the dc bias is increased, the effective piezoelectric
coefficient increases linearly and reaches its maximum (265 pC/N) at 1.8 V, which corresponds
to a field level of 31 kV/cm. This maximum effective d33 piezoelectric coefficient is even larger
than that of PZT thin films (223 pC/N)[14]. After the maximum value, the effective
piezoelectric d33 coefficient decreases slightly with increasing dc bias field, which may reflect
the fact that field induced polarization approaches its saturation value and dielectric permittivity
tends to decrease remarkably.

The above experimental analysis has been cast in terms of linear electromechanical effects,
the piezoelectric coefficients have been assumed constant under constant bias fields, therefore,
the field induced strain is a linear function of the driving field; all other higher order effects, such
as electrostriction, are assumed too small to be taken into consideration. However, when there
is no dc bias field (the induced piezoelectric effect becomes very wek) and/or a sufficiently high
field is applied to the 90PMN I OPT thin film, the higher order effects, such as electrostriction,
become a significant part of the induced strain. The nonlinear electromechanical effects are
therefore no longer negligible.
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There are three nonvanishing polarization (or electric field) related electrostriction
coefficients in a cubic perovskite material (m3m), Q1 1, Q12 and Q44 (or M 11, M12 and M 44 )
The longitudinal and transverse coefficients can be expressed as

I •x I LSxj
-=( -) or M, =, ( ) i~j = 1,2

2 iv1 2 i12

where xj is the polarization Pi (or electric field E1) induced strain. From these relations the
electrostrictive coefficients can be obtained.

Effective electrostrictive coefficients were evaluated by the measurement of field induced
strain. Effective electrostrictive M, coefficient has been calculated from the curve of strain and
plotted in Figure 4. The low field value of M, 1(3.5x10-16 m2/V 2) compared favorably to that of
bulk ceramics(M11 = 5.5xl0- 16 m2/V2 at 30 "C, [3,7,13]). At low electric fields M11 is nearly
constant, however, at high electric fields the M1 , coefficient is no longer constant and shows a
strong field dependence. The electrostrictive coefficient Q11 is almost independent of electric
field; the induced strain is proportional to the square of polarization (p 2), Q11 was 12x10-2

m4/C2 (Figure 5) which is comparable with the bulk ceramic value. The nmaximum strain level
generated by the electrostrictive effect is on the order of 10-3 in the films. These results are
consistent with those obtained on PMNPT bulk ceramic materials.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, PMNPT relaxor thin films have excellent piezoelectric properties. The field
induced strain is as high as 10-3. The dielectric permittivity and effective piezoelectric coefficient
can be significantly tuned by application of a dc bias field. The small strain hysteresis and large
effective piezoelectric coefficients (d. 3 =265 pC/N) and effective electrostrictive coefficients
[Qll=l.5xl0-2 m4/C2 and M, 1=3.5x10- 16 m2/V2 ] suggest that this material is well suited for
micro transducer and actuator applications.
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ABSTRACT

Lead based thin ferroelectric films have been prepared using both sol-gel and dual ion
beam sputtering (DIBS) processes. Material compositions within the PbTiO 3 and PLZT system
have been deposited by both techniques onto metallised silicon. By using a standard sol-gel
prepared solution, modified with acetylacetone and spin-coating, lj.tm thick fully perovskite
layers, were obtained at low temperature (450'C) with some preferred orientation. The grain size
was in the range 0.2-0.41im. A dielectric constant of 400 and a reversible pyroelectric coefficient
of 1.2 x 10-4Cm-2 K1 were obtained. In contrast, a range of capping layers (SiO2, A1203,
BPSG) on silicon have been investigated using the DIBS process. Highly crystalline (1W0) and
(111) films were readily produced at temperatures in excess of 550'C, at a growth rate of
0.3pnm/hour. Control of stoichiometry has also been studied in detail, by sputtering of a
composite metal-ceramic target with a high energy Kr beam and by bombarding the growing film
with a low energy oxygen ion-beam. Dielectric constants of 200-300, losses below 0.015 and
resistivities above 10100'm have been achieved. A pyroelectric coefficient of the order of 2.5 x
10-4C'n 2 K-1, pre-poled for a La-doped film on BPSG capped Si was obtained, which did not
increase significantly on poling.

INTRODUCTION

The sensing of long wavelength infra-red radiation is of growing interest for a wide
range of applications, from the ' tection of flames for fire alarms to the detection through emitted
heat for intruders and thermal ... raging applications.

The two wavebands of particular interest are from 3 to 5lm and 8 to 14pm and both
correspond to regions of low atmospheric absorption, and the latter is considered to be of
particular interest as it corresponds to the peak in black body radiation spectrum for bodies at
around 300K. Compared to normal photo-effect sensors, ie, those based on GaAs or HgCdl-
xTe, ferroelectric sensors can be operated at ambient temperatures, requiring low power and
cheap detector technologies

1 . Pyroelectricity
2 , the release of charge due to a materials change in

temperature occurs in polar materials. As a group within the polar materials, ferroelectric
crystals exhibit the largest effects and hence have been the subject of intensive research 3.
Because the pyroelectric signal voltage which is proportional to the temperature variation of the
element, increases with a decrease in the element thickness and hence heat capacity, it therefore
follows that a thin film up to IOlim thick would be desirable as a pyroclectric sensor element. A
wide array of thin film deposition techniques have been investigated such as MOCVD4 , sol-gel5 ,
RF 6 and ion-beam sputtering 7. In particular, full monolithic integration of such films with
silicon or GaAs would yield significant advantages in terms of increased speeds, reduced
voltages and improved response. In this paper, we report the use of the sol-gel and the emerging
PVD technique of dual ion beam sputtering (DIBS) for the synthesis of undoped PbTiO 3 (PT)
and La-doped ((Pbl-xLa2x/3)TiO3) (PLT) where x --0-0.2. The PbTiO 3 family of materials are
attractive as detector materiaLS because they show large pyroelectric coefficients P. small

dielectric constant Er and small temperature coefficient of P. Poling of pure PbTiO3, however,
requires the application of high electric fields. The addition of La 9 has been shown to lower the
Tc and the tetragonality, leading to a drop in the coercive field whilst maintaining good levels of
polarisation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The precursors used to prepare the sol-gel deposition solution consisted of lead acetate
trihydrate, titanium n-butoxide and lanthanum acetate in 2-methoxyethanol as a solvent.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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The preparation procedure was based on the technique originally proposed by Budd et
a110 , however, the final stock solution, nominally 0.6M was further modified with acetylacetone
(acac). The addition of acac decreased the tendency for premature hydrolysis and also improved
the film quality and surface wetting characteristics. A typical process schematic is shown in
Figure 1. The concentration of the deposition solutions was adjusted to up to 0.3M by suitable
additions of 2-methoxyethanol, and were used without any prehydrolysis. The films were
typically spin-coated at 2000rpm/30 sees and a bake every 3 layers at 170'C, followed by a bake
at 450TC every 6 layers. The thickness per layer obtained after firing was about 0.034im.
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Figure 1. Schematic of sol-preparation.

The PVD deposition system consisted of a Nordiko 3450 DIBS system, Figure 2. The
system has been described fully previously 7 , except that the argon sputtering beam has been
replaced by a heavier krypton beam. The DIBS process has a number of advantages, including
low pressure deposition, low film contamination, good film adhesion, high film density and
refractive index. For PLT deposition, an adjustable composite target has been developed and is
depicted in Figure 3. Pieces of ceramic lead oxide and PLT are fixed to a titanium backing plate.
By suitable variation of the configuration, films of the desired stoichiometry were obtained. The
substrate temperature was in the range 500-6(XO'C, and the growth rate of 0.33tm/hour was
typically obtained and this was largely independent of target configuration and substrate
temperature.
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Figure 2 DIBS Sputtering System. Figure 3. Adjustable Composite
Target

In both cases, films wt',e deposited on platinum (I/(OOA) coated silicon provided with a
thermal oxide barrier layer or BPSG. The films were characterised by a number of techniques,
including X-ray diffraction (XRD) using Cua radiation, electron probe microanalysis (EPMA)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and (STEM). Electrical properties were determined
using a Wayne Kerr 6425 LCR meter. Hysteresis loop measurements were performed on a
Radiant Technologies RT66A thin film tester. The pyroelectric coefficients were calculated from
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the ac current produced by modulating the substrate temperature at frequencies from 5 to 50
mHz. Poling was limited to a temperature maximum of 150'C and to fields up to 107Vm-t.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An X-ray diffractogramn trace for a PT film grown at 450'C from solution is shown in
Figure 4, indicating the expected tetragonal phase. The calculated c/a ratio was determined to be
1.056 which is close to the value of bulk PT (1.06). The intensity of the (001) and (101) lines
decrease with increase in the thermal treatment up to 7000C. Similarly, a PLT film with x = 0.1,
deposited at 4500C gave a very highly preferred (11) orientated film as shown in Figure 5.
Apart from the (111) the onl., other line present is the (100), This is not unexpected as the La
would favour reduced tetragonality and thus the intrinsic favouring of a particular orientation for
a given stress state. Also, the film was expected to lattice match the highly preferred t 111)
platinum bottom electrode.
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Figure 4. X-ray diffractogram for a sol-derived PT film
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Figure 5. X-ray diffractogram for a sol-derived PLT film

La-doping also favours the (11) orientation in films grown using the DIBS system. A
typical trace is shown in figure 6 for a film grown at a temperature of 5)0-600()C. The
deposition of DIBS PT films occurs above the Curie temperature of 490TC, and the degree of
stress at Tc can greatly influence and fix the observed orientation after cooling. The majority of
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the PT films produced show a tendency towards (100) orientation, however capping the silicon
with an amorphous alumina layer does force the orientation towards (001) as compared with
plain silicon. For La doped films, higher temperature (-600'C) favours (100) whereas lower
temperature (-550*C) favours (I ll). It should be noted that there is no gradual changeover from
(100) to (I ll); mixed (100)/(111) films do not occur. It seems that at higher temperature, a
critical stress is exceeded that enables the film to overcome the restraint of being matched to the
(111) Pt.

2xllIl"
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Figure 6. X-ray diffractogram tor a DIBS derived PLT film

The structure of the sol-gel films is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 for PT and PLT, respectively.
Individual strata corresponding to the intermediate baking at 450'C can clearly be seen. The
grain size was determined to be !_0.1Igm across. The surface was also composed of smooth
areas interspaced with small 'blisters', which were probably caused by stress relief. In contrast,
the PLT film (7(b)) showed a smooth surface with a columnar through film structure confirming
the high preferred (1 11) orientation seen by XRD. The grain structure was again small
(<0.2p1m).

jPT
Pt

S i02

Silicon

Figure 7. SEM cross-section of a PT film on Pt/SiO2/Si, showing "strata
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Although the strata corresponding to individual bakes was not observed by SEM, thes.,
were clearly seen when the sample was examined by high resolution TEM. It is thought that
these 'strata' could be responsible for the weak pyro-activity seen in PLT films even after poling
at high fields.

PLT

Pt

SiO2

500 nmn

Figure 8. SEM cross-section of a PLT film on Pt/SiO2/Si, indicating the columnar structure

Similar SEM and TEM examination of DIES films indicated smooth surfaces for both PT
and PLT films, with La giving films with bette, optical properties. Cross-sectional SEM
examination of a PLT film again showed a columnar grain morphology and no visible porosity.
Also, the grain diameter (20hnm) seems fairly constant through the film thickness through
matching the Pt grain diameter which is of the order of 1(X)-I 50nm and then undergoing limited
grain growth.

PYROELECTRIC MEASUREMENT'S

Samples for characterisation were prepared by first evaporating Cr/Au or Pt dots (1-2mm
diameter) onto the surface of the film through a shadow mask. The bottom electrode in the case
of sol-gel films was exposed by etching away the film at a comer. Contact to the bottom and
top electrodes was made by silver epoxy wire bonds. The dielectric constant and loss (1kHz)
measured on the sdl-gel PT films ranged from 100-21)0 and 0.8-2%. respectively for film
thicknesses of 0.3-11tm. The PLT films, however, gave er values of >4() with losses of -517.
In both cases the resistivity was up to 1010)Km.. The measured maximum pyroelectric
coefficient obtained for PT was 1.45 x I0-4C/m 2/K after poling at up to 18V/lim, which is in
good agreement with that obtained to Kani et aW5 . The PLT film, however, gave a low value of 6
x 10-5 C/m 2 /K. this may he a consequence of the 'strata' in the films causing localised
breakdown. None of the sol-gel films showed any prepole pyroclectric activity. The DIBS
films gave similar dielectric constants but reversed losses for PT and PLT; values of 200-3(W)
and <1.5% for the PLT. The resistivity value was >1010Cm. The PLT films did, however.
show pre-pole pyroelectric activity with values up to 2.5 x 10-4 C/m 2/K which remained
unchanged on poling. These films had greater breakdown fields and poling at 15 x 106 Vm-t
gave 85% reversal of the pyro-response. This corresponds to a figure of merit FD (1kHz)
(P/Cv'ortanB) of 2.2 x 10"5 pa1/2 . Films from both deposition systems yielded slim and non-
saturating hysteresis loops (with an apparent Pr of 0. l-0.21.C/cm 2 and Ec of 10kV/cm). This is
not surprising as previous studies 11 have shown that very high fields up to 500kV/cm at IkHz
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were required to switch PT films.

CONCLUSIONS

The present work has demonstrated that good quality highly crystalline lead titanate and
La-doped lead titanate films can be readily deposited at low temperatures (450-600°C) using the
sol-gel and by the DIBS processes. Both processes give highly (111) oriented films on
metallised silicon, and showed good pyroelectric behaviour. Witd. further development, this
method is likely to become a preferred route for the preparation of integrated large area 2-D
arrays for IR detectors.
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ABSTRACT

"I he successful development of PZT thin films for decoupling capacitor devices places
stringent requirements on the dielectric and leakage properties of the films. We have
characterized these properties for PZT thin films with compositions near the morphotropic phase
boundary prepared by a sol-gel process. Capacitors were fabricated from films with thicknesses
varying from 0.4 to 1.2 pm. For zero applied bias, the dielectric constants of these films %ere in
the range of 800 to 1200. The room temperature dielectric constant w as observed to decrease by
- 25% with the application of a 5 V bias, We have also characterized the interrelationships
between temperature, applied bias, and dielectric constant. The capacitors exhibited asymmetry
in their leakage and breakdown characteristics with bias sign, as well as non-linear I-V behavior.
Breakdown fields tor undoped PZT 53/47 films were typically in the range of 750 kV/cm.

We have also studied the effects of La and Nb donor doping on the leakage behavior of
PZT 50/50 thin films. Doping with 2 to 5 mol f/ of either La or Nb resulted in a reduction in
film leakage current by a factor of 1()3. Leakage currents of the highly doped materials %&ere
approximately 2 x 10 9 A/cm2 under an applied field of - 65 kV/cm at a temperature of 125'C.

INTRODUCTION

Lead zirconate titanate (PbZr1Ti1 _.03; P7Th thin films are of immense technological
interest for a diversity of electronic applications because of the unique dielectric, ferroclectric.
piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and electrooptic responses that they display when subjected to an
applied electric field. Applications under consideration include: decoupling capacitors,
DRAMs,l II nonvolatile memories,121 piezoelectric micromotors,131 infrared detectors,141 and
electrooptic storage media.15) While a variety of physical and chemical deposition approaches
have been used to fabricate PZT thin films, one method that has been used extensively is sol-gel
processing, 161 because of the low capital investment costs and the ease of integration with
standard semiconductor processing technologies. Solution deposition approaches also allow for
enhanced compositional control, especially for multicomponent material systems such as PZT,
PLZT (La-doped PZT) and PNZT (Nb-doped PZT).

While many of the applications mentioned above, especially nonvolatile memories and
DRAMs. have received considerable attention, the use of ceramic thin films for decoupling
capacitor applications appears to have been relatively neglected. Since decoupling capacitors
reside close to the integrated circuit (IC), they serse to decouple the IC from the power supply,
and thus, provide a local source, or sink, of charge. Also, by having the capacitor close to the
IC, input inductance can be significantly reduced, resulting in potentially higher operational
frequencies.171 Because the primary material requirements for decoupling capacitor applications
are high permittivity, low dielectric loss and high resistivity, PZT thin films would appear to be
well suited to this application. Furthermore, since this is a nonswitching application, fatigue
issues, which have presented a significant problem in the development of PZT thin films for
nonvolatile memory applications, are not an importan' factor.

In this paper, we report on our investigations of the potential use of donor doped PZT
thin films for decoupling capacitor devices. Currently, ceramic chip capacitors are most often
used in this application.171 However, since ceramic th... films allow for a still greater level of
package integration, further increases iii operational frequencies and packaging densities may be
possible. We selected PZT thin films for this investigation because of our previous experience
with thin films of these compositions, and because of various reports which indicate that PZT
materials retain high dielectric cc. -stants and low dielectric losses up to frequencies of at least

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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I GHz.t8-101 We also discuss the effects of donor doping on thin-film leakage characteristics,
bias effects on dielectric response, and general characteristics of thin-film breakdown. While the
results reported are for discrete thin-film capacitors, our eventual goal is the direct integration of
the PZT thin-film capacitors onto the integrated circuit or package.

EXPERIMENTAL

The ceramic thin films of the present study were prepared using a sol-gel process that we
have reported on previously.[ 11,121 Briefly, 0.4 M PZT, PLZT and PNZT solutions were
prepared from carbc xylate and alkoxide precursors. PZT solutions were prepared by first
adding titanium isopopoxide to zirconium butoxide. Acetic acid was then added followed by
addition of methanol And lead (IV) acetate. At this point, the solution was heated to dissolve the
lead precursor. Subsequent additions of methanol, acetic acid and water completed the solution
preparation process. Lanthanum was incorporated into the solutions as lanthanum acetate and
niobium was incorporated as niobium ethoxide. The lanthanum acetate was added to the solution
batch at the same time as the lead precursor, while the niobium ethoxide was added to the
solution with the other B-site alkoxide compounds. Thin films were prepared by spin-casting
onto Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds. Following deposition, the films were
heat treated for 5 minutes at 300'C for organic pyrolysis. Crystallization, after every fourth
layer, was accomplished by heat treatment at 650'C for 30 minutes. A 15°C/iain ramp rate was
used. Top platinum electrodes (1.0 - 2.0 mm diameter) were deposited by sputtering using a
shadow mask.

Dielectric constant and loss were characterized using an HP 4194 impedance analyzer
with an oscillation level of 0.02 volts. Low oscillation levels were used to minimize
contributions due to domain switching. Dielectric properties were tested both with and without
applied bias. For temperature dependent property measurements, a Signatone dc controlled
power supply hot stage was used for sample heating. Leakage characteristics were determined
using a Keithley 286 source measurement unit interfaced through an IEEE bus to a personal
computer. Electrical property results are given for top and bottom electrode thicknesses of
0.3 im, although we are presently using much thicker electrodes (1.5 4tm) to minimize the
effective series resistance of the capacitor devices.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first part of this study focused on the effects of thin-film stoichiometry on room
temperature dielectric constant. Results for this relationship are shown in Figure 1. In general,
the behavior of the PZT thin films paralleled that of the bulk ceramic materials;j 13) the maximum
dielectric constants were observed for compositions near the morphotropic phase boundary.
Interestingly, as previously reported by Watanabe 1141 and Klee,[ 151 the dielectric constants of
our thin films were typically greater than those of the bulk materials. This effect is possibly
related to the fine grain size of the thin films compared to the bulk materials. The PZT films
were characterized by a columnar growth morphology with an aeragc grain size of 100 - 150
nm. Dielectric losses for the thin films were in the range of 0.015 - 0.030, irrespective of the
composition. Because of the high dielectric constants observed for PZT 50/50 (k' - 1200) and
PZT 53/47 (k' - 1000) our investigation focused on these compositions. Although these are
strongly hysteretic compositions, decoupling capacitors are designed to suppress voltage
fluctuations, and therefore, to operate at a relatively constant bias level (e.g., 5 V).
Consequently, the use of hysteretic compositions does not present an operational problem. After
identifying the compositions of interest we proceeded with our study of other electrical properties
pertinent to device development.

One key material characteristic for capacitor applications is the temperature dependence of
the dielectric constant in the operational temperature regime of interest. Results are presented in
Figure 2 for the temperature dependence of k', from 25°C to 125 0C, for a PZT 53/47 thin film.
Under zero applied bias, there is a fairly strong dependence of dielectric constant on temperature,
with dielectric constant increasing by approximately 50% between 25 to 125°C. This behavior is
representative of other compositions we have investigated.[ 161 With an applied bias of +5 V,
however, the temperature dependence of k' is decreased and is more suitable for capacitor
applications. Under this applied bias, dielectric constant only increases by about 20% over the
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same temperature range, varying from - 800 to - 950. Capacitor performance under these
conditions would thus meet the Z 5U classification. The applied bias corresponds to an applied
electric field of- 62.5 kV/cm.

In addition to characterization of the thin-film dielectric properties we have also studied
their current vs. time (1-t) and current vs. voltage (I-V) behavior. A typical l-t response is given
in Figure 3 for a film held at 95°C, subjected to a +30 V bias. Upon application of the voltage,
there occurs a high current transient response, followed by a slow decay in leakage current to a
steady-state value. The time required to reach steady state is dependent on both the temperature
and the applied voltage, although in general, times of 30 minutes or greater, are required.
Possible explanations for l-t behavior have been discussed previously by other authors.) 171 The
films also exhibited non-linear I-V behavior under applied electric fields from 25 - 125 kV/cm.

In an attempt to decrease the magnitude of the leakage currents of the films, we have
studied incorporation of both A- and B-site donor dopants into the films. Results for 0.4 and
0.77 4tm PLZT thin films are given in Figure 4 for lanthanum additions ranging from 0.1 to 5.0
mol %. Leakage currents are reported for an applied electric field of 65 kV/cm at a measurement
temperature of 125'C, 30 minutes after the application of the voltage. The values represent
essentially steady-state current flows. Undoped PZT 50/50 exhibited a leakage current of
- 2 x 10-6 A/cm2. The addition of 0.1 - 0.5 mol % La resulted in a slight decrease in leakage
current to - 4 x 10.7 A/cm 2 . Further increases in lanthanum doping resulted tn still further
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Fig 3. Typical -t response of a 0.8 mim PZT Fig. 4 Effect of lanthanum doping on the
53/47 thin film. leakage currents of PLZT x/50/50 thin films.
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improvements in leakage currents, the 0.77 l.im, 5.0 mol % lanthanum doped film (PLZT
5/50/50) displayed a leakage current of 2.5 x 10 9, i.e., an improvement of around 10,
compared to our nominal, undoped PZT 50/50 thin film. This behavior is interesting for two
reasons. First, it demonstrates that dramatically improved leakage performance is possible in
these thin films by incorporating an A-site donor dopant. Second, the amount of lanthanum that
must be added to obtain this improvement is significantly greater than would be necessary to
charge compensate acceptor impurities. Lead vacancies are also acceptors which need to be
charge compensated to minimize the carrier concentration, thus, the present results would seem
to imply that the films contain a high vacancy concentration (- I at. %). Experiments are in
progress to study the conductivity behavior of lanthanum doped PZT films prepared from
solutions that incorporate higher levels of excess lead precursor.

Microstructural observations using SEM have indicated that the film microstructure does
not appear to vary with lanthanum doping. Examination of ferroelectric hysteresis loops
displayed the expected trend with increasing lanthanum content; hysteresis loops became slimmer
and coercive field and remanent polarization decreased. These observations indicate that the
lanthanum is indeed being incorporated into the perovskite structure. We are presently
estimating film density by measuring the refractive indices of the films using ellipsometry, to
determine if increasing film density can explain the observed decrease in leakage current with
increased lanthanum doping. Dielectric constant and loss were relatively independent of
lanthanum doping level and no systematic effect of doping on these properties was observed.

Niobium doping yielded similar results to those observed for lanthanum doping. Results
are illustrated in Figure 5. While a doping level of 0.1 mol %k resulted in a decrease in the
leakage current by about a factor of five, a 5.0 mol % doping level resulted in a leakage current
that was - 103 less than the undoped PZT 50/50 thin film. Again, the doping level required to
obtain a maximum increase in resistivity is relatively high. Analysis of Figures 4 and 5 shows
that, in fact, the curves for La and Nb doping fall almost directly on top of each other. Thus,
doping with either A- or B-site donor species results in increased film resistivity.

The calculated resistivities of the PLZT thin films are compared to the reported values for
the bulk ceramics [181 in Figure 6. Due to the non-linear I-V characteristics of the thin films, a
true assessment of the resistivities from the available data is difficult. Because of this, effective
thin-film resistivities were calculated by dividing the leakage current by the applied electric field
of 65 kV/cm, at a measurement temperature of 125'C. Thus, the present plot at least gives a
feeling for the magnitude of thin-film resistivities compared to bilk materials. Due to the more
demanding test conditions for the films compared to the bulk ceramics (100'C, 0.1 kV/cm), it
would appear that the measured resistivities of the thin films are at least as high as the values for
bulk ceramics. As observed for bulk ceramics, increased lanthanum doping resulted in higher
resistivity.

To predict the reliability characteristics of the thin films we have recently begun to study
the breakdown characteristics of the films under various time/temperature conditions. A voltage
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Fig 5. Effect of doping level on the leakage Fig. 6 Resistivities of PLZT bulk ceramics and
characteristics of 0.8 tm niobium doped PLZT x/50/50 thin films. (Bulk ceramic data -
PZT 50/50 thin films. Ref. 18)
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staircase program with varied step durations was used; 2 V step heights were employed. Based
on the model of Klein 1191, it would be predicted that higher temperatures and longer
duration steps would result in lower breakdown strengths. Results for the effects of temperature
and bias are presented in Figure 7 for 5 second duration voltage steps. Individual results
represent the average of a minimum of six measurements. Surprisingly, over the temperature
range studied, breakdown field was relatively independent of temperature. The average value of
EBD was - 800 kV/cm for positively biased samples, i.e., those samples where the top electrode
was biased positively with respect to the bottom electrode. The absence of a temperature effect
could potentially be related to the relatively short step duration. Prelimrinary studies with longer
duration (10 to 60 minute) steps indicate that higher temperatures in fact result in lower
breakdown strengths. Temperature effects on the breakdown strength of 0.4 pm films, for
longer duration voltage steps, have also been reported previously by Moazzami. [201 He
"reported that increasing temperature from 85'C to 150'C resulted in a decrease in the time-to-
breakdown from - 4 x 104 seconds to - I x 103 seconds, for an applied electric field of 750
kV/cm. These values are slightly greater than our measured values, although differences in
testing procedures may be partially responsible for this variation.

Bias direction also affected breakdown strength. Capacitors under negative bias
exhibited lower breakdown fields than those biased positively. This effect, shown in Figure 7,
was observed at room temperature and 75'C. The breakdown strength of the negatively biased
capacitors varied from 650 to 700 kV/cm.

Voltage step duration effects on breakdown strength were also noted and results are
shown in Figure 8 for a 0.8 pm PZT 53/47 thin film tested at 125°C. While pulse durations of 5
seconds resulted in film breakdown strengths > I MV/cm, 3(M) second pulses yielded apparent
breakdown strengths of - 650 kV/cm. These results fit the model proposed by Klein 1191 and
are in qualitative agreement with those of Moazzami.120j Similar experiments at 25 and 75'C
yielded analogous results. While further pulse duration experiments are required for accurate
estimates tf. reliability, by plotting the pulse duration versus reciprocal breakdown field, it
appears that reasonable device lifetimes, > 108 seconds (10 years), are expected.

CONCLUSIONS

The electrical properties of donor-doped PZT thin films have been characterized with the
aim of evaluating these materials for decoupling capacitor applications. The dielectric properties
of the films, k - 800 - 10(X) and tan 6 - 0.02, appear reasonable for this application. We have
also characterized the conductivity behavior of the doped and undoped PZT thin films. Leakage
currents required a relatively long time to reach steady state and I-V characteristics were typified
by non-linear behavior. Thin film resistivity was dramatically improved by the incorporation of
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either A- or B-site donor dopants. Compared to our nominal PZT 50/50 material, an
improvement in leakage current by a factor of 1[(3 was observed for films with doping levels of
5 mol %. Thin-film dielectric properties were relatively unaffected by doping. Finally, to begin
to predict capacitor reliability performance, we have started to study the effects of temperature
and step duration on breakdown field. As predicted, longer duration voltage steps yielded lower
effective breakdown field. Acceptable device lifetimes are expected.
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ABSTRACT

A fiber optic phase and polarization modulator is presented in which a thin transparent
piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride film with indium tin oxide electrode metallization is placed
directly in the path of the output of a single mode fiber. Experimental characterization is
presented in terms of the linearity of response, phase shifting coefficient, and frequency
response for two arrangements differing in the boundary clamping conditions. Many
applications to fiber optic switches, intensity modulators and demultiplexers are indicated.

INTRODUCTION

Optical interferometric systems of the bulk optic, holographic or fiber optic kinds commonly
utilize phase and polarization modulators 1-4 as an integral part for phase calibration, and for
implementation and testing of several detection schemes that extract the measured signal fhom
optical, electronic and mechanical noise. In preference to using bulk optic components, in-line
fiber optic phase and polarization modulators have been devised wherein the light remains,
guided within the fiber in the interaction region of the modulator. This confinement within the
fiber reduces the intensity loss due to insertion of the modulator. For instance, interaction with
an externally induced modulation is commonly achieved by bonding the fiber onto a
piezoelectric PZT cylinder or a thin strip of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF 2 ) film 1-4. Though
the insertion loss is reduced, the presence of the epoxy as a medium of transfer of strain fronm
the strictive element to the fiber introduces large nonlinearity of response and reduces the
efficiency of strain transfer, thus limiting the phase shifting coefficient (PSC) and dynamic
range3 . This happens because of the different elastic parameters of the fiber, the piezofilm and
the epoxy. These negative factors become more pronounced when long fiber lengths, and
hence more epoxied regions, are used to increase the phase and polarization modulation 4 .
Moreover, these strictive elements, utilizing multiple fiber passes, occupy appreciable space so
that compactness is not achieved 4. Whereas, in such modulators, time- dependent modulation
alone has been considered, certain applications require spatial modulation 5 as well. This
paper presents a fiber optic phase and polarization modulator utilizing a piezoelectric PVF 2
film with optically transparent metal electrodes made of indium tin oxide coating. The
modulator is characterized for the linearity of response, frequency response and phase shifting
coefficient both for phase as well as polarization modulation. The modulator is tested using a
combined Mach-Zehnder- Fabry-Perot configuration. Compared to several meters of fiber
interaction length, utilized in other existing modulator configurations, a single thin film of - 50
prm is shown to provide a phase shifting coefficient of the same order of magnitude. Varied
applications involving controllable concurrent spatial and temporal, and phase and polarization
modulation are indicated.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. -1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS

Figure 1(a) shows a combined Mach-Zehnder- Fabry-Perot interferometric arrangement
formed from two single mode fibers and a directional coupler. Though the measured optical
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Fig. l(a) the combined Mach- Zehnder-Fabry Perot interferometric
configuration. (b) The side and direct views of the circularly clamped
configuration of the ITOP modulator.

transmissivity of the piezofilm was higher in the 13(00 nm range, a He-Ne laser at 633nm was
used for convenience. The fiber on port C was terminated in an ST connector which was butt-
coupled to the Indium Tin Oxide coated Piezofilm (ITOP). A thin circular metal washer to
which the ITOP was bonded (see Fig. 1(b)) enabled well defined boundary clamping conditions
and resonance frequencies. A firm contact between the fiber and the ITOP was ensured by
forming a small depression of the ITOP and verified by a microscope. Though the size of the
ITOP needed was not more than the dimensions of the fiber itself, easy assemblage and
mounting involved using a larger ITOP. Another configuration, differ ing in that the fiber did
not end in the ST connector, was studied but not pursued because the PSC was relatively less
though the phase shift varied linearly with the applied voltage. The fiber end on the port B
was terminated ;n index matching oil to cut off back reflections. The ITOP acts as a phase
modulator in the outgoing direction of the port C with the phase shift measured by means of the
Mach Zehnder (MZ) configuration, while it would form an extrinsic Fabry Perot (FP)
interferometer output in the reflection mode in the direction of detector D2. The transmission
FP output seen at detector D1 would be negligible in intensity compared to the directly
transmitted fiber output. The phase shift measured by the Jl..J4 method 2 for a number of
trials was 1.374± 0.01 rad for an input voltage of 10.5 V. Figure 2 shows the phase shift by
the Jl..J 4 method as a function of the input voltage at 2 kHz for the FP case.The least
squares fit to the plot shown is (f=-(.00()4 V2 + 0.131 V+ 0.0(1X)8), indicating a linear phase
shifting coefficient (PSC) of 0.131 radlVp. Figure 3 shows the frequency response measured
in the FP mode. The normlized output r-oches a peak at a frequency of -7.4 kHz. In
comparison to the significant resonance peak of the FPF 2-4 which is mostly in the range of 3-
4 kHz, this presents a better suitability to fiber sensor applications where a higher frequency o1
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operation is preferred to overcome low-frequency noise. That the back-reflected output fiom
the FP interferometer must present a phase shift that i. double that of the phase shift in the
direct output from the MZ case was confirmed by the combined Mach-ZchndLr -Fabiy

2.5 _______________ C' 7073 6 o .

2
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0.0.

0.5 0.5 20.
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Fig. 2. Linearity of phase shift Fig. 3. Frequency response of the

with voltage, phase shift.

Perot configuration. Figure 4 (a) shows the output of the MZ interferometer while Fig.4 (h)
shows the FP output. The voltage readings shown in Fig.4 correspond to the amplitude of the
fundamental frequency component as shown by the arrows (2 kHz in a and b, and 7.4 kHz in c
and d). Similar amplitudes at the next three harmonics of the fundamental frequency for each
frame can be read by moving the cursor in the oscilloscope. The phase shift for each frame is

then calculated from the four amplitude readings by utilizing the J ..J4 method2 of direct lincar
phase measurement. The phase shift at 2 kHz for these two outputs are determined by the
Jl..J4 method to be 0.97 rad and 1.923 rad respectively. This was further confirmed at the

resonance frequency of 7.4 kHz shown for the MZ and FP cases in Figs.4(c) and (d)
respectively. The phase shifts respectively were 1.67 rad and 3.23 rad for an input voltage of

--- i _----- --- .. ---- : -.I -,
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! ~d-

S.... - - .... -- ---.. . .

Fig.4. FFT of the output of (a) the Mach Zehnder interferometer and (b) the

Fabry Perot interferometer for phase shift at 2 kHz, and (c) the Mach Zehnder

interferometer and (d) the Fabry Perot interferometer for phase shift at

resonance of 7.4 kHz. The voltage readings indicate the amplitude of the

fundamental frequency for each frame.
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6.57 Vp. Thus the utility of the phase modulator for the Mach Zehnder interferomctic:
configuration has also been demonstrated. Further, as the resonance frequency is reached the
PSC becomes larger with the result that a PSC of 0.508 rad/ Vp was recorded for the
frequency of 7.4 kHz. The PSC of 1.77rad/ Vp-m for the FPF configuration 2 reporited
earlier was obtained by utilizing one meter of fiber interaction length. In comparison to thi.,
the interaction length here is the thickness, - 50 mm, of the ITOP itself. Comparing these
values, the performance of the ITOP direct modulator configuration presented is much superhor
to the performance of the FPF configuration. Also, a single piezofilm alone has been utilized
in the demonstration here whereas a stack of piezofilms, bonded together with an opticallk
transparent epoxy, can be used to multiply the phase shift produced. For this purpose, it is
also -ossible to form by chemical deposition a muhtilayer element consisting of alternate films
of ITO and PVF 2 to avoid the use of epoxy.

The optical birefringence 6 exhibited by the PVF 2 piezofilm can be effectively utilized to
fabricate polarization modulators with high efficiency. The ITOP fiber optic polarization
modulator was tested in the arrangement of the Mach Zehnder configuration shown in Fig. I (a)
after blocking the output from port B. A half wave plate was introduced after the polarized la•ser
source and an analyzer after the ITOP on port C. The ST connector was moved away from the
ITOP so that the two were not in contact. This was done to compare the frequency responsc
with that determined earlier, and find the effect of mechanical loading of the ITOP by the
connector. An input voltage at the frequency of 8.4 kHz was given to the piezofilm. Figure 5
shows the effect of bringing in the analyzer and removing it subsequently, demonstrating that
the plot shown is indeed due to polarization modulation and not due to any rellection-related
interference effects. Concurrent phase modulation does not contribute to the plot because the
signal dies out on removing the analyzer. Figure 6 shows the frequency response of the ITOP

St SP-_

J ------.--...- ...

Fig.5. Instantaneous output of the ITOP modulator when the analyzer is
inserted (St) and removed subsequently (Sp).
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polarization modulator in terms of the normalized output voltage as a function of the input
frequency. It is seen that the significant resonance peak occurs at 8.4 kHz which correpondw,
to the resonance peak at 7.4 kHz in the loaded condition. This change in the resonance
frequency between the unloaded and the loaded conditions was as expected. Figure 7 shows
the variation of the output voltage at the fundamental frequency of 8.4 kHz as a function of the
input voltage. To achieve this, an experimental study of the effect on the modulation depth I-or
variation of the hz.f wave plate angle and the analyzer angle was conducted, and optimum
angles for the half wave plate and the analyzer were chosen for maximum polarizatioo
modulation depth. Thus, both polarization and phase modulation with the ITOP modulator
have been demonstrated.

V 0.7 10
polarization noculator polarization mocuiator

"0.6 ESC
S0.5 "a-- 1¢

04 6
S0.4 -

0.3

S0.2 o

Z 0o to 1 1 20 0 2 4 6 8 1o t2

Frequency (kHz) Input voltage (volts)

Fig. 6. Frequency response of Fig. 7. Linearity of the output
polarization modulation. voltage with input voltage, at

8.4 kHz.

APPLICATIONS

The ITOP based direct phase modulator can be used in fiber interferometers of the Mach-
Zehnder, the Fabry Perot as well as the Michelson configurations for the generation of a
carrier phase/ polarization modulation or for active control of the phase difference biasing the
interferometer at the quadrature point. The capability of producing a spatial distribution of thC
phase/ polarization modulation leads to interesting applications for fiber interferometric sensors
where two modes supported by the fiber that differ in the spatial distribution of their
electromagnetic field complex amplitude are utilized. This device can thus be used to generate a
differential spatial phase modulation along with time-dependent phase nidulation facilitating
detection of several physical parameters. The transparent piezofilm has significant applications
in fiber optic switches and intensity modulators 7 utilized in communication and sensor
systems. Given the attractive features of PVF 2 compared to ceramic PLZT or liquid crystals, a
great potential exists for the development of PVF 2 based switches and demultiplexers for both
single mode and multimode fiber systems.
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ABSTRACT

Prototype ferroelectric thin film, nonvolatile memory, nondestructive readout
(NDRO), semiconductor devices have been fabricated. The "I" and "0" logic states of
these prototype devices are in principle determined by the modulation of the
conductivity of a semiconductor film channel by the polarization state of the
underlying ferroelectric thin film layer. Programmed resistance ratios of the two
logic states of 5:1 are demonstrated. While the best performance to date has been
achieved for devices that have a 40 nm 1n20 3 film covering a 300 nm thick PZT 20/80
layer, we also develop criteria for selecting semiconductor films that will improve
performance for this NDRO device design. Among the other semiconductor films
that are characterized with respect to this criteria are boron doped Ge, ZnO and
aluminum doped ZnO. It is demonstrated that by appropriate donor doping of ZnO
films the effects of intrinsic defects are masked and that process temperatures can be
extended by 300'C.

INTRODUCTION

The principal advantage of NDRO ferroelectric thin film semiconductor
memories is that there is substantially less chance of bit error readings than for their
conventional destructive readout (DRO) counter parts. During the read operation in
a conventional two transistor / two capacitor DRO cell design, several operations
occur while the bit line or bit line bar capacitor is switched to the opposite
polarization state of the initial read. Typically, these operations consist of driving the
erroelectric capacitor to its opposite polarization state, reading, the state with the

sense amplifier, driving the bit line or bit line bar line to the rails (typically 5 volts),
and then setting the drive line back to zero volts to restore the initial polarization
state of the capacitor. The time interval for these operations ranges from 100 ns to
500 ns, depending on cell design and timing circuitry. If an event, such as, a power
outage or a radiation burst occurs during this time interval, a bit error reading is
quite likely to occur.

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the type of nondestructive readout
nonvolatile memory device that is discussed in this paper. Device operation is
determined by the conductivity of the semiconductor film that is deposited on the
PZT film layer. For an n-type semiconductor film, if the polarization vector is
oriented towards the semiconductor film (pointing up in Figure 1, + PR) one would
expect that the majority carrier (electron) concentration is enhanced and the
conductivity of the film increases. Conversely, if the ferroelectric is switched to the
opposite polarization state (-PR), one would expect that the electron concentration is
reduced in the semiconductor film and conductvity decreases. The logic state is read
by monitoring the current flowing in the semiconductor film; and thus, the
fcrroelectric polarization state is not reversed during the read operation. For
maximum difference in the "1" and "0" resistance states, a semiconductor film
thickness of approximately 50 nm is used. While inadequate coverage of the PZT
film surface is obtained if the semiconductor film is much thinner than 50 nm, the
resistance difference may be reduced for thicker films. The ITO layer decreases the
contact resistance between the top Pt electrode and the 1n201 thin film, thereby
increasing the programmed resistance ratio.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ý 1993 Materials Research Society
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FIG. 1. Schematic di ,am of NDRO device.

The concept of modulating semiconductor film conductivity by an underlying
ferroelectric was considered by Morris, and Zuleeg and coworkers2 in the mid-1960's.
We hlxve based much of our work on subseqi .,nt publications by Crawford3 and
Taylor4 in the 1970's. Crawfords denlonstrated that the conductivity of a SnO 2 film
could be changed by approximately four orders cf magnitude by the polarization state
of an underlying PZT based bulk ceramic. Taylor4 outlined the process by which
semiconductor film conductivity could by modulated by Bi4Ti3 O1 2 films or bulk
ceramics. He also sugested the use of these structures for nonvolatile
semiconductor memories. The ready availability in the late 1980's of solution derived
PZT thin films,S led Evans and gullington67 to the development of circuitry and
device structure that would make commercial NDRO ferroelectric thin film devices
realizable.

Our work is one of the first reports of the NDRO operation and characteristics
of solution derived-PZT film // semiconductor film composites. We present

reliminary data concerning film composite chemical interactions after the composite
as been subjected to simulated process temperatures. Further, we describe the

semiconductor film properties necessary for optimization of NDRO device
performance, and show both material and electrical characterization of a number of
semiconductor film // ferroelectric film composites. We demonstrate that
resistivities obtained for semiconductor film // PZT film composites are consistent
with measurements of mobility and carrier concentration obtained for semiconductor
films deposited on fused silica substrates as a function of process temperature.

Finally, we acknowledge that the assumption, which is implicitly made through
out this paper, that the sole mechanism responsible for NDRO device characteristics
is the modulation of bulk semiconductor film resistivity by the underlying
ferroelectric film is too simplistic. Among the many effects that can have substantial
impact on real device characteristics are electrode // semiconductor film contact
potentials, semiconductor film // ferroelectric film intei lace states, and charge
injections into trap states in the ferroelectric film. The emphasis of our work is
materials characterization, as such, a detailed discussion of the nuances of NDRO
operation and the mechanisms responsible for this behavior are outside the scope of
this paper.

i-
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Prototype NDRO devices were fabricated using solution chemistry derived
Pb(Zr,Ti)O thin films and electron beam deposited 1n2 0 3 thin films or RF
Magnetron sputter deposited Ge, ZnO or Al doped ZnO thin films. For the
prototypes, the PZT 20/80 films were deposited using a process similar to the hybrid
solution deposition procedure developed by Gi and Sayer.9 Crystallization
treatments of 650°C for I hour were used. Indium oxide films were fabricated by
electron beam evaporating In at 10-6 Torr and then oxidizing the In film at 400oC in
air. ZnO and Ge films were RF sputter deposited after the base pressure of the
system was cryopumped to less than 10-7 Torr and with a target to substrate distance
of 5 cm. Although ZnO films were RF magnetron sputtered using many deposition
conditions, the two types of Al doped ZnO films discussed in this paper were
deposited with a ring magnetron target, Ar gas, a sputter deposition rate of 50
nm/mmn, and pressures of either 10 mT and 25 mT. Al doped ZnO films deposited at
lOmT pressure had an order of magnitude lower resistivity, 2 X 10-3 ohm-cm
compared to 2 X 10-2 ohm-cm, than films deposited at 25 mT. The Al doped ZnO
target contained 2 weight percent A]2 0., which corresponds to a doping level of 0.32
atom percent Al in ZnO. Germ, hiim films were RF magnetron sputter deposited
with a planar target at 20 mT Ar pressure. The Ge sputtering target was doped with
boron to a resistivity of 0.01 ohm-cm. Fused silica or PZT films deposited on
platinized silicon wafers were used as the substrates for electrical characterization of
semiconductor films.

Interfacial reactions between the semiconductor film and the PZT film can have
a substantial impact on device performance. In addition to conventional blanket
wafer sections on platinized silicon wafers, 2.5 cm X 2.5 cm photolithographically
defined areas on 10 cm (4") diameter prototype device wafers were also investigated.
These large areas consisting of multiple film depositions were annealed at
temperatures ranging from 300°C to 650'C to determine the extent of interaction.
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (using 170 to
minimize charging effects) and transmission electron microscopy were among the
techniques used to characterize film structure, microchemistry and interfacial
reactions.

An array of electrical test measurements was used to characterize prototype
devices, blanket semiconductor film // PZT film structures and individual
semiconductor films. Typically, prototype device characterization was performed
with 2 ms pulses, 8 volt write pulses, 0.4 volt drain to source read pulses. Similar "I"
and "0" state resistivities were obtained with 5 As pulses using arbitrary waveform
generators. Four point I-V measurenmcnts were used to initially characterize
semiconductor films after deposition. Hall Effect and four point !-V measurements
were performed on structures consisting of an 1.1 cm X 1.1 cm square of material
with Au electrodes deposited on the corners. While traditional Van der Pauw
analysis was used to reduce the data obtained from four point I-V measurements,
fourier transform techniques were used to enhance signal to noise ratios in the Hall
effect measurements for low mobility samples. Hall effect measurements were
performed with magnetic fields up to 0.77 T and with dc electrical bias. Both [fall
effect and four point I-V measurements were made over the temperature range from
40K to 295K. Ambient Seebeck measurements confirmed that all of the
semiconductor films in this study were n-type.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The choice of a semiconductor film for NDRO devices is severely restricted by a
combination of both processing and electrical requirements. First, the film
composite must be insensitive to process environments, such as, glass encapsulation,
metallization anneal, and packaging environments. The film's electrical resistivity
should also be relatively constant over the operating temperature range, -55°C to
125°C for military applications, so that the currents sensed are of the same order of
magnitude. Because of the constraints of device geometry - typical dimensions of a
semiconductor film channel are 10 pm X l0pm X 50 nm - it is important that the
resistivity be on the order of 0.01 ohm-cm. If the film resistivity is less than 0.01 ohm-
cm, then there is an improper match to the CMOS series resistance (approximately
3000 ohms). In many cases, this will result in the resistance difference between "I"
and "0" states to be rather limited. Programmed resistance ratios on the order of 2:1
to 10:1 are desirable. The programmed resistance ratio is defined as the ratio of the
resistance in the high resistance state to the res•;tance of the low resistance state. If
the resistance ratio is less than 2: 1, then it is difficult to discriminate between "l" and
"0" logic states. If the resistance ratio is much greater than 10:1, then the device write
speed is compromised by the large RC time constant of the device.

Our primary technique for determining the suitability of a semiconductor film
for NDRO devices was to deposit a candidate semiconductor film on a PZT film and
then anneal the composite at 600'C or 650'C for 1 hour in air. These annealing
conditions were chosen to roughly approximate the aforementioned process
temperature environments. After the anneal, the electrical properties and interfacial
reactions of the film composite were then analyzed. This approach reduces an
essentially infinite number of semiconductor thin film candidates to a very small
number.

Chemical reaction between the semiconductor film and the PZT film at
temperature eliminates many films from consideration for NDRO devices. An
example of extensive chemical reaction is shown in Figure 2 for a Ge film deposited
on a PZT 40/60 film layer. While Auger electron spectra indicate substantial in-
diffusion of Ge and 0 for the film annealed at 600*C, Ge and 0 profiles are
relatively sharp for the film annealed at 350'C. Corresponding electrical resistivity
measurements indicated film resistivities that were orders of magnitude outside the
desired specifications. Diffusion of oxygen from the annealing atmosphere into the
Ge film, which may be preferential along grain boundaries, may also have
contributed to the substantial change in resistivity. In contrast, the Auger electron
spectra of the prototype wafer materials analysis area for an In0 3 thin film
deposited on PZT 20/80 and annealed at 6500C for 1 hour indicates that massive
interdiffusion of In into the PZT layer has not occurred and that the oxygen content
of the ln 20 3 film did not change appreciably upon annealing. Further, the resistivity
of this film was adequate for NDRO device operation. While determination of Snr
diffusion was at the limits of AES detectability, diffusion of Sn from the In,.-Sn.O3
interface contact layer into the In 2O3 film was detected by SIMS analysis. Diffusion
of Sn into other layers was below the levels of SIMS detectability for this analysis
structure. Functional prototypes were fabricated from this ITO//In2O 3//PZT
composite structure.

Zinc oxide was another semiconductor film material that did not exhibit
extensive chemical reaction with PZT after a 6500C air anneal. ZnO films deposited
on PZT 53/47 layers showed no significant reaction by optical microscopy after
annealing at 650°C for 1 hour. Further, Pt electrodes were deposited on top of the
composite and essentially identical ferroelectric properties (PR = 25 UC/Cm2 and E
= 40 kV/cm) were obtained for the annealed composite as for the virgin ferroelectric
film. Four point resistivities on the order of 0.1 ohm-cm were obtained for as
deposited ZnO films on fused silica. However, prototype devices fabricated using
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FIG. 2. Auger Electron Spectra for Ge//IPZT 40/60 composites annealed at 350°C
and 600oC

ZnO films and annealed at 400oC in air had resistivities orders of magnitude too highfor device applications. We attribute this behavior to the decrease in oxygen vacancy

concentration in the vicinity of the grain boundaries after the 400oC anneal. The
majority carrier (electron) concentration is reduced, as shown ;n equation I. and the

Oo Vos" + 2e' + 1/2 0 2 (g) (1)

conductivitySdecreases. We acknowledge that there is still some uncertainty whether

zinc interstitials or oxygen vacancies are the primary property controlling intrinsic
defects for ZnO, but for the purposes of the present discussion it is inconsequential.

Our strategy for making ZnO films more insensitive to process temperatures is
to extrinsically dope te ZnO films to such concentration as to mask the effects of the
intrinsic defects. The effect of increasing resistivity with annealing temperature is

shown in Figure 3. for both an AI doped ZnO film and a ZnO films with no additions.
These films were deposited on fused silica substrates and were 500 nm and 100 nm

thick, respectiv'ely. The Al doped ZnO film was deposited at a pressure of 10 moT.
The resistivity is measured a akmbient afterat e films were annealed for 1 hour at the
temperature pr, btted on the graph. The resistivity of the ZnO film with no
purposefully added dopants increased by two orders of magnitude after a 300°C
anneal, consistent with proottype device measurements. ZnO films with 0.32 atomic
percent Al additions had an as deposited resistivity of approximately 10-s ohm-cm,

which is two orders of magnitude less than that of the as deposited film. The
decrease in resistivity is attributed to the substitutior of an Al ion on a Zn site, which
is compensated for by extra electrons, as shown in E 1cation 2.

ZnO
A120 3 = 2Alz," + 2e' + 3/2 0 2(g) (2)

While Al doped ZnO films were less sensitive to annealing temperatures than ZnO
films with no purposefully added dopants, a substantial increase in resistivity was
observed after annealing at 500'C. Specifically, after a 400°C anneal, the Al doped
ZnO film resistivity has increased by less than a factor of five, but after annealing at
500°C, the resistivity has increased by two orders of magnitude.
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FIG. 3. Ambient resistivity of ZnO and Al doped ZnO films after 1 hour anneal in
air at temperature.

We attribute this increase in resistivity with annealing temperature to the
oxidation of Al at the grain boundaries, which increases the effective impedance of
the grain boundaries. Previously, it has been showni0 that the grain size of ZnO
varistors doped with A] is substantially less than that for varistors with no Al
additions, suggesting the active presence of Al at grain boundary interfaces in ZnO
based materials. Further, Hall effect measurements were obtained for two Al doped
ZnO films, one of which was not annealed and the other which was annealed at
300*C in air for 1 hour. The electron mobility substantially decreases and the carrier
concentration remains essentially constant with annealing, which further supports the
above hypothesis. This implies that if a ZnO film could be made with a suitable
dopant, one that would not result in the formation of potential barriers to transport
at grain boundaries after annealing, a process temperature insensitive semiconductor
film could be dev,;ioped for PZT thin film NDRO devices.

Van der Pauw analyses of four point I-V measurements as a function of
temperature, from 40K to 295K, were performed on both ln 203 and Al doped ZnO
films. Resistivity vs. temperature relationships for the two films are depicted in
Figure 4. The resistivity magnitude of both the Al doped ZnO film and the indium
oxide film are similar at 295K being 0.027 and 0.011 ohm-cm, respectively. The Al
doped ZnO film was deposited at a pressure of 25 mT, in an attempt to achieve a
resistivity closer to the desired value for NDRO devices, and has an order of
magnitude higher resistivity than the ZnO film deposited at 10 mT. A similarpercentage change in resistivity, on the order of 30%, is measured from 40K to 295K
or both the 1n203 and Al doped ZnO films. The two films also exhibit similar

behavior as a function of annealing temperature as both films have an approximately
30 fold increase in resistivity after annealing in the temperature range of 300'C to
400'C.

The reason for the resistivity increases upon annealing are substantially different
for the two films. The In20 3 film shows a significant change in carrier concentration
after the anneal, while the Al doped ZnO film carrier concentration remains
essentially constant (=2.7 X 1020 cm-3). Interestingly, the measured Al doped ZnO
film carrier concentration is very close to the calculated value of 2 X 1()20 cm-3 for
0.32 at.% Al doped ZnO, which is the nominal target composition. After the anneal,
the carrier concentration of the 1n2 0 3 film decreased from an initial value of 1.3 X
1021 cm-3 to 6.3 X 10Scm- 3 with a Hall mobility of approximately I cm2/V.sec being
measured before and after the anneal. The Hall mobility of the Al doped ZnO film
decreases from an initial value of 1.6 cm2/V.sec to 0.048 cm2/V.sec after annealing.
The Hall mobility is larger than the conductivity mobility by a factor f, which is
approximately 1.9 for the case of ionized impurity scattering.
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FIG. 4. Resistivity of Al doped ZnO and In 2 0 3 films as a function of temperature
from 40K to 295K.

Prototype devices have been made with both In20 3 and Al doped ZnO resistor
channels. Channel dimensions were either 10 ,m X 10 pm or 30 pm X 30 pm

depending on the mask set used. As deposited Al doped ZnO devices (10 mT
deposition pressure) had resistivities that were an order of magitude less than those
of the as deposited In 20 3 film devices, as predicted from electrical resistivity
measurements on glass slides. For a typical In2 0. based NDRO device that was
annealed at 4000C, we achieved a low resistance state of 50.000 ohms (0.25 ohm-cm)
and a high resistance state of 250,000 ohms (1.25 ohm-cm) for a programmed
resistance ratio of 5:1. While 2 ms pulses were used for these measurements, 0.4 volts
was applied across the semiconductor film to obtain resistance readings. We
obtained essentially identical programmed resistance ratios using sequences of 5 us
pulses from arbitrary waveform generators and monitoring current.

SUMMARY

While functioning prototype NDRO devices have been fabricated, more work is
required to develop semiconductor film - ferroelectric thin film composites that are
more insensitive to process environments. Semiconductor film selection for NDRO
devices was based on three criteria: 1) no chemical reaction with underlying PZT
films at process temperatures, 2) appropriate ambient electrical resistivit'
(approximately 0.01 ohm-cm), and 3) minimal variation of electrical properties after
simulated process temperature anneals. While the high mobilityl (1900 cm2/V-sec)
of boron doped Ge films is attractive for NDRO devices, AES spectra indicate that
chemical reactivity of Ge//PZT composites in process environments may be a
significant problem. Hall effect measurments indicated that after a 400'C anneal in
air, the carrier concentrations of ln 20 3 films decreased from 1.3 X 1021 cm-3 to 6.3 X
1018 cm- 3; whereas, the carrier concentration of Al doped ZnO films annealed at
300'C was essentially the same as that measured at ambient. However, the mobility
of the Al doped ZnO films decreased by three orders of magnitude after the anneal,
resulting in similar resistance increases for both films after annealing. Nonetheless,
functioning prototype devices based on either In 2 03 or Al doped ZnO films were
fabricated. Glass passivated NDRO devices based on ln 203 ad programmed
resistance ratios greater than 5:1.
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Toyota Central Research and Development Laboratories, Inc.
Nagakute-cho, Aichi-gun, Aichi-ken, 480-11, Japan.

ABSTRACT

A pyroelectric infrared sensor using a poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) thin film has
been integrated with a read-out circuit on a silicon substrate. The PVDF thin film with a
thickness of 1-2 pim was deposited on the sensing area by an electro-spray (ESP) method. A
form I crystal and a large pyroelectric coefficient of 4 nCcm-2 K-J were observed just after the
deposition without any poling treatments. The fabrication process of the sensor was based on
a standard MOS LSI process and a polysilicon sacrificial layer etching technique. In order to
reduce the heat capacitance and the thermal conduction, the PVDF thin film was supported on
a thin Si3 N4 membrane structure formed by etching a part of the silicon substrate under the
sensing area. The sensor with a sensing area of 400x400 jmn2 had a responsivity of 98 V/W,
a detectivity of l.4x 107 cmHzli2W-1, an NEP of 2.9x10-9 Hz-1/2W at a frequency of 100 Hz
and a time constant of 1.3 msec.

INTRODUCTION

In the last several years, much attention has been concentrated on room-temperature-
operatable two-dimensional and integrated infrared sensors from a view point of their wide
applications. Pyroelectric infrared sensors, which detect a change of dipole moment when a
temperature at the sensing area is changing, are more advantageous because of their high
sensitivity. Conventional pyroelectric two-dimensional array sensors previously reported
were hybrid constructions consisting of a bulk material, such as a zirconate ceramics I l1 or a
LiTaO 3 single crystal [2], and a silicon substrate in which read-out circuits were formed.
Recently, a pyroelectric two-dimensional array sensor using a PLTO thin film on a MgO
substrate connected with separate read-out circuits by bonding wires was reported 131.
However, pyroelectric thin films deposited on a silicon substrate have been desired. This is
because the integration of the pyroelectric thin film with the read-out circuits can easily solve
the problems caused by thermal crosstalk between sensor elements, connections between
detector arrays and read-out circuits, and the low sensitivity of each small sensor element
[4,51.

A poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) thin film is a very suitable material for two-
dimensional devices because of its small thermal conductivity and its ability to be easily
patterned by photolithographic technology [61. The PVDF shows ferroelectric behavior in a
form I crystal. Since the form I crystal of the PVDF can be obtained from a form II crystal by
stretching a film and applying a very high electric field [71, the PVDF sheet has been glued to
a silicon substrate to integrate the sensor with the read-out circuits [8,9]. On the other hand,
its copolymers such as P(VDF-TrFE) can be easily fabricated on a silicon substrate by the spin
coating technique, since they possess the form I crystal under any crystallization condition.
Nevertheless, poling treatments are still needed in order to have ad., ,,late dipole arrangement
ir the copolymers 1101. Since unevenness of the pyroelectric.:y o1 breakdown was often
cauIsed by the poling treatment because of thickness variation or r' holes in the film, it has
been difficult to obtain a thin P(VDF-TrFE) film having uniformity and a large pyroelectric
coefficient on a silicon substrate.

This paper presents a PVDF pyroelectric infrared sensor integrated wiih a read-out
circuit onto a silicon chip. The features of this sensor are as follows: (1) An electro-spray
(ESP) method I l l] was used to deposit the PVDF thin film on the silicon substrate. (2) The
fabrication technique was based on silicon LSI technology combined with micromachining
technology using a polysilicon sacrificial layer technique. The preparation of the PVDF thin
film, the fabrication and characteristics of the sensor are described.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ' 1993 Material,; Research Society
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Fig. 1 Schematic structure of an ESP deposition apparatus: (a)

a PVDF solution; (b) needle; (c) cylindrical electrode; (d)
substrate; (e) motor.

PREPARATION OF PVDF THIN FILMS

The schematic structure of an ESP deposition apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. A PVDF
solution of 0.2 wt.% in an organic solvent such as dimethylformamide (DMF) is charged by
applying an electric votLge of 8-15 kV between the needle and the electrode of the substrate.
The distance between the needle and the substrate is 10-25 mm. The charged droplets of the
PVDF solution are transported from the needle to the substrate by the electric field. In order to
focus and cortrol the direction of the droplets of the PVDF solution, a biased cylindrical
electrode enclosing the path of the PVDF solution is arranged. On the way to the substrate,
most of the solvent is vaporized by dry nitrogen which is made to flow in the opposite
direction to the droplets. Subsequently, polymers of the PVDF along with the residual solvent
are deposited on the electrode of the substrate. The deposition is carried out under
atmospheric pressure and around room temperature, For improvement in the uniformity of the
film, the substrate is rotated. The electrode of the substrate is electrically connected to the
ground through the axis of a motor. The ion current shunted to the ground is monitored
during the deposition.

Figure 2 shows an XPS spectrum of the PVDF film deposited on a silicon substrate.
There were two peaks at 287.9 and 292.0 eV assigned to CH2 and CF2 respectively, and no
other peaks assigned to CF and CF3 -vere observed. The height of the two peaks were almost
same. These results indicate that the PVDF film mainly consists of CH 2 -CF 2 structure, and
decomposition hardly occurs during the ESP deposition process. While, decomposition often
arose from the ionization and heating to high temperatures needed for vaporization. The
crystal forms and orientations of the PVDF film were identified by IR reflection absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS) method with p- and s-polarized lights as shown in Fig. 3. In this case
PVDF film was deposited on the silicon substrate on which Al layer was formed. The bands
at 470, 510 and 1280 cm- assigned to the form I crystal were observed, while those at 490,
530, 610 and 795 cm-1 assigned to the form 11 were not observed [121. Figure 3 also shows
evident dichroism in the spectra; a very intense band at 1280 cm-1 in the spectrum with p-
polarized light decayed when s-polarized light was used. The band at 1280 cm-1 is assigned
to CF2 symmetric stretching vibration of the form I crystal. From these results the form I
crystal is stable in the PVDF film deposited by the ES'I method, and the CF2 dipoles in the
films are perpendicularly oriented to the substrate. It is considered that the orientation of the
form I is attributed to the applied field during film deposition, and the CF2 dipoles are aligned
along the applied field. The another advantage of the ESP method is that these characteristics
were commonly found in the cases using any kinds of substrate.

The pyroelectric coefficient X versus the ion current during the ESP deposition is shown
in Fig. 4. The ion current was varied by changing the applied voltage and distance between
the needle and the substrate. The pyroelectric coefficient increased with an increase in the ion
current. For an ion current above 3 i-A, a large pyroelectric coefficient of 4 nCcm-2K-1 was
obtained. The IR spectra in Fig. 5 indicate the stability of the form I crystal in a deposited film
after heat treatments at 90-160 'C for 30 min. The form I crystals in the PVDF did iot vanish
up to 160 °C. Though the heat treatment caused a reduction of the pyroelectric coetficient, the
reduction was within 15 % after the heat treatment at 120 'C, which is a typical temperature
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Fig. 2. XPS spectrum of PVDF film prepared Fig. 3. IR spectra of the PVDF film measured
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Fig. 4. Ion current dependence of the Fig. 5. Stability of the form I crystal after heat
pyroelectric coefficient, treatments at 90-160 'C.

encountered in the photolithography process. Furthermore, the PVDF film could be etched by
02 reactive ion etching (RIE) without reducing the pyroelectric coefficient. From the above
results, it was revealed that the PVDF film prepared by the ESP method can be applied to the
integration with the read-out circuits on a silicon substrate.

STRUCTURE AND FABRICATION OF THE SENSOR

Figure 6 shows the schematic cross-sectional structure of the sensor. Figure 7 is the
photograph of the fabricated infrared sensor chip before forming an absorbent. The sensor
element with a sensing area of 400x400 lam 2 and MOS FETs are integrated on a silicon
substrate. In order to reduce the thermal capacitance of the sensor elements and the thermal
conduction from the sensor element to the substrate, the sensor element has a membrane
structure supported by Si 3 N4 with a thickness of 150 nm. This membrane structure was
formed by silicon anisotropic etching. A number of etch holes with a diameter of 10 lsm and
an interval of 25 imtn were made in the membrane. These holes were needed to uniformly etch
a part of silicon substrate under the sensor area, as well as to reduce the thermal capacitance
and thermal conduction of the membrane. Designing the diameter, D, and the interval, I, of
the holes was required to avoid the concentration of the stress around the holes which often
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Fig. 6. Schematic cross-sectional structure of
the sensor.

Fig 7 Photograph of the fabricated infrared
sensor chip (before forming an
absorbent).

causes the membrane to break during anisotropic etching. The maximum stress over the
membrane with the holes. was designed to be much less than the fracture strength of Si 3N4 by
the finite element method. A PVDF thin film was formed on the Al lower electrode on the
membrane using the ESP method. The typical thickness of the PVDF was 1-2 4m. The
upper electrode, Au-black, which functions as an absorbent of infrared-rays, was formed on
the top of the sensor element. The Au-black absorbed over 90 % of infrared-rays with the
wavelength ranging from 2 to 20 Wm. The lower electrode was electrically connected to the
gate of the MOS FET, and the upper electrode was connected to the ground. Note that the
thicknesses of the PVDF and the Au-black are not essential for the thermal isolation of the
sensor because of their low thermal conductivities. Due to this thermal isolation structure, the
temperature of the sensor element is effectively changed by incident infrared-rays.

The fabrication process was based on a stan~dard MOS LSI orocess and the polysilicon
sacrificial layer technique [ 13,14]. The key points of the sensor process were how to prevent
damage to the sensor element and its read-out circuits during the deposition of the PVDF.
First, the charged droplets of the PVDF solution with their high kinetic energy sometimes
physically damaged to the thin membrane. This problem was solved by optimization of the
ESP conditions, e.g. the applied voltage and the distance between the needle and the substrate.
Second, the charged droplets caused charging of the surface of the silicon substrate, and it
often gave rise to breaking down the gate oxides of the MOS FETs. This problem was
avoided by connecting a diode-connected MOS FET with a threshold voltage of 0.5-0.7 V to
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Fig. 8. Frequency dependence of the voltage Fig. 9. Frequency dependence of therespon-ivity. normalized detectivity.

the gate electrode. It shunts the charge of the gate electrode to the ground during the
deposition. When the sensor operates, it serves as an input resistor whose value of resistivity
can be adjustable by the channel doping. A typical resistivity value was 3x10 1" 12 at an output
voltage from the PVDF capacitance ranging within ± I mV.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TIlE SENSOR

The fabricated sensors were irradiated with chopped infrared radiation from a blackbody
furnace at 500 K. The output signals were impedance-transferred by un-chip MOS FETs and
measured by the spectrum analyzer (HP Model 3582A).

Figure 8 shows the frequency dependences of the voltage responsivity Rv. A flat net
frequency response was obtained over wide range of frequencies. The frequency
dependences of the Rv is expressed as follows;

Rv =E-Akw 1{ l+(,.r)2, 1 +(Wi1 2)]

where r is the emissivity, A is the sensing area, w is the chopping frequency, R is the
electrical resistivity, G is the thermal conductivity, Te is the electrical time constant and Tt is the
thermal time constant. The measured electrical time constant associated with rise-times in the
lower frequency region was 180 msec that was comparable to the calculated value of 230 msec
from sensor design. The thermal time constant associated with fall-times in the higher
frequency region was 1.3 msec. Small thermal capacity of the membrane structure has
succeeded in the small thermal time constant. The measured voltage responsivity and noise
behavior were used to calculate the normalized detectivity which can be used to compare the
performance with different kinds of detector. The normalized detectivity D* is defined as

D*= V rA-Af
Vn

where Vn is the noise voltage and Af is the amplifier bandwidth. The frequency dependency
of D* is shown in Fig. 9. The maximum value ef D* was placed at the frequency associated
with the thermal time constant because the slope of the Rv in the higher region was larger than
that of Vn. The maximum value of D* was 1.4x10 7 cm[Jz1/ 2W-1 at 100 Hiz. The
fundamental characteristics of the fabricated integrated pyroelectric infrared sensor using
PVDF thin film deposited by the ESP method is summarized in Table I. The noise equivalent
power NEP was defined as

NEP- Vn
R Rv -V .
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Table 1: Characteristics of the PVDF infrared sensor.

Sensing Area (ain 2 ) 400 x 400
PVDF Thickness (pim) 2
Pyroelectric Coefficient (nCcm- 2 K-1) 2-4
Responsivity (V/W) 98 (10011z)
Detectivity (cmHzl"W-1 ) 1.4 x 107 (5(X).100,1)
NEP (Hz-'/W) 2.9 x 10 9 (500,100,1
Thermal Time Constant (msec) 1.3

SUMMARY

The results of this study are summarized as follows: (1) A PVDF thin film has been
deposited on a silicon substrate by an ESP method. The PVDF thin film had a large
pyroelectric coefficient without a poling treatment. The pyroelectric coefficient increased with
an increase in the ion current monitored during the deposition. For ion currents above 3 jiA, a
large pyroelectric coefficient of 4 nCcm 2 K- I was obtained. (2) A pyroelectric infrared sensor
using a PVDF thin film has been integrated with a read-out circuit on a silicon substrate. The
PVDF thin film was supported on a thin Si 3N4 membrane structure formed by etching a part
of the silicon substrate under the sensing area. The sensor with a sensing area of 400x400
gim

2 had a responsivity of 98 V/W, a detectivity of 1.4x10 7 cmHz 1/2W 1, an NEP of 2.9x10'
Hz'/ 2W at a frequency of 100 Hz and a time constant of 1.3 msec.

The features of the sensor including the structure and the fabrication technique offer
considerable advantages in the performance, productivity and realization of an one-chip two-
dimensional infrared sensor.
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ABSTRACT

Photo-induced changes in the hysteresis behavior of sol-4e, derived
Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3 (PZT) arid (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O3 (PLZT) films have been characterii-d
"The film photosensitivity has been evaluated with respect to the hagnitu t4
of the effects, the time response and the spectral dependence. Photo i!iiu,,

hysteresis changes exhibit a stretched-exponential time depenidence i
implies a dispersive mechanism. The spectral dependence is strotie' I cek.d
at the band edge (-3.4 eV), which indicates that generation of
pairs in the material is critical. The photo-induced h h .
reproducible and stable, which indicates that the controlling r tr r,

are stable. However, improvements in film photosensitivit; will be re,.i:-i
to develop these materials for optical memory applications.

INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing demand today for devices capable of staritlg : n
processing large quantities of optical information, including raridom-acc,,s
optical memories, image comparators, and spatial light modulators S,£1!s;
Ferroelectric thin films, especially those based on PLZT solid solutions,
exhibit photoferroelectric and electrooptic responses that make thlcr good

candidate materials for many optical-informatior storage, display, and
processing applications [1-51. To store optically-generated information.,
light is used, in possible combination with an applied bias. to locally

change the polarization state of the filn. For optical readout, the
polarization-dependent birefringence can be used to modulate the reflected
(or transmitted) light intensity.

There have been many studies of electrooptic responses in PZT and PLZT

films, which show chat thin-film electrooptic properties are comparable to
PLZT ceramics of similar compositions. Furthermore, tile size of the
electrooptic effects in films should be sufficient for optical rea1dout with
good signal-to-noise, especially if enhanced by using suitable eta lo

techniques [6], In addition, photo-induced effects for optical sLorage i-%,-
been extensively studied in PLZT ceramics [7-101; however, relatively littlo

has been reported about comparable effects in ferroelectric films [11-121.

Consequently, photo-induced responses in PZT and PLZT films have been
studied with an emphasis on optical-information storage applications.

In this paper, photo-induced changes in the hysteresis behavior of sol-
gel derived PZT and PLZT films are reported for various compositions,

substrate types, and electrode materials. The various types of photo-induct-d
effects and their magnitudes are discussed. An initial evaluation of the
photosensitivity with respect to the time response and the spectral
dependence is also presented. Since the photo-induced responses are
intimately related to charge trapping, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPP)
has been used to examine photo-induced charge traps. All of these studies

provide important information about the photoferroelectric mechanisms in
PLZT films and give a starting point for considering device performance.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society



EXP ERIM ENTA L

PZT and PLZT films were fabricated by spin coating using a metal

alkoxide solution; the precursors were lead (IV) acetate, lanthanum acetate,
zirconium butoxide butanol, and titanium isoproxide. A comprehensive
description of the procedure has been previously published 113,14]. The
desired film thickness was achieved 1y depositing multiple layers. After
each layer was deposited, a 300°C bake was used to drive off volatile
organics. Both oxidized silicon wafers and MgO single crystals were used as
substrates. The base electrode was either Pt or RuOx (x:2), which gave four
different substrate types: Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si, RuOx/Ti/SiO2/Si, Pt/MgO, and
RuOx/Ti/MgO; the Ti layer was to promote adhesion. For the Pt/MgO samples,

the Pt was deposited at approximately 600°C to achieve a high degree of

[100] orientation. The films on Si subtrates were fired at 650'C for about
30 min. The films on MgO substrates were processed using rapid thermal
annealing to 650°C; a highly-oriented [001] PZT film was obtained with the
oriented Pt electrode. Both procedures yielded films that were essentially
single-phase perovskite and had columnar microstructures with a lateral

grain size of 100-150 nm. Films in excess of 500 nm thick were prepared by
firing after every 4 layers to avoid cracking during densification.

Top electrodes (1-3 mm diameter) were sputter deposited to establish a
parallel-plate capacitor geometry. Ta allow investigation of photo-induced
effects, optically-transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) or thin, semi-
transparent metal films were used for the top electrodes. A 10 nm thick Pt
film was typically used for the top electrode, since Pt gave the most
reproducible electrical properties; however, thin Au (10 run), RuOx (20 nm),

and ITO (150 nm) electrodes were also used for comparison.

Hysteresis loops for the films were measured using the Radiant
Technologies RT-66A tester. A 200 W Oriel Hg arc lamp in combination with
narrow band interference filters was used to generate light at 336, 365,
404, and 436 nm. An argon ion laser was used to produce 457 nm illumination.
The illumination intensity was adjusted using neutral density filters. An
Ealing optical shutter, which also triggered a voltage supply, was used to
control the exposure time. The EPR measurements were made on an X-band
Bruker ESP-300E spectrometer at 25K. An optical-access microwave cavity was
used for in-situ illumination experiments. Accurate g factors were

determined by a frequency counter and an NMR Gaussmeter.

RESULTS

PHOTO-INDUCED EFFECTS

There are two primary phenomena exhibited by PZT and PLZT films that can
be used to store optically-generated information. The first type of photo-

induced effect common to all PZT and PLZT films studied is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The sample for Fig. I is an 810 thick Pb(Zr 0 . 5 3 Ti 0 . 4 7 )O 3 (PZT 53/47)
film on Pt/Ti/Si02/Si. To examine the effect of illumination, the electroded
region is initially poled to negative remanence, -Pr, where the bottom
electrode is at ground with respect to the top electrode. The capacitor is
then illuminated with band-gap light (365 nm) through a semi-transparent (12

nm thick) Pt top electrode and biased at +2.5 V, which is near the switching

threshold. After a 10 sec exposure with bias, the hysteresis response (solid
line) has been altered to exhibit both a clear suppression in the switchable

polarization and a noticeable change in the coercive voltage, Vc. The solid

curve, which is the new steady-state response, is obtained following several

post-illumination hysteresis cycles. This procedure is used because some

recovery of the dynamic polarization range, APs, occurs during the first few
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cycles. The change in remanent polarization from the unilluminated to the

illuminated response, which is most apparent for this sample at -Pr, can be

the basis of an optical storage device. The reduction in the value of 6Ps

can be regarded as a photo-induced analog of fatigue. A photo-induced

fatigue effect similar to that seen in the thin-film samples is also

observed when storing optical images in bulk-ceramic samples of FLZT (9,151-
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The compressed loops have been positioned on the polarization axis to

reflect a symmetric suppression of the switchable polariza-ion about P=0. A

fairly symmetric reduction of APs has been demonstrated using an

electrooptic technique to determine the absolute polarization [151. The

position of the compressed thin-film loops contrasts the behavior observed

in PLZT bulk ceramics, where the photo-induced reduction in AP is very

asymmetric [9,15]. The amount by which APs and APr are suppressed is a

sensitive function of bias voltage and is maximized by partially switching

the material with a bias just below Vc. The initial hysteresis response can

be restored by illuminating the sample with a saturating bias of the

opposite sign (-Vs). Some recovery of APs (APr) also occurs due to

illumination at +Vs, but the restoration is typically incomplete.

The other phenomenon exhibited by all films is a photo-induced shift of

the hysteresis loop along the voltage axis, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The

sample in this case is a PLZT 6/20/80 (6 at % La) on Pt/Ti/SiO 2 /Si. The two

curves for +Vs and -V, were obtained after biasing the sample at +15V and

-15V, respectively, with concurrent band-gap illumination. This translation

of the hysteresis loop implies that a photo-induced, space-charge field has

been introduced into the film. The two states produced with the saturating

voltages are stable and reproducible end-point states. A pure voltage shift,

"without optical fatigue, is observed for biases that cause complete

switching in contrast to the behavior seen in Fig. 1, which is observed for

biases that lead only to partial switching. The magnitude of the maximum

shift in coercive voltage, 6Vc, was measured for a variety of film

thicknesses, compositions, electrode materials, and substrate type. It was

found that the value of AVc increased with increasing thickness and that for
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a given thickness range, its value did not depend strongly on film
composition, electrode material, or substrate type.

Films with relati'ely square hysteresis loops were used to examine the
dependence of the photo-induced voltage shift on the polarization state, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This sample is a 420 rn thick PZT 40/60 film on
Pt/MgO. A fairly square hysteresis loop is obtained since the film is boLh
highly oriented and compressively stressed, due to the thermal expansion
mismatch with the substrate [16,17]. The loops associated with the two
saturating bias statces (+Vs, -Vs) are shown. In addition, Fig. 3 shows the
loop obtained after a sample which displayed the -Vs behavior was switched
to +Pr and then illuminated at zero bias. The hysteresis loop obtained this
way is almost identical to that obtained with a positive saturating bias and
light. This result shows that the voltage shift is a direct consequence of
the polarization state of the material rather than being a direct function

60 . . . . . . f '
+P,

40 . V,

Figure 3. Photo-induced E 20
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of the applied bias. This conclusion is consistenL with the observation that

the value of AVc does not increase with increasing bias as long as the bias

is sufficient to cause complete switching.

KINETIC RESPONSE

Evaluating the time dependence of the photo-induced effects yields

mechanistic information and is critical when considering possible device

performance. The kinetic response of the voltage-shift effect previously

described (Figs. 2 & 3) was determined by measuring the change in coercive

voltage obtained when switching from one end-point state to the other as a

function of exposure time. Figure 4 illustrates a typical result, whih was

obtained for a 780 nm thick PZT 40/60 film on oriented Pt/MgO. For each

measurement, the sample capacitor was first switched to the negative end-

point state using 365 nm light and a bias of -9V applied for 30 sec. Several

h'ste••-is loops were •hen r-z, - -!low ii soui ce-.ry and to make sure

that the initial response was always the same. The 365 nm light and a bias

of +9V were then applied concurrently for different periods of time.

Finally, several hysteresis loops were run to determine AVc.

1.5 1 1 1

PZT 40/60

Figure 4. Voltage shift
1.0 as a function of

> •exposure time for a PZT
--- ---- (40/60) film (780 nm)

-~80*C, 7r=0.3 s on Pt/MgO. A = 365 nm,
-i 1=25 mW/cm

2
. The lines

0.5 are fits to the

stretched exponential

AVc(t)=AVcS(1 -exp-(t/T).
53 ) function (Eq. 1).
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In general, the voltage-shift kinetics follow a stretched-exponential

function of the form,

AVC(t) - AVcsat [l-exp-(t/r)fl (I

The stretched-exponential dependence is indicative of a dispersive

mechanism. Both the stretching parameter, 0, and the relaxation time, r,

vary somewhat for different samples; r is also a function of temperature,

illumination wavelength, and light intensity. For the conditions used in

Fig. 4 (T = 21'C, A - 365 run, and J - 25 mW/cm
2

), the stretching parameter

had a value of 6 - 0.53 and a relaxation time of r = 0.9 sec. The relaxation

time decreased to r - 0.3 sec by increasing the temperature to 80°C. The

relaxation time also exhibited a sublinear dependence on the light intensity

over the range of 5-25 mW/cm
2

. The complete time dependence for the optical-

fatigue effect was not characterized; howevei, a relaxation time of - I sec

is consistent with observations.
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SPECTRAL RESPONSE

Another critical aspect of the photosensitivity is the spectral

dependence. The spectral dependence of the voltage-shift effect has been

evaluated by measuring the value of 6Vc obtained during a 1 sec exposure

with bias using a fixed light intensity. Figure 5 shows a typical result

obtained with the 780 mu thick PZT 40/60 film; the writing bias was +9V and

the intensity was 25 mW/cm
2

. The maximum coercive voltage shift, AIrc(max)

1.42 V, is obtainable for all five wavelengths given enough time. Therefore,
the peak response at 365 mu is equivalent to a minimum in the relaxation

time. The main point is that the intrinsic photosensitivity decreases

dramatically as a function of energy below the band edge (-3.4 eV).

1.5 , , I ,

AVC(mnax)=1 .42V

Figure 5. Voltage shift -- I

as a function of 0O a

illumination energy for '-

a I sec exposure. U

I - 25 mW/cm
2

, V. = 9V. < 0.5

+9V, 1.0 sec

1=25 mW/cmr2

002. I I I I I

2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8

Light Energy (eV)

DISCUSSION

The photo-induced changes in hysteresis can be qualitatively accounted

for by considering the interaction between internal fields due to the

polarization charge and photo-generated carriers. Initially, the situation
that occurs due to a saturating bias will be considered. A reasonable domain

configuration for an unoriented, columnar film that has been completely

switched is schematically depicted in Fig. 6. The arrow head represents the

positive terminating end of the spontaneous dipole. The internal charge

separation gives rise to a strong depolarizing field. Charge redistribution
in the external circuit acts to compensate the polarization charge and,

thus, reduce the depolarizing field. However, this charge compensation is
typically incomplete. Illuminating the ferroelectric with band-gap light

generates electron-hole pairs. The internal depolarizing field acts as a

bias to redistribute the photo-generated carriers (+,-), as illustrated.

Significant charge redistribution is evidenced by the appearance of a

transient photocurrent upon illumination. Trapping of this charge stabilizes

the present domain configuration over the oppositely oriented one, which is
equivalent to introducing a space-charge field, as shown. This space-charge

field leads to the observed voltage shift of the hysteresis loop.

Since the principal polarization discontinuity occurs at the top and

bottom electrode interfaces, the internal compensating charge will be

trapped near these interfaces. By assuming that essentially all the trapped

Si c h 
rni 

a o ai ai nd sot 
niy 

o c r t t eto n
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. ___ + i+ :l i+

Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the dipole orientation due to a

saturating bias and the internal compensating charge.

charge is at or near the interfaces, tVc is approximately given by,

AVc - (Q+(bottom) + Q.(top)) * t/eeo , (2)

where Q is the charge/unit area and t is the film thickness. For zomparable

films, the value of AVc is expected to increase linearly with thickness,

which has been experimentally, observed [15]. Equation 2 can then be used to

calculate the effective charge/unit area. For the 780 nm thick PZT 40/60

sample on MgO, LVc - 1.42 V and c = 1000. Assuming Q+ = Q_, then the

effective density of trapped charge near each interface is roughly

5xlOl
2

/cm
2

, which is less than 0.1% of the available sites. However, it

should also be noted that even though Eq. 2 assumes trapping of both
electrons and holes, the phenomenon observed can be sufficUintly explained

by trapping of primarily one charged species.

The photo-induced fatigue of Fig. 1 can be accounted for by considering

the situation that occurs due to partial switching at intermediate biases.

Figure 7 depicts a possible domain configuration for a sample with a

macroscopic remanent polarization of roughly zero. Photo-generated charge

accumulates at domain boundaries with a large polarization discontinuity.

This trapped charge inhibits these domains from reorienting. By "locking"

the orientation of certain domains, the switchable polarization is reduced.4 >:-~-: i ! -

Locked Domains
Figure 7. Schematic diagram showing a possible domain configuration for

P = 0 and the trapped, compensating charge at domain boundaries.
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In addition, illumination may allow domain configurations to be established
which would ordinarily be unachieveable. For example, the head-to-head
domain orientation, which mny be possible in thicker films, would normally
be energetically unfavorable. However, this configuration would be
stabilized by trapped electrons, as shown.

Restoration of the suppressed loop requires near-band-gap illumination
to generate new carriers, which can recombine with the trapped charge, and
an applied bias to reorient the previously locked domains. An alternative
approach would have been to use sub-band-gap illumination to photo-excite
the trapped charge out of the trapping centers. Since this approach has not
worked, the gap states created by the trapped charge evidently have no
optical cross-section. This observation is also consistent with the
previously discussed drop in efficiency for the photo-induced effects at
wavelengths much below the band edge.

A photo-induced improvement in the initial hysteresis response of films
has also been commonly observed. Our most dramatic example of this behavior,
whiLh was obtained on the previously described 780 rn thick PZT 40/60 on
Pc/MgO, is illustrated in Fig. 8. The initial hysteresis loop of a typical
capacitor exhibited low values for Pr and Ps compared to the anticipated
response for a highly-oriented, compressed film. Improvement to the light-
enhanced loop was achieved with band-gap light and a bias of -8 V for 20
sec. The observation of a pboto-induced improvement in hys-eresis suggests
the presence of processing-induced trapped charge in films. The presence of
a large amount of trapped charge in this PZT 40/60 sample was not
unreasonable since it was fabricated by rapid thermal annealing using quartz
lamps. In addition, this sample, which was annealed twice, displayed a much
bigger improvement in the hysteresis than a similar, but thinner sample,
which required only one anneal. This difference may be due to the internal
interface formed by the initial firing of the thicker film, which could
provide an excellent location for charge trapping.

60 ' . . . .. . . . ..

40
Initial

Figure 8. Light-enhanced • 20
improvement of the initial E
hysteresis behvior of a PZT 0 o
40/60 film on Pt/MgO. Q

A - 365 nm, I - 25 mW/cm
2

, '•

V - -8 V, 20 sec. o -201

-40 Light
. .0 ± O Enhanced

-60 . ., . , ,, 'I

-10 -5 0 5 10

V (Volts)
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The time response may be controlled by the carrier mobiliLy or th5
charge-trapping kinetics. If charge migration is rate limiting, the
stretched exponential behavior indicates a dispersive transport mechanism.
The hole mobility is anticipated to be relatively low due to an abundance of
shallow hole traps [18,19]. Alternatively, the trapping kinetics of one or
both carrier types into the deeper, more stable traps may be rate limiting
for optical storage. In either case, the stretched-exponential kinetics
implies a distribution ot rapping energies.

The nature of the charge traps have been investigated because of the
critical role they play in the photo-induced effects for optical storage.
EPR measurements have been done on hot-pressed, ceramic samples of PLZT
7/65/35 [201 and on sol-gel derived powders of various compositions 121].
With band-gap illumination, two-types of charged defects are produced. These
defects have been identified as Pb+

3 
and Ti+ 3 

(201, as illustrated in Fig.
9b, which is the EPR spectrum for a UV-illuminated PZT 7/65/35 ceramic
plate. The Pb+ 3 

center is a hole trapped at a Pb+
2 

site; this trapping
center is shallow and hence metastable at room temperature [19]. The Ti+3
center is an electron trapped at a Ti+

4 
site. Although the Ti+

3 
center is

not observed for all samples, the Pb+
3 

center is found for all compositions.
It is interesting to note that the creation kinetics of these EPR Cemn-S
also follows a stretched-exponential function, with a stretching parameter
(6) similar to that obtained for the voltage-shift kinetics. This similarity
may suggest that both phenomenon are controlled by a common process, such as
dispersive carrier transport.

However, there is no obvious relationship between these traps centers
and :he optical storage effects. Both the Pb+3 and the Ti+3 centers are
eas ýy photo-bleached for a range of sub-band-gap wavelengths, as shown in
t.6. 7c for a light energy of 2.3 eV. However, photobleaching of these
defect centers does not effect the hysteresis loops. Consequently, these

As-received (a)

Optically written (/bC)

g = 1.934 (Ti
3

+)

g = 1.995 (Pb3 +)

- (c)

2.3 eV light "Photo-bleached"
i t iI I I i I I I

3200 3300 3400 3500 3600

Magnetic Field [G]

Figure 9. EPR spectra for a PLZT 7/65/35 transparent ceramic sample. The
optically written state corresponds to illumination with 365 nm light.
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traps can not be the stable ones which control the photo-induced hysteresi,

changes, which makes sense since they are shallow traps. The lack of any

other paramagnetic centers suggest that charges may be trapped as pairs.

This situation occurs in systems where the pair trapping is stabilized by a

lattice relaxation 122-241. While it is possible to speculate about the rol,-

of various deep defect centers, such as lead vacani-es, the critical
trapping sites for optical storage effects have not been identified. It is

also important to emphasize that the behavior of defects in bulk and powder

samples is expected to be the same as for thin films.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPTICAL STORAGE DEVICES

The primary requirement for an optical memory or optically-addressable

device, such as an SL4, is that light can be used to produce a discernable

change in the state of the material. Both types of photo-induced hysteresis

changes observed in PLZT films are large and reproducible enough to provide
the basis for an optical memory technology. A simple operational scheme for

a digital optical memory is illustrated in Fig, 10. Initially the entire

sample is reset to the positive curve (+) by switching to +Pr and

illuminating. The film is then electrically switched to -Pr with no light.
Individual bits are switched to the negative curve (-) by illuminating them

one at a time; this procedure allows the bits to be completely def'ned by
the optical addressing process. However, both the illuminated and

unilluminated bits are still at -Pr. To read the stored information, a bias
is applied that partially switches the (+) bits while leaving the b-) bits

at -Pr. In this case, a pulse of 3.7 V switches the (+) bits to Pr 0. Thiy
step illustrates the advantage of having a material with a sharp switching

threshold. A longer wavelength laser with polarizing optics can be used to
differentiate these two states based on the electrooptic response of the

material. Since these films exhibit an electrooptic response which is
roughly quadratic with respect to polarization (r a p

2
) (6], the two

60 , I I

40/

•-' 20 Figure 10. Photo-induced

3 Vhysteresis response for

: 0 I operation of an optical
0 . memory. The arrow

""� corresponds to 3.7 V,
( (+) which switches the (÷)

state bits to Pr = 0.

-40

-60 j 11
-10 -5 0 5 10

V (Volts)

desireable end-point states are Pr - IPr(max)l and Pr - 0. SeleL~ive erasure

can be accomplished by electrically switching the film to +Pr and

illuminating the bits to be reset, which puts them back on the (+) curve.

While a few different operational mechanisms could be implemented to
make a working optical memory using PZT or PLZT films, a number of issues
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need to be addressed to produce a competit iv. technology. To compete wit.

existing hard disk technologies, the time rusponse for writing informatiorn

needs to be improved by roughly two orders of magnitude. ConsequentI.v, it I!,

critical to determine the rate-limiting process and to develop strrtegi-s

for modifying the response time, An optical-memory medium should also be

compatible with solid-state lasets (A - 700-800 run). Significant

improvements in the photosensitivity at longer wavelenghts can be

anticipated based on the improvements achieved in PLZT ceramics by ion

implantation 1251. For high-density optical memories, the minimum bi' siz,

needs to be evaluated. The bit resolution may depend on both the grain si:>ý

and the lateral spreading of photo-induced carriers. Finally. the issues

common to ferroelectric nonvolatile memories, such as long-term retention.
fatigue, and polarization-state imprinting, need to be considered in

relation to an optically-aadressed, optically-read memory.

CONCLUSIONS

Two different photo-induced changes in hysteresis behavior hav,< be,.v

characterized in PZT and PLZr films. The observed effects are controlld ,

the trapping of charge at the near surface region or at internal domain

boundaries. Charge is trapped in very stable centers, which display no

paramagnetic signature and, thus, have not yet been identified. A photo-

induced improvement in initial hysteresis behavior also demonstrates the

presence of processing-induced space charge. The photo-induced voltage shitN

exhibits a stretched-exponential time dependence, which implies a disperstvi

mechanism. The relaxation times improve with increasing intensity and

increasing temperature, but remain fairly long (, > 0.1 sec).

Both of the observed photo-induced hysteresis changes could be used to

devise a working optical memory: however, there are many issues that need to

be resolved to develop a competitive technology. Firs., the photosensitivity

needs to be significantly improved with respect to both the time and

spectral dependence. Improvements in the intrinsic photosensitivity of films

can be anticipated from chemical doping or ion implantation. Confirming

these anticipated improvements will be critical to the development of

ferrýcle-tric film optical memories. Second, the minimum bit size needs to

be evaluated as compared to the diffraction limit. Third, issues common to

ferroelectric memories, such as long-term retention, fatigue, and

polarization-state imprinting, need to be considered in relation to an

optically-addressed, optically-read memory.
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THE AIPPLICATION OF OFtI'AI. INTERFEROMETRY TO THE SF DY OF
FIELD-INDUCED EFFECTS IN BULK AND THIN FILM FERROELECTRICS

KEITH L LEWIS AND) KATHILEEN 1: DEXTER

Detence Research Agency. St Anirews Road. Malern. Worcs WR 14 3PS. [K

A8STRA(CT

A study is reported of hield-induced cftecs', in ferroelc.tric materials using optical
interferometry One of the techniques used is based on the use of a WY K( TOP1) ýs ,stem
and provides a three dimensional representation of field-induced displacement The
information provided is supplemented by optical transmnission measurements on thin sections
ot material tabricated to allow interference fringing to be seen. Initial work has centred ol the
characteriation of ceramic PUZT material Both transverse and longitudinal electrode
configurations have been studied and have highlighted the magnitude of the effects possible
and the importance of elec trostrictive proiesses in determining the direction of deformation.
Ihcse can result in anomalously high strain gradients over distances of the order of 50- l)<inn.
This behaviour is compared with that found for preliniioary samples of thin film ferroclectric
materials.

I INTRODICTION

Significant interest is currently being shown in the exploitation of ferroelectric materials
for a wide kariety of applications, including microactouators. microsensors. miniature % al, es,
nicromotors. dynamic memory devices, optical modulators etc. The pcrformance levels
achievable are controlled by fundamental electro-elastic and electistrictie processes, and
ultimately by the properties of microscopic polar domains in the material. Thin film
ferrToelectric materials also exhibit effects that are significantly smaller than those encountered in
the corresponding bulk material 111.15!. The nature of this difference is currently of concern.
particularly in the case of devices being developed for optical applications. In addition. fatigue
effects in devices used for capacitor or memory devices may well be related to the high levels
of strain introduced by the applied field. As a necessary prerequisite to the understanding and
identification of the various effects possible in such materials, a study has been carried out of
the changes in surface topography and/or optical constants in various device geometries as a
function of applied field using optical interferometry.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

The interferometric measurements have been carried out using a WYKO TOPO3
systetn. This is best suited to the study of small spatial regions lca IXXI0am square) and has an
ultimate spatial resolution of 0.31im. It has been supplemented by optical reflection and
transmission measurements on thin sections of material fabricated to allow interference fringing
to be seen. The WYKO system comprises a phase shifting interferometer designed around a
highly stable optical microscope. Light reflected from the object being measured interferes
with light reflected from an internal reference surface, which can be moved by a PZT
translator. The shifting fringe patterns are recorded by a CCD array and interpreted by a
dedicated computer to provide a topographic representation of the surface. Th. work described
here exploits the use of the instrument in a differential mode. in which an image is produced by
digital subtraction of two optical phase arrays. The first is that of the device surface under zero
bias, whilst the second is that of the same device area under the influence of an applied DC
field.

Material has been examined using both transverse and longitudinal electrode
geometries. The two electrode configurations are shown in the figure 1. Initial measurements
were made using a thinned wafer of ceramic (9.65,35) PLZT. This material is typical of that
used for electro-optic modulator applications, with a composition near the ferroelectric-
antiferroelectric phase boundary. Surface electrodes were deposited by thermal evaporation
(for aluminium) or by RF magnetron sputtering (for indium-tin oxide), using contact masks as
appropriate to the device geometry required.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Resef ch Society
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Figure I Schematic diagram showing transverse and longitudinal electrode
configurations.

The expected deformation modes for the transverse case are shown in figure 2. which
highlights the variation in optical indicatrix produced as a result of the applied field.

- TRMN

IWDICATRIX

Figure 2 Schematic diagram showing deformation modes in an electrostrictive
materials such as PLZT

The dominant strain effect to be expected is the expansion of material along a direction
parallel to the applied field, with an accompanying contraction in a direction perpendicular to
the field. The respective deformation modes are d33 and d31 respectively. The refractive
index would be expected to increase along the axis perpendicular to the field, resulting for
example in a phase shift which could be exploited in a resonant filter design. The anisotropy in
refractive index gives rise to a birefringence which can be seen by examining the sample
between crossed polarisers oriented at 45' to the axis of the electrodes. The situation is
reversed in the longitudinal case, where the dominant strain axis is now perpendicular to the
plane of the PLZT wafer. The applied field causes a dilatational effect, but the refractive index
of the material is reduced correspordingly.

Deformation processes found in regions ot the material close to surface electrodes may
well be significantly different to those described above. The field intensity in such regions is
high, with a component varying in direction away from the conductor. This can give rise to
localised regions of high strain which could enhance or detract from the net optical phase
change produced.

3 FREE STANDING BULK PLZT

The measured deformation across a 240pm wide transverse electrode gap formed on a
300gtm thick free-standing PLZT wafer is as shown in figure 3. The plot shows the net
differential effect of the field at the ends of tl-, electrode and is obtained by digital subtraction
of the two optical phase arrays, before and after application of the fi'ld. The dominant effect is
an upward displacement of the electrodes, with a net downward shift of the PLZT in the gap
itself. These relative displacements are clearly seen in comparison with the flat reference
surface of unbiased material provided towards the rear of the area examined. The polarity of
the field does not affect the direction of deformation. A line-scan along the surface of the
PLZT (figure 4(a)), running along the 738pm mesh line from the unbiased region at the rear of
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the scanned area towards the material present between the electrodes, clearly shows the
contraction produced in the PLZT as a result of the field. The variation of PLZT displacement
with applied voltage (figure 4(b)) clearly indicates quadratic behaviour. Upward movement of
the electrode is largely a result of the vertical orientation of the field lines immediately below the
surface. The displacement is also enhanced by processes of material deformation
accompanying the transverse dilation of PLZT within the gap.

The high strain produced at the edge of the electrodes can cause cracking of the PLZT at
high levels of applied field. This effect is often preceeded by delamination of the electrode.
usually starting at one end and running along the gap with a wave-like motion.

Figure 3 Displacement (in nm) measured by non-contact optical interferometry
across the end of a 2401m wide transverse electrode gap at a field of

2.5V/Mm.

The effect of material clamping can be important. The displacement shown in figures 3
and 4 was measured for a free PLZT wafer, but the shift of interferometric fringes with
application of field also indicated a deformation of the wafer in a bending mode. This results
from the fact that the field is non-uniform throughout the thickness of the wafer, with material
at the top of the wafer, near the electrodes, expanding further than that at the bottom, where
significant electrical shielding occurs. The radius of curvature produced is very large (1-2
metres) but can be compensated for during the digital subtraction of the optical phase fields.

Figure 4(a) Line scan of the surface of the PLZT shown in figure 1, running
in a direction parallel to the electrodes. The region to the left of the cursor
has no field applied, whilst that to the right of the cursor is influenced by a

field of 2.5V/im.
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Figure 4(b) Variation of PLZT displacement with applied voltage

4 BULK PLZT WAFER BONDED TO A RIGID SUBSTRATE

Since the magnitude of d33 is greater than that of d3 1, it would be expected that the
highest sensitivity to applied field would be obtained for longitudinal device configurations.
To assess the feasibility of this, a simple Fabry-Perot etalon was constructed by cementing a
wafer of PLZT to an ITO-coated glass substrate, and thinning the PLZT by lapping and
polishing to achieve a cavity thickness of about 80pm. The top of the PLZT was then coated
with ITO and the device assessed in reflection, utilising the residual Fresnel reflection losses at
the PLZT/air interface to form the boundary of the resonant cavity (figure 5).

Region used for hig•h
/ esolution topography

PtZT -fe. ITO eed "ode,

I-f Gl--° - "nd

Figure 5 Schematic diagram showing configuration of simple etalon

1100 Wavenumber/cm-1 1000

Figure 6 Variation in optical reflectivity produced by longitudinal application
of electric field to thinned ceramic PLZT wafer.
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The variation in reflectance of such a device, measured at wavelengths near 104jm is
shown in figure 6. This shows that very little optical phase change is produced, although there
is significant change in amplitude of the interference bands formed by the resonant cavity.

The implication is that the effect of dilation produced by the d33 mode is almost exactly
balanced by the reduction in refractive index produced. The fall in amplitude of the interference
fringing shown in figure 6 certainly implies a refractive index grading effect with a reduction in
refractive index in a region close to the surface electrodes, presumably as a result of space-
charge effects. An attempt has been made to explore the origin of these effects in more detail,
by examining the region close to the edge of the upper surface electrode shown in figure 5
using the WYKO interferometer. The deformation measured at an applied field of only
0.8V/Igm is shown in figure 7. As in the case of figures 3 and 4, this plot shows the
differential effect of applying the field and at high resolution clearly shows the effect of
fringing fields and field non-uniformity, with an upward displacement of the edge of the
electrode and associated downward displacement of the adjacent PLZT which has no field
applied to it. Some hysteresis is apparent, with indications of quadratic behaviour as shown in
figure 8.

31.44

0.©

-31.,
0 500 o000

Distance/pmr

Figure 7 Deformation produced at the edge of the upper ITO electrode shown
in figure 5. The position of the edge of the electrode is at 4501Pm and it

extends to the right hand side of the plot from that point.
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Figure 8 Hysteresis effect found for bare PLZT near the edge of a
longitudinal configuration electrode. Displacements are negative and

correspond to the minimum shown in figure 7.
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It is clear that the various effects occurring are complex in nature and may be related to
the composition and crystallinity of the constituent ferroelectric material. It is also significant
that some of the behaviour observed may be related to the clamping effect at the adhesive bond
between the thin wafer and the glass substrate.

5 THIN FILM DEVICES

A study has also been carried out of various film/substrate combinations with
transverse electrodes using the WYKO interferometer. This configuration was chosen because
of its reliability and its freedom from pinhole effects arising from defects in relatively large
areas of the ferroelectric thin film material. Samples examined included perovskite phase
material produced by the cluster magnetron technique previously described 121, by pulsed
plasma deposition 131 and by dual ion beam sputtering 14). Whilst the study of bulk material in
an interferometer is simplified by the absence of optical phase change on reflection, the same is
not true in the thin film case where the phase change is defined by the optical constants of the
film/substrate ensemble. The WYKO computer software can interpret the effect of changing
refractive index, but in the event it was found that the dominant effect produced under DC field
application was the bending mode previously found in the thicker ceramic samples. The
direction of movement was always the same, with a concave radius of curvature produced
when the field was applied across transverse electrodes. It is clear that the films exhibit electro-
elastic properties, but the sense of the deformation is opposite to that expected for a positive
d33, which would place the film into compression when the field was applied, with an ensuing
convex deformation. These processes may be related to the clamping effect of the substrate
and imply that extended planar structures may never achieve the same performance levels as
bulk material. More success is likely to be obtained using discrete active device areas defined
by micromachining.

In some films, deformation effects were seen using the WYKO under DC conditions
close to the edges of electrodes. These are different to those found in bulk material and are on
a much smaller dimensional scale. Spectroscopic measurements on the material present in the
gap, carried out using an optical multichannel analyser fitted to the microscope indicate the
absence of any fringe movement as a result of the applied DC field. However, when optical
measurements are made on thin film devices between crossed polarisers using transverse
electrodes, the effects of field-induced birefringence can be used to modulate an optical source
at AC frequencies above 4Hz. At lower frequencies the response falls off, dropping to zero at
DC levels. It is currently believed that the frequency dependance of the modulation reflects the
material being permanently polarised at low excitation frequencies, so that the atoms in the
lattice no longer move with the applied field and cause a refractive index shift. At higher
frequencies, less opportunity is available to set up permanent space-charge fields in the material
and the polar domains present in the material follow the variations in applied field. Many of
these issues are being addressed in current studies.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The technique of optical interferometry can be applied to the study of the fundamental
electro-elastic and electrostrictive processes in ferroelectric materials. Deformation processes
measured in free-standing PLZT ceramic with applied field are easily understood, but can give
rise to unexpected forms of behaviour when substrate clamping effects are introduced. The
behaviour of thin film devices is dominated by such clamping effects under DC excitation, but
at higher frequencies can be used as for optical modulator applications. The frequency
dependance of the modulation reflects the material being permanently polarised at low
excitation frequencies, so that the atoms in the lattice no longer move with the applied field and
cause a refractive index shift.
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ABSTRACT

The pyroelectric and photogalvanic effects have been studied extensively in epitaxial
Pb(Zr0. 5 2Ti0.4 8 )O3 (PZT) thin films. For the first time, photo-induced currents, which
were completely reversible by electrical voltage, were observed in ferroelectric thin films.
The photo-induced currents exhibited transient and steady state components. The transient
component, in turn, consisted of two components with fast (<1 Its) and slow (-hours)
relaxation times. The mechanisms of the photo-induced currents in PZT films and their
possible application in non-destructive readout ferroelectric memory are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, ferroelectric thin films were extensively studied because of their
application for non-volatile memories1 . The conventional readout process in such memory
elements requires polarization switching at each readout, which results in ferroelectric
fatigue and reliability issues. On the other hand, there have been a few studies to find a
new mechanism for reading information from the ferroelectric memory without polarization
switching using the field-effect transitor (FET) structure 2-3. Such a non-destructive
readout memory simplifies circuit design and alleviates stringent requirement on fatigue of
ferroelectric thin films. Another possibility for non-destructive readout memory has been
realized in bulk ferroelectric ceramics using the polarization-dependent photovoltage 4 .
Therefore, the study of the photo-induced current in ferroelectric thin films is of great
interest for construction of a new type of thin film ferroelectric memory. Photo-induced
currents were previously studied on polycrystalline thin films 5,6 . In this paper, the
behaviors of pyroelectric and photogalvanic currents in epitaxially grown
Pb(Zr0.5 2Ti0.4 8 )O3 (PZT) thin films were studied extensively.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

PZT films with the thickness of 0.5 uim and with the polar c-axis perpendicular to
the substrate surface were epitaxially grown in a high vacuum system on Y1Ba2Cu 3Ox
(YBCO) coated SrTiO3 substrates by pulsed laser ablation. Detailed experiment and
ferroelectric properties of the epitaxial PZT films were reported elsewhere 7,8 . Ferroelectric
film capacitors were constructed with the Pt circular top electrode with the diameter of 0.6
mm. Platinum top electrodes were sputtered with the thickness of 400 A and were
expected to have 5 % transmission of incident illumination 5 . The P-E hyteresis loop of the
PZT films were measured with hysteresis bridge circuit. A continuous (CW) and pulsed
lasers were used for photoresponse of Pt/PZTIYBCO structure. For the photoresponse of
the PZT films tinder steady-state illumination, the light from a He-Ne laser (X = 623 nm, 5
mW) with the polarization in the a-b plane of the film was directed along the polar c-axis.
An electrometer was used to detect the photocurrent generated from the film and the signal
was recorded with a chart recorder. For the photoresponse of the PZT films on laser
pulse illumination, a Q-switsh Nd: YAG laser (X = 1064 nm) with a 300 ns pulse duration

and 100 Hz repetition rate was used. The photocurrents were measured by an oscilloscope
with 50 fQ input impedance.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The resistance and capacitance of PtIPZT/YBCO structures were in the range of 108
- 109 Q and 3- 4 nF, respectively. Coercive field strength of PZT films estimated by the
dielectric hyteresis loop measurement was - 53 kV/cm, corresponding to the coercive

Mal, Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1. Current versus time for the Pt/PZT/YBCO structure with semi-transparent Pt top
electrode (a) immediately after being poled by 5 V, (b) after the dark current was
completely relaxed and (c) after the slow transient photocurrent disappeared after an
extended time of illumination.
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voltage of - 2.7 V. First, the photoresponse of the PZT films under steady-state
illumination were studied. The laser irradiation has induced a current in the Pt/PZT/YBCO
structure which hais both steady-state and transient components, as shown in figure I and
2. It is important to point out that the transient component of current consists of fast and
slow components. Both figures I and 2 show that the slow component of the current has
1- 2 hours relaxation time. Dark leakage currents of 10-9 - 10- 10 A were measured after
applying 5 V dc switching voltage or 100 Wsec long pulse. This current gradually decreased
and finally disappeared in an hour. Figure 1 and 2 show currents obtained in the dark
state and under illumination immediately after polarization switching, and photocurrents
after an extended time of illumination.

After applying a negative switching voltage, the photo-induced currents increased
markedly, followed by a decay to a steady-state value on the order of an hour. It was
noted that the behavior of the photo-induced current depends on duration of light
illumination. Figure 1 and 2 show that the ratio of the fast and slow components of the
transient photocurrent depends on the value of decaying dark current. After the leakage
current and the slow decaying photocurrent disappeared, the remaining photocurrents
consisted of the fast transient and small steady-state components (figure I). For the positive
switching voltage, the value of the slow transient component of the photocurrent was
higher than that of the negative switching voltage. The photocurrent had only the fast
transient component after relaxation (figure 2).

From the phenomenological point of view, thermal and photo-induced currents
which are dependent of the direction of the remanent polarization can be represent by

Ji =S[(aPs5 aT + cticicdik)aT/ot + Oijk a(Ej*O)Ekw)/at + Xijk(Ej0°Ek*o)j (I)

where S is area of electrode; MTaOt is the temperature time derivative; Ps is a spontaneous
polarization; EU) is the electric field of optical radiation and oi. cik and dik are the coefficient

of thermal expansion, stiffness and piezoelectricity. respectively. Pijk and Xijk are optical
dc (rectification) and photogalvantc coefficients, respectively. The first term in equation
(I) represents the pyroelectric effect (primary and secondary). The second and third terms
represent photo-induced currents due to optical dc and photogalvanic effects9 . As shown
in equation (1), the currents due to pyroelectric or optical dc effect have a transient
character. On the other hand, the photogalvanic current has a steady-state character.
Equation (1) also shows that all components of current along the polar axis change their
sign upon polarization switching. In addition to being polarization-dependent, there are a
few other possible mechanisms for the polarization-independent steady-state current.
These include contact potential at the electrode-ferroelectric interface and other surface
effects.

Analysis of experimental results using equation (1) indicates that the completely
reversible fast transient photocurrent is due to the pyroelectric and/or optical dc effects.
The source of the slow transient photocurrent is probably connected with screening of
spontaneous polarization by localized charge in the traps originating from impurities or
defects10 . Excitation of photocarriers changes the condition of filling of the impurity levels
(traps) in the forbidden band. As a result, the screening conditions are changed,
simultaneously, changing the value and distribution of the internal field in the PZT film.
Slow relaxation of the photocurrent under continuous illumination possibly indicates that
multiple trapping deep levels are involved in the screening process. The Maxwell
relaxation time (t=eeo/47tr) of the PZT films esimated from I-V measurement is on the

order of a second, where ; is a conductivity. However, slow relaxation of the transient
photocurrent occured on the order of an hour. The discrepancy between the relaxation
times estimated from I-V measurement and those observed in transient photocurrent is
probably due to inhomogeneity in the materials 10 or the difference between volume
resistance and surface resistance of the PZT films.

Based on the mechanism we propose for the slow transient photocurrent, the dc
leakage current can affect the screening condition as well as the depolarization field.
Figures 1 and 2 show that the slow transient photocurrents decrease with the decaying dark
current. Slow decay of the dark current is probably due to long relaxation of ionic drift
which is predominant in conduction of perovskite-based ferroelectrics in the high electric
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Figure 3. Photoresponse of epitaxial PZT films under pulse laser illumination, (a) after

being poled by -5 V and (b) after being poled by 5 V, and (c) photoresponse of Si
photodiode for laser pulse.
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field (-105 V/cm)11. Photocarriers may change the screening condition through
recharging defects, possibly oxygen vacancies or Pb vacancies, which can be carriers for
the dark current in PZT films. The change in screening condition makes an additional
contribution to the slow transient photocurrent.

As for the steady-state current, the experimental results show that it consists of both
photogalvanic current and the current due to contact potentia. as shown in figure I and 2.
At the negative switching voltage, both currents had the same sign and a net current
followed. On the other hand, the polarization-dependent photogalvanic current changed its
direction at the positive switching voltage. As a result, currents due to photogalvanic effect
and contact potential cancel out each other and the net steady-state current was almost zero.

We obtained pyroelectric and photogalvanic currents from epitaxial PZT films
whose direction was dependent on the direction of the remanent polarization. In the
ferroelectric memory elements, the logic unit (0,1) are determined by the direction of the
remanent polarization. Therefore, using light sources, we could generate currents whose
signs are determined by the direction of polarization. As a result, one can optically read theinformation which is written in the ferroelectric memory element with an excellent signal-
to-noise ratio.

As for the time depence of the photocurrents due to the slow transient component, it
is possible to eliminate its effect by using a pulse laser illumination. Experiments using the
Q-switch Nd:YAG laser (figure 3) shows that a 100 mV photoresponse was measured for a
pulse laser input of -IO4 W/cm 2. Furthermore by comparison, the temporal behaviors of
the laser pulse and response (figure 3) are nearly identical. After applying a 5 V switching
voltage, the polarity of the photoresponse is changed, as shown in figure 3 a and b. It is
important to point out that unlike to th,.. steady-state illumination, the pulse laser
photoresponse did not show any delay after switching, and remained unchanged after a few
hours illumination. For the photogalvanic and optical dc effects, the operation speed of
memory element is mainly determined by the relaxation times of hot photoelectron and
photo-induced nonlinear polarization, which is limited to 10-ti - Ot14 s. It is therefore
possible to realize the non-destructive optical readout with the <10-1 t s operation speed.

SUMMARY

The pyroelectric and photogalvanic currents completely reversible by electric
voltage were observed in epitaxial Pb(Zro.52TiO.48)03 thin films. The mechanism of
photo-induced current and the possibility to construct the ferroelectric memory with a non-
destructive readout capability on the basis of the reversible current were discussed.

We would like to thank the Center for Ceramic Research and Glen Howatt Lab. for
their financial supports.
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ABSTRACT

Discoveries within the last two years have created possibilities for the fabrication
of epitaxial oxide heterostructures on GaAs substrates. In particular. magnesium
oxide, MgO, may have broad applications, including its use as a cladding laver in
optical waveguides. This report expands upon earlier work by revealing additional
epitaxial structures involving lithium niobate which have been grown. There are now
five known variants of Z-lithium niobate on GaAs: direct Z-cut growth on GaAs
I Il )A or B. Z-cut growth on MgO (111 ),GaAs (I I DA or B, and Z-cut growth on MgO
I111,iGaAs 1001). Broad in-plane misalignment iabout 1501 characterizes the latter
structure, whereas the former posses a textural width of 3' to 50 in the plane. All
structures contain internal boundaries resulting from 1800 rotations about the Z-
axis. A critical issue for any ferroelectric heterostructure is its integrity in the
presence of thermally induced tensile strain. Approaches to the mitigation of thin
film fracture are discussed and a novel approach to strain relief via ridge waveguide
fabrication is reported.

INTRODUCTION

Monolithic combination of GaAs based light sources with oxide ferroelectric thin
film waveguide devices is as yet a distant goal, due to the lack of viable waveguide
structures and processing methods, but is a goal pursued in several laboratories due
to the potential advantages of such intimately interconnected hybrid devices.
Progress toward meeting such a goal includes the following considerations. Confined
optical modes are needed, hence a cladding layer of low index must be provided to
separate the semiconductor n - 3.81 from the ferroelectric (n 0 2.21. The uniaxial or
biaxial nature of ferroelectrics (LiNbO:i, BaTiO:i, PbTiO:i, KNbO:i etc.) implicitly
requires either highly oriented or epitaxial films to permit usage of tensor properties
and to minimize light scattering. Waveguides place a premium on minimizing
surface roughness, because thickness variations cause losses and or propagation
constant variations depending on their spatial frequency.l Integration with Si or
GaAs imposes limits on processing temperature. material passivity, thermal
expansion effects, and in most cases, the dielectric and ferroelectric characteristics
which are intimately tied to film crystallinity and composition.

The previous MRS symposium on ferroelectric thin films (FTF Ili marked the first
report of epitaxial MgO thin films on GaAs (001.)2 Therein. the MgO layer was shown
to permit the growth of epitaxial BaTiO.3 films, suggesting usefullness for optical and
memory applications. Since then, three additional epitaxial relations were produced,
as in Table I, which lists the currently demonstrated epitaxial oxides on GaAs. These
are yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ),2 indium-oxide.3 and magnesium oxide. 2 .4 -6

(Oriented lead titanate growth has been reported on gallium arsenide with evidence
for lead interdiffusion. 7 ) Table I illustrates the large impact of pulsed laser deposition
IPLD) on the development of this research, however, it remains true that the best
propagation figures in ferroelectric oxide thin films have been in sputtered thin films.

Of potential optical waveguide cladding materials, YSZ has a higher refractive
index than MgO (2.16 vs. 1.7) and is less chemically stable on GaAs than MgO.2
making it a less desirable material. (Lower index implies stronger mode confinement,
thinner minimum layer thickness, and higher intensity for a given power.I

Indium oxide, In203, would be a very interesting epitaxial waveguide cladding
material, given its low index (n=1.80) and ability to be doped with Sn into a
transparent conductor. In203 films on InAsiGaAs 4001) currently reported have 41111)
faceting, 3 causing more surface roughness than is tolerable in optical waveguides.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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MgO is an interesting candidate as a waveguide cladding material since it Is a
substrate for a variety of epitaxial oxide ferroelectrics. such as LiNbO:1, IaTi(O 1.

PbTiO3 , KNbO3 etc. As in Table 1. MgO can be grown in four crystallographies.
which may prove useful for inducing various crystallographies essential to exploiting
the tensor optical properties of the above and other complex oxides. Detailed
mechanisms underlying the epitaxial variants of MgO on GaAs are not available.
however, the cube-on-cube crystallographies appear to derive from initiating growth
from a "bare or oxide free GaAs surface. 2.* Sulfur terminated GaAs 1001' was used in
the electron beam deposition process which generated the, 110! 001 p variant. 4 The
i111 *I I 001 variant of MgO on GaAs grew in the presence of incomplete surface oxide
desorption.

5

Table I. Currently known epitaxial oxides on gallium arsenide

Material Crystal Out-of-Plane In-Plane Method Lattice Ref.
System Orientation Orientation Mismatch

YSZ Fluorite 1001I11I0011 110011111001 PLD -9.51% 121
In203 Bixbvite 1001O1110011 10011111001 PLD 2.27'¼ 131

MgO NaCI ,001 )11(001 1100Ilill 100l PLD -0.65'i 121
MgO NaCI 1110)111001 [11011111101 EB -0.65'; 141
MgO NaCI '111 01_OOt ±I11011111101 PLD -0.651; 151
MgO NaCI 111111h'l IliO01]11 lot PLD -0.65; 161

PLZT* Perovskite l110)litf001 Sput. 2.06, -27.8' 171
LiNbO:j trigonal R3c '001 111111 110111<211> PLD -0.86%ý 161

Abbreviations: PLD=pulsed laser deposition, EB=electron beam deposition,
Sput. =sputter deposition. 4 In-plane orientation not reported.

In addition to the epitaxial cladding oxides mentioned above, the approach to
waveguide cladding using oriented complex oxide growth on amorphous SiO2 has
been investigated at length.8 and may provide a route to optical integration.

GROWTH PROCESS

The PLD technique employed at Xerox is as follows. A 308 nm, 17 ns pulse length
XeCI excimer laser ILambda Physik EMG 1031 generates a laser energy density of
0.8 to 1.3 J,'cm 2 on 0.5 inch targets. The ta;get-to-substrate distance is 50 mm; the
base pressure is 2x 10-7 Torr. We used LiNbO3 sirgle crystals as sources. LiNbOgi
films grew in conditions ranging from 525 'C to 825 'C and I to 200 mTorr 02. MgO
films with the cube-on-cube crystallography were grown from Mg metal targets to
reactively produce MgO in 5x10-6 Torr 02 at 350 'C. Targets were mounted on a
PolyGun source IKurt J. Lesker Co.l which places 10 targets on a rotating polygon.
The GaAs substrate was heated radiatively while temperature was monitored by a
thermocouple near the lamp which reads higher than the substrate. Si doped GaAs
I I lILA IGa terminated) and (I I IB I As terminated) waters. 6 X 6 mm square, were
degreased and immersed for 30 seconds in either H 2 SO 4 :H 20 2 :H 20 = 10:1:1 or for 10
seconds in H202 :H3PO 4 :H20 3:1:50. The former is a stronger etch. 'microns per
minute versus .08 to .1 microns per minute); both produced comparable x-ray spectra.
Substrates were then rinsed in deionized water, ethanol. spin-dried with ethanol in
flowing N 2 , and introduced into the deposition chamber. The substrate was heated at
680 'C '600 'C by pyrometer) for 2 min in vacuum before deposition to sublimate
surface oxides.

MgO!GaAs of the ( 1 D11I 001) variant was grown at UC Santa Barbara as in Ref.
151 using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser to deposit MgO from a pressed MgO powder
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target using all energy dernsity of -2 J cm 2. GaAs (001 1 substra tes were degreased
and sequentially etched in NH 4 OH H1202 H2 0,035:15:701 and HCI H-2 0 1:1, solutions
and then soaked for 3 min. in DI water to form a uniform native oxide layer.
Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEEDi monitored the substrate surface
during the oxide desorption at 590 'C. MgO was grown in 1-2x 10-4 Torr 0, and 430
'C following the appearance of a characteristic non-GaAs 11101 azimuth RHEED
pattern. 5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows a Cu KQ X-ray 0-20 diffraction scan of'a 100 nm LiNbO:j film grown at
625 'C and 10 mT P(0 2 ) with a 75 nm MgO interlayer on GaAs I 11 jB. Peaks are
indexed'ýo LiNbO: 006) and (0012), MgO ( 11) and (222 , and GaAs i 111) and (2222.
Films grown without the MgO interlayer. had identical x-ray spectra except for the
missing MgO reflections. Rocking curve widths in w characterize the out-of-plane
misalignment of the grains and were typically 1.0 and 1.2 degrees for the MgO and
LiNbO3 layers respectively. The instrument resolution, determined on a Z-cut
LiNbO3 single crystal was 0.2 degrees. The d spacing of the 0012) reflection deviated
from bulk values in a manner consistent with Li deficiency and could be corrected
with Li-rich targets as discussed previously. 6

X-ray diffraction 0-scans measure in-plane texture and crystallography. Fig. 2
overlays phi scans of GaAs {202}, MgO {200} and LiNbOa3_j141 planes. In-plane
epitaxial relationships are LiNbO 3 I 1101 ,,'GaAs 12111 & 12111 with and without the
MgC layer note the {1041 reflections occur every 6001. This crystallography may be
equivalently stated as LiNbO:a having its Y-cut direction along GaAs <110>
directions and X-cut along Gal-; <211 >. 0-widths were typically 2.80 and 4.5' for
MgO and lithium niobate respectively. The phi resolution was 0.5' as measured on
GaAs (202'. Although the films contains 1800 boundaries and broad in-plane texture,
these characteristics do not inherently produce optical losses since they do not mix
non-equal components of the dielectric tensor. The same crystallographies and
characteristic rocking curves occurred in films on GaAs i11l B and '111 DA.

Figure 3 shows a 0-20 diffraction scan of a 100 nm LiNbO3 film grown on MgO
I111 iGaAs (0011 which was grown via the partial oxide desorption process described
above. The lithium niobate diffraction shows a predominantly Z-cut orientation, with
peak broadening, which is indicative of disorder, most likely caused by Li deficiency.
The MgO diffraction indicates predominantly 111) texture, however, there is also a
150 times' weaker reflection due to MgO (002), indicating that the film contains at
least a small amount of non-(l 111 oriented material. Rocking curve widths in W are
about 1.8 and 2.0 degrees for MgO and lithium niobate respectively, indicating that
the out-of-plane misalignment is about double that grown on GaAs t 111 .

S.. ......... .. ....... 6... . . . .. . ..........'
6I4 LiNbQ31MgO/ýGaAs (11 1)B

LiNb03/MgOIGaAS (111)B 5 5
0 -o

cN m2 - 0~

2 (d we3 M (egr 2~ M t ZZ

0~ 02

_j IJ

0 C'
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 30 60 90 120 150 180 210

20 (deg) (D (deg)

Figure 1. X-ray 0-20 scan of LiNbO 3 on Figure 2. X-ray (D-scans of LiNbO8 on
GaAs Q Il lB with MgO 11) cladding. GaAs 111 )B with MgO uI 1 cladding.
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Figure 3. X-ray 0-28 scan of LiNbO3 on Figure 4. X-ray 4)-scans of LiNbO3 on
GaAs (001) with an MgO 4111 ) cladding. GaAs 001 ) with MgO 4 111 ) cladding.

Figure 4 shows a series of phi scans of GaAs 12021, MgO {2001 and LiNbO:j {104}
planes taken on the same film as in Figure 3. Peaks in the MgO phi scan occur every
60 degrees, illustrating the two-fold in-plane relationship of MgO to GaAs. Peaks in
the lithium niobate phi scan also occur every 60 degrees, as was observed on GaAs
4 111 ) tFig. 2), however we note here that given the two-fold relationship of L iNbO:1 on
MgO 4111), and the two-fold relationship of MgO 41114 on GaAs •0014. four
inequivalent LiNbO 3 in-plane relationships are expected in the film, which form two
pairs of reflections which can be distinguished in the phi scan. We also note that the
width of the peaks in phi is 4 to 5 times broader than on GaAs 4111', indicating many
large angle grain boundaries in the film. The effect of such large angle grain
boundaries on the optical properties has not been previously studied, although as
suggested above, grain boundaries produced by rotations about the optic axis should
be less harmful than boundaries resulting at grains with relative tilts of their optic
axes. 30
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-71x1O-6/c Note: unless otherwise indicated
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Figure 5. Potential waveguide and cladding materials arranged by lattice constant
and thermal expansivity.
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Whereas many of the current results in prototype oxide waveguide structures 3n
GaAs are in LiNbO 3/MgOiGaAs, the general implementation potentially includes a
wide variety of materials. Figure 5 is a scatter plot of potential materials arranged by
lattice constant and thermal expansion constant. It is apparent that the elevated
growth temperatures on GaAs will result in tensile strain of varying degrees at room
temperature in most of the materials listed. As reported previously, 6 fracture was
observed in thick (600 nm) LiNbO3 /MgO/GaAs 111) bilayers. There are several
approaches to mitigating the fracture problem. If it is permissible to sacrifice the
properties of the substrate, a more expansive substrate may be selected. Alternately,
materials other than MgO and/or LiNbO 3 may be grown provided they have suitable
intrinsic and thin film properties. If these options are unsuitable, a third alternative
is to grow thin layers below the (not very well characterized) critical thickness for
fracture. This may however produce waveguides for which the desired frequency is
below the cutoff. Finally, a fourth alternative described here is to seek structural
features which mitigate fracture. A promising strain relief structure, that also
meets the requirement of lateral mode confinement, is the ridge waveguide. In the
limit of a tall, narrow ridge, tensile stress along the waveguide induces contraction in
the plane normal to the guide via the Poisson effect. The tensile stress is, in effect.
applied uniaxially rather than biaxially. In the two limits, the stress a for a givenstrain E is,

osri c/[E(1-v)] (biaxial case); ou = c/E (uniaxial case),

where E is the Young's modulus and v is the Poisson ratio. For a Poisson ratio of 1 3. a
33% stress reduction results in the limit of tall, narrow ridges, which is significant
given that the critical thickness for fracture typically scales as a-2.

50 pm 2 pm

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Fractured planar film (a) and unfractured film (b) grown on ridges.

Figure 6 compares scanning electron micrographs of a fractured planar structure
and a ridge waveguide array of I pm ridges on 2 pm centers. It is evident that
although these structures have comparable thickness, (500 nm LiNbO 3 on 100 nm
MgO), only the planar structure is beyond its critical thickness. This was also
confirmed via broad area surveys by optical and electron microscopy.
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Figure 7. Cross
section TEM of
500 nm
LiNbO3/100 nm
MgO/GaAs (11 DB.

\ 0oA,~s(111)6 I

Figure 7 is a cross section transmission electron micrograph (TEMi of the ridge
structure in Figure 6. Dislocations occur in the GaAs in response to the compression
induced by the oxide layers. The sidewalls of this particular ridge are faceted into
[0101 (right) and 11011 deft) crystal planes by the chemical etching process. This may
be undesirable for waveguide fabrication, and if so. may be circumvented by
alternate etching processes. The faceting does however illustrate the varying degree
of MgO sticking on these differing crystal cleavages. In particular, the MgO does not
stick readily to the (100) type plane, which is in qualitative agreement with the high
mobilities of MgO molecules on the (100) face of MgO discussed in Ref. 171.

SUMMARY

Among the many requirements for viable epitaxial ferroelectric oxide
heterostructure waveguides on GaAs, crystallographic control and thicknesses
appropriate for guided modes are essentials. This report has illustrated five variants
of epitaxial lithium niobate on GaAs substrates, and presents an approach to
extending the critical thickness for thin film fracture via ridge waveguides.

We thank Rose Donaldson, and Brent Krusor of Xerox PARC for technical
assistance. This work has been supported in part by the Department of Commerce
Advanced Technology Program (70NANB2H1241).
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ABSTRACT

Ferroelectric materials such as BaTiO 3 are notable for their nonlinear optical and
electrical properties. Optical frequency doubling in thin films integrated with
compact semiconductor laser pumped solid state lasers is an attractive candidate
for high efficiency generation of blue light. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
using a single liquid source has been used to grow BaTiO 3 films on MgO. X-ray
diffraction in the pole figure configuration indicates the films to be epitaxial, and
rocking curves had FWHM - 0.7*. An optical scatterometer (;. = 633 run.) has
been used to identify deposition conditions that result in the lowest scatter losses.
This paper describes these results as well as waveguide designs to enhance the
second harmonic generation efficiency in epitaxial BaTiO 3 films on MgO.

Introduction

Although BaTiO3 has exceptionally high second harmonic generation d-
coefficients 1 , conventional phase matching using birefringence in bulk crystals is
difficult.2 Propagation of light in thin film waveguides offers several advantages,
including high power densities3 and the ability to phase match the incident and
second harmonic wavelengths by engineering the waveguide structure to
establish appropriate relations between their propagation constants.

Figure 1 illustrates various degrees of freedom in the design of thin film SHG
devices. The simplest (la) involves near-normal incidence; this configuration
was used to characterize the BaTiO3 films deposited in this effort and the results
will be described below. Efficiency in a SHG-based device is defined as the square
of the product of the optical intensity in power per unit area multiplied by the
optical path length. The near-normal geometry in Fig. la is relatively inefficient
because the optical path length is small, and for c-axis oriented films the electric
field vector is difficult to align with the largest electro-optic tensor elements
because of Snell's law. The first level of improvement involves setting up a guided
wave in the film, either with a prism or grating coupler, thus increasing the
optical path length. Phase matching the incident and harmonic optical fields can
be achieved by selecting the substrate and waveguide thickness such that twice
the propagation constant of the incident wavelength guided mode equals the
propagation constant of the harmonic guided mode. Next, one can design a
grating whic•., will both couple in primary radiation and couple back out the
second harmnor-r.- radiation at a different angle. Finally, figure lb shows a
waveguide st7w.rure which has been optimized for SHG efficiency by both phase
matching and maximizing the resonant enhancement of the optical fields by the
choice of the grating 4esign parameters. A preliminary design will utilize a very
low amplitude (- 100A) grating fabricated in either the MgO substrate or in the
surface of the BaTiO3 film. The grating period will be approximately 0.4 lin to
suppress diffraction into higher orders. Formation of features this size will
require holographic exposure and ion milling. Development of computer code to
predict the magnitude of the resonant enhancement is in progress and will be
described in a future publication.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Ba-TiO 3

A. b.

Figure 1. Thin film configurations for second harmonic generation in optically
non-linear thin films (described in the text). lb shows a waveguide structure
which has been designed for efficient SHG by phase matching and creates
resonant enhancement of the optical fields by optimizing the grating design.

SubstrL~gatsection

A variety of factors must be considered in design of a thin film frequency doubler.
Substrate selection is perhaps the most important since it influences both the
properties of the '1aTiO3 film and the degree of confinement due to the refractive
index relationships.4 In general the better the chemical compatibility and lattice
matching, the fewer the defects in an epitaxial film, resulting in lower optical
losses and larger d-coefficients. SrTiO 3 is a good choice from this viewpoint; on
the other hand, its refractive index is so close to BaTiO3 that a prohibitively thick
BaTiO3 film (> 1 zm) would be required to support waveguiding. 5 Therefore we
have selected MgO as the substrate (n -1.73) as a compromise between
minimizing lattice mismatch and achieving a reasonable refractive index
difference (to minimize film thickness). Figure 2 shows calculated propagation
constants A as a function of BaTiO3 film thickness for the MgO/BaTiO3/ air
configuration. The propagation constants are calculated 6 for TE polarized 1.064
gm (20) and TM polarized 0.532 gm (P) wavelengths, corresponding to the
Nd:YAG laser incident beam and the frequency doubled output, respectively.

PLOT INCLUDES 0 WMOTH t

25.5 OF EON.OANCECUR)ES

245

24
0.3 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.38 0.4

BT THICKNEFBS (urn)4~- RA G FRS N N

Figure 2. Propagation constants 03 as a function of BaTiO3 film thickness for the
MgO/BaTiO3/ air waveguide configuration. Phase matching can be achieved by
selecting the BaTiO3 thickness such that 20(a : 02o), corresponding to 0.34 pr.
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Chemical vanor deposition of BaTiOa

Metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) offers the potential for
epitaxial film growth over large areas and at rates appropriate for device
manufacturing. The BaTiO3 films were grown in an inverted vertical reactor
described previously,7 on (100) MgO substrates that were preannealed in oxygen at
1100 *C. The quartz reactor tube had a cylindrical configuration, and the gas
inlet, substrate mounting and gas outlet were coaxial with the walls of the
reactor. The substrate faced downward and was held against an inductively
heated SiC susceptor by a pyrolytic boron nitride mask. A substrate temperature
of 840 "C with gas flows in the reactor of 300 sccm Ar and 900 sccm 02 and a total
pressure of 2.2 torr gave a growth rate of about 0.3 mun/hr.

Titanium bis-isopropoxide bis(thd) and Ba(thd)2-tetraglyme adduct were used as
the source reagents and were delivered to the reactor at a combined rate of 0.7
jumol/min using a liquid delivery approach described in previous publications.8 ,9
Briefly, organic solutions containing the organometallic source complexes were
delivered by a high precision liquid pump to a heated vaporizer assembly. The
gaseous precursors were then transported to the reactor by an Ar carrier gas
through heated manifolds. The major advantage of the liquid delivery approach
is that liquids can be mixed just prior to vaporization; besides the simplicity of this
approach the ability to make slight composition adjustments via computer control
makes this approach highly desirable. Once the process has been optimized,
simultaneous delivery of all the cation species to the substrates via a single
solution is possible, which is inherently superior to separate precursor manifolds
in terms of both film stoichiometry and system complexity. This technique has
been successfully used by ATM for growth of BaSrTiO 3 and YBaCuO and other
materials. 10 The controlled delivery of relatively involatile CVD precursors
offered by this technique opens the doors to a broad range of CVD processes,
especially those which employ simultaneous delivery of several compounds.

BaTiO3 nhysical Rroperties

Films deposited under the conditions described above were typically smooth and
featureless when imaged by SEM at 104 x. At present films of the target 0.34 Jim
thickness are deposited using process timing to control thickness and this method
results in thickness control of approximately ±5%.11

X-ray diffraction in the Bragg-Brentano geometry revealed films deposited on
MgO [100] to be essentially single (1001 orientation, with trace levels of (110] and
[111] orientations present with some variability. The reason for the presence of
these misorientations is not known, although slight misalignment of the
polishing lap with respect to the crystal axes of the substrate may result, after
annealing, in steps which promote growth of misoriented material. 12 XRD pole
figure analysis for a representative sample shows four-fold symmetry indicating
the film to have an epitaxial relationship with the MgO surface Figure 3.

The diffraction line at 45.3° does not display the splitting expected for non-
degenerate [200] and [0021 lattice spacings, although bulk BaTiO3 is tetragonal at
room temperature. It is possible that the relatively small dimension of the BaTiO3
normal to the surface effectively suppresses the tetragonal structure at room
temperature; this result is familiar for fine-grained BaTiO3 and has been
characterized as the 'superparaelectric' phase.13, 14 Clamping effects are known
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Figure 3. X-ray-diffraction, BaTi03 /MgO. Left: the BaTiO3 film is single phase,
highly [2001 oriented. Right: [1101 pole figure reveals four-fold symmetry,
indicating epitaxy.

to dramatically alter the non-linear optical response in bulk crystals and this may
be an important effect in epitaxial thin films. 15 Since these effects could perturb
the refractive index of BaTiO 3 thin films relative to the bulk values used for the
calculations in Figure 2, ellipsometry will be used to directly measure refractive
indexes in our films to choose final target thicknesses.

BaI ontical 1properties

A simple apparatus was set up to make comparative measurements of the scatter
resulting from the BaTiO3/MgO samples. Changes in scattered light intensity
gave us a simple, non-destructive way of looking at the optical quality of a film
grown under certain conditions. A He-Ne laser (X = 633 nm.) was directed at the
BaTiO3/MgO samples at a 450 angle of incidence. 16 A Si detector 17 was used to
measure the intensity of scatter out of the specular reflected beam, at a range of
off-specular angles from approximately 5-45O. Experiments were conducted to
examine the effects of substrate annealing and deposition temperatre on the
scattered light intensity. We found that samples with similar XRD spectra could
have significantly different scattering properties. Of most interest was the
dependence of scatter on substrate preparation and substrate temperature.
Samples of BaTiO3/MgO on annealed substrates were found to have about 70% the
scatter of samples on unannealed substrates. While relatively small on the
logarithmic scale often used to describe optical scaLter, this difference was
repeatable for samples of this type prepared in the same deposition run.

Scatter also had a distinctive dependence on deposition temperature (Figure 4).
Films grown on both cleaved and polished MgO substrates displayed the lowest
scatter at approximately 850*C. More scatter at lower temperatures can be
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explained when one examines the x-ray spectra of films grown at lower
temperatures, which show substantially less intense peaks, even though the
optical thicknesses were about the same. This indicates that either amorphous or
fine-grained BaTiO3 was present, not surprising at lower temperatures, either of
which could cause increased scatter. Higher scatter due to higher deposition
temperatures is slightly more difficult to explain; x-ray peak intensities did drop
somewhat from those at 850 "C, but the reason is unknown. Profilometer surface
roughness measurements did not show any good correlation to increased light
scatter, so it may be a bulk grain boundary or defect phenomenon rather than a
surface roughness effect. TEM for these samples is underway in an effort to
explain these phenomenon. Reductions in light scatter should result in
decreased wave-guiding losses in the BaTiO3 film.

50
45
40 O polished

W 0 cleaved
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Figure 4. Relative scatter vs. deposition temperature. BaTiO3 films on both
cleaved and polished MgO had minimum scatter at approximately 850'C
deposition temperature.

Poling procedures for the BaTiO 3 are under development. Poling involves putting
an electric field across the sample, often with a needle or filament (corona poling)
and in some cases heating it above the Curie temperature to align ferroelectric
domains. We believe the as-grown material has some net domain orientation,
since SHG d-coefficients as high as 0.7 pm/V (d15) have been measured in un-
poled films. This value is more than an order of magnitude below the value of the
bulk material, and it is likely due to the un-poled state of the films as well as likely
clamping effects which suppress SHG generation in a domain. Future work will
focus on determining poling and deposition conditions to minimize these effects,
and on fabrication of grating structures to enhance the efficiency of SHG in
BaTiO3 films.

Conclusions

A design for a thin film based frequency doubler, using the high second harmonic
generation coefficient of BaTiO3, has been presented. This will require a material
of high optical quality for low-loss wave-guiding, correct thickness to achieve
phase-matching and optimum grating parameters to resonantly enhance SHG in
the film. High quality BaTiO3 films have been grown by CVD utilizing
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simultaneous delivery of metalorganic precursors in a single liquid solution. Pole
figure x-ray scans revealed that these films are (100) oriented and epitaxial on
(100) MgO. Light scattering measurements indicated that (1) pre-annealing MgO
substrates in oxygen before deposition improved optical quality of the BaTi03
films, and (2) the optimum film deposition temperature lies around 850 C.
Future work will focus on optimizing the effective d-coefficients of the BaTiO3
films and on fabricating grating structures to enhance the SHG efficiency.
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Abstract

Dry etching of a Pt/PbZr.Ti.,0 3 /Pt (Pt/PZT/Pt) ferroelectric capacitor stack with CF4/Ar

plasmas with a reactive ion etching process for the fabrication of micrometer-sized inte-
grated ferro'lectric capacitors is described. The etch rate for both Pt and PZT is deter-
mined as a function of the process settings: Power, pressure and CF4-Ar gas flow ratio. A
chemical enhancement of the etch rate is found for PZT. It is shown that it is possible to
etch the Pt/PZT/Pt ferroelectric capacitor stack in a CF4/Ar plasma in a single lithographic
process using patterning by photoresist masking. Redeposition processes occurring during
etching are described.

1. Introduction

High-density ferroelectric random-access memory devices"2 will require very small
ferroelectric capacitors, having areas of the order of (sub)JAm 2. For preparing such small
capacitors etching techniques have to be developed, preferentially using a minimum number
of processing steps. With wet-chemical etching, using diluted HF-based solvents,' it is not

possible to pattern the ferroelectric film to such small dimensions. Also, wet etching of Pt-
based electrodes is not viable. Consequently, capacitor size minimization requires the
development of reliable anisotropic dry etching methods such as plasma etching and
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE), enabling the structuring of ferroelectric capacitors preferently
in a single photolithographic process step.

Reactive ion and plasma etching of PZT and La-doped PZT (PLZT) has already been
described by Poor and Fleddermann4 and Saito et al.' The first authors report on plasma
etching in mixed CF 4/HCI plasmas at elevated substrate temperatures. The latter authors
describe structuring a sputtered PZT film in CC14 plasmas using photoresist as a masking
material. Reactive ion-beam etching of Pt has been described by Novotny.6 In this paper

the patterning of a complete ferroelectric capacitor stzc" consis'•; cK a P! ý -. Zlectro-
de, PZT and a Pt top electrode in a sing!e process step is described.

2. Experimental

2.1. Pt and PZT film deposition

A 70 nm thick Pt bottom electrode is sputter deposited on 10 cm diameter oxidized

silicon wafers provided with a thin Ti adhesion layer. Both as-deposited and post-annealed
bottom electrodes were prepared. 7 The electrode preparation process and the effect of the
electrode on the PZT deposited on top of it have been described recently in detail.' In this
investigation three different PZT materials were etched:

a). PbZro53Ti0 .47 01 films prepared by spin-coating using a modified sol-gel process.8 9 Each

spin-coated layer is fired at 600"C and the final 290 nm stack is annealed at 700*C. 9

b). PbZr0 35Ti0 650 3 films prepared with a process similar to that used for PbZr0 53Ti 4 ,70 3.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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The film thickness was 280nm.
c) PbZro.7 TiO430, films prepared by OMCVD on as-deposited Pt bottom electrodes as

described by Dormans et al.'° The film thickness was 350 nm.
The Pt top electrodes were sputter-deposited using the same process conditions as for the

bottom electrode. The Pt top electrodes were not annealed.

2.2. Reactive ion etching eauipment [ :-Pt ---- PZT N--P--:

The Pt/PZT/Pt stacks were etched in a - 81

Alcatel Gir 300 reactive ion etch system.
The machine was a single wafer parallel :
plate etching apparatus equipped with a 2 60 .

load-lock and a laser end point detection C"
system. The experiments described here
were all done with an RF working fre- 40

quency of 13.56 MHz without substrate
heating and with mixtures of CF4 and Ar
used as etching gases. Heating of the 20
substrate occurred during the etching
process caused by the bombardment of
ions on the surface."1 For other materials 0 10 20 30

it was observed that ion bombardment Te-,, -

induced heating does not change the etch Fig. 1. An example of the Cnanges in reflec-
rate.' 2  tivity during etching of a Pt/PZT/Pt stack.

2.3. Etch rate measurement

The etch rate was determined by measuring the time necessary to remove the Pt or PZT
film with the laser end point detection system. The film thickness was determined by a
surface scan method (Alphastep 200). Figure 1 shows an example of the reflectance of the
wafer surface as a function of etching time. The typical reflectar- . l.anges indicating the
Pt/PZT and PZT/Pt transitions are also shown. These transitions l. %%ere determined by
inspecting the wafers etched for times corresponding with these specific points on the
reflectance curve.

3. Etching of PZT and Pt films

The influence of the various RIE process conditions on the etch rate were studied for Pt
on sol-gel PbZro5 3Tio4703 films and for PZT on annealed Pt films. The investigations inclu-
ded the effect of RF power setting, pressure in the system during etching and the CF4-Ar
gas flow ratio of the gas fed into the reactor.

Figure 2 shows for PZT as well as for Pt etched in CF 4-Ar (4: 1) that the etch rates
increased with the RF power setting. As the power increased, both the flux of ions to the
substrate and their energy increased....2 The increase in etch rate with power therefore
indicates that for both materials the rate was predominantly determined by the ion bom-
bardment and that the flow of fluorine containing species was not rate limiting. Similar
increases of the etch rate with RF power setting have been observed in this machine for
other materials, e.g. SiO 2 (See Table I).

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the etch rate on the CF 4-Ar gas flow ratio of the gas
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Fig. 2. The etch rate for PZT (0) and Pt Fig. 3. PZT and Pt etch rate as a function
(0) as a function of RF power using a of the CF4-Ar gas flow ratio at I Pa and
CF4-Ar gas flow ratio 4:1. Total gas flow 100 and 200W RF power setting. The
rate was 20 sccm and pressure was I Pa. etch rate for Pt is given for both bottom

(c) and top electrode (a).

fed into the etch system. The etch rate for both PZT and Pt was nearly constant, with a
about a factor 5 higher etch rate for PZT. Only in 100% Ar, the etch rate for PZT is com-
parable to that of Pt which shows that, as expected, in Ar both materials were remo,:.d by
the ion bombardment of Ar* ions. When a small quantity of CF4 is added to the plasma,
the ion bombardment induced damage (e.g. bond rupture) increasing the probability of a
chemical reaction of the PZT with fluorine reactive species present at the PZT surface. The
fact that larger quantities of CF, did not increase the etch rate also shows that the flow of
fluorine species was not rate determining. There is no chemical enhancement for Pt and the
etching is caused by ion-bombardment only. This was also shown in reactive ion beam
sputter experiments for Pt in a CF 3CI-Ar mixtures.6

Figure 3 also shows that the etch rate for the bottom Pt-electrode and the top Pt-elec-
trode material is the same. This means that in this respect the bottom electrode was not
effected by the heating processes necessary for making the PZT films.

The dependence of the etch rate for both materials on the total pressure in the etch
chamber was also studied. In general an increase in pr--ssure decreases the ion bom-
bardment energy and increases the flux. For PZT the etch rate decreases with pressure,
confirming that the rate was determined by the ion-bombardment. For Pt, a maximum at
about 4 Pa is found. At higher pressures (>5 Pa), a redeposition of material on the wafer
surface was clearly observable. This resulted in a decrease of the etch rate for both Pt and
PZT and in an increase in roughness of the PZT.

3. 1. Effect of PZT composition and morphology.

Table I gives at four RF power settings the etch rate for the three types of PZT and for
the other materials relevant to the fabrication of integrated ferroelectric capacitors. The
etch rates for sol-gel PbZr0,,Ti0 .47O, and PbZr,."TioO ,3 were identical while that for the
OMCVD material is about 20% lower. This could be caused by the higher density of the
OMCVD material compared to the sol-gel material. A higher porosity could give more
chemical reactive sites thus increasing the chemical enhancement for the sol-gel compared
to the OMCVD films. Similar decreases in etch rate with increased density has been

observed for SiO 2 prepared by CVD techniques and annealed at different temperatures."3
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Table I

The etch rate for PZT, Pt, photoresist and SiO 2 in nm/min at four RF power settings.
The pressure is 1 Pa, the CF4 -Ar gas flow ratio is ,:1 and the total flow rate is 20 sccm.
The different PZT materials are discussed in the text.

50 W 100 W 150 W 200 W

PbZr0o 3Ti0 470 3, sol-gel 10 19 30 44

PbZro3 5Ti0ý65 O3, sol-gel 11 19 33 47

PbZr0 TTi0 43 O3 , OMCVD - 17 25 33

Pt 3 5 8 10

Photoresist 29 - -

SiO2  - 50

4. Ferroelectric stack patterning

The ferroelectric capacitors were fabricated from the blanket Pt/PZT/Pt stack using a
photolithographic process. A masking layer was deposited on top of the stack to protect the
underlying Pt/PZT/Pt sandwich from being removed in the etching process. It is essential
that after etching the masking material can be removed without damaging the etched
structures. Organic photoresists, oxides and metals can be used as masking materials for
RIE. Here we only discuss results using organic photoresists.

In IC technology, an organic photoresist materials is preferred because it can easily be
applied by spin-coating and, in pnnciple, easily removed, e.g. by stripping in a solvent or
in an 02 plasma etcher and it does not require additional process steps. The possibility to
make use of a organic photoresist in the structuring of a ferroelectric capacitor is important
in effecting a simple technology witt. the same basic technologies as used in IC fabrication.

4..1. Photoresist behaviour in CF./Ar plasmas.

The photoresist (HPR204, Shipley) is spun on the ferroelectric stack, resulting in a 1.6

Am thick film. After exposure and development small photoresist patterns are obtained.
During RIE, the photoresist mask layer interacted with the plasma in different ways,
resulting in degradation of the mask. Observed effects are etching, thermal degradation and
redeposition processes, which are discussed below.
L The data from Table I show that the photoresist was etched at a faster rate than Pt and

PZT. Consequently, the photoresist film has to he substantially thicker than the
Pt/PZT/Pt stack.

2. During reactive ion etching, the wafers are heated by the ion bombardment, depending
on the etching conditions. Excessive photoresist heating results in melting effects and
locally this leads to much thinner photoresist film and the possibility of damage to the
underlying Pt during RIE. Excessive heating can also cause carbonization of the
photoresist, which makes it difficult to remove the photoresist by dissolving it in
organic solvents.

3. The relatively low volatility of the fluorides and the formation of teflon-like products
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can cause redeposition of the photoresist material during etching. At the edge of the
photoresist areas, the low impact angle of the ion flux allows the build up of the
redeposited material.

Using RIE conditions that minimize the heating effects on the photoresist (low RF power
setting (50W) and low pressure (1 Pa)), Table I shows that the ratio between the etch rate
for photoresist and PZT was about 3 and that of photoresist and Pt was about 10. This
would mean that for a stack with a 70 nm Pt bottom and top electrode and 290 nm PZT a
photoresist film of at least 2.1 Am is necessary to protect the underlying material. It was
found, however, that 1.6 um was sufficient, leaving a 0.2jim photoresist film after etching.
Because the etch rate for the photoresist was determined seperately, and not in combination
with PZT or Pt, this can only be explained by assuming that the photoresist was modified
when etched simultaneously with Pt and PZT by reaction products resulting in an decrease
of the etch rate.

After photoresist stripping the thin edge of redeposited material was clearly observable.
The redeposited material cannot be removed using standard photoresist stripping solvents or

02 plasmas. Using solvents at elevated temperatures with ultrasonic agitation it was ¶

possible to remove this redeposited material almost completely.

4.2. Ferroelectric capacitor etching.

In order to study how the etching proceeds during the structuring of the Pt/PZT/Pt stack,
the process was stopped at intervals so the etched structures could be investigated. Figure

a C

b d

5pm

Fig. 4. SEM micrograph made after different stages in the reactive ion etching of a
Pt/PZT/Pt stack for the preparation of a 5x5Mm 2 capacitor (sol-gel PZT 53/47). Etching
conditions: I Pa, 50 W, CF4-Ar gas flow ratio 4: 1. a) Pt top electrode etched; b) 50% of
the PZT film etched; c) the complete PZT film etched; d) After etching the bottom Pt
electrode.

!I
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4 shows how, as the etching proceeds, the capacitor was gradually formed. I he photoresist
was stripped using the solvent at elevated temperatures with ultrasonic agitation, as
discussed above.

Figure 4a shows the situation when only the Pt top electrode is etched and the surface of
the PbZr0.53Ti0.4.7O3 is bare. Atomic Force Microscopy measurements show that the PZT
surface had height variations of about 10-20nm. The distribution of these variations
corresponds with the surface morphology of the PZT shown in Fig. 4a. These in-
homogeneities are re' ted to to the crystallization process of the PbZr0 .5 3Ti0470 3 films used
in this study.' 9 and are found at the edges of the crystals growing in the amorphous as-
deposited sol-gel film. Figure 4b and 4c shows the etched stucture after 50% and 100% of
the PZT film has been etched, respectively. The 70nm bottom electrode is still continuous
after PZT etching because the thickness inhomogeneities are small (< 5 nm) when
transferred into the Pt. Figure 4d shows the completely etched capacitor after the etching of
the Pt bottom electrode. A relatively smooth, homogeneous-looking SiO 2 surface is
obtained (Fig. 4d), with a surface roughness determined by AFM to be similar to or
smaller than that of the PZT as expected from the somewhat higher etch rate of SiQ) as
compared to PZT.

5. Conclusion

The preparation of micrometer-sized integrated Pt/PZT/Pt ferroelectric capacitors has
been demonstrated using anisotropic reactive ion etching in a CF4IAr plasma. The etch rate
for Pt was determined by ion-bombardment, while for PZT a large chemical enhancement
was found. This allowed for selective etching of the PZT and a stop of the etching process

at the Pt bottom electrode. Conventional photoresist can be used as masking material
provided that the power of the plasma is low. During etching, a redeposition of etching
products occurred at the side wall of the photoresist mask. This deposit was difficult to
remove; the best results were obtained using solvents at elevated temperatures with
ultrasonic agitation. Removing etch deposits still requires further process optimization.
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we have identified a suitable etch gas (CCI2F.) for Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) of PZT
thin films on RuO, electrodes. The etch rate and anisotropy have been studied as a function of etching

conditions. The effect of gas pressure, RF power and 02 concentration on the etch rate have been

determined. It was found that ion bombardment effects are primarily responsible for the etching of both PZT
and RuO2 thin films. Etch rates of the order of 20-30 rnm/min were obtained for PZT thin films under low

gas pressure and high RF power conditions. The etch residues and the relative etch rates of the components
of the PZT solid solution were determined using XPS. The results show that the etching of PbO is the
limiting factor in the etch process. For RuOt thin films, etch rates of the order of 8-10 nm/min were
obtained when 0 was added to the etch gas.

INTRODUCTION

Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) ferroelectric thin films are potential candidates for nonvolatile and

dynamic random access memory applications as a result of their promising electrical properties and
applicability in a wide range of temperatures. However, several problems need to be overcome before the

integration of a PZT ferroelectric thin film capacitor into the existing semiconductor VLSI. Some of these

issues include the degradation of the ferroelectric capacitor and the need for improvement of the existing

processing techniques to obtain the optimum properties'.
One of the key processing issues involved in the integration of PZT thin film based capacitors

into the existing VLSI is the etching of these films and the associated electrodes. It is preferable to use

the Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) for VLSI applications because of the large etch anisotropy, high resolution

and the high etch uniformity that they offer2. For RIE of PZT thin films, it is important to identify a suitable

etch gas that can etch all three components of the PZT solid solution- PbO, ZrOt and TiO2 - at reasonable

etch rates and a common etch gas for both the electrodes and the fenroelectric material so as to facilitate

stack capacitor etching.
Recently, there has been a considerable amount of interest in conductive oxides such as RuOt for

electrodes in PZT thin film capacitors
3 as a result of their reduced fatigue. We have therefore chosen to use

RuOt electrodes for PZT thin film capacitors. Poor et at. have reported plasma etching of PLT thin films

in CF, and HCI plasmas. Howevcr, to obtain high etch rates, substrate heating was necessary in their

process. Saito et al.' have etched RuO2 using Reactive Ion Etching with a CF,/O plasma. In this study, we

have examined the feasibility of using CCI.F 2/0 as an etch gas for RIE of PZT thin film capacitors. The

trends in the etch rates of these films have been studied as a function of etch parameters such as RF power.

gas pressure, gas flow rate and percentage 0, content in the chamber . The etch residues at the end of the

etch process have been studied using XPS.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Thin films of PZT (53/47) were deposited to a thickness of 180-200 nm on Pt (500 nm) coated
Si/SiO2 substrates using the sol-gel/spin coating method. The PZT precursor was prepared from a
metallorganic solution (0.4M) of lead acetate, zirconium n-propoxide and titanium iso-propoxide dissolved
in acetic acid and n-propanol. The method of preparing the precursor is similar to that suggested by Yi et
al'; more details regarding the method of preparation can be obtained from this reference. The coated films
were annealed at 6000C for 30 min to form the PZT perovskite phase.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. c 1993 Materials Research Society
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RuO. thin films were reactively sputtered to a thickness of 200 inm onto Si, SiO in an argon-ox, gen
ambient at a gas pressure of 10 mTort and a substrate temperature of 200C The films ",ere etched after
suitable masking using positive photoresist in a RIE- IC (Samco) etcher. The thickness of matenal etched
was determined using a WYKO 3D profilometer. The surface composition before and after the etch ývas
determined using XPS and the etch anisotropy was evaluated using SEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since the PZT solid solution consists of three components (PbO, ZrO, and TiO, }. the overall etch
rate is dependent on the Zr/Ti ratio and the concentration of excess lead. This is because of the diffenng
volatilities of the fluorides and chlorides of the constituent elements. In this study we have examined the
etch characteristics of only PZT films with compositions close to the morphotrophic phase boundary No
substrate heating was used to avoid the loss of lead from the masked areas which could result in degradation
of the films at high temperatures. The etching was performed on water cooled substrate holders iless than
100'C) to avoid excessive heating from the plasma. The critical etch parameters studied were the gas
pressure, RF power and the effect of 0: addition to the CCIF. plasma. Since the objectie was to etch the
complete ferroelectric stack capacitor in a single run, the etch rate of RuO, was also studied under the same
conditions as the PZT films. The range of the values of the parameters were chosen so as to observe the
general trends in etching of these films with varying conditions. The parameter values were also limited by
the stability of the plasma.

Figure 1 shows the trend in etch rate of PZT films with increasing flow rate of CCI.F. gas us the
etch chamber. The flow rate of the gas in the chamber was not independent of the gas pressure and
therefore its effect on the etch rate is a direct indication of the gas pressure effects. For the flow rate
regime investigated, the gas pressure variation was typically 80-200 mTorr. The etching was performed at
fixed RF power values of 150 W and 200 W. As can be seen from Figure I, the etch rate decreases with
increasing flow rate of the gas. Also, at low flow rates, higher etch rates are observed at higher RF power
The RF power does not have any significant effect on the etch rate at high flow rates. Typical etch rates
obtained under conditions of low flow rates and high power were in the range of 20-30 nrvmin. The
decreasing trend of the etch rate with increasing flow rate indicates that the primary mechanism of etching
in these films is by ion bombardment. At high gas pressures/flow rate there is a decrease in the sheath
potential' and thereby a reduction in the number of ions participating in the etch process. In effect, this
decreases the energy of ion bombardment and consequently, the etch rate.

300 T ro--200W
o0\2 0 0  W 1--t 50 W

250 -o o y geq

S200
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0
0 5 10 15 20 25

Flow rote (sccm)
Figure l:The etch rate of PZT thin films as a function of CC12F2 gas flow rate.

The effect of RF power on the etch rate of PZT films is shown in Figure 2. In general, the etch
rate increased with increasing RF power. It is well known that with an increase in the RF power. the sheath
potential and the concentration of the reactive ions increasez. The effect of gas pressure on the etch rate at
different power values (Figure 1) does suggest that the increase in etch rate with RF power is due to the
increase in sheath potential. The notable feature however is the actual value of the etch rate. At a gas
pressure of 100 mTorr, 0, content of 15 % and RF power as high as 200 W, an etch rate of the order of
30 rnm/mmn was obtained. At lower gas pressures and higher power, however, the plasma was very unstable.
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Figure 2:T7he effect of RF power on the etch rate of PZT thin films at constant gas pressure.

Figure 3 shows the effect of 0. addition on the etch rate of PZT films at various gas pressures.
In general, there is a peak in the etch rate with varying 0., content at a particular gas pressure. At low gas
pressures, it was found that the etch rate dropped significantly with increasing 0: content in the chamber.
0, addition in small amounts is known to enhance the etch rate in the case of SiO. etching . In our case,
we can expect a mechanism of etching similar to that in SiO,. At lower gas pressures, the addition of small
amounts of 0, enhances the etch rate of the PZT films possibly by causing reduction in the recombination
of the radicals. However, at higher 0, content, the etch gas is diluted and therefore the etch rate is reduced.
Addition of 0. to the etch gas at high gas pressures, tends to reduce the number of radicals participating
in the etch process near the sheath region. The effective impact energy of the ions participating in the
sputtering is therefore increased as a result of reduced collisions.

The etch anisotropy under various etching conditions was studied using the SEM. Figure 4 is an
SEM micrograph of a sample etched under conditions of low gas pressure and low RF power. Under these
conditions we found the etch profile so be anisotropic. At high gas pressures and high RF power, the etch
profile was more isotropic. Since the primary etch mechanism is by ion bombardment, one can expect high
anisotropy at low gas pressures. However, at high RF powver, the energy of the bombarding ions are very
high, leading to signi ficant damage of the etched surface.

The composition of the etched surface was determined as a function of etch time using XPS
(Kratos XSAM 800) using a 13 kV Mg Kas source and the standard-less ratio method was used for
quantative analysis. For this study, the etching wan performed on a single sample (1cm x I cm) without any
overlying mask. The etching was done under the conditions of I50 W RF power. 100 mTorr gas pressure
and 15 percent 0, content in the chamber. An initial surface analysis was performed on the sample before
the etching process and subsequent analyses was done at predetermined intervals during etching. Figure

e) issa comparison of the ESCA wide scan before and after the etch process. The components of the PZT
solid solution clearly seem to be completely etched out at the end ofSthe etch process. However, at the end
of this process. CI and F residues are present on the surface of the sample. These residues were removed
easily by baking the sample at 100h C for 30 m.n - Figure 5(b) isa plot of the relative atomic concentration
of Pb, Zr and Ti as a function of etch time. The concentr. tions of these elements were determined using
the standard-less ratio method and more details regarding this method can be obtained from Ref 8. This
plot is a clear indication of the relative etch rates of the three components in the PZT solid solution.
Initially, the relative atomic concentration of Zr and Ti decreases quite rapidly. The narrow scan results
show that after the first 30 seconds of etching under these conditions, there isa continuous decrease in the
Zr concentration while the relative Ti concentration appears to be nearly constant. Itis evident from Figure
5(b) that the etch rate of PbO is the limiting factor in the etching of PZT thin films and therefore any post
etch residues are primarily due to the PbO.

The chlorides of Zr, Ti and Pb, have higher vapor pressures compared to the corresponding
fluorides at She etching temperature (100aT) and therefore we expect the primary volatile by-products to
consist ofthe chlorides. However, the actual presence ofthese compounds in the by-products have not yet
been identified experintentally. The vaporpressure ofthe chlorides decreases in the order ofsTiCle > ZeCl
> Phd2, '.

The etching of RuO, thin films were studied under similar reactor configuration and etching
conditions. In the past, Saito et al have investigated the reactive ion etching characternstics of MOD RuO,

4oi-ouinclal emtb opeeyethdota heedo htcrcs.Hweea h n
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Figure 3:The etch rate of PZT films as a function of % 02 in the etch gas.

Figure 4: SEM micrograph of a PZT thin film sample showing the high etch anisotropy
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Figure 5 (b):The composition of the PZT film surfaceFigure 5 (a):The ESCA wide scan of the as a function of etch time as determined from the
PZT film surface before and after the etch ESCA studies
process.
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Figure 6:The etch rate of RuO, thin films as a function of flow rate of CCIF. gas.
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Figure 7 The effect of 02 addition on the etch rate of RuO, thin films (compare to Fig. 6).
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Figure 8 The effect of RF power on the etch rate of RuO, thin films.
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thin films using CF,/O. plasma. They have reported that RuO, and RuF, are volatie compounds that form
as by products during the etching of RuO, Figure 6 shows the effect of increasing flow rate. gas pressure
on the etch rate of RuO, thin films at two different RF power values in pure CCI:F. gas As in the case
of PZT films, the etch rate decreases with increasing gas pressure, indicating that ton-bombardment effects
are responsible for the etching oftsese films. The actual values of the etch rates were however significantly
lower than that of the PZT films. Typically, without any 0, addition in the chamber. etcii late. oi the order
of 7.5-8.0 nm/min were obtained at low gas pressures and high power With the addition of 0. (30%) to
the etch gas, as shown in Figure 7, there was a considerable amount of increase in the etch rate at lower
gas pressures. RuO, can react with oxygen ions in the plasma to produce volatile RuO,'RuO,' The ion
derivatives of the CCIF, gas are responsible only for bombardment/sputtering of the reaction products. It
is unlikely that fluoride and chloride derivatives of Ru will be removed as volatile by-products in significant
amounts in comparison to RuO,/RuO, because of the relatively higher boiling point of the former. In the
absence of any 0. in the etch gas, the etching process is an ion-induced phenomena (etching occurs by ion
bombardment) as evident from the gas pressure effects This is also confirmed by the RF power effects
on the etch rate, as shown in Figure 8. Increasing the RF power increases the energy of the impacting ions
thereby increasing the etch rate. When 0. is added to the etch gas. the etching mechanism becomes an ion-
enhanced phenomena i.e.. the bombarding ions assist in the reaction of 0, ",'h RuO, films and in the
removal of the by-products formed thereafter.

If the capacitor is to be etched in a single run, then the only concern regarding the selectivity in
the etching process is between the bottom electrode and the substrate. High selectivity can be obtained by
etchintg the RuO. bottom electrode in an 0, enriched plasma. Since, ion bombardment effects are pnmanly
responsible for the etching of PZT and RuO, films. it is favorable to use a low gas pressure and high RF
power to obtain high rates. However. the RF power needs to be optimized to obtain high anisotropy without
any mask damage

SUMMARY

Thin films of PZT and RuO. have been successfully etched using CCILF. as the etch gas The etch
parameters, namely, gas pressure, % 0. content and RF power, have been optimized to obtain high rates
!- 25-30 nm/min for PZT and 8-10 nm/min for RuOl) and good anisotropy during etching. It was observed
that low gas pressures favor high etch rates of PZT and RuO, films indicating that ion bombardment is the
primary mechanism of etching in these films. Also. low RF power and low gas pressures favored anisotropic
etching. The relative etch rates of the components of PZT films have been determined by studying the
surface composition as a function of etch time using XPS. It has been determined that the etch rate of PbO
is the limiting factor in the etching process. The XPS studies also revealed small amounts of fluorine and
chlorine surface residues at the end of the etch process that were removed easily by low temperature
baking. In the case of RuO, thin films, there is an increase in the etch rate with 0. addition to the etch
gas, possibly due to the formation of volatile RuO,/RuO, compounds.
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ABSTRACT

Wet chemical, reactive ion etching and reacti.'. ion-beam etching of sol-gel prepared
PZT (54/46) [Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3]. Lanthanum doped PZT [PLZ T 

(9/65/35)) and LiTaO 3 have
been investigated. Wet chemical etching using an HCI-HF solution, reactive-ion etching
using a SF6 plasma and chemically assisted ion-beam etching (CAIBE) using a xenon plasma
and chlorine reactive gas were used. Etch rates for each method were determined ar,d ":he
ability to define small features in the thin film ferroelectric was investigated. It was found
that for structures smaller than approximately 20 X 20 pm

2
, chemically assisted ion beam

etching provided by far the best results. 3 X 3 pm 2 
capacitor and 2 pm wide optical

waveguide structures in PZT. PLZT respectively, were successfully fabricated using a CAIBE
system. An etch depth monitor enabled accurate in-situ etch rate monitoring of the PLZT
and PZT thin films.

INTRODUCTION

Sol-gel prepared ferroelectric Pb(ZrxTilrx)O 3 thin films have been the object of much
interest due to the relatively inexpensive and simple material preparation [1,21. The use of
thin film ferroelectrics in nonvolatile memory, sensing and optical devices has demanded the
use of a variety of etching techniques such as RIE. wet chemical and ion-beam milling. The
ability to integrate thin film PZT and PLZT on silicon or GaAs [3] with sophisticated signal

processing circuitry requires the ability to define small feature structures such as
capacitors, optical waveguides [2.4], and sensing devices that include micropressure
sensors and pyroelectric detectors [1].

The rough edges and widely varying etch rates obtained using wet chemical etching
inhibit device processing and performance. Reactive-ion etching of these films requires
elevated temperatures that also complicate device processing. The use of chemically-
assisted ion beam etching provides an anisotropic, low temperature, rapid etch technique
that provides smooth edges and sidewalls and is an attractive candidate for thin ferroelectric
device integration. The ability to stop the thin film etch is also important in optical
waveguide fabrication. The modeling of ferroelectric optical planar, ridge and buried ridge
guides indicates that in many cases the ferroelectric thin film does not have to be completely
etched and is sometimes desirable to stop the etch before reaching the bottom cladding layer
[5]. Fabrication of these strip-loaded optical waveguides designs requires the ability to
monitor the etch rate and depth during the etch. The CAIBE system described in this paper
incorporates and in-situ optical etch rate monitor that allows the etch to be stopped within
0.1 nm of the desired depth.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Silicon (100) and (111) p-type 2" wafers of approximately 300 pm in thickness were
used in this investigation. Several substrates were sputter deposited with 2500 A of Pt for
electrical characterization. Other samples were thermally oxidized with 1 pm of Si02
which served as a bottom cladding layer for optical waveguiding characterization. The
platinum coated wafers were cleaned in an acetone-methanol, DI rinse followed by a soft
bake at 200 C for 10 minutes just prior to sol-gel deposition. The oxidized wafers were
processed similarly with an initial HF dip and rinse. In the process of preparing the PLZT

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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films Zr propoxide and Ti isopropoxide type were used in a reaction with lead and
lanthanum acetate. LiTaO 3 precursors were lithium acetate and tantalum acetate. The
synthesized solutions were then partially hydrolyzed in preparation for spin coating. The
hydrolysis of the PLZT was found to be much quicker than that associated with PZT solutions
alt piepared in jur ,ouoratory [1]. Spin-coating was done at 2000 rpm for 60 seconds
for each coat. The samples were subsequently dried and annealed at 200 C for 20 minutes.
Each layer contributed a film thickness of about 600 A, measured after the final anneal.
Thicker films were prepared by depositing multiple layers with an intermediate anneal at

450 0C for 15 minutes. A final anneal of the films at 650 C for 10 minutes completed the
deposition process. The PLZT thin films required an intermediate PLT buffer layer (101.
Lanthanum) for crystallization and adhesion of the PLZT thin films [4].

WET CHEMICAL ETCHING

Wet chemical etching of the samples was first investigated as a means of defining the
various geometry's which included capacitor structures that ranged in size from 1 X 10-3
cm

2 
to 2.5 X 10-5 cm

2
. Successful etching of both the PLZT-PLT film using a HF-DI 1:50

solution in less than 60 seconds was achieved. The etch rate was measured to be 5 pm per
minute for this solution. A smoky film was left on the surface after the etch and was easily
removed with an HCI rinse. The etchant was stirred slowly during the etch and this seemed
to provide better uniformity in the case of the optical waveguides. The resulting structures
however were not promising for guides less than 500 pm in width because of the vry rough
sides. Additionally severe undercutting was observed. For 20 prm optical ridge waveguide
structures the undercutting was observed to be more than 5 prm on each side For the
capacitor structures, inspection with an optical microscope revealed very rough edges
resulijig from either anisotropic etching of the polycrystalline films or some type of ionic
etching of ferroele-rif" domains in the material. We were not able to detect any type of
domain structure in the films when the etched sample was viewed with a optical microscope
with a magnification of 1000X.

REACTIVE ION ETCHING

A number of groups have used reactive-ion etching (RIE) for the delineation of PZT and
PLZT microstructures [6] (and more recently [7]). Similar work was done on PLZT
capacitor and waveguide structures using a TechnicsTM PD IIA planar electrode low frequency
RIE system. Several gases were used in the room temperature plasma etching
experimentation including dichloro-difluoromethane (CCl 2 F2 ), Ar. SF 6 , and oxygen. The
plasma power was varied between 100 W and 200 W and the chamber pressure was
maintained at 150 mTorr. It was found that virtually no etching occurred for substrate
temperatures less than 100 C.

The substrate temperature was elevated with the addition of a resistive 700 W heater
and monitored using a thermocouple that was read by an Omega

TM 
thermometer via a feed-

through at the base of the system. The etch rate for a PZT (54/46) thin film versus
substrate temperature (in CCl 2 F 2 ) is given below in Fig. 1. As shown the etch rate
significantly increases with substrate temperature. The results for PLZT and PLT thin
films were very simila, and both materials required substrate heating. Masking structures
to be etched at elevated temperatures required the use of a metal mask deposited using a lift-
off procedure.

The maximum temperature used was 3,0 'C, yielding an etch rate of approximately 1
plm per hour. This is in good agreement with the bulk etch rates of Poor ef al [6]. There
were significant difficulties with masking the structures. Because the elevated
temperatures make photoresist removal very difficult a variety of metals were patterned
onto the sample using a standard liftoff procedure. The metal deposition is undesirable for
waveguide fabrication because of optical absorption in the metal, however is appropriate for
capacitors. ThE IT thin films showed a higher etch rate for a given temperature than the
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PLZT thin films in a SF 6 plasma. Although the need for metal mask complicates the
processing

1.2
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0.8
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Figure 1. Etch rate versus substrate temperature of PLZT (54/46) thin film.
Appreciable etching was not observed until the substrate temperature was
increased to 275 C.

somewhat it was not the motivation for finally using the ion-beam etching process, which
does not require a metal mask. The structures etched in the RIE exhibited very rough side-
walls, as observed by SEM, and proved unacceptable for any optical waveguiding due to
scattering losses.

ION BEAM ETCHING

Chemically assisted ion-beam etching (CAIBE) was investigated as means of improving
the smoothness of both the PLZT-PLT [4] and LiTaO 3 waveguides and the PZT capacitor
structures. The system is illustrated in Fig. 2 showing the vacuum load-lock, sample
position, discharge chamber and optical etch rate monitor apparatus.

The samples were loaded via a load lock into the chamber which was subsequently

pumped down to 5 X 10-7 Torr. A 10 mW helium-neon laser operating at 633 nm was
focused onto the sample through a window and the reflected beam was positioned on a silicon
photodetector as shown in Fig. 2. The higher index of refraction of the PLZT layer relative
to the underlying SiO 2 layer causes light to be reflected from both the top and bottom of the
thin film PLZT. In the case of the capacitor structures the reflective platinum bottom
electrode provided ample signal intensity for the photodetector. This provided an accurate in
situ monitoring of the etch rate. The etch depth accuracy was confirmed by measuring the
waveguide thickness with a profilometer after the etch. The optical etch rate monitor
revealed information about the etch rate as a function of the various gas constituents' flow
rates. The Xe flow rate was varied from 2 sccm to 15 sccm and it was observed that no
significant increase occurred for flows greater than 10 sccm. The chlorine gas flow was 1
sccm and at that rate the etch rate increased by about 17% from the case of no chlorine
present. There was also an improvement in the smoothness of the optical waveguide
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;:igure 2. CAIBE experimental sch;ýratic illustrating Xenon plasma. sample positiun,
optical etch rate monitor. The sample block can be rotated in the plaisý ot the
page to improve the smoothness of etched qtructurtes.

structures when chtorine was used. Table 1 below shows typical operating parameters tor
the CAIBE system. At these powers the- etch rate ot the PLZT (9/65i35). PZT (54/46) anid
L!TaO3 were measured to be 847, 900, and 514 A/mmn. respectwvely.

Table 1 Ion-Beam Etchina Parameters
FILAMENT DISCHARGE ACCELERATOR

CURRENT POWER J BEAM POWER POWER

16.73 A I.A 25AmA 14i

25 V j1000 V 250 V

In the case of the optical waveguides the Sit 2 layer beneath the PLT and PLZT layers
etched at a different rate and thus acted as an etch stop indicator. The PLZT (9/65/35) and
PZT (54/46) capacitor structures were on top of a Pt electrode which also acted as ai etch
stop indicator. For Pot films greater than 1000 A the etch stop indicator provided a means to
determine when the etch was complete and the ion beam was turned off. The resistivity of
the lower Pt electrode was not effected when exposed to the ion beam for a short period of
time. The reftectance signal versus tire for PLZT(9/6S/35) sample is sh5own in Fig. 3.
The etch depth was derived from the HeNe wavelength (6328 A) and the refractive index of
the film. The calculated etch depth from the reflectance signal was 3578 A and the measured
etch depth was 3525 A. The index of retraction value used in the former calculation was
determined from optical reflectance measurements performed on the sample prior to its
etch [8]. A 7 pm wide ridge waveguide is shown below in figure 4. The etching process used
to fabricate this structure is discussed above. Optical wavguiding was observed in this type
of structure and is discussed in detail in reference 4. The beam width is 5 cm and exhibits a

Taussian distribution which presents a uniformity probtem for large area etches.
Interference patterns were observed on the sample after the etch indicating a macroscopic
non uniformity in the etch depth. The total etch depth variance is about 300 A from the
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center to the perimeter on a 2 cm sample. The variance is not iii agreement with th,
number of fringes observed which possibly indicates a stoichiometry variance although nio
chemical analysis was performed on the etched samples.

: 25 -

S20 K Xenon flow rate = 12 sccm
Beam Current = 25 mA
Beam Voltage = 1000 V

1 5
E Acceleration Voltage 700 V

PLZT-PLT-S1O2-Si (11 1l

10

Q) 5.
70"OO0 //

0~

0 50 100 150 200 250

Etch Time (s)

Figure 3. Reflectance signal of in-situ etch rate monitor in CAIBE system. The period
of the reflected optical signal reveals the etch rate if the films refractive
index is known.

Figure 4. SEM photograph of 7 am PLZT-PLT-SiO2-Si optical ridge waveguide
fabricated using the ion beam etching process.

CONC',LUSION

Ion-beam etching of sol-gel derived ferroelectric PZT, PLZT and LiTaO 3 has been
used to define capacitor and optical waveguide structures. The latter devices showed
significant improvement when etched in the ion-beam system than when wet chemical etched
or reactively ion etched with SF 6 . Additionally the ion-beam etch is a low temperature
process that simplifies the processing and increases the compatibility with silicon circuit
fabrication for device integration. Wet chemical etching and reactive ion etching of the PZT
and PLZT thin films resulted in structures with rough edges which proved prohibitive for
optical waveguiding struAures. The undercutting observed in the wet chemical etching
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process can potentially complicate integrated processing for microsensor applications
Furthermore it is difficult to stop the etch of the ferroelectric etch at a desired depth.
Reactive ion etching proved equally prohibitive for optical waveguide fabrication due to the
metal masking and rough sidewalls. Recent results by Pan et al [7], however, have shown
that room temperature RIE etches of PZT thin films are possible in a 02 and CICI2 F 2 gas
mixture indicating that reactive ion etching remains a viable candidate for integrated
processing of ferroelectric thin films. Chemically assisted ion beam etching and ion-beam
etching provides a low-temperature controlled etch process for thin film ferroelectrics.
CAIBE processing of PLZT, PZT and LiTaO 3 thin films provides the ability to define small

feature capacitor and optical waveguide structures. The high etch rates of PLZT, PZT and
LiTaO3, low processing temperatures and compatibility with standard photolithographic
masking steps make th, CAIBE process an attractive method for integrating these
ferroelectric thin films with silicon. Further work needs to be done on increasing large
wafer uniformity and understanding the reactive etching mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

We have fabricated epitaxial ferroelectric heterostructures of isotropic metallic oxide
(SrRuO 3 ) and ferroelectric thin films [SrRuO 3 /Pb(Zr0. 52 Tio.4 8 )O3 /SrRuO 3 ] on (100)
SrTiO 3 and YSZ buffer layered Si substrates by 90' off-axis sputtering. These
heterostructures have high crystalline quality and coherent interfaces as revealed by X-ray
diffraction, Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy. The ferroelectric layers exhibit superior fatigue characteristics over 1010 cycles

with large remnant polarization.

Ferroelectrics hold potential for both dynamic and permanent data storage in digital
memory systems[l]. Conventionally, to build these memory devices, polycrystalline
ferroelectric thin films are grown on a Pt or AJ base electrode. The high angle grain
boundaries which occur in the ferroelectric thin film layer are detrimental to device
performance because they cause aging and fatigue due to charge segregation and decay at the
grain boundaries. Furthermore, the undesirable nature of the interfaces between ferroelectric
layers and electrodes resulting from non-epitaxial growth leads to degraded performance

characteristics [2]. Ramesh et al. reported that epitaxial thin film heterostructures of
ferroelectric materials and certain cuprate superconductors grown by the laser ablation
technique have outstanding fatigue properties[2, 3]. Unfortunately, the cuprate superconductors
are not fully chemically and thermally stable, which puts some constraints on their processing
and usage. Furthermore, the high Tc superconducting cuprates typically have relatively poor
crystalline quality and rough surfaces. These drawbacks may limit the application of such
device structures for non-volatile memory applications.

We recently reported the synthesis and properties of single crystal epitaxial thin films of

the isotopic metallic oxide SrRuO3 on miscut (100) SrTiO 3 substrates [4]. SrRuO 3 is a
pseudo-cubic perovskite with psuedo-cubic lattice parameter of 3.93A [5, 6]. (Note: the a-
and c-lattice parameters of PZT are 4.036A and 4.146A, respectively). The lattice
mismatches of SrRuO 3 and ferroelectric Pb(Zro.5 2Ti0.48)0 3 (PZT) on the (0011 surface is
fairly small (-2.7%), which allows us to grow high quality epitaxial ferroelectric
heterostructures with SrRuO 3 electrodes. Unlike most oxide superconductors, SrRuO 3 is
stable up to 1200 K in oxidizing or inert gas atmospheres [7]. The resistivities of these films
are isotropic anA, low (-340 ile-cm at room temperature), and the temperature dependence
(dp/dT) shows good metallic behavior, which is important for electrode applications. All of
these observations suggest that SrRuO3 might be an ideal electrode material for epitaxial
ferroelectric device structures.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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The films have been grown in situ by the 90' off-axis sputtering technique in which almost
the exact cormlposition of the target is obtained over large areas (2" x 2" area from 2" diameter
sputtering target) without a need for substrate block rotation [8, 9, 101. This technique allows
very good step coverage, which is important in fabricating ferroelectric devices. Two 2"
magnetron sputter guns (US gun 1l) were mounted perpendicular to each other in an off-axis
geometry for growth of these heterostructures: one for SrRuO 3 and the other for PZT. The
substrate block is placed on a rotating arm to switch between guns. The details of multilayer
growth by this technique were reported elsewhere[1 I].

A smooth surface is very important for the fabrication of mulhilayer ferroelectric devices.

The surface morphology of SrRuO 3 films was investigated by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The surface of the 2000A thick SrRuO 3 film on SrTiO3 substrate was featureless with
a lateral resolution of 100A. Using an atomic force microscope (AFM), Parks Scientific
Instrument Model SFM-BD2, with UltraleversTM (tip radius - 100 A), results from five

scans over 4 pm x 4 gm area but over different spots on the same film reveal root mean square
surface roughness of 6.9 ± 0.2 A and peak-to-valley roughness of 53 ± 6 A. We believe that the
growth of SrRuO3 films on SrTiO 3 is layer-by-layer, resulting in very smooth surfaces.

A I I I I
10 A SrRuO3

(220)

S104

102

20 30 40 50
20

i102

- 1 0 , -I 0 1 -1 0 1 -I 0

Figure L.(a) XRD 0-20 scans on a SrRuO3 thin film on (100) SrTiO3 substrates.
The SrTiO 3 peaks are marked (*). (b) X-ray 0o scans of the (221) reflection at 0=0°,
*-45°, 0=90-, 0=180' and 0=2700 for a (110) oriented SrRuO3 thin film on a (100)

SrTiO 3 showing a single variant domain.
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The film textures were investigated by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using a four-circle

diffractometer with a CuKa source and a pyrolytic graphite monochrometer and analyzer. The
films were aligned so that the film normal was parallel to the 0 axis of the diffractometer.

"This geometry allows full access to the reciprocal lattice (except for in-plane reflections) with
wo = 0. Figure 1 (a) shows the 0-20 scan of SrRuO 3 thin films grown on (100) SrTiO3

substrates. The only substantial peaks detected are from d-spacings corresponding to [1101 or

10021. Because of the systematic absence of a (00t) peak (t=2n-i) and the near-degeneracy of

dit oi and d10021 in the pseudo-cubic SrRuO 3 structures, from the normal 0-20 scans alone it
was not possible to distinguish whether the texture is I1101 or 10021 or a combination. We were
able to establish that these films are purely 11101 texture normal to the substrate by locating
peaks that do not have a degenerate pair, e.g. the (113). The ( 13) peak was observed only at
the position corresponding to I I101 grains normal to the substrate and not at the position
corresponding to 10021 grains. Peaks with degenerate pairs cannot distinguish the texture, for
example, (121) peak positions for 11101 grains normal to the substrate are the same as those of
the (103) peak positions for 10021 grains normal to the substrate. After we established the pure
I1101 film texture we could assign unique indices to pairs of peaks with near-degenerate d-

spacing and study in-plane texture. The w scan rocking curve widths (FWHM) of the 12201
reflections of SrRuO3 are 0. 16', the instrument resolution.

The in-plane textures for these films were also investigated by scanning off-axis peaks.
Figure I (b) shows (0-scans of the (221) reflection at 0=00, 0•45', 0=90', 0=180' and O=270'
for a {I 101 SrRuO 3 thin film on (100) SrTiO 3. (We have observed the same results with the
non-degenerate (113) reflection.) The significant intensities only at 0=0' and b= 180', but no
intensities at 0=450, 0=90' and io=270', clearly indicate that the grains are single domain with
the in-plane epitaxial arrangement SrRuO 3 [TIO]//SrTiO 3 [010] and
SrRuO 3[001]//SrTiO 3[OOl]. The high crystalline quality of the films has been confirmed by
ion channeling using 1.8 MeV 4He+ ions. The ratio of the backscattered yield (Xmin) for a
SrRuO3 film along <100> to that in a random direction is 1.8%, which is very close to the
value of Si single crystals.

2000
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g e 800n o T (100) S rT iO hSubstrate
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20 (deg)

Figure. 2 XRD 61-26 scan of a PZT thins film on (100) SrTiO3 substrate showing (001)
epitaxy.
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Before growing the trilayer heterostructures, the optimum conditions for growing epitaxial

PZT layers were determined. At this stage. the quality of the films was determined by means
of XRD rocking curve measurements and RBS ion channeling. The composition of the film
was measured on 1000A thick PZT films on MgO substrates with RBS. The films were

stoichiometric within experimental error. Figure 2 shows an XRD pattern of a IOOOA thick

PZT film on (100) SrTiO 3 showing pure c-axis orientation. The rocking curve width

(FWHM) of the 10021 PZT was 0.20 and Xmin along <100> is 15%. The AFM reveals the
root mean square surface roughness of the films to be 7A. We have also confirmed the epitaxial
growth of PZT on top of a SrRuO 3 bottom electrode and vice versa. XRD exhibited only

(00t) peaks of PZT and (hh0) peaks of SrRuO 3 , showing good epitaxy of both the SrRuO3
electrodes (top and bottom) and ferroelectric layer [121.

Capacitor device structures were fabricated on (100) SrTiO 3 and YSZ buffer layered Si

substrates to test the ferroelectric properties of the epitaxial PZT thin films between SrRuO 3

as shown in Figure 3. These Au-SrRuO 3 -PZT-SrRuO 3 quatralayers were patterned using
standard photolithographic processing and ion milling to form a set of 200p1m x 200gim square

capacitors. A cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrograph of the

capacitor structure on (100) SrTiO 3 showed that the SrRuO 3 bottom electrode is single
domain without domain boundaries, promoting the growth of high quality PZT on top [12].
However, the top electrode displays (110) epitaxy normal to the substrate with v.vo in-plane

orientations. In spite of the single domain bottom electrode, low angle domain boundaries can
be seen in the PZT layer due to columnar growth.

200g±m x 200im Sawyer-Tower circuit

SPZT (5o00A)

SrRuO3(20

SrRuO3 (2000 ) .... SZ buffer layer

(100) SrTiO3 Substrate (100) Si wafer

Figure 3. Schematic illustrations of capacitor test structures used to evaluate the

ferroelectric properties of SrRuO 3/PZT/SrRuO 3 hererostructures.

The electrical properties of the capacitors were examined using a conventional Sawyer-

Tower circuit [13]. For the devices on SrTiO 3 substrates, the remnant polarization obtained at

10V was 27 ltC/cm 2 , which is very close to the bulk value. The corresponding coercive field

and coercive voltage were about 70 kV/cm and 3.5 V, respectively. The capacitors on the YSZ

buffer layered Si substrates showed lower remnant polarization (10.5 jiC/cm2) than those on

SrTiO 3 . We believe that this is mainly due to the (112) orientation of the SrRuO 3 layer and

(110) orientation of the ferroelectric layer, which is not the favorable polarization direction
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for PZT. We have recently been able to grow a (110) SrRuO3 layer on both BaZrO 3 /MgO

and CeO 2 NYSZ double buffer layers on Si, which will allow us to grow c-axis oriented PZT
on top of them[12].
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Figure 4. A plot of remnant polarization dP vs. fatigue cycles at 10 V for the
SrRuO 3lPZT/SrRuO 3 structure, compared with data for a typical polycrystalline

ferroelectric layers on Pt base electrode. Inset: the pulse train used to measure the
effective read cycle discrimination dP.

Pulsed hysteresis measurements for fatigue tests were made using a Sawyer-Tower circuit

with the waveform shown in the inset of Figure 4. A quiescent time of 4 sec was interposed

between pulses to allow full relaxation of any transient effects in the ferroelectric layer [14].
The pulses were formed using an HP 8112A pulse generator under computer control and had a

gaussian profile with 1.5 ms width and 1 ms transitions. The response was measured digitally
with an HP 7090 digitizer and corrected for parasitic effects. The samples were stressed by

bursts of 17.2 ms square wave using Vmn = 10 Vp.p (200 kVp.p/cm). This is comparable to

the patterns commonly employed in simple fatigue tests [2]. Figure 4 shows the normalized
remnant polarization, dP vs. fatigue cycles for SrRuO 3 /PZT/SrRuO 3 capacitors on both

SrTiO 3 and YSZ buffer layered Si substrates. The data of Figure 4 represent the effective
read-cycle discrimination between a written "I" and "0" (sample pulsed to -Vmra); in

conventional notation dP = P * - P ^

In the case of a polycrystalline PZT layer on a Pt bottom electrode reported in the

literature [I], the remmant polarization drops to 50% of its initial value after 106 cycles, But

in the case of epitaxial PZT layers between SrRuO3 electrodes the remnant polarization
remains virtually unchanged. After 1010 cycles, the capacitors on SrTiO 3 substrates show only

a 10% decay of remnant polarization. However, dP increases monotonically after 108 cycles
in the capacitors on YSZ buffer layered Si substrates. This improvement in fatigue behavior is
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attributed to improvement of electrode-ferroelectric interfaces as well as the absence of high

angle grain boundaries in the PZT layers as observed in epitaxial ferroelectric layers between

YBCO electrodes [2], and other metallic oxide electrodes such as RuOx and La0 .5Sr0 .5 CoO 3

[15, 161.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that epitaxial ferroelectric heterostructures of

SrRuO 3 /Pb(ZrO.5 2 Tio.4 8 )03 (PZT)/SrRuO 3 can be grown on (100) SrTiO 3 and buffer
layered Si substrates in situ by 900 off-axis sputtering. This technique allow us to grow

uniform stoichiometric films over a large area (2" x 2") with good step coverage, offering a
promising technique for fabricating ferroelectric devices. The single crystal SrRuO 3 bottom

electrode with high crystalline quality and smooth surface has allowed us to grow high quality
ferroelectric layers. In addition, the thermal and chemical stability of the electrode material
permits flexibility of device fabrication processes, as well as long term reliability of the

devices at high temperature. Fatigue characteristics of the ferroelectric heterostructures with

SrRuO 3 electrodes are far superior to those obtained with polycrystalline ferroelectric layers

on Pt electrodes. These epitaxial heterostructures of ferroelectric/isotropic metallic oxide

electrodes look promising for use as nonvolatile memory devices.
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ABSTRACT

Integration of a ferroclectric capacitor module in a standard CMOS process subjects the
ferroelectric to various ambients during backend processing, some of which can render the
ferroelectric essentially non-operational for NVRAM applications. Post-crystallization
processing of sol-gel deposited integrated ferroelectric PZT capacitors in the presence of
hydrogen-containing, reducing ambients is observed to degrade the nonvolatile polarization.
Low-pressure hydrogen anneals at temperatures as low as 200*C substantially degrade the
nonvolatile polarization while the DRAM polarization remains roughly constant. Leakage
current drops by one order of magnitude and fatigue is accelerated. A ferroelectric capacitor
module can be integrated with minimal degradation with careful modifications in the backend
processing.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric PZT is of interest for both DRAM and NVRAM devices. PZT capacitors
with Pt electrodes have demonstrated polarization and fatigue characteristics that could meet the
requirements of gigabit-scale DRAM's [I1 and NVRAM's operating at voltages as low as 1.5V
[2]. However, integration of the ferroelectric capacitor module with a standard CMOS process
requires considerable development due to materials and process incompatibilities with silicon
technology, adhesion losses during processing, and limited patterning capabilities [3-7].
Integration requires depositing an interlevel dielectric (referred to as capacitor level dielectric
[CLD] hereafter ) over the ferroelectric capacitor prior to metallization [3-7]. Various dielectrics
commonly used in silicon technology such as silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, PSG, BPSG or
organic based dielectrics are CLD candidates, and can be deposited by CVD, sputtering or spin
on techniques.

This paper describes the impact of backend CMOS processes on the PZT capacitu 's
electrical properties and specifically the effect of hydrogen-containing, reducing ambients.
Polarization measurements were performed using high-speed single-shot pulse testing [8].
Polarization relaxation reduces the magnitude of the remanent polarization available for
nonvolatile memory operation. The nonvolatile polarization reported here is the polarization
remaining after all the relaxation processes are complete and is, therefore, the worst-case signal
available for memory operation. The DRAM polarization is the nonremanent component of the
ferroelectric hysteresis loop and includes both ferroelectric and nonferroelectric components [9].
The polarization relaxation is not included in the DRAM polarization.

Fine-grained polycrystalline PbZrO.5Tio 503 films were prepared by sol-gel deposition
and subsequent crystallization at 7000 C in an 02 ambient. Film thickness was 1500A and
platinum was used for both top and bottom electrodes. The resultant films are in the perovskitc
phase and exhibit ferroelectric behavior with no non-ferroelectric pyrochlore-phase X-ray
diffraction peaks. The grain size is typically less than 1000A as observed by TEM. Atomic force
microscopy reveals that the crystallized PZT surface has a texture of 100 to 250A depending on
the fabrication process.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 11993 Materials Research Society
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POST-CRYSTALLIZATION ANNEAL OF PZT CAPACITORS IN HYDROGEN-
CONTAINING, REDUCING AMBIENTS

Fully fabricated and electrically characterized PZT capacitors were subjected to low-
pressure (< 5 torr) forming gas anneals, at temperatures from 100 to 4000 C for less than a
minute, which simulate typical CVD type conditions. These capacitors were then electrically
characterized again, and changes in the ferroelectric properties were noted as shown in figures 1
through 4. The nonvolatile polarization degrades with increasing forming gas anneal temperature
with nearly a 25% drop at temperatures as low as 2000C and more than an 80% drop at 400'C
(see figure 1). The DRAM polarization does not degrade but rather undergoes a slight increase
above 200'C (see figure 1).
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ISO Polarization Figure 1. Impact of forming gas anneal on the

nonvolatile and DRAM polarization of the
PZT capacitor.
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Fatigue of nonvolatile and DRAM polarization is accelerated after the forming gas anneals (see
figure 2 and 3). Even though the starting nonvolatile polarization is different for different
capacitors, all forming gas annealed capacitors show degradation and fatigue to the same value
after 109 bipolar cycles. The nonvolatile polarization after 109 bipolar cycles is more than 8017,
lower than the capacitor not exposed to the forming gas anneal. The fatigue of the DRAM
polarization is also accelerated by the forming gas anneals and is independent of the annealing
temperature. This is a more severe DRAM fatigue test than the normal unipolar cycling. After
109 bipolar cycles the DRAM polarization is about 30% lower than the capacitor not exposed to
the forming gas anneal.

1-9
Control

10 10 1 •C Figure 4. Leakage current in PZT capacitors
at different temperatures of post crystallization
anneals in forming gas. Film thickness is

S1500A and capacitor area is 1.04X 10-4 cm2.10-1 200

Voltage [V]

A surprising aspect of the post crystallization anneal in forming gas is that even though
the degradation is observed for the nonvolatile polarization, and the fatigue is accelerated, the
leakage current is actually lowered (see figure 4). With increasing temperature of the forming gas
anneal, the leakage current gradually decreases until it is nearly an order of magnitude lower for
the capacitor annealed at 300C. (No leakage measurements were done on the capacitor annealed
at 400°C in forming gas).

CAPACITOR LEVEL DIELECTRICS FOR INTEGRATION OF FERROELECTRICS

Integrating the ferroelectric capacitor with standard CMOS requires interconnect
metallization which subjects the ferroelectric capacitor to pre-metal dielectric deposition. This
capacitor level dielectric (CLD) can be silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, PSG, BPSG or polyimides
and can be deposited by various techniques. Chemical vapor deposition (LPC•VD or PECVD),
sputtering or spin-on depositions are most commonly used. Here we present the results of our
investigation of CVD and sputtering for CLD depositions. Figure 5 shows the DRAM
polarization measured after the CLD depositions as compared to the control capacitor which
received no CLD deposition. CLD-A and CLD-B refer to dielectrics deposited under different
processing conditions. The DRAM polarization is influenced by the choice and processing of the
CLD. At lower voltages CLD-A degrades the DRAM polarization by as much as 50% whereas,
at higher voltages CLD-B degrades the DRAM polarization by about 25%. Therefore, the
optimum processing conditions are not the same for all voltages and the CLD depositions must
be tailored to the application.
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In comparison to the dependence of DRAM polarization on the nature of the CLD, the
nonvolatile polarization is even more sensitive, and inappropriate processing can lead to
complete loss of the nonvolatile polarization. As shown in figure 6, the standard CMOS based
CLD-A processing can severely degrade the nonvolatile polarization. As discussed in the earlier
section, hydrogen containing reducing ambients, even at very low temperatures, can negatively
impact the nonvolatile polarization and accelerate fatigue. Under appropriately selected
processing, such as CLD-B, the ferroelectric capacitor can be integrated with minimal
degradation.

E 200
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These results suggest that the integration of terroelectric capacitors for either DRAM or
NVRAM applications requires careful selection and processing of the capacitor-level dielectrics.
Further, there may not be a single CLD that can satisfy the requirements for both DRAM and
NVRAM applications at all voltages. One must optimize the backend processing for a specific
application.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Integration of PZT ferroelectrics with CMOS processing which subjects the PZT
capacitor to the ambient of the CLD processing can severely degrade the nonvolatile
polarization, reduce the DRAM polarization, and can accelerate the bipolar fatigue of either-
Successful integration of ferroelectrics can be achieved by modifying CMOS processes to
minimize degradation. As an example, figure 7 shows the nonvolatile and DRAM polarization
characteristics for a PZT capacitor integrated though interconnect metallization using an
optimized CLD process.
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S200 Before CLD
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After CLD & 100

100 Metalel /P / After CLD &

"0 Interconnect Metal
a Interconnect

0 0 2 4 6- 8 100 o 2 4 6 8 10O >
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Figure 7. DRAM and nonvolatile polarization of integrated PZT capacitor
after metallization using an optimized backend process.
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ABSTRACT

An ion assisted deposition technique, called Reactive Partially Ionized Beam (RPIB)
deposition, was used to prepare amorphous BaxTi2-xOy thin films at a low substrate temperature
(<60'C). The stoichiometry of the films varied from x=1.0 for BaTiO3 to x=0.2 for Ti-rich
films. The optical, thermal, and broadband electrical properties of this class of thin film
dielectrics were systematically studied. A Ilgm Ba 5Ti2 .xOy film is optically transparent with a
band gap of 4.6eV. Both transmittance and bandgap decrease when the films are increasingly
enriched with Ti. The Ti rich films remain amorphous at 600'C while the stoichiometric BaTiO 3
crystallizes into the perovskite structure. Annealed Ti rich films are thermally stable (>7000 C)
with low leakage (<0. IpA/cm 2 at 0.SMV/cm) and moderately high dielectric constant (er = 15-
35). Polycrystalline BaTiO3 deposited at 600'C on a PtQTa/SiO2/Si substrate has an cr = 40W.
Capacitor structures with various metallizations were used to evaluat the diclectric properties,
such as breakdown strength, leakage, Er and tan8 from DC to 600MHz. A generic test vehicle
was designed and fabricated to extend the frequency domain characterization o.'" - dielectrics up
to 40GI . No dispersion of Er was observed in this frequency range for amorphous BaxTi2-.Oy.

INTRODUCTION

The use of high dielectric constant thin films in integrated circuit (IC) technology is of
great interest because of the limiting performance that conmentional SiO2 thin films can offer.
Amorphous ceramic materials, such as Ba5Ti2-,Oy (x = 0.2 - 1.0) have attracted considerable
attention recently because of their excellent characteristics of moderately high dielectric constant
(er = 15-40), low tan6, low leakage current, and high temperature stability. Deposition of
device-quality amorphous BaxTi 2-xOy at low temperature (from room temperature to 300'C)
directly on metal, Si, and polymer substrates will make these films highly attractive for advanced
IC technology. In addition, the growth of polycrystalline BaTiO 3 thin films on Si or on metal
substrate at a temperature that is compatible with semiconductor processing technology could
enable the fabrication of integrated ferroelectric devices.

The preparation of ferroelectric BaTiO_3 film by a variety of techniques has been reported
by many researchers. A common difficulty is the inability to grow films that are very thin
(200A-5000A), uniform, and defect free, at low substrate temperature over a large substrate
area.I The work on BaxTi2.xOy reported in this paper ultilizes a newly developed technique
referred to as Reactive Partially Ionized Beam (RPIB) deposition. Using the technique. we have
successfully fabricated very high quality amorphous Ba 5Ti2 .5 Oy thin films at or near room
temperature. 2.3 Further, the technique produces crystalline ferroelectric BaTiO 3 thin films if the
substrate temperature is held above 500'C. This paper describes the deposition, microstructural
characterization, and broadband dielectric behavior of this class of materials.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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THERMAL BEHAVIOR

The BaxTi2-xOy films deposited on unheated substrates are amorphous. Post deposition
anneals of the films 3000A in thickness deposited on Si wafers were carried out at temperatures
from 100 - 900'C for 20 minutes in an ambient of flowing N2 . The refractive index of the films
of different stoichiometries as a function of the annealing temperature is shown in Fig. 2. In the
temperature range of 20'C to 500'C. a gradual and incremental change in n is the result of
densification. At a temperature between 500'C and 600°C. a large jump in n, from 1.95 to 2.23
was observed only for the films with stoichiometric composition. For off-stoichiometric films,
the trend noted below 500'C continued to nearly 800°C. At 800'C, a sharp drop in index was
noticed for all the samples.

1.0 10 B1/0i - 5.37
2.3 .... Ba, o T42

0- Bari. 1.10
0.480k 2.20-/i~~

0.0 . . . . 50 1.8
1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 200 400 600 800 1000

n @ 632.8 nm Annealing Temp (°C)

Fig. I Correlation curves between the Ba/li ratio, Fig. 2 Refractive index change of the films with
optical transmission, and refractive index of different stoichiomeiries as a function of
BaxTi2_xOy films, annealing temperature.
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Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction patterns of a) Fig. 4 The stress of 2500A stoichiometric
stoichiometric film annealed at 500'C. b) the same BaTiO3 on Si substrate as a function of
film annealed at 600'C, c) off-stoichiometric film temperature.
annealed at 700°C.

The variation of the optical index with annealing temperature can be correlated to the
crystallinity of the films. As-deposited films are amorphous as determined by x-ray diffraction
regardless of the stoichiometry. Fig. 3 shows the x-ray diffraction patterns of the stoichiometric
films annealed at 500'C (a) and 600'C (b). A 600'C anneal crystallizes the stoichiometric film
into a perovskite crystal structure. An off-stoichiometric film (Ba/Ti = 0.7) annealed at 700'C is
also shown (c). The off-stoichiometric film retains its amorphous structure even after a 700'C
anneal resulting in a dielectric with Fr = 30 and ileak <0.081pA/cm 2 at 0.5MV/cm. At temperatures
above 800'C interdiffusion and reaction occurs between the Si and the film as detected by RBS.
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A stoichiometric amorphous film on oxidized silicon was cycklJ from room temperature
to 600'C. then cooled back to room temperature. The stress in the film as a function of
temperature is calculated from the wafer deflection and is shown is Fig. 4. The intrinsic stress in
the as-deposited film is 150 MPa tensile and increases substantially during heating to 300'C due
to densification resulting in a very high stress upon returning to room temperature. The behavior
becomes elastic representing the thermal expansion mismatch between the film and silicon.
Subsequent thermal cycles, which are not shown, display entirely elastic behavior. The slope of
0.8 MPa/"C compares to the value of 0.65 MPa/°C calculated from the elastic modulus and

coefficient of thermal expansion for crystalline BaTiO3 indicating that the physical properties are
similar for amorphous and crystalline BaTiO 3 .

BROADBAND ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOR

In the frequency range of DC to 600MHz, simple parallel plate structures were used for
the measurement of defect density, breakdown strength (Emax), leakage (Jieak @ 0.5MV/cm). tr
and tan8. Si wafers with Ti/Cu/Ti, Au/Ti, or Al metallization were used for the substrate and
electrode. The area of the capacitors varied from 5x 10-4 to 10 cm 2 to yield capacitance values of
20pf to 0.45ýtf. Excellent breakdown strength, Emax = 3.3MV/cm, was obtained for 3000A
thick stoichiometric films, independent of the annealing temperature from 100 to 300'C. Fig. 5
shows the dielectric strength histogram of 200 capacitors measured across a 3 inch wafer for a
film thickness of 1400A. Because the voltage that causes catastrophic breakdown is greater than
50V, the voltage required to reach I0gA/cm2 current density was used as the criterion instead.
The distribution is centered around 14V and resembles a normal distribution indicating good
uniformity and low defect density of the film. Fig. 6 represents the change of Cr (at I MHz) and
Jleak with the stoichiometry of the dielectrics. All films received an anneal of 300)C under N2 for
20 minutes prior to the measurement. The Cr increases from 15 to 35 as the films become
increasingly Ti rich. The Jleak also increases from 6OnA/cm 2 to I001'A/cm 2 .
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Fig. 5 A histogram of dielectric strength of 200 Fig. 6 Er (at IMHZ) and Jleak of 4500A BaxTi2.
capacitors. The film thickness is 1400A. The size x0 as a function of estimated Ba/Ti ratio of the
of the capacitor is 2x 10-

2
/cm 2

. films.

The Er and tan5 of the dielectrics in the frequency range of 0.01-600MHz were
determined through measurement of the capacitance and the shunt conductance on a l(0pf and a
10pf capacitor, respectively, using a LCR meter (0.01-1MHz) and a RF impedance analyzer (I-
600MHz). Parasitics associated with the setup were modeled as a standard transmission line.
The values for the series and shunt element of the transmission line were determined by
measuring a short and an open in place of the wafer sample at every measurement frequency and
were used to correct the raw data. Fig. 7 plots Cr and tan8 of a film with a stoichiometric
composition in the frequency range of IKHz to 600MHz. The capacitors have virtually a
constant er of about 19. The tan& is as low as 0.005 for the film.
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Fig. 7 Frequency domain (I KHz-40GHz) behavior of cr and tanIS of amorphous Ba5Ti25xOy thin
films. No dispersion is seen in this range of frequencies.
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Fig. 9 Crossections; of the capacitors fabricated with a) At metallization. b) Ti/Cu/Ti metallization.

To extend the measurement frequencies into the GHz realm, a generic test vehicle was
designed and fabricated. The test vehicle consists of capacitors of various sizes, transmission
lines, via chains, and other characterization structures configured to be probed by coplannar 50(2
microwave probes. The layout of the test vehicle is shown in Fig. 8 and it is fabricated by a two
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mask process on 3 inch substrate that yields capacitor structure with cross-sections shown in
Fig. 9. The metallization is eithe'ir A1 cr T;'Cu/Ti sa-'clich, Al and 0, heing pim. and Ti being
1000A, all deposited by electron beam evaporation. The BaxTi 2 -xOy dielectric of 4500A was
deposited and patterned by standard optical lithography. The etching of Ba.Ti2.xOy was carried
out in buffered HF solution. The maximum temperature in the fabrication process is less than
1000C, and the structures were tested without an anneal.

S-parameters of the capacitors were measured on a HP8510 network analyzer. Excellent
agreement between the simulated and the measured insertion loss (S2 1) for capacitors with 1.5.
15, 150, and 1500pf capacitance was obtained. The effective tr calculated from the insertion
loss measurement is plotted in Fig. 7 for frequencies from 50MHz to 40GHz along with the data
obtained from a parallel plate structure measured from IKHz to 600MHz. The film has a
composition of Ba/Ti = 1. The data show that t r of amorphous BaxTi2 -xOy thin films do not
exhibit frequency dispersion associated with the relaxation of TiO 6 dipoles in the frequency
range up to 40GHz. Other data, not shown in the figure, indicate that this excellent high
frequency behavior is also maintained in off-stoichiometric films. The cr of ferroelectric BaTiO3,
however, is expected to exhibit severe dispersion starting at several hundred MHz due to the
presence of ferroelectric domains.7 The frequency domain behavior of polycrygtalline BaTiO3
deposited at 6000C (Er = 400 at 1MHz) is currently being characterized.

CONCLUSION

A self-ion assisted deposition technique referred as Reactive Partially Ionized Beam is
used to deposit superior quality amorphous BaxTi2-xOy and polycrytalline BaTiO 3 at near room
temperature and at 600'C, respectively. The amorphous BaxTi2-xOv films exhibit some highly
desirable characteristics, such as high optical transmission, thermal stability, low defect density
and leakage, high dielectric strength, moderately high rr and low tan& No dispersion of
dielectric constant is seen for amorphous films in the frequency domain of 1KHz - 40GHz. A
potential problem is the high stress resulting from deposition and annealing. These results show
that amorphous BaxTi2-xOy films can be a very useful dielectric in advanced electronics,
photonics, and optical applications.
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ABSTRACT

Many attempts have been made to reduce degradation properties of Lead Zirconate Titanate
(PZT) thin film capacitors. Although each degradation property has been studied extensively
for the sake of material improvement, it is desired that they be understood in a unified
manner in order to reduce degradation properties simultaneously. This can be achieved if
a common source(s) of degradations is identified and controlled. In the past it was noticed
that oxygen vacancies play a key role in fatigue, leakage current, and electrical
degradation/breakdown of PZT films. It is now known that space charges (oxygen
vacancies, mainly) affect ageing, too. Therefore, a quantitative ageing mechanism is
proposed based on oxygen vacancy migration under internal field generated by either
remanent polarization or spontaneous polarization. Fatigue, leakage current, electrical
degradation, and polarization reversal mechanisms are correlated with the ageing mechanism
in order to establish guidelines for simultaneous degradation control of PZT thin film

capacitors. In addition, the current pitfalls in the ferroelectric test circuit is discussed, which
may cause false retention, imprint, and ageing.

INTRODUCTION

It is known that common degradation properties observed in ferroelectric thin films are
fatigue, ageing, retention, imprint, and low voltage breakdown including electrical
degradation. These properties have been studied extensively in order to improve reliability
for industrial applications[l-10]. In general, each property has been improved separately.
Unfortunately, however, there is a trade-off in the improvements of these properties. For
example, when fatigue is redLtced by using ceramic electrodes, leakage current increases[I I1].
Therefore, there is a need for guidelines to either develop a compromise among degradation

rates or reduce these degradations simultaneously. For this purpose, it is important to
understand degradations in a unified manner. Then, correlation(s) among degradations will
provide clues for their simultaneous control. Correlations can be achieved if a common
controlling parameter of each degradation is identified. In PZT films, it was reported that:
(i) leakage current is controlled by Schottky emission at the interface[I I], (ii) polarization
reversal is determined by the coefficient of the dielectric viscosity[ 12] and interface state[ 131,
and (iii) fatigue occurs due to defects in conjunction with interface state and the coefficient
of the dielectric viscosity( I]. It was also reported that the source of electrical degradation
and breakdown for ferroelectrics is oxygen vacancies[9 -10]. A quantitative mechanism to
describe the phenomena of ageing is yet to be developed; however, it is known that the
source of ageing is primarily due to space charge[4,5]. Also the mechanisms involved in
retention and imprint remain undeveloped. However, when taking the test conditions into

consideration, it is easy to understand that they are related to the ageing mechanism.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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CURRENT STATUS

Hysteretic propgrty

Hysteretic properties of PZT thin films are described by the polarization reversal model
which includes polarization due to domain nucleation, growth, merging, and shrinkage. The
total electric displacement D, generated by external electric field EA , consists of the linear
dielectric polarization and the nonlinear polarization Pd caused by electric dipoles[ 14].

D = eofE 4 + (I)

where eo is the permittivity of free space and e is the linear dielectric constant of the
ferroelectric. The rate of polarization as suggested by Rudyak[15] based on Barkhausen
jumps at the domain wall is given as:

dPa ( P, -Pd
= Constant -- (2)

where Pm is a constant and t is the relaxation time which is associated with the coefficient
of the dielectric viscosity P:

"_L (3)
EL

EL is the macroscopic electric field related to the external field E4 and internal field E,
generated by polarization:

EL - EA-E, = EA- - Pt (4)
C"E

Here Y1 is the depolarization factor and P1 is the total polarization which includes both linear
and nonlinear polarization. When external field increases linearly with time ( E4 = at ).
polarization rate is expressed as:

dPd Constant- - (P, -Pd (5)
dE, aO

where Pm is a constant.
In the domain growth stage, for the ferroelectric which has been preset by an electric field

cycle, domain growth rate will be proportional to existing domain size because the larger the
domain size is, the greater the chance of Barkhausen jumps at the domain walls. In addition,
internal fields due to polarization are negligible in comparison to the external electric field
because the polarization is low at this stage. Thus, domain growth rate can be expressed as:

dPd = xEA (6). = "-"-( Pd Nd (6dE--' P

where K is an interface related constant and Nd is the critical size for domain nucleation.
At the domain merging stage, the chance of Barkhausen jump decreases because available

area for the jump decreases due to domain merging. In addition, internal fields become
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comparable with external field because of high polarization at this stage. Therefore, the
polarization rate at merging stage is expressed as:

dPd EL__- = ý-(p -pd (7)
dE4  ap

where k is also an interface related constant.
Polarization process at the domain shrinkage stage is simply a relaxation type and it occurs

spontaneously as the external field decreases. Thus, polarization rate can be described as:

dPd()d- = •(Pm -Pd ( 8)

dEA a

where C is another interface related constant.
When hysteresis loop is simulated based on the above polarization model, the linear

dielectric constant can be calculated either at domain merging stage or domain shrinkage
stage. Fig. I presents an example of hysteresis simulation with calculated linear dielectric
constants where both linear constants show essentially the same value.

Fativue:

Fatigue is referred to as the decrease of switchable polarization with increasing switching
cycle. Under alternating pulses, oxygen vacancies may move back and forth in the
ferroelectric. When some vacancies arrive at the PZT-electrode interface, they are trapped

there because the chemical
potential of vacancies is much
lower at the interface tihan in
the tZT body. Once theyare trapped, it is difficult for
vacancies to move back to the

- PZT body because of the
chemical potential barrier.
Thus, vacancy entrapment

.;3:3- occurs continuously even
"under alternating pulses. It
is easy to understand that

. .. . . . . . -polarization at a certain test
-M) - 10,•o ;',, cycle n is different from that

at the next cycle n+l since
/PZT, P3) polarization loss has occurred

... already at the test cycle n.

Fxperm t.." . skZ 0A mm x 0.1 tinl Since polarization induces
internal fields, an internal
field difference is expected
between cycle n and cycle
n+l. Therefore, effective
movement is determined by
internal field difference
resulting in effective

Fig. 1 Hysteresis loop simulation (Ref. 13) entrapment at a certain cycle
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n. When considering exp(-E,) I -Ei, entrapment rate can be expressed as

dNdN ý ?.AE1 (9)
dn(

where N is total number of' defects(oxygen vacancies, mainly) trapped at the interface.
As defects (oxygen vacancies) accumulate at the interface, this area undergoes

microstructural damage resulting in polarization loss. Defect entrapment at a certain site
affects adjacent sites because a certain atomic site is connected to other neighboring atomic
sites. When another defect is entrapped at the site which has been already affected by the
initial defect entrapment, the damage effect will be less in comparison to the previous one
because the previous site has been damaged already. Therefore, polarization loss rate will
decrease as defect entrapment increases and will then be proportional to the existing
polarization.

dP -vP (10)
dN

where v is a dimensionless constant which is related to the crystal lattice structure.
When the electric polarity is switched during the fatigue test, polarization reverses.

Polarization is determined by the domain wall velocity i which can be expressed by electric
field and domain wall mobility #. Thus, internal field difference gives rise to domain wall
velocity difference:

Ai) = pAE, = Constant AE,(H 1)

where 13 is the coefficient of the dielectric viscosity. When defects are trapped at the
interface, internal field decreases due to polarization loss. This internal field reduction also
gives rise to reduction of internal field difference and resultant reduction of domain wall
velocity difference. It is assumed that domain wall velocity difference decreases in
proportion to the defect entrapment :

dA- dN (12)
&iV dn

Eqs. (9), (10), (11), and (12), we obtain:

P = Po(An +1 )-', (13)

where P. is the initial polarization, A is the piling constant, and mi is the decay constant. .4
controls steady state of polarization and m controls polarization decay rate.

Leakage Current

Non-ohmic leakage current is observed in PZT thin films with different current level for
different polarities. Non-ohmic leakage current is controlled by several types of conduction
mechanisms such as simple oxygen diffusion, grain boundary potential barrier height, space
charge limiting, Poole-Frenkel emission, and Schottky emission. When leakage currents of
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PZT thin films are plotted as a function of electric field, it is observed that they follow either
Poole-Frenkel or Schottky emission. Schottky emission occurs at the interface between the
ferroelectric and the electrode where a Schottky barrier is formed. If the top and bottom
interfaces are asymmetric, leakage current levels will be different for positive and negative
voltage biases. Poole-Frenkel emission occurs via trap levels in the bulk. Therefore,
current conduction controlled by Poole-Frenkel emission gives symmetric current level at both
positive and negative polarities regardless of asymmetric contacts. In our samples, a PZ r
film was deposited on the bottom electrode followed by annealing; an unannealed terp
electrode was deposited on the PZT film with no annealing. Therefore, top interface(contact)
state is different from bottom interface. The asymmetric leakage current level for each
polarity implies that it is controlled by interface, or in other words, by Schottky emission.
As shown in Fig. 2, the asymmetric I/V characteristic follows Schottky relationships.
However, it is noticed that 1/1 does not follow Schottky type at low electric field. This
anomaly can be explained when internal field due to polarization is considered at low electric
field. The Schottky emission is expressed as:

J =A **T 2 exp[( -OB +(.- /E )/kT 1 (14)

where J is the current density, A** is the effective Richardson constant, eB is the effective
Schottky barrier height, c is a constant. If electric field E is replaced with macroscopic field
Ej at Iow eletric field, the I/V characteristics gives excellent curve fit as shown in Fig. 3.

• /.ftI')•

Et P

1.0

1• =P -Eh

Fig. 2 Asymnicll tllric. Fl-,Z F .:' M8 .t tifi' I.

The evidence of Schottky emission becomes clearer when the temperature dependence of
leakage current is studied. In Fig. 4, it is obvious that activation energies which are
determined by Schottky barrier heights are different for each leakage current level at different
polarities.
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AGEING MECHANISM

Ageing is termed as switchable polarization loss in a poled ferroelectric capacitor. It is
well known that one of the causes of ageing is space charge build io which gives rise to
internal bias. Ageing has been expressed [6] by an experimental equation as:

K K K I -a T)ln tt,, 15)

where K is the dielectric constant at time t, o: is the probability constant of domain motion.
and Tis temperature. In contrast to fatigue, internal field is formed by remanent polarization
in ageing (internal field is generated by spontaneous polarizati ) in fatigue). Space charges

such as oxygen vacancies migrate to the interface under this internal field and build up there.
While the effective unidirectional defect movement caused by internal field difference was

assumed in fatigue mechanism, continuous defect migration is expected under an internal field
during ageing. The defect migration rate at a certain time t can be described as:
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dN up ex -AG + zqhE.2 (16)
dtTkT

where -u Defect migration velocity
Ly Defect concentration
AGG : Potential barrier to jump
z Valence number
q Electronic charge
b: Jump distance

ER : Internal field caused by remanent polarization ( PR
Co 6

As charged defects build up at the interface, they will balance the surface charges due to
polarization. It is also possible for defects to become populated at the interface. The charge
balance will give rise to temporary polarization reduction, and defect entrapment will give
permanent polarization loss. Defect entrapment causes structural damage and affects
neighboring atomic sites. The charge balance, however, does not affect neighboring sites.
Thus, polarization r'rduction during ageing is expressed as:

S-V (17)
dN

where PR is the remanent polarization and V is a constant. Combining Eq. 16) with Eq.( 17).
we obtain:
where C is a constant. The above equation is equivalent to the experimental equation
Eq.( 15).

PR =PRo -J,• 2kT Inf[ C1 + I
zqhrl

--PRo - FoC 2kT InCt When C0 -1
zqhTl

AGEING RELATED TESTS

Retention is defined as retained charge for the period of time during which the polarized
capacitor is electrically isolated or a constant bias voltage is maintained across the capacitor.

In general, retention loss occurs temporarily when tested in a relatively short period of time.
However, if the capacitor underg, s either repetitious retention test or prolonged retention

period, ageing occurs. Fig. 5 presents a typical retention test for RuOx/PZT.RuOx in which
retention and ageing are demonstrated.

In contrast to retention test, imprint test is carried out by applying alternating "write"
pulses. So far there is no universally accepted definition for imprint yet. But one known
effect of imprint is the reading failure of retained charge caused by preferred polarization
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Fig. 5 Retention for ",1! t-ins on RuOx electrode: Sample A was polarized
a day before the .:.,ition test was made. Sample B and C were
polarized only minutes before these tests.

reading through a certain period of time during which the alternately polarized capacitor is
left isolated or undergoes stress such as electric field, illumination, and heat. Regardless of
test scheme, it is obvious that there exists a chance for the device to be aged if the polarized
device is left at certain state for a long period of time during these tests. Both retention and
imprint mechanisms should be developed in conjunction with ageing mechanism.

In addition, owing to their long period of test time, a careful test circuit s,,stein is required
for these tests. False data can be collected during these tests if leaky sense capacitors are
used in the Sawyer-Tower test circuit. Even virtual ground mode test can cause such false
data when there is a leak in the circuit system. An example of this pitfall is illustrated in
Fig. 6, where abrupt charge losses are observed at "open contact" when the device was
polarized by negative "write". The device is connected to the high impedance 1102 Q. )
during retention period at open contact option. Since the impedance is leaky, charge loss is
observed during both retention and imprint tests. When hysteresis loop is measured during
this charge loss, the negative remanent polarization state appears to shift to the positive
remanent polarization state during this period.

It is important to measure both switchable and non-switchable polarization to understand
retention'imprint mechanism. It should be noticed in Fig. 7 that non-switchable polarization
loss is higher than switchable polarization loss during accelerated retention test, while
switchable polarization loss predominates non-switchable polarization loss during fatigue
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Fig, 0 False retention and imprint due to leak-ý circuit

Accelerate!d Retention fatigue

E

F iLg 7 SourCL of polarization I oss dui in ic Jtradiito

CORRELAT IONS AND GUIDELINES FOR RELIABIITI 1.rPRO ENIPS I~:N

From the studies conducted on the mechanisms involved in the degradation properties*.t
can be concluded that !he key parameters which control degradation properties arc dIct*ct
concentration, interface state, and the dielectric viscosity of ferroelectric, I-hz: dee'adat,'n
properoies can be correlated to each other based un these parameters Flsi4 S IllUsITrtes theec
correlations. Leakage current, electrical degradation. atid breakdowýn t6'rj) sUb-Cerup ftrom
the %ewpoint of test time. Semni-quanittatixe and quahit, ýe studie, on soci !'etrroelectris

pugest that defects pla,, a key role in electrical deerdto radsn Acii.r:eti
and imprint are also chisels related in thcir te o schemne DlielectricSscst pla\' an
important role in fatigue: i e-. higher dielectric %iscosit\ caus~es higher tatigue In .idditioný
accorditig iii the piilarilatlion res ersal model,- high dielectric \scosit\ ciuse, hiuh erICCI\
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field and low remanent polarization. Thcicf,,, .Ir..c'cctric mjt,,rials with low coefficient of
the dielectric viscosity

Dielectric INotyrerel htuid be developed in
Viscoity order to reduce fatigue

property and guarantee

I terace eakage curreth remanen
eIc kae curepolarization ttow'eser, it11', '" ,l,, .,,d does not fo)[low that the

I Defects l leciricatldegra.dation ferroelectric \kith high
remanent polarization

/ / •p., w shows low fatigue at all
-" times because fatigue

Ageing rkproperty is also related to
interface state.
Therefore, *he parameters

Itmprint Retention should be compromised
-for minimization of

SFig. 8. Correlations based on key parameters In Fig. 9, guidelines for
reliabilitý improv ement

are provided on the basis of the above correlations. As mentioned before, a single parameter
cannot be considered for reliability improvement. It is well known that conductive ceramic
electrodes reduce fatigue property but increase leakage current. Thus, evey parameter should

be considered simultaneously for the simultaneous reduction of degradations. In our
preliminary studies, we have chosen to use dopants(La and Nb) in order to control defect
concentration and used a multilayer structurelLead Titanate interlayer, along with ceramic
electrode to control interface statQ. Leakage current, fatigue 'breakdown, and retention tests
results are shown from Fig. 10 through Fig. 12. respectively. It is noticed that 2",l.a dopant
with Lead Titanate interlayer shows the loAe.,t leakage current level and stable fatigue and
retention. Even though polarization level is low for this multilayer. it still mrcetN the
minimum requirement for commercial memory application( lpC cmt.

Defects I[terface

"* Materials whh inherently Ceramic electrodes
low detec( concentration

SInterlayes (mnultilayer
"* IDeosltlcallon Structures)

"* IDoptalits

Fig 1) (6uidelines for reliabilitY improxetnent based on correl oi,,n,
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Fig. 10 Leakage currents o0 uoped PZT films with multilayer structure.
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Fig. I I Retention of doped PZT films with multilayer structure.
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Fig. 12 Fatigue of doped IPZT film's \oh multihayer structure
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CONCLUSIONS

Correlations are not yet established completely because retention and imprint mechanisms
are not fully understood. Electrical degradation/breakdown for PZT films should be studied
more in order to understand defect behavior quantitatively during failure. However,
preliminary guidelines for reliability improvement of PZT thin films were established and it
was observed that La dopant with Lead Titanate interlayer (multilayer structure) along with
RuOx electrode shows potential for reliable ferroelectric memory applications.
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NOTE:

The term "degradation", as used in this paper, is in accordance with the
definition as proposed in Ref 9. The terms "degradation" and "electrical
degradation" are distinct and different and are not to be confused.

The meanings are explained below:

In PZT, degradation is a generic term that means fatigue, ageing, imprint and
electrical degradation / breakdown.

Electrical degradation, per se, is best explained by the following figure, which
is reproduced here from Ref. 9 for the reader's convenience:

Leakage Current Electrical DegradationCharging I
0Current Grdan Boundary Model

Reduction Model
Po,.'entalBamer Reduction cm

:1z Demo'ing Model
z °0

Soak Time Time

_ _Lifetime

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown
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ABSTRLACT

Twin related domain formation is examined ais a strain relaxation mechanism '-ur ai
heteroepitaxial teti-aconal film on a cubic substrate. Elastic relaxation, are calcuilaedi tor a
sinele twin band in which the c-ax~s of the tetrac-onal dorains is either related bv a 140
rotation about an axis in the plane of ihe film or by a 90' rotation about the surface n'ortiiiW
In all cases, the strain energy change is evaluated for both the film and the substrate .A

domain pattern niap is developed that predicts single domain and multiple dornain feJ
dependmgt on the relatise mtisfit strain, and domnain wiall ener,.y The conicept ot a lca
thickness. * h_ for domain formation i,, developed. For cases in sshich the c-axtis> rotatied i

about an axis itt the plane of the filmn, the critical thickness depenlds onls on bhe reltise
coherency strai:1 betw~een the substrate and film and the ratio of the doniain ss all crier!% 0o inc
stored elastic energy, For thc case of a pattern conisiting of enerizetica ll% equisaleni donia!!r.s
with the C-a1is In plante. (lie equilibriumt distance of mrultiple domain, i' dentýed. For ,'J,
Multiple domaidns, a minimuitm ktall separation distance:- exisis Ahiich depend, non-linearl% on
the film thickness.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, the pos~sibilitN of tw~in related domain lormation i,, examined is a
mechanism of strain energys release in the heteroepitaxial growth of thin films. For this to be
possible. there must be at least tsso possible orientations; variants or tvinsi in whichn the
strained film can align w ith respect to ine substrate. The interest in this piroblem is motiv aica
by current actis itv in the tzrossth ol thin film ferroelectnes [ 1. 2.1] and thin film ferroelastic>
[4]. Domains mrust be- considered as a mechanism of strain enerev, release in the
heteroepitaxial .zrowth of tetragonal lerroelectrics such ais lead titanate or barium zitanate on
sinele cr-ystal cubic substrates such as stronftium titanate. The stabilits of mroonoariant film'
IS a criticaIl Issue for fecrroelcctri applications such as sensors or mnentorsý. Therefore. noi
only the formation of periodic domain arrangements, but also single embedded domain
segments require study.

Larrmce-nitacimedepritaxv provides a continuous elastic constraint for the thin film
tvvom dimensions, the film iii: freely relax in the surface normal direction. The elastic,
constraint is achieved by matchine the tw&o-dittiensiorial filmr periodie:tv tO the tso-
dimensional periodic: potential of the substrate. Therefore. elastic relaxation, :an )nl% he
concentrated in the filni and substrate near discontinuities such I, ed~ee or donmain
boundaries- as demnonstrated in Qxtensive elasticitm\ calculations by Hu !If indn%, Freund ir,:
Hu [6].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Definition oft the Problem and Phy.sical Model

The problemn considered here involves the strained epita.xN of a thin treragonal flint on
a cubic substrate. pomnain formation is driven by minimizine-- the stored -elastic crier!>ý and nr
ferroeiLecrIic by> add:mionallv reduciocT the electrostatic enerev. For the sake of simpiicitv of
the elastecit% anal> sis. %'e consider '34) boundaries which are normal to :he fimisrvubstraic

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ,1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure I Characteristic configurations of multivariant tetragonal domains on an 01)1,
cubic substrate.

interface and the domain boundary energy will be estimated by the twin boundary enere\
We believe that the elastic effects of normal and inclined boundaries qualitau el,, shov, the
same behavior. (In fe-roelectric film:; the domain boundaries may be inclined to preserve the
normal component of the polarization vector across the boundary, thus axoiding space
chargeý,s. The analysis is correct for ferroelastics or other non-polar multiartant materials.

We consider cases in which either the (001) plane (c-axis normal) or ( 100) plane of
the film are parallel to the filmn/substrate interface. The substrate plane corresponds to (0011
of a cubic crystal. The lattice parameter of the substrate square lattice is b and the lattice
parameters o4 the film are a and c. The coordinate system used is shown in Fig. 1. For the
present problem the interface is assumed to be fully coherent and thus free of misfit
dislocations. It is important to note that generation of misfit dislocations represents a
competitive process for strain relaxation for all rmsfitting films.

The film thickness is /t and the x and y axes lie in the plane of the interface. We haýc
to distinguish three different domain orientations. For one orientation, referred to as the
domain in the following, the (0011 plane of the tetragonal crystal is aligned along the
interface with the substrate. Far from any lateral interfaces, the misfit strains of this domain

(b- a)
are given as e = = (b b ) . Additionally, the two variants of the film in which

the (100) plane lies in the interface are relevant. Variant I of the a-domain has misfit strains
S(bc), E, = e, and will be referred to as the at domain. For the variant ' of

the a-domain, we select an orientation with misfit strains E., = E,, E,. = E. and refer to
this domain as aý.
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We bein b' considering a thin nistfitting film on a erm-Infinite substrate Inti.•'.

the film has inifinite" lateral extent. Two -ases are considered. In Case 1. thc fillm is loadeJ in

tension in the x-direction, in Case 11 the film is loaded in compression in the x-direction.

Because the substrate is semi-infinite all stress and strain is concentrated in the film. Now

consider the effect of finite size domains. Far from any boundaries, we anticipate that the

film and substrate have the same stresses and elastic displacements as a laterally infinite film.

At the boundaries however, the film can no longer sustain a normal stress a.,' and there are

resulting elastic relaxations in both the film and the substrate. There is a characteristic stress

relaxation length in the film of the order of the film thickness h. If we bring :slands together

wih different epitaial misfits. then the net strain and displacement fields can be described

by a superposition of the stress and displacement fields of isolated islands. When band-like

domains with a large extension along the y-axis are considered, there will be a long-ranme.

stress relaxation with a logarithmic singularity in energy for a single boundary [7). Thus.

domain boundaries, and the material near the boundary, act as displacement -absorbers" in

heteroepitaxial systems. This process of mutual elastic accommodation provides the basis for

domiain patterning as a mechanism of strain energy release in muttivariant "hin films.

Equilibrium Domain Structures

Fro;n this phenomenological description of stress relaxation along domr:

Sboundaries. .sw:'-" gencral results may be established concernin, the stabulit% of d:c1c,.'

misfittine thin film structures. The film forms three variants relative to the substrate the -

axis is eitner normal to the filnlsubstrate interface ic variant , or parallel to the interface :•

and Lo %,;.rintsi The variants may coexist to form domains: a few patterns are shown in Fi2

1. He-re ec analyze the equilibr-ium domain patterns Ahich result from the competition

betwýeen the strain energy reduction and the domain %all energy. Thus. both the Cdl

thickne,,s. h. and domain width, w, are regarded as variables in minimizing the combined

strain and domain wall energy.
Our anal,,sis indicates that a diagram of equilibrium domain patterns may be

developed by usingo wo non-dimensional variables: the relansre coherency strain e, gien b,

the ratio of one misfit strain . £ b e, to the tetragonality strain, . b--

and the ratio of the strain energy over the domain wall energy hEeri/y w here /s is c

specific domain AwLall energy, and E is Young s modulus of the film. A calculate,;

equilibrium diagram is presented in Fig. 2.
When h < a. or e, < 0. all variants are under biaxial compression the film tends .o

make an i-to-c switch to stabilize as a single c-domain. When b > c. or e, > 1. all %ariants

are under biaxial tension: the film tends to make a c-to-a switch to stabilize with alternating

(1 and a- domains. A value e, = ec exists where the epitaxy causes the same strai enere-.

in the a and c variants. This is the vertical line in Fig. 2: the c variant dormnates on the left.

and the a variants dcminate on the right. A multi-domain reion appears near ec - _e -< e, .

ec + Ae. For example. when e, < ec. the strain enerrv of a large c-domain may be diminmshed

bv embeddin,. small a-domains. Similarl,. v, hen e, > e, , small c-domains ntay be stabie

within a large u-domain. The mechanism is efficient for thicker films. because the coexist,.-

variants in the film add domain walls and deform the substrate. Thus the range of stahrc

multiole domain structures increases with increasing film thickness.

Epitaxtal. monovariant films of either type a or c pro% ide the reference :or the energ>.

change to be considered in the later sections. Because the film is much thinner than th1

substrate. the substrate is undeformed and, to match the undeformed lattice ot the substrate.

the film is strained bv E, b - a b - c The stress.s in the film for the c-variant and
b-' ' b

for the a-variants are determined by Hooke's law. The strain energy per unit volume can be

readily computed for both the a-variants and the c-variant. Note that the a, and a' variants

have the same strain energy. It follows by equating the energy densities of monoartant a

and c domains that both variants are energeticaily equivalent when
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Figure 2 Equilibrium diagram of domain patterns. The domain pattern heid,t arc
computed on the basis of idealized configurations discussed in the text.

e. = e,: - I This is the vertical line in Fie. 2 e, = 0.385 .for v = 03.

The c-variant has the lower strain energy on the left of the line, and the a-variants have the
lower strain energv on the right.

Further simplifications will be invoked to calculate the strain enermy. The film and
the substrate are taken t,- be elastically isotropic and homogencous % th Young , moduius E
and Poisson's ratio v. (A value v = 0.3 will be used in the plots.) Domain walls arc aasunted
to be perpendicular to the filmlsubstrate interface. Each domain is long in the y-direction.
compared to the film thickness, so that stresses ever-where are invariant with respect to %
To simplify some of the calculations, the film is sandwiched between two thick substrates, so
that Green's functions for an infinite space under plane strain conditions can be used, as,
described elsewhere [81.

Formation of Domain Bands

When e, < ec even though the c-%artant has a lower -,train ener,__ than :he a-,,ar:an.
a small a-domain may emerge in a large c-domain to reduce the elakstic enera: in the ftlnt
This is done at the expense of adding the domain %kalls and deforming the substratc. Prcer
energ=y accounting requires that the eiasticity problem be soled rigorousR. In what tolloi ,
a specific configuration, a long a,-band in a large c-domain tFig. 31, is anal\zed. We vili
determine (t) the equilibrium band width, and i, the stability range for domain tormation.
The au-bands, disrupting a perfect c-variant film, bear much similarity with other strain-
relaxing mechanisms in thin films. Familiar examples include misfit dislocations 101 and
channeling cracks [10].

The lattice misfits among the variants and the substrate cause a complicated sire,,
field. We solve the elasticity problem by linear superposition . Consider Problem A first,
shown schematically in Fi2. 3. Starting from the unbonded a I-band, c-domain and suh,,rate.
the al-band is deformed to match the 3D lattice of the c-domain. Compared with the ,train
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Prcbiem B

Figure 3 Micromechanical model of an embedded domain band. In Problem A-
clamping tractions are applied to match the variants and the substratc~ In
Problem B tractions UrT in the opposite directions are applied to remove UIT in
Problem A.

energy per unit domain band length in an epitaxiallm bonded c-monovarIant. Problem A

increases the strain energy by U.. h a' E - - e.).
_' I- V T V.

Problem A differs from the problem of a c-monovariant one aspect: the clamping
tractions CT that prevent relaxation. Upon removing the tractions. the lattice mismatche,
deform the system. On the basis of linear superposition. the displacement field, after

removing CT from Problem A, is the same as that induced solely by the negative tractions
without the lattice misfits, as illustrated by Problem B. The strain energy is reduced and the

chance in the strain energy scales as UB= - ;•gi. where g is a dimensionless

function of wi/I. The displacements in Problem B are obtained by integrating Green

functions; UB is the work done per unit band length bv tractions UrT through the associated
displacements. Both are described in elsewhere [8].

The difference in the strain energies in a large c-domain with and without the a.-
band. U.A + U8 , is shown in Fig. 4, varying with both w and e,. Two types of behaviors
emerge. When e, < e, - Ae = 0.2149, embedding an a,-band of any w increases the strain
energy, so that the c-monova:iant is favored. When ec - L,- < e, < e.. an aI-band oer a
limited range of width decreases the strain energy. The equilibrium band width w,
minimzes the strain energy, which is indicated in Fig. 4 for one value of e,. Also indicated
is U, . the strai:ý energy reduction due to embedding the aj-band.
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Fijure 4 Calculated difference in the strain energies between a large ,-domain with and
without the a,-band for vanous relative coherenc% strain, e,. The equilibrium
band width and the associated reduction in the itran energy are indicated tor
one curx e.

Embedding an a, -band into a c-domain adds two domain w alls. The a,-hand iorm,

when the strain energy reduction L'e, compensates the domain wall enere.'. . ,e

Ut•., + 2 -/h < 0. Because Lreq scales as h'. this condition defines a cnrtcal film thicknc,.
below which the a,-band is unstable, and the film stabilizes as a c-monox.anant. The crmcai
thickness, obtained from the calculated LU. is plotted in Fig. 2. separatir two regions ,It
equilibrium domain patterns: the c-monovartant prevails below the cur-e, a. z.-hand',
above the curve.

When e, > e.. an epitaxial a-monovariant has lower strain energy than -

monovariant. Sirmlar calculations lead to the symmetnc pattern in Fig. 2 w hich separates, the
region of coexisting a and c domains from the region of only a variants.

Patterning of Equivalent Variants

Now consider the region in the equilibrium diagram where the c-\arant completei!
aisappears. Epitaxial films of single a, or a, variant have the same strain energy We w il
show that the film stabilizes with alternating a, and a- domains - that is, a monovariant film.
say of aI-type, is unstable for any film thickness. Our conclusion thus differs from that or
Roytburd [II].

The two variants are assumed to form alternating bands with the same width w (Ftc.
1). The two variants accommodate each other, reducing the strain eneryv. causing a
complicated stress distribution. The elasticity problem is solved by linear superpostion
described elsewhere [8].

Including both the change in the strain energy and the domain wail energy i with respect to a
monovariant), the average energy change in the system, per unit length in both r and
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Figure _5 Total energy changes as a result of the competition betmeen. domain ýýa~l
energy and strain energy reduction due to patterning ( note the log-linear ýcaie•,
employed).

directions, is {( __.wh The computed results are plotted in Fig_ 5, vary, in,, ý% ,,,th the d~onain

width and the domain wall energy. Note that the "*energy chang~e" is Awith respect it) the -,tr-,n
energy in an a,-monovariant. When w/h is small. the domain wall energy dominates so that
th- energy change is positive. When w/h exceeds sorre Finite value, the strain energyý
reduction dominates so that !he energy change becomes negative. The average ener-12,
becomes indistinguishable from that o a' mono-variant film for large wih. Consequently . an
equilibrium domain wvidth exists for any film thickness which minimizes the total ene-rg%
belowý the strain energ,, of the a-monovanant. Th~at is,, the ai;ernatmng pattern I is 1 ,1' ý.S
energeticaliy favored over an a rnonovariant.

CONCLUSIONS

By minimizingz the combined strain energy and domain wail energy. we ha,.e deveioped4 a
diagram of equilibrium domain patterns for a tetragonal film epitaxially g~roxn on a cubic
substrate (Figz. 2h. The c and a variants dominate over the two sides of the diagram, sepaýrated

by a critical value of the misfit parameter, e,. = e,.. When e: - _Ae < e, < e,. a critical 1-irnM
thickness exists below which the film stabilizes as a perfect, c-varianit, Aboý,e the critical
thickness, bands of a I variant traverse the c-variant to reduce the strain energy. When ec < e,
< e, + .3e, a critical film thickness exists below which the c-variant disappears completel%.
In this region, the film can only stabilize with alternating at and a- doma;ins, but not a
monovariant. The dependence of the stability ranges on the relative coherency strain of the
filri/substrate system opens a way for the engineering of domain config-urations. NMan
parameters may be varied to control the domain stiucture, including choice of substrate. and
alloying the substrate and film to control lattice parameters.
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PART VI

Characterization of Ferroelectric
Thin Film-Electrode Interfaces



BOTTOM ELECTROD)ES FOR 11G1 DI)iEL(-iRI(- OXID)E (O(y~1O tOND'S:
EFFECIS ON CRYSTALLIZATION OF LEAD CONTAINING.

FERROELECURIcS

A. GRILL., 1). BEACH. C. SMiART AND W. KANT-,
I IM-Research Di'.isi-)nJ ..Iatsoo Research ('enter, Htkow eights, N.)t Wýis't.

ABSTRAC'T

Seteral conduct is si utIItires. which appeared itt be usable as batse electide rtcIm'
inte g rated dcv iccs based on high f d ielectric mate iii Is, Ii a been an nealled fit t 30 inin-
utes in oxygen at 650I `C. Simijlar structure,; coated with lead-based fer: ocelci tics dec-
posited by t be stil-gel mciebthod hac b een an nealed fori I mnin in oxvgen att higher
tempercatures. The materialsý have been characterizcd bv Ru~t be firld backscattcr rig
I RBS) and scanning electron microscopy (SENT) and the cr sia Ilgiga phic stiruct uie of
thc ferroelectrics films has becn determined by X-ray diffractometry X RI)).

Only RU0 2 RU bas been found to be suitable asý an electrode, at terYpctAltures not
exceeding 650 'C. It has also been found that (the electrode mnaterials, can stri'ngl% a--f
fec t thle cryst alIlizatlion heh avior of the sol-gel fer roelecttric films and the ftirrmattion oif
single-phase perovskite layers.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric and paraclectric materials, characterized by special electrical, optical,
and piezoelectric prolperties are good candidates for a large variety uof applicationts.
such as nonvolatile memories1 , 2, dynamic random access memory (DRAMIO,
opticall, 2, or piezoelectric deviCcs.4 tIrm device fabrication these films have toi be de-
posited on suitable base electrodes. A variety oif materials bake beetn studied as such
electrodes and the following is only a partial representative list: Pt. Pt Ti.
RuO 2, RcO3, deposited tin SiO2'Si Or Mg0 4-7, Pt;Ia tin Si3. indiuItii tin oxife, stannic
oxide, lnconel,4 a nickel alloy similar toi lnconeltt palladium on sapphire)4

The high dielectric values of the ferroelectric,'paraelectric materials makes them an
important candlidate for future generations (if DRAM, where higher integration may'
require materials of high dielectric ctonstants in order to be able to construct cells oif
sufficient capacitance in the reduced available area. Integration of ferroelectric or
paraelectric materials in dlevices based on silicon technology re~quires the deposition oif
the high dielectric constant materials on suitable electrodes, in electrical contact with
the Si. in order to obtain the ferroelectric or high dielectric properties the materials
have to be generally annealed at elevated temperatures in an oxidizing enivironnient
and the electrodes must be compatible with such processing conditions. The oxide
conipounds cannoit be deposited directly ontol silicton because the interaction oif the
ox~ides with silicon at elevated temperatures will cause the foirmatiomn tif an interface
layer of silicoin oixide, which will significantly reduce the effective dielectric constant.
Dielectric films useful for DRAM applications have, therefore, tol be depoisited on an
intermedliate base electrode which satisfies the following requirements:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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1 it retnI ati s electrIically corndu IctiseC "'M eXI spIrsItC to :111 rrXidill ig ensilý orrIfnII [t ;jt
high temperatures to allow the connection of' thle ntetaorv capac.itor to tir i ttss

2 it pres~ents dil'tustiri of- ox~geti tittirtigi it to tile Unders 1%Ing silicon sItbstz11 dleitr
preser xi> the electtical pi operties of' the tfransistor

3t. it presents diffusion of silicon to the surfa'ýce ol tile electiode arid thle lor niation oti

ain intei f'a~ralI laser of' lot d% Iielectr ic cotistantI silIicon ofiirside

4. it dloes not initeact %%,ith the high dietectric nate! jal at tile hligh piocessiti temrper -

a t LIres.

A pr cx iorus pa per 11) disc ssed lIe bh has ior 01' se', etC lec ri CIdeIO 11t ethIs Life UNII
annecaling fin oxygen ait 6510 V for 3(0 nin. Ibis paplet ptesents. conhtintuauioni Irt thai~
studs. It describes the bhelaIior ot' Such Structure', in corntact withi lead( based omkid
materials in a variety orf annealing conditions anid t0eir effect O tile L'st;ilIli/atIrnl 01'
sol-gel deposited filmts.

EXPERIMENTAL

Following t hc fir a req u irenients mientiot ned a bitse the fo l lowing eI~le ((ct r rd e st r et r
have been investigated1 in tht. n re-ious sltiruts' Pt, Ta, p( TiN %U -11 1 N. RuI.
KuO2 Ru. Tile Ru10 2 Ru alrrd TiN films, havec been prepared by sputtering, while thle

orther lasers hase bee prpae hceto earii cx apirratirin. Iti spite if the fact tha~t
the ]a was friurrd tur oxid]iZe when thle Pt/Ta structure wasI, annealed in irxsgen ;;t 65t
'C for 3(1 tinit, thi 5st ruct ure wVaS Used] in the present study to inxestiga te its behhax irir
ri conntact wit h fe rroceIcitc t Meilms firr s hurter an neali ng t ini ] I le strucIn ~tUeIC aos Colnt-

posed oif 100011 A Pt, over 50t) A Ta, over Si. AItthough it d0Crs tnot Sat isd Is req i rent eti
(1) from aboxe., the Pt/ SiO 2 structure was also studied as ati electirrde in uorder ito

cum pare its effect ot thle cirsstall iza ton of the ox ide iiiate ri al

Lead titanate (PT) andi lead magnesium rriobate with lead t ita n,.oe. (PM N- P1
70-30)) films have been deposited by- the sol-gel mnet hod. The I molar stock sirlutionts
containing 101% excess lead oif PT and PMIN were prepared front lead acetate arnd
titanium isoipropnixide (P[), and lead acetate, magnesium and riinbiarii et hoxide
(PMN) using tile method of Francis and Payne.tt Hydrolyzed solutions containing I
equivalenit of water per mole (if metal alkoxide were diluted with 2-mnethxissethanriol tnt
a final conicentration oif (1.33 morlar and aged (overnight before dleporsitiont. Filmsý were
spun tin toi I inch substrates, at a speed of 2,50(0 rptn and dried oiti a hot-plate at 35(1
C for 30)s between cioatings. Layers were approximately I loo A thick belkrre annealing
and g00 A thick after annealing. Films were typically comprised oif 3 to 5 layers. After
deposition, the films ",crc annealed in oxygen for I min at temperatures uip tio 8001 C.

The materials has'e been characterized by RBS, SEM, and XRD.

RESULTS AND DISCUJSSION

It was shown elsewhlerel that, for a total thickness (if about 1200( A, aifter exposure
to uoxygen at 650 'C fir 3(1 min., oinly the RuO2/Ru structure satisf-ied the corndition',
enumeratedh in the Introduction. All oithier structures appeared to be unsuitable as
brottiom electrodes if exposed to oxygen at temperatures,, above 651) 'C for prolionged
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per iods. As ilIlustl dted in VIrgUiC I for P)t I iN (firon Rkef- 1t). RBS shtwed hlat (hi,~
anail Ii ng re~sulItcd in diffusion of oxvgen ihi hroigh the Pt Ia-5cr and oxidation of d ie
underlying TiN film. Only the RBS spectiuin of the RuO 2;Ru struictuic icemainedl
unchanged after annealing at 6501 'C for 301 in in.. indicating that the structure PIe-
vented thc diffusion of both oxygen and Si through it."

A similar behavior wasv obsersed tbr
4t he Pt/Ta Structure, coated with a ,!

Si TiN Pt 252 4V gel lavcr abhout 2(000 A ftr ick. and
500 110aiMg Aneal~ed in oxygen at 650( (C For onkI

3- miin. [he RBS spectrurn iof this
x3 ~ ~ s am anple showed the occurrnceirf 01'O %-

S, Ti ~ genl iside thre -ra la~er. inkdica t g that
--1 -Iesen mtch a shoiit anneal~ing time did

I in it pies ent ioxygeni fro nt if fl'u sing

thiough the Pt la er. 1000tt A thick.
4 0 The iixiidatiuon of the Tai laser had ai

d i-da stroitjs effect in the a nnea led
0 ferroetectric film, as illustrared in Fig-

3- L~ire 2. The figure slhows SEM Niomicro-

x- fbW graph:; of PT films, dcpii~itck(llo thre
2 N Pt Ta 'structture and] anneailed foir I rmin

ýA I Si Ti: at 700l (7 in oxN lgen. I hie osidation of1

-~thre Ta resu ed in itsý ,wellitng and dle-

I lamination friim the sbia'and
0 04 8 I 2 6 20 aused blistering arnd cracking of the

0 4 0 8 1 2 16 0 24 leaid titanate film. In cirntraoto ti this,
BACKSCATTER(NG ENERGY tMeV) tcnilOSadunrc-dfl vi

Figure 1. RBS spectra of' Pl/TiN: obtained after identical antnealing con-
(a)- a deosied:(b)- aterannaligditions. wheIin a simnilair PTf filin was
(a -asdeoste: b)- ftr nnalng dposited tin pt SiO . Th Ie pt Si(),

structure remained tiniform and wecll
adherent to the Si substrate, as shown in Figure 3. In this case the diffttv6Iot irf ox~gen
through the Pit had, as expected, no effect oin the electrode strticttire. (oweser tre Pit

SiO 2 structure cannot be used as an electrode prov.iding electrical contact lIo the Si
wafer.

(ii) (b)

Figure 2. SEMt micrograph of PbTiO, on Pt/Ta: anneae i d ox gen fo I min it70

N)()-top view; (b) cross-section.
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Figure 3. S FN mnicrograph of rhTiO, oil Pt/Sib.: jjn jica edl il ox vget for- 1 11111 ;Iat 7oo1

'C (a) -top ~iew; (b) cross- sectio n.

-- The composition of the elecitrode a f-7 *perovskite fect cI not onIfIs thc uniforinio of' h
annealed fcrro lectric flnbtalsoit
crvystallization, as illustratedl in the fbi-

(a ow%-ing X-ray diffractogranis. Figure 4
compares the diffractlograms (of 2401) A

a ~ thick PT films deposited on Pt SiO, and
t. anrtealed for I nin at 600( 'C itid X(] 80 C,

C, respectively. Format ion of the peros skite
phase alreadly occurs after anrnealing at
601) 'C (Figure 4a) but the cotcl s poo ding

(b) X-ray peaks arc small. After annealing
at 800 'C the X-ray diffractogran mdcis-

I plays only strong and sharp peaks oif the
j V ~perovskite phase in additionti thl(le peaks

20 30 CL 40 \1 5 60 of the substrate (Ftgure 4h).
2.6

Figure 4. X-ray dilfractogramn of PbTjOj For comparison, Figure 5 shows tlie
on PWI/SiOz: (a)I - antiealed in oxygen X-ray diffractograms of 4000 A thick PT
foir I tnin at 600"C': (b) - antintaled in i fthis deposited (in Pt/Ta and antiea led lbr
oxygen for I min at 800 'C I min at 60)0 'C and 900 'C. respectiselv.

Annealing at 600 'C results in (lie
crystallization (if the pure perovskite phase (Figure 5a), however annealing at 800 `C
causes thc crystallization (if both perovskite and pyroclilore phases (Figure 5b). (The
volume fraction (if pcrovskite toI pyrtichllire itt these samples cannot be ascertainedI xith
any certainty from X-ray data because these thin filnms all show evidence of preferred
(orientation.)

Another example of the effect of the electrode material (in the crystallizationi of sol-
gel deposited lead based Films is illustrated in Figutre 6, which presents X-ray
diffractograms oif PMN-PT films annealed for I min at 650 'C. Identical lilnis wete
deposited (in twoi structures namely: (a) Pt/SiO 2; (b) a structure composed oif 50)1 A of
Pt over l00w A of Pt-3%/Ti alloy. 'The film dcposited on PI/SiO 2 crystallized in a highly
(100) oriented perovskite phase, with a very small aniount of pyrochlore (Figure 6a).
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[Ile turn II deposited oin thIe Pt, Pt-3-o Ji str uc Iure ci sst it IIizcd completelI d (let entik
Fhe X-ray diffrac togranin shown in Figuiire of) d ispla vs aI strong ps ire h Iiie peak aind
peroyskite peaks oif reduced intensities. Incrie latise intensities of' thle pcios skitc pcaks
ate also diffe rent firom those in Figure W1.

-. perovatie *pefovsklte
* pyrochlore * pyrochio'e

substrate substrate

I ~~(a). c

(b)(b

deoste (b)tSO b -dp stL i V-"ýII a

Figupres5(eft)d -raylt showredthgats 10f Ab of' Pt/a (a) anufiinetled p~in oe difusor

oif oxygen through it wshen annealed at temperatures as low as 60(0 'C for only I min.
Using Pt as the oxidation rcsist,.nt layer in a base electrode structure would result in
oxidation of the underly'ing layer, disrupting the electrical conductivity path ito the Si
substrate. A conductive otxide film. such as RuO02 seems to he thle Suitable choice foi
the bottom electrode material, at least for annealinrg temperatures lower that 650 -C.
Even in applications where the diffusion of oxygen through the Pt may nott hc imipor-
tant, the barrier layer underneath the Pt has to be chosen carefully, because it can af-
fect the crystallization of' the film to the perovskite phase.
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FERROELECTPIC La-Sr-Co-O / Pb-Zr-Ti-( / La-Sr-Co-O
HETEROSTRUCTURES ON SILICON: RELIABILITY TESTING

R. RAMESH*, T. SANDS*, V. G. KERAMIDAS* AND D.K.FORK*"
*Bellcore, Red Bank, NJ 07701.
**Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
Palo Alto, CA 94304.

ABSTRACT

We report results of pulsed electrical testing of ferroelectric Pb 1.gLa1 1Zrf.2Tio.803
thin film capacitors with symmetrical La-Sr-Co-O top and bottom electrodes at room
temperature and at 104)0 C. They have been grown on [0011 Si \;,h a Yttria stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) buffer layer. A layered perovskite "template" layer (200-300A thick).
grown between the YSZ buffer laver and the bottom La-Sr-Co-O electrode, is critical for
obtaining the required orientation of the subsequent layers. When compared to the
capacitors grown with Y-Ba-Cu-O (YBCO) top and bottom electrodes, these structures
possess two advantages : (1) the growth temperatures are lower by 610-150'C; (ii) the
capacitors show a large remnant polarization, AP, ( AP = switched polarization -
non-switched polarization), 25-301 itC/cm2, for an applied voltage of only 2V (applied field
of 70kV/cm). The fatigue, retention and aging characteristics of these new structures are
excellent at both room temperature and at 100"C.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric thin film materials have had a strong resurgence in research and
development recently, primarily because of their potent Il use as non-volatile, random
access memories integrated with existing Si CMOS transistor circuitry [1-4.]
Conventionally the ferroelectric thin films, such as lead zirconate titanate (P7TT. are
deposited onto Pt coated Si wafers with Pt top contact electrodes to form the capacitor
structure. Thin film deposition techniques including sol-gel spin-on, sputtering, chemical
vapor deposition, and pulsed laser deposition are being used to deposit the thin films.
Solutions to reliability issues such as fatigue, aging, retention and imprinting are being
explored concurrently with issues related to integration with CMOS drive circuitry [5-10].
Recent studies have shown that metal oxide electrodes yield capacitors with better
fatigue properties compared to conventionally used Pt electrodes [11-13]. In the case of
YBCO, the top and bottom electrodes are typically grown in the temperature regime of
700-800'C, which is higher than that conventionally used in Si process technology (about
550'C). In an effort to reduce the growth temperature, we have been studying a variety of
other metallic perovskite compounds as potential candidates for the top and bottom
electrodes. Among such oxides, the cubic perovskite La Sr-Co-O (LSCO) has been
shown to have desirable metallic properties in recent studies wherein the thin film
heterostructires were grown on single crystalline oxide substrates (SrTiO 3 ) [11,12].
Eventhough LSCO is metallic and has good structural compatibility with the SrTiO 3
substrates used, in order to be usefil in integrated ferroelectric memories, they have to be
grown on Si wafers. We have taken the approach of finding methods to grow these
epitaxial capacitor structures on Si using structural templates and chemical barrier layers
to alleviate the problem of the chemical and structural incompatibility. In an earlier report.
we addressed the issue of growth of high quality LSCO/PLZT/LSCO ferroelectric
capacitor structures on YSZ-buffered-Si. This involved the use of a noel "template"
approach to induce the preferred crystallographic orientation and crystallinity oif the
LSCO/PLZT/LSCO heterostiucture. In this article, we elaborate on the ferroelectric
properties of discrete capacitor structures fabricated from these heterostructures.

The heterostructures are grown by pulsed excimer laser deposition on to [0(101] Si
which is buffered with yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) surface layer. The imi'ortant
feature of this approach is that it can be carried out at a substrate heater temperature of
640'C, (substrate temperature is approximately 50'C lower) which is substantially lower

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1: A typical family of hysi -resis loops obtained from the LSCO / PLZT I LSCO
terroelectric capacitors. Also shown is the pulsed polarization v.,lues under
saturation and remnant conditions. The inset shows the pulse train used to
measure these values.
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Figure 2: A plot of switched and non-switched remnant polarization as a function of
fatigue cycles at a testing frequency of ]MHz and amplitude of ±33V at room
temperature.
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than the previously reported range of 700-800'C for YBCO type top and bottom
etectrodes [13]. The YSZ layer is deposited at temperatures in the range ,l' 750-()1'•C.
The details of the deposition conditions are similar to that reported for the capacitors with
YBCO top and bottom electrodes. Direct deposition of the L0FO/PLZTiLSCO layer onto
the YSZ buffer layer yielded a weakly [110] oriented film. Capacitors fabricated from this
heterostructure were only weakly ferroelectric. We attribute the [110] preferred
orientation to the large difference in lattice parameters between YSZ (5.16,A) and LSCO
(3.82A), which is detrimental for a simple cube-on-cube orientation relationship. This
problem was overcome through the use of a very thin (approximately 20-30nm) layer of
c-axis oriented Bi4 Ti 3 Ol 2 , which acts as a perovskite "template" layer. This template
layer is also grown at the same growth temperature. Another such perovskite "template"
layer is Y-Ba-Cu-O, which preferentially grows with the c-axis orientation on
YSZ-buffered Si. The LSCO top and bottom electrodes were I0(oA thick while the PILT
layer was 2700A thick. With such a "template" layer, the LSCO/PLZTI.SCO
heterostructure is also c-axis oriented. X-ray rocking curves about the [001] Bragg peak
of the PLZT layer yielded a full width at half maximum of 0.7-0.8'. Rutherford
backscattering analyses confirmed the composition of the various layers to be
commensurate with that of the target and no measurable lead loss was observed as long
as the substrate heater temperature was kept below 650'C. Test cagacitors were
fabricated using a shadow mask with areas in the range of 2x10 5 

- t- 4 cm-. PtAu dots
were evaporated through shadow masks and were subsequently used as masks for the
etching of the top LSCO layer, between the dots. Electrical measurements were made
using the Radiant Technologies tester, RT66A, in conjunction with a pulse generator. For
the bipolar fatigue experiments, internally generated 8.65(tsec wide square pulses or
externally generated square pulses were used. At the end of each fatigue period, the
polarization characteristics of the capacitors were measured using the pulse sequence
shown in the inset to Fig.1. High temperature testing was carried out using a
temperature controlled hot stage attached to the probe station.

Fig.l is a typical family of hysteresis loops measured with increasing voltage from
1-3V. Tbe inset shows the pulse train used to measure the various relevant polarization
values. We have measured a relatively large switched polarization at room temperoiture
in the range of 25-30 ItC/cm 2 at an applied voltage as low as 3V. The corresponding
coercive voltage is typically in the range of 0.6-1.1V. The fatigue response of the test
capacitors subjected to ±3V pulses at room temperature for a test frequency of 1MHz is
shown in Fig.2. Under these test conditions, we have observed no serious degradation in
the remnant polarization which typically decreases only by about 10% of the value at the
beginning of the test and is completely recoverable by a 2 second poling treatment at 3V.
Similar results have been obtained when tested at lower frequencies (which also ensures
that the absence of significant fatigue is not due to incomplete switching resulting from
the test frequency), as illustrated in Fig.3, in which the AP values for test frequencies of
1MHz and 50kHz at room temperature (RT) and 1MHz at 100°C are plotted. The
behaviour at higher temperatures of up to 100'C is similar with the difference being that
the remnant polarization is typically smaller by about 40-50% at 100'C compared to that
at room temperature. The small increase of AP in the early stages of cycling is attributed
to poling processes in the ferroelectric that effectively remove pinned domain walls and
increase the AP value.

Concurrent with the high temperature fatigue studies, we are also testing the
temperature dependent aging behaviour. Aging tests were carried out using a 8.6[tsec
write pulse of the desired amplitude (in this experiment -3V) followed by a set of read
pulses after the set aging time. The read pulse train, of amplitude 2.5V, is the same as
illustrated in the inset to Fig.1 and yields the switched and non-switched polarization
values in the positive and negative directions. As in the case of the fatigue experiment,
the capacitor would be considered to have failed if the difference between the switched
and non-switched polarization is smaller than the detection criterion for the amplifier
circuitry, i.e., for example lpC/cm 2 . Figs.4 and 5 show aging plots at room temperature
and at 100°C respectively. We do not observe any significant loss of switched
polarization under these aging conditions, when tested for the time scale shown. We are
currently in the process of testing the aging behaviour for longer periods of time in order to
explore longer term effects and study for drastic changes in aging behaviour.
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Figure 4: A plot of switched and non-switched remnant polarization as a function of aging
time at room temperature. There is no significant loss in the AP value after
aging for at least 105 seconds. Lo~ng term aging studies are underway.
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Figure 5: A plot of switched and non-switched remnant polarization as aI function of aging
time at 100'C. The behaviour is veiry similajr to that at room temperature.
although the AP value is smaller.

CONCLUSIONS :We have dlemonstrated the growth oif highly oriented ferroclectrio.
PLZT thin films capacitors with perovskite La-Sr-Co-O top and bottom electrodes or
Silicon substrates. A novel template approach has been used to obtain the desired
crystallographic orientation and quality' in the LSCO'PLZT!LSCO heterostructure. The
results of reliability testing. presented in brief in this paper, show that such capacitor
structure are worthy of further detailed studies for integration with the Silicon based drive:
electroni~s.
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EF-FECTI'S OF PLATINUM ELECTRODE STRUCTURES ON CRYSTALLiI! I
AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF MOD-PREPARED PZT CAPACrI'ORS

DENNIS J. EICHORST AND CYNTHIA J. BARON
Eastman Kodak Company, Research Laboratories. Rochester, NY 14650-2011

ABSTRACT

The most common electrode structure for lead zirconium titanate (PZ.T) integrated on Si is
platinum with a Ti adhesion layer. However, platinum hillocks that can lead to sample shorting
may form during annealing. Careful selection of the Pt/Ti electode architecture and deposition
conditions can give nearly hillock-free electrodes- The phase development and ferroelectric
properties of PZT prepared by tmetallo-organic decomposition (MOD) were studied as a function
of Pt electrode structure and PZT composition. In addition to evaporated or sputtered Pt/'l'i
electrodes, Pt electrode layers were alho prepared by MOD. MOD Pt layers showed no hillock
formation but generally resulted in greater pyrochlore cotntent in PZT capacitors.

INTRODUCTION

The typical architecture for thin-film ferroelectric memories is lead zirconium titanate (PZT)
deposited on Pt/li coated silicon substrates. In order to achieve a high remanent polarization,
low coercive field, and minimal fatigue, various deposition methods and PZT compositions
have been -iest;,;atedl.-7 For bulk samples, compositions near the morphotropic phase
boundary (MPB: Zr,'T'i = 53/47) give a maximnlum remanent polarization. 8 However, in thin-
films, the maxitnuln remanent polarization may be shifted from the MPB.6 In addition to
optimization of the ferroelectric procesýing, it has become evident that the underlying
metallization can significantly influence the reliability of ferroelectric capacitors. Therefore, the
influence of various platinum electrode structures on crystallinity and ferroelectric properties
was studied for several PZT compositions. Solution deposition methods have met with goxo
success, however, for this study sol-gel processing was considered overly susceptible to
processing variations (i.e., solvent concentration, extent of distillation, moisture, etc.). 9

,10

Therefore, metallo-organic decomposition (MOD) was used, which is typically much less mois-
ture sensitive and does not undergo significant polymerization.

EXPERIMENTAL

The types of substrates investigated included sputtered, e-beam evaporated and solution
deposited Pt on 4" diam silicon (11W)) wafers with a thermal oxide. Table I describes the elec-
!rode structures and deposition ttethods. Sputter deposited Pt samples were obtained from
Nova Electronic Materials.' The MOD Pt electrodes were prepared by depositing a commercial
Pt solution (Engelhard-05X)M at 41)1)0 rpm and heating to 650'C for 30 min in air using a
20'C/min heating rate. Two layers were deposited, giving a Pt thickness of 11)1) A. Prior to
PZT deposition, the Pt electrodes were evaluated for potential hillock formation by annealing at
650'C for 1 hr in air. The annealing condition was selected to be in a temperature range
typically used for crystallizing PZT films. A relatively long annealing tirte was selected in order
to allow near complete hillock formation.

Nova Electronic Materials. Tucson, AL.
# Engelhard Corp., East Newark, NJ.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 11993 Materials Research Society
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Table I
SU,'SiO2/Ti/it Deposition Conditions for Pt Coated Substrates

Substrate Oxide Ti Thickness Pt Thickness Temperature Method
(A) (A) (A) (1c)

198 10(XXX) 2(XX) 1(XX) 25 Sputtered
163 8(XX) 5WX) I(XX) 2WX Evaporated
207 4(XX) 5WX I(XX) 25 Evaporated
202 8IXX) 50 250 25 Evaporated
186 80(X) 1000 650 MOD

PZT solutions were formulated for Zr[Ti ratios of 60/40, 53/47, and 30/70 with 17.5%
excess lead content. Metallo-organic precursors used were Pb(OOCC 9 Htt7)2,
Zr(OnPr)2 (OOCC 7H I5)2, and Ti(Onpr) 2(OOCC7 t It 1)2. Pb(OOCC9I t 17)2 ,as synthesized by
reacting PbO with neodecanoic acid. The zirconium and titanium MOD precursors were
prepared by reacting the respective n-propoxides with 2-ethylhexanoic acid. The constituent
precursors were dissolved in 2-ethylhexanoic acid and 2 witkQ abictic acid was added to
promote filh formation. Solutions were deposited on I" x I" substrates by spin-casting at 4(WX)
rpm for 20 s. The films were decomposed at I(X)'C in a preheated furnace for 5 tnin.
Crystallization was accomplished by inserting samples on a platinum boat into a 7(X)'C
preheated furnace for 5 rinm. The heat-treatment schedule was derived from optimization of
perovskite content for films deposited on the sputter deposited Pt electrodes. The required
crystallization temperature for optimutn perovskite formation was slightly higher than the
annealing temperature used for evaluation of Pt hillocks. A single deposition generally gave a
2000 A. crack-free film. Sample designations are given as substrate # followed by PZT
composition (e.g., 207-60/40 corresponds to PZT 60/40 on the substrate having 5WI) A Ti and

W100O A Pt deposited by evaporation without substrate heating).
Gold top electrodes ranging in size from 2 x 10-4 to I x 11)-2 cm 2 were sputtered through

masks defined by standard photolithographic lift-off techniques. Hysteresis data were acquired
with (i) Radiant Technologies RT66A* using a 20 Vpp, 6 Hz test signal, and 0ii) an automated
ferroelectric testing system (Eastman Kodak Company) with 20 V11. 10 ilz triangular wave-
form. Fatigue data were collected with the Kodak system using a 10 Vp p , 1.25 MHz signal. I

RESULTS

Hillock formation was evaluated for the different electrode structures since this may be a
contributing factor to ferroelectric degradations. Figure 1 compares the microstructures of
platinum substrates annealed at 650TC for I h in air. The micrographs indicate similar hillock
formation for the sputtered (substrate #198) and evaporated #207 (500 A Ti/I(X)0 A Pt)
electrodes. The MOD Pt (#186) and substrate #202 (50 A Ti/250 A Pt), on the other hand,
were essentially hillock-free. Substrate #163 (200'C deposition) had large hillocks and

considerable residual strain measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. PZT films
deposited on this substrate cracked, frequently with spalling of the Pt layer. Therefore, this
substrate was not considered for further studies. However, Pt deposited under similar
conditions as for #163 on I" x I" samples were hillock-free. 12 This may indicate a size effect
not previously considered or difficulty in maintaining thermal equilibration in the current

deposition system. Rapid thermal annealing at 650'C for 5 tnin (typical for RTA of PZT)

* Radiant Technologies, Albuquerque, NM.
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(a) Substrate 198: Sputtered (b) Substrate 207: Evaporated

(c) Substrate 202: Thin/Evaporated (d) Substrate 186: MOD Pt

Figure 1. SEM photomicrographs of annealed Pt coated Si substrates.

produced fewer hillocks than conventional furnace annealing (650'C for 30 rain).13 This
difference may be due to decreased time at elevated temperatures. however, it indicates that
altering the ferroelectric processing conditions may affect the electrode structures. XRD
indicated all of the vapor deposited electrodes were preferentially (I ll) oriented, whereas the
MOD Pt was random in nature.

XRD for the PZT films indicated only a broad pyrochlore peak with no perovskite phase for
samples deposited on MOD Pt. Conversely, pure perovskite was (apparently) obtained for PZT
on the evaporated and sputtered substrates. Perovskite orientation was evaluated based on
relative peak intensities, l(hkl)/[l (1 00)+I( 110)+(l0 11)f. Samples on substrate #202 (thin Ti/Pt)
were preferentially (lfX)) oriented with little dependence on composition. Samples on substrate
#198 (sputtered Pt) were fairly random in orientation, the perovskite (11) peak was greatest
(-40%) for PZT 53/47. Samples ', substrate #207 had the greatest degree of (111) orientation
(-40%), which decreased with increasing Ti content.

Figure 2 shows the microstructures for PZT 53/47 samples fired at 650°C on the different Pt
substrates. The sample deposited on MOD P- was highly cracked, however, SEM detected no
grain structure (i.e., Figure 2d is nearly featureless). The sample on sputtered Pt (substrate
#198) showed a dense inicrostructure with fairly uniform grain size. The samples on the
evaporated Pt electrodes (substrates #202 and #207) showed the well-known "rosette"
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(a) Sample 198-53/47: Sputtered (b) Sample 207-53/47: Evaporated

(c) Sample 202-53/47: Thin/Evaporated (d) Sample 186-53/47: MOD Pt

Figure 2. Microstructures of PZT 53/47 films with 17.5% excess Pb.

(perovskite) structure surrounded by a fine-grained pyrochlore (or amorphous) matrix. 14

However, no pyrochlore was detected by XRD. Interestingly, the samples with the least hillock
formation appeared to have the greatest pyrochlore or amorphous character.

Table II lists the remanent polarization, coercive field, and fatigue behavior for the PZT
films. Representative hysteresis loops and fatigue plots for PZT 53/47 and 30/70 on the
sputtered Pt electrodes are shown in Figures 3 and 4. PZT films on vapor deposited Ti/Pt
electrodes had remanent polarizations consistent with reported values. The low Pr values on
MOD Pt are described below. Pr values depended on substrate type in a fashion consistent with
the apparent pyrochlore content estimated from SEM. PZT on the sputtered electrode (#198)
consistently had the highest polarization and most uniform microstructure. On the other hand,
the coercive field showed very little dependence on substrate (Ti/Pt) type. Both Pr and Ec
increased with Ti content as reported for similar samples. 5,6 Fatigue behavior appeared rather
similar for PZT on the various substrates. Pr decreased to 50% of the initial value between 5 x
107 and 5 x 108 cycles for most samples. An increase in the number of cycles prior to
degradation may occur for greater zirconium contents. PZT 60/40 and 53/47 had an
approximately constant Pr until a "roll-off' at -107 cycles. PZT 30P70, on the other hand, had a
continual decrease in Pr during cycling until the roll-off stage. Fatigue was accompanied by a
decrease in resistivity front approximately 6 x lot tf -cm to 8 x 109 Q-cm (resistivities are
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Table It
Flerroelectric Properties of PZT Films

Sample RT66A Kodak
+ Pr ((IC/cm 2) E. (kV/cm) + Pr (11C/cmfl2 ) Ev (kV/cm) 50(1 2 Pr

198 - 60/40 26.9 65 23.8 90 3 x l08
53/47 24.0 67 23.1 80 3 x 10l
30/70 35.2 116 31.4 130 5 x 1(17

2(17 - 60/40 22.0 69 20.6 80 5 x 108
53/47 22.9 78 19.9 90 1 x 108
30/70 27.4 117 24.2 130 5 x 1(7

202 - 60/40 15.6 65 14.4 11W 1 x lo9
53/47 20.2 80 19.7 110 5 x 107

30170 31.4 112 31.4 140 5x 11)7

186 - 60/40 0.1 24 -

53/47 0 38
30/70 22.9 138 17.6 169 3 x l04

averaged for all substrates except MOD Pt) for PZT 60/40. PZT 53/47 samples also showed a
slight decrease in resistivity (from approximately 4 x 1011 to 2 x 1011 Q-cm ). PZT 30/70, on
the other hand, had an initial resistivity of 6 x 1011 Q-cm which did not decrease after fatigue
cycling (I x 109 cycles). PZT samples deposited on MOD Pt generally had lower resistivities
(approximately 1(;8 Q-cm) than corresponding samples on Ti/Pt substrates.

Additional PZT samples deposited on MOD Pt were evaluated for ferroelectric behavior.
PZT 60/40 (rhombohedral side of morphotropic phase boundary), PZT 53/47 (MPB) and PZT
47/53 showed no hysteresis. Furthermore these films were highly cracked and XRD indicated
only a broad pyrochlore peak. fHowever, the Ti-rich compositions PZT 40/60, 30/70 and 20/80
exhibited hysteresis loops. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was carried out on
samples of PZT 60/40 (non-ferroelectric) and PZT 4(/60 (ferroelectric) in order to investigate
the loss of ferroelectric behavior. PZT 4(1/6(1 was investigated since this composition had the
minimum titanium content required for hysteresis. RBS scans (Figure 5) indicated diffusion of
Pb through the MOD Pt layer for PZT 60/40. The Pb peak at -1.4 MeV for the PZT 60/40 film

P uC/cm 2  P uC/cm 2

718 681

43.1 - -- 4019

14.4 13
Ec KV/cm Ec KV/cm

"S00 -360 -1 120 360 600 .6030 ._ 20 1 0 360 600

i-.'..-� ��- _ Initial
Initial .... Fatigued

718 Fatigued681

(a) Sample 198-53/47 (b) Sample 198-30/70

Figure 3. Hysteresis loops for (a) PZT 53/47 and (b) PZT 307(1 on
sputter deposited Pt electrodes before and after fatigue.
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Figure 4. Fatigue data for (a) PZT 53/47 and (b) PZT 30/'7(
on sputter deposited Pt electrodes.

corresponds to a lead silicate layer. Furthermore, the peak at 1.8 MeV (Pb in PZT) is approxi-
mately 1/2 that observed in PZT 40/60. Therefore, Pb loss into the substrate accounts for loss

of the ferroelectric properties of Zr-rich PZT deposited on MOD Pt. Sequential simplex
optimization of PZT processing on MOD Pt indicated a decrease in -he Pb excess (0-5%) and
use of a slow heating rate (< 10°C/rin) in order to minimize Pb diffusion and obtain
ferroelectric behavior.15 These results are in contrast to PZT deposited on Ti/Pt electrodes
where a lead excess and rapid thermal annealing appear to give improved crystallinity and

ferroelectric properties. Using the optimized method for multipe layer films 14 layers required
for a 2000 A film) the perovskite phase was developed and a remanent polarization of
approximately 5 pC/cnm2 obtained for PZT 53/47 on MOD Pt. However, this improvement in
ferroelectric qutality is not sufficient for memory applications. Use of a barrier layer (e.g., Ti)

could greatly improve the ferroelectric properties while retaining the uniform surface of the
MOD Pt electrodes. An alternative approach that appears promising is the incorporation of a

lanthanum strontium cobalt oxide (LSCO) barrier layer.16 Use of the PtILSCO electrode has
allowed retnanent polarizations of apploximiately 25 l.C/cm 2 to be achieved for PZT 53/47 on
MOD Pt.

SUMMARY

Sputtered (2(X)0 A Ti/l0()) A Pt) and e-beam evaporated (5(X, A Ti/I(XX) A Pt) electrodes
had similar hillock formation. The substrate having thin metallization (50 A Ti/250 A Pt) and
the MOD Pt layer were wssentially hillock-free after annealing. The electrodes that underwent
hillock formation appeair, . w nucleate the perovskite phase since these samples had a more
uniform microstructure without the rosette structure. A decrease in remanent polarization
occurred with increasing pyrochlore phase. Generally, remanent polarization increased with Ti
content. Though MOD Pt was the moit -,iform electrode, suitable ferroelectric capacitors
were difficult to prepare. Lead diffusion ii,,,,ch the MOD Pt layer for samples with 560% Ti

gave non-ferroelectric films. Improved properties could be obtained for lower Pb contents and

heating rates <I 0 C. Little dependence on substrate type was found for fatigue behavior for the

TiiPt samples. Generally, the onset of degradation in fatigue occurred at a greater number of
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Figure 5. RBS scanis of (a) PZT 60/40 and (b) 40/00 on MOD Pt substrates.

cycles for Zr rich compositions. The Ti rich compositions typically had a continual decrease in
Pr whereas the other samples had the typical fatigue proftle of a nearly constant Pir until roll-off.
which occurred at approximately 108~ cycles. Based on the different PZT microstructures
obtained for identical processing on different substrates, it is apparent that processing should
be optimized for each substrate architecture.
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ADHESION LAYER FOR Pt ELECTRODE ON TIlE NIICROSTRUCTURE OF
SOL-GEL CRYSTALLIZED PZT

Vidya Kaushik, Papu Maniar, Andrew Campbell, Robert Jones, Reza Moazzami, C.Joseph
Niogab, Robert Htance and Ronald Pyle, Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Sector,
Austin, Texas 78721

ABSTRACT

PZT ferroelectric capacitors are commonly fabricated using Pt electrodes.

Crystallization in an oxygen ambient of sol-gel deposited PZT films is influenced by the nature
of the adhesion layer used for the Pt electrode. Here we report results of the TEMI investigation
of the microstructures of PZT crystallized on Pt/Ti and PtfIiO2 substrates. PZT films on either

substrate show a two-phase microstructure consisting of larger perovskite grains and fine-

grained (<3nm) pyrochlore matrix. The perovskite grains are dense, free of any porosity and
IIRTEM shows the observed domains to be 9(0' <101> twins. EI)S spectra detect a lower

Pb/Ti ratio for the pyrochlore matrix compared to the perovskite grains. l)i;ftcrnes bhtween
the two substrates consist of the perovskite to p-rochiore ratio and more importantly the

perovskite grain size.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric films are currently of interest to the semiconductor industry because of
their potential applicability as dielectric films in high-density memory products. These materials

have high dielectric constants and high charge-storage capacities. Much of the research at

present focuses on issues related to the processing of thin films of such materials and on

integrating these processes with existing silicon technology. PZT, or Lead Zirconium Titanate

(Pb (Zr,Ti) 03), appears to be a promising candidate in terms of process integrability. While
the electrical properties of these films have been relatively well-studied, the material properties

of PZT films have not been well characterized and correlated with its microstructure. Electron

microscopy, in both scanning and transmission modes has been used in previous literature to

study the microstructure of PZT films. 1-3 In this study, we have used transmission electron
microscopy to examine the microstructure of PZT films crystallized using sol-gel techniques.

In particular, the effect of substrate processing on the resultant structure of PZT films has been

investigated.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

PZT films of the 0/50/50 type (i.e. O7cLal 50qZr/ 50'rio %%ere deposited on silicon

substrates after insulator and electrode deposition as shown schematically in Figure I Silicon

dioxide serves as the insulator, titanium is used to overcome the problem of platinum adhesion
to silicon dioxide and platinum is used as the bottom electrode. The titanium and platinum were

sputter-deposited, and for the PtJTiO 2 case, the titanium layer was annealed in oxygen at 650'C

for 30 minutes prior to platinum deposition. PZT \4as deposited using a sol-gel technique and

subsequently annealed in an oxygen amnbient at 650*C for 30 minutes. Apart from annealing the

titanium to form titanium dioxide, the wafers waere identically processed. Samples for

transmission electron microscopy w\ere prepared for plan-vie~a examination by standard

techniques of mechanical polishing followed by ion-milling. The microscopy wAas perforned

on a commercial instrument operated at 2(X)KV.

PLATINUM

SILICONDIXE

SI SUBSTRATE

Figure 1: Schematic of the stack show ing the silicon, insulator (oxide), titanium (or titania)
layer, platinum electrode and PZT layer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructure of PZT/PIT'iO,

Figures 2 a-c show the microstructure observed on PZT films grown on platinum over

titanium dioxide films. Figure 2a shows a two-phase structure, consisting of a large-grained

structure within a small-grain matrix. Electron diffraction patterns from these phases show the

large grains to be perovskite (tetragonal) phase PZT (Figure 2a), while the smaller grains were

identified to be the pyrochlore (cubic) phase of PZT (Figure 2b). For ferroelectric applications,

the perovskite structure is desirable since the cubic phase does not exhibit ferroelectric

properties. The perovskite grain size is estimated to be in the range of 0.5-1.0 micron, while

the pyrochlore grain size is -2-4 nm.
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Figure 2b
Pverovskite

100 nmL,...'"

Figure 2c

Pyrochlore

Rigre 3
S20 nm

Figure 2: a) Microstructure of large perovskite PZT grains and pyrochlore matrix of
PZT/PtfiiO2; b) Electron diffraction pattern (EDP) from large PZT perovskite-phase grains of
Figure 2a in the [0101 zone showing spot-splitting aee to twinning along <101>: c) EDP of
small-grain matrix of Figure 2a w hich was indexed to be the pyrMhlore phase of PZT.

Figure 3: Higher magnification of large grains showing inclusions of lighter contrast at grain
boundaries.

The large PZT grains have within them a band structure, which %%as confinned using

electron diffraction and high-resolution electron microscopy to be due to 90' <101 > twinning. 4

It is widely believed that these twin regions correspond to ferroelectric domains although the

link between the electrical properties and microstructure has not been clearly established.

Figure 3 is a higher magnification image of the grain boundary between the large grains.

Inclusions of lighter contrast are observed all along the grain boundaries, but not in the interior

of these grains.
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Figure 4a Figure 4b
- 100 nm Perovskite

'Figure 5a Figure 5b
Perovskite Pyrochlorem

Figure 4: a) Nlicrostructure of small perovskite PZT grains and pyrochlore m~atrix of PZTIPt!Ti:
b) EDP of small perovskiie PZT grains of Figure 4a.

Figure 5: a) Energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) of large grains of perovskite PZT for
PZTr/Pt/TiO2 show,%ing ditanium K0., zirconium La and lead Mot peaks: b) EDS of py rochlore
matrix of P71' for PZT/PtJfiO2. 7%i smatll silicon peak seen is an ion-milling ariecfact.

Nlicrostructure of PZTIPVTfi

Figures 4a and b show the microstructure and electron diffraction pattern of the PZT
layer deposited on platinum over titanium. There is a distinct difference in the observed film

structure. Although a two-phase structure is still present, the larger-grains (relatively) are much
smaller than in the case of platinum over titanium dioxide. Indexing of the diffraction patttern of

Figure 4b shows the larger-grained phase to be perovskite PZT. while the smialIler-gra inted

matrix produced a diffraction pattern identical to that shown in Figure 2c, w hich was identified

to be the pyrochlore phase. The grain size of the perovskite phase is estimated to be 0.1-0.2

micron. In contrast to the TiO 2 substrate case, the perovskite grains do not show the

characteristic twinning or batnd structure. Inclusion:; were not observed at the grain boundaries

in this case.
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('orMpsitional Analy5st'

Energy dispersive spectroscops (1:1)5 was pertormed onl these silnnle, figur1es 5a

and 5b show thcý spectra obtained from the sample with the '1102 SUbstrate (spectra trom the

PZ1T/Pt[Fi' sample were similar). Qualitative differences, betweenl the Spec Ira of Figures, 5A anid b

can be distinguished easily in terms of tt,- relative hechts of ftitaium Ka, zirconjmll Im and

lead Ma peaks. Spectral data we-,c obtained from five different areas w ithin each samtple, from

the perovskite grains and the smnafl-grain matrixs of each of the substrate caises StUdied~ Areas

chosen for EDS anal) :es "ere thin enough that Pt or Ti peaks from underlying, lasers were not

present. Zr/I iand Pb/Ti -':ios from each sample were aseraged and are shown in Ti'able 1. It

should he noted that the ratio numbers shown in Table I are only integrated x-ray Counts and

cannot be correlated with concentrations in the rmaterial, in the absence -f calibrating stanhdards,

Ilowever. since the spectra were all acquired under similar conditions. relknise comnpositional

differences between the perovskite grains and the pyrrnchlore mnatrix nma be inferred. For both

Ti and TiO2 substrates, the data show that the perovs.kite PIT graiins hav.e a higher Ph/Unt ratio

relative to the pvrochlore niiainix. I low ever, the Zr/TIi ratio is approsnmatelv the amie b\etwee

the grains and the matrix.

SAMPE TALE Zrrli) GRAINS -- (l'b/I. GRAINS

(Zr/fi) MATRIX Pb/Uo -MATRIX

I-ZT/Pt/[iO2 0.91 1.69

P~zT'rL/i 1.04 2.11

rable I :Integrated \-ray count intensity ratios for the two substrate samiples stuidied. Mitinibers

are average of five sets of spectra. Quantitation of the spectra wais perfornied by considerii.y

the integrated counts uinder the TIi-Kux, Zr-Kux and P-upeaks. Prior to integration.
background counts " ere removed by a thin-film roultine within the commercial software.

C'ONC LUS IONS

The above results have enabled us to sugnzest the following hypothesis toward

understanding the obsers.ations. It appears that when first deposited. ihe PZTl layer is

amorphous. IDutring the subsequent heating, eve I. it in ntergocs at phase trail fnnrmniition, first ly

to the pyrochlore phase and then to the peros skite phase. 'This is consistent with other studies

on sol-gel processed ferroelectric filmns.4 For I'Z'1'/Pt/I'iO,, we have larger perovskite graitNs

with inclusions along grain boundaries, wshile for PzT/PtfFi, smaller perovskite grains wsithout

inclusions are observed. By examining the micrographs, the approximate volume per ý-nt of the

pyroeblore phase was estimated to be -ll)-301W7 for tile TiO, substrate and -5- 10'7 for the T1i

substrate. T1hnis. a smaller fraction of the pyrochlore phase is observed for the simall PZ'I grain

c:n se.
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The di~tirictls ditfet-rcut -,rain strictu(Lres oh~er% ci PIM ac thli III ai [1d 110 1ilht~tIAC

SijeýLCeJ .thfat the growl 1 I otI the lieros% ski te phIaise into0 eithe I c he Iýirý-e -,raim or nmi~l I raI

morphologies is intitiencd by tile undcrlying substrate. But sinice the Liver nnittediatlsl

underlying the PZT filmn is platinum, it is possib-le that the I1i or Tio, )2substrates affects tile

platinum nttetostructuLre. This inl turtt affect~s thle PZI nlit ostructure by taw ritig a larger

'IuCclation rate tbr 1TP/il/t/U substrates. We know Iroto a previuiuis 4d-.tid that eseli t0, theTIi

substrate ease, the oxygei ambtient antnealinig ot' [lie P/Itlt ioe otpeecul r5I tile

Ti intto lit) attd Pt,,Ti by consut~nini part of the p1latinuiltl la.ýer 'I tie e ýlan c raite of P/I

reery stall iza tion cottpa red to Ti coltsersi 01 have set ti, be studied. At temtpts it perti irttl1IINI

exatminatiotns on the platinumn laser w~ere unsucCeSsf'ul becaise Inlla- les ile l'/l 111111

Obscures the imaging,. Ahile in cross-xeetion. poor adhesion of tile I'll !ihn with tihe epoxs

used caused samtples to break during thtilnting. FL rtfter studies are iii progress to utnderstanid tile

nucleation attd grow thl of' tie peroN skite phause fromt the pxý rochlore phase.

Atnotiher itterestittg aspect of this studs is, tile ahserke oif tss lulled dotriairts ill tlile

perovskite f'or theT 1:Substrate. While pres i ins liteatuce6 ittufaicat~a hlk betweentil twc Titled

dotmains and ferroelectric properties, wec itave olbsers ed goo if trtieleettic l)Top)CrI!l :scnl or

tile samtlple on" Ii subs~trate %ilicil does ttit showý 11 tileJi Iw ul. fI hls tl)as le urldiettse tll.tt

other struLCtUres catn CsLIaial\ AI well111 aclll to errCiieLtcric propilies It is polýillll that e~i~h iii

the Sttllll grains itt tile stttall- grain 'awptlcl acts as an inuhepettdettt dtL011:11t mrd Int~ile [Il ie

polarizatiotn uintder !p~plied electric field.
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TEXTURED Pb(Zr0.54Tio.46)O3TIIIN FILMS WITH YBa2Cuu3f)7.6 AND)
YTTRIA-STABILIZED ZIRCONIA BUFFER LAYERS ON ((HllSi

TSV-TANKA ZHELEVA, P. TIWARI ANDJ. NARAYAN
Department of Materials Science and Engineering. North Carolina State UnivesitN. RaleiLc.
NC 27695-7916

ABSTRACT

Characteristics of textured Pb(Zr.54TiO.46)O3 (PZT) thin film, on (001 Si w ith

YBa2Cu3O7-8 (YBCO) and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) buyer lavers have been studied
using X-ray diffraction and high resolution electron microscopy techniques. Excimer Krl-
laser has been used for deposition of PZT, YBCO and YSZ thin films. The YBC( laver was
utilized to provide a seed for PZT growth, while YSZ layer acted as a seed and a buffer laer
for the growth of YBCO on (001hSi High-resolution transmission electron microscoo0
(f-IRTEM) and X-ray diffraction were used to determine the texture and the nature of detects.
interfaces and grain t,,'indaries. Predominant orientation relationships were found t) be
I(0)l IPZT//I(011YBCO: 1(11IYBCO//I()IIIYSZ: and 10il1 IYSZ1/1(Xl I ISi.

INTRODUCTION

Lead-zirconium titanates (PZTI are ferroelectric materials oi considerable current
interest because of their potential for various applications in electrooptics as infrared sensors
and optical shutters and modulators 11-41, memory devices 15.61, etc. The performance of the
PZT devices depends critically on the crystal s.::cture of PZT and characteristics ot
ferroelectric domains arnd domain boundaries in the ferroelectric material 17.81 PZ7
piezoceramics have a cubic perovskite structure above the Curie temperature. Depending on
the compositional r-.uo (Zr:Ti). with the decrease of temperature PZT transfonus into tetragonal
or rhombohedral ferroelectric phases, which exist together in certain compo.sitionai range
around the morphotropic phase boundary 191. Thi-. the ferroelectric domain structure in PT
is formed by twins which accommodate the stress in material during the paraelectric to
ferroelectric transformation. Various techniques have been used to produce PZT tilms 110-
131. The advantages of pulsed laser deposition include low temperature processing, novel
metastable crystal structures, reproduction of target stoichiome~rv. and in-situ processing of
multistructures in a single chamber.

The successful fabrication of Pb(Zr(.54Tio.46lO3 (PZT)/YBa2Cu3O7.6 (YBCO);
yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ)/Si multilayer structures, using laser physical vapor deposition
method was previously reported by us 1141. The PZT films showed good ferroelectric
properties with dielectric constant of 800-11000. The saturation and remanent polarization were

determined to be 37.81 and 24.38 VC/cm 2 , respectively, whereas the coercive field was 125
kV/cm. Superconducting YBCO phase was used as an electrode for the PZT films for
electrical measurements. Yttna stabilized zirconia is used as a diffusion barrier as well as a
seed for the growth of YBCO films on (0011 Si. The present paper presents nucrostructural
characterization o. the above system by TEM and X-ray diffraction. Tht orientation
relationships between the PZT film and underneath layers on Si (01(11) are determined for
correlation with ferroelectric properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

Films were deposited using a single chamber LPVD technique 151. described
previously. The target holder and processing chamber were modified to obtain in-situ
processing. Laser deposition from YSZ, YBCO and PZT targets was carried out in an oxygen
ambient. The processing parameters for the deposition of the above layers were optimized in a

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. " 1993 Materials Research Society
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separate series of experiments[ 16.17). Excimer KrF laser (X=248 nm, t=20 ns) al 5 Hz

repetition rate was used to deposit PZT at 5300C and 0.4-0.6 torr oxygen: YBCO at 6500C.

0.2 torr oxygen; and YSZ at 7750 C, 9x10- 4 torr of oxygen ambient.
X-ray diffraction studies have been carried out on RIGACU X-ray diffractometer using

Cu Kc( radiation. Transmission electron microscopy studies have been carried out on
TOPCON EM-002B, operated at 200 kV tCs--0.5 mm, resolution 0.1 1 nm).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The crystallographic nature of the multilayer system of PZT/YBCOfYSZJSi has been
studied by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. Figure I represents X-ray
diffraction pattern of PZT film grown on YBCO and YSZ films on (001)Si by PLD. X-ray
diffraction data showed that YBCO and the tetragonal phase PZT films are c-axis oriented
along (001)Si. There is no evidence for the presence of the peaks associated with the lead
deficient pyrochlore phase in the X-ray diffractogram.

0 1000011
r 0

~500i-=-o
0

gCu

Fig. 1 X-ray diffractogramn of PZT/YBCO/YST_/Si multilayer structure showing the presence of
(001) planes from YBCO and PZT films.

The narrow full width at half maximum of the diffraction lines of both PZT and YBCO
films suggest growth of large grains with low density of defects. Since the characteristic
feature of the PZT phase diagram is the existence of morphotropic phase boundary that
separates the titanium rich tetragonal ferroelectric phase from the zirconium rich rhombohedra)
ferroelectric phase which exist together around x--0.535 in Pb(ZrxTil 1-03 solid solution
1181, the deposition conditions were optimized in separate series of experiments to achieve the
tetragonal PZT ferroelectric phase only. Although the coexistence of the two ferroelectric
phases as a result of internal stress relaxation process during paraelectric to ferroelectric
transition was expected [191, the angular positions of PZT lines in Fig, I correspond to the
titanium rich tetragonal ferroelectric phase only.

The microstructure of this multilayer system - Figure 2, has been studied by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in selected area electron diffracuon (SAED) and high
resolution modes. Yttria-stabilized zirconia layer of 0.3 p.m thickness is grown on Si(001) to

provide the buffer and the seed for the growth of YBCO film. The YBCO layer, 0.35 Pm
thick, provides a seed for PZT growth and also serves as an electrode for electrical
measurements.
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Fig.2 Schematic of PZT/YBCOIYSZ/Si
multilayer.

SAED patterns and indexed spots of YSZ/Si and YBCO/YSZ interfaces, respectively.
are presented on Fig 3(a-d). The relationships between Si(001) substrate and 0.3 gim thick
YSZ buffer layer, showed cube-on-cube orientation relationships in local areas, with
[OO1YSZ//[OOljSi, but as a whole the YSZ layer is textured. The interface between YBCO anat
YSZ buffer layers is smooth and unreacted with c-planes predominantly oriented parallel to
(001) planes of YSZ and Si. Fig.4 (a) reveals large single crystal grains of YBCO with grain
boundaries. High resolution TEM image of grain boundary between two YBCO grains in the
YBCO film is shown in Figure 4(b). The c-planes in YBCO film are parallel to the YSZ/Si
interface-

(200)
(11") YAZ (111T)

00

(012) (000) 9 (0 02•)
OI •Si-4D

a(b T 200 (111) 20 0
(200)

a b 8

YSZ-e 0

• 004 T13 "32

113 0 005 ill i22

oý 002

lT1 000 •I

Fig.3 SAED patterns along with the indexed spots of YSZ/Si (a.b). and YBCO/YSZ (c.d)
interfaces.
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Fig.4 (a) Cross-sectional view of YBCO film with large single crystal grains with low angle
(1) and high angle (2) grain boundaries pointed by arrows, (b)HRThM image of interface

between two grni,is.

006 016

~020-YSZ 02-10 022-0

004 014 024

9010 011-4 012-

002 012 022

001

000 010 020

Ce 0 01-c* 00

Fig.5 (a) Cross-section TEM micrograph of PZTIYBCO interface. along with the SAED (b!
and indexed pattern (c).
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Cross-section TEM micrograph of the interface between PZT and YBCO films 1,
shown in Fig.5(a). The orientation relationship of the two layers is I100]JYBCO//I I(XOPZI
The interface is smooth with minimum or no interaction between PZT and YBCO layers
The selected area electron diffraction pattern from the interface is shown in Fig.5(b) From
the indexed pattern it is found that (001) and (OkO) planes of YBCO are aligned witt. tht
(XMl) and (Ok0) planes, respectively, of PZT. The PZT film is also 10011 textured SAED
pattern of the tetragonal PZT ferroelectric structure in 11001 and 10111 orientations along
with the indexed spots are presented in Fig.6(a-d). Note that there is a splitting of the spots

along I 1101, charactenstic of 900 domain boundary in the tetragonal PZT phase. The angle

of the tilt of the la*,icc planes alont_ the domain boundary from here s le-, than 20 A high
resolution image in [0011 orientation reveals the lattice fringes of the tetragonal PZT phase
as shown in Fig.7. The region of dark diffuse contrast along the domain boundary, showsn
by arrow, is due to deviation of lattice plains from Bragg conditions because of a strain field
existing around the domain boundaries. From that image there is no observable tilt in the
lattice planes across the domain boundaries.

(T1o) (0OO) (T10)

(010) (000) (010)

(1 TO) (100) (110)

C

•1 TOO TIT

oil 000 01

1•1 100 11i

d

Fig.6 SAED pattern of the tetragonal PZT ferroelectric phase in (a) 10I0I , and (b) 10111
orientations along with the indexed spots (c) and (d) respectively.
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Fig.7 High-resolution image of the tetragonal PZT film in 10101 orientation.

CONCLUSIONS

A successful deposition of the tetragonal ferroelectric PZT films on YBCO and YSZ
buffer layers on Si(001) by PLD has been performed. YSZ films acted as a buffer layer and a
seed for the growth of YBCO on Si(001). The utilization of the YBCO superconductor as a
metallic bottom electrode for the growth of epitaxial PZT film has been shown to provide a
very good (001) texture relationship with PZT. The nature of the interfaces between the films
has been studied by TEM and smooth interfaces with minimal interfacial diffusion have been
achieved. The predominant orientation relationships between the films and substrate were
found to be PZT[001 //YBCOIOOII//YSZ[00l1//Sil0Oll. The properties of the above
multilayer structure formed by PLD show promise for future applications of these materials.
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ORGANOMETALLIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
OF LEAD ZIRCONATE-TITANATE THIN FILMS

M. DE KEIJSER, P.J. VAN VELDHOVEN, AND GJ.M. DORMANS
Philips Research Laboratories, Prof. Holstlaan 4, 5656 AA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

In this paper the growth of PbZrTil.O3 on 10 cm platinized silicon wafers using the pre
cursors tetra -ethyl-lead, titanium-tetra -isopropoxide, or titanium-tetra-tertiarvbutoxide and
zirconium-tetra-tertiarybutoxide will be discussed in some detail. The composition of the films

as a function of growth parameters will be treated and the accompanying change in the ferro-
electric properties will be discussed. For device manufacturing, the PbZrJi, T 0 3 films are
subjected to a number of processing steps. Some results for partially processed wafers will be
presented. Also, preliminary results of depositions on 15 cm wafers will be given.

INTRODUCTION

The integration of ferroclectric active layers in silicon technology demands for a deposition
technique which is compatible with IC processing and yields lead zirconate-titanate,
PbZrTi xO3, films of sufficient quality to enable their application in, for example, ferroelec-
tric non-volatile memories. Organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) has already
proven to be capable of yielding films of a high quality and, in combination with its relative

ease of scaling-up, OMCVD is considered to be an important deposition technique for coming
integrated ferroelectric devices.

OMCVD allows direct formation of oxidic thin films in the proper crystalline phase, and
even epitaxial films for lattice matched substrates.2 -5 It has the advantage over in situ vacuum
techniques that a high oxygen partial pressure can be applied during the deposition. OMCVD
can be easily scaled-up, both in wafer throughput as well as in wafer diameter. This makes the
technique a promising candidate for deposition on an industrial scale. A characteristic of
OMCVD, which is of importance in VLSI and ULSI technology, is that a very good step cov-
erage can be achieved. With many other deposition techniques it is difficult to deposit films
uniformly in, e.g., contact holes with large aspect ratios.

A real breakthrough of the use of ferroelectric thin films in electronic devices has not

occurred, yet. It is expected, however, that with the availability of new and improved deposi-
tion techniques allowing for higher quality films deposited at lower temperatures, this will
change. Recently, deposition techniques for ferroelectric thin films were reviewed by Roy et
al.

6

Among the ferroelectric materials the perovskite-type oxides attract the main attention w;th
emphasis on the PbZrVTi1 .,O3 system. In this paper the OMCVD of this material is described

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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in some detail. One should remember that other types of (ferroelectric) oxides can be deposit-
ed using OMCVD. In fact, the range of materials that can be deposited with this method is
mainly limited by the availability of suitable precursors for the desired elements. The success-
ful deposition of ferroelectric PbTiO 3, PbZr,Ti,O 3 and Pb, 3 •La5 (ZrTi1 ,)03 has been

reported.' 5 7-
9 Also the deposition of PbZrTit.-O 3 on 15 cm diameter wafers' 0 as well as on

the conductive oxide RuO. have been described." In order to obtain sufficient control over the

deposition process, knowledge of the influence of the deposition parameters on the film char-
acteristics is essential. Using an OMCVD system which was speciJ]v designed for the depo-
sition of oxides, deposition parameters were varied systematically and their influence on the
film properties was studied.

EXPERIMENTAL

For a standard OMCVD process, no complicated hardware is necessary. But, as with many

other techniques, also OMCVD systems can end-up as rather complicated pieces of equip-
ment. Complications arise due to the fact that a number of the available precursors of essential

elements of oxidic thin films have a rather low vapor pressure at room temperature. This
implies that the temperature at which these precursors must be evaporated as well as the tern-
perature of (parts of) the gas system have to be raised, In practice, this appears to be rather

difficult since heating not only concerns stainless steel tubing but also components like valves
and in some cases sensitive electronic equipment. Several solutions have been used for this
problem.

In the custom-built system (Aixtron, Germany) that was used for this study, the gas lines

and components for each particular precursor are heated to the desired temperature by making
use of oil, which is also used to heat the bubbler in its thermostate-bath. This is done by mak-
ing use of coaxial tubing; the inner tube is used for transport of the carrier gas containing the
precursor. Through the outer tube flows the hot oil heating the inner tube. Uniform heating of

transport lines in this set-up is relatively easily accomplished and it excludes the occurrence of
hot-spots where the precursor might, prematurely, decompose. It is harder to heat components
like valves. In practice this is done by mounting the components on metal blocks that are heat-

ed by the same oil that flows through the lines. The thermal isolation of the gas-system is of
utmost importance to maintain the components at the desired temperature.

The set-up is equipped with a single-wafer horizontal rectangular reactor cell containing a
rotating silicon carbide coated graphite susceptor supporting up to one 150 mm diameter
wafer. This rectangular reactor cell is enclosed in a cylindrical tube in order to operate the sys-

tem at reduced pressure. The outer cylindrical tube is continuously purged with a flow of inert
gas. Heating of the susceptor is by IR lamps. The reactor cell is designed for use at pressures
below 20 mbar and this pressure is obtained using an oil pump in combination with a mechan-
ical booster. Each bubbler is equipped with a pressure control-system, enabling the bubbler
pressure to be regulated independently of the carrier-gas flow. In Figure 1 a schematic of the

reactor cell and the heating system of the gas lines is presented.

In order to ensure clean wafer handling and to prevent contamination of the reactor cell
with e.g. moisture, the reactor outlet is placed in a N2 flushed glove-box. Wafers are transport-

ed in and out of the reactor cell by means of a manually operated transport system. The sys-
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the reactor cell and the gas system. The susceptor enables a rotation of

the wafer. The heating of a precursor line is done using the oil that is also used in the ther-

mostate bath of the bubbler.

tern is completely computer-controlled enabling a reproducible run to run operation.
The substrates used were oxidized silicon wafers provided with a platinum electrode.' 2

Wafers are loaded into the OMCVD deposition chamber without any pre-treatment. The sys-
tem was pumped down to (for example) 6 mbar and this pressure was maintained during the

run. A total gas flow of 3 standard litres per minute (SLM) consisting of 1.4 SLM oxygen and
1.6 SLM purified inert gas was used. In approximately 10 minutes the susceptor was ramped

up to the desired temperature and the system was allowed to stabilize for another 5 minutes.
The carrier gas flows through the bubblers and the pressures of the bubblers were set to the
desired value. Two minutes before the deposition was started the bubblers containing the pre-
cursors were opened and switched to a vent line. For all elements commercially available pre-
cursors were used (Billiton Precursors, 99.999%); tetra-ethyl-lead, titanium-tetra-isopropox-

ide, or titanium-tetra-tertiarybutoxide and zirconium-tetra-tertiarybutoxide. The precursor par-
tial pressures in the reactor cell are controlled by manipulating the pressure and temperatures
of the bubblers as well as the carrier gas flow rates. Bubbler temperatures were in the range of
40-90'C and bubbler pressures were regulated between 100-300 mbar. Depositions were start-
ed by switching the precursors from vent to the reactor cell. The deposition time was typically

30 minutes and in this period a film thickness of 0.2-0.4 pam was obtained. Switching the pre-

cursors back to the vent line ends the deposition. The heater is switched off and the susceptor
cools down to 400'C in about 20 minutes. The pressure is brought to one atmosphere and
when the wafer has cooled down to room temperature it is taken out of the reactor cell.

Film morphology was examined using Nomarski optical microscopy and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The chemical composition of the films was determined using x-ray fluo-

rescence (XRF). This technique, combined with a dedicated thin film analysis software pack-
age, enabled the determination of the metals ratios within 2% accuracy. Uniformity both in
composition and in thickness was estimated by XRF measurements at several positions over

the wafer. The crystallinity of the PbZrTil.5 0 3 films was examined with x-ray diffraction

(XRD) using CuKet radiation.
To electrically characterize the wafers three ways of processing were applied. The first is

simply by sputtering on top gold contacts through a shadow mask with several well defined

electrode areas. In this configuration the bottom electrode is shared by all the capacitors on

the wafer. For convenience this way of processing the wafers will be denoted as Method A. In
Method B a top blanket platinum layer is deposited and subsequently structured into well
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defined electrodes with areas ranging from 9-50.0(0) pim
2. Also the PbZrTii ,O3 and the plat-

inum bottom electrode are structured. This way of processing allows a thorough electrical
characterization, including fatigue and fast switching measurements. The third Method C, is
an extension of Method B including an insulation and a metallization of the individual caoaci-
tors.

Small signal electrical properties of the capacitors are measured using an impedance ana-
lyzer at 100 kHz and an effective measuring voltage of 0.1 V. The ferroelectric properties are
measured using a Sawyer-Tower circuit at I kHz.

In this work the chemical composition of the films as well as the uniformity in thickness
and composition was studied as a function of the deposition parameters. Then the ferroelectric
properties were studied as a function of the composition of the films. Preliminary results of
the deposition over 150 mm diameter wafers will be presented.

RESULTS

The PbZrTi.,O3 films deposited at 7(X)°C over a 10 cm platinized silicon wafers are shiny
and have a homogeneous interference color over the wafer indicating that the film thickness is
very uniform. Only very near the edge of the wafer (±2 mm) a change in the interference color
is observed. A Nomarski image taken with a magnification of 2(X) (not shown here) reveals

that the surface morphology is slightly rough. This is caused by strong crystallization of the
PbZrTil..O 3 film on the polycrystalline platinum electrode at the deposition temperature of
7000C. The SEM image with a magnification of 40.0(X) is presented in Figure 2. It shows the
crystallites in more detail. On this microscopic level the film appears to have a rather rough
surface morphology with well crystallized PbZrTit.AO3 grains in the order of 0.2 pm diame-
ter.

The crystallinity of the films is confirmed by XRD measurements. In Figure 3 the XRD
pattern of a PbZr Til.AO3 film with x=0.6 deposited at 700'C is presented showing high inten-
sities for the (00X) reflections. In this pattern no reflections due to the presence of other phases
are observed.

(001) nrh 1) (002) s 1

(11111)

(101)

1101 501) 4(201) (20L

-10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

2) [degl
Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy Figure 3. X-ray diffraction pattern of a PbZrTil O. film
image of a PbZro 6Tio.40 3 film deposited with x=0.60 deposited at 700'C. No other phases are
at 7001C. detected and the film shows a preferential (OOl)orienta-

tion.
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Uniformity

For device fabrication it is necessary that the deposited film is very uniform over the
wafer, both in composition and in thickness. Therefore, the deposition process was optimized
with respect to compositional and thickness uniformity. In order to facilitate the treatment of
the composition of the films, the following terms are introduced. In analogy with the general
chemical formula for a perovskite-type compound, ABO 3, the metals ratio is denoted by A/B
and the ratio of 'h-. zorresponding precursors in the gas phase by (A/B)s. For PbZrTi• 1O3 this
ratio corresponds to Pb/(Zr+Ti). The ratio Zr/(Zr+Ti) is denoted as x with the c,.Tesponding

gas-phase ratio xg.
In Figure 4 the A/B and x are plotted for films deposited at 700'C at three deposition pres-

sures as a function of the position on 10 cm wafers. (A/B), and x. were kept constant at 0)45
and 0.65 respectively. The deposition pressure has an influence on both the value and the
uniformity of A/B and x. An increase in the deposition pressure results in a decrease in both
A/B and x. This decrease is attributed to depletion of the precursors in the gas phase- their
average residence time in the high temperature region of the reactor cell increases when going
to higher pressure (at a constant gas flux). This depletion can be suppressed most effectively
by reducing this residence time by lowering the reactor pressure. At a pressure of 4 mhar stoi-
chiometric films with a good uniformity over the 10 cm wafer can be obtained (±2%).

Also included in Figure 4 are preliminary results obtained on 15 cm wafers. The uniformity
on these wafers is as good as that on 10 cm wafers.

Composition

The control of the composition is a matter of concern in the case of lead-based (ferroelec-
tric) thin films. This is due to the relatively high vapor pressure of lead and lead oxide result-
ing in a relatively fast evaporation of these compounds from the growing surface. Many thin

1.2[- 5.0 mbar 1.0

1.008 4.0 mbar
,, I4.0 6.0 mar

0 0.8 mbar, 6.0 mbar x 0.6-

0 6 .- 7.5 mbar 5

0.4 7.5 mbar 0.4 5.0 mbar

0.21 0.2
0.01 0.0

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
position on wafer [cm] position on wafer [cm]

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Composition of PbZrTiI 03films deposited at 700'C using an (A/B)g of 0.45 and a x, of
0.65 a• a function of the position on /0 cm wafesrfor three reactor pressures. At a reactor

pressure of 4 mhar uniform films are ohtzined both in. A/B (a) and in x (b).
Preliminary results on 15 cm wafe's are included in (a) and (b)

I
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Figure 5. The compo.•tion of the film. given as AB. a.w a un(ton ofuthe

composition of the gas phave, (A/B),, at three temperaturev

films techniques yield PhZrTi1 .,O3 till films only if compensation for lead-loss is provided.
In the case of OMCVD the lead-loss can be compensated for by adjusting the lead precursor

partial pressure. The high vapor pressure cf hoth lead and lead oxi-' turn out to be a benefit

as the composition of the film is not very sensiti to ,-riations in both the deposition temper-
ature and the precursor partial pressures within a certain range.'." In Fiure 5 A/B is plotted

against (A/B)g for PbZrTil AO3 films deposited at three temperatures. Essentially the same

behavior as has been observed before in a small scale vertical reactor (dashed curve) is seen."

At the lowest temperature the composition of the solid is a reflection of the gas-phase compo-

sition. When the temperature is increased the A/B-ratio tends to become unity, i.e. stoichio-

metric PbZrTi1 .,1O3 forms independent of (A/B)g. A difference with results reported earlier.'."
is that in this OMCVD system the temperatures at which the stoichiometric compound forms

is higher; 725'C versus 670TC. This may indicate that the actual substrate temperature in the

present OMCVD system is typically about 50 0C lower than in the systems used in the earlier
work. Also the geometries of the deposition cells may play a role (vertical versus the present

horizontal reactor cell).
In the present system the composition of the films is insensitive for changes in gas phase

composition. within a certain range, at a deposition temperature of 725°C and for
(A/B)g>0. 4 5. The occurrence of this process window is explained by the two competitive

processes that take place on the growing surface. The first is the reaction of adsorbed PbO
with TiO 2 and ZrO2 to form PbZrTil. O 3. This reaction is hampered by the second process

taking place on the surface: the desorption of PbO. If it is a- sumed that the rate of formation
of PbZr, ,il.O 3 is much faster than the desorption rate of PbO, a stoichiometric PbZr,Ti ,O 3

film forms and the excess PbO desorbs from the surface. At deposition temperatures beiow

7000C the desorption rate of PbO obviously is too slow and, unless (A/B)g is chosen accurate-

ly, off-stoichiometric films are formed.

In Figure 6 the value for x as measured with XRF is plotted against the gas phase ratio, x,.

The same non-ideal behavior as reported beforei" is observed here. Such behavior can be

described by the following equation where K is the so-called non-ideaiity factor.
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Figure 6. Film composition x versus x. for Figure 7. Film 'omposition, A/B for Jilnm.

PbZrTil Pi films deposited at 700'C iaing an deposited at 700'C "with an tA.'B)R of 0 45 as a

(A/B)x of 0.45. A non-ideal behavior is observed, function of x,. An increase it. r, causes a reduc-

tion in A/ B
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The value for K is calculated to be 1.49. The cause of this effect is probably the difference in

adsorption efficiency between the zirconium and titanium precu;sor. Once this curve is

known, one can deduce the necessary xg foi a certain value of x.
It turns out, however, that if xg changes, also (A/B)g has to be adjusted. 'rhis effect is illus-

trated in Figure 7 where, using at 7000C a fixed value for (A/B)g. A/B is plotted against x.. It
appears that when xg increases, A/B decreases, i.e. the films deposited with L high zirconium

content are found to be lead deficient when deposited at a fixed value of 0.45 for (A/B)g. This
means that the necessary value for (A/B), moves out of the process window as given in
Figure 5. This behavior is explained by the fact that the rate of formation of PbZrO3 is slower
than that of PbTiO 3. Therefore the average residence time of the PbO on the surface is lorger
in the case of zirconium rich films and therefore also the desorption of PbO is larger in this

case. This effect is compensated for by supplying a larger amount oi PbO. In order to obtain
stoichiometric films, the (A/B)g has to be increased for higher values of x,. So in order to

deposit stoichiometric PbZrTil.O3 with a certain value for x, one has to determine what

value for xg is necessary to obtain this, and then to adjust (A/B)e.

FERROELECTRIC PROPERTIES

Using optimized conditions, a set of stoichiometric films were deposited in which the x
was varied. Wafers were processed according to the Methods A, B and C in order to determine
the influence of processing on the ferroelectric performance of the films.
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In Figure 8 the values of the remanent polarization, P,, and of the coercive field-strength,
E•, of a representative PbZrTil. OA (x=0.71) film processed according to Method B are plot-
ted versus the positio-l on the V) cm wafer. The value for Pr is around 30 PC/cm2 and E, is

about 40 kV/cm. Within experimental error, the values for both P, and E, are constant over the

10 cm wafer. This is in line with the observed uniformity in composition and thickness of the
PbZrTil.4 O3 film implying that processing according to Method B does not cause a large
inhomogeneity.

For the results presented next, the values for the (ferro)electric properties are averages of
about 40 measurements taken over the full diameter of a 10 cm wafer when the wafers were

processed according to Method B. In the case of Method A the values are averages over a few
measurements.

Influence of the composition

Figure 9 presents the dependence of P, and E, on x. The value for P, is more or less
independent of x but shows a sudden drop at a composition near the morphotropic phase
boundary (x--0.53). This behavior is observed for Methods A and B. A comparable behavior

has been observed before."
The value for E, clearly decreases with increasing x. This observation is in line with litera-

ture data,'."3 and may be due to the increased number of poling directions present on material
with a composition on the rhombohedral side of the morphotropic phase boundary.' 4 The
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Figure 10. The dielectric constant. E, and loss factor. tan d. versus the composi-

tion x of PbZr•Ti j.O thin films. A-50.000pj±n f-=JOOkHz'

dielectric constant, c, and dissipation factor, tan a, as a function of the composition of the
films are plotted in Figure 10. The dielectric constant shows a maximum around a composi-
tion near the morphotropic phase boundary comparable to what has been reported for ceramic

PbZrTi-,xO3 , although the maximum is less pronounced than for the ceramics."5

The dissipation factor shows an increase with x and is somewhat higher than reported for

ceramic PbZr Ti ,O3. Tentatively, this effect may be caused by a decrease in average grain

size when going to higher values for x.

Influence of processine

For the fabrication of a device, the wafer, including the ferroelectric thin film, has to under-

go a number of processing steps, like the deposition and etching of insulation and metal lay-

ers. Such a processing may have a pronounced effect on the performance of ferroelectric thin
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Figure 12. Endurance for a capacitor measured at two switching voltages.

Thickness = 200 nm, x = 0.60.

film. Here some preliminary results are presented for PbZrTil.,O 3 thin films that were
processed into test devices.

In Figure 11 the hysteresis curves are presented of films that were processed according to
the mentioned Methods A-C. It appears that the hysteresis curves of the three wafers are
almost identical indicating that the processing has a negligible influence on the ferroelectric
properties, Method A yields a hysteresis loop with a strong asymmetry and a higher value for
the E, of the capacitor. This effect is attributed to a rather poor quality of the sputtered gold
top-electrode contact.

The endurance is a point of major importance for non-volatile memory applications. It is
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determined by the degradation of ferroelectric properties caused by polarization reversals.
This degradation, or fatigue, is a property of the complete capacitor structure, i.e. it is deter-
mined by the ferroelectric thin film properties, the electrodes and test conditions. It was
demonstrated that for films deposited using OMCVD the difference in switched charge

between a switching and a non-switching pulse still was sufficiently large after 101 switching
cycles.9 The present set of films, all deposited at the same conditions and processed in the
three mentioned ways (but not giving the best endurance), show larger values for the switched
charge but also a faster fatigue. The fatigue was measured using bipolar pulses of 100 ns
width for Method B and C. At a switching amplitude of 5 V the films show a comparable

degradation, starting at 107 cycles, indicating that processing does not influence the
endurance. In Figurf 1 the influence of pulse amplitude on the endurance for Method B is
presented. Clearly, tL. use of a lower switching voltage leads to a better endurance. This effect
has been observed before.16

CONCLUSION

The deposition of PbZrTil.•O 3 using a dedicated OMCVD system is described. Uniform
films over 15 cm wafers can be deposited, both in thickness and in composition, within an
interval of optimized process conditions. On a microscopic level the films have a rather rough
morphology. It appears that processing of the films has a negligible effect on the hysteresis

loops of the films. The fatigue behavior is almost the same for the three ways of processing.
Under optimal conditions the endurance exceeds 1011 cycles.
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ABSTRACT

PbTiO3 thin films groi, n on ((X)I)MgO and (I Il0)MgO by MOCVD havc becn
characterized by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron nicroscop\. The PbTiO 3 filmns
deposited on (W01)MgO under the optimum conditions alhsays shoss a bi-laer structure. The top
layer of the films near the free surface is c-a'is ocrinted % ith the orientation ile.tlatIuii1p
((l)I I(X)IPbTiO311((XI ) l(X)IMgO. The bottom later of the films tear the substrate is a-axis
oriented sith ( (X))I(X)IPbTiO3 II((X01)11l(MgO. 904 domains \%ere obscr\ed, but onl] inthe c-
axis oriented layers. The thickness of the a-axis oriented layers near the substrate decreases ssith
decreasing the cooling rate. PbTiQ 3 films deposited on (110) MgO, howescr, are single-laser,
epitaxial films with (101 )1( 001PbTiQ•l(I( 10)10(0 IMgO.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reccntl), technological applications of l'erroelectric oxides in electronic and optical
devices have drawn attention to study ferroclectric thin films. Ferroelectric oxides exhibit
spontaneous electrical polarization, " hich can be switched from plus to minus b\ apply og an
external electric field. S%% itching between these tao polarization states in ferroclectric thin Iilmns
can be directly used for nonvolatile memories. In addition to the polarization s" itching of
ferroelctric oxides, properties of interest include high dielectric constant, p' roclcctricit.,
piezoelectricity, and clectro-optic ellects. These unique properties of feenorlectric oxides gie c
them great potential tor future applications in electronic and optical dc ices I 11.

MOCVD is an economical and high-production-rate process, and can pro\ ide flc\iblc
control of deposition rate and film composition by adjusting the source temperature and carrier
gas floss rate. In the last fcw Nears, ferroclectric thin films have been successfully prepared on
various substrates by the MOCVD technique [2-61. Epitaxial thin fihns on SrT0t1 and LIAIO3
were also reported for a number of ferroelcctnc oxides such as PbTiO 1 121, Pb(Zr.'FTi)0 171. and
BaTiQ3 14, 61. Howev\er, there is a lack of systematic study to correlate the processing
parameters wvith the microstructure, %vhich is essential for a basic understanding of the MOCVD
grow'th of the ferroelectric thin films. Kecently, such a study has been carried out lor PbTm;O
films grown on MgO by the present authors (1X. The most important result of that in\ estigation
was that the PbTiQ 3 thin films on ((X0) MgO consist of two laycrs due to the substrate cflect on
the phase transformation. The one near the frce surface is c-axis oriented xvith `•}o domain
structure, and the other near the substrate interface is a-axis oriented without the IX)o domain
structure. However, single-layer epitaxial films of PbTiQ3 were found on ((Wl) SrTiO3 121.
Clearly, the final microstructure of epitaxial PbTiO 3 films will strongly depend on their
substrates as well as other processing parameters. The purpose of this paper is to report the
results of an extended study of the PbTiO 3 thin films grown on MgO. Primary emphasis is
focused on the effects of the substrate orientation and cooling rate from the gross th temperature
to roxm temperature on the bi-layer structure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Thin films of PbTiQ3 were prepared in a horizontal, 1o0v-pressure, cold-"vall reactor %ith
a resistive substrate heater. Commercial extra-pure lead r-diketonate (Pb(thd)4 ) and titanium
isopropoxide (Ti(OC3 H7 )4 ) from STREM Chemicals were used as the metal-organic precursors
The mixture of the precursor vapor wvas introduced into the reactor by high-purity nitrogen as a
carrier gas. High-purity oxygcn gas in a separate gas line \\as used as an oxidant. The -loss rates
of the carrier gas and evaporator temperature for each of the precursor chambers \\erc controlled
individually to adjust the film composition. Deposition parameters \%ere used as follosis: rcactor
chamber pressure, 10 torr- oxygen l1ov rate, 40)0 sccm; carrier gas flos\ rate for Pb, I(X) sccm:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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carrier gas flow' rate for Ti, 10-25 sccm; Pb metal-organic source temperature, I11 'C- 120 °Cý Ti
metal-organic source temperature, 32 *C. The PbTiO3 thin films cere grown on ((X)) MgO and
(110) MgO at temperatures ranging from 550) C to 7(X0 'C.

The film structure and crxstallinitx were characterized bN x-ray dillraction technique.
The microstructure of the thin films was Investigated by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) using both plan-view and cross-sectional specimens. TEM plan-% iea specimens acre
prepared by mechanical thinning, dimpling, and argon-ion milling at liquid-nitrogen temperature
from the MgO side. TEM cross-sectional specimens acre prepared using a standard technique as
described in detail elsewhere 181.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PbTiO3 on (001) MgO
Fast cooling - When PbTiO3 films deposited on (001) MgO at temperatures abo e _5(X) *C
under optimum growth conditions were fast cooled down to room temperature by turning oft the
heater, x-ray diffraction spectra of the PbTiQ; films show only two orientations, ((X)I and (100),
parallel to the substrate surface. A representative x-ray diffraction spectrum is show n in
Fig. I(a). X-ray 4 scans of appropriate crystallographic planes of the films and the substrates
indicate that the films are likely to be single crystalline with t,,o oriented regions: 1) the c-axis
oriented region - (001)[ 1OOlPbTiO 3 11(00l)[ l(X)lMgO; and 2) the a-axis oriented region -

(100)[00iIPbTiO 3 II(O0l)[l00lMgO. The rocking curves (i.e. 0 scan) of the( 1( )) and ((XtI)
planes were performed to show the quality of each layer in the gros th direction, for the a-axis
and the c-axis oriented regions, respectively. The results show that the rocking curvcs of the
(100) plane always consist of three peaks about 2* apart, while the rocking curves of the ((X)1)
plane show a single peak. A representative of the rocking curses is showvn in Fig. l(b) for the
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(100) plane and in Fig. l(c) for the ((X)I) plane, respectisel\. The tio extra peaks in Fig. I(b)
could come from 91)0 domains in the c-axis onented region. The 91* doimain %%alls in PbTiOQ
are the { 101 } or {01 1 t min boundaries, which were formed in the films through the phase
transformation durng cooling. Because ol the slight difference betseccn lattice constant a (0.391
nm) and c (0.409 nm), the a axis in the 91)* domains of the c-axis oriented region \' ill not be
exactly parallel to the c axis in the matrix, but tilted slightly b\ an angle of about 2.6* calculated
from the geomeirt of the domain structure. The calculated \alue is in agreement %% ith the \alue
measured from Fig. l(b). For the same reason, the 9()0 domains in the a-axis oriented region of
the film should be formed during cooling. Therefore, one should also see the two extra peaks in
the (001) rocking curve of Fig. l(c) as in the (100) rocking curve of Fig. l(b). Hov, cer, we did
not see any trace of the extra peaks in the (001) rocking curves for all films. It is not clear fromn
the x-ray diffraction analyses wh& the 90* domains were formed in the c-axis oriented region, but
not in the a-axis oriented region due to a lack of information about the microstructure. Thus, the
x-ray diffraction analyses have been supplemented by TEM studies.

Fig. 2(a) shows a TEM micrograph of a cross-sectional specimen for the film in Fig. 1. A
bi-layer structure of the PbT1O 3 thin film is e% ident from the micrograph. Moreo(Iser. the 90)

domains (or twins) are clearly observed in the top layer near the free surface, while the domains
are not observed in the bottom layer near the substrate. A selected-area diflraction pattem
(SADP) in Fig. 2(b) taken from a small area cos ering the bottom laer and the substrate shims
that the bottom layer is the a-axis oriented region. The epitaxial orientation relationship betwseen
the a-axis oriented region and the substrate is ( I(X))I(X) 1 PbTiO 311(X)I )[ I(X)lMgO. A SADP
taken from an area covering both layers and the substrate is shown in Fig. 2(c), indicating that
the top layer is the c-axis oriented region. Note that the diffraction spots from the bottom layer
did not show up due to their weak intensity. Therefore, the epitaxial orientation relationship
between the c-axis oriented region and the substrate is (00()1 I00IPbTIO 3 11((X)1 )1I1(X)IMgO. The
two sets of the 90* domains observed in Fig. 2(a) are the (10l) and the (101) domains inclined by
about 45'. The tilt angle of the (010) orientations in the oX)* domains from the ((X0I) orientation
in the matrix was measured from Fig. 2(c) to be about 2.8*, which is in agreement s\ith the scale
of 2* measured from the rocking curves and 2.6* calculated from the film lattice parameters.
Note that a slightly large value of the tilt angle measured from the diffraction pattern could be
due to the stress relaxation in the thin TEM specimen. It is now clear that the thin films consist
of a bi-layer structure; the one near the free surface is c-axis oriented with the twins, and the
other near the substrate is a-axis oriented without the twins. If a rocking scan of the ( ] (X)) plane
is performed, one will expect to see three peaks of about 2* apart, one from the bottom laver and
two from the top layer. However, only one peak will be observed for a ((X)I) rocking scan. This
is consistent with the x-ray diffraction results discussed earlier. The formation of the bi-layer
structure could be due to the competition between the phase transition and the substrate
constraints. The mechanisms have been discussed n some detail elses% here [81.

ia

S0.1 Fm (01)MgO

Fig. 2 (a) Cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the film in Fig. I shows a bi-layer structure.
(b) SADP taken from interface region shows that the bottom layer is a-axis oriented.
(c) SADP from a large area shows that the top layer near the free surface is c-axis oriented.
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Slow cooling - When PbTiO 3 films were slowly cooled down to r(imo temperature at a cooling
rate of 20 °C/hr after deposition, x-ray diffraction spectra of these PbTtO3 films are similat to
those of the last-coo)led films. The 0-20 scans show only ((X)l) and (lM()) onentations; the (1(X))
rocking curves show three peaks; and the ((Ml) rockmg curves shok only one peak. Hose' er,
the intensity of the (100) plane is relatively lower compared to the intensit% in Fig. l(a).
indicating that the thickness of the a-axis oriented layer decreases e% ith reducing the cooling rate.

A cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the slow-co(iled thin films is shown in Fig. 3(a)
The bi-layer structure is not visible in the micrograph. An electron diliraction pattern taken Irom
the interface area shows that the film was grown epitaxially on the substrate %% ith the c axis as the
growth direction. The 90° domains are clearly obsered in the film, and the domain boundanes
appear to be continuous across the film thickness. In addition, sonic strain contrast can be seen
near the interface, which could be associated with a thin, a-axis oriented layer. Such a thin laer
near the interface has been observed using high res)lution electron microscopy (HREM). A
HREM image of the interfacial area is show~n in Fig. 3(b). After measunng the lattice spacing of
the thin layer, it was found that this layer is the a-axis oriented layer. The Interface appears
rough, which could be due to the rough surface of the MgO substrate. Large lattice distortion is
likely associated with the lattice mismatch across the interface since no localized misfit
dislocation has been observed at the interface.

It is found that the 90° domain size is similar in the two tpes of the thin films. Most ol
the domain boundary plane appears abrupt, but the segments near the ends of the domains consist
of a number of small steps. Fig. 4(a) shows a HREM image of a flat segment of a (01) domain
boundary near the free surface. It can be seen that this segment of the boundary is abrupt and
structurally coherent. The boundary plane can be recognized by viewing the image under a
shallow angle. The coherent lattice planes slightly, but abruptly, change their directions as thet
across the boundary. The tilt of lattice planes across the domain boundary is found to be about
3.20 along [0101 or [MEi I directions in Fig. 4(a). Note that the tilt angle across the boundary wIll
be 6.40 if one measures it along the [011 1 direction of the matrix. The corresponding diffraction
pattern in Fig. 4(b) shows that the tilt due to the twinning on the (011) plane of the tetragonal
structure is about 330, which is consistent with the value measured from the HREM image in
Fig. 4(a). This value is close to the calculated value (3.3*) for PbTiO 3 single crystal, which
indicates that the c/a ratio of the slow-cooled films is close to 1.06. In other words, the structure
of the slow-cooled films is much closer to the bulk structure than that of the fast-cooxled films.
This can be understoxod if the large lattice stress due to the phase transformation is reduced
during the slow cooling process.

- ~(100)[00 IlPbTiO3

0.1 Fm (001) MgO I1)[100]MgC

Fig. 3 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of a film grown on (001)MgO slowly cooled down to
roo)m temperature. (b) HERM image shows that a thin layer near the interface is a-axis oriented.
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Fig. 4 (a) HREM image of a flat segment of the 900 domain boundaries near the free surface in
the slow-cooled films. (b) SADP shows that the tilt angle across the boundarN %vic%%cd
along < 100> is 3.20, indicating that the ratio 01 c/a is about 1.06.

PbTiO~oj 0) M 0

_2|_

When PbTiO 3 films were grown on (110) MgO under optimum growth conditions, and
then slowly cooled down to room temperature at a cooling rate of 20 *C/hr, it was interesting to
note that only two diffraction peaks in the 0-20 scans wvere observed from the films at 2=1.-03
and 20=32.20, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The two peaks are (101) and (110), respectively. It appears
that the two orientations could also be a result of the bi-lavecr structure of the films. The 0
rocking scans of the (101) and (110) planes were performed to see whether the formation of the
two orientations was due to the bi-laver structure. A representative of the rocking curves is
shown in Fig. 5(b). It is seer, that the rocking curve of the (101 ) plane shows a single peak-, % hilc
the rocking curve of the (110) plane consist of two peaks about 20 apart. More importantly, there
is no (110) peak at 20=32.20, indicating that only the (101) planes are parallel to the substrate
surface. The intensity of the ( 110) planes observed in the 0-20 curve of Fig. _5(a) is contributed
by the intensity overlapping of the two ( 110) peaks. The results indicate that the films consist of
a single, (101) epitaxial layer with the( 1 01} twins or domains. Twinning will cause the (110)
planes in the twin region to closely parallel to the ( 101) planes in the matrix. The tilt angle
calculated from the domain geometry is about 2.80, which is in agreement with the measured
value of about 20.

10000 6,,60
(101) (a) S0 Il)(0) N800054800 (1 (l)-(h-)
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Fig. 5 (a) X-ray 0-20 scan of a PbTiO 3 film grown on (01 o)MgO at 625 *C and slowlf cooled
down to room temperature. (b) Rocking curves of the (101) and (110) peaks in (a) showAs
one (101) peak and nof l 110) peak at the center, but two(n 10) peaks near the center about
20 apart, indicating that the (110) plane is not the growth plane.
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Fig. 6 Plan-%view TEM micrograph
of a PbTiO1 film on (110) MgO
shows that the film is single
crystalline with the {0l11 } twins.

Cross-sectional TEM studies have confirmed the x-ray diffraction anal}ses that the
PbTiO 3 films grown on (110) MgO are single-layerepitaxial films with the { l1l } domain
structure. The epitaxial orientation relationship between the film and the substrate, obtained
from electron diffraction patterns, is ()Ol)[010]PbTiOI31(l 10)[(X)l lMgO. Most of the -X)°
domain boundaries are (011) or (011) type inclined to the interface, \ hile the others are (101)
parallel to the interface, or ( l01) perpendicular to the interface. The {01 l} 900 domains can bc
clearly seen in plan-view TEM micrographs as shown, for example, in Fig. 6. The angle bctscen
the two sets of the domains is about 740, which is close to the calculated value (72°) of the angle
between the projections of the (011) and (011) domain boundaries on the (101) plane.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present studies have shown that the PbTiO 3 films groýs n on ((X)I)MgO are single
crystalline with a bi-layer structure at room temperature. The top layers near the free surface is
c-axis oriented with the orientation relationship of (001) I(00jPbTiO3 11((X)l)[ I(X)]MgO. The
bottom layer near the substrate is a-axis oriented %sith (l(X))[00l]PbTiQOll((X)I)l I(X)]MgO. The
900 domains were observed in the c-axis oriented layers of the PbTiO 3 films, but not in the a-axis
oriented layers due to the substrate effect. HREM showed that the domain boundaries are abrupt
and structural coherent. The formation of the bi-layer structure of the PbTiO 3 hilms appears to be
the result of the combined effect of the cooling rate and the lattice mismatch across the interface
on the phase transition of PbTiO 3 from the cubic to the tetragonal phase. The a-axis oriented
layers decrease in thickness with decreasing cooling rate.

PbTiO 3 films deposited on (110) MgO are single-layer, epitaxial thin films with
(101)[OOlIPbTiO 3ll(l 10)[OO1MgO. Most of the 900 domain boundaries in the (101) films are
(011)or (011) type inclined to the interface, while the others are ( 101) parallel to the interface.
or ( 10 1) perpendicular to the interface.
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Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, Dept. of Materials Science and Engineering,

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

ABSTRACT

Using hot-walled metallorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), thin films of lead

zirconaie titanate (PZT), lead titanate (PbTiO 3 or PT) and bismuth titanate (Bi4Ti30 1, or BiT) were

successfully prepared. For each material, titanium ethoxide (Ti(CJH 5O)4) was used as the precursor tor

the titanium source, while lead bis-tetramethylheptadione (Pb(thd),), zirconium tetrakis-

tetramethylheptadione (Zr(thd) 4) and triphenyl bismuth (Bi(CH,)3) were used as sources lor lead,

zirconium and bismuth, respectively. Dense, specular and highly transparent films were obtained lot all
three materials. Deposition conditions are given for each of the materials as well as the properties of the

resulting films as determined by XRD. SEM and UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometry. Ferroleciric
properties are also given for the PZT and BiT films; for PZT (%Zr = 41: %Ti = 9) annealed at NX) "C.

the spontaneous polarization, Ps, was 23 pC/cm
2 

and the coercive field, Ec, was 65 kV/cm; for BiT

annealed at 550 1C, the spontaneous polarization, Ps, was 27 PC/cm
2 

and the coercive ficld. E, was 240

kV/cm.

INTRODUCTION

Many titanium-based ferroeleciric materials, such as lead titanate, lead zirconate, and bismuth
titanate. possess the perovskite crystal structure in their ferroelectric state. The presence of dual
polarization states in these materials gives rise to interesting and useful properties such as

ferroclectricity, pyroclectricity, piezoelectricity and optoclectronic properties. Interest in these materials
has grown considerably in recent years, mostly fbr their application in nonvolatile ferroclectric random
access memories (FRAM's) and high density dynamic RAM's (DRAM's) [ 11.

Many techniques are available for the deposition of ferroclectric thin films including
metallorganic decomposition (MOD), sol-gel, sputtering and various evaporation processes. MOCVD
offers the distinct advantages of flexible composition control and excellent step coverage along with
amenability to large-scale processing II]. In this paper, the deposition of lead titanate (PbTiO 3). lead

zirconatc titanate (Pb(Zr1 .,Ti,)O3) and bismuth titanate (Bi 4 Ti3O12 ) using hot-wall MOCVD are

discussed, including the structure and properties of the resulting films.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Three separate MOCVD reactors were used for each of the three materials but the essential
structure and function of each system are identical. In each case. precursor vapors are produced from
volatile sources which are contained in stainless steel bubblers and heated using customized mantle

heaters. For each oxide component of the desired material, a separate bubbler and precursor source must
be used. Table I lists the precursors used as well as their chemical formulas and common names. Except

for titanium ethoxide, which is a nontoxic liquid at room temperature, each of the other precursors are

stable. nontoxic powders; all are easy to handle. The powdered precursors must be replaced after each

_ To whom all correspondence should be addressed
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deposition but a sufficient quantity (approx. 40 cm') of titanium tthoxide liquid mdý be Stored under
vacuum and used for more than 201 depositions I 11

TABLE 1: NIOC''D Precursors and Chemicall Formulas
Precursor Formula Common Name
lead bis-tetramethylhepiadione Ph(C,, 1 .102), lead thd

zirconium teirakis-teiramethylhieptadione Zr(C, ,H,,02)4 L.rcontum-thd

triphenyl bismuth Bi(C1,H 03

titanium ethoxide Ti(CH 50) 4

Using nitrogen as a earrier gas. the heaied vapors were delivered io the reactor; the earnier gas flow rates
were monitored and controlled using mass [low controllers (MFC's). In each case, oxygen was also
delivered using an MFC in order to provide an oxidizing atmosphere.

The actual reaction zone for each reactor consists of a stainless steel tube Iurnace heated along a
portion of its length. All exposed tubing must be sufficiently heated using heating cords and tapecs ito

prevent the precursors from condensing (-220 "C). The inside diameier for the PZT reactor is Sol mm
while for the PT and BiT reactors the inside diameters arc both 501 mm. Low pressure was achieved hv

means of mechanical pumps; liquid nitrogen cold traps are used in each case to condense byproducts
and unreacted precursor that would otheiwise enter the pump. Typical deposition conditions used tir
each of the ihree materials is given in Tables 2, 3. and 4.

___________________ABLE 2: Deposition Conditivrns for PZT
Precursors Pb(thd), Zr(thd). Ti(OEt),

Precursor Temperature 145-165 "1C 2111-23011"C i90- 15 "C
Carrier Gas (seem, N2) 20-30) 15-30(5

Substrate %apphire P1/Ti"Si0,/Si Ru0O,,,SiOSi

Substrate Temperature 550 "IC
Dilute Gas (seem, 029 500 - IOMX

Total Pressure 6 tort
Deposition Rate (nm/mmn) .3-21)

TABLE 3: Deposition Conditions for PbTiO,

Precursors Pb~td) 2  T Ti0Et) 4

Precursor Temperature 129 (C 83"(C
Carrier Gas (seem, N.) 2035

Substrate sapphire, alumina PtfaiO/soSi

Substrate Temperature 5Wn "1C
Dilute Gas (seem, 029 550

Total Pressure 6 torr
Deposition Rate (nm/mmn) 3 -31)
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TABLE 4: Deposition conditions for B1i4"TiO1

PrecursorS Bi(CH,)3 " i(OEi) 4

Precursor Temperiture 165-17011 C 75-127 1'C
Carrier Gas (seem, N2 ) 30-50 (1-8

Substrate sapphire, Si Pti"Ti/SiOySi

Substrate Temperature 5 so 0C

Dilute Gas (seem. 02) 500 - I(XX)

Total Pressure 6 lorr
Deposition Rate (n:n/min) 3 - 20

The substrates used were of live types: I" diameter sapphire disks 'oriented within 3W•' ot c-axis).
polycrystalline alumina waters, and multilaver substrates of PtTi/SiO,/Si and RuO, 'SiO, Si.

Prior to the deposition process, the substrates were placed in the reactor %,hich was then scaled
and pumped down to the base pressure, typically about 0.025 torn using Ihc mechanical pump. The
furnace and bubblers were then heated up and allowed to stabilize at their respective set points. While
flowing the dilute 02 gas through the icactor to prevent backflow, the precursors "crc opened up to the

bypass which leads directly to the cold trap avoiding the reactor: the earrier eas flow ,,as also initiated at
this time.

Using the pump valve, the pressure was adjusted to the dcsired deposilion pressure Alter
several minutes, allowing for the Nyslem to reach steady stale behavior, the precursor sources were
opened to the reactor while the bypass was simultaneously closed. Deposition %,as allowed I,) continue
for approximately thirty minutes in this manner.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Specific results for caci. matemial are found in each of the l,!lowing subsections.

LEADTITANAT
The lead titanate films which were used (or characterization purposes were found to be 50l'

PbO and 50% TiO 2 by EDS within experimental accuracy. Weight measurements were used to

determine growth rates; the deposition in the uniform temperature zone of the reactor was found to be
about 13 nm/min resulting ir, a 4()i nm thick film aftcr 31)1 minutes, the resulting crystal structure and
morphology was also found to be good at this dcposition rate. There was a noliecible substrate effect on
the deposition rate in that the deposition rate tended to be several times higher on Pt substrates compared
to adjacent sapphire or RuOX samples. This may bc a resuit of the ability of platinum io cataivze man%

chemical reactions. This effect was also noticed for PZT and has been reported in the literature by

Swartz, ci al. 131
The lead titanate films were generally deposited at 5MX) "C; at temperatures of 525 "C and 550 "C

blistering and peeling were found to occur on Pt as a result of residual stress. This may be a csult of the
phase transformation occurring as the film is cooled through the ( ,rite temperature.

XRD using Cu-Ki, radiation was used io monitor phase constitution and reveal possible
crystallographic orienitation: a comparison of the typical XRD pattern for PbTiO, on each substrate is

gicn in Fig. 1. Only the pcrovskite phase was observed in the as-depositcd state; however, there wa, a
noticeable increase in the peak intensities after annealing the films at (AM) `C. This indicates that there
may be some noncrystalline or microcrystalline material present prior to annealing.

Plalinum substrates deposiled with lead titanate showed the formalion of a Pb-Pl intcrmetallic
compound at the interface as inferred from XRD. The XRD patterns also demonstrate the tendency (or

MI)I ] and I ltMl0 preferred orientation on Pt which has also been reported elsewhere [2.31. There was no
discernible orientation el'fect for the sapphire and alumina substrates.
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Figure 1: XRD of PbtiO 310 on (a) Pt/Si, (b) Figure 2: SEM micrographs of PbTiO. on
Sapphire, and (c) Polycrystalline alumina Pt/Si for (a) As-deposited film and (b) After

600 OC, 1 hr anneal
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Figure 3: UV-VIS-NIR transmission spectra 03
for sapphire (upper curve) and PbT1O3 on
sapphire (lower curve)
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SEM was used to show the film thickness uniformity and relatively smooth topography as may

be seen in Fig. 2. This photograph was taken in profile along the cracked edge of the film on a platinum
substrate. The cross-section of the film shows a dense, non-columnar structure although the surface is
slightly rough.

tJV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometry was used in both the transmission and reflectance (specular)
modes on a 325 nm thick lead titanate film as ahown in Fig. 3. The transmission properties of the film
revealed a highly sr'ecular. nonabsorbing film as evidenced by the fact that the maxima in the
interference fringes rtosely approach the transmitted intensity of the uncoated sapphire disk at higher
wavelengths.

Using the envelope method, the optical properties of the film could be determined. The optical
band gap was found to he 3.67 eV which compares to the literature value of 3.6 eV for the bulk solid [41.
For a wavelength of 632.8 nm (He-Ne laser), the refractive index was found to be 2.474, compared to the
literature value of 2.668 [51; the Lxtiaction coefficient was 0.0009. Using an effective medium
approximation for the refractive index, the packing densit f was estimated to be about 89%.
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LEAD ZIRCONATE TITANATE
PZT films were deposited over a range of compositions across the solid solution range from

PbTiO3 to PbZrO3 corresponding to Pb(ZrTir.,)O wherc x vanes from zero to one. While the

corresponding PZT phase, teragonal or rhombohcdral, was generally observed across the unilorm

temperature zone of the reactor, the Zr/Ti ratio tended to increase slightly as a function of position.

however, this effect could be reduced substantially by increasing the dilute gas flow rate to I(XX) seem.

XRD patterns were obtained on each of the three substrates across a range of compositions (Fig. 4).

Highly [I( IM and fOOl oriented PZT films were occasionally obtained on all of the subsirates used as

had been found for the case of PbTiO3 on Pt but did not seem to correlate to the composition or

processing parameters. A typical microstructure for a highly 11001 oriented PZT film on sapphire is
shown in Fig. 6 showing faceted grains, with an estimated average grain size of 0.5 Ptm.

UV-VIS-NIR spcctrophotometry was used to characterize the PZT films on sapphire as has been

described previously for lead titanate (Fig. 5). Using the envelope method the film thickness was

calculated to be 510 nm; the n and k values were 2.413 and OA.XKI8 respectiv2ly, at X = 633 nm for the
film with Zr/Ti = 60/40. The high refractive index and low extinction coefficient illustrate the fact that

the films were highly dense and transparent.
Ferroclectric properties of the films were determined by first depositing the top electrodes. The

top electrodes consisted of an array of circular disks of a suitable electrode material such as platinum.

palladium or ruthenium oxide; each circular electrode has an area of 2.14 x 1l04 cm
2
. Hysteresis behavior

was observed using an RT-66A ferroelectric tester; a typical hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 7. The

spon'aneous polarization, Ps, was found to be 23 t.C/em
2 

while the coercive field, Ec, was found to be

70 kV/cm. AES depth profiling revealed a uniform composition through the thickness of this film.

Ru

Ru Ru.

•' • -J'• •X =0.64

Iu

MOCVd PZT fi 60 on sapphre8 ' micsness -51O0

200011000 20000

XX (.5)

Figure 5: UV-VIS-NIR transmission spectra

Oud X0,49 for PZT on sapphire

Si Si
1ý ýý §X=0.43

60 50 40 30 20

Degrees 20

PZT compositions

Figure 6: SEM micrograph of highly j110]
oriented PZT film on sapphire substrate
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BISMUTH TITANATE
The Bi 4Ti•O,, (BiT) films were specular. crack-free, well adhered and of uniform thickness in

both the as-deposited and annealed states as shown in SEM micrographs of Fig. 10. The composition of
the films (BiTli) could be predictably controlled by altering the respective bubbler temperatures. The BiT
phase was observed even in the as-deposited films but the crystallinity was observed to increase
considerably upon annealing at temperatures from 5(X) "C to 6W0 ("C as can be seen in the XRD spectra
of Fig. 8. AES depth profile showed stoichiometric bismuth titanate through the film thickness.

Based on the UV-VIS-NIR transmission and reflectance spectra of the films on sapphire, the
envelope method was used to determine the optical properties (Fig. 9), The film thickness was found to
be 752 nm; n and k values were 2.507 and 0.(103, respectively, at ,. = 633 nm; for sil-gel BiT films. n
was reported to be 2.33 16]. These properties are indicative of relativclv dense and transparent films.

Ferroelectric properties were determined for bismuth titanate as described previously for PZT.
The film was deposited on Pt and annealed at 550 "C for one hour to optimize the properties. The
hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 11; spontaneous polari7ation, Ps, and coercive field, Ec., were 26 Ftc,cm-
and 240 kV/cm, respectively, although it appears that film conductivity may be playing a role since the
hysteresis loop does not appear fully saturated.

Nic

6000C

5500C , 50.
5000C . ._•

As- ceposited.1- -- ,-

54 46 38 30 22 i4

- 20 
CC zCCO

W-ve-eqts C n- )

Figure 8: XRD of Bi4Ti3O1 2 on Si for several Figure 9: UV-VIS-NIR transmission spectra
annealing temperatures for BiT on sapphire
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Figure 10: SEM micrographs of BiT on Si
for (a) As-deposited film and (b) After Figure 11: Ferroelectric hysteresis loop of
600 OC anneal 550 '"C/1 hr annealed BIT film

SUMMARY

MOCVD was successfully used to deposit ferroelectric thin films of lead titanate, lead zirconate
titanate (PZT), and bismuth titanate. Each process was individually optimized to provide good quality
stoichiometric films. XRD and EDS revealed the proper crystalline phase and composition in each case
and SEM showed the films to be smooth, dense, noncolumnar and of uniform thickness. The optical
properties were determined for each of the films using UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometry and revealed
each of the films to be both highly dense and transparent. Using an RT-66A ferroelectric tester.
ferroelectric properties are also given for PZT and bismuth titanate.
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PLASMA ENHANCED METALORGANIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
OF CONDUCTIVE OXIDE ELECTRODES FOR FERROELECTRIC BaTiO3
CAPACITORS, Jiming Zhang, Guang-Ji Cui, Douglas Gordon, Peter Van
Buskirk, and John Steinbeck, Advanced Technology Materials, Inc., 7
Commerce Drive, Danbury, CT 06810

ABSTRACT

Thin film heterostructures of BaTiO3/YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) and
BaTiO3/LaxSrl-.CoO3 (LSCO) have been prepared by a novel single liquid source
rlasma-enhanced metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (PE-MOCVD)
process. Both YBCO and LSCO are conductive oxides with perovskite structure
and lattice parameters closely matched to BaTiO3. YBCO films were found to
deteriorate after the deposition of BaTi0 3 under the PE-MOCVD conditions as
revealed by X-ray diffraction and electrical characterization. LSCO thin films
prepared by PE-MOCVD have a mirror-like surface, exhibit low electrical
resistivity (p = 200 gQf-cm at room temperature) and are robust to BaTiO 3
deposition. These characteristics make LSCO a promising electrode material
for ferroelectric capacitors.

INTRODUCTION

The continuing drive toward increased circuit densities in DRAMs has
spurred great interest in new dielectric materials that permit greater charge
density in the storage capacitor. Ferroelectrics (FE) are particularly attractive
for DRAM applications because of their intrinsically large dielectric constant,
low leakage currents, and non-volatile radiation-hard memory capability[1-5].

Current applications of FE in microelectronics have been limited
primarily by materials processing and compatibility problems[3-5]. In addition
to using an appropriate growth technique, a suitable electrode material must be
utilized[3-6]. Choice of the proper electrode materials is driven by materials
compatibility issues as well as the electrical specifications for the memory
element. In a FE capacitor -rmory, conducting electrodes must make
intimate and ohmic contact to L,.h sides of the FE thin film. The bottom
electrode serves as the substrate during growth and the top electrode is
deposited on top of the FE. FE capacitors have been plagued by switching
fatigue which is normally associated with a gradual increase in Ec and a
decrease in Pr after repeated polarization reversals[4,5]. To date, most
electrode materials have been metals, such as Au, Al, and Pt. Incompatible
electrode materials have been reported as one of the most significant causes for
the failure of FE capacitors[4-8]. Switching fatigue has been extensively studied
and is typically caused by electrode artifacts, microcracking and mobile space
charge flow[4-71.

To solve the compatibility problem between the electrodes and FE
capacitor, lattice/structure matched conductive oxides have recently been
suggested as an alternative to metal electrodes[9-12]. Ramesh et al. at Bellcore
recently reported the use of high temperature oxide superconductor (YBCO) as
an electrode material for FE capacitors[9,10]. Epitaxial bismuth titanate and
lead zirconium titanate (PZT) were grown on YBCO by laser ablation and
ferroelectricity was observed. Recently, thin films of two other lattice matched
conductive oxides, LaxSrl-xCoO 3 (LSCO) and SrxCal-xRuO 3 (SCRO), have also

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ý 1993 Materials Research Society
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been successfully prepared by laser ablation and off-axis sputtering[11,12).
Both LSCO and SCRO exhibit isotropic, low electric resistivities and good
compatibility with ferroelectric PZT films(11,12].

In this work, we report the results of the first plasma enhanced metal
organic chemical vapor deposition (PE-MOCVD) of LSCOIBaTiO 3 and
YBCO/BaTiO 3 heterostructures. For ULSI applications, CVD is preferred
because of its compatibility with existing silicon semiconductor processes, high
throughput, and ease of scale-up to manufacturing volumes. The usefulness of
both LSCO and YBCO as electrode materials for FE capacitors will be
discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

All three materials (LSCO, YBCO, and BaTiO3 ) were grown by a novel
single liquid source plasma-enhanced metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
(PE-MOCVD) process in an inverted vertical reactor configuration. Details of
the reactor and the deposition conditions for YBCO and BaTiO3 have been
reported elsewhere[13,14]. Briefly, the requisite f3-diketonate complexes
(M(thd)n, thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate) were dissolved in an
organic solvent and the solution was injected by a liquid pump into a heated,
stainless steel vaporizer[151 which was maintained at 200-230°C during
deposition. The substrates used were (100) MgO, (100) LaAIO 3 , and Pt
metallized Si (Pt/Ta/ONO/Si, ONO stands for a Si0 2 / Si3N 4 / Si0 2 trilayer). All
films were deposited at 600-700*C. The film composition was controlled by
varying the molar ratio of the organometallic complexes in the solution. The
precursor vapor was carried upstream of the reactor inlet by nitrogen carrier
gas (flow rate = 50-100 sccm) and the vaporization process took place on a
continuous basis. The transport rate of the solution to the vaporizer was 5 -10
mm 3 /min. and the typical film thickness was 0.3 -0.5 grm. The reactor pressure
was maintained at 1.5-2.0 Torr. The composition of the films was determinedfrom energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) was used to study the surface morphology of the films. The
microstructure of the films was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using
a Rigaku D/Max-3HFX X-Ray Diffractometer. The thickness and surface
topography of the films were measured with a Dektak IIA profilometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

YBCO and BaTiO 3 were first deposited on single crystal (100) LaAIO 3 and
(100) MgO substrates. Fig. la shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for a typical
YBCO film deposited at 680'C by PE-MOCVD on (100) LaAIO 3 . Fig. Ib shows
the X-ray diffraction pattern for a typical BaTiO3 film deposited at 700'C by PE-
MOCVD on (100) MgO. As can be seen from the figures, single phase, highly
textured YBa2Cu307-x and BaTiO3 were formed in-situ by single liquid source
PE-MOCVD. Pole figure measurements revealed that both the YBCO and
BaTiO3 films grew epitaxially on these single crystal substrates. Four probe
electrical resistivity measurements indicated that the YBCO films were
metallic at normal state until the film entered the superconducting state at Tco
= 89 K. The typical normal state resistivity at room temperature was 200 40-
.m. Details of the YBCO film and electrical properties have been reported
elsewhere [13]. To examine the feasibility of YBCO films as electrodes for FE
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capacitors under the PE-MOCVD conditions, BaTiO3 films were deposited on

top of the YBCO. Fig. lc shows the X-ray diffraction pattern for a BaTiO3 film
deposited at 700'C by PE-MOCVD on YBCO/LaAIO 3 . The deposition conditions

were identical to those for the BaTiO3 film shown in Fig. lb. A single crystal

LaA103 substrate was placed side by side with the YBCO/LaA103 specimen as a

monitor. As can be seen from Fig. 1c, both (100) and (110) BaTiO 3 peaks were

observed. The crystallinity of the YBCO film was found to deteriorate compared
to the YBCO film prior to BaTiO 3 deposition. In contrast, the BaTiO 3 film

deposited on the monitor substrate was highly (100) oriented.

(a) 6'•

I I

(b)

aT
CC

SC

(C)

_ to 15 20. 25. 30. 35. 40 45. 5o 55. 60

2 O(degrees)

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray diffraction pattern for a YBCO film deposited on (100) LaA10 3 at

680 'C by single precursor PE-MOCVD. The film was epitaxial N%]Lil the
substrate as confirmed by pole figure measurement.

Fig. 1(b) X-ray diffraction pattern for a BaTiO 3 film deposited on (100) MgO at

700 'C by single precursor PE-MOCVD.

Fig. l(c) X-ray diffraction pattern for a BaTiO 3/YBCO/LaAIO 3 heterostructure.
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YBCO and BaTi03 have also been deposited by single precursor PE-
MOCVD on Pt/Ta/ONO/Si substrates. The composite buffer layer Ptra/ONO
has been extensively investigated as the bottom electrode for ferroelectric
capacitors[16]; Pt is stable in the oxidizing growth atmosphere and the ONO
stack prevents the formation of platinum silicide during growth. The
intermediate Ta layer is needed to adhere the Pt to the ONO stack. Both YBCO
and BaTiO3 films grown on the stack were polycrystalline with somewhat
preferred orientation (c-axis oriented for YBCO, a-axis oriented for BaTiO3 ).
Both YBCO/BaTiO3/Pt/Ta/ONO/Si and BaTiO 3/YBCO/Pt/Ta/ONO/Si
heterostructures have been prepared by PE-MOCVD. In all the cases, the
quality of YBCO films was poor.

The results discussed above indicate that YBCO is not a suitable electrode
material for FE capacitors under the PE-MOCVD conditions. The intrinsic
drawbacks of YBCO as an electrode for FE capacitors are its sensitivity to
ambient environment, in particular water vapor, and the highly anisotropic
electrical property along a- and c-axes. In this regard, LaSrCoO and SrCaRuO
are two promising lattice matched, perovskite-type conductive oxides which
exhibit isotropic, low electrical resistivities and good compatibility with
ferroelectric PZT films[11,12]. Cheung et al. 111] recently demonstrated that
LSCO films prepared by laser ablation exhibit crystallographically isotropic
electrical conductivity and are much more stable than YBCO.

o

15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. 50. 55. 60

2 -(degrees)

Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction pattern for a LSCO film deposited on (100) MgO at 700 'C
by single precursor PE-MOCVD.

We have recently prepared LSCO films by single precursor PE-MOCVD.
Figure 2 shows the 0-20 scan for a LSCO film deposited on (100) MgO substrate
at 700 *C. As can be seen in Fig. 2, a phase pure LSCO was obtained. Only the
(100) and (110) peaks were present in the CVD-derived films. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first report of growth of LSCO films by CVD. The as-
deposited film was smooth and exhibited a mirror-like surface, Fig. 3 shows a
scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a typical LSCO film on MgO
(100). Fig. 3 indicates the formation of a dense, smooth film with no discernible
grain boundaries. Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional SEM micrograph of a LSCO
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film on MgO (100) and indicates that a dense packed material was formed with
a sharp interface. I-V measurements of patterned LSCO films using Au
contact indicated that the contact between LSCO and Au electrode is ohmic.

The resistivity of the LSCO film was - 200 p12-cm derived from the I-V curve.
Fig. 5 shows an X-ray diffraction pattern for a BaTiO3 /LSCO/MgO
heterostructure. Only (100) and (110) peaks from BaTiO 3 and LSCO were
observed. No noticeable deterioration of LSCO was observed following the
BaTiO3 deposition. We are currently optimizing the process to evaluate the
electrical properties of the BaTiO 3/LSCO and LSCO/BaTiO 3 heterostructures.

Fig. 3 Scanning electron micrograph Fig. 4 Cross-sectional micrograph of
of a typical LSCO film on (100) MgO. a LSCO film on (100) MgO.
The film is deposited by single source
PE-MOCVD.

0

0

15. 20 25. 30 35. 40. 45. 50. 55 50
2 9(degrees)

Fig. 5 X-ray diffraction pattern for a BaTiO3 /LSCOIMgO heterostructure. Both
BaTiO 3 and LSCO were deposited by single source PE-MOCVD.
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SUMMARY

LaSrl-xCoO3 (LSCO) thin films have been prepared for the first time by a
novel single liquid source plasma-enhanced metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition (PE-MOCVD) process. LSCO thin films prepared by PE-MOCVD
have a mirror-like surface and exhibit low electrical resistivity (p - 200 gi-cm
at room temperature). Thin film heterostructures of BaTiO 3/YBCO and
BaTiO 3/LSCO have been fabricated by PE-MOCVD. YBCO films were found to
have deteriorated after the deposition of BaTiO 3 on them under the PE-MOCVD
conditions. In contrast, LSCO thin films prepared by PE-MOCVD were
smoother and more robust to the upper BaTiO3 deposition as compared to
YBCO. These characteristics render LSCO a promising electrode material for
ferroelectric capacitors.
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Department of Electronics, Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto University, Yoshida Honmachi,
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"CAT K.K., 2-14-7, Suido, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112, Japan

ABSTRACT

Ferroelectric Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3(PZT) films with a perovskite phase_ were successfully grown by
MOCVD using a 6 inch wafer CVD system. A two step growth proccss was proposed to)
obtain perovskite PZT films at high gas supplying ratios of [ZrI/([Zrl+lTil). The electrical
properties of the PZT films obtained were measured. Large area growths of PZT films were
carried out and the uniform films could be grown on the entire area of a 6 inch Si wafer. It
was also found that the step coverage characteristic of the films grown by MOCVD was good.

INTRODUCTION

Recently ferroelectric Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3 (PZT) thin films havc been attracting much attention
for a wide variety of electrical and optical applications, including memory devices, surface
acoustic wave devices, optical modulator devices and integrated optic devices, because of
their high dielectric constants, large spontaneous polarizations, and large pyroclectric, pie-
zoelctric and electro optic effects.

Many thin film techniques to obtain PZT thin films, including physical and chemical
methods, have been reported. Among the physical techniques, there are evaporation and
sputtering methods. Among the chemical techniques, there are chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), metallorganic decomposition
(MOD) and sol-gel methods. Of all of these techniques, the sputtering methods (DC. RF, RF
magnetron, ion beam etc.) have been the most widely used because of their convenience and
the high melting point of the PZT materials. The sol-gel method is also a relatively new
method for the preparation of PZT films and many studies have reported the case of the
composition control, a better homogeneity and a lower cost than other methods.

In the past several years, interest in the use of the MOCVD method has increased greatly
because of its great usefulness, high potentiality and the recent development of new source
materials. The MOCVD method has additional advantages such as a high controllability of
film composition and crystalline structure, a high growth rate, good step coverage and the
possibility of the scale-up of the process from the laborator, to commercial based production.
However there have been few reports on the large area growth and evaluation of PZT thin
films for practical use using a productive MOCVD system [ 11. Therefore, in order to confirm
the advantages, as mentioned above, of the MOCVD method for the practical use of memory
applications and to investigate the problems included in the MOCVD process, we developed a
6 inch wafer MOCVD system and performed experiments on the growth of PZT thin films.

In this paper we will described the growth of PZT thin films using a 6 inch wafer
MOCVD system. In particular, a two step growth which was performed to control the crystal-
line structure, the electrical properties and the large area growth of PZT thin films on a 6 inch
wafer will also be described.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Fig.l. Schematic diagram of the
MOCVD system.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to perform the large area growth of PZT thin films, an MOCVD system which
could mount 6-8 inch Si wafers was developed. The MOCVD system used is schematically
shown in Fig.l. This system consisted of a gas supplying system, a reaction chamber and an
evacuation system. In the gas supplying system, there were temperature controlled ovens for
the source precursor vessels. All stainless steel pipes connected from gas supplying system to
the reaction chamber were heated by ribbon heaters to prevent the solidification of the source
materials inside the pipes. The quartz reactor chamber was of a vertical type and had an
inside diameter of 300mm. A 6-8 inch wafer could be loaded in this reactor. The pressure in
the reactor could kept constant using an automatic throttle valve. In the evacuation system, a
mechanical booster pump and a rotary pump were used. The exhaust was released to the air
through the thermal decomposition furnace.

In our experiments, Pb(DPM) 2 (lead bisdipivaloylmethanc, Nippon Sanso Co., purity:
99.9%), Zr(O-t-C 41-1) 4 (zirconium teWatertiarybutoxide, Tr Chemical Lab. Ltd., purity:
99.999%), Ti(O-i-C 3H7) 4 (titanium tetraisopropoxide, Tri Chemical Lab. Ltd., purity'
99.999%) and 0 2(purity : 99.995%) were used as the source materials. The carrier gas used
was an Ar gas (purity : 99.9999%). The gas flow rates of the gases were controlled precisely
using mass flow controllers.

Si(100) and Pt(1( I )/SiO 2/Si(100) were used as substrates. Pt films were coated by sput-
tering.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Growth of PbO, ZrO, and TiO, thin films

In the first set of experiments, the growth behavior of PhO, ZrO2 and TiO 2 films were
investigated - in particular, the dependence of the deposition rate on the growth temperature,
reactor pressure and oxygen concentration.

The deposition rates of PbO, ZrO 2 and TiO 2 films increased at growth temperatures lower
than around 5001C, and at higher than around 500°C they decreased. This means the pyroly-
sis and oxidation of the source materials at the substrate surface determined the deposition
rate.

Measuring the dependence of the deposition rate on the reactor pressure, it was found that
the deposition rates of ZrO2 and TiO 2 increased from 2 to 70 nm/min and from 7 to 50
nm/min, respectively, as the reactor pressures increased from 0.1 to 10 Tort. On the other
hand, PbO films were not grown at reactor pressures lower than I Torn. PbO films showed a
deposition rate increasing from 2 to 24 nm/min as the reactor pressure increased from I to 10
Ton'.
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The deposition rates of the ZrO 2 and TiO, films were independent of the oxygen concen-
tration. This means that the main reaction is pyrorysis in Zr and Ti source materials [21. On
the other hand, the deposition rates of the PhO films increased as the oxygen concentration
increased up to around 30%, an experimental result which indicates that the main reaction is
the oxidation of the Ph source 13,41.

Growth Pb(Zr,Ti)O thin films

In the second set of experiments, PZT films were deposited at substrate temperatures of
550 and 6000C and at gas supplying ratios of [Zrl/([Zrl+[Tij) ranging from 0 to 0.86. Pero%-
skite PZT films with a tetragonal type were obtained at gas supplying ratios of
[Zr]/([Zrl+[Til) lower than 0.6, as shown in Fig.2(a). Rhombohedral PZT films could be
grown at a [Zrl/([Zrl+[Til) ratio of 0.74 and at 600"C. However when the films were pre-
pared at gas supplying ratios of [Zr]/([Zr]+iti]) higher than 0.74, pyrochlore PZT films and
ZrO2 films were grown. At these higher [ZrlI([Zrl+[Tij) ratios, substrate temperatures hig-her
than 600"C were required to grow perovskite PZT. The formation of ZrO2 at a higher Zr
content region has been reported 151.

In order to avoid the formation of pyrochlore and ZrO2 films and to obtain perovskitc PZT
films, a two step growth technique was proposed. In the two step growth process, PbTiO,
layers with a perovskite phase were first introduced as an intermediate layer because they
were easy to obtain in our growth process. In the succeeding process, PZT films were depos-
ited on the PbTiO 3 layers. It was found that rhombohedral perovskite PZT films could be
grown only on an intermediate PbTiOj layer at ratios of [Zr)/([Zrj+[Til) higher than 0.74 as
shown in Fig.2(b), and when PZT films were deposited on the PbTiO3 intermediate layers,
the rhombohedral perovskitc PZT films were obt-tined at lower substrate temperatures than
when PZT films were directly deposited on Pt/SiO 2/Si. These experimental results means that
an intermediate PbTiO 3 layer plays the very important role of forming the dense nuclei in the
succeeding PZT growth process. The intermediate PbTiO 3 layer may also act as a buffer
layer which relaxes the differences of the lattice constant between PZT and Pt.
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"L I
- (b) PZT on PbTO 3
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Fig.2. Crystalline phase diagram of films grown on (a) Pt/SiO 2/Si, (b)
PbTiO/Pt/SiO2 /Si.
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When PbO, ZrO, and TiO, layers were used as an intermediate layer instead of PbTiO,.
only the TiO 2 layers were effective in the growth of the ,hombohedral perovskite PZT films.
The effectiveness of this use of the TiO, intermediate layer may have a close relationship to
the deposition mechanism of PZT.

Film composition

The film composition was analyzed by the inductivelI coupled plasma (ICP) emission
spectrometry method. In MOCVD, the film composition (Zr!(Zr+Ti)) could be controlled by
changing the Ar carrier gas flow rates of the Zr and Ti sources. The compositional ratio of
films was not proportional to the gas supplying ratio Zr/([Zrl+[TiI), which means the Zr
content could not easily be contained in the films 151.

Electrical properties

The electrical properties of the films obtained were measured. The dependence of the
relative dielectric constant of the films (I()-160 nm) on the gas supplying ratio is shown in
Fig.3. The relative dielectric constants varied from 50 to 640 with the change in the film
composition. The decrease of the relative dielectric constant at gas supplying ratios of
[Zr]/([Zrl+jTi]) higher than 0.6 was due to the formation ol pyrochlore phase and ZrO,. The
effect of intermediate layer in the two step growth on the dielectric constant was also investi-
gated. The perovskite PZT films obtained on the PbTiO 3 intermediate iayer had higher d;,-'c-
tric constants than those of non-perovskite films obtained on ZrO, and PbO interrr.cdiate
layers. The pcrovskite PZT films grown using the two step growth process at high
[_r]/([Zr]+[TiI) ratios also showed D-E hysteresis loops and these films were found to have
ferroelectricity.
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Fig.3. Dependence of the relative dielec- Fig.4. D-E hysteresis loop of a 120 nm-

tric constant of the films on the thick PZT film.
gas supplying ratio of IZrl/(lZrl+
IT]).
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Figure 4 illustrates a typical D-E hysteresis loop of a 1201 nm-thick tetragonal PZT film
grown at 600M(C. The remanant polarization (P,) and coercive field (E) of this film were 30
V.&C/cm 2 and 100 kV/cm. P, and E, of the films (100-160 nm) obtained were 9-38 VC/cm'
and 70-220 kV/cm, respectively.

The switching characteristics were also investigated by applying double bipolar pulses
with an amplitude of 5V. The typical switched charge density of a PZT film with a thickness
of m(X)nm was 55 VC/cm 2 and the switching time was 25 !Lsec when the upper electrode with
an area of x101- 1 cm 2 was used.

Large area growth of PZT

Corresponding with the requiremen's of a practical applications of the MOCVD process.
large area growths of PZT films on a 6 inch Si wafer were performed. The film uniformit,
was affected by the gas flow rate, the substrate temperature, the distance between the gas
nozzle and the substrate, and the shape of the gas nozzle. Prior to the large area growth of the
PZT films, in order to investigate the optimum conditions for large area growth with good
uniformity. depositions of PbO, ZrO, and TiO, films were carried out.

In the growth of the PbO films, PhO films with a good uniformity were grown using a
funnel-shaped nozzle when the films were grown at substrate temperatures in a range from
400 to 6(00C and at reactor pressures in a range from 3 to 5 Torr.

There was a marked difference in the optimum reactor pressure required to produce the
PbO films, and that required for the TiO, and ZrO, films. TiO, and ZrO, films with a good
uniformity could be grown at reactor pressures lower than I Torr. At reactor pressures lower
than I Torr, the growth rate of PhO was %cry slow, as mentioned above. Therefore the
optimum reactor pressure to produce PZT was determined to be 5 Torr.

When PZT films were prepared at 5 Torr and 600oC, the uniformity was very poor, al-
though the PZT films were deposited entirely over the substrate.

In our next attempt, in order to improve the distribution of the gas flow for the growth of
films with a good uniformity, a nozzle with a diameter of 28.5mm was used and a large
amount of Ar carrier gas (10 1/min) was supplied. In this case, a slight improvement in uni-
formity was observed, but the thickness uniformity was still poor.

SXcdlrectaonl
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Fig.5. Measurement of the film thickness Fig.6. Cross sectional view of a PZT
of a film on a 6 inch Si wafer film obtained by MOCVD on a Si
(X:horizontal direction, Y:vertical ridge pattern.
direction).
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In the third attempt, a nozzle with a diameter of 2tkm perforated with many small holes
was used. Using this nozzle, good uniform films with a thickness aried by less than 5%
were successfully obtained as shown in Fig.5. The good uniformity of the film composition
was also observed.

Step coverage

As the functional device technology advances toward smaller device features, good step
coverage becomes arr ire important requirement in thin film devices. To investigate the step
coverage charactcristics of films prepared by MOCVD, films were deposited on Si with ridge
patterns of 1.1-)10 gr in width. Figure 6 shows the cross sectional view of the PzT film
deposited on the ridge pattern. This SEM photograph shows the good uniformity of both
overall coverage and sidewall coverage, and we found the MOCVD process to be an effective
method to get good step coverage characteristics.

CONCLUSIONS

Thin film growths of PZT were performed by MOCVD using a 6 inch single wafer CVD
system. Tetragonal and rhombohedral PZT thin films with a perovskite phase could success-
fully be grown. The crystalline structure was changed by changing the gas supplying ratio of
[Zrl/(IZrl+[Til). At ratios of [Zr]/([Zr]+[Ti]) higher than 0.7, perovskite PZT films could not
be grown because of the formation of pyrochlore phase and ZrO,. However, when the two
step growth process we proposed was carried out, pcrovskite PZT films could be grown and
they showed ferroelectricity. The film composition could be controlled by changing the
[Zrl/([ZrT+Ti)) ratio.

The relative dielectric constants of the PZT films (10)0-160 nm in thickness) obtained at
different gas flow rates of the Zr and Ti sources ranged from 260 to 640, and the remanent
polarizations and coercive fields were 9-38 IsC/cm

2 and 70-220 kV/cm, respectively.
Attempts at large area growths of PZT films with good uniformity were carried out, and

uniform films could be obtained on a 6 inch wafer. Good step coverage characteristics were
also obtained by our MOCVD process.
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ABSTRACT

A wet chemical deposition process for smooth and crackfree films in the system
Pb(Zr,,Ti )O3 (PZT) has been developed. Final film thicknesses, reached with one coating
step, were in the region of 1 pm Starting from lead acetate trihydrate, zirconium- and
titanium-n-propoxide, high molarity (> 2M) coating sols have been prepared that could be

handled in air and were stable for more than 170 days.
Films with compositions near the morphotropic phase boundary (x=47) and various lead

contents were deposited on Pt-coated Si-wafers and AIO 3-substrates by a spin-on
method. Wet films could be pyrolyzed and densified with a fast heat treatment without
cracking. The crystallization of films into the desired perovskite structure started at
comparatively low temperatures (ca. 530 °C) and proceeded rapidly at temperatures above
650 'C A slight molar excess of lead and a proper heating rate were found to produce films
with the best electrical properties. The films on platinized AI 20 3 substrates showed
device-worthy dielectric and ferroelectric properties with typical values for P,. E_, and t. of
24 pC/cmý, 4 5 KV/mm and 650, respectively.

INTRODUCTION

Thin ferroelectric films in the system lead zirconate titanate Pb(Zr Ti. (O, ýPZT) are
receiving increased attention due to their unique electrical and optical properties. In
comparison with sputtered films, wet chemically derived PZT films can be produced less

expensively and show superior ferroelectric properties, possibly because of their more
uniform morphology and smaller crystallite sizes [1]. Potential applications for thin films
include, amongst others, piezoelectric and pyroelectric sensors, actuators, electro-optic

devices and non-volatile memories [2].
Up to now numerous wet chemical procedures for PZT thin film preparation have been

reported, but the maximum film thickness reached with one coating step is often
insufficient for application. Multiple deposition processes increase the thickness but
reduce the reliability and increase the number of defects. We tried to work out a one step

wet-chemical deposition procedure for PZT films with final thicknesses in the range
of 1 pim.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Sol preparation:

At present methoxyethanol is the solvent most frequently ust.d in PZT thin film
preparation Diols were proposed by Phillips [3] as solvents with possible cross-linking
capabilities for Zr- and Ti-alkoxides. Commercially available lead acetate trihydrate,
zirconium- and titanium-n-propoxide proved to be suitable as starting materials. 1,3-pro-

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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panediol was chosen as a solvent because of its high boiling point, high viscosity and good
solubility for lead acetate The general procedure of the coating sol preparation and film

deposition is given in Figure 1

Zr(OPrn) 4  Ti(OPrn)4

l) mixing Pb(OAc)2. 3f1tO
2) chelating
3) diluting

Liquid PZT Precursor

I )removal of volatiles
2) addition of dopants

PZT Coating Sol

V
Spin coating

PZT Wet Film
,F)r,V=ng ale atv y

Amorphous Precursor alternativelySP'yrolsi o-hl lt Pyrolysis and
Amorphous PZT Film

P. Crystall- on crystallization in

Polvcryst. PZT Powder, V preheated furnace
S C rysta lltz ftio in fur ace -• 1

Polycrystalline PZT Film

Fig. 1: General procedure of PZT powder and film preparation used in this work

The pure Zr/Ti-alkoxides are quite prone towards hydrolysis and condensation reactions
followed by precipitation [4]. After reacting a mixture of the desired Zr/Ti ratio with one

equivalent of the chelating agent acetylacetone it could be handled in air. The mixture was

diluted with 1.3-propanediol before lead acetate trihydrate was added. The dehydration of
the trihydrate could thus be avoided. On heating a clear solution was obtained from which
low boiling reaction products as n-propanol and water were distilled off until the boiling

point of the sol reached 190 'C. The resulting coating sol was a clear, viscous and

gold-yellow liquid which had an exceptional high molarity of more than 2 M. This corre-
sponds to a solid yield in the range of 40 mass%

Spectroscopic analysis of the coating sol and the distillate revealed that all of the
n-propoxide groups were substituted by 1,3-propanediol groups A small proportion of

acetylacetone is distilled off, but the main fraction remains bonded to the Zr- and
Ti-alkoxides. This is demonstrated by a broad infrared absorption band at 1550 cm-

1
. The

closer analysis of the spectrum is difficult because of the overlapping absorption band

from lead acetate (1530 cm-
1
1).

A certain amount of esters was formed from reactions between acetate, n-propanol and
1,3-propanediol as indicated by the infrared absorption bands at 1740 and 1720 cm

1.

Esterification reactions between lead acetate and the solvent alcohol or alkoxide groups
have been reported previously [5]. while some authors assume a reaction between lead- and

Zr/Ti-compounds [6]. Heterometallic compounds, possibly resulting from such reactions.
may increase the homogeneity in the PZT precursor [71.

The coating sols were remarkably stable according to dynamic light scattering experi-

ments. A narrow distribution of particle sizes around 1.5 nm was found in a diluted coating

sol. 10 d and even 170 d, after preparation. Measurements with a rotational rheometer
revealed a newtonian flow behavior of the sols with dynamic viscosities in the range of
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300 mPas which did not alter within the mentioned period From these measurements the
formation of polymers with high chain length can be excluded.

The thermal analysis of a PZT precursor powder reveals two exothermic events
accompanied by weight losses at about 300 and 500 oC (Fig. 2). From FT-IR reflectance
spectra of PZT precursor films (Fig. 3) which were heated to various temperatures it could
be deduced that at temperatures below 250 =C esters and free solvent alcohol are
removed, On further heating alkoxide and acetylacetonate groups are thermolyzed (ca
300 =C) and the absorption bands attributed to acetate are slightly shifted towards lower
wavenumbers. They can be observed up to temperatures of 490 'C.

600 C
DTG

4:90 C
I- '90 TGA '

eo :300°C~70, .
560 , - Z50 C
X DTA

50- 5 C

0 200 40J 600 800 1000 2000 1600 1200 800 400

Temperature ['C] Wavenumbers [cm 'I

Fig. 2: Thermal analysis of a PZT precur- Fig. 3: FT-IR reflectance spectra of a PZT
sor powder, predried at 200 °C precursor film heated to various tem-
(atmosphere: air; heating rate peratures (J- Esters, * acetate,. 1,3-
10 K/min) propanediol)

Film preparation:

A conventional spinner was used for film deposition on baie AIO,-substrates, platinum
coated Si-wafers and platinized A 20 3-substrates. Films dried at room temperature or with
moderate heating cracked severely but we succeeded in producing crackfree, smooth and
strongly adhering films up to a thickness of 1.1 um by employing a special heat treatment.
For that purpose the coated substrates had to be rapidly heated to temperatures exceeding
300 °C to evaporate solvent and to promote densification.

For the preparation of PZT-films suitable for electrical measurements, the freshly
coated substrates were put on a hot plate at 300 °C and heated to 500 °C within 3 min
The final annealing was done in a furnace, raising the temperature at 100 K/h to 700 'C and
keeping it for 2 h. In a separate one step procedure the films were directly put in a
preheated furnace and kept at 700 *C for 10 minutes.

Film thicknesses were measured using a profilometer. For this, a step was created by
etching a small area of the fired film

Crystallization behavior:

Highly crystalline single phase PZT films were obtained from both procedures The
dependence of crystallization behavior of the films on temperature and time was
investigated by normal and high temperature X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements.
Diffraction patterns of furnace-annealed films are given in Figure 4. In the temperature
range between 500 and 600 °C a fine grained pyrochlore phase is found, indicated by two
weak and broad peaks at 29.5 and 34 °20. After heating to 530 °C small peaks at 22. 31 and
38.5 °203 indicate the initial formation of perovskite phase PZT. Single phase perovskite
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without a trace of pyrochlore in the diffraction pattern is formed after a heat treatment at
temperatures exceeding 650 °C.

Isothermal XRD measurements were performed on a high temperature diffractometer
Results are given in Figure 5. PZT(110) peak intensities were normalized with the
Al 2O3(113) peak as internal standard with the requirement that all samples were of the
same thickness. The crystallization was found to proceed very quickly (< 2 min) at
temperatures above 600 *C. From the fact that no increase of the relative intensity
occurred at higher temperatures, it could be assumed that crystallization was complete at
approximately 700 *C.

5SPZT
J PVr-chi- 1 4 Ir l PZ•11 01 A 120311I131 80O C

* A1203 reV

21 Pyohoe4 ~ tI0A 2 3 ,3 00 C
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Diffraction angle Ze [F1 Time [min I

Fig. 4: X-ray diffraction patterns (Cu Ka Fig 5, Isothermal heating of PZT films on
radiation) of PZT films on AI205; A1201, Pb,,)Zr, ITi,),,O0, normalized
Pb, oZro 5 3Ti,4 7 0 3 heated for 10 intensities of the PZT( 10) X-ray dif-
min to a) 470 b) 500 c) 530 d) 570 fraction peak
e) 600 f) 650 g) 700 h) 800 'C

The heating rate also seemed to be an important factor in determining the fraction
transformed to the perovskite phase in the film. A fi;m heated with a high rate (estimated
200 K/sec) between room temperature and 500 'C developed a higher relative peak
intensity on further heating with 5 K/min to 700 °C than a comparable film which was dried
at 200 'C and then heated up to 700 °C with 5 K/min.

A very important factor affecting the crystallization behavior of PZT films is the lead
content. In accordance with literature [81 it was found that a small molar excess of PbO in
the range of 10 % significantly lowered the temperature of complete crystallization and
reduced the quantity of undesired secondary phases

Electrical characterization:

An array of circular gold electrodes 1 mm in diameter was sputtered on the surface to
form capacitor-like structures For measuring the dielectric and ferroelectric properties
only those areas with an isolation resistance of > 10 MOhm were selected Areas with
defects were thus excluded. The electrical properties were measured at room temperature
employing standard equipment and methods: impedance bridge for permittivity and loss
factor measurement and integrating series capacitor circuit for recording the ferroelectric
hysteresis loop, with cycle times ranging from 0.3 Hz to 20 KHz. In Figure 6 the spread of
typical dielectric (relative permittivity E) and ferroelectic data (remanent polarization P.,
coercive force E,) are given. The ferroelectric behavior of a typical PZT film is demon-
strated by the hysteresis loop in Figure 7
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The electrical characterization of the films revealed the following trends excess lead

improved the dielectric as well as the ferroelectric properties markedly, which is attributed

to the better crystal structure and higher density In comparison with the bulk properties of

PZT the relative permittivity of the films is quite high, but values as high as 3000 were

reported [8] Annealing temperatures in the range of 700 oC were found to be sufficient for

the development of good ferroelectric properties.
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The heating conditions strongly influenced the electrical data of films prepared on
platinized Si-wafers. Samples which were initially heated up to 500 °C on the hot plate
showed much higher values for c, P. and a lower coercive force (Fig. 6a) than those
prepared in the furnace (e, - 100-200. P. - 4-12 PC/cm'. E. = 7-11 KV/mm). On platinized
AIO3 these values were independent of the conditions, but the coercive force was higher
for films prepared on the hot plate. Systematic experiments with varying heating rates
have to be performed, however preliminary results seem to indicate that the heating rate in

the temperature range up to ca. 600 °C affects the phase composition and microstructure
of the fired film. A fast heating rate below 500 'C helps to avoid the formation of the
pyrochlore intermediate phase. In the temperature region around 500 °C the nucleation of
the perovskite phase starts. It is assumed that the number of the nuclei can be influenced
by the heating rate. Thus the further development of the microstructure is affected The
knowledge of these factors is important for the tailoring of ferroelectric properties.

CONCLUSIONS

Coating sols with long term stability have been developed that are used to produce
crackfree PZT films with thicknesses up to I jpm in one coating step. It was found that
with a fast heating rate the fraction of perovskite phase was increased and cracking could
be avoided. The crystallization behavior indicated that a homogenous distribution of the
elements was maintained throughout the whole preparation process A slight excess of
PbO and proper annealing conditions helped to avoid the intermediate formation of an
undesired pyrochlore phase. The crystallization of PZT started at 530 °C. complete
transformation in the perovskite phase was reached at temperatures above 650 'C within
minutes A 1.1 "m thick film on AIlO 3-substrate annealed at 700 'C showed device worthy
ferroelectric properties with typical values for P., Ec, and E of 24 uC/cm2. 4 5 KV/mm and
650. Values for t, exceeding 1000 were measured for films on platinized Si-wafers. The
ferroelectric properties strongly depend on the heating conditions. Further studies will
include the tailoring of the poling behavior for special applications.
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ABSTRACT

PLZT thin layers were deposited onto various substrates by sol-gel methods, and crystallized
under different conditions and substrate treatments. Relationships are given for the chemical
characteristics of the substrate's surface and the preferred orientations which develop on heat
treatment. A preferred (111) orientation always developed for perovskite crystallized on Pt layers
which contained Ti on the surface. This was attributed to the formation of Pt3Ti and the role of
heteroepitaxial nucleation and growth sites. In addition, a preferred (100) orientation was also
obtained on unannealed Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates which were free of Ti on the surface. This was
attributed to self-textured growth with flat faces striving for minimum surface energy conditions.
The results are discussed in terms of the importance of interfacial chemistry on the control of
texture for crystallization of PLZT thin layers on coated substrates.

INTRODUCTION

Thin layers of lead zirconium titanate (i.e., PZT), and lanthanum-modified PZT (i.e., PLZT) in
the perovskite structure, have potential applications in non-volatile memory elements, infrared
sensors, microactuators and positioners, and electro-optic devices. Processing methods, include:
RF sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, laser ablation and sol-gel processing. In this paper, we
report on sol-gel processing which has the distinct advantage of precise compositional control,
structural and chemical uniformity, and the use of inexpensive equipment. We extend the method
to the development of textured microstructures with controlled orientations.

Materials with preferred orientation and epitaxy have unique and often better properties than
those which are randomly oriented. Furthermore, thin layers with preferred orientation are
preferred for basic studies on phase transformations when large single crystals are not available, as
is the case for PZT and PLZT crystalline solutions. Epitaxy has been reported for PbTiO3 and
PZT thin layers deposited on single crystals, and on Pt films, by vapor phase methods.1. 2

However, for sol-gel processing, epitaxial growth is thought to occur less likely due to the low
mobility of nuclei in the solid matrix and competitive processes between homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation and growth reactions. Preferred orientations have been reported for the
sol-gel method on lattice matched SrTiO 3 and MgO single crystal substrates 3 ,4 and some were
confirmed to be epitaxial by TEM.5 In addition, preferred orientations were reported for

perovskite thin layers deposited on polycrystalline Pt.6.,7 8 (111) and (100) orientations can
develop on a commonly used multilayer substrate, Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si, where the face-centered Pt layer
has a self-textured (11) orientation. Okuwada et al. 6 reported a strong dependence of preferred
orientation on heating rate for lead magnesium niobate (PMN), i.e., (111) at slow heating rates and
(100) at faster heating rates. Spierings et al.8 reported that PZT layers could develop with
preferred (100) orientation on as-prepared Pt/Ti/SiO 2 /Si substrates whereas (100) and (111)
orientations developed on annealed substrates. However, no reasonable explanations have been
proposed to-date which relate the processing parameters with the observed orientation results, and
few studies have been carried out on the mechanism by which texture develops in sol-gel derived
layers. This makes the study of heterogeneous nucleation an important issue.

In this paper, we report relationships between the chemical characteristics of different types of
substrates and the preferred orientations which develop on crystallization of PLZT. The results
indicate the types of mechanism by which texture develops for perovskite thin layers.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Preparation of Substrates

Pt sheet, (00.1)sapphire slices, and four types of platinized silicon wafers were used as base
substrate materials. Two types of (100)Si substrates (referred to as A and B) were supplied with
the following thicknesses for PtTi/SiO2 : A; 300/20/500 nm and B; 150/20/500 nrm. Additional

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Table I Substrates for PLZT de osition
Substrate Coating Ainnel(Z650 Ch 3 in, air)
Pt No No
(00. )A1203 No No
(00. 1)A12 03 Pt (300 nm) Yes and No
(00. 1)A120 PtMTi (300/100 nm) Yes and No

A [Pri/SiC/(l00)Si] No Yes and No
B [Pl/Ti/SiO2/(l00)Sil No Yes and No
B [Pt/Ti/SiO2/(100)Si TiO 2 (-10 H nm) Yes
C [TjA1i/SiO2/(1 I)Si] No Yes and No
C IPt/Ti/SiO2/(l1I1)Sil Ti (-10rum) No
C [Pt/TiISiO2/(l 11)Si] TiO2 (-10 nm) No
D [PtI/i/(lI l)Si] No Yes and No

substrates, Pt/Ti/SiO2/(l I l)Si and Pt/Ti/(l I l)Si (referred to as C and D, respectively) were
obtained with thicknesses of 300/100/300 nm for C and 300/100 nm for D. Additional coatings of
Pt, Ti, Pt/Ti or TiO2 were also deposited onto the surfaces of the substrates as indicated in Table 1.
Pt and Ti layers were deposited Uy electron-beam evaporation; and TiO2 by a metallo-organic
decomposition method, i.e., by spin-coating a 0.05 M solution of titanium isopropoxide in
isopropanol, followed by heat-treatment at 300 'C. Since Ti has a hexagonal close-packed
structure and Pt a face-centered cubic structure, Ti should develop with a preferred (00.1)
orientation and Pt layers with a preferred (11) orientation. However, the substrates were not
heated during initial deposition, and epitaxy would not develop (even on sapphire). Annealing of
the configured substrates was investigated prior to sol-gel deposition. The substrates were
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

Preparation of PLZT Thin Layers

PLZT compositions (7.5-8.0/70/30) near the morphotropic phase boundary were prepared
according to Budd's method, 9 with the exception that lead acetate trihydrate was previously
dehydrated in vacuum at 100 'C for 20 hours before preparation of the lead precursor solution.
The elimination of water was confirmed by FTIR analysis. Lead acetate was dissolved in
methoxyethanol, refluxed for one hour, and distilled under vacuum. Titanium isopropoxide,
zirconium n-propoxide and lanthanum isopropoxide were dissolved in methoxyethanol and the
solution was refluxed and thermally distilled. The two precursor solutions were combined,
refluxed and distilled. Partially hydrolyzed solutions were aged for one day prior to spin-casting
onto substrates at 3000 rpm for 50 s. After each deposition, the coated substrates were placed on a
hot plate at 300 'C. Specimens with five to ten deposited layers were later heat-treated in a box
furnace between 500-800 'C for 1-30 min in air or oxygen. The typical thickness for a PLZT layer
was 0.3 gm. PLZT layers deposited on annealed substrates were compared with those deposited
on unannealed substrates. Two types of heating rates were used, i.e., fast (> 1000 'C/min) and
slow (20 °C/rain). The thermal processing conditions were varied and related to microstructure
development and texture. The latter were characterized by XRD, SEM and TEM methods.

RESULTS

Characterization of Substrates

Observations in the SEM indicated the grain size and surface roughness increased with
annealing temperature for Pt on A-type substrates, i.e., Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si. Figure 1 gives XRD data
obtained for (11 )Pt, which shows the diffraction angle sharpened and shifted to a higher value
with increasing annealing temperature. The shift in peak angle started at 400 'C, and saturated
above 550 *C, for 30 minute anneals. The d-spacing for (11 l)Pt shifted from 2.266-9 A to 2.252-
4 A, which is similar to 2.254 A, the d-spacing for (00.4)Pt3 Ti (in the Ni 3Ti structure). Figure 2
gives AES data which indicates Ti transport through the Pt layer, and oxidation at the surface, after
heat treatment at 650 0C for 30 min in air. The results agree with the observations of Bruchhaus et
al.t and Olowolafe et al.tt Figure 3 gives TEM photographs of the platinized layer, before and
after annealing. The grain size increased from 20-60 nm to 50-100 nm, and became more uniform
with equiaxed shape. EDAX verified the Pt grains did not contain any Ti before annealing. Small
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Fig. 1 XRD data for the (111) Pt electrode. Fig.2 AES of A substrates (a) before and
(b) after annealing at 650 °C for 30 mai.

light grains, 10-20 Pnm in size, appeared at triple points after annealing, and were found to contain a
significant amount of Ti as well as Pt. Electron diffraction analysis in the TEM was consistent
with one set of diffraction rings for pure Pt on unannealed specimens. After annealing, the
diffraction pattern consisted of a set of rings which were slightly shifted from that of Pt, with the
inclusion of an additional set of rings. The d-spacings for thc shifted set of rings correspond to
Ni 3 Ti-type Pt3 Ti and Cu3Au-type Pt3 Ti, though only one type of weak superlattice spot was
detected. The additional set of rings was attributed to rutile.

Examination of the B-type substrate, with the thinner Pt layer (150 nm), unexpectedly detected
Ti present in the layer prior to annealing. The d-spacing for Pt (Ill) was 2.243-4 A by XRD,
which corresponds to 2.244A for (ill) in the Cu3Au-type structure. This suggests the B-type

substrate was prepared at a higher temperature than the A-type substrate, with Ti diffusion into Pt.
After annealing at 6500 C for 30 min the peak also shifted to 2.253 A for the B-type substrate.
Characterization of PLZT Thin Layers

XRD confirmed PLZT layers crystallized into the perovskite structure when heat-treated above
650 0C, regardless of the type of substrate used, except when deposited onto D-type substrates
(Pt/Ti/Si) -- where poor crystallinity and random orientations occurred. Table II lists preferred
orientations in terms of XRD peak height ratios, (10O0)I( 110)/(111). Layers crystallized on Pt sheet
had a random orientation, with a XRD pattern close to perovskite powder. XRD patterns for fast-
fired PLZT on unannealed and annealed A-type substrates are given in Fig. 4. The layers exhibit a
strong preferred orientation, with (100) growth on unannealed substrates, and with (111) growth
on annealed substrates. Layers fired at a slow rate (20 0 C/min) had a preferred (il11) orientation,
even on unannealed substrates. TEM examination determined that the layers were comprised of
columnar-type perovskite grains, with a diameter of 0.1-0.2 micron at the base, and with a surface
coating of nanocrystalline pyrochlore grains on the top. The surface layer was Zr-rich and Pb-
deficient, in agreement with the results of Tuttle et al.12 Microciystallites containing Pb and Ti

Fig.3 TEM of Pt on A-type substrates (a) before and (b) after annealing at 650 0C for 30 min.

-- ~~~~P ---------- l i i
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Table II Relative peak intensity data for PL.ZT88 (a
Substrate (100)/(110)/(111) 6

Pt 12/94/4(00.1I)A1203 6/6/88• W .a

Pt/(00.l)A12 0 3  13/55/33 -

Pt/(00.1)A120 3 , annealed 5/68/27
PW/i/(0O.l)Al2O3 6/11/83()
PWi(00.r)AI20h, annealed 3/5/92
A[PVrTiSiO2/Si] 83/1/16
A[Pt/Ti/Si iJ, annealed 10/1/89 C
BiPrVi/SiO2/Sil 4/5/91 - 8 _

B[Pt/Ti/SiO2/SiI, annealed 1/1/98 S "
/TO i/SiO Si] 59f23/18

C[P/Ti/si02/Sil 20 30 40 50 60
C[Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si], annealed 13110177 20 (dog)

Ti/C[Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si] 
8/28/64

TiO2/CPt/Ti/SiO2/SiI 45/10/45 Fig.4 XRD for PLZT layers on (a) unannealed
and (b) heat-treated A-type substrates.

were detected under the Pt electrode layer, and the lattice parameters were similar to PbTi 30 7 .
PLZT layers on C-type substrates showed the same type of preferred orientation previously
observed on A-type substrates (i.e., (100) before annealing and (I 11) after heat-treatment). B-type
substrates had a strong tendency for (111) preferred orientation even without annealing. Previous
characterization data indicated Ti present in the as-supplied Pt layers.

Figure 5 gives XRD data for PLZT on unannealed C-type substrates, with and without, a thin
Ti layer (10 nm) on the top of the Pt electrode. PLZT layers on unannealed Ti/C-type substratcs
had a preferred (11) orientation, whereas layers on conventional C-type substrates had a strong
(100) orientation. PLZT layers on TiO2/C-type substrates showed both (100) and (I11)
orientations, and had a minor phase of PbTiO3 . A TiO2 coating on top of unannealed B-type
substrates was found to change the preferred orientation direction from (111) to (100).

XRD data for PLZT on Ps/Ti/A120 3 indicated a strong preferred (11l) orientation whereas
layers crystallized on Pt/A12 03 did not show any substantial effect, as shown in Fig. 6 and Table
II. Annealing of Pt/Ti/A120 3 substrates increased the preferred (11) orientation. XRD of PLZT
thin layers crystallized directly on a (00.1) sapphire indicate a sharp perovskite (111) peak. This
was attributed to epitaxial growth on the single crystal. The dimensional mismatch was 4.5 %.

DISCUSSION

The results indicate PLZT always crystallized with a preferred (11) orientation whenever
Ti was present on the Pt surface. However, for a pure Pt surface, PLZT crystallized in a preferred
(100) orientation or with random orientation. The effect were strikingly demonstrated for

(a) (a)

C C.

C

,- - s 0

M0

CN CL . CO ..

8(b) ~ , ~(b)

20 30 40 5"0 60 20 30 40 so 60

20(deg) 20 (deg)

Fig.5 XRD for PLZT on unannealed C-type Fig.6 XRD for PLZT layers on heat-treated (a)
substrates (a) with, and (b) without, Ti on Pt. Pt/Ti/A12 0 3 and (b) Pt/A1203 substrates.
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annealing studies on A- and C-type substrates where the preferred orientation could be changed
from (100) to (I 11) by heat-treatment. Diffusion of Ti to the Pt surface is thought to be important
for preferred (11) orientation. Figure 7 illustrates atomic configurations for Pt and Ti atoms in the
Pt3Ti structure (for the (11l) plane in the Cu3Au-type structure, or the (00.1) plane in the Ni 3Ti-
type structure). By comparison with the (11) pla-e in the perovskite structure, the Ti locations
are within 4 % lattice match. Formation of inte.metallic Pt 3Ti compounds would reduce the
interfacial energy between the electrode and the perovskite layer, thus favoring the epitaxial
nucleation and growth of (Ill ) perovskite planes parallel to the substrate. Preferred (11)
orientations can therefore be attributed to epitaxial nucleation and growth. Preferred (I1l1)
orientation was also dominant for PLZT layers crystallized on Pt~fi/A1203 substrate. However,
random orientation occurred on pure Pt on A12 03. This is attributed to the relatively inert surface
of Pt to oxides and the lack of epitaxial nucleation and growth sites. Thus, random orientations
develop by competitive heterogeneous and homogeneous mechanisms.

Another type of preferred orientation can occur for a flat-face growing in a certain direction
with a minimum surface energy.13 The preferred orientation, where the plane with the lowest
surface energy grows parallel to the substrate, is termed a self-structure.1 4 An F -face, or a flat
face, is the crystallographic face which contains two or more Periodic Bond Chains (PBC) -
which are defined as an uninterrupted array of the strongest bonds between the builling blocks in
the structure. 15 The Ti(Zr)-O bond array is a P .2 for the perovskite structure. The 1100) plane
contains two PBCs so it is an F-face for growth. We have made calculations basea upon the
broken-bond model, using dissociation energies for PbO, TiO2 and ZrG2 as reference data for
bonding energies, and determined the lowest surface energy to be for the (100) face. A supportive
consideration is that perovskite single crystals can be grown in cubic form with (100) facets -
because the (100) planes are the slowest growing planes, i.e., F-faces. Therefore, a (100) plane is
preferred in aon-epitaxial textured growth, and was obverved in the present work whenever PLZT
thin layers were crystallized on unannealed A- and C-type substrates. Wu et al.' 6 reported highly
(100) oriented sputter-deposited PLZT thin layers on amorphous SiO2 . This type of growth - off
a featureless amorphous surface - can be attributed to the minimum energy F-face model. (100)
self-textured growth can also occur when randomly-oriented heterogeneous nuclei form on a
substrate and the (100) plane overgrows all others. Kushida et al.' 7 sputter-deposited PbTiO 3 on a
(100) SrTiO 3 single crystal patterned with Pt and observed the overgrowth of epitaxial (100)
PbTiO 3 layer over randomily oriented polycrystalline grains ,- Pt. Another important feature of the
(100) plane in the perovskite structure is that the planes containing A+ 2 and B+4 ions construct an
alternate layered structure with A+ 2 and B+4 ions on different planes. Layered structures are
favored when one of the ionic species is deficient, e.g., for Pb loss to the atmosphere or by
interfacial reaction with the substrate. TEM examination identified PbTi3 0 7 under the Pt electrode,
giving rise to Pb deficient conditions at the interface for heterogeneous nucleation sites. This could
be induced for PLZT thin layers crystallized on TiO 2/B-type substrates, where Pb deficiency
would lead to the preferred (100) orientation. This type of self texture was reported for sputter-
deposited LiNbO3 on R-cut sapphire by Fujimura et al t 8 In their work, Li-deficient conditioas
resulted in (01.2) LiNbO3 epitaxial film formation rather than (10.0) LiNbO 3 growth, which has a
better lattice match with the substrate and should exclusively form under Li-sufficient conditions.
Li and Nb ions form an alternating layered structure in the direction normal to the (01.2) plane in

(a) (b)

4- 5.52 A (Cu3Au-type)
- 5.51 A (NI3Tl-type) 5.74 A

o% +t2 +40 O2
O~ PtA~ 0 B 0o

Fig. 7 Configurations for (a) the (11) plane for Cu3Au-type Pt3Ti and the (00.1) plane for Ni 3Ti-
type Pt3Ti, and (b) the (111) plane for perovskite PLZT.
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LiNt)O3, which is favored under Li-deficient conditions.
The heating rate dependence for orientation effects reported by Okuwada et al. for PMN, and

also observed in the present work for PLZT, can be attributed to competitive processes between
epitaxial and self-textured growth and is related to Ti diffusion through the Pt layer. For slow
heating rates, Ti diffuses through and forms Pt3Ti at the interface for epitaxial crystallization of
perovskite. The diffusion temperature for Ti is lower than the crystallization temperature for
perovskite. Thus, we can attribute the formation of preferred (i 11) orientations due to the
coexistence of Ti at the interface between Pt and PLZT. However, a preferred (100) orientation,
on the other hand, can be attributed to self-textured F-face growth of the lowest surface-energy
face and is favored under lead-deficient conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

PLZT was crystallized in the perovskite structure with, either a preferred (100) orientation or, a
(I 11) orientation, through control of the surface chemistry between the Pt and the PLZT layer. A
preferred (111) orientation was always obtained when the Pt layer had Ti on the surface. PLZT
crystallized in the (111) direction by heteroepitaxial nucleation and growth off Pt3Ti crystallites. In
addition, a preferred (100) orientation could be obtained off Ti-free surfaces for unannealed
Pt/Ti/SiO2iSi substrates. This is considered to be self-textured growth, in accordance with
minimum surface energy conditions, for flat-faced surfaces. The results for TiO2/Pt/Ti/SiO1_JSi
substrates indicate Pb-deficient conditions favor self-textured (100) growth.
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SOLUTION CHEMISTRY OPTIMIZATION OF SOL-GEL PROCESSED PZT THIN FILMS

STEVEN J. LOCKWOOD, R. W. SCHWARTZ, B. A TUTTLE, AND E V. THOMAS

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NNI 87185

ABSTRACT

We have optimized the ferroelectric properties and nucrostructural characteristics of sol-gel

PZT thin films used in a CMOS-integrated, 256 bit ferroclectric non-volatile memory. The sol-gel

process utilized in our work involved the reaction of Zr n-butoxide, Ti isopropoxide, and PI, (IV)

acetate in a methanol/acetic acid solvent system. A 10-factor screening expenn mt identified

solution concentration, acetic acid addition, and water volume as the solution chemistry factors

having the most significant effects on the remanent polarization, coercive field, ferroelectric loop

quality, and microstructural quality. The optimal values for these factors were determined by

running a 3-factor uniform shell design, modelling the responses, and testing the models at the

predicted optimal conditions. The optimized solution chemistry generated 3-layer, 300400 nm
thick films on RuO 2 coated silicon substrates with coercive fields of less than 25 kV/cm (a 40-50

% improvement over the original solution chemistry), a remancrit polarization of 25-30 itC/cm, and

a reduction in the pyrochlore phase content below observable levels.

INTRODUCTION

PZT thin films are being investigated for an increasing number of diverse applications,

including non-volatile memories, decoupling capacitors, optical storage devices, and DRAMs I -
4]. Sol-gel processing is proving to be a powerful technique for generating these films with the
required tailored properties. However, there is still a very large gap in our understanding of the

cause and effect relationships between the solution chemistry and the resulting ferroclectric

properties. This is due, in large part, to the complexity of the sol-gel chemistry as well as the

complexity of the physical transformation of the sol to the crystalline film. Studies of the solution

chemistry effects in our system utilizing alkoxide/acetate precursors in methanol/acetic acid have

provided a better understanding of what reactions are occurring and how reaction byproducts are

an important factor in controlling reaction equilibria and rates [5,6]. Yet even with this
information, we are not yet able to accurately predict how to manipulate the processing factors or

chemical reactions to produce desired ferroelectric properties.
One approach to building this understanding is to systematically evaluate the solution

chemistry factors and develop models relating ferroelectric properties to these factors. The work

described below is in support of a program to build a 256 bit ferroelectric non-volatile memory.
The sol-gel process employed in this work utilized Zr and Ti alkoxides and Pb(IV) acetate in a
methanol/acetic acid solvent system. An improvement in coercive field (to meet voltage operating

requirements) and in PZT microstructure (to achieve the required yield for 5pm x 5pn capacitors)
was the goal of this study.

The initial phase of the study involved screening a number of solution chemistry and
processing factors to identify those having the greatest impact on properties. This was followed by

a statistical experimental design which generated data for modelling the various responses. The

models were then tested and an optimized solution chemistry was identified.

Mat. Res. Soc. Synup. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Socieiy
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EXPERIMENTAL
Solution Synthesis, Film Fabrication, and Electrical Propertv Characterization

The Inverted Mixing Order process, employed in this study, is a modification of the process of
Yi, Wu, and Sayer 171 in which the order of precursor addition has been reversed. All films were
53:47 compositions with 10% excess Ph. The process flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. PZT
films were deposited on silicon substrates with RuO 2 bottom electrodes by spin coating for 30 sec.
Film thicknesses varied from 0. 1 to 0.8 lpm, depending on the number of layers, the solution
concentration, and the spinner speed. Individual layers were heat treated at 3 10 'C for 3 min to
decompose the residual organics The films were crystallized at 675°C for 30 min (50*C/min ramp
rate) in ambient air. Ferroelectric properties were measured on a Radiant Technologies RT66A
operated in virtual ground mode with an applied field of 250 kV/cm.

Zr n-butoxide " Ti i-propoxide

5 min
Acetic Acid

V 5 rain

Methanol

T 5 min
Pb(IV) Acetate

V Heat
Methanol

AcetiAcid 
2 min

V 2 min
Methanol

V 2 amin
Acetic Acid

V 2 min
Water

T
Filter

Oilute to Volume

Figure 1. The IMO Process

Plackett-Burman Screening Study
Ten factors (eight solution chemistry, two film deposition) were initially identified as

potentially having significant effects on material properties. To fully model this number of factors
would require well .'ver 100 experiments. To reduce this task to a manageable level i, was
necessary to screen the factors to identify those having the greatest impact on the desired
responses. A modified Plackett-Burman screening design, requiring only 15 experiments, was
employed 181. Table I lists the factors, the range of factor levels, and for comparison, the nominal
values. The range of design values was chosen to be as wide as technically reasonable, and if
possible, to bracket the nominal values

Response Surface Modelling
From the screening stud), three factors were identified as having significant effects on several

of the measured responses. A three-factor uniform shell design was chosen (see Figure 2 for a
graphical representation) 191. This allowed for either a Main Effects + Interactions (ME+I) model
or a Quadratic model to be fitted to the data. The center point of the design was run in triplicate.
All other factors were set to their nominal values.
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Table 1. Plackett-Bumian Screening Design Factors

Variable Screening Values (Low or High) Nominal Value
Zr/Ti Reaction Time 0 or 15 min 5 min
Acetic Acid Amount 'A or 2 times nominJ 4:1 HOAc to Zr+Ti
Acetic Acid Reaction Time- C or 15 mrin 5 min
Solution Concentration 0.4 or 0.8 M 0.4 M
Pb Dissolution Temperature 75 or 100°C 750C
Refluxing No or Yes No
Post-dissolution Acetic Acid 0 or 10 mL 10 ml-
Water Volume 0.5 or 5 mL 2 mL
Number of Film Layers 2 or 4 4
Spinner Speed 1000 or 6000 rpm 3000 rpm

0.6

HOAc 20_4 V_

0A
0

0

10

Figure 2. Uniform Shell Design for 3 Factors

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plackett-Burman Screening Study
The value of a screening design is that the effects of a large number of factors can be evaluated

with relatively few experiments. However, there is a trade-off. The results from the screening
design are confounded; that is, the main effect (the effect of a single factor) and interactions
(effects produced by the synergism or antagonism of two or more factors) are combined. The
simplifying assumption invoked (and it is generally valid) is that main effects will dominate.

Table II summarizes the results of the screening study. Six of the ten factors had statistically
significant effects on one or more ofthe responses. Several of the responses showed no measurable
dependence on any of the factors. However, several factors exhibited strong effects on coercive
field, the ferroelectric response we were most interested in improving. Three factors (post-
dissolution acetic acid, solution concentration, and water volume) were chosen for further study.
These factors also exhibited statistically significant effects on several of the other responses.
Looking at the direction of effects for the three major factors it can be seen that the desire•d
direction of change is antagonistic among the responses. For example, to improve coercive field
(i.e., lowering the value) the model requires increasing the solution concentration. However, the
models for loop quality (higher values are associated with higher quality), Pr, and capacitor yield
all require decreasing solution concentration to improve those properties Clearly the optimized
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conditions will be a compromise and therefore are not readily predictable without a more de'ailcd
examination of their effects and possible interactions

Table 11. Summary of the Plackett-Burman Screening Study

Decreasing Fit to the Model --*

Coercive Field Loop Quality Remanent Polar. Capacitor Yield

Decreasing Post HOAc (-) Post HOAc (-) Post HOAc (-1 Sol'n Cone (-)

Importance Sol'n Cone. (-) Sorn Cone. (-) of Layers (+)
of Factor Water Vol. (-) Spinner Speed (+) Sol'n Cone (-)

4 Initial HOAc (+) Water Vol (-)

Spinner Speed (+) Initial HOAe(-)

Note: The sign associated with the factor indicates the direction of the effect from the lo\v level to
the high level (e.g., a "Sol'n Cone. (-)" indicates that the numerical value of the response decreases
from 0.4 M to 0.8 M).

Response Surface Modelling
A three-factor uniform shell design was performed to study the effects of solution

concentration, the post-dissolution acetic acid amount, and the water volume in more detail. Table
III lists the range of values measured for the responses. The bottom row of the table gives the
values for the nominal composition. No individual design run had the best value for all responses,
but several compositions yielded responsec that were each individually superior to those of the
nominal composition.

Table Ill. Summary of the 3-Factor Uniform Shell Design Results

Capacitor Microstruc.
Pr Ps Ec Vc Yield Qualitj Loop**

(PC/cm
2

) (AC/cm
2

) (kV/cm) (V) (%) (0 -5) Quality

Design Runs 0-47.2 0-78.9 26.1 -200+ 0.96-4.97 0-100 0-5 0-105

Nominal 23 -30 45 -50 40-45 1.5-2.0 90-100 3 40

* 0 (poorly defined) to 5 (fully dense mierostructure with 1-5 Win rosettes)
A figure of merit to quantify hysteresis loop quality using Pr, Ps, and Ec.

Two models were fitted to the data. An ME+[ model allows for simple response surfaces. The
quadratic model allows for more complex response surfaces, including curvature. As an
illustrative example, the coercive field models are presented below. All the other models had
similar shaped response surfaces.

Main Effects + Interactions Model

E, =102.1+35.6*X 1 -86.0*X 2 +4.4*X 3 +9.6* XI*X 2 +0.8*XI*X 3 -9.7*X 2 *X 3 (I)

Quadratic Model

Ee= 31.7+35.6*X, - 86.0*X 2 +4.4*X 3 +9.6*XI*X 2 +0.8*XI*X 3 -9.7*X 2 *X 3

+36. 1*X 
2 

+42.9*X
2 

+44. 1*X2  (2)
1 2 3

Where X 1 = Acetic Acid, X2 = Solution Concentration; X3 = Water Volume
in normalized design units (-I to +1).

From inspection of the models it can be seen that solution concentration is the dominant factor
in determining Ec Solution concentration is the dominant term in all of the other response models,
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as well. To determine the optimal composition a grid search program was run with criteria set for
each response A "sweet spot", a composition or compositions meeting all criteria, was identified
from each model (see Table IV).

Table IV. Criteria and "Sweet Spots" for Each Model

Criteria for selecting 'sweet spots":

Pr >- 25 ýXC/cm 2  PS Ž! 40 gC/rcm2  V 0.5 to 1.5 V Ec 10 to 40 kV/cm
Capacitor Yield > 99 % Microstructural Quality Žt 4 Loop Quality Ž 50

Main Effects + Interactions Quadratic
Post Dissolution Acetic Acid 0 - 4 mL 5 - 10 mL
Solution Concentration 0.50 - 0.54 M 0.56 M
Water Volume 0 - 6 mL 9 - 10 mL

Common be'tween the models is the higher solution concentration, but as might be expected, it
is not at the maximum value of the modelled space. Acetic acid ranged from zero up to the
nominal composition volume. The water volume covered the entire design space, but both "sweet
spot" regions favored water volumes greater than nominal. To test the models three compositions
were run; one from the ME+I model and two from the Quadratic model. The compositions and
property results are presented in Table V along with the nominal composition for comparison.

Table V. Comparison of the Nominal Composition with the "Sweet Spots"

Acetic Sol'n Water
Acid Cone. Vol. Pr Ec Vc Micro Loop
(mnL) (M) (mL) (pC/cm

2
) (kV/cm) (V) Quality Quality

Nominal 10 0.40 2 27 43 1.7 3 40
ME+I 0 0.50 5 26.9 23.9 1.0 4 105.2
Quad. I 10 0.56 10 25.0 33.2 1.2 4 50.0
Quad. 2 5 0.56 10 29.6 33.0 1.2 3 41.4

All three "sweet spot" runs met the predicted criteria and were an improvement over the
nominal composition, particularly with respect to Ec. The ME+[ "Sweet Spot" was the superior
composition, showing improvements over the nominal composition in every measured response
except for Pr where it maintained the nominal value. Comparison of actual values to the model is
of limited value. Several of the samples in the original design had extremely poor properties and
the measured values for polarization and coercive field were quantitatively meaningless. However,
these values qualitatively represented the responses. Therefore, the models generated were
successfully used to predict compositional areas to investigate, rather than to quantitatively predict
actual film properties.

As for using the information from this study to develop a more fundamental understanding of
the solution chemistry, some cautious conclusions can be drawn. The compositions that
represented improved properties were consistent with a solution chemistry that generates a denser,
perhaps more highly crosslinked structure. Increasing the water volume would be expected to
increase hydrolysis, generating more species for condensation. However, water is a byproduct of
some of the condensation reactions, and therefore excess water could inhibit condensation. Similar
effects have been noted in the PbTiO 3 system [10]. With solution concentration, a higher
concentration should promote condensation and aid film densification by reducing the amount of
organic removal required. But too high of a concentration leads to film cracking and organic
removal problems. The role of acetic acid following the Pb dissolution is not well understood.
Sufficient acetic acid is added prior to the lead acetate to completely chelate the Zr/Ti alkoxides
However, the post-dissolution acetic acid may be more than a simple solvent. It may be acting as a
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i weak acid catalyst Acid Latalysis leads to linear polymerization rather than crosslinkages i nuany
sol-gel systems, whereas base catalysis generally promotes crosslinking I 11

Some preliminary work has been done to test these ideas If crosslinking is important,
substitut.rig a base for the acetic acid at the back end of the process would be expected to yield
improved films. When ammonium hydroxide was used in place of the post-dissolution acetic acid,
a dense film microstructure with no observable pyrochlore was generated. However, the
ferroelectric properties were only comparable to the nominal composition The role of solution
concentration remains to be resclved. It may be a physical effect, a denser gel/film as a result of
less solvent/organics Or the sol may have a different polymeric structure due to concentration
effects on reaction equilibria. Additional experimentation will be required to resolve this, possibly
by studying dilution and viscosity effects.

CONCLUSION

A sol-gel process utilizing alkoxide and acetate precursors in an acetic acid/methanol solvent
system was optimized to generate 53/47 PZT thin films with improved microstructure and
ferroelectric properties. Ten solution chemistry and film processing factors were screened for their
ability to measurably impact a variety of responses. The three most statistically signifiant factors
with respect to coercive field (post-dissolution acetic acid, solution concentration, and water
volume) were evaluated in greater detail using 3-factor uniform shell design. Models generated
from the data identified several compositions predicted to be superior to the nominal composition.
Testing of these models contirmed these compositions as superior. Coercive field was reduced
from over 40 kV/cm to less than 25 kV/cm. Pyrochlore phase clearly visble in the nominal
composition films was no longer observable in the optimized composition films.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL CllARACTERIZATION OF SOL-GEL
DERIVED LEAD TITANATE DEPOSFIIED ON SILICA

JOSEPH M. SCHWARTZ, LORRAINE FALTER FRANCIS, AND LANNY D. SCH'tMIDT
University of Minnesota, Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

ABSTRACT

The nmicrostructural evoluti m of lead titanate prepared by a •,l-gel method was examined
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) following treatment, in air at progressively
higher temperatures. TEM specimens were prepared by spin coating a film or dispersing
particles onto specimen grids coated with SiO 2 or SiO 2 with a harrier layer. The effects of
different barrier materials, thermal treatment conditions, and the addition of platinum particles
were examined. Lead titanate fortmed crystalline perovskite at -550-6(X)°C on all support
materials examined. On SiO2 supports, the pyrochlore phase formed at lower temperatures and
converted partially to perovskite at higher temperatures. Barrier layers of TiO 2 , A1203 and
polyimide prevented pyrochlore formation.

INTRODUCTION

Lead titanate, PbTiOs (PT). is w, "xell-know n ferroelectric that is under investigation for
pyroelectric, memory, and micromechanical applications. For many devices, the ferroelectric
thin laser must be integrated with a Si semiconductor by depositing and heating the layer on Si.
SiO2, or a platinum layer which is integrated with Si. Under some conditions, interdiffuision
between the substrate and filn can degrade film properties and result in the formation of
nonferroelectric phases 1 1-31. The ability to follow the microstructural changes and possible
reactions with the substrate that accompany thermial treatments of P'T thin layers is of great
interest for improving process compatibility and properties.

TENI is an excellent method for the studs of microstructure development. especially when
combined with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) for analysis of crystal structure and chTemical composition. For a study of microstructure
evolution, a useful specimen preparation method would involve depositing a coating directly onto
a special TEM Ngrid that acts as an electron transparent substrate capable of being heated to
processing tetnperatures. In a previous study of miodel catalyt syvstcnts. TEM samples were
prepared by evaporating the metal catalyst particles onto SiO2 and A1203 support layers on TMI'
grids 141. The microstructiaral evolution of the some areas of the sample was observed following
sequential heat-treatments in different atmospheres. We now report on the use of a similar
technique to study the evolution of sol-gel derived thin layers and particles of lead titanate
following heat-treatments inl air at diffcrent temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 outlines the methods used to prepare TEM specimens and study microstnmCture
development. The procedure involved three stages: (i) preparation of a silica coated TEI4 grid to
act as a support, (ii) deposition of an alkoxide-based solution or dispersion of sol-gel derived
particles onto the TEM support grid, and (iii) investigation of tile microstructure by altemating
between heat-treatments in a furnace and TEM examinations.

The TEM support grids wereprepared by a series of vacuum depositions and thermal
treatments. First, a Si film (300(±50 A) was vacuum evaporated onto a Formvar coated gold
microscope grid (400 mesh, tabbed pinpointer grid: Pelco Co.). The Si coated grid was heated
in oxygen at 800'C for 20 hours to burn off the Fomivar and oxidize the Si into a unifomi filhn of
amorphous SiO2 (-600 A). A thin filh of platiti urn (-20 A) was then deposited onto half of the
support grid by vacuum evaporation, To disperse tie film into small I't particles, the grid was
heated in hydrogen at 650'C for 6 hours. The SiO2 coating provides in electron transparent
support for a sol-gel layer and is also capable of be ng heated to built tmicnperatures without a
change in structure. Titania and alumina coatings were prepared on tile SiOt covered TEM grids
by similar methods; however, these layers were crystalline after oxidation.

A PT methoxyethoxide solution was synthesized according to the procedure described by
Budd et al. 151. A precursor solution (0.1 NI PT, (. 1 M H-120.0.)1 MI N11 4 01 I) suitable for

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 310. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 2. TEM micrographs of a PT layer on a SiO 2 Support with no Pt after thennal treatment
stages of (a) drying, (b) 450*C for 30 min., and (c) 500*C for 30 min. All mnicrographs are from)
one specimen showing the same area.

slightly larger than the probe size used. Probe sizes ais smrall as -50 A were used, and the
measured Pb:Ti raitio changed by less than 5% from the low to high contrast areas. This is bel4n4
the level of significaince due to uncertainties in background subtraction. Thinner areas could
fomti durnng drying f rom localized solvent evaporation or formation of di scon ti nuit ies due to poor
wetting. T1hese dryving induced artifacts could also result itt a build Lip of PT coating in
.surrounding areas, accounting for the dark rnges around the lowv contrast areas. Based onl
obet ,'ations of sol "-el derived PT particles dispers'-d on SilJ2 supports, the disappearance of
these features aftetr the 500'C heat-treatmient may be (I te to i nterdiffUSion between the film and
the SiO2 Support. 'File addition of Pt particles has little or no effect onl the atmorphous sir, -litre
of the lead titattate fi lm under the condhitions we examinited.

2) Crvstal Iirie Phase Developmtent of~hin Fi Iirns

IFizgure 3 shows a contti nuation of the microst ructure ev olution shown int Fig-. 2 for heat
treatilent, up to 650 T. 1 healing- the samtple to 550)'(C resulted itt the hkmniat ion of a cr\ stall ine
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A ~ B) 5SO'C

Figuire 3. TEM micrographs and electron diffractio~n patterns of a PT layer on a Si02 support
with no Pt after thermal treatment stages of (a) 50(Y'C for 30 min., (b) 550*C for 30) min., (C)
6(X)*C for 30 min, and (d) 650*C for 30 min. All mnicrographs arý from the same specimen as
shown in Fig. 2.

phase which has a cubic structure (a =10.5 A). The electron diffraction data is consistent %ki-th
the pyroc 'lore form of lead titanate, Pb,.Ti2O(6 . This form of PT was first described by Martin
161 for glass ceramic samples and later found in manly sol-ecl dcrised lead-hased perosskites.
Pyrochlore does not possess the desired dielectric and ferroclectric propcrties of perolvskitc. 11w
the pyrochlore forml is metastable and will transfornt to pcrovskite wkitlt higher temperature
heati it" in many cases. Thle tuic rostrocture of the pyrochIlore in the thtin laver specimeni is not
clearl y defined, bttt the rill, formation in the electron diffractiotn pattti in todit ttes that the -,rai n
size is small. Thle perovskie phaise begins to loins Upon heat ing to 61111C, is determined hý
electron diffraction Vii" 10. However, thc pyrochlore phasc is also present with pcrovskite.
When the specimen was heated further at 6501VC for 310 minutes (Ho ;D), the pyrochlore did not
transform completely to perovskite. Both phases are still present atter heating to 7WE and 750'C'
(not shown). No 6ther crvst illine phases were foutnd by electroti ditlrai ic~n, amorphous phase.

suhas lead silicates cannot be identified in the TEMI. The Lack of crvst illine lift or Ph() at an%
temperaiture supports the earlier concltision that chemical heterogeneities do not form on drVine1-.

The formation and persistence of pyrochlore in the TEiM spec imen ca n he explained by

considefring the effects of Si contamination and layer thickness. Pyroclilore fominatton. is
observed most often when films are deposited onto Lquartz, glass or silicon SUhstrates. The
diffusiott of Si fromn the substrate into the filmi or Ilb diffuLSI~io inito the substrate has been cited ivs
the cause for pyrochlore formaition on Si containing, substrates. Thle effect of Si addition to
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sol ee'l dctis ed I'I, poss dcrs has been studied in itil deihx Wrielit and IrianciN 171,. Ihe oii
that unmoIIdified PT powders, crs stallji/cd diectfs Into thle pvtos skik lhAIe Ut 5MAV', hut( l'l V1

in dilied with eveit smnAll additionts of Si I(<-' itil'* Itormcdtivrst inIto ps roellore and then
trattsforttted either partial ly or cotnpletely to the pcrosskji c phase n~ att highcr te nn'eraturc
0t50'C for 10 mole '," St ad~dition). The h iglher titan eyepeskd tot toit ion tempeiore tr f or
peiovskite in thle TEN! speciliens is probably, related to Si Containabmtion. VeCrN thin layers willl
hasc e n increased effec:t of mici- diffusioit. 'Y'atoac'Lichl atIso reported that thle forntiatiott of
pvroc itlore occurs tmost easily itt th inner filtis prepamred front seir dilute alkoxide soIlutions 121.

Temisile stressesý res.ult inc froiti dry it attd crymstll i/at ill coild li so ca ILI C tite less dense
pixit hlore phtase to be fav ored in th in fil 015.

Several mtethtods liave been developed fo'r avoiding, or inhibtming, pvrocitlore fontiati in ill
P1-based sof 'yf thinl films. Rapid thernial prske55iime is often An ettl m C1 CMthod to avoid
formtatiotn of lOW tellp I a Lire metastable pliaises. anld lsko to niiinIIII/C di t ILiNioli fetetN 11 .1
separate experimett , it c wi.hated a IPX!,)I:1111 sp kiimil: Oir tl to 17(X C al ier lie itill' at 4ftX)'(' to

piloly/Ce oittf Bloth p) roc.ftlorc and pleo 'Nkite: 1031C ItI torme -m h 1Ci. thuLS. tor vets\ Ihil
PT Li\vers onl Sit)' tile tonnatioim of tile p) 1001l01V paecou~ld not be iv ouded hs rapid heatini
PLaItinuml Itas ulso hcen it sed to promote pcro% skiie tornnatioii. lII out stud\ f'tl pairticles did noti
affcct the is- stialli Ituomi %Ss. tetoperatiteII behasO iOr'I 1 kid ltitiiate xx 11hin1 tile 'f 5C resolUtion o
our espernitieitis hut thev did promlote peros skute fortitatiott h\ epi~tai if row% tIm [9)1.

Bairrier laisers ire an eff I.ect is e necants of presý mIIII InCg dii t Ird Iftu 1 aunid pý roch lore
formationt [10, 11. No pvrochlore fornted A iteit there was a harrier la ixxr of Ml 01 or lit)'
between the lead titanate aitd the Sit)2 Perovskite fortited ott these Lipplorts after the 550'C
Ucittnient. Howesýer, an Intervening oxide harrier layer mlay aftiect the fitnal ferroeleetric
propert-ies of the iayer (e.g., dielectric constant). We have ills esmipited att alternative harrier Lasecr
techtiology in w hichl a polymer kiaver I ecvemits ditt IfuSion LI unIC1- Lers' talIi zation and is theni
pý llyzed.

AA*

I~i'-urc 4. '1 E micrographts of sof-miel deise \ d Vl' palttulces onl a Sit)2 suipport after theottinl
trc~itmttents of la) 550l'C for 3)1 min., lb ) 00i0'C for 00 ml) u (a)I is trilt a sýattple with ito
poivitilide and (b) hiaid a polvimislide ufift-Usion hattier las yr.
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Figure 4 shos~ [lthe ettects ot a polvtittid laser oitl. IfcrsItattf of smiall pajilltc t~
lead itjtain te onl a SI()sppr Small paIrticles sC ' v used insit kl of [hill tutu5I InI order to "clarlk
demtonstraite the efet,, hot reat ions with the support. IThe pols milne laver inthihited reaiction
hetwAetis lead titian it and StO,. W~hen no harrier lavser is used e.4At). the Interaction result, in
the formtoiton ot holes in the Si( 1 support adjacent 'to everyspartitele When this Sample s Itil
pol VI toidi sk Lis heitedt to 6(8) C, the A L N I specititsit was isonipeict ly dest royed. Whet a
1)(6\ iMILtC dititistoit hairrier wa s prtesenit F ig. 413), particles crs stalhic w ithOu~t intteractionrtil
the Sios suipport. Another advaot i-ce of a KlInter I1st cr lh isUit its pyroclilore is fornited. At icr
lead titan itt trx stallizes Inito Pet)%s slkite, it 55 Altnot utianstori ito iii pyrrclore and atppears to, lizis e
less reacttivity ss oh SiO, EL S sltoss ed that itert ss ais no t it hon or nitrogen retoatnting ott the
samvple, indicaiting thait tJhe polivimide laver %% L complettkli p ro zhied leasiitg onlr pero% skite
lead tii anate. The polý yittide diffusiot bariner ill l~c d~i wuNstd in t ioic detail ec% lici tee l91,

S LN 'd I A R Y

A new technique has been developed to study, mticrostrut total ev Olutiot atnd substrate
interactions in thin ceramic films anid applied to leaid titt ate IThiin filmns crystallized itito
pyrochlore, Pb 2Ti2)Oo, ait about 500*C ott attorphous Si02 supports due to interactiot,., between
lYT and SiO2. Crystalline perovskite. Pbii03. the desired phaise. formed ait higher temperatures
(-550'C), but the py rochlorc phase persisted. Plattitluir p irti,!s slid not affect the crystallizationt
temperature of PT onl SiO2 supports uttder the cottditions itisesmigated. P\,Tochlore did riot fontsl
ott crystalline A110,; or TiO, supports at any temnperatutre , perox kite wals tlte sole crysiallitne
phase forming at -551 0'C. The Use of a ful.ItiVe poly itttide hiLrr-ier Itayer htolds promlise for
preparation of Pb-based ferroelectrics ott S i-contttiiting suhstraites NlxaiC i11 it sccessfully
pies eit ted PY roeltlore fornitttion in parttics ott S io )_

A'K NOW!.EM1); EKMEi;NTS

'It :tsicLStkatce )It Jsshin N\Vtiht in silttilion st1.i)1[tissr is. i, i
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SUBSTRAT'E IILLC )NCEAONAND CRYSTALLIZAl ION Of- Li\N); IIlIN

FILMIS MADE) BY S(L-GLL

VIKRAM JOSIII*. DEHASIS ROY**, AND)MARilIA I. MLA I'NL
*D~epartmtenit of Chemical Engineering anid Materials Science, I. tliersos. of NIitiie,ota,.

.Minneapolis, VIN 55455.

**Naterials Science and Engineering Program. Urniersnv of California. Irvine, CA 927 1-

ABSTRPAC-F

Lithium niohate films %kere deposited onl atiorphoi'u cairbn. silicate (000. 1()1

sapphire, anid I(HOI silicon by spin or dlip coating donuble metal ci hos ide sl 'I Ihe crx alliniiit and

microstructure of fihe deposited films Aerc examined by XRD ,ind I*P%1 Crystsal Ii/aticin ichas lor

and resultintg ruicrost ruc lure IAere strongly iOnflenced by the t\ pc of su bstrate. [he formtat ion' of

crystalline Li NhOt onl amorphous carbon "Aas detected at roomTi temnperat Lire. Raid, 'toe orine ted

polycrystalline filmls \Aere obtained on glass at 4(X)'C. Choice of one mole of vAater per mole ot

ethoxide generated heteroe~pitaxial grow~th of LiNbOj thin filitis on 1)1811) sapphire Oriented but

polycry stalline films vere obtained ott silicon. The electrical belia. or oflm ton d'ik oilh 't A is

evaluated in mietal-ferroelectric-.semici'ndcO1ti~'r COnlfie.Uratiin. A dielectric conistaint it 35 atnd at

dissipation factor of 11.W18 \A as meaSUred at 1001 KI It.

INTIRODIA':IION

L~i.NhO is art ittportant terru'elCICruc material with ntanN attracts c priopcniie such as a lairge,

spotitatteOuIS polarization (71) lC/cme ti %c vr\ hig Curie temperature 12(I'-10 0. anld a large

negative birefringenece (-01.08)111I Sol-ge-,l processitng ha, b~een LlCCeSstuill\ ceotpl.o\ed fcr

synthesizing thitn films of LiNbo; 12.3,41. Itt addition to beiiig simmple anid ittespetisis. the sol

gel rechniqiie has demn&'n1strated the possibility oft (lisA tettiperatUire cr\ stallatitton oft L iN('() i il'ti

critical for integrated optics applications. H iratio atnd Kato t5l ,'bser. d the oniset of cr'cstalli~attonl
itt LiNbOj thin films at 250'C Alient antnealed ii IAct 0, Ill iOuir stuldies oii hulk L~is'bOee Is.

cry-stallizationm \&as initiated at temperaturesN as low\N as 2(X)`C 161

The putrpose of this wcirk is to in est i ate the e ffect of vari,'uus sl bstra tes on tuce (atcion,
crvstalIi zation, and m1ic rostrilet Lre of LiN hO; thin filmtos. The ditfterenit sUbstrates cii he di. ided

inito tIo categories: aniortihrlsuii atnd cr\estallimie. The differetice bets. CCii the toýo aitti0Fp11Llsuu

substrates (carboni and glass) wkas iti the %settimmg behtavior of the sol. ['lie ssettitg oi the

amoorpho us carbon s iibstralte s IA s problem as the deposited so I cioale sced it to (thick reg iins

leaving be-hind very thin regions Of the ft-1lo1. In contrat,, the Iti(m's on i 'aswere vers u niforr.

Sind icat ing good .. ett inrg behavior. -i N bf) artd sapphire are i sostr~tue iral m tate rial's belorlut t to

the space group R3c. Hilghly orienited and even epitaxial filmns of i-jNb0A have beent obtained oni

sigecrystal sapphire 14.51. even though tlie lattice misimatchi beteen (lie tIol is 7.51;,. Silicoin

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Voi. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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was chosen as a substrate from the point of incorporating LiNbO; films in itcgrated optics

applications.

EXPERIMENTAL

Details of the thin film synthesis procedure have been described elsewhere 171. 0.25 molar

sols of partially hydrolyzed lithium niobium double ethoxide, LiNb(OC 21tb 6 , were used for dip

and spin coating. For this work the ratio of ethoxide to water vas kept at 1:1. The films on

amorphous carbon substrates were deposited in a controlled environmental chamber. The chamber

atmosphere was saturated %kith the solvent (ethanol). This allowed for sloA drying due to reduced

evaporation rate of the solvent. No heat treatment was given to these films. Films on glass

substrates were dip coated whereas spin coating was employed on sapphire and silicon substrates.

Films on glass and sapphire substrates were annealed at 4(X)C for I hour in air. Ileat treatment in

air did not produce crystalline films on silicon at 4(X)rC. Crystalline films on silicon were obtained
when annealed in H,0/O2 at 4(X) 0C for I(X) miin.. All the films, except for those on amorphous

carbon substrates, were annealed at a ramping rate of 10°C/min. followed by furnace cooling.
Crystallographic and microstructural characterization \&as done by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) with a Philips CM20. All samples in the microscope were looked in a stage

cooled with liquid N, in order to minimize electron beam heating effects. Film texture (i.e.

preferred orientation) was studied by X-zay diffraction (XRD) utilizing Cu Ka radiation in a

Siemens DSWOO diffractometer Thickness and refractive indices of the ilm.s were measured using

a Rudolph type 436 ellipsometcr. Circular gold electrodes of 2.83x 10 cu" 2 area %ere sputtered

on the surface of the annealed film on silicon substrates using a shadow mask to study electrical

properties in the metal-ferroelectric-semiconductor (MFS) configuration. The relative dielectric

constant, cr, and dissipation factor, tan 5. were measured as a function of frequency using an

impedance analyzer (model 4192A, Htewlett Packard Inc.). The ferroclectricity in the films was

investigated in temis of hysterisis behavior by determining the remanent polarization and coercive

field in a computer controlled standardized ferroelectric test system. RT-66A (Radiant

Technologies).

RESULTS

Crystallization and Microstructure

Figure I shows the TEM micrograph of partially hydrolyzed lithium niobitim ethoxide sol

on amorphous carbon substrate. As mentioned earlier, the sol did not wet these substrates well

and thin regions of the film were left behind during shrinkage of the sol. These thin sections were

less than 50 nm thick and were crystalline. The rings in the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern

of this film indexed to LiNbO3 d spacings. There are few d spacings missing from this SAD

pattern which indicates some degree of texturing in the film. Also, one of the d spacings (3rd ring)
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Figure 1: LiNbO 3 thin film (< 50 nm) on Figure 2: 120 nm thick LiNbO3 film on glass

amorphous carbon substrate. No heat treatment, substrate, annealed at 4(X)0C for I hour in air.

is off by 47 from its theoretical position in LiNbO5 crystal structure. The grain size -aries from

40 to 80 nrm, most grains on the order of 75 nm.

The microstructure of the films on glass, annealed at 4(X) 0C for I hour (Fig. 2), is similar to
the films on carbon substrates. The grains in the LiNbO3 on glass are smaller and their size varies

from ,0-50 nm. The SAD pattern of this film is also similar to the film on carbon substrate. XRD

spectrum of this film indicated a strong orientation of (104) planes parallel t. the substrate. The
same (1014) d spacing is also one of the missing rings in the SAD pattern. Infonnation from the

XRD and electron diffraction strongly suggests texturing of the film along the 1 10141 direction.

Epitaxial films were obtained on.,

(0001) sapphire substrates. Figure 3 shows ,

microstructure of one such film. The

prominent features of this film are its single

crystalline nature and absence of porosity.

The zone axis in the SAD pattern is ((X)01) ,,fi
indicating very well oriented growth with the

substrate. From this particular area, substrate Aga(;
has been completely milled during ion milling

of the specimen but in the other regions of the

film which were still attached to the substrate, ,
Moire fringes were observed and the " 200 n1
corresponding SAD patterns confirmed the

Figure 3: 175 nm thick LiNbO3 film on

((XX)I) sapphire. 4000 C for 1 hour in air.
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Figure 4: XRD of LiNbO3 on (IMX) Si Figure 5: 175 nnm thick l~iNbO; film on

(a) 0-20 scan and Nb glancing angle scan. silicon. 4(X)°C for IMX rmin. in 11,0/0,.

epitaxy of LiNbO_3 on sapphire with the following orientation relationship:

((Ml)) LiN)O3 // ((XX)I) sapphire and I I 1301l LiNbO,// (1151 =(lSapphire

XRD profiles of the film on (100!) silicon are shown in Figure 4. Normal coupled scan

shows a strong orientation of 0lli4) planes of LiNbO3 parallel to the substrate surface. Ranidomily

oriented polycrysta) line LiNbOj would have a peak intensity ratio of lIM:40 between the MI01 2)

and (10!.4) peaks whereas the intensity ratio of these peaks in Figure 4a shows• d ratio tof 20): IMX.

Front this data one can determine that about 92%, of the filmn is oriented with (1014)i plane,, parallel

to (IMX) Si. However, the glancing angle XRD scan at 2' (Fig. 4b) reveals misoricnitation in the

plane of the film and the polycrystalline nature of the films.

Figure 5 is a plan view TEM imiagge of the same film showing the microstructure. The

selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern insert shows evidence for a random alignment of t0,,,e grains

in the plane of the film. The grains are irregularly shaped but estimates of the grain size obtained

from dark field images indicated a grain size of about 0.5 l.Ln. Tiny pores of less than 10 nni iii

size are present within the grains and along the grain boundaries. Refractive index measurements

of this film indicated a value of 2.14. The refractive indices values for the bulk LiNbOj are

n,=2.296 and n,=2.208 [ I11. Combining this information and the Lorentz Lorenz relationship 181,

we obtained a value of 5% for the residual porosity present in the film.

Electrical propertýies

The resistance compensated loop shown in Figure 6 indicates fericilectricity in the films

with a remanient polarization of 2.1 pC/cm2 and a coercive field of about 18 KV/cm. Thie length of

the hysterisis profile was about 282 ms and the maximum applied voltage was I V.
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Figure 6: Hysterisis loop from a 4(1) 0C Figure 7: Dielectric constant and dissipation
annealed LiNbO• film in MFS configuration, factor as a function of frequency.

Figure 7 shows the variation in dielectric constant and dissipation factor as a function of

frequency measured at l(0 mV on lithium niobate films in MFS configuration. T'he dielectric

constant of the films annealed at 4(0)CC shows a value of 35 and a dissipation factor of )0.(14 at a

measuring frequency of 1(X) KHz.

DISCUSS ION

The most surprising result of the present work is the ohservation of room temperature
crystallization in LiNbO 3 thin films on amorphous carbon substrates. It is relevant to mention here

our work on thin gel films 161 and roo×m temperature dried filnis on glass sut,,strates. The,,e films

were amo: phous and stable in electron beam and even intentional beam heating did not initiate

nucleation of crystalline LiNbO3. We believe that the crystallization of LiNbO3 on amorphous

carbon substrates under no heat treatment conditions is not an electron beam artifact. Though the

exact mcchanism behind this phenomenon is still unknown, some of the possible factors could be

(a) influence of interfacial energy, (b) slow drying which allows more time for the polymeric

species (building blocks) to attain equilibrium sites, and (c) very thin films (less than 50) nm)
which facilitate transportation of polymeric species.

It is also very interesting to note that the films on glass attain a similar microstnucture and

texture only after being annealed at 400°C for I hour. Lower temperatures and lesser soaking
times failed to crystallize LiNbO 3 films on glass substrates. Also, a slight shift in one of the d

spacings in the SAD patterns of the films on both carbon and glass substrates implies that on

amorphous substrates, LiNbO 3 does not nucleate as an equilibrium ferroelectric crystalline phase.

On crystalline suhstrates (sapphire and silicon), all the d spacings indexed to ferroelectric
LiNbO3 crystal structure and ferroelectricity was detected in the films on silicon. The value of

E 10
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spontaneous polafitatiori is much lower in the present thin films (about 5 l.W/cln 2 in comipanson
with bulk single crystal lithium niobate (7(0 g±C/ci 2).This could be due tok the tact that the loop

presented in Figure 6 is essentially from a smaller signal and not1 StUrated. It %a not po~uhbkt
go beyond a maxitmum applied voltage of 1.5 V " ithout seriously disiorting the shape of- the louIp
due to charge injection across the filIm- substrate interface. The %alue ot dielectric: constant at
higher frequencies (35 at I(X) KID) is very close to the calculated value of 30 based oin orientation
inforrnation obtained front XRD. i-e. 92% (1(1)4) attd 8% (0112). and the contibtutiot,. fronm the

corresponding dielectric constants towards the overall dielectric constant of the filntts 191
However, the strong dispersion observed at !-w frequer.ýi-s isý probably asociated with factors
such as electrode polarization and losss'% nature of the films.

CONCLUSIONS

1 . Evidence of' room tetmpe ratu re cnry stalliztatiott itt Li NbOý th in tfitms in amoito pus carbon

stubstrates. The films were polycrystalline with somte d spacings mis..ing it thc SA13 patterns.
2. Heat treatment of 4(X)'C for I hour yielded polycrystallitne Li NbOj filmts onl glass.

3. Dense, epitaxial films were obtained on ORRII1) sapphire substrates, at .4(X)-C.

4. Films on silicon were oriented but polycrystalline. Ferroclectricits was tocasured and
experimental dielectric constant valueCs matched with hulk LiNbOj data.

5. The observed oticrostructures atid properties are a strotiC1, fut'tioii0)1 t \arious, processute_

paranieters including choice of substrate.
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SOL-GEL DERIVEI)
HETEROEPITAXIAL LiNbO 3 AND LiTaO3 THIN FILMS

Keiichi Nashimoto
Materials Research Laboratory, Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.,
1600 Takematsu, Minamiashigara, Kanagawa, 250-1, Japan.

ABSTRACT

Dense epitaxial LiNbO 3 thin films without any misoriented plane on sapphire
substrates were obtained with a sol-gel process utilizing 2-methoxyethanol based
metal alkoxide precursors without pre-hydrolysis and rapid thermal annealing.
Epitaxial LiNbO3 films annealed at 700'C were transparent and showed refractive
indices close to bulk single crystal values. Epitaxial and 'ransparent LiTaU 3 films
crystallized successfully on sapphire substrates with single orientations with the
present process. X-ray rocking curve full widths at half maximum of epitaxial
LiNbO 3 and LiTaO3 films on sapphire (110) substrates and annealed at 700'C were

less than 0.4 degree.

INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in ferroelectric thin film technology has produced a number of
processes to prepare epitaxial ferroelectric thin films to fabricate optical
waveguides, for instance. Most epitaxial methods include dry processes which are
generally costly and complicated to prepare stoichiometric epitaxial ferroelectric
thin films. Typical dry deposition processes, such as rf-magnetron sputtering [1],
pulsed laser deposition [2], metalorganic chemical vapor deposition [3], require
manipulation of target composition and/or precise control of deposition conditions
in order to obtain stoichiometric ferroelectric thin films.

The sol-gel process is advantageous in processing cost, large area fabrication,
and stoichiometric composition control although it has been believed as a process to
prepare randomly oriented polycrystalline ferroelectric thin films until recently.
Partlow and Greggi observed a partial homoepitaxy when they prepared LiNbO 3

thin films on LiNbO 3 single crystals by a sol-gel process using hydrolyzed metal
ethoxides [4]. Afterwards, LiNbO3 thin films with preferred orientation on
sapphire substrates were prepared from partially hydrolyzed metal ethoxide
precursors [5].

Oriented or epitaxial ferroelectric thin films other than LiNbO3 prepared by a
sol-gel process include PbTiO 3 [6], Pb(Zrl-.Ti,)O3 (PZT) [7], Pb(Mnl/ 3 Nb 2 /3 )0 3
(PMN) [8] up to now. We reported the solid state heteroepitaxial crystallization of
LiNbO3 thin films with single orientations on sapphire substrates from non-
hydrolyzed metal ethoxide precursors [9]. We observed a change in orientation of
LiNbO3 from epitaxial to random with an increase in amount of water added to
hydrolyze metal ethoxide precursors. Epitaxial LiNbO3 thin films annealed at
400°C looked dense and smooth although they apparently had microporosity of 10

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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nm in diameter when they were observed by transmission electron microscope [101.
Development of pore sizes up to 100 nm in diameter was observable by scanning
electron microscopy when epitaxial LiNbO3 thin films were annealed at 700"C
although they still showed better quality than oriented or polycrystalline LiNbO 3
thin films in terms of density and refractive index. Finally, an ideal epitaxial
LiNbO3 thin film is a fully dense defect free single crystal.

!n the present study, we examined precursor chemistry and annealing

conditions in order to improve the quality of sol-gel derived epitaxial LiNbU 3 thin
films. The feasibility of the process presented in this study to prepare other

materials such as LiTaO 3 was also examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Likewise the previous process [9, 101, 0.5 M ethanol based precursor solutions

for LiNb0 3 thin films were prepared from lithium ethoxide (LiOC 2 H5 ) and
niobium ethoxide (Nb(OC 2H 5 )5 ) in absolute ethanol (C2 11 5 0H). In the present

report, we prepared methoxyethanol based precursors from LiOCoH 5 and

Nb(OC 2 H 5 )5 by alcohol exchange reactions in 2-methoxyethanol (CH 3 OC2 H 4 OH)
in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Equal molar amounts of each ethoxide were
dissolved in absolute 2-methoxyethanol to form 0.6 M solutions. The solutions
were stirred and distilled for 2 hours. Within one hour, the boiling point of the

solutions increased to 125°C indicating progress of the alcohol exchange reaction.
The distillation was followed by refluxing for 22 hours at 125°C for completion of

the alcohol exchange reaction. The formation of lithium methoxyethoxide
(LiOC 2 H 4 OCH 3 ) and niobium methoxyethoxide (Nb(OC 2 H 4 OCH 3 )5 ) was
confirmed by IH NMR spectroscopy of dried precursors.

Optically polished sapphire substrates with (110) or (001) orientation were

cleaned in organic solvents, an aqueous 20 vol% HCI solution, and deionized water.

Conductive indium tin oxide coated Pyrex glass (ITO glass) was also utilized as a

substrate after organic solvent cleaning in order to examine electrical properties of
polycrystalline thin films prepared by the present process. The cleaned substrates
were ethanol spin-dried followed by spin-coating with the non-hydrolyzed
precursors at 2000 rpm in a dry nitrogen environment. The coated substrates were

heated in wet oxygen at 300°C for 2 min in order to pyrolyze the coating films. The

pyrolyzed amorphous films were further heated at a specified temperature to

crystallize them epitaxially. Heating was performed at a conventional heating
rate of 10°C/min or at a rapid heating rate of 10°C/sec (that is RTA: rapid thermal
annealing).

Texture and quality of the prepared epitaxial films were analyzed by Cu Ka 0-
28 X-ray diffraction (XRD) and XRD pole figures. Morphology of obtained films

were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Refractive indices and
thicknesses of the films were measured by ellipsometry with He-Ne laser. P-E
hysteresis loops of polycrystalline thin films on ITO glass were measured by

Sawyer-Tower circuit.
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RESULTS AND) DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows a SEM image of an epitaxial LiNbO 3 thin film prepared on

sapphire (110) from an ethanol based precursor and annealed at 700'C at a heating
rate of O0 C/rmin. The thin film is porous because of development of pores, as
reported before [9, 101. Whereas, epitaxial LiNbO 3 thin films prepared on sapphire
(110) from a methoxyethanol bas.zd precursor and annealed in the same condition
as the above were fully transparent and denser than the above LiNbO3 . Number
density and size of pores are greatly reduced although no obvious change in grain
size was observed. In differential scanning calorimetry of dried precursors, the
peak intensity of the exotherm around 270'C, due to pyrolysis of organic groups of
the methoxyethanol based precursor, was weaker than that of the ethanol based
precursor. This fact suggests the formation of pores may be suppressed by the easer
pyrolysis of precursors. In addition to the precursor chemistry, the rapid heating
rate, as fast as 10°C/sec, reduced porosity as shown in Figure 1(b). This behavior of
LiNbO 3 in terms of porosity is in agreement with the report by Eichorst and Payne
when they prepared polycrystalline LiNbO3 on silicon although they reported
change in grain size in addition to change in pore size [11].

Figure 1. SEM of epitaxial LiNbO 3 thin films on sapphire (110)
substrates prepared from (a) an ethanol based precursor with a slow
heating rate and (b) a methoxyethanol based precursor with RTA.

Epitaxy of these thin films on sapphire (110) was confirmed by XRD 6-20
patterns and XRD pole figures as reported before [9, 10]. XRD 0-28 patterns of
these thin films indicated no Li-deficient phase and single plane orientation of
LiNbO 3 (110)// A120 3 (110). XRD pole figures of these thin films on sapphire (110)
for the (012) plane showed symmetric patterns of four spots indicating in-plane
orientation of LiNbO 3 [0011 / A12 0 3 [0011.

XRD data and refractive indices of epitaxial LiNbO3 thin films prepared on
sapphire substrates are summarized in Table I. As suggested by the SEM of
LiNbO 3 thin films, LiNbO 3 prepared from the ethanol based precursor showed
lower refractive indices than LiNbO3 prepared from the methoxyethanol based
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precursor. RTA processed LiNbO 3 had relatively higher refractive indices than
LiNbO3 annealed at a conventional slow heating rate. The slightly higher
refractive indices of the RTA processed LiNbO 3 than single crystal values could be
caused by residual stress in LiNbO 3 due to RTA process. In cvntiast, RTA
processed LiNbO 3 had relatively larger XRD rocking curve full width at half
maxima (FWHM) than those of LiNbO3 annealed at a slow heating rate. All
LiNbO3 thin films derived from the methoxyethanol based precursors and
annealed at 70000 had rocking curve FWHMs less than 0.40. LiNbO 3 grown on
sapphire (001) showed larger rocking curve FWHMs than those of LiNbO 3 on
sapphire (110). RTA processed LiNbO 3 derived from the methoxyethanol based
precursor started to crystallize epitaxially at 4000C and showed almost similar
refractive indices above 60000. These LiNbO3 were epitaxial even with a short

annealing time of 1 min at 700'C although LiNbO3 required more than 5 min to
show high refractive indices close to single crystal values.

With a similar process using methoxyethanol based precursors and RTA,
transparent epitaxial LiTaO3 thin films were successfully crystallized on sapphire
(110) and (001) at 7000C as shown in Figure 2. No misoriented plane -"as observed
in XRD patterns. The films looked smooth and crack-free when they were observed
by SEM. There was no granular structure as observed in the previous paper
reporting the preparation of LiTaO 3 thin films on sapphire substrates from

partially hydrolyzed ethoxide precursors [12]. LiTaO 3 thin films, which have
higher melting temperature by about 4000C than LiNbO 3 , showed relatively lower
refractive indices than that of single crystals compared with LiNb0 3 thin films, as
shown in Table I. Rocking curve FWHMs of LiTaO3 thin films on sapphire (110)

and annealed at 700MC were also less than 0.40.

Table I. XRD data and refractive indices of LiNbO3 and LiTaO 3 thin
films on sapphire substrates.

Heating Annealing FWHM Refractive

Precursor Substrate Rate Temp Time (deg) 1) Index 2)

(°C/sec) () (min)

LiNb(OC 2H5 )6  (110) 0.17 700 90 0.19 2.103

LiNb)OC 2H4 0CH3)6  (110) 0.17 700 90 0.22 2.280

LiNb(OC2H4OCIT 3 )6  (110) 10 700 90 0.40 2.295

LiNb(OC 2H4 OCH3 )6  (110) 10 700 30 0,39 2.294

LiNb(OC 2H4OCH3)6  (110) 10 600 30 0.46 2.267

LiNb(OC 2H4 OCH 3 )6  (001) 10 700 30 1.57 2.264

LiTa(OC 2H40CH3)6  (110) 10 700 30 0.34 2.098

LiTa(OC2 H4 OCH3 )6  (001) 10 700 30 1.12 1.982

1) FWHM on Sapphire (110) = 0.072 deg.
2) Bulk LiNbO3 = 2.201-2.289, Bulk LiTaO 3 2.176-2.180.
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Figure 2. XRD patterns ofepitaxial LiTaO 3 thin films on (a)
a sapphire (110) substrate and on (b) a sapphire (001) substrate.

The present process employing non-hydrolyzed precursors was also applicable to
preparing multi-layer polycrystalline LiNbO 3 thin films. For electrical
measurement, the 0.3 jum thick LiNbO3 layer was prepared on ITO glass from the
methoxyethanol based precursor and by RTA at 600°T. For obtaining this film,
spin-coating and pyrolysis were repeated three times prior to crystallization. The
obtained LiNbO 3 was a transparent and crack-free polycrystalline thin film.

Figure 3 shows P-E hysteresis loops from Pt/LiNbO3 /ITO structure measured at 75
Hz. The leakage current through the LiNbO3 layer was subtracted from the loops.
The leakage current was 4X 10-5 AJcm at 2.0 Volts. It was difficult to saturate the
polarization of the LiNbO 3 film before dielectric breakdown. The remanent
polarization of Lhe LiNbO3 film was 0.4 ,C/cm 2 and the coercive field was 30 kV/cm

at an applied voltage of 2.0.

Figure 3. P-E hysteresis loops of

Pt/LiNbO3/ITO structure (X div = 0.5
Volt, Y div = 0.2 uC/cm 2 .)



CV'.' IUSIONS

The effect of precursor chemistry and annealing conditin on the qWality If sil
gel derived epitaxial LiNbO3 thin films on sapphire substrates was examined
Process utilizing the combination of methoxyethanol based precursors and rapid
thermal annealing dramatically improved the quality of LiNbOj in te-ms t,f
density and morphology. Obtained LiNbO 3 thin films had similar refra'tive
indices to bulk single crystals when they were annealed over 600i)C. The
application of the present process to preparation of the tither material was
successful. The present process gave crack free epitaxial Li'la()o thin filmn in
sapphire. This may be the first demonstraLion of epitaxial LiTaO j tn isapphire by a
sol-gel method to our knowledge. LiTaO3 had relatively lower refraotive indices
than bulk single crystals. Remanet polarization of polycrystal!;ne l.iNh(.) i ,n 1ITO)
glass as larger as 0.4 ,C cm 2 was observed.
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ABSTRACT

Potassium niobate, KNbO3, possesses high nonlinear optical coefficients
making it a promising material for frequency conversion into the visible
wavelength range. While epitaxial thin films of KNbO3 have bccn reported
[1,2j, only limited data exists concerning the optical loss mechanisms and
nonlinear optical properties of these films. In this study, epitaxial thin films of
KNbO3 have been grown using ion beam sputter deposition and evaluated in
terms of their microstructures and optical properties. Characterization of the
microstructures of these films includes the in-plane epitaxial relationship to the
substrate. The relationships between the growth parameters and microstructures
developed to the indices of refraction and the optical losses (absorption and
scattering) ari discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The next generation of laser writing and optical storage devices will
require a high resolution coherent light source. The resolution necessary can be
achieved by using a blue light source where high resolution is achieved because
of the short wavelength. Currently no compact blue laser source is
commercially available, but the production of blue laser radiation through
second harmonic generation (SHG) in a nonlinear optical material presents the
most promising approach demonstrated thus far. Achieving the necessary
second harmonic power (1-5 mW) from a relatively low power semiconductor
laser diode requires high conversion efficiency in the nonlinear material.

Many factors influence the SHG efficiency including the nonlinear
susceptibility of the material (dijk), the refractive index (n), the optical
pathlength (L), and the waveguide width and thickness (w,t) as shown in the
following equation.

3kL2 (p)
p((O) n w-t

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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This relationship makes clear the advantages of using the nonlinear material ii, a
resonator system where L becomes large enough to produce efficient Sl IG
output. Such systems have been demonstrated for several materials including
KNbO3.13,41 Also clear from the above relationship is the increased
efficiency resulting from confining the fundamental beam, P(0)), in a waveguide
structure, thereby decreasing the parameter t.

The nonlinear optical material used determines the device design. Many
of the commonly used nonlinear materials including KTP, LiTaO3, and LiNbO3
require complex phase matching schemes in order to produce efficient
SHG.15,6,71 KNbO3, however, can be used to produce light in the blue region
of the of the optical spectrum by Type I phase matching.181 This is an attractive
attribute for a thin film device where producing complex phase matching
structures within the material may be difficult. In addition, KNbO3 possesses
large nonlinear optical susceptibilities, comparable to the other materials
mentioned. KNbO3 thin films have been fabricated by several growth methods
including ion beam sputtering [ 1], rf-diode sputtering [21. the sol-gel process
191, and liquid phase epitaxy, LPE 1101. To date, the films produced by the
sputtering methods have exhibited the best optical properties with optical
propagation losses as low as 1.1 dB/cm reported 121.

Low optical propagation losses are paramount to fabricating a viable
SHG device. Two primary loss mechanisms exist for transmission through
waveguides, absorption and scattering. Absorption can result from impurities,
carriers, and interband transitions. Absorption decreases SHG efficiency by the
following,

2(•I Id2 P W) (2)

p(CO) n-K

where K is the absorption coefficient of the nonlinear optical material. While
absorption processes have been shown to limit the properties of several optical
materials, scattering is the major componen: of the propagation loss in most thin
film waveguides. Scattering is typically caused by inhomogeneities in the film,
microstructural defects, and imperfections at the film-substrate and film-surface
interfaces. The loss produced by interface roughness is a good example to
illustrate the interface control necessary to produce a low-loss thin film. The
radiation loss factor, x, is related to the interface roughness by I1 11

(nf -n)b 2
,o • - (3)

where nf is the refractive index of the film, n I is the index of the substrate, b is
the amplitude of the interface roughness, and t is the film thickness as shown in
Fig. 1. Loss due to interface roughness is especially difficult to control for
nonlinear optical materials which have high indices of refraction, n>2.00. The
large index difference between the light guiding film layer and the substrate
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scales the radiation loss factor by the difference of the squares of the indices,
making even small interface roughness result in large optical propagation loss
for thin films.

film nr t

2b

ni

substrate

Fig. 1. Model used to calculate the radiation loss caused by interface roughness.

The microstructural requirements for low-loss light-guiding thin films are
not well defined. Microstructural features such as high and low angle grain
boundaries, grain size, and domain walls may contribute to large propagation
loss through scattering. The detriment to film quality of each feature is
expected to be related to the material-substrate system chosen. Control of film
microstructure is possible by proper choice of growth technique and deposition
parameters.

KNbO3 FILM GROWTH

KNbO3 films have been grown by rf-diode sputtering, LPE, sol-gel, and
ion beam sputtering as stated previously. In this investigation, KNbO3 films
were grown using two ion beam sputter deposition processes. The first, shown
in Fig. 2, was developed at N. C. State [ 1]. This process uses a single primary
ion source to sputter material from multiple, elemental and elemental oxide
targets which are sequentially rotated in front of the ion beam. Thus, thin layers
of the target materials, niobium and potassium superoxide (K02), are deposited
on the substrate. At the deposition temperature, these layers are continuously
interdiffusing and the proper structure is formed in situ. Control of film
stoichiometry is achieved by adjusting the relative thickness of the layers. The
thickness of each layer is computer-controlled through feedback from a quartz
crystal resonator.

A second ion beam sputter deposition system, shown in Fig. 3, has
recently been set up at DuPont. This system uses two primary ion sources to
cosputter the Nb and K02 targets. Stoichiometric control is attained by
adjusting the relative sputtering rates of the two targets. The sputtering rates are
primarily controlled by adjusting the ion beam energy and ion beam current
incident on each target. In addition, the deposition rate from each target is
monitored by a quartz crystal resonator.
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Many process parameters were kept constant in both deposition systems
so that changes in nucleation and growth mechanisms resulting from
cosputtering versus layer by layer growth could be investigated. Table I
summarizes the most important common processing conditions. Single crystal,
(001) oriented magnesium oxide, MgO, was used as the substrate for all films in
this study. The substrate temperature during deposition was between 600 and
650'C with the higher temperatures used during the growth of thick films for
optical characterization. The ion beam energy was kept in the range of 500 to
1000 eV to minimize damage to the growing film from high energy
backscattered primary ions. Films from 500 to 5000 A were deposited using
both deposition techniques.

Table I. Process parameters for ion beam sputter deposited KNbO3 thin films.

Targets Nb, K02
Substrate MgO (0()1
Growth Temp. 600-650 0C
Ion beam energy 500-(100 eV
Ion beam current 0.025-0- 1 N) mA/cm 2

Growth rate 5(X) A/h,.
Oxygen background pressure I x 10-5. I x l(0 4 torr
Cooling rate 5°C/min.

Quartz fLamp
Substrat 0
Heater• Roting"

Quartz [••Target

Crystal 'olde
SResonatorl Nb

3cm Ion Source

Fig. 2. Ion beam sputter deposition system used for layer-by layer growth.
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Nb
Target

3 cm Ion Source

Quartz Lamp Quartz Crystal
Substuate Monitors

Heater

3 cm Ion Source

Target

Fig. 3. Ion beam sputter deposition system used for cosputtering.

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) was used to determine
film composition. A 2 MeV 4 He+ ion beam normally incident on the samples
was used for the measurements. Fig. 4 shows the result of a typical RBS
measurement. The experimental spectrum shown is in excellent agreement with
the simulated spectrum of a stoichiometric KNbO3 film also shown in the
figure. Simulated RBS spectra were also used to determine the thickness of
films which supported only single guided modes. DekTak measurcments were
used to verify the thickness determined by RBS. The thickness determined was
then used to calculate the refractive index of such films.
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Fig. 4. RBS spectrum of a KNbO3 thin film grown on MgO. The dashed line
represents the simulated spectrum of a stoichiometric KNBO3 film.

EPITAXY STUDY

Crystal orientation is critically important to SHG performance. Phase
matching of the fundamental and second harmonic waves can normally be
accomplished only in certain crystallographic directions in a crystal. Therefore,
it is desirable to produce a thin film that is a single crystal, requiring epitaxy in
both planar directions of the thin film and no microstructural defects. In
practice it is very difficult to grow a true heteroepitaxial film. Lattice mismatch
between film and substrate is often accommodated by the formation of
microstrurtural defects such as high and low-angle grain boundaries and the
formatiorn u. 1r main walls in ferroelectric thin films. For these reasons,
neighboring grains or domains may not have the same crystallographic
orientation across the boundary or wall, ruining the phase matching conditions
as the fundamental and se -nd harmonic waves cross these boundaries.

The standard x-ray ai:fractornzter theta-two theta scan is a powerful
technique for determining the crystalline structure of thin films and for
determining if any preferential orientation exists. The resulting pattern is also
useful in identifying the crystalline phases present. Fig. 5 shows a typical x-ray
diffraction pattern for a KNbO3 thin film deposited on MgO. From this
diffraction pattern it is clear that the film is single phase KNbO3 and highly

A-
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Quartz Lamp Quartz Crystal
Substrate Monitors

Heater

3 cm Ion Source
/ f Target

Fig. 3. Ion beam sputter deposition system used for cosputtering.

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) was used to determine
film composition. A 2 MeV 4 He+ ion beam normally incident on the samples
was used for the measurements. Fig. 4 shows the result of a typical RBS
measurement. The experimental spectrum shown is in excellent agreement with
the simulated spectrum of a stoichiometric KNbO3 film also shown in the
figure. Simulated RBS spectra were also used to determine the thickness of
films which supported only single guided modes. DekTak measurements were
used to verify the thickness determined by RBS. The thickness determined was
then used to calculate the refractive index of such films.
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oriented with (1 10)KNbO3I1(00l)MgO where the indices given for KNbO3 are
for the orthorhombic phase. This orientation of the orthorhombic unit cell is
pictured in Fig. 6. As shown in the figure, the 1001 JKNbO3 is in the plane of
the film. HowLv,•r, it can not be determined from the standard diffraction
pattern if the 1001 1KNbO3 is parallel to the I 1001MgO or the 10l01MgO. The
in-plane orientation of the film, is necessary for phase matching considerations
as discussed earlier.

Z06805. RAW
KNBO3/MGO #33 NCSU

LO.CUC

10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35. 40. 45. 50. 55. 60. 65

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction pattern of a KNbO3 thin film deposited on MgO(001).

In order to investigate the in-plane orientation of the KNbO3 thin films, a
pole figure rotation stage in combination with an x-ray diffractometer was used.
This apparatus has the ability to probe crystal planes which are not parallel to
the substrate surface. First, (110) pole figures were constructed for the KNbO3
thin films and a representative figure is shown in Fig. 7. This figure makes it

clear that the film is tilted along the MgO [100], [010, (TOO1, and 101O0
directions. Samples deposited by both ion beam sputtering methods exhibited
this behavior, suggesting that the tilt is a substrate influenced characteristic and
is not related to deposition method. Lattice tilt is a well known mechanism for
accommodating lattice mismatch between film and substrate. The lattice
mismatch between the (001)KNbO3 and [ 100) MgO planes is 6.0%. This
mismatch is relatively large for achieving high quality heteroepitaxial growth.
In addition to tilt, low angle grain boundaries twinning, and inversion domain
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boundaries have been observed previously in KNbO3 thin films grown by ion
beam sputtering.[ 121

Q K

* Nb
(010 

(

(100)X

00

oMg
(010)~ Qo(00

Fig. 6. The orientation of the orthorhombic unit cell of KNbO3 on MgO(001).

With this knowledge it is probable that complete in-plane epitaxy has not been
achieved. The films may be best described as textured with in-plane rotation.

Due to the large lattice mismatch between KNbO3 and MgO the films
may be highly strained. Others have reported the growth of tetragonal KNbO3
films[21 which may be a result of strain in those films. The (110) and (220)
reflections of orthorhombic KNbO3 match closely the peaks observed for the
ion beam sputtered films grown in this study. To confirm that the films grown
by ion beam sputtering were indeed orthorhombic, the pole figure rotation stage
was used to rotate the samples so that planes which are not parallel to the
substrate surface would reflect in the standard diffractometer geometry. In this
manner, the (131) and (311) planes, among others, were identified and their d-
spacings are consistent with orthorhombic KNbO3. Further, these planes also
exhibited tilt about the expected positions which were based on alignment of the
[1 IO]KNbO3 and [001 JMgO directions.
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d 4036A

Fig. 7. (110) pole figure for a KNbO3 thin film deposited on MgO.

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

The indices of refraction of layer-by layer deposited and cosputtered
KNbO3 thin films were measured using the prism coupling m-line technique.
The mode lines appeared relatively sharp as shown in Fig. 8 which shows the
measurement of a layer-by layer deposited film. Both types of films supported
TE and TM guided modes. The results of these measurements are presented in
Table II along with the indices of bulk KNbO3 for orientations whiL11
correspond to the guided modes. The film indices for TE modes should be
compared to the (001) and (I TO) indices of bulk KNbO3, 2.3291 and 2.2242,
respectively, since these are the major and minor axes of the index ellipsoid in
the plane of the film. If the films were single crystal, both values should have
been observed as the films were rotated 90 degrees during the measurements.
This birefringence was not observed, however. Instead, the measured TE
indices match closely with the average of the bulk (001) and (I TO) indices. The
fact that birefringence was not seen in the TE measurements supports the
conclusion that the films are textured with in-plane rotation as stated above.
However, strain effects and twinning could also account for the lack of
birefringence in the TE index. The TM indices of both types of ion beam
sputtered films, on the other hand, are in good agreement with the expected
(110) bulk index.
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Fig. 8. Guided mode spectrum for an ion beam sputter deposited KNbO3 film.

Table II. Refractive indices of thin films and bulk KNbO3.

Film Substrate Mode/Orientation Refractive Index

Layer-by-layer MgO TE 2.2856±0003
TM 2.2021±.0012

Cosputtered B, lgO TE 2.2207±.0041
TM 2.1975±.0046

Bulk KNbO3 (001) 2.3291
(110),(lTo) 2.2242

A fiber probe was used to measure the optical propagation loss in the
KNbO3 films. A large degree of scattering prevented the measurement of
propagation loss in the films using the fiber probe. As discussed earlier,
microstructural features such as grain boundaries and interface roughness can be
major contributors to scattering loss. These features are found in the sputtered
films and must be controlled in the future to yield low-loss waveguides.
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SUMMARY

Thin films of KNbO3 were fabricated by ion beam sputtering using both
layer-by-layer and cosputtering ion beam deposition methods. Both methods
have demonstrated good compositional control and stoichiometric KNbO3 thin
films have been produced. However, in-plane epitaxy is necessary to achieve
efficient S1IG in a thin film. To investigate the in-plane epitaxy of the films a
pole figure rotation stage in combination with a standard x-ray diffractometer
was used. The results of this study show that the KNbO3 films are tilted 1-1.5:
about the substrate nomial along the MgO cubic directions. This is an
indication that the films are textured with in-plane rotation. The refractive
indices of the thin films were measured using the prism coupling ni-line
technique and compare favorably with bulk values. Birefringence was observed
between TE and TM modes, but was not observed in TE measurements at 90°
supporting the conclusion that the films are textured and true in-plane epitaxy
has not been achieved. Further work to understand the relationships between
growth, microstructure, and loss mechanisms is needed to achieve a thin film
material suitable for an efficient SlIG device.
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FORMATION OF BaMgF, FILMS ON Ptl~gO, Si AND GaAs St BSTRATES
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Precision & Intelligence Laboratory. Tokyo Institute o l'Fchnologx. 4259) Nagaisuri. \Itdort -
ku. Yokohama 227, Japan

ABSTRACT

Crystalline qualitv (it Ba\4gF. films grown on Pt 'MgO. Si. and GaAs subsll'trte S Cthei
hsolid phase crxstalli,.ation (SPC) or bN molecular beam cpitaix\ (MHli4 hats liven insesriga.ted.

In the SP(' method, the tilms are deposited typically at ;(X)'('in a mo rphouis stOCineard Sti hseqt nienl'
crystallized at temperatures higher than St)(L'(C. It hats been forunid front X-ra\ dii indet~t

analysis that (1)10)-oriented films arc g.rown oin the three substrates. hs the SP( mecthod. -.%hilt
that (01t1)- and (I 20)-oriented tfilms ire grom o n respect is (lIHlt - and (I I I I -oicrenied sub-.r rile'
of Si and GaAs, when the MBUL method is used ai substraie temiperatures ari`un11d 5(1`1 U. I husc
result ts show that the spontaneous polariztat ioin w hichb is genera ted a loing a-xi i a \l ci
erysta;. is not parallel toi the film surfatce, orinl. %hen the filrn% are grokn oin 0Il subsiraiics h'
M BE.

INTRODUCTION

Recently. it hats become imiportant iti form lerrireleetric thin 11in11. dimecLil 'In
semiconductoir substrates from at ieWpiiint Ii labri'Cation ut nisCi lecr Andl cssuhi
non% olat i c memiory FETs (Ie ki e ilci c transisslurs) 11-161 (i ir adapti\ c-learnt inc :1 INI' Act ii' I
fcrmiilctirte St HLE's base been I abricatcd list ie such ox ide Ifirms ,* I T (
PLI( Pb, Ut , Zr,'Ti, 0,()14., and 1.iNbO,1I1 l[Iloss vser. clecimical proper-ties of tire de0 iCCeSc
stifl insuf ficient "Or practical uses. mainl% due toi existence ofi tire interlace states beiss evl tile
films and Si substrates, and due toiniterdi lusion (ii coinstitutiton elements. On tIhe oilier h~ind. it
hats been reported that the interface electrical properties between Iluitridc insu laor tiints mid
semiconductor substrates are excellent in such structures as CaL. ,Sil II I 1)18). l(a.Sr)l .I
/CGaAs( Ill1)19[, and GaF,/sul fur-treated GaAs( 100)101) l. We %peculate friin these results ih..r
use ot' ferroelectric Iluorides% such as IBaMlgFj IlIl is elletise~ t iiiaoid the inter t.icc staic
problem and tho realize the electron des ices with excllent ferruieleetrie 'scm icon~d~itettr simucitirks

BaMgF, is an oirthorhiimbic ersstal with lattice parameters (ii a=0.5Slnnr. lh-I 45 frmm
and c=il.41I3nmi. Sonic pioneering studies on the forniation ofi IKAgF, ft ms itsC e L'cvi dIOii
by S.Sinhariiv et all 121,1131. The crystal has the spontaneorus poilartzattion P, alotgitA -axts atid
its value is repoirted to be 8.5ftCiem~j 1 21. tIoweser. it has bieen reptirted that tlte P, salue tor
poilycrystalline films which were deposited at 250iC and subsequentl annealedj at 60t itC is
only I .6fC/cm2 along a direction perpendicular toi the film surface[ 12[. Tite orig~in c! :he sniall
P, value is considered due to a fact such thalt the filnis are composed oif the randonil\ orientled
crystallites and coinsequently, only at part oft crystallites coritribute to the po~larization perpendicular
to the film surface. In this paper, we investigate the crystalline quality of' BaMgF, films
formed (in Pt/MgO. Si and Gals substrates by changing the substrate orientatlions and the
growth conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDU RE

Preparation of substrates

In the experiment, BaMgF, films were deposited on Pt/MgO. Si. and GaAs suhstrates.
PtfMgO substrate was prepared by depositing (10(i)-oriented Pt films tin MgO(l(H)) wafers at
640*C using an electron beam evaporation method., The pressure during deporsitioin of Pt films

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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,Aas kept in the rainge front 0.4 to 2xl0I P)i P and their ihickne)SS wasJ about I 2Pnnm. In CZase OS]
substratcs. ni-tx p (100P )- and 0 1 l)-oricntcd sitigle cr5 'Lii waters Acrc used. ['hex wcrc hodt
tii o'rgaitlc soiivit~s. cleaned using Shiraki mecthodlljI-J and loaided in d x iCl~uum Chiintilk[
GaAks waters with (I100) and (I I I)oiirintatioins Acrc also used. thes wcrte L1benILINt tcwhed
with 311 _ SO__,O:11. I*() solution and immersed in (NHl. )_S solution tior I' Su min pasiat hi.M 11
surfaces by sulifur atoms. Since: it has been reportedi that oxidation iii GaAs surtaLCe is

presented by the sulfur passi% atilin proccssl 1 51. this process is eionsidcted tot be elIc It% tc os i

epitaxia I griiwth ofi fluoiride film,,.

Foirmatiton of the fl uoride filIms

Ba.MgF, filns wecre tormed on Pt/i~gO. Si, and GaA~x substrates either b% stolid p-thase.
er\ siti liization (SPC) iir byv motecutlir beam cpitaxv (NIBF). The siiurc'e material for ev aporation
was polyerystalltne Ba.MgF, grains. They were prepaired by mixing BtF., and Mgf: puss tier
with Q~99.90 purity and by heating at t 0POWC tir th in N, ttmiisphere. In the SP(' meihodi. the
films were deposited typtcatlty ttt 300'tC in amorphous state, and annealed at tempeiratures-
higher than 500PI tiir I 5mn for crystallizatioin, A base pressure of the deposit ion chanuibet
wits tess than 5x It)' Pat. In the MBE methiid. the titms were grown at tenuperatitre-s tmwgher than
44 XW(. A base pressure ot the MBE chamber was less than I It)0 Pa.

The fluoride films on Pt/MgGZ (141) Stbstrates were tormeit onkx hx the SPC methiot.
Their thicknesses were frtim 1401 to t60nt)n. Whereas, the films on Si and Ga~s substrates,
wecre formed by biith SPC' tind MBEf methods. In catse tiit Si substrates, the aters weefirst
heated in vacuum at 850t'C fur 411mi to evaporate surtaee oxide lay .ers. Then, flutoride tfilnis
35 to I 2tlnm thick were deposited with depositiiin rates ranging triom 04.5 to 2 nim min. In ease
ot Gta~s substrtates. the substrate temperature wa, siMplN inereaNed to a depositioni tertipCratmire.

Chlaraeterization of crystalline quality

Crystatlline quality of the films and the epitttxittl rela~tion with the substrates xi crc
analyzed by X-ray diffraetion (XRD) analysis. X-ray pole figure measurement. indthl chc anneimng
measurement in Rutherfuird baekscaftering speetrometry (RBS) with 1.5MeV Hec ions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Solid phase crystallization

Figures 1(a) and 1(h) show' XRD patterns oif the films lormed on Pt/NMgO(t PIP) and
Si( 10(1) substrates. The thicknesses of the fluoride films on PtiMgO aind Si substrates, ire
l6flnm and lO0nrn. respectively. The fluioride films wete deposited at 'itOrC (in both substrites
and annealed at 60(HPC oin Pt/MgO or at 5t00'C on Si. We can see from these figures that the
diffraction peaks in both samples are only f -rom (011(1)-oriented BaMgF, crystallitex in the films.
expect for those of the substrates. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) shiw the: 201 rocking ctrve oft LBa~gF4
(1141)) peaks in these samples. The FWHIM(f'utl width itt half maximum) val~ue is 0(.7 in the
film oin Pt/MgO( I0(1), while it is about 3.2' in the film on Si( 1111). We cain see from these
results that the preferred orientatlion miferystallites is much stronger on Pt,/MgO( W4)1))sub~strates.
It has also been found that crysttillites in the films tin Si( Ill), Ga~s( 10Ilf), and GattAs( I I I
substrates are also otriented along the <01lt> direction and their FWIIM values it the rickinge
curve measurement are as large as that on Si(It00).

Figure 3 shows the annealing time diyn~rdenee: of the FWHM, values of IBttgF,(t)40)
peaks in the films formed on GaAs(Itlt) substrates by the SPC method. In this figure.
"in-situ" means that the samples were annealed at 600'~C in the deposition chamber without
breaking vacuum, while "cx-situ" means that the vacuum annealing wits done in the same
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FPt/mlgO( 5J1)) deposition 300'C F,( I01 deposition 300'('
annealing 6(00C annealing 500(('
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Fig. I X-ray diffraction patterns of the fluoride Irlms lormed on (a) Pt/MgO( 100) and (h)
Si(100) suhstrates. The samplcs shown in (a) and (h) were prepared h% depositing at
300TC and annealing at 600'C and 500')C, respectively. The film thicknesses were (a)
160nm and (b) 106nm.

BaMgF 4/Pt/MgO( 100) BaMgF 4/SI( 100)
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Fig.2 2Ht rocking curves of the BaMgFJ(040) dillraction peak. The samples shown in (a) antd
(b) arc the same as those in Fig.l(a) and l(h), respectively.

010 BaMgF,/GaAs( 100)

Fig.3 Annealing time dependence of
cx-situ FWlIM values of BaMgF,(040)

6 diffraction peak, which were
"-j determined hv 20 rocking curvc.

4 tn-situ The films were deposited at 300'C
ton GaAs (100) substrates and

S"• deposition : 3(FC annealed at 600TC.
L. LL. -

- annealing 600'C
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chamber after the samples were expx)sed to air. We can see from this figure that the FWIIM
values vary from 3* to 9* with the annealing time and annealing conditions, and that the n-situ
annealing is more effective in the preferred orientation of crystallites. We can also s," from
this figure as well as the result on X-ray intensityl 161 that an annealing time of 15min is long
enough to complete crystallization of the film in the SPC process at 6tN)C. We have to note,
however, that strongly (010)-oriented BaMgF4 films do not show the spontaneous polarization
in the surface normal direction.

Molecular beam cpitaxy

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show XRD patterns for BaMgF, films grown on Si(l 1I) and
GaAs(l II) substrates, respectively. Growth temperatures on the respective substrates were
5 I0OC and 4(0VC, and the film thicknesses were about 60nm and 20tOnm. We can see from
these figures that the diffraction peaks are only from (120)-oriented BaMgF, crystallitcs except
for those of Si and GaAs substrates. It was also found that the preferred orientation of the
films on Si(100) and GaAs(l00) substrates was (011). These results clearly show that the
crystallite orientations in the films are strongly affected by the substrate orientation in ease of
SMBE. Crystalline quality of the films on Si substrates was further investigated using XRD
analysis and RBS. It was found from the X-ray intensity measurement that the optimum
growth temperature of the films was about 500"C for both (I 11) and (100) substrates. The
X-ray rocking curve measurements were also done for these samples, which revealed that the
FWHM value for the BaMgF,(120) peak in a film on Si(l 1I) substrate was about 0.6'. while
the value for the BaMgF ,(0 1) peak on Si(10)) was about 0.67'. We estimate from these
values and the resolution of the diffractometer that the spreads of crystallite orientations in the
films arc about 0.5'.

Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show RBS random and aligned spectra for the fluoride films
grown on both Si(100) and (11) substrates, respectively. We can see from Fig. 5 that the
channeling minimum yields (X.,) which is defined as the ratio of the aligned yield for a Ba
peak to random yield, is about 0.75 in a film grown on a Si(I(X)) substrate, while it is about
0.55 in a film on a Si(I 11) substrate. These results show that the <011> and <120> axes in the
films are well aligned to the surface normal <10()> and <111> axes of the substrates, respectively.
It is interesting to note that relatively good epitaxial alignment holds between two materials
with completely dissimilar crystal structures.

Finally, X-ray pole figure measurements were conducted in order to determine the
epitaxial relation around the surface normal axis. The figures for the <040> axes in the films
on Si(100) and (11) substrates showed four-fold and six-fold patterns, respectively, which
means that the azimuthal directions of crystallites are determined according to the substrate
symmetry. The obtained epitaxial relations were BaMgFj lOOj//Sil0l 11, SiIO1TI, SilOTl' ,
and Si0"TT) for a film on Si(100) and BaMgF.j001]//Si[ jITj, SiJ OTI J, SilT0 11, Si I OTJ,
Si[Tl0., and Si[ ITO] for a film on Si(l 11). These relations are schematically shown in
Fig.6.

CONCLUSION

Epitaxial growth of BaMgF4 films on Pt/MgO, Si, and GaAs substrates was attempted
using solid phase crystallization (SPC) and mollecular beam cpitaxy (MBE) methods. The
main results obtained through characterization by XRD analysis, X-ray pole figure measurement.
and RBS are as follows.

(I) BaMgF4 films formed on Pt/MgO, Si, and GaAs substrates by low temperature deposition
followed by high temperature annealing (SPC) showed the strong (010) preferred
orientation along the surface normal direction. The strongest preferred orientation was
observed in a film on Pt/MgO(100) substrate.
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Fig.4 X-ray diffraction patterns of the fluoride films grown on (a) Si( l i) and (h)
GaAs(Il 1) substrates.

2(X) (a) BaMgF/Si(100) 2(XX) (b) BaMgF/Si(l I J)200 1 1( X
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Fig.5 RBS random and aligned spectra for BaMgF, films on (a) Si(I(X)) and (b) Si(l t1)
substrates. The samples shown in (a) and (b) are the same as those in Fig.4(a) and
4(b), respectively.

si [I j S1121 11
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Fig.6 Schematic illustration of the epitaxial relation between BaMgF4 crystallitcs and SI
substrate. The orientations (if Si substrates are (a) (1(X) and (b) (I 1l). The size of

the boxes is proportional to the projection of the unit cell length.
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(2) The spread of crystallite orientations in BaMgF., films on GaAs (I(XW) substrates changed
by the annealing time and annealing conditions in the range fronm 3' ito 9'.

(3) (01 l)-oricrited epitaxiai firns were grown on ( I(X)) substrates oft Si and GaAs, while
(120)-oriented films were grown on (Ill1) substrates of Si and GaAs. The optimum
temperature for the growth on Si substrates was about 5(VfC.

(4) The channeling minimum yields in RBS for BaMgF.,( 100) films on Si( 1(X)) and (120)
films on Si(l 11) were 0.75 and 0.55. respectively. The epitaxial relations around the
surface normal axis were also determined by X-ray pole figure measurement.

(5) In case of a BaMgF,( 120) film on Si(I 1l), a-axis in a crystallite is 5 1 %-offrom the
film surface and the spontaneous polarization along the surface normal direction o) the
film (P sin5 I' ) is expected to he about 6.6jiC/cm2, it the P. value for a bulk crystal is
assumed.
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ABSTRACT

Ferroelectric and dielectric properties were measured for Ba[iOu thin film,, prepared h, 4
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition which were highly a-axis textured. No lerroelectric
hysteresis was observed from the as-deposited BaTiOG films oin Pt coated MgO. U'pon
applying an electric field exceeding a threshold electric field. E, - 50 - 1)00 kV/cmn. a

ferroelectric hysteresis was observed. A spontaneous polari/ation P, > I5 pI('/cmn was
measured for the textured films.

INTRODUCTION

The realization of ferroeJectric thin films for electronic applications suCh as nonsolatilc
memories and dielectric thin films relies on the growth of high quality films on conducting
substrates. While epitaxial growth of BaTiO3 thin films on insulating substrates such as LaAKIO
and SrTiOj has been reported[ 1,21, the film deposition on metallic substrates has been generallv
less successful. To date, only deposition of randomly oriented BaTiO, films on metallic
substrates,, were reported using metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD . In this
paper. we report the successful growth of hiehiv a-axis textured BaTiO, thin films on Pt coated
MgO, and their measured ferroelectric and dielectric properties.

EXPERIMIENTAL PROCEDURE

The BaTiO3 thin film deposition process was similar to that reported earlier[ II. A Pt laver of
- I pmn thick ,. sputtered on (100) MgO substrates. A BaTiO.D thin film was subsequently
deposited on !, MOCVD. Both a-axis textured and randomly oriented Bai'[iOD films %%ere
obtained. The t,,tured films were obtained only on the highly (100) textured Pt layer The filt
thickness is in the range of 0.3 - 1.0 pm. For electrical characterization. Al dthls of 350 pitt
diameter were evaporated on to the film which served as the top electrical contacts. Part of the
filn was etched away to expose the Pt bottom electrode. Fig. I shows the sample cotifiguration
for the electrical properties measurement. The ferroelectric hysteresis of the film was measured
using a modified Sawyer-Tower circuit[31 with a 600 Hz sinusoidal applied field. The dielectric
properties were measured using a computer interfaced Hewlett-Packard impedance analyzer. A
DC bias voltage was applied across the film through a voltage source also controlled by thle
computer. The amplitude of the AC signal used for the impedance measurement was 20 ntV

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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IBaTiO3 film AlAu wires Fig. 1,Samiple Collifigo Iratiloll

Pt On Ba"I()0 thin films,

RESUI:FS AND DISCUSSIONS

Fir. 2 is a x-raN diffraction 0 26 scan ot it highlN a-aXis, teXturied BafrioD ti oi li e t
strongest diffraction peaks sýcic from IM)~ and Q20) Ba~ijO reflections. The l10) or lý 10
re flect ions were vey weak, Ind itcating at highly preferred orientat ion of ( lie frih iii th the a- as i

alii-ned parallel to thle film noininl 'ile *hcaerage, grain siic of the filmn is - 0.2 pin ats determined
from tile surface inoipho10lo's us1inrg starntning eleCtron MItii(cn cmipý and atOIC 10it it ft Ce iiCi is
Fie., 3 shows, the Measuredl frequ.CnC\ dependence of the filmns dielectric constaw mid
dlissipation factor in the frequncny~ range of 2(1( H/ to I Mlft. The dielectric constant, t: 11.
mecasured for the as-deposited films. %%as low compared ito the values for hulk Ba~iOi, stineec
ci',staus (cc ff1 itid E. 40M(1 -14 antd that reported for BaTiO t hmins film - IMIX - 550)

15.6.71ý Tile meaLY I u dissipation factor. 1) - 0.03. shot,%ed little di spersioin o5cr th line ncsured
trekquenCv irange. The as-deposited film generall\ eshihiteti no obsers able ferroeleci:iic
hysiteiresis.

BaTi0 j Ptmfn *I*1

~~ 610 BaWO on Pti/M,0 E ierE

3 10' * btrzu~e Il feE

100~ A

0 0---~---

20 30 40 50 103 101 l& l0
A- ftI Hz)

Fig,. 2. X-ray diffract ion 0 /20 scan of a Fi t, .3. Dielectric con staints me asuired finm
BaTiot thin filin deposited on Pt coated the as-deposited film. arid after F.ý Fý \%.is
MgýO substrate, applied acros~s the filim.

After a DC efectric field exceeding at threshold electric field. E,,wa applietd across the filmn.
the dielectric constant increased sttbstantiallv . usual ly by one order of mragniituode to vc IN1)
(Fig.3,. Coticurrently the dissipation factor increasedf to D - 0. 1. Neventhless the film retnaitied
highly resistive. The increased dissipation factor correspondetd to a resisti\ ity of 30( M(Q cml
ac~ross, the filin. This was in agreenrent with the directly measured film resistance. Trhe dielectric
constant remained at this value after withdrawing di the applied DC field. F, measured fur

different films and contacts ranged front - 50 - 100 kV/cmi. Also plottetd in Fig. .3 Is thle film's
dielectric constant arid dissipation factor measured at zero bias voltage after E > Ewas appliedl.
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A tertoeleciric hyvsteresis %%as obsersed alter (lhe threshold field 5%aN cxceedcd. Fig. 4 shioss (le
uteaStIrd unIcompensated hysteresis loop for ait a-axis textured filtit alter an electict held. IF > F,
%%a;s appl ied. The liv stercsis sN as obtained at the maxi mum amlpi itLIdeC Ot the si nu sOlda %oltaee,
source DuLe ito the extiemiely high coersise electric field of the fi un. saturat ion of the lis stereoi
wAas not itbserved as indicated by the slightly rounded shape oftihe hiNsteresjs loop The roundingu-
of' the hvsteresis hefore saturation was also observred in the randomly oriented filmn Mi ere the
coersive field wa% mnuch lower and saturation can be reached. Front the hv~sterests alter F > EI

wkas applied, the values of spontaneous polari/ation P, > 15 ptCcnim remianent polari/aiioiiP I-'

13 pC /eit2. and coercive electric field E, - 2211 kV /cm were determined. &or comparisoin, the
reported values for butlk single crystal BaTiO, are P,- 2-6 pC/cm 2 and I 5 kV /cii) 141

4~e.~. Fer-roelectri iv
hysteresis ittea.SUred alter =
an electric field F > EL
W\as app lied acro ss an a-
ax is textutred BaTi() thin

The Mieasured electrical propertics cait be related to the crv stallmte structure ot thec BauIi) It;011

film. For the a-axis textured film, the c-axis lies in thie timi platte. [he depolarti/ation encrs\
arising fromt the lattice dipole interaction favors the c-axis, of the different grains bettie
~raidorrlv" oriented in the filmn plane. IThis c-axis orientation confil euration. combined wit QI the

sirai n and the fine-grain structure of the film im ay contribute to the'lo%% dielectric constant and
the lack- of ferroMeletric hysteresis observed fromt the us-deposited BaTiO; thin filntsIX).

LUpon poling with an external electric field, the lattice dipoles in the ferroewlectric cry.stals are
aligned to the field direction. For bulk- BaTiO1 , poling- was achieved %%ith mtoderate electric fIields
(0.5 - 2 kV /ctmt near the (Curie teinperatUrel~l). The change of the dielectric constants o1 Ba~i()1

film1s as illustrated in Fig. 3c an be attributeil to the politng of the film i. IDuie to the smnall ftilmt
thickness. cry htigh electric field ( orders ofumagit iUde big her thati[tie piol intifield of (thbii huk
BaTiO3 ) ICould he applied across the ftitm, thus eniabling the fil in to be poled at roonm teiiperate .;2.

At the threshold field, the lattice dipoles were aligned by the electric field. resulting in the c-axes
being oriented to the filIto normal. As a result of this lattice di pole alignment, relativl elv in l)
dielectric constants and ferroeleetric hysteresis loops wxere observed after the threshold field was
exceeded.

The ferroelectric and dielectric properties measured fronm the Ba~Fi( I thin filmits depended Oil
the fntscrystalline structure. Table I. lists the properties Measured for- the a-axiS textured and
the predominantly randomily oriented BaTtO, thin tilmis derived fromt MOCVD Also listed are
the electrical properties of' the BaTiO1 thin films reported by other research groups. lItI
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comparison, the charge storage parameters (P, P,) presented in this work krc the h)ighcsi
among the reported % alues for BaTiO, thin fi lm, so tar

Table 1. The electrical properties of the MO(VD dcricd BaTiO, thin lmins and hlic repoited

by other research groups.

Method substrate C('rstal Quality Properties Reference

MOCVD Pt a-axis textured P, > 15 I C/cm-2 1his stork

Pr - 13 p./cnI
2

Ec - 220 kV/cm.

- I(X), D -0.03 -0.1

MOCVD Pt random Ps - 16 VC/cm2 This work

Pr - 10 PIC/cmr2
Ec- 70kV/cm.

c- 100, D-0.03-0.1

Reactive I W0)Pt (100) epitaxy Ps ~ il pC/cut 2  lijinia et. al. 19%)151

evaporation Pr - 4.7 IC/cm2

S- 55011 kHzz). D - 0.01-0.05

mnagnetron Pd random k- 1~00 .'3ý; Shii e. ,1, 19911 61
sputtering

MOCVD NiCr/BaTiOA random v- 250 Kwak el. al, 1991171

For bulk single crystal BaTiO, : Ps - 26 pC /cn2 ,E~l1.5 kV /cm. c 2(X). a - 4(XX).

from Merz ei. al, 195314].

SUMMARY

Highly a-axis textured BaTiO3 thin films were deposited on the Pt coated MgO substrate,

using MOCVD. Dielectric and ferroelectric properties were measured for the films. Upon
poling of the film, spontaneous polarization of > 15 pC/ctm2 was achieved. The poled filitis
exhibited polarization parameters comparable to that of the bulk single crystal BaTiO5 .
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ABSTRACT

Epitaxial formation of KNbO3 films on several substrates was examined. The films were pre-
pared by a sol-gel process using potassium ethoxide and niobium pentaetho i !c. Hetero-epitaxial
KNbO3 films with (100) orientation were successfully obtained both on %1,ý ) (100) and SrTiO3
(100) substrates by heat treatments above 700'C, while polycrystalline K\> ).i were formed on
Si (I 11) substrates. Higher temperatures and extended soaking time promoted the grain growth
of KNbO3 and KNbO3 films with improved surface morphologies (smoother surfaces) could be
obtained by controlling heat treatment parameters.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric materials are of great interest for their wide dielectric, piezoelectric, pyroelectric
and electro-optic applications. Among these materials, due to its high electro-optic and non-
linear optical coefficients and good photorefractive properties, potassium niobate (KNbO3) has
recently received attention for a variety of applications, such as optical waveguides, frequency
doublers, holographic storage devices and so on. I I I

Conventionally, solid-state reactions between potassium carbonate and niobium oxide powders
were used for preparing potassium niobate. By these methods, however, it is difficult to obtain a
stoichiometric, chemically homogeneous, single phase product due to inhomogeneity in mixing
of the reactants and preferential volatilization of K20 under higher processing temperatures. In
addition, thin films of KNbO3 can not be obtained by these solid-state reactions.

The sol-gel method is a promissing chemical technique for preparing ferroelectric films since it
allows for excellent homogeneity, precise composiLional control, lower temperature process, re-
producible coating thickness, preparation of large area films by spin coating or dip coating, and
simple and inexpensive equipment. In recent years, investigations have been widely done for sol-
gel derived ferroelectric thin films, such as BaTiO3 [2,31, PbTiO3 [4-61, PZT [4,7.81, PLZT [41,
Li2B407 191 and LiNbO3 110-141.

Only a few studies have been reported for sol-gel processing of KNbO3. Wu et al. 1151 preparea
KNbO3 powders through a sol-gel technique using potassium ethoxide and niobium ethoxide as
precursors, but they did not succeed in obtaining single phase KNbO3. They observed Nb-rich
(potassium deficient) precipitates. Swartz et al. [ 161 used potassium methoxyethoxide and nio-
bium ethoxide for the deposition of KNbO3 thin films on silicon, alumina and single crystal
SrTiO3 substrates. Although highly oriented KNbO3 (221) films were formed on SrTiO3 (210),
they observed unidentified second phases in the all films, even on SrTiO3 substrates. Amini et al.
[ 171 fabricated polycrystalline single-phase KNbO3 films on KBr substrates by using bimetallic
alkoxides (potassium niobium ethoxide and propoxide), while potassium deficient hydrate phase
(K4Nb6017-3H20) was formed on fused SiO2 substrates. Cheng et al. 1181 prepared KNbO3 thin
films on several substrates via sol-gel process. Single crystal like KNbO3 was obtained on
SrTiO3 substrate, while polycrystalline KNbO3 was formed on MgO and ZrO2.

In this study, epitaxial formation and microstructural evolution of KNbO3 films by a sol gel
method were investigated in order to understand the effects of heat treatments (temperature, time
and heating rate) and substrates.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For the preparation of KNbO3 films, potassium niobate precursor was obtained from potassium

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310., t1"3 Materials Research Society
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ethoxide (K(OEt) or K((21H50)) and niobium pentaethoxide (Nb(OEt•s or Nb(C21isO)s)
(Kojundo Chem. Lab., Japan) in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Since these alkoxides are extremely
sensitive to moisture and carbon dioxide 1 13j, the whole procedure was conducted in the pure dry
N2 ambient. Equal molar amounts ef each alkoxide were dissolved and mixed in absolute ethanol
for 24h at room temperature to form a 0.05M double alkoxide (KNb(OEt)6) solution. After an
additional 24h stirring, the solution was concentrated to 0.5M at room temperature by using
vacuum distillation method. Dry gel powder was also prepared from portion of the solution by
relao',ing solvent under vacuum at room temperature.

Optically polished MgO with (100) orientation (Tateho/ACMC, SC), SrTiO3 (1(M) (Commer-
cial Crystal Inc., FL) and Si with (I 11) (Virginia Semiconductor, VA) were used as substrates. In
a dry N2 environment the precursor was spin-coated onto 6.3 x 6.3 x 0.5 mm substrates at 2M)
rpm and dried for 0.5h at room temperature. These substrates were cleaned in an acetone ultra-
sonic bath before the spin coating procedure.

The coated substrates were then heat-treated for 0.5h at 500 to 8(X)°C in a flowing mixture of
water vapor and oxygen and heated further for 0.5 to 10h in a dry oxygen atmosphere. Ts, o kinds
of heating schedules were adopted to examine the effect of the heating rates on the morphologies
of the films.

Weight losses of the dry gel powders were measured by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA).
Characterization of the prepared films was performed using X-ray diffraction method (XRI)).
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

RESULS AND DISCUSSION

Effects of Heating Parameters

TGA analysis was conducted for the dry gel powder of the precursor between room tempera-
ture and 800'C in a dry oxygen ambient at the ramp of 10C/em. Weight loss belov. 3(0)°C oc-
curred slowly with two maximum rates around I(X) and 230'C. A large weight loss occurred
abruptly at 300'C, while only a small weight loss was observed above 350'C. The total weight
loss up to 800'C was 53.4% which is very close to the theoretical weight loss which occurs going
from KNb(OEt)6 to KNbO3 (55.3% loss). Each weight loss around 100, 230, 3(X)°C and above
350'C may attribute to volatilization of water and/or alcohol, to decomposition of alkoxy groups,
to decomposition of carbonates and hydroxides, and to crystallization of the powders, respec-
tively. 141

Crystallization temperature was determined for the films on MgO (I(X)) substrates by using a
X-ray diffraction method. Heat treatments were conducted in the temperature ranges between
400 and 800'C for I to 10h with the heating and cooling rates of 10°C/m ("Rapid" Heating
Schedule: HS-I). No peak other than MgO (200) reflection (20=42.90) was found up to 5(X)°C,
indicating that the films consist of amorphous carbonates or hydroxides. By the heat treatment at

a K .b

Z j

Fig.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of KNbO3 films on (a) MgO (100) and (b) SrTiO3 (I(XM)
substrates heat treated at 700"C for lh
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Fig.2. Scanning electron micrographs of KNbO3 films on MgO (100) substrates heat treated
at 700TC for lh by (a) HS-I and (b) HS-2

600'C, a very weak and broad peak of KNbO3 (100) (20=22.15') was firstly observed from the
film. Although this film is still amorphous-like, a preferential growth of epitaxial KNbO3 (1(X))
on MgO (100) substrate is suggested to occur during crystallization. Except for MgO (200) re-
flection, only the sharp peaks of KNbO3 (100) and (200) were detected from the films heat
treated at the temperatures above 7000 C. In the figure 1(a), the X-ray powder diffraction pattem
is indicated for the KNbO3 films on MgO (100) fired at 700'C for I h. Because both KNbO3 and
MgO have the same crystalline system, cubic (NaCI structure for MgO and Perovskite for
KNbO3 at higher temperatures), and lattice parameter mismatching between them is relatively
small (within 4.7%)1181, epitaxial formation of KNbO3 (I(M)) has been performed on the MgO
(100) substrate.

Although epitaxial formation of KNbO3 was obtained on MgO by the heat treatments above
700'C, the surfaces of these films were very rough with a lot of defects, such as nodules and
craters. Scanning electron micrograph of the crystalline KNbO3 films (300 tilted surfaces) hea,
treated at 700'C for lh (by HS-I) is shown in the figure 2 (a). The film is covered with huge
amounts of defects. The effect of the heating rates on the morphological changes of the films
were examined for the aim of obtaining the films with smoother surfaces. As clarified from the
TGA analysis, large weight losses accompanying a large amount of gas generation occurred
mostly from the room temperature to 300'C and there was a very small weight loss (little gas
generation) above 300'C. Thus, a modified heating schedule ("Slow" Heating Schedule : HS-2)
in which heating rates were 2°C/m from R.T. to 300'C, 5'C/m from 300 to 500'C and 25'C/m
from 500'C to the final temperatures, was adopted. Scanning electron micrograph of the KNbO.3
film on MgO substrate heat treated at 700'C for lh by HS-2 is compared in the figure 2(b). It is
obvious from the figure that a defect-free KNbO3 film with improved surface was successfully
obtained by changing heating schedule. Slower heating rate, especially at the lower temperatures
up to 300'C, drastically prevented the defect formation on the films by decreasing gas generating
speed within the films.

By fixing the heating schedule (HS-2) and soaking time (Ih), the effect of heat treatment tem-
peratures on the microstructural evolution of KNbO3 films was investigated. In the figure 3,
scanning electron micrographs of KNbO3 films on MgO (100) substrates heat treated at (a) 600,
(b) 700 and (c) 750°C for lh by HS-2, are shown. The film fired at 600'C (figure 3(a)) exhibits a
relatively smooth surface with a thickness of 0.1-0.2gsm. With increasing heat treatment tempera-
ture, the surface roughness of the film becomes larger due to the grain growth with a direction
perpendicular to the substrate surface. Only 11001 reflections appear in the X-ray diffraction
pattern even after these grain growth.

Under the fixed heat treatment conditions of 700'C by HS-2, soaking time was varied in the
range of 1 to 10h. No phase was detected other than KNbO3 11001 and MgO (200) reflections by
changing soaking time from the films on MgO (100) substrates heat treated at 700oC. Neverthe-
less, grain growth was also observed in the KNbO3 films as soaking time increases. In the figure
4, morphological changes (SEM photographs) are indicated for the KNbO3 films on MgO heat
treated at 700'C for (a) 1, (b) 5 and (c) 10h. It is clear from the figures that the extended soaking
time promoted the grain growth of KNbO3.

Cross section TEM images and electron diffraction patterns of KNbO3 films on MgO (I(X))
heat treated at 750"C for (a) lh and (b)5h are compared in the figure 5. In the film fired for I h, an
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amorphous like grain (Fig.5(a), B) was still observed on MgO substrate (C) along with crystalline
grain (A) of cubic KNbO3. A lot of bubbles were found in the amorphous like grain, which may
indicate that the final stage of pyrolysis (gas generation), crystallization (hetero-epitaxial growth)
and densification occur in the film simultaneously. Extended soaking time promoted crystalliza-
tion and densification of the films and a dense KNbO3 film was obtained on MgO substrate
(Fig.5(b)).

Effect of Substrate

KNbO3 films were prepared on Si (I 1) and SrTiO3 (100) substrates in addition to MgO (100)

!b

•e

Fig.3. Scanning electron micrographs of Fig.4. Scanning electron micrographs of
KNbO3 films on MgO (100) substrates KNbOs films on MgO (100) substrates
heat treated at (a) 600. (b)700 and heat treated at 700 *C for (a)lIh, (b)5h
(c)750*C for I I by HS-2 and (01l0h by HS-2
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a b

C

Fig.5. Cross section transmission electron micrographs and electron diffraction patterns of
KNbO3 films on MgO (100) substrates heat treated at 750C for (a)lh and (b) 5h,
and (c) on SrTiO3 (100) substrate at 700C for lb by HS-2

by the heat treatment of 700'C for I h by IIS-2 in order to examine the effect of the substrate on
the microstructural development of the films. X-ray powder diffraction pattern is shown for the
KNbO3 film on SrTiO3 (100) in the figure l(b). While the epitaxial formation of KNbO1 was
observed both on MgO (100) and SrTiO3 (100) substrates, a series of peaks corresponding to
KNbO3 reflections along with Si (I 1) and (222) were detected from the film on Si (I 1). Silicon
(crystalline form : cubic) has a much larger lattice parameter (5.430A) than KNbO3 (4.0155A) Ito
lead the polycrystalline KNbO3 formation due to the huge lattice parameter mismatching be-
tween them. The surface morphologies of KNbO3 films heat treated at 700)C for lh (HS-2) on
(a) Si (111) and (b) SrTiO3 (100) substrates are compared in the figure 6. In the film on Si (I 1l)
substrate, innumerable number of KNbO3 powders (grains) in size of 0.1-0.2 am were dispersed.
which resulted in creating the rough surface, while the film with very smooth surface was ob-
tained on SrTiO3 (100). Because lattice parameter mismatching between KNbO3 (a=4.015A) and
SrTiO3 (Perovskite structure, a=3.905A) is very small, epita:•al formation of KNbO3 has been
more preferred on SrTiO3 substrate to lead a smoother surface of the film. It is concluded that
phase development in KNbO3 films is highly dependent upon the nature of the substrate and that,

Fig.6. Scanning electron micrographs of KNbO3 films on (a) Si (111) and (b) SrTiO3 (1())
substrates heat treated at 700"C for lh by HS-2



for the purpose of epitaxial formation, the substrate with smaller lattice paramecter inisinatching
should be preferable.

CONCLUSIONS

Hetero-epitaxia] KNbO3 films with (1(X)) orientation were successfully obtained both on MgO
(100) and SrTiO3 (100) substrates by a sol-gel method using potassium ethoxide and niobiumi
pentaethoxide.

(1) Crystallization of KNbO3 began around 6(X)0C and epitaxial films were formed on Mg()
by heat treatments above 7000'C.

(2) KNbO3 films with defect-free, smoother surfaces could be obtained by controlling heat
treatment conditions. Especially, a controlled heating schedule was very effective to improve the
surface morphologies of the films by minimizing gas generating speed during beat treatments.

(3) Highor temperatures and extended soaking time promoted the grain growth of KNbOA. By
controlling heat treatment parameters, KNbO3 films with smooth surface could be obtained.

(4) Phase development and microstructural evolution of KNbO3 films was dependent oil the
substrate. Polycrystalline KNbO1 were formed on Si 0Ill) substrates with KNhOl powders
(grains) dispersed in the films.
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LOW TEMPERATURE PREPARATION OF BaTiO, FILMS ON SILICON
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Figure 1. SENI micerographt of the nrrfactv of i~t Bai( tihtt rinade att 27ttt ''l" a

oaloicates 0.5/1121.

IP totoelO j asiolt anialysis
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A F.' antalysis

An AEIS depth profile of Ba. 'Ii. 0. anid C' it HtIt 200"C' Ba'Ii() filmt was tllt-chI
frotm the surface up to the titanumlotli avewit I a oholle pas cylinidrical ultirrur antal * zt'r.
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IFig.2 shows that thle harinnit and1 oxugvIt sigttals follow each othecr t lro'tghtoit tOIw

tutun, and that they go from all ittit al strfate valne whitcr t lte aitiear deplet ed l(rtobahll
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dune to surface c-ontamijnation), theni rise together it, the filiii is pciet-tiltritd.an fil tiialls\
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Figure 2 A ES depth profile of a I a~i O, Iih liiirowni at 250)'C Th 'll d ielic I ci i, ais pw
tered upl to the titanium siihstr'ate. Notice the 'ori'ilatioii blotwurl 6Loilli and 'NIgi il.

aiil that carboni was absent iii the Wili. 'lhe 'liris wirle 'alid foi' lcgiliilt s.

ElJectrical mneasireusegits
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prov'ides a mectal-insulator-nictital (MNIINII) st il ii cc.

[lie 1-N curve is litnear upl to 8t0uii (;z2 NIV/tii) w yhere at leakage 'ii rei t of t0.106p.1i
was measured. T'his lead to a low signal ilc i'oniiiit ivitY of U.251iilio/ ii (risist it\.
'I.lt`iitn). The I-N curves ill) to aii applied voltage of 1.7V' leak-age 2tU 1iA) lid niot
show dielectric hreakdowni,: rovid iniga lower estimtiat e of thi tes bvk low i field I i 501Nl VI/ i.

The dielectric breakdown waý further stuidiied hr low fruieiivi'oii ai'- 'iilii'taiiie-
volt age (C-C- V) measurements, uisintg ati ac si gtnal of 50nii T'ilts. A suddIeni permianeteii
chiange in the ac condructance with Iinicreasinig biias was det ectivil at a field1 of' 70M\l' /rii il
all samples. This is consistent withI the If( biehaviiir.

TFie conductivity (7, tmeasured with anl ac nmodiulat ion of 5SthiuV riiis. is shoiwnu as a
fiinctiotn of the frequetucy f in i)gha. A good lit is fiiunmd illt Ilii lug- lug plot withi Ilie(

nuuodel:
17(f) - AI = 11'

whlure A =2Oim ho/n m. = 0.83, atii K is a ciinistatnit(sce( I-ig~ ). .Notit-ce thlatt I he
liii t ant A, corresponding to the ext ra lila) con imdii t ivi it v at zero frequency, is Ii',,

oirders of magnitude larger than thle actual dc comuduuctivity. which was uineasuired at at

simuilar signal level. This suggests t hat the couduct ion tuechuanistius are dhifferenut foir dci
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andt ac cuirrenits.

Ilte permuitt ivity ( was ineasiured as a fi"iut iol of ilth freqiitittv bet weeit 10011zI aind
I 00klz and is depicted ill Fig.3c. The highest valuie, at 100t11z, is 227 fii f lie, 200tJC
saitiple, while inl the 250'C sample it wýas 1-Il. These value., ant omitparablv io Iltos,u
obutai ned by thle laser ablationltIchnique i 2].

100.0: 1000

- ~ -(a)

C- -0(b)

El~
E

1.0:C

00

0.1 100-

0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0
Frequency [kHz]

Figure 3. Frequency f)depeitdeitc of (it) toiuitulmI\ itvi v (T of it lihi goruuwit atl 2tttt(*(1
D~epeindentce of (0T(f)-A), where A is the( ('Xilrttuilatuul low freu'tuiilu% uonldmtiv.itv; and

c)Permitt ivity f(f). The moduliation \\as 5thmiV rills.

T[he temperatutre dependoence of th lie unitIivitv wats mteasuredul tout room iuITitpeu
ratulre up to I *l10

T. Whel titcerasoing IIctie ltipip'at tile, it IlodiaxtitIthIII %%as t1,ttii1I
between I 100(7 aitd] 120'C, buta ino inaxitiitii is oblserved il otdecre'asiing thle Iinpi-itsat ii.

This behavior has been attributed to adsoirbed' watel Ill VIii 11CII t~trliilsCarried t11t WithI
iinsifftered Bali0:j lutei powuders. This is totisistenti with our XPS obuservatijonts.

CONCLUSIONS

Carbon -- free Bali 03 IilImts we're' giw ii oitl lit aliitii ctatedl ilitoti lbsitlste i-l'sisitig, Ilii
lvd rot hernial met hod below 250'V.

iI ighi pernm t.t ivitS' filIins were obt a ined at 1(1 inperatin-v rits as w itias 20(0"('. 'Ilii' It 'vdior
thtermial technique is a promising methoidu for tin hufiltit iroilictiott thIatl imight lit tiut-
Jiat ibilized with coliventit ioal silicoti troct'ssitig. sinte' the ltow foriatiot ntleitpet'altircs
tinherent to the mtethiodl miay facilitate th li'ust tof hais , I 0. ramitts wit It st'ittuttttlitctut
devi ces. lThis is because the method ionisidlerabI1 vnly ittuc's the tiltt/suilstralt' inttt'auttituls.
as well a~s the possibility of smearing nutl, of preexisItung dlopinig prtofili's andu s ruictutres.
ptrovidled that they stand the somei(whatl ho~st ile chemlical elivirutnittutut 4luiritig I the fliliu
fabric-ation.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL CHIANGES DUE TO PROCESS COND)ITIONS IN SOL-GEI.
DERIVED KNbO3 THIN FILMIS

G.J. Derderian*--. J.D. Barrie*, K.A. Aitchison*, P.M. Adamys, and M.L. MecartnevZ
*Mechatnics, and Materials Technology Center. The Aerospace Corporation. M-2/248. P.O.
Box 92957, Los Angeles. CA 9(XX)9.
VMaterials Science and Engineering / Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Fnyineering.
University of California at Irvine, Irvine CA 92717,

ABSTRACT

KNbO3 thin filmns have been deposited from KtW~cu/,NbiOMeis sols onto XiM(
substrates. Microstructural changes were observed relative to stoichionietr,. agnne, and the
hydrolysis temperature. The production 4f single phase. oriented films has been
demonstrated, and wats found to be strongly dependent onl process conditions. The tltlmo Acere
characterized by XRD, TEM. SEM. EDS. and Ramatn speerroscops.

INTRODUCTION

Thin film KNbO; ferroelectrics show promise for use ats htigh speed electroioptic
devices, optical waveguides. and frequency doublers 11 -3 1- Fabricationi methods for K~b()
include various techniques such as ion beamn sputtering 141 and sol-gel 15-91. Sol-Lei is at
relatively simple technique that offers the adv antage of at lov, temperature. loN cost miethoid to
produce crystallitne KNbO3 thin films 110)1. 1Ilowever. the synthesis oif tmulticomponent
crystalline oxides by the so1-gel process is often complicated by precipitation and phase
s!eparation resulting from different hydrolysi~s rates of the individual component alkoxides
used as sources. The best single phase sol-gel films to datite appear it) be deried fromt
methanolic solutions 15.61. Very little work to date has focussed on the influence of process
parameters and stoich iomietry on the developmenit of ni icrostruLct Lire in the filmt,,. althougi h it is
known that the microstructure can significantly affect electrical anid optical ['ropcr-ties I ll

In this work we fabricated stoichiomietric and slightlv non-stoichmortmetric filims in order
to study the effects of processing conditions, on the nucleation and cr stail jrowthIl in KNb()
sol-gel derived thmin filIms made fromt methanol ic sol s. The non -stoic hionimetric filmns pro% ideml
an opportunity to easily measure nmucleation densities and relatise K~h() cr\ stallizttIon1.

EXPERIMENTAL

All reactions anid manipulations were carried out uinder dr), nitrogen uisingL standard
Schlenk techniques. Methanol and ethanol were dried by distillation mier tno1CLeclar sieves.
Benzene was dried h\v distillation over calcium hydride.

Potassium eth~oxide (KOEtI and potassium miethoxide IKOMe) Acere prepared fromt the
metal. The potassium content was determined by hydrolysis follo~ed by ftlralion of' K011
against 0. N FICI. Niobiumn ethoxide I Nb(OEt 5 hAlfa Products., i%%as distilled (1142 CC. 11.1
mm fig) prior to use. The distilled niobiumi ethoxide was diluted with eftlaitol to formitt I \1
stock solution.

K(OEt) and NblOEt)5ý were combined in ethanol and refILuXed for 24 hours, to promote
the formation of the double ethoxide [51. Ethanol was removed] by evaporation resulting In
crystallization of the double ethoxide. This solid was dissolved in methanol to form a
solution which was h0.261M in K. This will be referred to ats at toethoxide solution . It is
expected that there wats at small aniount (-11/,) of residual ethanol and/or ethoxide in the
solution. Three stoichiomectrie ratios of Nb/K were used itt the mnethoxide solution,,. niobium

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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rich (521/t niobium, WXA potassium). potassiurn rich (52" pritassiurn. W;' niiobiurn ii. and
eqo irnolar (50'/c niobium. .50q potasSILtint,. Vhe solut ions Aerc a ira I. icd to r K rid Mb h.%
flame atomic absorption. The solution,, were hydrolyvted by thc addition oft a 2 S\1 molutioi of
dleionized water in miethanol in a ratio of 0.2 mioles of wkater perimn 'I of a k oxit ide ci,i~i ted
0.2/1). Hydrolysis wkas penormed on sols whi.o i wert: either at xisiti tcmpecraturt: o1 cooled III

an ice bathi.
Single crN stal ( IM() MgO substrates.. (Commercial Cr% stal 1-ahs or I larrick Scitentifi,

Corp), were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone fol low ed by vapor degrecas inu with
trriciioroethylene immediately prior to spin coating.

Spin Lom~red filtms wkere prepared býy placing a fewA drops oft thc sols prcpared ahNs\e
onto the substrates tollowed by spinning at 3))) rpni for 30f secotnds itt air. I hie co ated
substrates were immediately in. --rted into a hot tube fUrirace attd held for I hirur at 120f C
under flowing oxygen. ,These steps were ,,-peated three timie, to achtesc the desired thicktness
of approximately 2(XX)A. The films, w&ere crysta!l~zed h\' rise;bon uInto a 11ot tubc furnace anrd
held for 4 hours at 8X0)0C under flowing oxygent.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) Aas perfo)rmed using a Sremcnns [5()0fff ' n;cc and a
Philips Electronics Inst. APD 3721) vertical powder diffractrmeter Scanining electront
microscopy fSEMf analysis was performed on a JEO1, JSM.4ff4 iii both 'he backscat:.red and
secondary electron modes. Semniquantitative energy dispersise X-ray analysis rE'DS). W.",
done using an EDAX EDS. Microstrucitiral feattures were Studied \x Ith air analytical Phil lips
CM20) transmission electron microscope fTEM) equippedl with an El)..X EI)S 711%1 ..atuples
were prepared using standard dimpling and ion millinig techniques. as \,ell a, a chenlrical ereb
t-c hiriqire 14). Raman spectra were ineasutred on air Inst rtr tire n S.A. R aura or I. IfWO

spectrometer coupled to -.. Olymrrnus research grade micronscope.

RESULTS

Three different stoichiotnetric ratios of potassium to urobRI ru solitfionit were all
hydrolyzed 0.2/I at 110C and spun I hour after hty drolYsis to comirpare the effects tof

composition. The equimolar. nriobium rich, arid potassitutm rich solutions all prodticed
orthorhombic KNbO3 films ott 1(X)) MgC) which \xere highbly H 10)f orientetd (apprirximtatelys
88%. 95%, and 86% respectively), as seen irr Figture I. The fiItstleri'. ifrtrntheet t'r11ihc LiI1) :ir

MgO (200)

(110)Z

(220)

2 (a)(1 )

10 20 30 40 5 0 60 70 s0

Two Theta (deg)
Figure 1. Comparison of XRD for inrethoxide filn.,; with different comrpositionrs:

a) equimiolar, b) niobitim rich. c) potassiumn rich.
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Figure 2. Typical microstructure with rosettes arid niatri\ (opitical mnicrograph).
Each rosette represents a nucleating Site.

solution were single phase while both of the non-stoichiometric solutions had one or more
unidentified second phases. The single phase films exhibited low optical Scatter. ~hile the
niobium rich films scattered non-uniformly due to multiple phases. and the potassium rich
films also scatteiJ non-uniformly due to cracking and grain boundary effects. When full
crystaliiiation of the film to i\NbOj did not 00..ur, the film inic rostruc tire is characterized h.v
rosette-like growths surrounded by a mratrix (Figure 2). Raritan spectra of' these filmis
confirmed that the rosettes are orthorhombic KNbO3 while the miatrix exhibited no
appreciable Raman scatter. TEM micrographs show that the ioseitc- ;ire Single cr\Sral
epitaxial K Nb03 with ( 110) orientation (Fig tre 3a). Ferroe lectric (lotnairis can Ire seer inl iL
rosette. The matrix in this example consists Of' niobiumi rich polycr\ tirllirre phi-- Ae h~inch
grow with a needle-like morphology (Figure 3b). The atnount of rthe KNbO; roscris iti tire

Figure 3. TEM mrcrographs of rosette anrd mratrix: a) eprtaxial orthorhrihiorb K\.bOj
rosette. b) needle-like niobiumi rich seconrd phase.
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films was strongly dependent on process conditions. These Changs Acre mo,t cd'i .
observed in the niobium rich solutions.

Hydrolysis of the niobium rich solutions with 0.2 moles of water per mole ,It alk,\idc
pnor to spinning resulted in rosette coverage of 81 ," nith 5pn rosetnes whei) the sohmji' sks
held at O'C during hydrolysis. Hydrolysis at room temperature (rather than tG U') decretased
the amount of KNbO 3 formed to 52c" with 611.1 rosettes. Films which were spin coated one
day after the hydrolysis of the niobium rich solutions (rather than one hour. s ahs•c. had
increased amounts of second phases and the number of KNhbO) rosettes was, lccreaCed
Furthermore, the concentration of KNbOi rosettes in the films, decreased A, hcn the tnie
between dissolution of the double ethoxide in methanol and hydrolysis of tihe iolumn
increased (Figure 41. Further details on this aging effect ss ill he presented 1i , hturc
publication.

Figure 4. Aging of niobium rich sol: a) unaged b) aged w ith decreasing amount of
KNbOi rosettes (optical micrographs).

DISCUSSION

Single phase oriented KNbO 3 thin films with low optical scatter can be formed on
(100) MgO substrates by the sol-gel technique using methoxide solutions under certain
conditions. An equimolar ratio of potassium and niobium in the solution is n.ces•,,r. to a\ oid
the formation of second phases. Hydrolysis of this equimolar solution at 0 C prior to spinmnng
enhances the formation of orthorhombic KNbO. provided that the films are prepared
immediately after the hydrolysis step. It is not surprising that solutions which are not
equimolar in potassium and niobium do not produce single phase films, however, the nature of
the nucleation and growth of these mixed phase films helps explain the changes in
microstructure observed. Films crystallize by formation of KNbOi nuclei which gross
laterally throughout the film. For the equimolar solutions, this leads to single phase film,, in
which the KNbO 3 grains have coalesced. This process occurs rapidly at SWTC. In film,
derived from the niobium rich solutions, the growth of KNbO' grains is arrested at the stage
where insufficient potassium remains in the matrix. Each of the rosettes which are observed
in the optical and electron micrographs represents an individual nucleation site. The
evaluation of the nucleation density in films prepared under \arirus processing conditions
allowA's us to monitor the effects of each condition on crystalli/ation of KN5 b() tilts,, The,,e
observations were especially valuable in the interpretation of hsdrol sis and agcm lx'h:issior.
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When slightly niobiumn rich niethox ide solutioins Ascre hs' droi I icd it redideed
temiperatUres inimmcdiaid y prior ito piriining. films A i di sinai I amiounts ot sccond phase' s CI C
produced. When hiý,drolysi s výas done at roomi temiperatuLre or the h.%drols L ed sol Aas Ailoc
.o age, the concentration of orthorhomnbic KNb0 3 rosettes fornied in the filmns decrca~cd and
the amnount of second phases. increased. These results Indicate that the niucleattioni ol K~hO)
rosettes in the crystallizing filims depends upon a homlogeneouJs di stribhutlion Of potas Itl uii nd
niobiumn in the hy~drolvzed sol. When the temiperature of the hvdroly sis reaction Is Incrcascd
there is a reduced homiogeneits' of the solution Awith the double alkoxide species bicconinil less
stable, and the hydrolysis rates of all the alkoxide species in solutioin Iiicreasing Both ot these:
processes are likely to lead to a reduced association berIACen poasium1L]I and nhiiAiiI Itnii the
solution.

Simnilarly. Allhen the sol is allowed to age at roomn temiperatuLre tfor oiie or inore das ,.
the distribution ot pota sstumn and nioibiumn ti the sol mIayr be distit rhed hs reactIio ni su~ih
those discussed abosse. The deterioration of, filmi qualim% riltia be aii etffect sihich iiias hc
related to this aging. Clearly, the double alkoxide sol-igel sviithcsis routle to prI(xIuCeiil

phase KNbO; filmns is, a higifhl sensitive process.

CONCLUSIONS

Single phase (1 101) oriented thin filmis of K.N hO can he miade on 1 100) NlgI)
substrates by the sol -gel techn 9 tie under ceirtaini conditions. S,.ltiiion s inw u a si cs an cx act Is
1:1 niobikim to potassiumi ratio to avoid exiensis c second phase formlat iii Non[
stoich iomletric sols al lo%& for niucleat ion and growth studies andl related ito pro~ce xx ced it ii
Rosette type growth A, KNbO,, is observed. flidroi~ sts at loss te nipcra IuLre, aids tin the
crystallIization of the K NhOi phase through formnat ionl of homo10Ceneous soILA01 Atl ii lit: re stil
in a high nucleation densitsy of orthorhombhic KNbO3, Ag-ieng the solution decrcases the
concentration of KN hO; formied. The sen si tji vit of' lie tiii al Inenicst rue in re to) s artations inl
process conditions s ic II as temlperat tre and( aging miay make it ditte u It to eniplo\ risteth anull i
alKoXide solutions tin the routine fabrication Of device tLualit, K~bo, tif li isil
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EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF Pt(001) THIN FILMS ON MgO(001)
UNDER OXIDIZING CONDrrIONS
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Advanced Technology Materials, Inc., 7 Commerce Drive, Danbury, CT 06810

Z. L. Wang and J. Bentley
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ABSTRACT

Epltaxial Pt(001) thin films have been grown on MgO(001) substrates
using dc magnetron sputtering with an Ar/0 2 mixture at 700'C. The width
(FWHM) of the rocking curve of the Pt(002) peak is between 0.16' and 0.20W,
which is only 0.050 wider than that of the MgO (002) peak of the cleaved
substrate. The film surface roughness is about i nm (rms) for a 240 nm thick Pt
film. No grain structure could be observed using SEM. In contrast, the films
deposited at 700 'C with pure Ar, have both Pt( 11) and Pt(001) oriented growth,
as shown by XRD 0- 2 0 scans, with the Pt(111) peak having the largest
intensity. BaTiO3 epitaxial films have also been deposited on Pt(001)/MgO(001).
The width (FWHM) of the rocking curve of the BaTiO3(200) peak is 0.4'. 'The
surface morphology of the epitaxial BaTiO 3(100) thin films on Pt(00l)/MgO(00 1)
is featureless. XRD pole figure measurements on Pt/BaTiO3/Pt trilayer shown a
very good in-plane alignment of all layers. The epitaxial growth relationship
was also confirmed by TEM electron diffraction and cross-section imaging. The
Pt/BaTiO 3/Pt epitaxial trilayer could serve as a prototype for ferroelectric
capacitors and may be able to improve the electrical properties of the capacitors.

INTRODUCTION

In multilayer systems, epitaxial growth has been an important issue for
high quality multilayer structures and of great interest for applications.
Epitaxial growth of metallic films is also important in oxidizing environments
employed in the deposition of ferroelectric, magnetic oxides and HTSC films.
Recently, Lairson et al. M1] reported epitaxial growth of Pt films on MgO(00 1),
MgO(110), MgO(111), and A12 0 3(0001) substrates using a sputtering technique.
In a pure argon atmosphere of 3.0 mTorr, the relative intensity of Pt(111) to the
total Pt(111) and Pt(200) peak intensity varied from nearly 100% for temperatures
below 550*C to 0.1% at a deposition temperature of 680'C when MgO(001)
substrates were used. In a mixture of 10 mTorr Ar and 5 mTorr oxygen,
epitaxial growth of Pt(001) on MgO(001) at 680'C was demonstrated. In this
report, we present data showing the epitaxial growth of Pt(001) on MgO(001) at
700'C with a mixture of 6 mTorr Ar and 5 mTorr 02 • Pt(l11) and Pt(200)
oriented growth was observed when Pt was deposited in pure Ar at the same
temperature. The epitaxial Pt(001) films grown under oxidizing conditions have
mirror-like surfaces with a surface roughness of 1 nm (rms), single crystal-like
structure and rocking curve widths as low as 0.2*. These films have been shown
to be suitable for subsequent growth of epitaxial films and multilayers of
ferroelectric materials.

DEPOSITION PROCESS

A vacuum chamber was equipped with a 2" magnetron sputtering gun
which can be operated in a dc or rf mode, and with a 2" resistance heater ( US
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GUN 11). A turbo pump was used to reach a base pressure of 1-3 x 10-6 Torr. A
Pt metal target was used with a purity of 99.95%. Ultra high purity oxygen gas
(minimum purity 99.99%) and zero grade argon gas (THC less than 0.5 ppmr
were used as working gases. The distance between the target and substrates
was 10 cm. MgO substrates were used in this work. The substrates were
cleaned with dichloromethane (methylene chloride CH 2 CI 2 ), acetone and
methanol in an ultrasonic bath, then blown dry with nitrogen before loading into
the chamber.

The experimental parameters used are shown in table I.

Table I Experimental parameters

Run Samp. Substrate Ts Ar/02 Thick Grientation FIWUM
°C mTorr nm Pt(###) W

I PT03A MgO(100) 695 4.2/0 100 (111 )+(200) 0.33"/0.7'

FrIB3B MgO(100) 695 4.2/0 100 (1 iI)+(2(X)) 0.33/0.6V

II PT04A MgO(100) 695 6.4/4,6 170 (200) 0.23,

III PT05A MgO(100) 700 5.6/4.8 240 (200) 0.20(

PTO5B MgO(100) 700 5.6/4,8 240 (200) 0.1l,

PT05C MgO(100) 700 5.6/4,8 240 (200) 0.16'

PT05D MgO(100) 700 5.6/4,8 240 (200) 18"

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES

A Rigaku VS - DXR3000 diffractometer was used for the film structure
characterization. Cu Ka monochromatic radiation was used in these
experiments with a graphite 224R monochrometer to avoid any Kp line from
appearing the diffraction patterns. The instrumental resolution for the rocking
curve is 0.08'. A pole figure camera was used to determine the quality of the in-
plane alignment between the film and substrate and between multilayers.

A typical 0 -- 2 0 Scan of an epitaxial Pt(001) film on MgO(001) is shown in
Fig. la. Only the MgO(002), Pt(002), MgO(004) and Pt(004) peaks could be
observed.

Expanding the intensity scale by 1000x as shown in Fig. lb did not reveal
any additional features. The rocking curve width (HWFM) is 0.20' for Pt(002)
and 0.15' for MgO(002) as shown in Fig. Ic. These data indicate the epitaxial
growth of Pt(001) on MgO(001), which was reproducible.

In contrast to the oxidizing sputtering condition, Pt(111)/Pt(002) oriented
growth on MgO(001) substrates was observed at the same substrate temperature
when sputtered in pure Ar. Surprisingly, no Pt(220), Pt(311) peaks appeared in
the XRD at 20=-67.5' and 81.3', respectively. The rocking curve width (FWHM)
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was 0.330 for Pt(011) and 0.70 for Pt(002) as shown in Fig. 2c.

Ic

I la6 • Pt(O021

0 PO(002)

20 (deg.) 0 (deg.)

Fig. la and lb A typical 9 - 20 Scan of epitaxial Pt(001) film on MgO(100).

lc Rocking curve of Pt(002) peak and MgO(002) peak.

2c

2a

o I_ a 0-i • , - a - i -, , a • J ,..
A7 A

2b

I I't(WE2)

lo. 0o

20 (deg.) 0 (deg.)

Fig. 2a and 2b A 0-20 Scan of Pt( 1I 1)/Pt(002) oriented growth on MgO(100).
2c Rocking curve of Pt(ll1) peak and Pt(002) peak.

Poie figure measurements of a trilayer sample of PtIBaTiO3/PtIMgO are

shown in Fig. 3. A schematic cross-section view of the trilayer is shown in Fig.

3d. The x-ray measurement probes all three films, so that the in-plane

orientation of each can be determined. The MgO(202) peak was chosen for MgO

substrate pole figure measurement as shown in Fig. 3a. The intensity of

MgO(202) was not very strong because of attenuation due to the trilayer of
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3a MgO (202) 2 e. 62.45* 3 Pt (202) 2 e = 67.42.°

S) I•.,.,• Pt(O0 1) 300 ni.,

300

3c BaTiO3(101) 20- 31.63-

Figs. 3 Pole figure measurement on Pt(001 )/BaTiO:j(00 1 )/Pt (00 1) trilavewr

Fig. 4 Electron diffraction pattern of the Fig. 5 Electron diffraction pattern of
epitaxial Pt film on MgO substrate, the Pt(001)/BaTiO 3(001)/Pt(001)
It indicates Pt[0011 H MgO[001I and trilayer. It indicates :
Pt100] // MgO (1001. Pt[0011//BaTiO 3[001Y/ Pt[00 I1

Pt1[100//BaTiO3[100Y/Pt[ 1001.
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Pt/BaTiO3/Pt on the top of the MgO substrate. The Pt(202) was chosen for both
top and bottom Pt films pole figure measurements, which are shown in Fig. 3b.
The sharpness and good symmetry of the diffraction peaks indicate good in-
plane alignment between the bottom Pt film and the substrate and between the
bottom and the top Pt layers. The pole figure measurement of the BaTiO 3 (101)
peak in Fig. 3c shows a very good peak distrubution, which indicates a good
epitaxial heterostructure of the trilayer. The peak width of BaTiO 3 (101) is wider
than the Pt (202) peak, which is consistent with the rocking curve measurement.

MICROSTRUCTURE

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to identify the quality
of the epitaxial growth relationship. TEM studies were performed at 300 kV
using a Philips CM30 analytical electron microscope with image resolution of
0.23 nm. Selected area and convergent beam electron diffraction patterns were
recorded successfully from the substrate and the film in order to determine the
relative orientation of the two adjacent layers. An accuracy of better than 0.20
was achieved. In Fig. 4 the electron diffraction pattern of the Pt film on MgO
substrate shows Pt[0011//MgO[001] and Pt[100]//MgO[100J, which indicates an
excellent epitaxial growth relationship between the Pt film and the MgO
substrate. The electron diffraction pattern of the trilayer of Pt/BaTiO3 /Pt
indicates an epitaxial growth relationship between the Pt and the films (Fig. 5),
revealing the epitaxial relationships of Pt[0011//BaTiO[0031//Pt[0011 and
Pt[100]//BaTiO 3[100]//Pt[100]. Fig. 5 is fully consistent with the pole f, .re
measurements on the trilayer of Pt/BaTiO3/Pt as shown in Fig. 3.

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is most often used to fabricate epitaxial
films and epitaxial multilayers. However, other film -rowth techniques can
also be used, for instance laser ablation, sputtering deposition, and chemical
vapor deposition. In this work we have shown the feasibility of making epitaxial
films and multilayers using the sputtering technique.

The epitaxial growth of Pt films in on oxidizing environment is compatible
with epitaxial growth conditions of ferroelectric and magnetic oxides. The role
of oxygen in the epitaxial growth is not yet clear, but it is speculated to be
associated with mobile PtO spears on the surface.

There are numerous published papers, concerning the effect of bottom
electrodes on the electrical properties of ferroelectric films [2]. While fatigue
and failure mechanism of ferroelectric capacitors are not completely
understood, film orientation is known to be an important determiner of
degradation in the remanent polarization [3]. Polycrystalline Pt bottom electrods
may induce early failure during fatigue testing. TEM images of our epitaxial
trilayer of Pt(001)/BaTiO 3(001)/Pt(001) show an abrupt interface (to be published
later) between BaTiO 3 and Pt bottom electrode. The grain boundary-free nature
of the epitaxial trilayer may provide a method for solving the problem.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the epitaxial growth of Pt(001) on
MgO(001) substrates in an oxidizing environment. We have also demonstrated
the growth of epitaxial trilayers of Pt(001)/BaTiO3(001)/Pt(001) on MgO(001)
substrates. TEM images reveal a sharp interface between the BaTiO3(001) and
bottom Pt(001) electrode, which might be helpful for improving the performance
of epitaxial ferroelectric capacitors.
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ABSTRACT

Sub-micron sized metal oxide particles were formed via aerosol decomposition using

single-source mixed metal-organic precursors specifically designed to decompose at low

temperatures. The advantage of these single-source precursors over mixtures of individual

precursors is that each particle contains a fixed stoichiometry and molecular level homogeneity.

Furthermore, the loss of volatile intermediates (such as PbO) may be avoided. Aerosol

processing routes can produce uniform sub-micron sized powder that can be sintered at low

temperatures for various thin film and membrane applications. The single-source precursors

were prepared in pyridine by reaction of divalent metal a-hydroxycarboxylates of general

empirical formula A(O 2 CCMe2OH)2 (where A = Pb. Ca. Sr, Ba; Me = methyl) with metal

alkoxides (for example, Ti(O-i-Pr)4 ) with the elimination of two equivalents of alcohol. These

species were then hydrolyzed in solution and yellow powders were isolated by removal of the

pyridine solvent in vacijo. These powders were dissolved in water and used to prepare mixed

metal oxide powders via spray pyrolysis. Phase-pure submicron-sized particles of PbTiO3

and BaTiO3 were produced at temperatures of 600-900 'C. The particles were hollow, ranged

in size from 0.1 to I irm and consisted of 30-50 nm crystallites.

INTRODUCTION

Spray pyrolysis can be used to produce multi-source, high-purity powders that consist of

non-agglomerated submicron-sized particles. t Usual aerosol techniques involve the use of

several precursors, each containing a single-component of the final material, which are mixed

in a suitable solvent and sprayed into a furnace. The reaction proceeds by removal of solvent

from the droplets, then the precursors decompose and solid state diffusion within each particle

leads to the final ceramic. This approach, although simple, has several fundamental problems

which either increase the processing temperature required to form the ceramic or degrade the

properties of the final material. For example, as the solvent evaporates from the droplet, the

precursors may segregate because of different solute precipitation rates and nucleation behavior

of the precursors within the particles (see Figure 1). Reaction between the precursors can then

occur to form intermediates with incorrect stoichiometry and which are also segregated to

produce a conglomerated product. These compositional inhomogeneities must be eliminated

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrmp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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by solid-state diffusion and complete reaction may not occur if the temperature and diffusion

rates are not sufficiently high. Also, the loss of volatile intermediates such as Nlo() 3 , V2()5

and PbO can result in the production of powders with the incorrect stoichiometry or an

undesired phase- 2.3 This is the case for the formation of perovskite phase PbTiO3, where

lead loss generally leads to crystallization of the pyrochlore phase.

Solvent Solvent Solvent

Droplet with Precipitate Precipitate Precipitate Final

A + B in Solution of A of A + B of B Particle

Figure 1. Schematic representation of particle formation by aerosol

decomposition using multiple precursors.

Single-source precursors have a fixed stoichiomeu'y of the metal atoms within the molecule
and this can overcome the problems of segregation and the need for solid state diffusion. As
shown in Figure 2. the use of a single-source precursor results in a precipitate which retains

the homogeneity achieved during precursor preparation. This lowers the time and temperature

required for the formation of ceramic particles and avoids the problem of phase segregation.
In addition, if volatile species are confined in phases above which their vapor pressure is

negligible, this approach has the potential to minimize or eliminate losses of volatile species
such as PbO. Thus, these aerosol-derived powders with uniform sub-micron sized particles

can be sintered at low temperatures for various thin film and membrane applications.

Solvent Solvent

Droplet with Precipitate Particle Final
AB in Solution of AB of AB Particle

Figure 2. Particle formation by aerosol decomposition using single-source precursors.

In this work, we have investigated the use of single-source precursors for the formation of

perovskite phase metal oxides with empirical formula ABO3. The preparation of the single-
source precursors to these materials has been described previously. 4 .5 By using this method,

phase-pure PbTiO 3 and BaTiO 3 powders were produced from the precursors

Pb(O2CCMC20) 2Ti(O-i-Pr) 2 and Ba(O2CCMe20)2Ti(O-i-Pr)2 respectively, in an aerosol
reactor.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The reactor design has been described elsewhere.' Water solution concentrations were on

the order of 1-2 wt.% for all of the precursors. All solutions were placed in a modified

Collison Nebulizer which generated the droplets in an oxygen carrier gas. The droplets were

transported into a hot-wall reactor consisting of a mullite tube (3.25 inch I.D. X 60 inch

length) contained in a three-zone furnace with a heated zone of 36 inches. Pure oxygen was

supplied to the Collison at 35 psig. The carrier gas flow rate of 19.4 lpm (ambient conditions)

was monitored with a rotameter. Reactor residence times varied according to the reaction
temperature and ranged from 5.5 to 3.8 seconds at 550 'C and 900 C respectively. The

powders were collected on a 147 mm nylon filter that was contained within a stainless steel

filter holder.
Particle compositions and morphologies were examined using X-ray diffraction (XRD),

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The

extent of reaction was determined by thermal gravimntric analysis (TGA) in air. The Pb to Ti

ratio of the PbTiO3 powder made at 650 C was measured using flame atomic absorption (AA)

spectroscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

E~i~

Phase-pure PbTiO 3 was prepared at reaction temperatures of 6(W), 650, 70X) and 750 -C.
The powder obtained at 550 'C was not fully reacted and gave a weight loss of 6.5,7, at 50(

'C, as determined by TGA. X-ray powder diffraction data revealed that the material was either
amorphous or the crystallite size was very small, as indicated by the broad peaks obtained in
the XRD pattern. Powders produced at 600 to 75(1 'C exhibited about a 27 weight loss by

TGA (Figure 3). X-ray powder diffraction showed that the powders made at 6(X) to 750 -C
were phase-pure PbTiO 3. The XRD results indicate that the formation of pyrochlore was

avoided and perovskite was the favored product under the conditions used. This eliminated
the need for sintering at higher temperatures, which is common in sol-gel routes to convert

pyrochlore to the perovskite phase. 6

Scanning electron microscopy data for the PbTiO 3 powder produced at 550 (C, Chowed
that it consisted primarily of collapsed shells with diameters of about 0.4 pim. Powders made

at 600 *C and 650 "C consisted of 0.3 pIm and 0.4 pm particles exhibiting both hollow and

collapsed shell morphologies. At 750 'C, the particles were spherical and about 0.4 Pm in

diameter. Transmission electron microscopy data for the 750 'C powder (Figure 4) showed
that the particles were hollow, with a crystallite size of approximately 50 nm. Decreasing

XRD peak broadening with increased temperatures indicated that the crystallite size increased

along with increasing furnace temperatures. 6
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Figure 3. XRD of PbTiO 3 powder produced at 750 TC.

Fur 4ff

i i Figure 4. TEM photograph of PbTiO3 particles formed at 7 S C.
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Phase-pure BaTiO 3 was prepared at 9(K) "C, as indicated by XRD and TGA. At 750 'C.
the precursor was partially decomposed and the product was contaminated by carbonate as

indicated by the TGA decomposition pattern. The powder produced at 7501 C had a weight
loss of 14% by TGA; of Ibis. 2%X was due to the presence of carbon while the remaining

weight loss (12%) occurred at 700 C. which corresponds to the decomposition temperature of

barium titanium carbonate.6 Elemental analysis of the sample confirmed the assignment of

carbon and carbonate, since no hydrogen was detected and 4% carbon was found. Scanning
electron microscopy data showed that all of the powders were made up of spherical

unagglomerated particles with an average diameter of about 0.4 Pm. The 9(W( 'C powder
consisted of hollow particles with crystallites on the order of 3(1 nanometers, as determined by
TEM. The XRD powder nattem of the material produced at 750 `C could not be identified;

however the infrared spectrum and TGA decomposition pattern of the powder correspond to
the reported values for Ba 2 Ti2Os(C03). 7 The 90( 'C XRD pattern showed phase-pure
BaTiO3.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The production of submicron-sized. non agglomerated, phase-pure PhTiO3 and BaTiO3

particles from single-source precursors was demonstrated. The minimum reaction
temperatures were 6(W) "C for PbTiO 3 and 9(K 'C for BaTiO3. These temperatures are high
relative to those required to produce crystalline, perovskite phase metal oxide powders from

these precursors in the sc!id state. 5 Tikis is probably the result of the short residence time in

the aerosol reactor.
The use of single-source precursors provides a method for avoiding the problem of phase

segregation within particles that contain more than one metallic component. This approach

also provides a method for avoiding the problem of the formation of unwanted volatile
intermediates, such as PbO. that can result in a change of stoichiometry during reaction.

However, hollow particles were formed which may he difficult to densify into a ceramic
compact. These powders should be suitable for the formation of ceramic films at low sintering

temperatures.
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ABSTRACT

The use of single-source mixed metal-organic precursors specifically de'signed for the
formation of crystalline perovskite phase mixed metal oxide powders has been investigated.
Pyridine solutions of divalent metal ct-hydroxycarboxylates of general empirical formula
A(O2CCMe2OH)2 where A = Pb. Ca. Sr, Ba: Me = methyl, were designed to react with
metal alkoxides, for example, Ti(0-i-PrO4, with the elimination of two equivalcits ot alcotiol
to form species with fixed A:1B stoichiomctry of 1:1 according to the equation:
A(O2CCMe2Ofl)2 + B(OR)4 --- > A(02CCMe0)2lB(0R)2 + 2HOR. Hydrolysis of these
compounds in pyridine produces clear solutions which on removal of the solvent in vacuo.
yield yellow powders. These powders readily dissolve in ethanol to give solutions from
which thin films c:- ' • formed either by dip-coating or spin coating. The crystallization
behavior, composition and ferroelectric properties of these films is discused. The
crystallization of the films generallv required substantially higher temperatures compared to
powders obtained from the same precursor solutions.

INTRODUCTION

The potential use of perovskite phase ABO 3 ferroelectric thin films in high density
DRAM's, nonvolatile memories, electro-optic shutters and spatial light modulators has lead
to an increased research effort to obtain these ceramics with a uniform composition and
phase with a view to the integration of ferroel-cirics into silicon device technology. With
these aims comes the conflict between high processing temperatures required to crystallize
the film and the low thermal stability of the device architecture, in particular. adunminuml
interconnects.' As a solution to this problem. tile sol-gel process offers the possihility of
crsystalfizing the film at temperatures wvthich are far lower than conventional solid state
techniques. This process is used extensively to obtain thin films either by spin or dip coating
a suIbstrate wafer muultiple times to increase film thickness. This method of prodticitg thin
films also has the potential to provide good hotrogeneity, good compositional control and
high purity. However, due to the thermal constraints of silicon devices in which Al
metalliz.ation is incorporated, it is desirable that the maximim processing temperature for
crystallization of ferroelectric films is below 40(0 VC.

The ferroelectric properties of these A1301 materials are derived from the crystal
chemistry of the perovskite phase. However, in Pb based systems the foritatioti of
pyrochlore, initially as the low temperature phase has required that higher temperatures
(65( *C) be used 2 to transform the pyrochlore to the perovskite phase. The control of the
formation of the perovskite phase over the pyrochlore polymorph in lead titanate systems is
being investigated by seeding these films with small perovskite crystallites firom which it is
hoped that growth of perovskite will occur at low temperatures in preference to pyrochlore.
Work with seeding thin films of PZT has been reported and lowering of the crystallization

temperature of the perovskite phtse was observed.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. -1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERJIMENTrAL

Preparation oif the precursors for Pb'li() and PhI Lr0.52 0.41)03 has Iscen described
elsewhere.4-5 The precursor,, were dissolved in an ethanol (95%) and ehiamlloaltitne k5,)
solutiton to give a 101 wt.17, concentration of PbTiO;. The solution was ftl tered th iii cli a (1.2
mticroti filter prior to uise. SilIicon sý afers onto vs bchI have been deposited LtýI AS ot s it I, Ti
000l~A) and [It (2W0(1 A) wereC Used as subsi rates in these experiments. Thle oide fil. his %cie
deposited by spilt coating the p rectirsi r ontto t ile substrate at 350(0 R PM tior 20 sec. then
bhiking at 4(M( *C for 5 milln. fit an oxycent atmtosphere Thie ferroelectrnc propertie-s and
resistivittes Were Measured on a Radianit Technolocies R 1'06A ferroelectric tester operated itt
the virtual ground mode. The films were also characterized by SEM attd XRI). 1Further
atnneal ing of the films was carried out tiii air at 511( 'C

The 61) rim crystallites of PbTiO) that wsere used as. "seeds, were Obtained b\ ultrasontic
disruption of PbTiO3 particles formned by sp~ry, pyrolysis of the SameI preCursss1 S V, hiClt has
been described elsewliere.(i A series of paralle'l experimenetts were carried out -, Itil eithter the
1 resenice or absence of seeds.

RESULt S AN) DISCUSSION

l'bTiOI

Seeded amid unseeded filItms were ptioduiced at 4(1( 'C amid lthese were foundi to hie kirgek .
amnorphouis by N RD. Ilosses-er.is t\( broad pCeaks at 20 =29) and 3 1' wh ich Iorrestpotd to
ivioc Itlore antI petuivskite. respechis~cl\. -vscrc ohsersed. An-ýi othe peakl luladetti tg 11%
the Scherrer formula yieldls a calculated cr\ystallite tzc (if -I til. The filtts aitmicaled at .4110
C for 5 mtint ... s displas ed litteat diclectfi, lelta% io. Foruiucr hecating at 40(11 C Nn htoar,
It arpented tie perovskite peak obsetVed 1w RI) bitt cs-ci after anneial ing 'ri S0 hounrs the

film was still pri manril- atnorpbou s ot- t icro-c rs-smtalinte Conitin ued heat itt of tilie seeded
film at 40)1 'C for 1414 hours po~dui:Ce 111"%fillswt a wsell developed crystallimne imorphmologyv as
seen in the SEM photograph (Figure I1.1

These crystallites were -0.2 ptin in leni!th with wsellI developed facets Hleatinme at 5(W1 'C
for 2 hours proditced further crystallizationt of the perovski~e phase in both rthe seeded
(Figure 2) and Unseeded (Figutre 3) filmis. I lowever. SEM observation revealed tlte presence
of ai diphasic microstruct tire, inidicaiting that trantsformiationt to tilte perovskime lihasc s\as still
itncomnplete. The effect of seedineý thle films at this stage could be distintgtuishmed with
increased perovskite tramisfortmation occimrriii, in i the seeded film. This diffctciclc was also
ev idetit in tihe X RD~ of the fim lns whicht showed dIifferen t amnoumius -f cr~ystalIi te developimnett
iclat ive to thle amorphous peak IPie itres 4 aid 5). Thie crystallite size of both Itie fi I im wats
foutnd to be 17 nin by RI) fi nlt( Ithis is in agereemenelt witIil thle crystallite si ze 0bsetsed in tile
SEM. The SENI photographs of' thle films at ithis stage shoiwed that the cry stallized region
bad contracted front thle sitrrotind1ing ma~tmeriaI whichi miay be litmiting the anioltut oif growthi
that can occur On thle Surface of the crystallized regionis Thle ferroelectric proplerties of the
filtms were poor due to the presence of the amorphous miaterial and the small crystallite size.
Fturther heating at 50)0 VC contitiiued toi crvstallize flie fi lms with growth itt tltc ci' sAllt siZe
(if both the seeded and iiiseeded fi Iins. After 6 hours at this temperature itnost of tile fi liii
h~id crystallized bitt somte atnorphouts miaterialI remiaitied iii areas bctvv cci i*,e largec
crs .,talline regiomis (Figuare 7).
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Opp

00K04 3um4*40 IýOK

Figure 1. SEN/I photograph of PbhliO; s, dd hili im b re 2. SEM photograph cf
after heating for 144 hours at 410'(1 . crystal growth of, Phbi( )

(Needed) after annealine a 5'(00
TC for 2 hours.

Figre 3 S E N ph -''o ra ph oif cryst a lIi te growt hi in thIe in 11Seeded f ilm of PbTi 0) heated at 5(X)1
C for 21 houtis.
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I ioure 6. XRD Pattern of PbTiO3 unseeded thin film after an nealitg for 2 h,, it 5(1) C.

Ferroclectric properties for lead titanate films are displayed in Figure s I ilni. fired :at
M(0O C fr 2 hoturs may he characterized as linear dielectrics, due 10 111c :-,ience of
Icrr,,olcritc hyvsicrsis, indicating that lthe arc rmost likely amorphous or pyiochl'ore in
u1tulre. Rri'rti'.itiv' for the oimlopl '. prepared under these conditions rc,, cre relui Neli hiih
\,.ith R = 2|:+ 1 1 2tod R\= 3>+ I 2 %t which is cxpected foi-i n am, orphou, pho ti~ . FaL1rther
heat trcaulent at 500 -"C for tMO. hour: r-eslted iii vcry lossy hlvstctci, loops and a
s.ienificant decrease in thin film resistivity R = 1E+7Q2 and Ry = I E+9Q. "Ilit is consistent
,.,ith tire crv'stallo,'grurphic data which shows tire presence of small pero,.skitc crytallites_
FOrther heat treatment at 51111 'C rc2miltcid iii sortme inprovement in the hysteretic
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hAwractenstics and an increase in resistivity. However, the general shape (it the loops would

seemn to indicate that a large volume tr~action of amorphous miaterial remlainls.

Figure 7 SENI photograph of PbTiO3 (seeded) heated to 5MX TC for 0 hours.

-25)) -125 125 250 -25) -125 15 2'

Fi cure Sa Polarization hehavior for filhm Fig-ure Sh: Polarization beha\ ior for

ý1t; deposited after heating' to 4W( T. ~ film after annealing at 500( -'C for 0 hr.

lPh( ZrO.5TiO.48)O3

The preparation of thin films of lPh(ZrO.,52TiO.48)0.1. PZT, at 4(W 'C which were not

Seeded With Mnao-Sieed cr\yStalhltes was also investigated. The films were found to be

anmorphouis by XRD. The SEM photographs indicated that the films were featureless,

consistetnt with their amnorphous nature. AnticalingT the films at 550 *C for lxxo hours induced
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crystallization of the pyrochlore phase as indicated by ,he XRD pattern. Continued
annealing at 651) C increased the degiceeof crystallization of the pyrochlore phtase in the film
and perovsktte was observed tor the first time. The largest peak in the XRI) pattern waý due
to pvrochlore which indicates that this phase was still the preferred phase at tht\ temperature
or that the conversion of the pvrochlore to perovskite was slow at this temperature. The
ferroelectric properties oif these filmis were poor due to the amiount of amioiphtmis material
and pyrochlore present in the films.. These films were more difficuit to crystallize than the
lPhTiO3 films and this is tinder investigation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PbTi03 and PZT filtms were prepared from single-source precursors attd[ were_ ILoutd to
he amorphtous as de posi ted and requiiired further annealing to crystalli ze them. 'filte PIZT
Ijittis crystallized in tlte pyroch lore phtase at 551) *C but on further heatling ti 0510 'C tile
peros'skite phase wkas formed. The PhTiO 3 filtms crystallized as the perox'skitc phaise at 4MK
'C hilt otly~ onl extensive heating >,,6 hours or by heating at 5MX *C for -4 h1OUrs. Seeding
the filnms with 60 nm perovskite phase crystallites increased the degree of cryvsalli-,atiott hut
dlid not lower the crystalli zation temperature under the conditions employed.

In contrast to tlte crystallization behatvior of the films, the crystal li zationt of ceramiic
powders from these precursors occured at 351) TC. The cause of the different crystaliizatiomc
behavior in the films is currently uinder further investigation.
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DRY ETCHING OF PZT FILMS IN AN ECR PLASMA

Barbara Charlet and Kerrie E. Da, ies, 1 : CEA, DTA, LETI. CEN-Grenoble 85
X- F 3804 1, Grenoble Cedex. France.

ABSTRACT
PZT films wvere etched in an ECR microwave reactor with RF

polarization.The etch rate was evaluated using various gas mixtures including
combinations of two of the followýing: Cl2 . NF3 . SF6 and l1Br. The etch rate
was measured as a function of the percentage of one gas in the mixture. Other
parameters investigated included gas pressure, bias voltage on the electrode and
substrate temperature.Results of the effect of temperature show that etch rates are
higher on high temperature substrates than on low temperature substrates. A
mixture of C12 and SF6 provided a PZT etch rate of 750 A / minm on a substrate.
at approximately 100 'C. We evaluated the resultant etch profile and surface
roughness

1. INTRODUCTION
Lead Zirconate Titanate. PZT, is a ferroelectric ceramic currently of great

interest for a wide range of electronic, sensor and optical applications 1:2). As
device feature sizes decrease in the interests of higher performance. the use of
PZT and other ferroelectric materials has gained increased interest.This is due to
their high dielectric constants which allow greater charge storage in a small area.
Other proprieties including low dielectric loss, temperature insensitivity and high
breakdown strength make the PZT film suitable for fabrication of thin film
capacitors.
High rate etching of PZT has been obtained by wet etching (3), but for achieving
small feature size dry etching techniques are necessary. However, the classical
dry etching reactors like RIE (reactive ion etching) have the disadvantage of
relativly low etch rates (4) and depending on the chemistry can involve residues
remaining on the etched surface or sidewalls. Also chemically assisted ion beamn
etching (CAIBE) (5) and dc hollow cathode plasma etching (6) gave interesting
results at relativly low etch rate.
Intensive studies have been in progress for many years on dry etching
development for Integrated Circuit (IC technology. Different types of reactors
were evaluated for silicon, others semiconductors, different dielectrics and
metals. However the etching performence approach for the ferroelectric material
is avaricious.
This paper reports the results of PZT and Pt thin film dry etching process
development in a new generation Elecron Cyclotron Resonnance (ECR) reactor.

ý'Present address Universitv of New South %Vales. Sydney Australia

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310, 1993 Materials Research Society
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
Dry etching ,i i-Zi and Pt wiC ,, a iitc,,tigaicid in an indu'.trial

prototype machine, RCE 160. built bN Alcatel. This machine can be used in
either an ECR configuration or in a RIE configuration. Substrate polarisation in
an ECR plasma is supplied by RF (radio frequency ) biasing. In the ECR
configuration the plasma is generated by a multi-antenna microwave source at
2.45 GHz and uses a multi-polar magnetic field of 875 Gauss to create the
electron cyclotron resonance. The plasma diffuses down to the substrate area. In
the RIE case, the plasma is generated by an applied radio frequency voltage at
13.56 MHz. Fig.l. shows a schematic of the basic electrical and vacuum
equipment. The substrate holder is 100 mm in diameter.It is cooled by a recycled
mixture of water and alcohol and with helium flow for the wafer-backside
cooling.. The minimum temperature can be set to OC. It is conected on the RF
power. The bias voltage applied to the substrate can be selected and the
appropriate RF voltage is putted on automatically by the machine. The stainless
steel chamber is grounded. Gases witch could be fed into the reactor included:
Ar, SF6, C12. HBr and NF3. or any, combination of these.

MICROWAVE
GENERATOR

-- VACUUM CHAMBER

8 MICROWAVE
ANTENNAS
2.45 GHz,

8 PERMANENT INSIDE CHAMBERMAGNETS 
4DI

OUTSIDE CHAMBER H I

LOAD LOCK

, _LI 13.5 MHz

Si SUBSTRATE

RF ELECTODE

Fig. I.Schematic of the experimental reactor
The samples consisted of PZT (450 nm) layers prepared by the sol-gel method
on the sputtered Pt (70 nm) layer deposited on the oxidize 4" Si substrate. The
first experiments were done using a polyimide adhesive mask. Later the
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photolithographical process was applied for the positive photoresist (Shipley
1400-31) and SiO2 mask elaboration. The sample temperature was evaluated by
temperature stickers placed on the etched layer surface. Etch rates were
determined by an Alphastep suface profilometer and SEM photographs.

Diagnostic tools included: laser interferometry for end-point detection and
real-time etch rate measurement of the PZT or SiO2 film and emission
spectroscopy for end-point detection.

I.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our study consisted, at first, to compare the etch rate of PZT and platinium

to the etch rate of silicon and Si02 for one given chemistry. Figure 2 shows the
etch rate for the differents materials exposed to a plasma of SF6 and CL2 (50/50)
at a pressure of 3 ltbar for 3 minutes . The silicon and SiO2 etch rate variations
as a function of bias voltage are not as significant as the etch rate for PZT and Pt,
where we can observe a very strong increase with bias voltage. At 200 V the etch
rate is 14 times ereater than at 50 Volts. By comparison the SiO2 etch rate only
increases by a factor of about 2.5. The PZT etch rate is very dependent on the
ion energy and is proportional to the bias voltage squared at high valus end of the
curve. There appears to be no selectivity between PZT and Pt etching. Under the
same conditions a curve is also shown of thermal SiO2 etch rate in Argon
plasma, which gives an indication of the physical sputtering rate.

'00000

SILICON

10000

0S'02

S&O2 ON S. WAFER

Pt
NO COOUNG.

A/ ~3 .bar,

1000 W UHF.
MASK , POLYIMIOE ADHESIVE

10ý
S0 * 0 200 BIAS VOLTAGE vOItSI

Fig.2. Etch rates vs.bias voltage in SF6 and C12 (50/50%) plasma

The energetical impact of plasma was investigate separatly in ECR and in RF
plasma condition. There seems to play a crucial role, because the etch rate of
PZT obtained with plasma ECR was negligable and the same effect was
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observed for the RF plasma. Adding RF assistance to the microwave ECR
descharge resulted in a reasonable etch rate.

Substrate temperature is another important parameter in the evaluation of
the etching performance. The substrate and etched layer temperature was
measured for two different RF biases as a function of etch time for SF6 and C12
plasma chemistries. The substrate temperature was also measured for an Ar
plasma at 50V RF bias.The measurements were perfomed with and without
backside wafer cooling. As the etch time increases from 1 minute to 5 minutes at
200V bias voltage, the substrate temperature rises from 245CC to over 290'C for
an uncooled substrate. This compares with only 80CC to 95 C for a cooled
substrate, at 200 V bias voltage (see Fig,. 3). A similar trend is ,een at 50 V bias
voltage. An argon discharge heats the substrate by about 150 t,) 250cC during
four minutes in uncooled conditions at 50V RF bias. Fia. 4 shows the etch rate of
PZT and SiO2 as a function of bias voltace for both cooled and un.'ooled
substrates. At low values of bias voltage the cooling effect has an si-nificatif
influence on the etcting performencies of both PZT and Pt layers. Although at
200 V the Si02 etch rate is the same with and without wafer cooling. However,
for uncooled PZT. the etch rate is 825 A/min compared with 340 A/min for the
substrate cooling condition.This indicates that the PZT etch rate is more
dependent on substrate temperature than the Si02 etch rate. The uncooled PZT
etch rate curve is parallel to the cooled etch rate curve on this logarithmic scale.
for applied voltages. Uncooled substrates provide higher PZT etch rates with a
factor of 2 to 3. However. cooled substrates are preferable "hen a more constant
temperature is required for the etching elaboration.

10000 400 S
25 bar No 'ea,,.o 'or • ba, oe•,,n kale,

S102 on S. S,.Strale
000 04 UHF

Sý02 UNCOOLED "M A--PNI MUM -
f t COOLED EST.MATE

1000 300 200 V RF o0as UNCOOLED 4

,ýS,2 COOLED,'ii- PZT UNCOOLED -/

ARGON."" 50 V RF Mas.

'00 UNCOOLE 50 V RF bias,
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_2 100 200 V RF baS. COOLED

1 rbaar He coohng. 10 C.
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Fig.3. Substrate temperature as a fonction Fig.4. Etch rate of Si02 and PZT
of etch time in SF6 andCl2 (50/50%) plasma
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The PZT etch rate was plotted as a function of % C12 in SF6. It is shown
in Fig. 5. for lpbar and 3g.bar plasma conditions. A peakat 807c C12 and a
minimum value at 100 e7 C12 for lbIbar pressure was observed. A mixture of
C12 and SF6 at this pressure can increase the etch rate by 357 over pure SF6 and
by 120 % over pure C12 etching. At 3 pibar the etch rates are lower than at I
libar. This result is probably due to the ECR plasma enhancement contribution
at low operating pressure. The etch rate for 100 e7 argon is 60 A/mn indicating
that there is a large chemical effect in the etch rate of PZT.

The etch rate curve for % HBr in SF6 is shown in Fig. 6. It indicates that
C12 chemistry is more performant than HBr in the low pressure etching
condition.

COOLED SUBSTRATE COOLED SUBSTRATE

600 500-

E 500 /

-400I-o

N 400 /

0.LL I,W 1'i- 300 300-< '... 300rr1 pbar I

-, i.-'

, 200 .13

3 abar
200-

100

100 % ARGON, lpbr *

0 ,

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 100 ,

0 20 40 60 80 100
% C12 in SF6 % HBr in SF6

Fig.5.Etch rate of PZT as a fonction
of %C12 in SF6 at 1000W Fig.6.Etch rate of PZT as a fonction
microwave power and 150V bias of % HBr in SF6 at I Jibar.
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Preliminary experiments on the profile of etched PZT with a SiO2 sloped mask
profile in 50% SF6 and 50% C12 indicates that the SiO2 mask profile is
reproduce in to the PZT wall. The photoresit mask had a vertical definition
before etching and the etching profile obtained with this mask, in the case of
cooled substrate, was almost vertical.

CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the etching of PZT and Pt thin films in a plasma reactor
combining a RF and ECR discharge.The etching performance of the ferroelectric
layers was compared with the classical IC materials like bulk Si and thermal
SiO2. We observe a very important influence of substrate temperature and hia•
voltage in the PZT and Pt etching rate evolution. RelativiN high etching rate
850A/mn) were obtained for the uncooled substrate condition (T=280"(C.The
lower etching rate was observed in the substrate cooling condition. In the
optimisned pressure and gas composition it is possible to have an etching rate of
abaut 600A/mn at substrate temperature T=100°C. This temperature condition
permits the use of a photoresist mask during etching process.
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ABSTRACT

The microstructure of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) thin films prepared by a sol-gel
technique was investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and transmission
electron diffraction. We investigated the microstnhcture of three sets of thin films with differceit
chemical compositions: PZT 53/47 films with no excess PbO; with excess PbO; and PZT 65/35
with no excess PbO. All samples were fired for 30 minutes at temperatures ranging from 4X0)C
to 700C. Incorporation of excess PbO in the 53/47 film fired at 450C resulted in polycrystalline
perovskite grains with an average grain size of less than 0.1 mim. Grain boundaries are decorated
by 5-10 nm diameter precipitates possibly caused by the segregation of remnant pyrochlorc or
excess PbO. The films have high values of dielectric constant (up to 2500) when fired at 7(X)C.
PZT 65/35 fired at 700C consists of two distinct phases: a fine-grained matrix .f pyrochlore,
and 10-p1m diameter rosettes of perovskite. The correlations between the compositions, the
microstructure of the films, and their processing conditions on the one hand, and ferroclectric
properties on the other are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is one of the best known perovskites used in ferroclectric
applications in both bulk and thin film form i1]. PZT is a solid solution containing lead titanate
(PT) and lead zirconate (PZ) in various stoichiometric ratios. PZT x/y refers to
Pb(Zr,/100Tiy/100)O 3 where x, y are equal or less than IMX) and x+y ý 100. PZ is
antiferroelectric while PT is ferroelectric. Solid solutions of these two end members produce
mostly ferroelectric materials whose properties strongly depend on the Zr/Ti ratio. PT-rich and
PZ-rich compositions belong to the tetragonal and rhombohedral modifications, respectively, of
the perovskite crystal structure. The composition of 53 atom% Zr and 47 atom% Ti d'ZT
53/47) at the rhombohedral-tetrahedral boundary in the PZ-PT phase diagram is the most
important one since the material exhibits maximum values of dielectric constant.
electromechanical coupling factor, and piezoelectric coefficients I 11. Among various techniques
used to prepare PZT films, the sol-gel technique offers possibilities to control the properties of a
material through the processing conditions used and the chemistry employed 121. Several
investigations indicate that the microstructure of PZT thin films depends strongly on the
composition and processing conditions [3-51. For example, it has been reported that with an
increasing Zr/Ti stoichiometry ratio in sol-gel derived PZT thin films the grain size of the
rosettes increases [61. In this paper, we report on the microstructure as characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of PZT thin films prepared by a sol-gel technique. We
examined PZT 53/47, with and without excess PbO, and PZT 65/35 films. The annealing
temperature ranged from 400 to 700C. The annealing duration at a given temperature was 30
minutes.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. c 1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To prepare PZT precursor solutions, Pb acetate trihydrate (Pb(OAc)2o31HD0) %has
dissolved in methanol. Freshly distilled Ti iso-propoxide and Zr n-propoxide in n-propanol. in
the appropriate molar quantities, were added to the methanolic Pb acetate solution with vigorous
stirring to give the desired stoichiometries of PZT 53/47 and 65/35. After refluxing for 3 hours,
the solutions were concentrated to 1.0 M. The effect of excess PbO was also investigated b\
incorporating 15 mole% PbO into the PZT 53/47 precursor. Spincoating the precursor solution
on a clean substrate was performed in a Class 100 clean room. The substrates were Si) 1(X)j
wafers which had previously been thermally oxidized before being sputtered with Pt to form a
2000A thick Pt film on the 1500A thick silicon dioxide layer. The green films were fired at
500C to burn off residual organics, yielding films about 17(X)A thick per coating. In order to
obtain thicker films, multiple coatings were performed. Typically three coatings were required
to obtain films about 0.5 lin thick. Finally, these films were fired at crystallization temperature"
of 400, 450, and 700C, for 30 min. The structure and phase of the films were determined by a
Scintag X-ray diffractometer. The x-ray diffraction results are correlated with the
microstructure observed in a Hitachi 8100 transmission electron microscope at 2WX) keV.

TEM samples of both cross-sectional and plan view specimens were prepared by ion
milling with 6 kV argon ions. For cross-sectional samples, four slices of 2 mm x 6 mm wafers
were glued together, mechanically thinned to 100 gam, dimpled to about 25 pam, and then ion
milled at an angle of 15' on a liquid nitrogen cold stage.

RESULTS AND DISCF;SSION

The microstructures of PZT 53/47 films containing no excess PbO. fired at 450, and
700C are shown in Fig.1. The image of the film fired at 450C is featureless vith faint dark
regions of 100 nm in size (which is approximately the same size of the polycrystalline grains in
PZT 53/47 films with excess PbO fired at the same temperature, sh own in Fig. 3(b)). The
eiectron diffraction pattern (not shown here) indicates the presence of an amorphous phase. In
contrast, the filmi fired at 700C consists of two phases. The phase of higher density. which
appears darker in the micrograph, has a spherical morphology and comprises roughly 80
volume% of the film. The selected area electron diffraction pattern in the inset of F!g. I hb) is a
ring pattern corresponding to polycrystalline perovskite PZT mixed with the pyrochlore phase
(PbTi307, cubic). The innermost ring has the highest intensity indicating that the majority of
the grains prefer the <100> orientation. This is likely to happen since the underlying Pt lawcr
has <200> orientation. The result is in good agreement with the x-ray diffraction data "hich
shows the presence of perovskite and minor traces of pyrochlore.

Fig. 2(a) shows a portion of the TEM cross-sectional view of the PZT 53/47 film of
Fig. 1 (b). The film consists of polycrystalline grains of 50 nm diameter and over 20W nm long,
The grains grow along the direction perpendicular to the interface. The corresponding electmro
diffraction pattern shown in Fig.2(b) represents a perovskite single crystalline pattern viewing
along the <110> direction. The splitting and/or elongation of most diffraction spots are due to
the misalignment of the grains along the viewing direction.

PZT 53/47 films with excess PbO, giving a stoichiometry of Pbl1 5Zro.53Tio. 4 704 s
have significantly different microstructures. Fig.3 shows a series of TEM inages and
corresponding electron diffraction patterns of the PZT 53/47 films with exce,;s PhO, fired at
400, 450, and 700C, respectively. At 400C, the films have a small compact grain size ranging
from 30 to 100 nm. Grain boundaries are decorated by 5-10 nm diameter precipitates possibly
caused by the segregation of the remnant iyrochlore phase or excess PbO. The corresponding
electron diffraction shown in Fig. 4 (a) indicates the presence of mainly polycrystallinie
pyrochlore mixed with some perovskite phase. When fired at 450C, the films still hat :a
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Fig. 1. Plan view TEM images of PZT 53/47 fired at (a) 450C. and (b) 700C.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional TEM image (a) and electron diffraction pattern (b) of Pzr -53/47 fired at
700C for 30min.
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Fig. 3. Plan view image of PZT 53/47 films with excess PbO. fired at (a) 4(X)C. (b) 450C.
and (c) 70(XC.

Fig. 4. Selected are electron diffraction patterns of PZT 53/47 films with excess PbO. fired
at (a) 400C, (b) 450C, and (c) 700C.
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Fig. 5. TEM image and the e: ;:.r•n d ffraction pattern of perovskite "rosette" in PZT 65/35
fired at 7(00C.

Fig. 6. TEM image (a) and electron diffraction pattern (b) of the pyrochlore-containing matrix of
PZT 65/36 film fired at 700(C.
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ABSTRACT

Much interest in the area of ferroelectric thin films has been generated by the recent
developments in unique property observation for these materia's. As deposition methods
move toward potential commercialization, the importance of chemically and thermally
stable at use temperature, high vapor pressure and purity, readily available and
economically competitive sources for the requisite group 2 elements will emerge. This
presentation entails an initial overview of the presentiy utilized compounds, their
advantages and disadvantages. New group 2 CVD precursors have been developed based
both on inter- and intramolecular stabilization of cyclopentadienides. alkoxides and 13-
diketonates. Recent results on the coordination environment around the central metal atom
have offered insight into the next generation of polydentate, monoanionic ligand design.
Specific details are discussed for the metal complexes of "scorpion-tail" 1-diketoethers.
Results of comparison studies between these new precursors and earlier compounds are
presented as a model for designing future sources.

There is an interest in the preparation of some ferroelectrc materials in thin film form
by chemical vapor deposition (CVD).I, 2 One composition presently attracting attention is
BaTiO3 . In order to achieve reasonable epitaxial growth rates at usable substrate
temperatures, precursor molecules containing the elements of interest should transport in
the vapor phase a' processing conditions of less than 200"C and greater than 5 Torr. 3 This
presents a significant problem for the case of barium. Most researchers have utilized the
bis(•-diketonate) complexes of this group 2 element as the source of the metal. Although

Ba(fod)2
4 and Ba(hfac)2.tetraglyme 5 each possess the requisite vapor pressure

characteristics demanded for employment in CVD, they also each suffer from the primary
deposition of BaF2 , and the requirement for a subsequent, hydrolytic conversion into the
desired oxide form of the ferroelectric perovskite material. 6 To date, research on non-
fluorine containing, high vapor pressure barium-containing compounds has focused on
intramolecular coordination of alkoxides 7 and cyclopentadienides. 8 In the absence of

Lewis hascs, hydrocarbon-base l bis(•-diketonates) are oligomeric (Fig. !).9 Substantial
progress has been made in the utilization of these compounds in the CVD growth of
superconducting metzal oxide,. 10
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Ba(tmhd)zo2 o-phen. In a 250 ml Schlenk flask were combined 1.00 g (7.3 mmol) of
barium, 2.82 g (15.3 mmol) of Htmhd, 5.25 g (29.1 mmol) of o-phen and 100 ml of THF
(distilled from Na/benzophenone). With rapid stirring, anhydrous NH 3(g) (passed over
KOH) was bubbled through the mixture. The solution was warmed to 40"C and the
reaction was allowed to proceed for 5 h. The solution was transferred under N2(g) to
another flask leaving unreacted barium behind. The solution flask was sealed and cooled to
-20"C. A pale, beige precipitate formed. This precipitate was recrystallized from a
minimum amount of hot toluene (distilled from Na) to give 4.67 g (5.4 mmol) of
Ba(tmhd)2,2 o-phen, 74% based on barium. Characterization: mp: 216"C. I-H NMR:
(300 MHz, positive 8 downfield referenced to Si(CH3)4 = 0 ppm utilizing residual C6 D5 H
= 7.15 ppm in solvent C6 D6 ) 9.38 Id, 2H, o-phenj, 7.41 [d, 2H, o-phenj, 7.11 Is, 2H, o-
phen], 6.93 [d, 2H, o-phen], 5.81 Is, IH, tmhd], 1.25 Is, 18H, tmhdl. 13C{'H) NMR: (75

MHz, positive 8 downfield referenced to Si(CH3 )4 = 0 ppm utilizing CDCI3 = 77.0 ppm)
199 [tmhdl, 151 [o-phen], 146 [o-phenl, 136 fo-phen], 129 [o-phen], 123 [o-phen], 77
[tmhdl, 41 [tmhd], 28 [tmhdi. M, (Nujol): 2847(vs), 1612(w), 1583(s), 1522(w), 1501(m),
1489(m), 1417(vs), 1349(m), 1261(w), 1221(m), 1173(w), 1168(w), 1134(w), 1119(w),
857(m, sh), 841(m, sh), 785(w, sh), 769(w, sh), 762(w, sh), 730(m, sh), 712(w, sh).

UVIVIS: c = 1.44 x 10-6 M, )max = 263 nm, c = 5.87 x 104 M-1cm-1 , XMnax = 231 nm, E =
10.98 x 104 M-1 cm"1. TGA: (Fig. 4). Sublimation: A sublimator equipped with a dry-
ice/acetone cooled cold finger was charged with 0.50 g (0.579 mmol) of Ba(tmhd) 2,2 o-
phen. The sublimator was evacuated to 10-5 Torr and warmed slowly. Sublimation
occurred at 220 - 260"C. After I h, 0.48 g of sublimed material was recovered from the
cold finger leaving a residue of 0.02 g. The IH-NMR of the sublimate showed it to be o-
phenanthroline enriched, indicating decomposition of the compound in the solid state and
unequal sublimation rates of the decomposition products.

Ba(tmhd)z.bipy. Under a N2 atmosphere, 1.32 g (9.6 mmol) of barium was combined
with 80 cc of anhydrous CabosilTM (dried at 100"C / 0.01 Torr for 48 h) in a 250 ml flask
equipped with a magnetic stirring bar and a dry-ice/acetone cooled condenser. Into this
mixture was condensed 125 ml of anhydrous NH3 (1) (passed over KOH), completely
dissolving the barium. The NH 3 (l) then was allowed to evaporate slowly with stirring,
leaving a barium coating on the Cabosil. The flask was evacuated to remove any residual
NH 3 . To the resulting gray solid was added 80 ml of hexane (distilled from LiAIH 4 )
followed by 2.68 g (14.5 mmol) of Htmhd and 5.68 g (36.4 mmol) of bipy in 20 ml of
toluene (distilled from Na). Rapid gas evolution was evident. The reaction mixture was
stirred for 3 h and then filtered through a Schlenk frit. The frit was washed with 20 ml of
toluene and 20 ml of hexane. The solvents were removed under vacuum to give a white
solid. The solid was recrystallized from a minimum amount of hot hexane to give 4.26 g
(4.93 mmol) of Ba(tmhd)2-bipy, 89% based on Htmhd. Characterization: mp: 157"C. 1H
NMR: (see above) 8.66 [d, IH, bipyi. F-.15 [d, IH, bipy], 7.11 [td, IH, bipy], 6.71 [td, 1H,
bipy], 5.84 Is, IH, tmhdl, 1.28 Is, 18H, tmhdl. 13 CI IH) NMR: (75 MHz, positive 5
downfield referenced to Si(CH 3)4 = 0 ppm utilizing CD3 C6 D5 = 20.4 ppm) 200 Itmhdl,
157 Ibipy], 150 Ibipyl, 137 Ibipy], 124 [bipyl, 121 [bipyl, 90 [tmhd], 42 [tmhdl, 29 Itmhdl.
IR (Nujol): 2847(vs), 1581(s), 1564(s), 1523(w), 1480(m), 1435(w), 1416(vs), 1352(m),
1217(w), 1169(w), 1148(w), 1121(m), 1057(w), 1037(w, sh), 1022(w, br). 1001(m, sh),
949(w), 929(w), 862(w), 790(w), 757(m), 739(w, sh). UV/VIS: c = 1.30 x 10-6 M, Xnra,
236 nm, c = 13.17 x 104 M t cm-1 , )-ma, = 284 nm, E = 29.55 x 104 M- 1 cm-1 . TGA: (Fig.
4). MW: (benzene cryoscopy) obs. 748 g/mol (calc. monomer: 660 g/mol). Sublimation:
A sublimator equipped with a dry-ice/acetone cooled cold finger was charged with 0.75 g
(1.4 mmol) of Ba(tmhd)2*bipy. The sublimator was evacuated to 10-4 Torr and heated
slowly. At approximately 70"C a white solid, identified as bipy (mp), sublimed onto the
cold finger. This solid was allowed to migrate to the top of the cold finger before the finger
was cooled. The remainder of the solid in the bottom of the sublimator sublimed at 160 -
220"C over a period of I h and was identified as pure [Ba(tmhd)213.4 by IH-NMR and mp.
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Ba 6 (tmhd)t 0 (Me 2 SiO 2 ) - H20. In a 500 ml 3-necked flask, equipped with a reflux
condenser (with a N2(g) inlet), addition funnel, and a mechanical stirrer (all ground glass
joints were sealed with silicone stopcock grease), 13.2 g (0.096 mol) of barium was reacted
with 32.0 g (0.17 mol) of Htmhd. After one half of the Htmhd was added, 20 ml of
distilled toluene was added and the resulting mixture was heated at reflux for 2 d. The
solution was cooled to room temperature and 30 ml of diethyl ether was added to dissolve
the solid. The solution was filtered through a Schlenk frit to remove the unreacted barium.
An aliquot of the filtrate was allowed to stand at room temperature for 2 d to grow crystals.
Attempts to synthesize this compound with stoichiometric quantities of reagents currently
are in progress. Crystallographic data: Formula, Cl12H 9 8023 Ba 6 Si; Mol Weight,
2"164.85; Crystal System, triclinic; Space Group, PI; a = 1473.1(4) pm, b = 1860.5(4) pm, c
= 2850.7(4) pm- a = 73.98(2)', 03 = 83.31(2)', y = 75.72(2)'; V(10 6 ) = 7268(2) pm 3 ; Z = 2;
p = 1.381 g/cm; Abs. Coeff. = 16.586 cm-1 ; 20 Scan range, 2" < 28 < 50%; Scan mode,
o/ 20; No. of measured reflections, 18179; No. of independent reflections, 11926; No. of
reflections with F0 > 4a (Fo), 7175; No. of refinedparameters, 712; R = 7.5 %; R' = 9.2
%, Maximum unassigned electron density, 1.207 e/A 3. Selected distances (pm) and angles
(): Bal-Ba2, 410.2; Bal-Ba4, 402.9; Bal-Ba6, 403.8; Ba2-Ba3, 406.6; Ba2-Ba5, 403.8;
Ba3-Ba4, 413.2; Ba3-Ba5, 402.5; Ba4-Ba6, 407.7; 023-Bal, 313.0; 023-Ba2, 317.9; 023-
Ba3, 329.5; 023-Ba4, 311.7; Ba2-Bal-Ba4, 89.4; Bal-Ba2-Ba3, 91.0; Ba2-Ba3-Ba4, 88.5;
Bal-Ba4-Ba3, 91.1; Ba4-Bal-Ba6, 60.7; Bal-Ba4-Ba6, 59.8; Bal-Ba6-Ba4, 59.5; Ba3-
Ba2-Ba5, 59.6; Ba2-Ba3-Ba5, 59.9; Ba2-Ba5-Ba3, 60.6; Ba2-Bal-Ba6. 115.2; Ba3-Ba4-
Ba6, 114.8; Bal-Ba2-BaS, 115.7; Ba4-Ba3-Ba5, 115.3.

Results and Discussion

Intermolecular Lewis Base Stabilization
Previous workers have added neutral l-diketone to the carrier gas stream in efforts to

augment the vapor pressure of "Ba(tmhd) 2 ". It Other research groups have chosen H20,12
THF,13 or NH 3

14 as the additive. The compound also has been crystallized with MeOH1 5

and E12 O16 of solvation. Although the vapor pressure of Ba(hfac) 2 was enhanced
substantially upon complexation with tetraglyme, the comparable Ba(tmhd) 2 adduct proved
to be unstable toward vapor phase dissociation (Fig. 2 ).6f Likewise, the nitrogen-based

adducts [Ba(tmhd) 2 -2 NH 3 129b (Fig. 3) and [Ba(tmhd) 2. 2 tmedaj17 dissociated the neutral
amine in the gas phase, even though it was tightly bound both in the solid state and in
solution.

A recent report 1 8 of Ba(tmhd)2°o-phen prompted us to explore several difunctional
nitrogen-centered aromatic Lewis bases. The details of the preparation and characterization

of Ba(tmhd)2oLx were presented above, in the experimental section of this contribution. 19

The TGA data for these compounds has been summarized (Fig. 4). The least volatile

example given is Ba 5 (tmhd) 9 0H ° 3 H20, followed by fBa(tmhd) 2 0 2 NH 3]2 . In the
intermediate vapor pressure regime, (Ba(tmhd)2]34 is the next least volatile, closely

followed by Ba(tmhd) 2 * 2 o-phen. The most volatile example shown here is Ba(tmhd)2 0
bipy; however, note that decomposition accompanies volatilization. Thus, this
composition is rendered a curiosity for CVD utilization purposes. Stoichiometric mixtures
of IBa(tmhd)2]3. 4 and L,19a yielded comparable results (c, e; d, f) to those observed for the
complexed molecular species. Indications of some solid state reactivity are presented by
comparison of the data for a mixture containing uncomplexed o-phen (e) and that of o-phen
alone (g). Thus, the role of added Lewis base in influencing the vapor pressure of
(Ba(tmhd)213, 4 , and chemical derivatives of this oligomer, is rendered less simple to
interpret. The likely implication of these results is an impeding of the degree of
oligomerization, and the resultant concomitant enhancement in vapor pressure, due to the
predisposition of "Ba(tmhd)2 " toward decreased self-catenatizing interactions triggered by
the presence of the added Lewis base.
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Cluster Formation

In the absence of any external Lewis base, "Ba(tmhd)2" exists as a trimeric/tetrameric
cluster. 9 A commercially available composition, labeled "anhydrous Ba(tmhd)2 ", proved to

be "Ba5 (tmhd)9(OH)-3 H20" (Fig. 5).20 We have isolated a derivatized cluster, by

reaction with polyuimethylsiloxane, 2 1 of the formula Ba 6 (tmhd)lO(Me 2SiO2)-H 20 (Fig. 6).
Presumably, this comes from either the primary cluster species Ba6(tmhd)to(OH)2 or
Ba 6 (tmhd)10(02- 2 ). Credence is lent to the peroxy option by the recent independent

synthesis and structural identification of Ba 6(tmhd)10(02)'3 H2 0. 2 2

Intramolecular Stabilization
Due to the prevalence of cluster formation when Lewis bases are not added to

"Ba(tmhd)2" formulations, and the demonstrated vapor phase lability of intermolecular
addition compounds, we have explored intramolecular stabilization of these species. These
investigations began with Ba(dmmod)2 (Fig. 7).23 Recently, this theme has been emulated
for a ketoimidate. 2 4 In neither example was a panacea discovered. Both compounds are
substantially more volatile than previous Ba(tmhd) 2 "-based derivatives, yet neither is as

volatile as Ba(hfac)2.tetraglyme.

0 0

- Ba ` .Ba

`ýo 0

a b

Figure 1: (a) Molecular representation of [Ba(tmhd)2]4. The t-butyl groups have been
omitted for clarity (" Ba, o 0 0, vertex C). (b) Proposed structure of IBa(tmhd)213
(0-0 E tmhd).

Summary

The rather large ionic radius for barium (161 pm), 25 combined with its propensity to
adopt coordination numbers of 8 - 12,26 presents a significant challenge to the synthetic
chemist. The ionic charge (+2) demands the utilization of low valent, multidentate anionic
ligands (intramolecular stabilization) and/or the incorporation of additional neutral ligands
(intermolecular stabilization) to inhibit cluster formation. The employment of fluorine-
containing ligands reduces the presence of solid state hydrogen bonding, through the lone

electron pairs on oxygen atoms of the P-diketonate ligand, yet introduces the
incompatibility of primary BaF2 deposition on the route to a ferroelectric thin film. Proper
advantage of steric bulk can be important to limit the intermolecular contacts in the solid
state, both by providing metal atom "coverage", and by blocking access to the above-
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Figure 5: ORTEP plot of Bas(tmhd)9 (OH).• Figure 6: OR fEP plot of the core atoms of
3 H20. Hydrogen atoms and g-Bu groups Ba 6 (tmhd) 10 (Me 2 SiO2 ) • H20.
have been omitted for clarity.

6>a

Figure 7: Proposed structure of
Ba(dmmod) 2 .

mentioned lone electron pairs. The role of ligand symmetry has not yet been explored fully
for these systems. In other examples, it has been a major factor in CVD precursor
development. 2 7. 28 Likewise, thermal decomposition by-products often lend insight into
,h~e necessary criteria for design of the next generation of CVD source compounds.2 7. •
Such challenges also are being met in the case of the group 2 compounds, however,
development is proceeding at a more modest pace, primarily due to the charge/size ratio for
barium, one specific element of interest for ferroelectric thin film CVD.
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ABSTRACT

Single oxides (with titanium or lead) deposited as thin films by low pressure metalorganic
chemical vapour deposition were investigated by x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy.
Examination of mixed oxides
(titanates) and silicates were also
carried out using these
techniques. The crystallographic
nature of these thin films were
examined and comparisons made
to their bulk counterpalrts. The
deposition and anneal conditions 600
for producing cubic PbTiO, films
are discussed briefly.

INTRODUCTION

The motivation for this work
comes from the current interest a
in Pb(ZrTi)O, (or PZT) thin 11
films for application in dynamic ,/

or non-volatile random access 400
memory cells 11-21.
Understanding of these less
complex oxides may prove to be
important in understanding
degradation effects (fatigue)
apparent with device operation. "
There has also been some
indication of enhancement in
growth characteristics of PZT
through the use of seed layers of
PbTiO, 131.

The structural characterization
of the less complex oxides.
namely, lead and titanium oxides
and lead titanate (PbTiO,) are (d)
examined using Raman
spectroscopy and glancing angle
(GA) x-ray diffraction (XRD).
Additional characterization of
these films was carried out using 20 40 60 80
scanning and transmission Two-Theta (degrees)
electron microscopy (SEM and 'eri
TEM). Figure 1: XRD spectra obtained from (a) low

temperature TiO: deposition and (b) after
annealing, (c) high temperature TiO- deposition
and (d) after annealino

Mat. Res. Soc, Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

Films of binary or tertiary oxides were deposited at temperatures ranging from 400 to 515'C
using metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) with standard Ti and Pb precursors
and 0, gas. Nitrogen was used as a balance and purge gas. The deposition temperature refers
to the wafer chuck temperature and not the actual wafer temperature which was correspondingly
lower by some 20 to 30'C. Pressure in the deposition chamber was monitored using a baratron
gauge and was throttle-valve controlled to values ranging from 0.6 to 3 Torr in accordance with
the selected deposition parameters. Film thicknesses varied from 200nm to 6pmrn as measured
using SEM and/or TEM cross-sections) for deposition durations of 20 to 240 mi 100 mm
substrates of Si < 100> or same coated with 100 nm of SiO, were used. Interactions between
the films and underlying layers appeared independent of the presence or absence of an oxide
coating. Analysis of the films was carried out on the films as-deposited and after a rapid
thermal anneal (RTA) of 615'C for 40s.

Powder samples were obtained from Johnson Matthey 141: PbO (litharge and massicot
samples). PbO,, PbO 4, PbSiO•, and PbTiO,. Powders of bulk materials served as standards
for Raman spectroscopy where references did not otherwise exist. Raman spectra were
collected using an ISA MOLE S3000 Raman microprobe system. The Raman spectra were
excited with the 457.9 nm line from a 5 kW Ar* laser. Powder samples were put into
precision optical cells to avoid possible vapourization of the lead powder by the laser. The
power at the sample was attenuated to - 200 mW and an acquisition scanning time of 50 S
covering the wavenumber range
from 105 to 2758 r-cm ' was
used.

X-ray diffraction data was
colJected on a Siemens D500 ICu 200
Ka source) diffractometer in the
0-20 and grazing incidence
configuration. The 0-20 mode
was used for the powder samples
described above, while the thin
films were examined in GA
mode. The grazing incidence A
attachment was equipped with A -A-)
0.10 divergence soller slits and a rn -----....

LiF (100) monochromator crystal ¢
and was used in parallel mode 0 100
configuration. Operating
parameters of 45 kV and 40 mA
were used and acquisitions were
carried out using a I to 4s dwell
time and a step size of 0.05'. A
fixed GA of 2' was used except
where other GA's are specified.
The samples analyzed were
approximately 15 by 51 mm in
size and were mounted in a
customized jig for holding silicon 0
samples from 100 mm diameter
wafers. Phase identification was 0 500 1000
aided through the use of the Wavenumbers (rcm-l)
Siemens system and pPDSM
software packages in conjunction Figure 2: Raman Specta of TiO. standard for rutile

with ICDD's Joint Committee (a), anatase (b), and low temperature (c) and
high temperature (d) TiO. thin films.
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Table 1. Crystallographic variation through a litharge and PbO, film.

Glancing 2' (20 values) 5' (20 salues; 10 120 values)
Angle

Overlapping 28.7 28.7, 59.3 28.7, 75 6
Reflections

Defining PbO 31.8, 45.7. 48.6. 31.8. 45 7 54.8,. 17 8, 31.9. 45 8,

Reflections (litharge) 54.8. 78.1 77T9 54.9

PbO. 34.2 34.3 32.4, 34.2

Major reflections (>20% maximum intensity for standards) are indicated with bold 1. pe

Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDSI.
Electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) was carried out with an accelerating voltage of 15kV

using a large spot size. Data was averaged over ten locations and corrected using oPZ

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All the titanium oxide films deposited gave the expected TiO, low temperature phase anatasc
As anticipated, the anneals were insufficient to cause the phase iransfoutiation to ruilde A Aide
variation in deposition rates and
film texture was observed.
Samples deposited at 40(VC had
a low deposition rate of 280
nm/min and no obvious preferred
orientation (fig. 1) when
compared to the JCPDS anatase
standard (21-1272). while the
high temperature deposition at
515'C resulted in almost twice 1000
the deposition rate, 520 nm/mm. I
and films with a strong 211 j L.j
reflection indicating a preferred • •*,

orientation (fig. 1). Raman
spectra were similar for both
cases and were indicative of
anatase phase (fig.2).

Primarily four types of lead 50
oxide were deposited either
singly or in combination with
each other 151. Litharge, the low
temperature, tetragonal form
which is red in appearan'e exists
in equilibriam at 491 +3°C 161
with massicot, the high
temperature, yellow,
orthorhombic form. An early 0
study 171 showed a complex
phase relationship between 20 4G 60 80
massicot and litharge in terms of Two-Theta (degrees)
pressure, temperature and
stability, however researchers Figure 3: XRD spectra of one sample of litharge-

PbO. (a) and a sample of massicot-PbO. (b)
have shown massicot can be acquired usirg 20 GA.



Table 11 Types of lead titarate compounds in t•e JCPDS database

Compound Crystal System JCPDS reference (omok,.. Name
number

PbTiO, cubic 40-99

PbTiO, tetragonal 6-452 macedonite

PbTiO, tetragonal 42-4

PbTi,O, cubic 26- 142 prochlore isnuc toe t)pe

PbTi,O, cubic 20-601

PbTiO. monoclinic 21 949

stable at ambient temperatures 161. The deposition parameters used in this Aoilk bridged the
pressure-temperature region where either form could be produced Ns "sell. the onposnjon
where oxygen is greater than

lead resulted in the presence of
PbO, (scrutinyite) with litharge

or massicot (fig.3). One
sample examined by XRD was
identified as a-PbO rather than
PbO litharge (as the former 2000

matched with the standard for 33
reflections and the latter only

matched on 14). -

Depth profiling from 0.5 to 10W
GA was undertaken for one
litharge/PbO, sample producing a
very complex array of reflections
(Fig. 4). Due to overlapping
peaks at one or more 20 values _

(Table I) and strong preferred
orientation: it is difficult to

identity the phase changes 000
throughout the film. However. '

conventional 0-20 XRD indicates .
a predominance of litharge and
calculations from EMPA results
suggest less than 15% PbO,.

XRD analyses showed some
powder samples. such as litharge
to contain massicot impurities.
however it was still possible 'o
obtain defining Raman signatures
for comparison purposes. Other

researchers have reported
difficulties securing pure samples 2
and have used specially grown
crystals instead 161. However 20 40 60 80
the differences in the spectral Two-Theta (degrees)
region of 289r-cm ' between the
massicot and litharge is sufficient Figure 4: XRD spectra for GA of 20 (a), 5' (b)

make a positive and 10' (c) GA in all cases indicating a mixtureto mof litharge and PbO,.
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Table IIl: Comparison of residual d-spacing values (nm) of lead titacate films to standard
patterns.

Thin Films Standard for Massicot Standard for Pb:Ti,O,

.29758..29749 29459 .302

.3078..3079 .3068 .315

identification. The differences in excitation in this region was used to confirm the XRD thin
film results with Raman spectroscopy

In the creation of PbTiO, films it is necessary to balance the Pb and Ti deposition. The
composition of the films was easily manipulated through changes in deposition temperature and
pressure and source flow rates and temperatures. At low deposition temperatures (400'C). the
Pb deposition rate was reduced such that a pure anatase film was created. The otherwise
identical conditions for a 515'C PbTiO1 were used with N, substituted for the Ti source. In the
absence of the Ti precursor, just Pb. in its pure non-oxidized form was deposited.

At least six types of Pb-Ti-O compounds are known to exist (Table 11) and two PbTiO, forms
were positively identified in terms of the thin films examined here. As deposited the films were
macedonite as the transition temperature for the phase change is 490'C 181. Due to the
interaction with the underlying layers. silicates were formed at the oxide or Si interface during
the deposition process (fig.5). Commonly a pyrochlore phase is obszrved with PbTiO, or PZT-
type compounds 191, but it is not
clear from the XRD analyses that
this compound is present (Table
Ill). Massicot seems more likely
as a secondary phase than
pyrochlore as calculations from
EMPA results indicate excess Pb
is present.

Upon annealing films close to a
1:1 Pb:Ti ratio transformed to

the high temperature PbTiO 3  -i)
phase (40-99) (fig.6), while those 0.
films off stoichiometry by too 5

great a factor remained as
macedonite.

CONCLUSIONS

MOCVD films of anatase Ti02
were deposited regardless of the
deposition and anneal
temperatures used within the
limits of this study. Lead oxide
depositions produced various
compounds: litharge, massicot,
ot-PbO, scrutinyite, and pure
lead. PbTiO1 thin films must be 0
close to stoichiometry or ,
excessive amounts of lead oxide 20 40 60 80
will prevent the tetragonal to Two-Theta (degrees)
cubic conversion with high
temperature anneals of 615°C. Figure S: XRD spectra of two macedonite samples

with impurities as indicated.
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400

c 200

20 i0 00 80
Two-Theta (degrees)

Figure 6: XRD spectra of annealed film showing match to cubic PbTiO, 40-99
standard (vertical lines).
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* ,lass and Electronic Ceramics Deparnent. Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM N7185
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Beckman Institute,University of Illinois at Urbana-ChampaignUrbana, 11, 61801

ABSTRACT

Optical excitations for trivalent platinum (5d 7 , t6e) and trivalent Pb (6s I) ions in lead titanate
single crystals have been observed for the first time by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).
The g and hyperfine coupling, A. tensors of Pt+ 3 defects were found to be axial: gll = 1.938,
gi = 2.478, All = 0.0164 cm-1, and Ai = 0.0324 cm- t . Analysis of the EPR spectra by
crystal field theory indicates that the Pt+ 3 ions are in tetragonally distorted (elongated)
octahedral sites, strongly suggesting that they substitute for the central Ti+ 4 ions in the
perovskite lattice. Axially symmetric Fe+ 3 impurities were also observed in the crystals, and
they also appear to substitute for the Ti+4 cation. Identification of Pb+3 in these single crystals
further shc-.,, ;iat '-les trapped at Pb+ 2 ions are an inherent feature of Pb-based perovskite
ferroelectrics.

INTRODUC-TION

Transition metal ions in type ABO 3 perovskite compounds have been widely studied by
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and optical spectroscopy methods 1I -41. In most cases
it is believed that they behave as deep centers and significantly affect the electronic and optical I
properties of the ceramic involved. In recent years, PbTiO 3, and lead zirconate titanate (PZT),
ceramics have attracted much attention for use in non-volatile semiconductor and optical
memories. However, unlike BaTiO3, and SrTiO3, very little is kiowi, about the nature or
identity of paramagnetic centers in PbTiO 3 15,6). In this study, we have used EPR to obtain
such information for PbTiO 3 crystalsK we find for the first time that optical illumination activates
Pt+3 and Pb+3 ions in these crystals Fe+ 3 ions were also observed in the as-received crystals.
The observation of Pt in the PbTiO3 crystals may be of considerable interest since it is widely
used as the interface electrode in semiconductor ferroelectric memories. The observati:n of
Pb+ 3 centers in these crystals, coupled with our earlier observations of Pb+3 in polycrystalline
PZT ceramics [71, shows that these centers are not located at grain bound:,ries, and are thur.
germane to Pb-based perovskite lerroelectrics.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The PbTiO, crystals were grown by a self-flux method. The starting material was
comprised of 78-82 mol% PbO (>99.9%) and 18-22 iool% TiO2 (>99.9'). The mixture was
placed in a pure platinum crucible (miost likely the source of Pt observed in this work) of 50 ml
capacity and heated to I 100°C for over 15 hrs, slowly cooled to 93(0'C at a constant rate of
approximately 0.3-1.5°C/hr, and then cooled to room temperature in approximately 72 hrs.
Greater experimental details are provided in Ref. 8. Two crystals types were investigated: black
and yellow. The original purpose of this study was to determine if EPR could aid in

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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understanding the difference. It was found that the black crystal had significantlv more Fe and
[It transition metal impurities than the yellow crystal.

The EPR measurements were made at 77K using an X-band Bruker ESP-300E
spectrometer. An optical access EPR cavity was used to UV-illunlinate tile sample in situ with
2.8 eV monochromatic light. An Oriel 100 W Hg arc lamp in conjunction with a 2.8 eV
narrow-band interference filter was used as the monochromatic light source. The light power
density was 1 mW/cm 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fe+3

The black as-received PbTiO3 crystal exhibited a fairly large axially symmetric Fe+ 3 EPR
signal. Figure 1 shows the angular dependence of the three resonance lines of Fe+ 3 by rotating
the magnetic field around one of the symmetry axes. The resonance could be fit by tl'c
following spin Hamiltonian for an S = 1/2 system,

11s = gij1BHzSz + glB(HxSx + ltySy) (1)

where B is the Bohr magneton, H is the magnetic field and gjl (gl) is the g-value parallel

(perpendicular) to the symmetry axis (gil = 2.071 and gjl = 5.927). It was determined that
Fe+ 3 was the source of the paramagnetiim since its spin Hamiltonian parameters are very close
to that observed earlier in PbTiO3 121, BaTiO3 111, and SrTiO3 141. The solid lines are fit by
solving the spin Hamiltonian in eqn. (1). The zero field crystal splitting for this ion is very

large (D > hv), which is attributed to a large tetragonal field. It has been suggested that an
adjacent oxygen vacancy is the origin of the large tetragonal field: hence, this defect is
sometimes denoted as an Fe+ 3 -oxygen vacancy center 11,41. The identification of gj was
determined by the rotation of the magnetic field around one of the crystal axes, i. e., rotation
within the (100) plane yielded an orientation independent resonance line (Fig. I ) which results
from paramagnets whose z axes always remain perpendicular to the external magnetic field.
Since the g-tensors exhibit axial symmetry, and it is well known that PbTiO3 has a teuagonal
crystal structure, we expect that Fe+ 3 has substituted for Ti+ 4 as was also found by other
investigators 11,2,41.

7 - -- -4- -4- --

6

Fig. 1. Angular variation of the ,
effective g-value of the Fe+ 3 5
resonance. There are three lines

associated with Fe+ 3 . 0 is the angle .4

in degrees from the 1(0 (11 direction in
the (100) plane.

2

1 - - -- +-- -4 - -4; ----

0 15 30 45 60 75 90
p (Degrees)
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B. Pt+3

Following 2.8 eV illumination at 77 K, a new EPR signal was activated in the PbTiO3
crystals, with clearly resolved hyperfine structure, as illustrated in Fig. 2. (This activated
resonance was generated to a much larger degree in the black crystal.) In EPR. the chemical
signature of the paramagnetic defect is uniquely characterized by its hyperfine structure, where
the number of spectral lines is given by 21 + 1, where I is the nuclear spin. For an element % ith
several isotopes having different nuclear moments and spin, the EPR spectrum will be a
superposition of the electronic Zeeman and nuclear hyperfine spectrum of each isotope weighted
by its natural abundance.

Fig. 2 EPR spectrum showing the .
Pt+ 3 resonance following 2.8 eV
illumination at 77K. H is parallel to
the 1001] direction.

g-.= 2.478 91= 1.938

DtSO0 300D 340, 4 ,

We attribute the observed spectra in Fig. 2 to an impurity with several possible isotopes
having I = 0 or I = 1/2. The central lines (marked by the arrows) are due to the I = 0 isotopes
whereas the two satellite lines about each central line are due to the I = 1/2 isotopes. We find
that the experimental ratio of the doubly integrated intensity of the central line to the satellite
lines is 1.96, in excellent agreement with that expected value for platinum ions (1.9586).
Platinum has four stable isotopes of which 194 pt. 196pt, and 19 8 Pt are 66.2 % abundant and
have I = 0, while 19 5 pt is 33.8 % abundant and has I = 1/2. Platinum is the only element in the
periodic table that can explain the EPR spectrum of Fig. 2.

Having determined that the EPR signal is due to a Pt impurity, we rotated the PbTiO 3 crystal
within the (100) plane to determine the magnetic anisotropy. The observed anisotropy of the
effective g-value is illustrated in Fig. 3. The observed S = 1/2, 1 = 1/2 spectra can be fit by the
following Spin Hamiltonian,

lls = gliills 1 z + g1I3(ttSx + llySy) + AIISl, + A,(Sxl, + Syly,) (2)

where AllI(Ai) is the nuclear hypefime coupling constant parallel (perpendicular) to the
symmetry axis, S (1) is the electron (nuclear) spin, and the other tenms are the same as in eqn.
(l. The fit is illustrated by the bold lines in Fig. 3. The axial spin Hamiltonian parameters arc
gl = 1.938 ± 0.001, g_. = 2.478 ± 0.001, A1l = 0.0164 ± 0.0002 cr- t , and A1 = 0.0324 ±
01.002 cn- 1. Again, as discussed earlier, g± was determined by the orientation indetpendent
resonance line. It is reasonable to assume that the Pt substitutes for the Ti+ 4 since (1) it
exhibits axial symmetry and (2) the ionic radii of the Pt"4 (0.77 A) and Ti+ 4 (0.75 A) ions are
similar 191.
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From crystal field theory it is possible to determine the structure, and oxidation state. of the
optically generated Pt ion in the perovskite lattice. Since the ground state of the Pt resonance
can be fit using an S = 1/2. 1 = 1/2 system, two oxidation states are possible for the Pt ion. Pt+3
(dW) and Pt+d 9

) as long as the Pt ion is in a tetragonally distorted, strong octahedral field as
schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 [ 10]. Under the strong field limit, the octahedral crystal field
must be greater than the spin pairing energy; 5d ions are almost always under the strong field
approxjniation I 1 12.2] Since the Pt substitutes for the Ti+4 ion in the lattice, it is more
reasonable from charge considerations to assume that the oxidati., state of the Pt is +3 rather
than +1. as was assumed for BaTiO3 crystals doped with Pt 1131.

2.4I

Fig. 3. Angular dependence of the 2.3
Pt+ 3 

g-tensor. The defect exhihits
axial symmetry. There are three • 2.24

resonance lines associated with Pt+3. D

p has the same meaning as in Fig. 1. 2.1

2

0 15 30 45 60 75 90
0 (Degrees)

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the
environment around the Pt+3 ion in
PbTiO 3.

p tt
3 +

For d
7 

(t
6

,e) ions, i.e., Ptl+3 
in tetragonally elongated, strong octahedral fields, the g-

tensors are predicted to be 1141

gl ge - 3-
2

/A
2  

(3)

gi ge(I - 3k/A) - 6X 2
/A

2  
(4)

where X is the spin-orbit coupling constant (X < 0), and A is tile crystal field splitting. From

eqns. (3) and (4) it is easy to see that g.1 > gig, gil < g.. and g_ > go. which are all
experimentally observed, and consistent with our assignment of Pt+1 1141.
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At thit J~nunetre, it 01OLiId be oenl u~nied that these rub,11s also indie ate that thle ox idtia on slate
ot tile diatmoa','ii Pt ion" ,.t thet virg~in, ijullunninated. 11b FiO ; crN stal-, i~s 14, Since the
greatest -est Of OtCllv it erated Pt* 3 tons was observed %&tilth photon energies around 2.8
eV (a photon ettergv ot 2.8 cV roughly corresponds to tile optical hand-gap of these crystals), it

i.reasonable to aSS~unte that it is the capture of thle photo-gerierated electrons at dianiagnetic Pt +
tons that mtakes theitt paramtagnetic

Figutre 5 shows that optical ill [tlint ation of the yellow c rystalI leads to the generation of
ainother FPR-active center centered at g = 19969. This center was not observed in an%
appreciable conceintrationt in the black crystal, probably sincee the ltght ts otnly absorbed at thle
surtace. 1vdnlir. th-elwcrtl a greater density of these EPR-centers is created since
the 2.8 eV light can penetrate further itom the sample. In a separ-.e work onl polycrystalline

P1ZT ceramics 171, we denionstrated that thle EPR-signal around g I L995 is due to Ph±,3 by
observing the very larg~e ntuelear hyperfitie itnteractions of the 2 1.lie I = If, 2011 bP nuclei. To
cord inn that the resonance at g = 1.9968 is also due to Pb+ 3 in these PbTiO3 crystals, we have
beeni able to observe the core 20711b hyperfine interactions located at 5522 G and 11,223 G (not
shtown)t. Antalysis of this resonarice by exactly diagonalizing the spin Ilarniltonian indicates that
the hyperfine interactiiin is extremely large (t1.110 ctWIn-1) (Recall that thle largest Ptt 3
ltvperl'ite interaction was otnly 0.0324 cm- 1I l- These obsmratiotis in part demnonstrate that the
paramagnetism in Fitg. 5 is due to P~b+3 centers.

Fig. 5. EPR spectrum of Ph+ 3
-

followinig 2.8 eV illumination

at 77K. - 3> 4e

1!= .9968 (Pb+3)

Trhe additional features associated with the lPb+ 3 signal in Fig. 5 most likely arise fron
2071 1lb superhyperfine interactions from tnearest neig'hbor Pb sites in the crvstal. Because of
space limitations, the spitt resonatnce featutres associated with thle pb+ 3 ceinter tn these l~bTiMj
crystals. will be discussedi in greater detail elsewhere j 161.

We believe that tile observation of l'b+3 itt these single crystails ts ofco nsiderable
imortainace in our it iterstaird ingi of thtis center in thtis class of ferroelec tnc moatei.tals~. It atnother
paper withitn these proceedings 117!1 it was shtown that the Pb+ 3 centers Could Only be opticallN
genterated iii the perovskite structutre of pitlycrystalline PZT. i.e., the amiorphous attd pyrochlore
phases did tot show tile optical activationt Of, 13113 . Observation of these centers, iii single
crsystals enables, us to also show that Plb+ 3 centers are not an artifact of the polycrystalline
ceramics. For example. wve niow know that the defects are not located pritmarily at graitt
bountdari es. Thtese results, enoupled] wi thi oiur earlier observatiotis, prov'ide at funidamuenitalI
utnderstantdi ng of the Pbt 3 center. It is simtpl y a hole trapped at the cortner pbt 2 site. and that
these cetnters appear to be an intrinsic part Oif Pb-basedI perovskite ferroelectrics.
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CO NCLFU S IONS

In Concl usion, w~e h ave been able to observe the optical gecnerat ion of Pt*iý and Ph+ 01 ion

in PbTi()i crvystals. Since the Pt+ 3 EPR' spectrum is axially syvimnicric, and canl be descrihed
by anl S = 1/2. 1 - /12 sys tem, t1 has been argued that thle Pt+; ions are in a tetragonally
distorcted stronge -ah,,dral fIeCId, and Ilas VC st I, ui-oed for t I i ccitri alI" * lion, is ltihis pero% s!,jtc

lattice. The observationi of 11h, I cetners in these single crystals provides additional evidence
that these dletects arc atli till tate feanture of Ph- based perltvskite ferrltelectric s.
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DEPOSITION OF DIELECTRIC THIN FILMS BY ATOMIC LAYER EPITAXY AND

THEIR APPLICATION FOR FLECTROLUMINESCENCE DISPLAYS

Dong Heon Lee, Yong Soo Cho, Jeon Kook Lee and Hyung Jin Jung
Division of Advanced Materials, Electro-optic Ceramics Lab,
Korea Institute of Science and Technology, Seoul 130-650, Korea.

ABSTRACT
Various dielectric thin films have been studied for electroluminescence display

(ELD) application to improve dielectric constant and breakdown voltage In this
work, amorphous BaTiO 3 thin films were deposited on indium tin oxide (ITO) -
coated glass substrates by atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) using metalorganic
precursors. Influences of deposition conditions on microstructure. in-'.rface
characteristics and dielectric properties are investigated. It was possible to obtain
dielectric films with good dielectric properties and textured, fiat surface
microstructure without defects due to the improvement of qualities of the grown
films. These results were examined by XRD, SEM and AES analysis

INTRODUCTION

Various studies have been performed to choose a proper dielectric layer for use

in a...-thin film electroluminescence (ACTFEL) displays [1-3). Performance and

reliability of the EL device depend on the quality of the dielectrics used. The

dielectric thin films prevents active phosphor layer from breakdown, which is

sandwiched by the dielectric layers as shown in Fig.l. Therefore, the dielectric

strength must be as high as possible, and high enough dielectric constant is needed

so that low driving voltage is possible. There are other requirements for good

dielectrics Because the metal electrode and conducting oxide are contacted on

them, they must be chemically and mechanically resistant. Although good dielectrics

are appropriately chosen, it is difficult to operate the device if defects such as

pinholes and cracks, or any improper interface reactions occurring in the processing

of thin film deposition. Thus, proper processing conditions are very important as well

as the selection of good dielectric materials.

Perovskite BaTiO 3 thin film can be a good candidate for dielectric layers

compared with other dielectric layers such as A120 3, Y20 3 , Ta 2 0 5, etc. [4]. High

temperature processing must be avoided due to an interface reaction between the

dielectrics and ITO coated substrate, for example sodium diffusion from glass

substrate. Therefore, crystalline BaTiO 3 thin film with excellent dielectric properties

cannot be used. However, because amorphous barium titanate (a-BaTiO3) has

relatively high dielectric constant and breakdown voltage, many works on a-BaTiO3

as an insulating layer have been reported [5,6].

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Voi. 310. , 1993 Materials Research Society
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Many methods to prepare BaTiO 3 thin films, such as r f sputtering [7]

metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [8], molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) [9] and excimer laser ablation [10] were reported The ALE is a deposition

method with which obtaining abrupt interfaces with monolayer abruptness over a

large area can be obtained [11,12]. The ALE system consists of alternatively

exposing the substrate to the one species and the other one with only one

monolayer of each species remaining en the surface after each exposure This

allowed to control composition by monolayer binary growth Thickness of thin film

depends on the number of deposition cycles.

In this work, we report the deposition of BaTiO 3 thin film on ITO coated soda lime

glass substrate by the ALE. The ALE system used for perovskite structure is

introduced. Microstructure, interface reaction and dielectric properties are

discussed, and the possibility of the insulating layer in ACTFEL is investigated

AluminumE. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .... . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ...... . l m i u

Insulator

,I Insulator

ITO

Glass Subirate

Fig. 1. Sandwiched structure of ELD

EXPERIMENTAL

A schematic diagram of the ALE system used for this study is shown in Fig.2. All

conditions for varying the experimental parameters were controlled by a computer

Metal organic sources of P3-diketonate coiylex ( Ba(tmhd)2 , tmhd = 2,2,6,6-

tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione : Ba(C,,H 19 0 2)2 ) and titanium tetra-isopropoxide were

used. N20 gas was used as an oxygen source. N2 gas was used as the carrier gas

for the metalorganic sources. Substrate was ITO coated soda lime glass. Flow rate

of carrier gas and source gas was controlled by commercial mass flow controller.

Working pressure of 1 to 2 torr was maintained during film deposition. Substrate

temperature was varied from 4001C to 500°C.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the ALE system

Samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) to investigate the crystalline nature and microstructure,
respectively. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) was employed to determine the
composition of the films. The dielectric properties and I-V characteristics were
measured to investigate whether the requirements as an insulating layer for TFELD
are satisfied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.3 shows XRD patterns of BaTi. 3 thin films grown at a deposition temperature
of 450sC, Peaks of ITO thin layer represented polycrystalline nature witcout any
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preferred orientation However, BaTirý3 thin films were amorphous at 450 C Any

diffraction pattern indicating crystallinity was not observed even at 500 C

(b)

-,• I I * I I

20 30 40 50 60

20 degree

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of (a) 11O coated glass substrate and (b) BaTiO 3 thin film
deposited at 4500C.

The thickness of the as-deposited film was found to be proportional to the total

number of deposition cycles and independent on the working pressure and flow rate

of the source vapors. Also, the variations of substrate temperature from 400"C to

5001C did not bring significant effects on the film thickness and crystalline nature.
This agreed well with general results by the ALE, which has been studied in Il-Vt

compounds such as ZnS [13]. By the ALE, in general, film thickness are

independent of normal growth variables such as substrate temperature, reactant

partial pressure, exposure times, etc., over some wide range of the variables.
It is important to have clean and fiat surface microstructure throughout films in

the EL application because a rough surface causes diffuse scattering of light and

pinholes in the dielectric layer leads to breakthrough. The surface morphology of a

300 nm thick BaTiGO films is shown in Fig.4. The microstructure shows flat and

smooth surface without any defects. Textured surface was observed in micrographs

with hi-her magnification.
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1000C

Fig. 4. SEM photograph of a BaTiO 3 thin film deposited at 450C.

The ALE-prepared BaTiO3 film was also investigated by AES. Fig.5 shows the
spectrum taken on the surface of the film deposited on ITO coated glass substrate
held at 4501C Results of the films indicated that Ba, Ti and 0 were the primary

elements present and any contamination such as carbon was not detectable. Also
"o interdiffusion between BaTiO 3 and ITO glass was observed as confirmed by

depth profile analysis of AES.

LU Ba

"-a Ba Ti

0
mI I

0 200 400 600 800

Kinetic Energy (eV)

Fig. 5. Auger electron spectroscopy of BaTiO3 film grown by ALE.
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I-V characteristics for the a-BaTiO 3 thin film was examined The dielectric

constant of the films was 19 at room temperature. Films deposited at 450'C had a

higher charge storage capacity (QBo = C' VBD) equal to 4.2 GLC/cm2 than the values

obtained in BaTiO 3 films grown by r.f. sputtering [5,6]. This indicates that films of

high quality can be obtained by ALE technique, resulting in an increase in dielectric

properties.

In summary, ALE grown ct-BaTiO3 thin films are adequate for EL application due

to the excellent dielectric properties and low temperature processing.

CONCLUSION

Deposition of BaTiO3 thin film was studied for the first time using metalorganic

sources for the ALE technique. It was possible to prepare amorphous BaTiO 3 thin

layer on ITO coated soda lime glass substrate at the substrate temperature of 450'

C. A microstructure with flat and smooth surface without pinholes or cracks was

observed. The dielectric properties meet well the requirements for a dielectric layer

for TFEL applications. Further studies about self-limiting growth mechanism and

interface reaction during the deposition of films with perovskite structure by the ALE

technique are needed.
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PRISM-FILM COUPLING IN ANISOTROPIC PLANAR WAVEGUIDES
OF EPITAXIAL (101) RUTILE THIN FILMS

C. M. Foster, S.-K. Chan, H.L.M. Chang, R. P. Chiarello, and D. J. Lam
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, IL
60439

ABSTRACT

We report optical waveguiding in single-crystal, epitaxial (101) oriented rutile (TiO2) thin
films grown on (1120) sapphire (a-A1203) substrates using the MOCVD technique. The
propagation constants for asymmetric planar waveguides composed of an anisotropic dielectric
media applicable to these films are derived. Modifications to the prism-film coupling theory for this
anisotropic case are also discussed. By application of this model to (101) oriented rutile thin films,
we directly obtain values of the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indexes, no and ne, of the
rutile thin films as well as film thicknesses. We obtain typical values of the refractive indexes
(no=2.5701_+0.0005; ne= 2 .9 3 4 _+0.001) near to those for bulk rutile single crystals indicating the
exceptional quality of these films.

INTRODUCTION

The tremendous benefits derived from optical communications and the great promise of
high-speed optical computers has stimulated interest in the guidance of light by dielectric
waveguides. Many aspects of light propagation in waveguides structures, such as optical fibers
and the thin-film guides of integrated optics, have been investigated in great detail. Moreover, the
fundamental propagation characteristics, such as the propagation constants and field distributions of
guided modes, have been comprehensively reviewed in the literature I 11.

Due to its high refractive index, rutile (Tit 2 ) is an ideal material for passive optical
waveguides. The reduced defect size and enhanced dielectric properties of single-crystal, epitaxial
thin films should significantly reduce optical loss due to grain-boundary scattering in planar
waveguides as compared to structures produced from polycrystalline material. Recently, we have
studied in detail the crystal structure of rutile thin films on sapphire (1120) by high resolution
electron microscopy (HREM) and four-circle x-ray diffraction 12-31. These studies have indicated
that epitaxial (101) oriented rutile thin films grown on (1120) sapphire substrates by the MOCVD
process possess a highly anisotropic single-crystal nature. Consequently, an understanding of the
optical waveguiding in these films must necessarily take into account the anisotropy of the rutile
dielectric tensor. For optical waveguide applications, the main parameters of interest which
characterize thin films are the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indexes, no and ne, and the film
thickness. One method that has been particularly well adapted to this problem in the case of
isotropic films, is the prism-coupling technique. This technique was first described by Tien, Ulrich,
and Martin [41 and more recently by others [5-61. Waveguide propagation in arbitrarily oriented,
anisotropic, dielectric media has been treated to some degree of generality [71. The electromagnetic
field distributions and propagation constants have been calculated in closed form only in specific
cases 191. However, none of these treatments are directly applicable to (101) oriented rutile films.
In this paper, we report optical waveguiding in single-crystal, epitaxial (101) oriented rutile thin
films grown on (1120) sapphire substrates using the MOCVD technique. By application of these
results, we directly obtain values of the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indexes, no and ne, as
well as film thickness for (101) oriented nitile thin films.

THEORY

We calculate the electromagnetic field distributions and propagation constants for a
waveguide by solving Maxwell's equations subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. We
endeavor to model a system which is simple enough so that the refractive indexes and film
thickness of an anisotropic, (101) oriented orthorhombic thin film can easily be obtained using
prism-film waveguide coupling. Therefore, we consider asymmetric planar waveguides composed

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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of anisotropic dielectric media, e.g. absorptionless, non-magnetic medium with a dielectric matrix
K [81. For this medium, Maxwell's curl equations are

VxE= -ILol and•VxH=a01K (l),.(2)

where lk and H are time derivatives of the fields. Combined, these equations yield

V(V* E) - (V * V)E = -Lo0e0 KE and V x [K-lV x H] = -gOf. (3), (4)
where we use the symbols eo and gLO for the permittivity and the permeability of free space.
Solutions of Eq. (3) or (4) yield either the electric field, E, or the magnetic field, H, respectively,
and then either Eq. (1) or (2) can be used to obtain the other field.

(b) Kw)

V' 0 ICt K,

C -W 0 +w
(a) 2w ýCs K

7W Prim" n (ruule)

Co izngGapn,~Filin
(Amsoiiopic)
SSubstraic n

Fig. I. (a) The coordinate system (u, y, v) in which the dielectric tensor of the rutile film is
diagonal, and the coordinate system (x, y, z), which is used to express the spatial dependence of
the fields, are shown. (b) The assumed dielectric constant dependence on the coordinate x is
shown for an asymmetric rutile thin film. (c) Schematic of a prism-film coupler.

We consider crystalline thin films of at least orthorhombic symmetry with a (101) growth
plane. As shown in Fig. Ia, the d crystallographic axis of the film is rotated by an angle 0 about
the b-axis with respect to the vector normal to the film surface which we define as the i-axis.
This angle is determined by 9=tan 1 (a/c), where a and c are the unit cell parameters of the
material which we will consider to be orthorhombic. This anisotropic medium has a dielectric
matrix K, thickness 2w, and is located between two semi-infinite isotropic media (i. e. air and a
substrate). The i' coordinate system (u, y, v), in which the dielectric tensor of the rutile film is
diagonal, is rotated by an angle 0 with respect to the Fr coordinate system (x, y, z), which is
aligned with respect to the dielectric boundaries. It is advantageous to resolve the gradient operator
and field vectors along the principal (u, y, v) axes while expressing the spatial dependence of the
fields in terms of (x, y, z) coordinates. We will denote components of the diagonal dielectric tensor
Kcp in the (u, y, v) coordinate system as Ku=n 2 K = ny, K-- nv, and assume that the substrate
indexes Ko and KI are isotropic.

We search for a solution of Eq. 3 or 4 of the forms E=i(x)exp(i(w.-Dz)) and
1H=h(x)exp(i(ot-Dz)) corresponding to waves traveling in the +z direction. Here to is the
angular frequency of the light and t is the time. As shown in Fig. I b, the dielectric tensors depend
only upon the variable x; therefore, i and h need only be functions of x. The lack of y dependence
and the diagonal nature of the dielectric tensors in the (u, y, v) coordinate system leads to the
decoupling of ey(x) from the eu(x) and e,(x) components of Eq. (3). A similar decoupling occurs
for the hy(x) component of Eq. (4). Therefore, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
(TM) modes exist in this case. The explicit forms for the resulting plane wave differential equations
for the TE and TM cases are given in Ref. [10]. These differential equations have constant
coefficients in the different regions of the waveguide as shown in Fig. Ia and can be readily solved.
For the following analysis, it is convenient to define the following

K' = KuKv/K,, (10)
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Kx {Ksin2 + Kucos2 01; Kz. {Kusin2 + ,cos20} , (11); (12)
and

K,, = {K, - K,1sin0cos0, (13)
where id2 =e0 oPo02 . By application of the usual continuity condition on the electric and magnetic
fields at le boundaries, the spatial dependence of the fields can be obtained and are shown in Ref.
1101. For TE modes, the fields depend on the real parameters, 8, y, 0, and b, which are determined
by the following four eigenvalue equations

P2 = co2Ko +82; P2 = ico2Kl +y2; p 2 
= K2Ky -b 2  (14); (15); (16)

tan(2bw) = (1/b) + (8/b) (17)

Explicit forms for e(x) and h(x) for the TE modes are given in Ref. 110]. This results from
the alignment of the transverse E field with the principal axis of the dielectric tensor and from the
non-magnetic nature of the media. For the TM modes, the fields depend on the real parameters, 8,
y, 13, bl and b2, which are determined by Eqs. (14) and (15), and the following

b, = PKxz/Kx; b2 = OK2Kx - p 2{Kx/K 1 l (18); (19)
and

tan(2b2w) = (K .y/Kgb 2 ) + (Kx8/Kob 2 ) (20)
I - (Kxy/Kib 2 )(K.S/K0 b2 )(

Explicit forms for e(x) and h(x) for the TM modes are given in Ref. 1101. From these results, if we
issume a (101) oriented tetragonal film with properties corresponding to bulk rutile on (1120)
;apphire substrate (2w=0.5332 gim, nl=l.0003, n =1.766 nrib=2.5839, nelm=2.8659 [111

tnd a laser wavelength of 0.6328 gIm), we find that 1hx(x)/hz(xj<0.01 for the TE modes; while
ex(x)/ez(x)<0.01 for the TM modes. Therefore, the waveguide modes in these films are
!ssentially TEM (transverse electromagnetic) in character. In addition, For the TEO and TMO
nodes, we find that the peak intensities inside the film differ by only -11%; while the field intensity
.t the film-substrate boundary is reduced from the peak intensity by >3.7x 105 and >4.5x106 for the
eroth order TE and TM modes, respectively.

3.5 . r.. . . . . . ....

3.0 (a) (b)

S2.5TE TM

S2.0

"= 1.5 8F.,

S1.0 ,

3
0.5 2

o.o1 0... ............ ...... .................... .
1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8

Fig. 2. The film thickness 2w vs. P/Ko for the first twelve modes (the mode orders are indicated by
number) using nl=l.000, no=1.758, nodm=2.5839, nemi=2.8659, 0=57.215' and a laser
wavelength of 0.6328 gm; (a) corresponds to TE modes and (b) corresponds to TM modes.
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As shown in the description of the prism-film coupler by Tien and Ulrich 151, efficient
waveguide coupling occurs when the component parallel to the film surface of the wave vector of
the evanescent fields in the air gap (associated with the light which is totally reflected from the
prism base) matches that of one of the characteristic waveguide modes in the film. This component
is P=v-con sin0 3 where np is the refractive index of the prism and 03 is the angle with respect to
the norma9 of the light incident upon the prism base (see Fig. Ic). As shown in Ref. 151,
propagation will only occur if the total phase shift of all waves which are multiply reflected between
the film-substrate and film-air surfaces is equal to a multiple of 2s. This leads to the expression for
the waveguide modes in the very weak coupling limit [51,

2bw-2 0 1 - 2+ 12 =2mX (21)
where b is the propagation constant, it is the mode order, and #01 and t12 are the half-angle
reflection phase shifts at the film-substrate and film-air interfaces, respectively. We can generalize
Eq.(21) for the case for (101)-oriented crystalline thin films. The expressions for bin this case are
given by Eq. (16) forTE modes and Eq. (19) for TM modes. Furthermore, for both TE and TM
modes, a single equation for the thickness, w, can be obtained by eliminating 6, y, and 0 between
the appropriate four eigenvalue equations. From the resulting expressions, the appropriate half-
angle phase shifts for TE modes can be extracted 1101. Explicit forms for tol and *t2 for both TE
and TM modes are given in Ref. [101. For TE and TM modes, combining Eq. (21) with the
appropriate expressions for 0t1 and #12 yield single equations for the film thickness as a function
of the propagation constant P. In Fig. 2, we plot for orders, m = 0 to 12, the thickness of the film
required for a TE mode (a) or a TM mode (b) to propagate with a propagation constant 13/ro for a
tetragonal film with optical properties corresponding to bulk rutile on (1120) sapphire substrate
(parameters given above).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Details of the x-ray, Four-circle x-ray, and prism-film wave guide coupler have been
reported previously 1101. To determine the orientation and the degree of crystallinity of the films
quantitatively, we performed x-ray scattering measurements, these data are presented else where
[3]. The specular and off-specular x-ray diffraction spectrum indicated that the film consisted of a
single growth plane corresponding closely to the (101) plane of rutile single crystals 13)
(20=36.120). The rocking curve for the growth plane (0-scan) indicated an intensity full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 0.30'. The azimuthal ,-scan data detected no in-plane misorientation of
the film with respect to the substrate, and showed a FWHM of 0.83' indicating the very high degree
of in-plane epitaxy for this film. A least squares refinement of the 4-circle x-ray diffraction results
for 13 off-specular reflections was used to determined the lattice parameters for the film of
a--4.59A, b=4.54A, and c= 2.96A, with C9=89.8', 0=88.9', and 7=89.9' as compared to bulk
tetragonal TiO 2 with a=b=4.5937A, c=2.9587A, and a==---y=90.0'. Thus, according to the x-ray
measurements, the film has a highly-crystalline, distorted rutile structure, particularly with respect
to the b-axis.

As discussed in Ref. 13], the film-substrate interface along TiO 2 11011 direction is sharp at
the atomic level and structurally coherent, due to the small lattice mismatch (-0.5%) along this
direction; whereas, the film-substrate interface along the TiO 2 1010] direction is also atomically
sharp, but is structurally semi-coherent, with a periodic array of misfit dislocations at the interface.
These misfit dislocations are attributed to the compressive strain resulting from the -5.9% lattice
mismatch a~o). the TiO2 [0101 direction. It is reasonable to associate the distorted b-axis lattice
constant o, th, fi,,n observed by x-ray with the semi-coherent nature of the interface along this
direction observed by HREM. However, to the resolution level of the HREM studies (-0.2A), the
majority of the strain associated with the dislocations was localized to within only a few lattice
constants from the interface it -nntrast to the bulk distortion observed by x-ray. For the purpose
of the waveguide analysis, neces:ary rotation angle for the dielectric tensor determined from the a
and c lattice parameters yields a value of 0=57.16', which compares with 0=57.215' for single
crystal rutile.

In order to characterize the waveguide properties of our epitaxial (101) oriented rutile thin
films grown on sapphire (1120), we performed prism-film coupling experiments. In Fig. 3, we
show the reflected intensity of 0.6328 gm HeNe laser light from the base of 450 and 60' rutile
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prisms as a function of effective propagation constant, Pi=Ken sinI0 3 (the data from the two
different prisms was combined). Three TE and one TM modes are clearly observed. In addition,
two features with distorted line shapes were observed very near the substrate cutoff which seem to
correspond to a possible fourth TE and second TM mode. The observed P/ico values for these
features are given in Table 1.

Polarization m I/1Co

Observed Theory Diff.
0 2.5206 2.5207 -0.0001

TE 1 2.3682 2.3682 +0.0000
2 2.1011 2.1009 +0.0002
3 <1.75 ----..

0 * 2.6362 ----
TM 1 * 2.4635 ----

2 2.1787 2.1605 -0.0131
3 <1.7771 1.7815 >0.0044

Table I. Waveguide Results
*These modes were predicted to be outside the available f3/ro range of either a 45' or 60' rutile
prism and were not observed.
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Fig. 3. Results of prism coupling experiments on epitaxial rutile (101) films on sapphire (1120).
Three TE modes are shown in (a) and one TM mode is shown in (b). The modes designated TE3and TM 3 are very close to the substrate cut-off and were not used in subsequent analysis.

As shown in Ref. 110], a single equation can be obtained (for either TE or TM modes) for
the film thickness as a function of the propagation constant P, with the refractive indexes of the
substrate, no, the air gap, ni, and the dielectric properties of the film, Ku, Ky and Kv, the film
thickness 2w, and the rotation angle 0 as parameters. The equation for the TE modes is
independent of Ku, Kv and 0; therefore, the values of Ky and 2w may be determined
independently. Since none of the films measured were of such a thickness to allow more than one
TM mode to be clearly observed, Ku and K, could not be determine separately. Due to a distorted
line shape, the TM3 mode observed in Fig. 3b was not considered in the analysis where Ku=Ky
was assumed. By fitting the A/io values observed in Fig. 3, the best assignment of mode orders
were obtained along with the following properties for the film: nolm=2.5701±0.0005;
nflm=2.934±0.0015 at X=0.6328 pim and a film thickness of 2w=0.5332±0.0015 Vtm. These
values of the film refractive indexes are typical of all films measured.
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The measured refractive indexes of the films are near to the properties of bulk TiO2 single
crystals, indicating the high quality of these films. However, two structure features of the films
should result in deviations of the dielectric properties of the films relative to bulk. First, from the x-
ray data, the films have a slightly mosaic structure both parallel and perpendicular to the growth
plane (-0.3' and -0.8*, respectively) which should result in an small averaging of the anisotropic
dielectric properties of the films. Secondly, the x-ray refinement indicated a substantial contraction
of the film b -axis lattice constant and a small extension of the film c-axis lattice constant relative to
that of bulk rutile. Such a distorted crystal structure should be optically biaxial. To investigate this,
the measured film parameters were used to determine theoretical values for 0/1CO (assuming
KU=Ky ) for the TE and TM modes following the analysis given above [101. For the TE modes,
the predicted O•/ico values for the assigned mode orders compared well with the measured results.
For the TM modes, the predicted It/ico values for the TMo and TMI modes were outside of the
measurable range for our rutile prisms. An accurate measurement of the deviation of the TM3 mode
P/ico value from theory could not be obtained due to a distorted line shape. The theoretical TM2
mode O/ico value, showed a larger deviation from experimental results than was observed for any
of the TE modes. It is reasonable to conclude that the deviation of the TM2 mode angle could be
attributed to strain induced biaxial characteristics associated with the observed structural distortion
along the film b -axis. This is currently being investigated.

In conclusion, we report optical waveguiding experiments using a prism-film coupler on
TiO 2 (rutile) thin films deposited using the MOCVD technique. The propagation constants for
asymmetric planar waveguides composed of an anisotropic dielectric medium applicable to (101)
oriented rutile thin films grown on (1120) sapphire substrates are derived. By application of this
model to (101) oriented rutile thin films, we directly obtain values of the ordinary and extraordinary
refractive indexes, no and ne, as well as film thickness. We obtain values of the refractive indexes
(no=2.5701_+0.0015; ne= 2 .9 3 4±0.001) near to that for bulk TiO2 single crystals indicating the
exceptional quality of these films. The authors would like to thank Anthony Marturano for his
assistance in the calculation. This work has been supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Basic Energy Sciences-Materials Sciences under Contract #W-31-109-ENG-38.
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THE DEFECT STRUCTURE OF BaTiO3 THIN FILMS
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ABSTRACT

The defect structure of BaTiO3 thin films grown on (100) Si was examined using transient
photocapacitance spectroscopy. The concentration, optical cross section and associated energy
levels of both native and impurity defects in as-grown and annealed BaTiO3 films were
evaluated. Deep level defects with peak energies of E, + 1.8, E,+2.4, E_+2.7, E,+3.0-3.1 and
E,+3.2-3.3 eV were observed in the as-grown films. Upon vacuum annealing, the concentration
of the traps at E,+3.0 and F,+3.2 eV increased while the concentration of the traps at E+ 1.8
and E,+2.4 eV decreased. The levels at E,+3.0-3.1 and E,+3.2-3.3 eV are attributed to
oxygen vacancies. The other levels are tentatively ascribed to Fe and Fe related defects.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable interest in BaTiO3 ferroelectric thin films has emerged due to its dielectric
and non-linear optical properties [1]. These properties are itrongly influenced by point and
extended defect structures. While the point defect structi re of BaTiO3 ceramics has been
extensively studied [2-4], much less is known about the defe :t structure of thin films. Recently,
both textured and epitaxial BaTiO3 thin films were prep? .ed by metalorganic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) at temperatures of 8000C [5,6]. Tb . extended defect structure of the films
deposited on LaAIO 3 was evaluated using high resolution ransmission electron microscopy [7,8].
However, determining theý point defects is much mon' difficult due to their low concentration
in thin films. In this paper, the point defect structure of BaTiO 3 thin films is determined using
transient photocapacitance spectroscopy. The associa .ed energy level, concentration, and optical
capture cross section of the defects present in the BaTiO3 thin films are reported. Initial
measurements indicate the presence of oxygen vacancies in as-grown and annealed films.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample PrEaration

BaTiO3 thin films were grown by low pressure metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) at 8001C. Barium hexafluoroacetylacetonatetetraglyme (Ba(hfa) 2(tetraglyme)) and
titanium tetraisopropoxide (99.999%) were chosen as the metalorganic precursors. Two grades
of Ba(hfa) 2(tetraglyme) (low purity (99 + %) and high purity (99.999 %)) were used for growth
to examine their effect on the resulting electrical properties of the thin films. The substrates
consisted of thermally oxidized p-type Si (p = 1-2 t0-cm), where the Si0 2 layer was 100-300A.
The growth conditions are described in detail, elsewhere [5,6]. X-ray diffraction showed that
the BaTiO 3 thin films grown on Si0 2/Si were polycrsytalline with a random orientation.

Metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) BaTiO 3fSiO 2/Si diodes were fabricated for transient
photocapacitance measurements. Semi-transparent Au electrodes (IOA) with an area of 0.118
cm2 were evaporated onto the BaTiO 3 surface. To insure the integrity of the electrical contact,
a thicker (350-500A) Au dot (1.88x 10-3 cm 2) was evaporated on top of the transparent electrode.
Evaporated aluminum formed an ohmic contact to the backside of the Si substrate. For vacuum
annealing, the metal contacts were removed and the samples were heated to 950*C at 10' Torr
for time intervals ranging from 4-20 hours.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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The resistivity of the BaTiO3 films was calculated using the linear region of the current-
voltage curves from the MIS diode. The as-deposited films had resistivities ranging from 10'-
109 0-cm. However, the highly textured BaTiO3 films grown on L.aAlO 3 with a low purity and
high purity Ba precursor were semi-insulating (p = 200-1000 0-cm) [81 and insulating (p = 10'-
101 0-cm), respectively [9].

Transient Capacitance Spectroscopy Measurements

Transient photocapacitance spectroscopy of the MIS structures was measured using a
technique initially described by Chantre et al. for the study of semiconductors 110]. Recently,
this technique has been extended to evaluate MIS structures [11,12]. For this measurement,
chopped light from a 250W Oriel quartz-halogen lamp dispersed through a Zeiss monochromator
was focussed onto the diode cooled to 80K. Photocapacitance was measured with a capacitance
meter at IMHz. Spectra were recorded while negatively biasing the MIS diodes in the
accumulation region with a field of 104 V/cm. The transient photocapacitance was measured for
time intervals of 10-100 msec. Following illumination, the sample was equilibrated in the dark
for 5 to 7 sec. The time derivative of the photocapacitance was plotted as a function of photon
energy.

Upon illumination of an MIS diode, a photocapacitance signal can arise from emptying
or filling of traps in (1) the semiconductor, (2) the semiconductor-insulator interface, (3) the
SiO 2/BaTiO 3 interface, (4) the insulator, or (5) the BaTiO3/metal interface. However, the
contributions from different traps can be spectrally and temporally resolved. The time derivative
of the photocapacitance is a direct measure of the trap concentration. Provided the charge is
only trapped at defects uniformly distributed throughout the insulator and retrapping is
negligible, the time derivative of the photocapacitance is given by [11]:

dC/dtlIt=0= d(Q/V)/dt It=0 = (qAd,/V) dr•/dtl, =0 (1)

where Q is the total trapped charge, q is unit charge per electron, A is the diode area, d, is the
insulator thickness and V is the effective bias. Since short illumination times are used, only a
fraction of the traps in the insulator layer are populated. The total concentration of traps, N,,
is related to the concentration of trapped electrons, n,, by the expression [10,12]:

dn,/dtlI t=0 = o4AN, (2)

where o is the optical cross section of the trap and D' is the intensity of the light. Combining
Eq. 1 and 2, the total trap concentration is given by

N, = (1/o-fl (V/qd•A) dC/dt It =0 (3)

The optical cross section is obtained by measuring the capture rate of an electron, c., by the

trap, given by

c. = .', (4)

The capture rate of an electron is determined from the fit of a semi-log plot of the
photocapacitance as a function of time [13]. Substituting the intensity of light and measured
capture rate, c., into Eq. 4, the optical cross section of the trap is obtained.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

0 BTlO3/SiOZ/Si

As-Deposited BaTiO, Films

The photocapacitance response of a typical 0 /
BaTiO,/SiO,/S MIS diode is plotted as a function I , ,3 0 E V. 177V
of the illumination time in Figure 1. For a photon "
energy of 2.7 eV (Fig. I curve a), the photo- c.
capacitance increases rapidly up to 10 msec and 029, .......... ...............Q 20 40 60 80 'W0
then begins to saturate. For an excitation energy Time (msec)
of 3.17 eV, the photocapacitance increases at a
slower rate (Fig. 1 curve b). Fig. 1. The time dependent

photocapacitance response of a typical
The time derivative of the photocapacitance BaTiO3 MIS diode at two excitation

signal is shown as a function of energy for the energies.
above sample deposited with a high purity Ba
source (Fig. 2a). Transient photocapacitance
peaks were present at E,+1.2, E,+•+.4, and
E,+ 3.1 eV. A shoulder was also observed in the 8ario,/sio2/si
spectrum at E5 + 3.2 eV (Fig. 2a). For a) high purity

comparison, the transient photocapacitance
spectrum of a typical BaTiO3 film grown with a
low purity precursor obtained for a 20-40 msec "
time interval is shown in Fig. 2b. In addition to
the peaks at E+I.2, I_+1.4, and E,+3.f eV, a
broad transition with a peak at E,+ 1.8 eV and a
shoulder at F,+ 2.4 eV is observed in the lower b p

purity film. v5 b) low purity

To determine the origin of the transitions 'V
observed in the BaTiO, MIS diodes, the transient
photocapacitance of a control sample, SiO,/Si MUIS ,0
diode was examined. The transient photo-
capacitance spectrum of a Si0 2/Si control sample
measured using a 20-40 msec time interval has ?A Is 7A I'S 30 .5

peaks at 1.2-1.3, 1.4 and 2.4 eV (Fig. 3). The Energy (eV)

1.25 eV peak with a threshold energy of 1.leV
arises from the photoexcitation of intrinsic carriers Fig. 2. Transient photocapacitance
in Si. The possible identity of the levels at 1.4 obtained at a 20-40 msec time interval
and 2.4 eV are only suggested here by comparing for a BaTiO, film grown with a) a high
to other work. The level at 1.4 eV was and b) a low purity precursor.
previously observed as a shoulder in transient
photocapacitance spectroscopy of MIS structures with thermally grown SiO on Si and
attributed to a defect in the SiO, layer [12]. Additionally, the peak at 2.4 eV was previously
observed with photo-depopulation/injection measurements on similar structures and was
attributed to Na in the SiO 2 [141. The Na in the SiO layer is presumably a contaminant in the
deionized water used during oxidation. The peaks at 1.2 and 1.4 eV have the same energy
and shape in both the BaTiOjSiO2/Si (Fig. 2) and SiO,/Si Fig. 3) spectra. This indicates that
these peaks are of common origin and involve transitions in the SiO./Si. However, the broad
transition in Fig. 2(b) with a shoulder at 2.4 eV is not attributed to defects in the SiO,/Si layer.
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From the comparison of the BaTiO3 and
SiO2ISi MIS diode spectra, the transient 'so/S'
photocapacitance peaks at E,+1.85, E,+2.4, "j
E,+3.0-3.1 and E,+3.2-3.3eV are attributed to < £

transitions in the BaTiO3 film. The optical It[
capture cross section of these defects is related to
the time dependence of the photocapacitance (Eq. ."

4). The measured optical cross section, a, for the ,
defects with energy less than 2.9 eV is 10 " cm2 ; -
whereas, 10 13 cm2 is obtained for traps at higher
energies. Upon substitution of the appropriate
values for a into Eq. 3, a trap concentration of Enrgy 2S 10 3

103_1011 cm3 was estimated for the various defect Ener (ev

levels. The measured levels, their concei&,ration Fig. 3. Transient photocapacitance
and optical capture cross section for several spectrum at a 20-40 msec time interval
BaTiO3 films are listed in Table 1. for a SiO./Si MIS diode.

Table I. The associated energy level, light intensity, optical cross section and

concentration of the defects in several as-grown BaTiO3 films mea.;ured with transient
photocapacitance. Peak energies are referenced from the valence band. Samples 297, 298,
and 302 were prepared using a high purity Ba precursor.

Energy 4, a Trap Concentration (cm-3 )
(eV) (cm 2.sec") (cm2 ) 256 279 297 298 302

1.7-1.9 1.6xl]W 0 0-4 10'3 3x10 3  
... . .R

2 .4 7 x 1 0 " 1 0 - 4 2 x 1 0 '3  lx lIO ' . .. . ..

2.7-2.8 8x10I' 5x10-14  6x10' 3  
...... ..

3.0-3.1 4x10'2  10"t3 7x101 3  8x101 3  10'0 lOB 3x10'3

3.2-3.3 2x10`2  10-1 3x10R 3  9x101 3  7x10' 3  1013 8x10'3

Since the defect levels at E,+3.0-3.1 and
E,+3.2-3.3 eV were observed in both low and 4M 8oaiO,/Si0o/si
high purity films, they are likely to be related to - (b)

native defects (Table I). On the other hand, the 3 0

defect levels at E,+ 1.8 and 2.4 eV are tentatively b ,educe 12 h,,

attributed to the residual impurities since they are
only seen in the lower purity films (Table I).

Vacuum Reduction Experiments - /
To identify the traps with levels at Ev+ 3.0- (o)

3.1 and Ev+3.2-3.3 eV in BaTiO3, the samples ...... . ,, . .
were reduced in a vacuum (PO2 - 10' Tofr) at Energy (eV)

9501C and the transient photocapacitance was
subsequently measured (Fig. 4). The peak
intensity of the levels at E,+3.0-3.1 eV and Fig. 4. Transient photocapacitance at a
E,+3.2-3.3 eV increased following vacuum 20-40 msec time interval for an a) as-
reduction, which suggests that these defects are grown and b) 12 hour vacuum reduced
related to oxygen vacancies. This observation is film.
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consistent with previous optical absorption
measurements of vacuum reduced single crystal
BaTiO 3, where the absorption peak at E,+ 3.0eV
was attributed to oxygen vacancies [15]. BaTio,/sioJSi

Furthermore, theory predicts that the energy ao -g-o-.1W ) 2 reduced 12h"

levels associated with oxygen vacancies in BaTiO 3
will lie near the conduction band [16,171 of

BaTiO 3, 3.5 eV 118,191. - ' )

Further analysis of the vacuum annealed , (2)

samples derived from the 99+ % pure Ba 0
precursol showed that the measured t C*v 40o

phtocapacitance peak intensity of the levels at - b) reduced 20 hrs
E,+ 1.8 and E,+2.4eV decreased (Fig. 5a), while --7
a new peak at Ev+2.65eV (Fig. 5b) developed. a
In contrast, vacuum reduction of films derived
from the high purity precursor did not show these
transitions that lie deeper within the bandgap.
Therefore, these trapping levels are believed to be
impurity related. Since Fe is one of the most
abundant impurities in undoped bulk BaTiO3 [20], Energy (eV)

these defects most likely involve iron. This is
consistent with photoconductivity measurements Fig. 5. Transient photocapacitance
which identified an Fe relatc J1 trap at E,+ 2.6 cV spectra at a 20-40 msec time interval for
in Fe:BaTiO 3 [211. In addition, electron an a)as-grown and 12 hour reduced and
paramagnetic resonance and optical absorption b) 20 hour reduced BaTiO3 film.
measurements of single crystal Fe:BaTiO'3 showed
that Fe"+ yielded an absorption peak at 2.69 eV, which correlates well with the peak at
E,+2.65eV in the BaTiO 3 films [22]. Other optical absorption studies have shown Fe related
defects with peaks at E,+2.34 and E,+2.48 eV [23]. We propose that the changes in the peak
intensities for the mid-gap levels, afte. vacuum reduction may result from the reduction of Fe"'
to Fe'. Therefore, the levels in the as-deposited films at E,+ 1.85 eV and E,+2.4eV may be
Fe related.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, transient photocapacitance spectroscopy has been used to determine the
energy levels, optical cross section, and concen'ration of deep level defects in BaTiO3 thin
films. The defect levels at E,+3.0-3. leV ard F-, 3.2-3.3eV in the BaTiO. fihls are attributed
to native oxygen vacancies with a concentration of ( - 10"' cm 3 ) and a= 10 " cm. In addition.
the transient photocapacitance of BaTiO 3 films indicated the presence of residual impurity
related defects, tentatively ascribed to Fe impurities. These traps had energies of E, + 1 .8eV,
E,+2.4eV and E,+2.7-2.8cV with e= 10"4 cm2 . A detailed model for the defect structure of
BaTiO 3 thin films based on resistivity and transient capacitance will follow in future papers.
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ABSTRACT

Ferroelectric (FE) films, especially PZT films, have received increasing attention
for microelectronic applications such as ferroelectric memory and high density DRAM.
There has been significant progress in the preparation of high quality PZT films
involving %"-t chemical and physical vapor deposition techniques. Metal-FE-metal
structures, typified by Pt-PZT-Pt capacitors, are the basic building blocks for the
ferroelectric devices. The leakage currents of the capacitors are known to be non-ohmic
and exhibit an exponential dependence on applied voltage.

The present paper presents a model based on totally depleted back-to-back
Shottky barriers. Predictions based on the model can provide significant new
understanding of the FE behavior of thin films. For example, the assumption of total
depletion leads to the presence of a built-in field within the film which can explain the
ubiquitously higher values of coercive field in FE films than found in bulk ceramics. It
will be shown that the agreement between model predictions and actual device I-V
characteristics of Pt-PZT-Pt capacitors is very close. Further, the model can also explain
the observed hysteresis loop asymmiry, and low dielectric constants of films of relaxor
FE's, whose dielectric constants are much smaller than those of bulk materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric (FE) films, especially lead zirconate titanate (PZT) films, have
received increasing attention for microelectronic applications, namely in the areas of
non-volatile ferroelectric memory and high dielectric constant materials in high density
DRAM. PZT is a widely explored FE material utilized for its FE, dielectric, electro-
optic, acousto-optic, pyroelectric and piezoelectric properties in both bulk and thin film
forms [1]. There has been significant progress in the preparation of high quality PZT
films involving wet chemical methods [e.g., 2] and physical vapor deposition techniques
such as sputtering [e.g., 3], laser ablation [e.g., 4] and MOCVD [e.g., 5]. For comparison
with the predictions of the model presented in this paper, actual device characteristics,
namely the I-V leakage currents, were obtained on sol-gel derived PZT 53/47 films
prepared in our laboratories. The details of film preparation and leakage
characterization have been published elsewhere [e.g., 6].

1I. MODEL OF THE PT-PZ'T-Il' CAPACITOR

Metal-FE-metal structures, typified by Pt-PZT-Pt capacitors, are the basic building
blocks for active and passive FE devices. It is recognized that the capacitors are not
simple metal-insulator-metal devices with ohmic contacts, but rather back-to-back

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Schottky barriers. These Schottky barriers are themselves fairly complicated due to the
presence of surface states at the interfaces, the polycrystallinity of the PZT films which
can significantly affect surface states at the Pt-PZT interfaces, and domain structures
which affect the states of polarization in the PZT films. Additionally, the depletion
width may be comparable to or even larger than the film thickness resulting in wholly
depleted films between the electrodes.

Previous modeling of PZT capacitors was based on the assumption of partially
depleted PZT films, i.e., depletion widths smaller than the film thickness, resulting in
back-to-back Schottky barriers [7]. Adsorbed oxygen at the surfaces of titanate ceramics
has often been suggested to give rise to trapping surface states [8]. The presence of such
surface states and polarization states at the interfaces can lead to band bending, which
in turn affects the type of contact formed, viz., ohmic or rectifying. Rectifying contacts
result in uneven field and potential distributions in the PZT films, which affect the final
device characteristics.

The work function of Pt metal, O•t is 5.5 eV. The typical band gap, E8 , and
electron affinity, XPZT, for a PZT film are about 3.5 eV and 1.75 eV respectively. For
a p-type PZT film (the conductivity in PZT ceramics [1] has been determined to be p-
type), the Fermi level, Ef, lies closer to the valence band, E, than to the conduction
band, Ec. Since the work function of Pt is higher than that of PZT, the contact should
be ohmic. I-V leakage characteristics of these capacitors indicate, however, that the
contact is not ohmic (or linear); rather, the current depends logarithmatically on the
applied voltage. The only case where the contacts can be rectifying is in the presence
of surface states (arising, e.g., from absorbed oxygen at the PZT surface and/or
termination of the PZT crystalline lattice at the metal contacts). These surface states
with a density of Do and a neutral energy level at Eo result in band bending near the
contacts and barrier heights of Ob at the interfaces. It is further assumed that these
barrier heights are similar at both interfaces, i.e., the capacitor should behave electrically
symmetrically independent of the polarity of the applied voltage.

Equilibrium

At equilibrium (no applied bias), it is assumed that the width of the depletion
region, w, is larger than the thickness, t, of the PZT film, i.e., the film is totally depleted.
Poisson's equation may be used to calculate the field and potential distribution in the
totally depleted film, i.e.,

-d 24) = dE = p(x) (1)
dx2 dx 6 PZT

where 4 = potential
E = electric field
p = charge density

CPZT = dielectric constant of PZT

The solutions to Poisson's equation are shown in Fig. 1. Note that t and the acceptorconcentration, Na, are constant throughout the film. By applying Gauss Law at the Pt-

PZT interface, the maximum field Eo is:
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qN.t (2)

The built-in potential, 4i, at the center of the film is obtained by the negative of the area
under the field:

1( qNt . t = qN ct
2  

(3)
2 2$ezr) 2 86pzT

The density of electrons, ns, at the center of the film (with the highest barrier
height of ,b + 4i) is:

-n.4- +4e (4)
kT

where Nc is the effective density of states at the conduction band. The currents are
proportional to the electron density; and at equilibrium with no external bias,

-,ýil ~ q((0+4bd) (5)
J = J = KN~e kT

where JI and J11 are the thermally induced current densities at Interfaces I and I1
respectively; and K is a proportionality constant. Since Jl = .11, there is no net current
flow, as expected.

There exists a built-in field within the film (see Fig. 1) whose magnitude depends
on the distance inside the film. The field is zero at the center of the film and is of
different signs at the contacts. The maximum fields are found at the interfaces. The

lPt PZT Pt

t/2

E
I-

Interface I

V Interface I1

Figure 1. The solutions to Poisson's equation for a wholly depleted PZT film,
showing the charge distribution (p), electric field (E), potential (4) and
energy band diagram at equilibrium
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presence of this field can affect significantly the FE properties of the film. For example,
assuming Na = 101 8 /cm 3 , film thickness, t = 0.5 A.m and EPZT = 1000, it is calculated
that E. = 45.2 kV/cm according to Eqn. (2). The magnitude of this field is comparable
to the Ec values (-20-60 kV/cm) measured on PZT films prepared in our laboratories
[e.g., 2]. The Ec for similar bulk ceramics is about I kV/cm. Thus the higher values of
EC found in FE films can likely be attributed to the built-in field which needs to be
overcome to switch the domains. Since Eo is linearly dependent on Na, a high purity PZT
film with a low value of Na is expected to yield a low value of Ec. Note, too, that if the
acceptor concentration, Na, is not uniform throughout the film (resulting perhaps from
variations in Pb content), the uneven field distribution can lead to asymmetric values of
Ec, as are frequently encountered in FE films.

The uneven built-in field can give rise to different regions within the film with
different Tc's, which in turn can lead to a transition in the FE properties ove- : range
of temperature, as documented for the dielectric constants of FE thin fil'ns as a function
of temperature. Additionally, the presence of such a built-in field can smear out the FE
properties of films of relaxor FE's (e.g., PMN) which are much more sensitive to electric
fields than are normal FE films (e.g., PZT). As a result of this built-in field, the
dielectric constant is much lower in relaxor thin films (-1000) than found in similar
relaxor bulk ceramics (- 10,000).

Current-Voltage Characteristics

Upon application of an external voltage, Va (or field, Va/t), the charge remains
essentially constant since Na and I are fixed. However, the field is now shifted by Va/t
as indicated in Fig. 2. The distance, y (denoting zero field or maximum potential) is
given by:

S 2[ E. 1 (6)

(where Va<Eot)

The new built-in voltage Oi (Va) as a function of applied bias, Va, is now:

oi ( Va) = -E Vt 24E. (7)

From Fig. 1:

E&,,t (at V.=O) (8)

-Iv = -. (9)

The current consists predominantly of a net electron flow across the depleted film

even though the film was initially assumed to be p-type. Note, however, that by the
depletion approximation, no majority free carriers are present throughout the wholly
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depleted films. The current results from injection of electrons at the interfaces. The
effective barrier heights seen at interface I and 11 are ,b + ,i (Va) + Va and:

Pt I1ZT Pt

I t/i2E

Y E 0

-E -valt

Y a)--• ... --_

y :Va

E
E -C-€•ya.) Va

Interface I Interface II

Figure 2. The solutions to Poisson's equation for a wholly depleted PZT film
showing the electric field (E), potential () and energy band diagram at
an applied bias Va < Eot

, ,V 8 ) = ,1b + -v[ (10)

and

(Pb-4 JVý+V = (11)O+
C b+•i( a) Va C b l~i Va 2 4E ot]

The current flows at both interfaces due to the applied voltage, Va, are then:

J,, ,~ e q. 2o 4F .), (12),

The net current ,![:. ro electron flow is:

Jr = Jr-Jrr

-6 IF, qV 11
= 2XN e-q9(e-j)/kTo e 16 1kr Isinh 2kTJ (14)

Consider now an applied bias, Va > Eot. The effective barrier heights at interfaces
I and II are 4ib and Ob+Va, respectively. Hence the current flow is
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= ~e •dT(I -e -IV./• (15)

Since VA >Eot (or 40), the term in the bracket - 1, and

J I - aNce ",kT (16)

The current is limited strictly by Interface 1; and for constant Ob (assumed independent
of applied voltage), the current is then constant with increasing voltage above Et. A
general plot of the I-V behavior of the back-to-back Schottky barrier ac,:cxdiag ,u 1it;
proposed model is shown in Fig. 3a and agrees quite well with observed I-V
characteristics (Fig. 3b). Also shown in Fig. 3a are the I-V characteristics expected for
a conventional, partially depleted Pt-PZT-Pt capacitor which is dominated by the reverse
bias current (Eq. 16) of a Schottky barrier and is fairly independent of applied bias.

By considering the dependency on t in Eqn. (14), it is predicted that in thinner
films, the current and saturation voltage should increase and decrease, respectively with
decreasing thickness. Since the saturation current is determined by the current at
Interface I (Eqn. (16)), the magnitude of the saturation current is expected to be
independent of film thickness, assuming other parameters are constant, namely Na and
'EPZT.

Ill. CONCLUSIONS

A successful model of the Pt-PZT-Pt capacitor has been proposed which is based
on totally depleted back-to-back Schottky barriers rather than partially depleted Schottky
barriers. Predictions of the model agree closely with measured device characteristics
obtained in our laboratories (particularly I-V leakage currents).

The model appears to have far-reaching consequences for understanding PZT (or
any general FE) films. It predicts that there exists a large built-in field (about 50
kV/cm) within the films. The presence of such built-in fields can explain the elevated
values of Ec compared to those of corresponding bulk ceramics, the asymmetry of
hysteresis loops found in some FE films (due to uneven field distributions), the diffuse
transition of Er values with temperature near Tc and the much lower values of Er in
relaxor films (about 1000-2000) compared with values for bulk ceramics (up to 25,000).
Aging behaviors of the films can be influenced by the fields. The deleterious effects of
aging (viz., the monotomic decrease of Er with time due to gradual domain reorientation)
can perhaps be mitigated by tailoring the Na profile across the film to achieve a constant
field along the polarization direction.
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Figure 3. The a) predicted totally depleted and partially depleted and b) measured
I-V characteristics of a Pt-PZT-Pt capacitor with similar barrier heights at
both interfaces
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ABSTRACT

A series of sol-gel derived PZT films with various Zr/Ti ratios - namely PT, 0/100
- 20/80, 35/65, 53/47, 65/35, 80/20, 94/6 and PZ, 100/0 - were prepared on platinized
Si wafers. Excess PhO was added to the precursor chemistries to compensate for
eventual PbO loss and also to aid in obtaining the desired perovskite phase.

It was found that the phase assembly, namely the presence of tetragonal or
rhombohedral perovskite phases, plays an important role in determining the fatigue and
retention behavior. PT-rich (or tetragonal) films offer better retention characteristics
than those observed in PZ-rich (or rhombohedral) or PZT 53/47 films. Films with PZ-
rich compositions tend to exhibit superior fatigue behavior compared with PT-rich films.

INTRODUCTION

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is a widely studied ferroelectric (FE) material
utilized for its FE, dielectric, electro-optic, acousto-optic, pyroelectric and piezoelectric
properties in both bulk and thin film forms [1]. PZT is a solid solution containing lead
titanate (PT) and lead z~rconate (PZ) in various stoichiometric ratios. PZT x/y refers
to Pb(Zrx-100Ti /100)O 3 where xy< 100 and x+y = 100. PZ is antiferroelectric (AF),
while PT is ferroelectric; and solid solutions of these two end numbers produce mostly
FE materials with material properties which are highly dependent on the Zr/Ti ratio.
Examples of the effect of this stoichiometry ratio on material properties include
dielectric constant, planar coupling constant and To, the Curie point. PT-rich and PZ-
rich compositions belong to the tetragonal and rhombohedral modifications respectively
of the perovskite crystal structure. In the PZ-PT phase diagram, the rhombohedral-
tetragonal boundary is the most important feature, termed the morphotropic phase
boundary (MPB). It is located at about 53 atom % Zr, 47 atom % Ti (PZT 53/47). Not
only is the dielectric constant highest at this boundary, but also the electromechanical
coupling factor and piezoelectric coefficients achieve their maximum values here [1].

Recently PZT films have attracted considerable attention for applications in non-
volatile ferroelectric memory since such films exhibit switchable polarization, fast
switching times and excellent fatigue and retention behaviors (e.g., 21. Most of the
attention has been focused on the MPB composition, namely PZT 53/47. The numerous
techniques used to prepare PZT films include magnetron sputtering [3], diode sputtering
[41, e-beam evaporation [5], laser ablation [61, MOCVD [71, and sol-gel methods [8].
There is, unfortunately, scant attention in the literature directed to exploring the effect
of Zr/Ti ratio on the FE properties of PZT films. The film properties are expected to
vary since the crystal structure and FE nature (whether FE or AF) change with Zr/Ti
ratio.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

The precursor solutions were prepared using Pb acetate and Ti/Zr alkoxides. The
desired stoichiometrics were achieved in these precursor solutions by adding the
appropriate molar ratios of Pb, Zr and Ti (where applicable). Mole % excess PbO was
also incorporated as shown by the chemical formulae PbI iZrx 100Ti /10003.I where
x,y_< 100 and x + y = 100. The specific compositions chosen cover the range of tetragonal,
orthorhombic and rhombohedral modifications of PZT. namely PZT 0/100, PZT 20/80,
PZT 35/65, PZT 53/47, PZT 65/35, PZT 80/20, PZT 94/6 and PZT 100/0. After
refluxing for 3 hours, the solutions were concentrated to 1.0 M1

Substrates chosen were Si(100) wafers which had priously been thermally
oxidized before being sputtered with Pt to yield Pt(2000,&)/SiO,( 500,A)/Si. Spincoating
was performed in a Class 100 clean room using a Headway Spinner at 2000 rpm for 30s.
The precursor solutions were filtered using a syringe filter (0.2 1m) to minimize particle
contamination. The green films were fired at 500C to burn off the organics, yielding
films - 1700A thick per coating. In order to achieve thicker films, multiple coatings were
performed. Typically three coatings were required to obtain films about 0.5 Am thick.
Finally, the films were fired at 700C to crystallize them fully into single-phase perovskite.

Microlithography was used to define 13 0 Am x 130,um Pt top electrode pads using
the lift-off technique. The monolithic Pt-PZT-Pt capacitors were completed by obtaining
back-contact through acid-etching one portion of the film. Prior to characterization, the
capacitors were post-metallization annealed at 100C or 350C for 30 mins to consolidate
the top electrodes.

The phase assembly in the films was monitored by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using
a Scintag XRD Diffractometer. The FE properties, namely the fatigue and retention
behavior, were measured using a Radiant Technologies RT-66A Ferroelectric Tester.
To determine the fatigue behavior of the PZT films, 100 kHZ bipolar square pulses with
amplitudes of 8V were applied from an external HP 3314A Function Generator and the
polarization changes as monitored in the hysteresis loops using the virtual ground
method were recorded up to 108 cycles. For retention behavior, a single bipolar pulse
of 8V was applied to each capacitor under test and the polarization was monitored up
to 103 s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fatigue and retention behavior of the PZT films were analyzed based on P*,
namely the difference between the maximum polarization in one polarity and the
remanent polarization, P., in the reverse polarity as a function of cycling or time
respectively. Note that P is a strong function of the applied voltage (or field) since the
voltage determines the maximum polarization achieved. The voltage applied to the films
was preset to 8 V.

The values of P* measured for the films as a function of Zr content and
processing temperature, namely 700 and 750C, are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Value of polarization (P*) of PZT thin films as a function of Zr content and firing
temperature.

The polarization P* reaches a maximum value at the MPB composition, namely
PZT 53/47. As expected, the polarization values are higher for films fired at (i.e., 750C)
than for those fired at (i.e., 700C), likely due to enhanced crystallinity and larger grain
sizes after firing at the higher temperature. It has been reported that PZT films with
larger grain sizes obtained from higher annealing temperature and/or the presence of
judiciously controlled excess PbO lead to FE films exhibiting large values of polarization
and dielectric constant due to enhanced domain wall mobility [9].

Figs. 2a and b show the effects of cycling using 8 V amplitude 100 kHz square
waves on the values of P* for a series of PZT films with different stoichiometries. The
polarizations after fatiguing have been normalized with respect to the polarization values
in the virgin capacitors. It can be observed that films fired to higher temperatures are
less susceptible to the deleterious effects of fatigue, namely the monotomically
decreasing polarization with continuous cycling. In both sets of films fired to 700C and
750C, films with compositions removed from the MPB tend to display superior fatigue
resistance; among the films, PZT 53/47 films exhibit the fastest decrease in polarization
with cycling. The fatigue behavior was superior in the PZT 53/47 films fired to higher
temperatures, i.e. 750C, compared to similar PZT 53/47 films fired to 700C.
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Fig, 2 The effect of fatigue on values of normalized P* in various PZT thin films fired
to a) 700C and h) 750C for 30 min.

For films fired at 700C, rhombohedral PZT films (with high Zr/Ti content) tend
to be superior in fatigue behavior compared with tetragonal films. In contrast, for films
fired at 750C, the observations are reversed, i.e., tetragonal films exhibit better fatigue
resistances than rhombohedral films. It has been documented [101 that in PZT films, the
partial pressure or activity of PhO increases with Zr content. e.g., and hence leads to
more significant PhO loss (arising from PbO volatility and/or diffusion into substrates)
in PZT films fired at higher temperatures.

The retention behaviors of the PZT films fired to 700C and 750C are shown in
Figs. 3a and b respectively, where the polarizations are also normalized with respect to
the initial values of polarization.

j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Fig. 3 Retention behavior of various PZT thin films fired to a) 7)CX" and b) 75(X.

Films near the MPB composition exhibited the least desirable retention beha ,iors•
i.e., the fastest decrease of P* with time: while films away from the MIPB composition
(i.e., with highly tetragonal or rbo obohedral crystal structures) exhibited superior
retention capability, i.e., virtually tin!L independent polarization values.

One important aspect of processing PZT films i, Ihe effect of post-metallization
annealing after the deposition of top Pt electrodes. For P7" 5./47 films, post-
metallization annealing seems to b, deleterious to the overall faogue behavior: for an
unannealed film, the polarization decreased to only 0.93 of its virvn value after 10 8

cycles, whereas for an annealed 53/47 film, the polarization dropped to 0.67 of its sirgin
value after the same number of polarization reversals. Other PZT filnis with
stoichiomctries different from PZT 53/47 appear less affected by such post-metallization
annealing with respect to their fatigue behavior. Ilowever, the present authors have
reported that the leakage current increases with post-nietallization annealing temperature
ranging from IN0C to 450C even for such films xhiM;h have been fired to 7(X"' 181.
Preliminary ED studies of the Pt substrates where the top PZT films were etched off
indicated an appreciable amount of Pb interdiffasion into Pt.

CONCLUSIONS

The fatigue and retention behaviors have been measured for IPZT thin films with
various stoichiometries fired to 700C and 750C. These FL properties are dependent not
only on the Zr/Ti stoichionletry, but also the phaý, assemblage, firing temperature and
post-metallization annealing. Films oit the MPB composition, PZT 53/47, exhibited the
worst fatigue and retention behaviors, i.e., the largest change in polarization values with
cycling 2-id time. Regardless of the stoichiometries, PZT films fired to higher
temperatures show superior fatigue behavior than those fired at lower temperatures.
Rhombohedral PZT films tend to be superior in fatigue resistance: however, at elevated
firing temperaures (e.g., 750C), these rhombohedral films are less desirable in terms of
fatigue behavior due to excessive PhO loss.
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Post-metallization annealing results in not only poorer fatigue behavior, hut also
increased leakage current, probably attributed to PbO diffusion into both the substrates
and top Pt electrodes. Iloweeer. based on judicious choice of composition and firing
temperature, it is possibie to obtain entirely fatigue-free PZT films up to 108 cycles, e.g.,
in PZT 35/65 films fired to 7(X'C, which are highly attractive for ferroelectric memory
applications.
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ABST RACT

A notvel technique to measure the Curie temperature (if terroelectric thin tilmrs
has been developed. The mnethod is hased on identityin g chantges in slope ot film stre~s

\.tcnitperat tre2 ploit. At the Curie ten lperat Lire, ferritelect ric ti illS ailideIL( ri p rose
tranisittonr fromt terroelectric phase to paraelectric phatril. DuC ito thi, tIseAI
traiistiirntlati[oil, phyvsicail properties ii! hilms Such ats elastic coUIttlStints iid kietce its
thermal expainsiotn also change atl the Curie terniperatuxe. (onsequeritix. at thiis
tetmplerature the tetnperature cotefficient of film stress cha'tees since it iis rcllit'd ito Chijstic
contsta rtts antd thermal ex panis ion co efficienitt Thus. lbs tneaSU rng filrtIe tlmi stres,;s it
function oit temperature. the Curie temperature canr he detertmined. PlIC (uric
temperatures measured hy thtis miethiod are in good agreetitent with the iter~ittare ýdue]s.
SimaIll disc re pancies that were observed can he at t ribhated toi the itttritt sc stic sses riesetlt
ill the films.

A* Nmiel Method Iiir Determining the Curie Temp, -iture (if Ferro~electric Vilts

The hieh"l values Of swVitclh~ile Spontaittous polarization, dielectric COos'tiot.
pv roitlectric coefcient. piezoe lectric citeffic ie nt a rid elect ri -i pt it coetticiewi
ferroelectric filtms hiave beent exploited fur several applicaitionts iticludiogL tort1\01.itile
electronic memoiries. dynatmic randuom access memories. intrared detectors. lcoust ic

lr~insducers. waveguide devices and oiptical memories 111. Th! tijpper operatlitre 1
temperature if these devices is limited hy the Curie termperaittire (T, o~Iif thle terrirelectricl
fint because above the Curie temperature the material hecomes priraelectric antd loses
all its rirteiestiii teerroelectric properties. Therefore. forr at given applicaitioni the Cutine
tent pera lure limits the choicre of nia ten i I. For example. becautse Of its Ii~ is1 T B; iIO(
is inot a p refIcrred material for nortvtlaitile memory a pplicat ions w heni citompa red ti
Ph( Zr 5T'li5)03 IPZT). although 1the ferritelectric properlýies are cttttIpiir;ib~lc. Ii iddit iOn
to limit i ng the materialI choice. Tc also li mit the a mou nt Of dtrpaniS tised to i m prus C

certain characteristics tftia material since thle dtnpants can reduice the Curie te nnperittLire.
For example, La-dloping onf Pb( Zrl _x.5Ti5 )O3 despite its idvanritages. is liminite1d to a rouni rd
2 atom % heca use La additions reduace T,: in a li near ma nner at thIe rate of; ipproitns icinli.e
,7()(' per atomn% La [2].

The natutre of fe rroe leetric tto parae lectrie transit ion (i.e. sharp vs brotaid t rains it ion)m
at~d T, a re, in gene rail. senrsi tive fuinet ions of microstructunre. di panil citncetnt rat ioni. iand

morire i mportatnt ly, state and amtount io f mechanitcal stress [3]. Ftor thinit filIns, meceha nicail
stresses are very important since stresses are always presetnt in the film. tUnless tilie', are
tree standing. For example. it is shttwn that comtpressive stresses tnt the irrder itt 400)
MPa increased Tc otf BaTiO.3 thin films hy abo )ut 29'~t C [4].

It is a ppa rent trom the above discutssiitn that an aectura te detecrm ina;t iotn itt Tc o
tcern electrnc films is crucial. Althioutgh several s tandaird techtniqutes aire an iilai be. mto st
ott tttese reqJuire the deposititon tof electrodes because they depetnd ott chairges itt the
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temperature dependence of electrical properties (e.g.. polarization. dielectric constant .
In this letter, a simple method is reported for determining the Curie tIc tperarelre (t
ferroelectric films, which does not require any electrodes, In this technique. T, tit
terroclectric film is obtained from the slope changes in film stress %s temperature plots.
Concomitantly, the effect of film stress on the Curie temperature can also he evaluatcd.
II addition, using this method the elastic stiffness and thermal expansion coefficient at
the film can also be obtained [4].

The contribution of the thermoelastic component (thermal stress component). GO.

arising because of the difference in the linear thermal expansion coefficients of the
substrate and the film materials, to the total film stress. art is defined by the expressivn

0 th = [Ei/( l-vl)j -I. "2  ( s -a ) dT (I

where E, and vf are, respectively, the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the ihlm
material: a,, and afare the linear thermal expansion coefficients of the substrate and ihn.
respectively and T, and T, is the temperature interval. From equation 1. the slope ol
a stress vs temperature plot can be related to the thermal expansion coefficient bh:

(do/dT) = [E[/(l-vf)I(a,-aI) (2)

For obtaining equation 2. the values of F. a. and v are assumed to he indc Lcrdcni ot
temperature, which is valid within the uncertainty of the experimentalt tclruii1 alC,
cemployed.

For a given substrate, the slope of the stress-temperature curve is determined h%
the film properties Et, vf and af (equation 2). A change in the slope of the
stress-temperature curve is expected at the Curie Point because ferroelectric aid
paraelectric phases have different properties. Thus, by measuring the film stress as aI
function of temperature To can be obtained, in principle. for a terroelectric hint.
Similarly, other characteristic phase transition temperatures of the tihins can also he
obtained. It should be pointed out that other components of total film stress suich as
extrinsic and intrinsic stresses may have an influence on the nature of changes itt tie
slope of the stress-temperature curve.

The stress of the films was measured using an optically leveraged laser-beam
apparatus (Flexus F2400). This tester is capable of running inr-situ stress measurements
at temperatures up to 900WC. It uses a laser as the probing source and a
posititon-sensihive detector to measure the displacement of the laser reflection from the
wafer surface. These displacements are converted to radii of curvature. The sensiti% it,
of this tester is limited to a radius of ctirvatuore of 4000 m. which correspIlds tto :about
1.3 MPa for a 01.3 lVm film on a 525 I.tm thick Si substrate. For the case ol a
homogeneous, isotropic thin film deposited ti a thick substrate where the filhn-suhstrate
bond is strong enough to suppress slippage, the total film stress is related to the radius
of curvature (R) of the substrate by Stoney's equation [5]

ai, = [E,/(1-vs)](ts2/6tf)(l/R) (3)

where tI and tf are thicknesses of substrate and film, respectively and E,/( I-vs) is the
biaxial modulus of the substrate.
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PZT filns with three compositions, Zr/Ti ratios of 0/100, 53/47. and 75,25 %hcre
deposited on 100 mm diameter Pt coated Si wafers by a sol-gel process [(i]. Filhn
preparation by sol-gel process involves precursor (sol) preparation, hydrolysis.,
polycondensation, film formation, and sintering. In this study, PZT film.s were tabrica•tcd
from sol-gel precursors (t.4M) of lead acetate, titanium isopropoxide, and zirconium
n-propoxide dissolved in glacial acetic acid and n-propanol. The proper amounts of Zr".,d Ti .1k'.cJcs wcre premixed in ;,e presence of propanol and acetic acid before the

addition of lead acetate. These solutions were hydrolyzed with appropriate amounts ol
water and were further diluted with propanol and acetic acid to form the final
precursors. Thin films were deposited by spin coating on Pt coated Si substrates using
spin speed of 3(XX1 rpm. After spin coating, each film was dried at 150.)C for 5 minutes
on a hot plate. Film thicknesses were around 0.3 4tm after two coatings. The
configuration of the PZT film mn Pt wafers is as follows: PZT (0.3pm)lPt (41R) nm),,fi (310
nm)/SiO 2 (200 nm)/{ 1(10} Si substrate. Detailed description of the PZT film deposition
can be found in Reference [7].

For each sample, two identical heating-cooling cycles were run sequentially. The
samples were heated in two identical annealing cycles from room temperature to t65111 .C
and cooled down to room temperature twice in ambient condition. The heating rate was
5nCimin and the cooling rate was 2.5°C/min. The main reason for annealing the samples
in two cycles is that all irreversible transitions are presumably completed in the first
cycle and the second heating-cooling cycle only involves the reversible Curie transition.

The stress-temperature plots of PZT films with Zr;/Ti ratios of 75125. 53/47. and
01/100( during the second heating-cooling cycles are shown in Figurcs 1. 2. and 3.
respectively. The square symbols indicate measurements during heating while inverted
triangles symbols indicate measurements during cooling. All three plots exhibit similar
stress response as a function of annealing temperature. However. the pure PhTiO j film
has a more abrupt change in stress at temperatures around 45diC. The film stresses ol
these PZT films decrease from initial stresses ranging from 800 to 13(1(1 MPa in tension
after the first annealing cycle. The decrease in stress is relatively linear with the
annealing temperature until a break of linearity is observed at a higher temperature.
Evidently, the variation of film stress as a function of annealing tet-miperature is a
reversible process. The stress-temperature profiles during heating matched very well to
those during cooling. This indicates that the irreversible transitions and reactions are
presumably completed after the first annealing cycle. As expected, changes in slope for
the stress-temperature curves were observed at the Curie transition due to the changes
in physical properties. When the samples underwent paraelectric (cubic) to ferroelectric
(noncubic) transformations, the elastic constant and the coefficient of thermal expansion
(a,) of these samples also underwent a change. Consequently, these changes of elastic
constant and at resulted in the discontinuity found in the stress-temperature profiles at
the Curie temperature. Hence, Curie temperatures can be determined from these
stress-temperature plots and their values are tabulated in Table I. It should be noted
that the experimental Curie temperature values presented in table I are the averages of
at least four measurements.

The Curie temperatures of PZT films measured by the film stress method arc in
qcualitative agreement with those obtained from the bulk PZT ceramics 18]. but Table I
shows they are 17it C to 28 0C higher than in these corresponding bulk ceramics. This can
be attributed to the large intrinsic stresses present in the films. The ferroelectric to
paraelectric transition (at the Curie point) results in a volume decrease, the intrinsic
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Figure 1. Film stress of the 75/25 PZT film as a function of annealing temperature. The
square symbols indicate measurements during heating, inverted triangles symbols indicate
measurements during cooling.
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Figure 2. Film stress of the 53/47 PZT film as a function of annealing temperature.

tensile stresses would counteract this volume decrease and therefore increase the Curie
temperature. For PbTiO 3, the volume change at Tc is very high when compared with
PZT films. Therefore, the effect of extrinsic stress on temperature dependence of stress
is significant for PbTiO 3 . This may explain the non-linear change in stress at Tc for
PbTiO 3 (Figure 3).
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'Table I Curie Temperature as a Function of Composition

Co m po sitio Tt P (oCj. T ret (4 C)

PbTiO 3  507 :t 8 490
53/47 439 t 10 411
75/25 356 t i3 335

-1:xl Curie temperature measured in this experiment : rT,:" Curie tetaperot are
gil-Vi inl the literature 6 Average of at least four nmeasurements

PbT103
+1600

1 f200 -

C/)

U/)

+400 -

0 - ----- __
to +200 +400 46000

TEMPERATURE ("C)

Figure 3. Film stress of the PbTiOj film as a function of annealing tetoiperatuLre.

In sutmmarv. a novel method for determination of Curie temiperatuLre ol
ferroelectric film-s by film stress measurement is described. The C'urie tetmperattures
measured by the film stress method are in good agreement with tlte literature ýalues
for bulk materials. The discrepancy of Curie temperature can be explained by tlte
large intrinsic tensile stresses present in the film.
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ABSTRACT

The primary objective of this study is to demonstrate an in-situ stress measurement
technique for the study of formation kinetics of multicomponent thin films such as
PbTiO 3. Film stress-temperature and film stress-time plots have been successfully
used to monitor the phase formation of PbTiO3 films in a in--situ way. It is believed
that the mechanism of this reaction was dominated by grain boundary diffusion of the
participating cations. The activation energy of the PbTiO 3 phase formation from
PbO/TiO2 double layers was estimated to be 108 kcal/mole.

INTRODUCTION

Thin films of multicomponent oxides such as PbTiO 3 have been extensively
studied due to their remarkable ferroelectric, pyroelectric, and piezoelectric properties.
The applications of these thin films include opto-electroonic devices, sensors,
transducers, and non-volatile memory devices [1]. Variety of vapor deposition
techniques have been applied to the fabrication of these thin films. Physical vapor
deposition techniques such as sputtering and evaporation often encounter a problem of
controlling film stoichiometry. One of the methods of overcoming this problem is the
multilayer approach [2], in which the composition of the films is accurately controlled
by depositing designed thickness of individual layers (e.g. A + B - AB). In PbTiO 3
system, the multilayers used can be metallic layers,

Pb + Ti -2L PbTiO3  (1)

or oxide layers

PbO + TiO -!-2-. PbO + TiO 2 - PbTiO 3. (2)

In order to optimize the process of thin film fabrications, it is of great importance
to understand the formation kinetics of thin films. When a thin film, denoted as film
A, is deposited on a substrate, the total film stress of film A can be a function of
temperature, time, substrate and film thickness [3]. If a second film, denoted as film B,
is deposited on top of film A, the total film stress of this bilayer can be influenced not
only by the aforementioned factors but also by chemical reaction, if any, between film
A and film B. Assume that film stresses of the individual layers are constant at a given
temperature, when a product layer of AB is formed at the interface between A and B
by chemical reaction, total film stresses of the multilayers could be defined by the
thickness of films A, B, and AB. Since the extent of reaction is time-dependent at a
given temperature, the total stress of the mult'layer is also time-dependent. Therefore,
the formation kinetics of multicomponent thin films can be studied by using the in--situ
stress measurement technique.

In this report it is our goal to demonstrate this novel in-situ stress measurement
technique for studying the formation kinetics of multicomponent thin films.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The electron beam evaporation system for film deposition was described in
detailed elsewhere [4]. Before deposition, the system was pumped down to 4x10-8 torr,
rising to 2-3x10-7 torr during deposition. All the depositions were performed at
ambient temperature with a deposition rate of 0.2-0.5 nm/s. Total film thickness was
kept at 300mm.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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High purity, vapor deposition grade oxides (PbO and TiO) were used as the
evaporation sources. TiO 2 was not used due to its decomposition during deposition
Based on theoretical calculations and taking into account the loss of Pb (10 mol.% of
PbO was added), the thicknesses of the PbO and TiO layers were approximately 200nm
and 100nm, respectively. The 2-inch sapphire substrates were cleaned by a series of
organic solutions and deionized water followed by drying in N2 gas.

Film stress measurements as a function of temperature and time were performed
for the PbO/TiO oxide multilayers, on 2-inch diameter sapphire substrates in air. The
heating rate was 5'C/min. The sample curvature was calculated from the change in
position of a reflected laser beam. The position was measured by a position sensitive
detector while the beam was scanned across the sample. The total film stresses were
calculated by comparing the substrate curvature before and after film deposition using
the Stoney equation [5], which yields the biaxial stress in the thin films parallel to the
substrate:

E, t• 1
a=6( ---i f -][- (3)

where Es, v,, and ts are Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and thickness of the
substrate, respectively, and tf is the film thickness. R is an effective radius of curvature
of the substrate determined by R = 1/(1/R 2 - 1/Ri), where R, and R2 are the substrate
radii of curvature before and after film deposition. This formula is applicable when tf is
far smaller than t, and the central wafer deflection is much smaller than the diameter of
the wafer. Both conditions are met in the present work.

Based on this technique, stress-temperature and stress-time plots of the
PbO/TiO/sapphire specimens were obtained. In order to quantify the extent of the
reaction and the morphological change associated with film stresses development,
separate tests were carried out, such as x-ray diffraction analysis for phase
determination and scanning and transmission electron microscopy for morphology
observation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After initial deposition of the individual PbO and TiO layers, oxidation of the
oxide layers would take place first. From our previous study [6]it was reported that
both of the oxide layers completely oxided at < 500"C. It was also reported [7] that the
reaction between lead oxide and titanium oxide could not take place below 400"C and
was very slow at < 500"C. Accordingly, when the temperature raised to 500'C, the
diffusion couple of PbO/TiO multilayers would become PbO/TiO2 multilayers, and the
reaction between PbO and TiO 2 could be neglected. The formation of PbTiO 3 from the
PbO/TiO 2 multilayers was then activated at > 5000C. From now on the study
concentrates on the temperature range from 550' C to 625" C.

hn-Situ Study of PbTiO3 Formation by Stress Measurement

Fig. 1 depicts a typical stress-temperature plot for the multilayers subjected to
annealing in air at 575' C for 4 hours with a heating rate of 5' C/min. The as-deposited
multilayers were under tension with a film stress of around 100 MPa. It was found that
the as-deposited film stress was very sensitive to deposition rate. As the temperature
was raised, the film stress stirted decreasing at around 300'C and reached a local
minimum at around 400' C, then increased slightly and decreased to a state where the
film was nearly stress free at 500' C. This region of the curve was attributed to the
oxidation of the multilayers. The uptake of oxygen into the films may have resulted in
increased film volume, generating compressive stresses Above 500'C, the
stress-temperature curve entirely fell into the compressive region. Compressive stress
continued developing in the films when the temperature was above 500' C and reached a
local minimum in the isothermal region. This section of the curve was attributed to the
formation of the PbTi0 3 phase in the film. These compressive film stresses then
started to relax. After 4 hours at 575' C the film was cooled down to room
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Fig. 1 Typical stress-temperature plots of PbTiO3 formation

Fig. 2 Stress-time plots of PbTiO 3 formation

i (A)

_

(B)

(C) .

60 50 40 30 20

T''O TH-ETA

Fig. 3 XRD spectra of PbTiO3 films annealed at 600°C for (A) 0.1 (B) 10 (C) 30
minutes
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temperature. Film stresses in this region showed very good linearity against
temperature. Therefore thermal stress (Pot could be calculated as:

att = EfAaAT/(l - if) I-)

where AT is the difference between T and the annealing temperature and the value.
EfAo/(l-vf), the product of the biaxial modulus of the film and the difference in
thermal expansion coefficients between film and substrate, was -3.02x10 NI MPa. K-L

The isothermal region in Fig. 1 could be plotted as filn stress against tiiiie Fig
2 shows the film stress-time plots for several different temperatures Again, filn
stresses reached minima in the plots. For instance, the minimum was found at around
40 minutes for 575°(;, Lowering the annealing temperature increased the tine to
achieve a minimum, e.g. around 100 minutes for 550'C, C(onversely, raising the
annealing temperature decreased the time to achieve a minimum e g. around 2o miinutes
for 600 C. By annealing at 625' C, the minimum occurred too quickly to appear on tht,
plot. It was believed that the development of compressive stresses in the re-gion where
the annealing time went from 0 to the minimum point should be responsible for the
compound formation of the PbTiO3 phase. It was confirmed by x-ray diffraction
analysis (as shown in Fig. 3) that the minima in the stress-tirmie plots were reached
when the formation of the PbTiO 3 phases were completed

It is believed that formation of the Pb'I'iO3 phase in the diffusion , "uple 4
PbO/Ti0 2 mnultilayers was dominated by the interdiffusion of the participatiig species
and vacancy movement. [During formation, the generation of comnipressive stresses in
the filn could be attributed to the expansion of the lateral dimension of the fihtns.
caused by the generation of vacancies and grain boundaries. After the formation was
completed, the high strain energy stored by vacancies and grain boundaries needed to
be released. Therefore, tensile stresses were generated by the elimination of vacancies
and grain boundaries in the films, and the total film stresses were reduced.

Formation Kinetics

When sequentially deposited films are all very thin compared with the substrate.
each film imposes a separate bending moment and separate curvature Since niotnient
are -,dditive so are the curvatures.

I -- V, 6
1/Ri-v l/R 2 ± + .... -t-d

ad aidi, (6)
i=l

where a and d denote total film stress and thickness, respectively
For the multilayers PbO/TiO2 on the sapphire substrate, the total fili stress can

be written as:

ad = aada + aidi,, (7)

where (a) and (b) denote PbO and TiO 2 and later (at,) is PbTiO 3.
Assume that, first, stresses of the PbO, TiO 2 and PbTiO3 layers (aa, a7,, and ac,,)

are constant during the formation process. Second, the total thickness (d) of the
multilayers is constant, and third, initial stress is defined as ci = (aada + ai,dt))/d,
where da/d, - 2/1. The value of ai is obtained from the stress-temperature plot where
the temperature is 500 C.

At a certain fraction of reaction where a layer of Pb'liO3 (do,,,) is formed, the
total film stress becomes
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=-;Aia.(da - r-dab) + Gib(db - -W-d b) + Cabdabi

= -- (aad. + Gbdb) + dab(O'ab - 2aa + ab
=(aada + bd)+(b-2ola -+ O'b )(__d _

(OI4L.) + (Lab
d

= ai + (aab -

Therefore, d = La7 i = f(T, t). (8)

From equation (8) the thickness of the PbTiO 3 layer formed can be deduced as

dab = d-f. (9)

The growth of the PbTiO 3 layer is governed by the parabolic law, i.e., (dab)2 
=

kt, where k is the rate constant. Fig. 4 illustrates the kinetics of PbTiO 3 growth at
three different temperatures. Since the data of Fig. 4 represents a diffusion-controlled

6E -10 -
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3 -E-10, 57,

•, !0 z 60 _0 ' '

Fig. 4 Growth kinetics of PbTiO 3 at three different temperatures
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Fig. 5 Arrhenius plot of PbTiO3 formation
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growth process the chemical interdiffusion coefficient (D) can be determined from the
rate constant, k = 4D. The rate constant, k, has an Arrhenius behavior as shown in
Fig. 5. The straight line fit points to a thermally activated growth of PbTiO 3 (n
sapphire. The activation was estimated to be 108 kJ/mole. This value is in excellent
agreement with the literature values [7].

For the formation of ionic crystals such as PbTiO 3 it is believed that the slower
partner that essentially determines the reaction rate. From the rate constants, the
chemical diffusion constant of PbTiO 3 formation in this work could be obtained as
6.8x10"t4 cm2/sec at 575"C. The chemical diffusion constants at this temperature were
estimated to be lxl0-12 cm2

/sec for PbO[8] and 7.4xl0.i6cm 2/sec for TiO 2 [8]. Our
experimental value is approximately an order lower than that for PbO and two order
higher than that for TiO 2. This would suggest that transport of Ti4" ions through the
product layer is the rate-determining step. Furthermore it is believed that the
participating components mainly diffuse through the grain boundaries. Accordingly the
diffusion constant of the reaction can be written as Dgi = 3x!0-7exp(-108,000/kT)
cm 2/sec. From the grain boundary diffusion constant, one can extrapolate the rate
constant of the PbTiO 3 formation at 500' C. The amount of reaction between PbO and
TiO 2 films annealed at 500"C for 0.1 minute was calculated to be 2%. This value is
neglectable and is consistent with the literature report [71]

SUMMARY

In--situ stress measurement technique has been successfully developed to study
the formation kinetics of multi-component thin films such as PbTiO3 . Using the
multilayer approach, film composition can be simply controlled by the thickness of the
individual layers, i.e. PbO/TiO. During annealing, the TiO layer converts into TiO 2
phase at temperatures less than 500*C. Above 500'C, the formation of the PbTiO 3
layer at the interface of PbO/TiO 2 altered the total stress of the multilayers By
monitoring stress changes in the multilayers, the in-situ formation kinetics of PbTiO 3
films was successfully examined. The activation energy of PbTiO 3 formation was
estimated to be 108 KJ/mole which is in excellent agreement with the literature value.
It is believed that the formation of PbTiO 3 phase was dominated by grain boundary
diffusion mechanism because of the very fine grain size in the films.
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ABSTRACT

Amorphous thin films of ferroelectric oxides including lead zirconate titanate
(PZT), barium titanate (BaTiO 3 ) and lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ) on several kinds of
substrates were prepared by a sol-gel technique. The heat-treatment temperatures
for preparation of amorphous thin films were much lower than those for the
corresponding crystalline ferroelectric thin films Electrical properties of these
amorphous thin films were measured and compared with those of corresponding
crystalline films. These amorphous thin films exhibited ferroelectric-like behavior A
model of the microstructure of these films is proposed

INTRODUCTION

A ferroelectric is normally a spontaneously polarized material with its
polarization reversible under an external electric field. Unique properties of
ferroelectric materials such as piezoelectric, electro-optic, electro-acoustic, and
nonlinear optic effects have made possible a variety of device applications Ill
Ferroelectric thin films have received increased attention in recent years and many
deposition techniques have been employed for their preparation [21 A variety of
novel devices, such as non-volatile memories, electro-acoustic transducers,
pyroelectric infrared detectors, electrooptic modulators, optical waveguides, etc
have been demonstrated.[31

One of the main obstacles between demonstrational waveguide devices and
commercial applications is the optical loss due to grain boundary scattering
Consequently, effort have been directed to the fabrication of single crystal (such as
LiNbO 3 ) waveguides by techniques such as RF sputtering, liquid phase epitaxy and
ion-exchange. It is also in principle possible to avoid the problems of grain boundary
scattering by completely eliminating crystallinity in these waveguides. From the
materials science point of view, such endeavour involves the synthesis of an
amorphous material that presents at least some of the typical ferroelectric or
ferroelectric-like behavior.

Amorphous ferroelectricity was first suggested by Lines[4] and partially
experimentally demonstratedi5] on rapidly quenched LiNbO 3 and LiTaO 3 glasses,
where a ferroelectric or ferroelectric-like phase transition was reported at
temperatures below the crystallization temperature. Other observations of
ferroelectric or ferroelectric-like phase transitions in LiNbO 3 and PbTiO 3 systems[6-81
have been reported in the past where RF sputtering was also used to form
amorphous films of these systems. However, there has been no report of P-E
hysteresis loops and pyroelectric coefficients of these materials, mainly due to the
difficulties in making these amorphous materials in large enough quantities and
geometries suitable for property measurement. Despite these previous reports, the
confirmation of amorphous ferroelectricicy still awaits more conclusive experiments.
Observation of P-E hysteresis and improvement of processing techniques are
needed for this purpose.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 1993 Materials Research Society
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PREPARATION OF AMORPHOUS THIN FILMS

Sol-gel processing is a demonstrated technique for fabricating amorphous and
crystalline oxide thin films in the last two decades [9,101 Not surprisingly.
considerable efforts was devoted to the fabricaton of crystalline ferroelectric thin films
by this technique However, there has been no effort in utilizing this technique to
fabricate amorphous thin films of known ferroelectric systems. For example.
amorphous LiNbO 3 thin films can be fabricated by the so5-gel technique (see the flow
chart in Fig. 1). Lithium and niobium ethoxides were known to form intermolecular
complexes often called double alkoxides upon refluxing for extended periods of
time.f11-141 The solution structure can be controlled by allowing complexation of
LiOC 2 H5 with Nb(OC 2 H5 )5 forming the double alkoxide LiNb(OC 2 H5 )6 . This is a
slow reaction and needs sufficient time for completion In ethanol solutions, the
LiNb(OC 2 H5 )6 double alkoxide was stable and can be characterised by FTIR and
NMR.(14] This double alkoxide in its crystalline form closely resembles the local
atomic configuration of crystalline LiNbO 3 .[15) Other intermolecular complexes with
different li/Nb ratio were not found and generally not expected for alkali-Nb alkoxide
complexes.[131 It was our intention to control the formation of such double alkoxides
in the solution stage and further to preserve this atomic level configuration through
the gelation stage so that the resulting film consists of similar local units as those in
crystalline LiNbO 3 .

Amorphous LiNbO3 gel films were deposited on substrates ( such as metal Pt.
Ti, silicon and Au passivated silicon wafers ) and stabilized at 100QC in air for 2
hours. X-ray diffraction and electron diffraction of the sample are showed in Fig 2,
where the diffraction patterns and diffused rings indicate the amorphous nature of the
film. High resolution electron microscopy also confirmed that no crystallites with a
size larger than 20 A were observed.[161 to

SOL-GEL PROCESSING OF LiNbO3

* OC2H5

Anhydrous

6-

Reflux 2,: hours

LiNb(OC2H5)6  - • - ,.-

iMosture, Evaporation

LiNb(OC2 Hs5)O3 .. 2 0

10 30 50 70/w//• \ ~~Stabilization, 103507
4a0'C t300nC Diffraction angle 20 (deg)

Fig. 2 X-ray (top spectrum) and electron

crysta! n i Amorphous LiNbO3 1 diffraction pattern of the amorphous
LiNbO 3 film heat-treated at 100°C. The diffuse
ring indicated the amorphous nature of the thin film.
Crystallization occured at temperatures above

Fig. 1 A flow chart for the preparation of LiNbO3 350*C. The bottom spectrum shows the indexed
films by the sol-gel method. X-ray diffraction peaks of crystalline LiNbO 3 film

on silicon (100) single crystal wafer
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Amorphous lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and amorphous barium titanate
(BaTi0 3 ) thin films on metal Ti substrate were also prepaied by using the sol-gel
method. It has been confirmed by X-ray and electron diffraction that these films
heated at temperatures below 400°C are still amorphous t17)

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Electrical characterizations was lacilitatpi with a Au/amorphous
film/Au-passisate'J silicon sandwich structure A modified Sawyer-Tower bridge was
used for• -E hysteresis loop measurements Figure 3(a) shows the 60Hz hysteresis
loops of amorphous LiNbO 3 films coated on Au passivated silicon wafers (
heat-treated at 100°C for 2 hours ) Pr and E. values of 7 8pC/cm 2 and 1 10KV/cm,
respectively, were found to be in the same order of magnitude of those of single
crystal LiNbO3 Figure 3(b) and 3(c) show the loops of amorphous PZT and
amorphous BaTiO 3 thin films, respectively

Dielectric properties of the amorphous films as a function of frequency were
measured at room temperture As an example, the dielectric spectra of amorphous
LiNbO 3 is shown in Fig. 4. Four peaks caused by piezoelectric resonance
absorption at 115kHz, 1.9MHz, 7.5MHz and 10 9MHz were observed

Fig.3 60Hz P-E hysteresis loops of amorphous thin films. (a) amorphous LiNbO 3 , scale of P 5 6

pCIcm
2
/div. and scale of E: 14.7kV/mm/div,: (b) amorphous P17T, bcale of P. 2pC,1cm /div and scale of

E: 6.5kV/mm/div.; and (c) amorphous BaTiO3 , scale of P: 1.6pC/cm
2

/div and scale of E. 11 kV/mm/div

20 T3
Dielectric spectra of amorphous LiNbO3
sample: AuILiNbO3/Au-covered Si substrate
Heating: 120 CI5h, Thickness: 0.13om [2

0)10 1"

Fig. 4 Dielectric permittivity .

and dissipation factor • 0 _
change with frequency in
amorphous LiNbO 3 thin
film.

0o t_ -
4.0 5,0 6.0 7.0

log(Frequency)
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60 2h after poling --
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162h after poling

e after heating (240C/0.5h)
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Fig. 5 Pyroelectric curent
ip(T) of Au / amorphous PZT - 2

thin film / Au sample. 0 20

Measurements were made 0. Sample: Au I amorphous PZT(52/48) film J Au.
at different limes after Electrode area 3.14 X 102cm

2
.

PZT thickness = 0.3iam.
poling. Poling condition: d.c. field 7kV/mm. T - 150 C

20 40 60 80 100

Temperature (-C)

Table I Electrical Properties of Amorphous BaTiO 3 , Pb(Zro 5 2 TI 0 4 8 )0 3, and
LiNbO 3Thin Films at Room Temperature

-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---. . ------------------

Properties* Amorphous Amorphous Amorphous
BaTi0 3 ** PZT** LiNbO 3 ***
(400°C/lh) (400°C/lh) (150°C/5h)

S..................................................................................................................
Film thickness t 0.3pm 0.3pm 0 13pm

Dielectric permittivity 90 (1 kc) 160 (1 kc) 4.8(l kc)
S(25°C) 70(100kc) 49 (100kc) 3.2(100kc)

Resistivity (d c.)
p)(Q-cm) 15 X 109  14 X 107  1 75 X 106

Pyroelectric coefficient
p (nC/cm 2 K) 05 13.8 8

Remanent polarization
Pr (pC/cm 2 ) 2.3 3.2 78

Coercive field
Ec (kV/mm) 10.6 78 11

Breckdown strength
Eb (kV/mm) 60 53 34.S..................................................................................................................

Measured samples have the sandwich structure of Au / thin film / substrate;

** Metal Ti Substrate; *** Silicon Substrate

Pyroelectric current was measured by a picoammeter connected in series with
the sample, while the sample was heated at a moderate rate Before the
measurement, the amorphous samples were poled with a dc electric field of
7--lOkV/mm. The pyroelectric coefficients p of these samples are listed in Table 1
The pyroelectric current change with time were observed For example, in the case
of an amorphous PZT film poled at 150°C, the pyroelectric current became stable
after poling 162 hours ( as shown in Fig. 5 ) After heating up the poled amorphous
PZT sample to 250°C, the pyroelectric current disappeared owing to depolarization
Therefore, it was identified that the pyroelectric effect in the amorphous PZT was
,;aused by the contribution of poled dipoles.

The above observations strongly suggest that the observed ferroelectric-like
Nehaviour, i e., P-E hysteresis, pyroelectricity, and piezoelectric resonance
absorption, was due to the action of permanent dipoles in these amorphous
fetroelectric oxides The measured electrical properties of amorphous BaTiO 3 , PZT
and LiNbO 3 thin films are summerized in Table 1
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MODEL AND DISCUSSION

The structural origin of ferroelectric-like behavior in these amorphous materials
can be discussed on the basis of the sol-gel fabrication process. For example, one
readily identifies the basic building block of the amorphous LiNbO 3 as the polyhedral
pair. One of them is a niobium-oxygen octahedron, and the other one is a highly
distorted lithium-oxygen octahedron sharing a face with the niobium-oxygen
octahedron. Therefore, in the amorphous LiNbO 3 the basic building block is very
similar to those found in crystalline LiNbOl. Due to the differences in hydrolysis
tendency for bidental and tridental oxygens in the ethoxides, the hydrolysis reaction
can be slowed down to the extent that the octahedra pairs are preserved during
hydrolysis. Since the polycondensation reaction occurs immediately after the
hydrolysis of ethoxyl groups, an amorphous oxide with identifiable octahedral pairs
is produced. Figure 6(a) illustrates a simplified structure of amorphous LiNbO 3. The
octahedral pairs after hydrolysis and polycondensation reactions will be
interconnected through one of the following configurations: head-to-head,
head-to-tail, side-by-side, or tail-to-tail. After complete hydrolysis and
polycondensation, an amorphous LiNbO 3 with local structure shown in Figure 6(b) is
formed. Such assemblies will be referred to here as "ferrons" In Figure 6(b) then,
there are two ferrons. As a comparison, a small crystallite of LiNbO 3 of comparable
size is drawn in Figure 6(c). Ferrons are the groups of octahedral pairs
interconnected through polycondensation reactions of the precursor ethoxide in such
a fashion that the pairs are aligned relatively along one direction. The size of the
ferrons will be dependent on the processing condition. Similar to the structure of
crystalline LiNbO 3 , ferrons have on the average 1/3 vacant octahedra, 1/3 lithium
occupied octahedra and 1/3 niobium occupied octahedra. Within the volume of a
ferron, the stoichiometry is satisfied, and the relative displacement of Nb 5 + and Li+ 1

ions are spontaneously polarized in the same direction. Because of the randomness
of the stacking sequence for the three types of octahedra, and these octahedra have
slightly different sizes, each ferron is not a crystallite. Ferrons are in turn
interconnected through their octahedra. The random orientation of the adjacent
ferrons is expected to result in the formation of molecular size voids [see Figure 6(a)]

Polarization direction Nb- oxygen

octahedra

octahedra

(a) Amorphous LiNbO3 structure (b) Amorphous terron pair (c) Crystalline LiNbO 3 structure

Fig. 6(a) Schematic illustration of proposed amorphous LiNbO 3 structure. The arrows indicate the
spontaneous polarization directions for different ferrons; (b) Proposed structure of a terren pair; (c) A
small crystallite of LiNbO 3 constructed using the same group of building blocks from the ferron in (b).
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The directions of the spontaneous polarization for ferrons are random for
amorphous LiNbO 3 , and the polarization is reversible by an external electric field
Ferrons in close proximity may interact and polarize in favor of one particular
direction, although in the absence of an external electric field the overall polarization
of the macroscopic sample is extremely small or zero When an external electric field
is applied, a net polarization in the direction of the field is obtained However, this
net polarization is expected to be smaller than that of the crystalline ferroelectric
Although the above proposed model is still preliminary, it does explain very well the
observed ferroelectric-like behavior of the amorphous oxides in this study.

The above picture is generally applicable to other amorphous phases of known
ferroelectric crystals by similar sol-gel processing The observed behavior of
amorphous PZT and BaTiO 3 thin films in this study are also attributed to the ferron
model.

CONCLUSIONS

1) Amorphous thin films of ferroelectric oxides were successfully prepared by the
sol-gel method with heat-treatment at temperature below 150'C for LiNbO 3 and
below 400°C for PZT and BaTiO 3 , respectively.

2) The electrical properties of amorphous LiNbO 3 , PZT and BaTiO 3 films were
measured. It was found that these amorphous thin films showed ferroelectric-like
behavior.

3) A structural model of "ferrons" is proposed to account for the ferroelectric-like
behavior in the amorphous phase.

4) The advantages of ferroelectric-like amorphous materials, include low
processing temperature, low dielectric permittivity and good transparency without
grain boundaries.
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ABSTRACT

The need for integrated f.roclectrics as charge storage capacitors has increased dramatically not
only for use in radiation hardened and commercial non-volatile memories, but also as possible
high dieiectric material suitable for capacitor applications. These properties combined with a thin
film format, offer the capability of forming very compact capacitor structures suitable for MCM
applications through Flip-Chip Bonding, or even integrated directly onto MMIC's. In this
paper, the material PbZrTilixO3 , where x=l, 0.53, and 0.60 has been assessed. Thin films
were produced using a sol-gel technique onto metallised thermally oxidised silicon. The effects
on film microstructure and crystallinity with variation in the deposition process will be
described. The best films were obtained by incorporating excess lead in the starting solutions,
and also by the addition of acetylacetone which was used as a solution modifier. It will be
demonstrated that fully perovskite films can be readily obtained at temperatures as low as 450°C.
The films were normally 0.3-0.44tm thick with grain sizes of the order of 0.2pjm. These films
exhibited dielectric constants and loss in the range 170-800 and 1-3% respectively.
Measurements upto 3MHz, indicated useful performance with low dispersion. The measured Pr
and Ec were in the range 16-221pC/cm 2 , and 60-120kV/cm respectively.

INTRODUCTION

The complex nature of the lead zirconate titanate (PZT) material system gives it a unique set of
electrical, mechanical and optical properties which have been used or proposed f, - device
applicationsi. Recent work has developed a new set of applications for these materials involving
devices for memory and logic circuits on silicon or GaAs, and requiring the use of thin films.
Films (200-300nm) of ferroelectric allow operating voltages compatible with normal device
voltages, ie, up to 5V, and compatibility of the film deposition technique with established silicon
processing makes integration with planar circuit technology possible. The high dielectric
constants offered by ferroelectric materials in thin film format2 makes them attractive for use as
high volume efficient capacitors. The space saving due to the high capacitance could be further
enhanced by combining high 'K' thin layers with flip chip solder bonding technology 3 .4 , a
combination, which has previously never been explored.

The flip chip technique permits the use of area array bonding and thinner substrates, giving
space saving potential, but in most cases, the capacitor area is determined by the dielectric
properties of the thin film material. Capacitors on GaAs presently use Si 3 N4 for MMIC RF
decoupling applications. The use of ferroelectrics is expected to yield a factor of up to 1(X10
increase in permittivity coupled with a similar reduction in chip area. The choice of material for
this application depends strongly on the area of application and the intended operating frequency
range. Of the range of ferroelectric materials available, the lead zirconate titanate (PbZrxTil-xO3)
PZT solid solution system offers the greatest potential. It has been shown previously 5 that
compositions close to x = 0.98 can provide a dielectric constant of 115 with low dispersion and
low loss out to microwave frequencies. In this paper, we report the use of sol-gel derived
PbZrxTi1Ox03 x = 0.53, 0.6 and I thin films deposited onto platinum coated silicon (100) wafers
with a thermal oxide barrier layer.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. 11993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The precursors used to prepare the deposition solution consisted of lead acetate trihydrate.
titanium n-butoxide and zirconium n-butoxide in 2-methoxyethanol (2ME) as a solvent. The
process is shown schematically in Figure 1; the titanium and zirconium precursors were reacted
separately and then added to the dehydrated lead solution. The as prepared (53/47) solution
-0.7M was further modified with acetylacetone and 2ME to give a deposition solution of about
0.1M strength. The sols for the 60/40 composition and 100/0 were not acac modified,
however, they were diluted to the same extent as that used for the 53/47 sol. Best results were
obtained with lead excesses of 10%, which compensated for lead loss at higher temperatures and
aided sintering. The films were typically spin coated at 2000 rpm for 30 seconds, followed by a
bake at 170'C to remove the solvent. This process was repeated several times and then
consolidated at 450'C/2 mins. This temperature was found to be sufficient to decompose the
organic groups and crystallise the perovskite phase. The thickness per layer obtained after firing
was about 0.0151am. The substrates used consisted of e-beam coated Pt/Ti on SiO2/silicon, the
PtrTi thicknesses were 1000 and 50A respectively and were used without any pre-annealing.

,( Ot)4 T,,o un,, (, o.,c z 3H . 2)
ZrtoBun)4 A

React w Rdlhx 2Hrs Reflux 
2

-irs React with 2ME
2-Methoxyctdrianol under dry N, ard dehydr.te

(2-ME)
TiUME)3.(O1un)

Z.I2ME)3.(Ollu)

Mix

Rellux 1nr under dry N2SRemove Butyl Acetate"by disufllawao

P( PZrjj53Ti0.47103 2MZE ) -pl•)e,

M'J~i'y with Acetylacetone
( Dieposition Solution

Figure 1. Solution Preparation Schematic

The films were characterised by a number of techniques, including X-ray diffraction (XRD)
using Cuaj radiation and scan- rng electron microscopy. Dielectric properties were determined
using a Wayne Kerr 6425 LC > aeter and high frequency measurements on a Hewlett Packard
4191A impedance analyser. Hysteresis loop measurements were conducted on a Radiant
Technologies RT66A thin films tester.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a film of composition 53/47 (Zr/Ti) a preferentially (11) orientated film was almost always
obtained, as shown in Figure 2. Increasing Zr content, however, gave an increasing degree of
preferred (100) orientation as shown by Figures 3 and 4, for a 60/40 and a 100/0 film
respectively. It was noticable that where samples were processed without a 450TC intermediate
bake, conversion to the perovskite phase proved to be more difficult and required extended
periods of time at 450'C or higher to fully convert.
SEM analysis of 53/47 films indicated a smooth surface (Figure 5) and showed little evidence of
grain growth at 450'C. High temperature treatment at up to 700'C led to limited grain growth
with 'rosette' type grains up to 0.2gm observable. It is though that this is probably due to the
acac modification, which alters the sol chemistry, leading to fine scale grain structures. In
contrast, both the 60/40 and the 100/0 films gave good microstructures with rapid grain growth
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even at low temperature. A typical surface is shown in Figure 6. This shows dense regions of
grain growth interspersed with dark areas (matrix).

5x j(3 2x103
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Figure 2. X-ray trace for a 53/47 PZT film Figure 3. X-ray trace for a 60/40 PZT film
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Figure 4 X-ray trace for a 100/0 PZT film

Examination by EPMA (electron probe microanalysis) concluded that the matrix region was lead
deficient and Zr rich. Because no pyrochore phase was detected by X-ray diffractometry, it is
thought that the matrix probably consists of a amorphous pyrochlore phase, of a composition as
yet undetermined. Further, higher temperature treatment gave limited grain growth with grains
of up to 0.2pm across. It is also interesting to note that an unmodified 53/47 film also gave
extensive grain growth at higher temperatures. In our investigation, we have observed a reverse
trend to that seen by Klee et al6, who showed that pre-annealing the substrates influenced the
oriented growth of PZT with reasonable grain size. In our case, the pre-annealed substrates
were found to consist of a smooth surface compared with an unannealed surface which was
rougher. This surface roughness we believe leads to preferred PZT crystallisation sites.
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500nm

Figure 5. SEM surface of a 53/47 PZT film

Figure 6. SEM surface of a 60/40 PZT film

The film dielectric characteristics were determined by evaporating Cr/Au electrodes onto the
surface of the film through a shadow mask consisting of 200 to 1mm diameter holes. The
bottom electrode was exposed by acid etching at a corner using a HFIHCI mixture. Both the
53/47 and 60/40 films were approximately 0.3fim thick, while the 100/0 was 0.449m; for films
having a final anneal at 700'C. As the Zr concentration was altered, three different types of
hysteresis loops were observed, as shown in Figure 7. The 53/47 films all gave a strongly
asymmetric loop related to the electrode profile of the stack and also the higher Ti content. In
general, this gave a Pr and Ec values in the range 24-321pC/cm 2 and 95-110kV/cm respectively.
Increasing Zr content led to slimmer loops with Pr and Ec in the range 16-22 pC/cm 2 and 63-
112kV/cm for films with 60/40 composition. In contrast, PbZrO3 which is antiferroelectric
(AFE) at room-temperature, show loops typical of a dielectric. Hysteresis loops have been
observed for PbZrO3 previously 7, but only after inducing a AFE-FE transition under a high
critical electrical field. The calculated relative permittivities at 1kHz were of the order of 800,
300 and 180 for 53/47, 60/40 and 100/0 respectively. The measurement of permittivity from
lkHz to 300kHz showed a decrease from 8(X) to 700 for the 53/47 composition. However, both
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the Zr rich films gave negligible variation with values of 250 and 170 for 60(40 and I(X1IO

respectively. The dielectric losses at lkHz also show a similar decrease with increasing Zrcontent from -40/e to less than 1% for pure PbZrO3. Interestingly. the 100/0I film also gave a

very high resistivity of >10 10fm; compared with 109)m kor 53/47 and 60/40 compositions.
The low dielectric constants obtained in the present films have been observed previouslyh, and
may be due in part to variations in grain size, film thickness, interfaces, etc.

X Div=100.0 ,C/cm 2 -" X Div=83.33 p.C/cm 2 1-
SDiv=12".24 • V Di%=8.76

S"1- Ps=48.85 -- Ps=34.77
Ec= 110.46 Ec=63.72

Figure 7(a). Hysteresis for a 53/47 PZT film Figure 7(b). Hysteresis for a 60/40film

X Di%=100.0 ýXtCcm2iY-
Y Div=0.96 •

Figure 7(c). Hysteresis typical of a dielectric (PbZrO3)

A 53/47 film was also suitably etched and electroded with Cr/Au electrodes of area's 160im 2

and 200gm 2 . After suitable wirebonding, measurements of permittivity and loss were
performed up to a 3MHz. The observed permittivity again indicated a negligible decrease from
550 at lkHz to 500 at 3MHz. Similarly, the dielectric loss gave value's of 6% and 3% at 1kHz
and W•'7. resnectively. This is not unexpected as similar behaviour has been observed in PZT
cerarnis'), whrca the J udcctwic •,•tnt ,va•• -'nd to be independent of frequency in the range
lkHz-1OOMHz, with a value close to 1000. Also, the low frequency dielectric loss was found
to be sensitive to dc-conduction within the film, leading to a sharp increase.

CONCLUSIONS

Highly crystalline perovskite PZT films of composition 53/47, 60/40 and 10010 were
successfully deposited on metallised silicon substrates using the sol-gel process at 450'C. It was
shown that at this temperature, the preferred orientation gradually changes from (I 1) to (1(0),
as the film composition was varied from 53/47 - 1((/0. All the films exhibited small grain size
of the order 0.21gm. These films exhibited dielectric constants and loss in the range 170-8(X) and
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1-3% respectively. The measured Pr and E(. were in the range 16-22PC/rcm 2 and 60-120kV/cm.
High frequency measurements up to 3MHz for a 53/47 film indicated useful performance in the
lower MHz range with low dispersion.
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ABSTRACT

PbTiO 3(PT), Pb 1 _xLaxTil_,, 40 3(PLT) and PbZrTi, ,O,(PZT) thin films
were prepared by rf magnetron sputtering. It was found that the thin films
have remarkably large pyroelectric effect and high figures of merit for
infrared sensors without poling treatment. High performance pyroelectric
infrared sensors (single element and linear array) were fabricated by using the
PLT(x=0.1) thin films with the new structures and the device process. This
type of sensor is carried on the air conditioner to detect a thermal
environment. The PZT thin films with x=0.9 showed a large remanent
polarization of 46[IC/cm 2 and small coercive force of 28kV/cm. In addition,
good endurance behavior (no degradation of Pr after it11' cycles) was
observed. Recent activities of ferroelectric thin film research in Japan is also
reported.

INTRODUCTION

Lead-based ferroelectrics with perovskite type structure, such as PT, PZT.
PLT and (PbLa)(ZrTi)O3 (PLZT), have interesting and beneficial properties;
i.e., dielectric, ferroelectric, piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and optoelectric
properties. These materials have been widely used for electric devices in bulk
ceramic form. However, the preparation of a large high quality single crystal
of pure Pb-based ferroelectrics is very difficult because of high volatility of
Pb or PbO.

Development of high quality single crystal thin film of Pb-based
ferroelectrics has been an important subject of our thin film research to
obtain new or advanced properties unattainable in ceramic form with
randomly oriented grain structure. The difficulties to produce high quality
thin films of Pb-based ferroelectrics are mainly due to the relatively high
crystallization or epitaxial temperature (>5000C), the high volatility of PbO,
the low melting point of Pb(327°C) and the necessity of high oxygen pressure
for the oxidation of Pb. Progress of thin film technology in this decade
make it possible to grow a high quality single crystal thin film and a film with
the proper crystalline orientation [1-31. We have reported the preparation
and electric properties of PT, PLT and PZT films epitaxially grown on the
single crystal substrate [3-61 and the application of these films to infrared
sensors [7,81. The progress of thin film technology is realizing the
integration of ferroelectrics into semiconductor devices for non-volatile

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 310. 11993 Materials Research Society
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random access memories, thermal imaging sensor, piezoelectric acoustic wave
transducers and optoelectric device applications[9].

In this paper, PT, PLT and PZT films fabricated with rf-magnetron
sputtering are reported. These films showed unique dielectric and
ferroelectric properties. Fabrication and characteristics of the infrared sensors
using PLT thin films are also reported.

FERROELECTRIC THIN FILM RESEARCH IN JAPAN

A number of companies and universities are investigating the ferroelectric
and dielectric thin films. At the 1993 Spring Meeting of Japanese Society of
Applied Physics(Mar. 29 to Apr.1 ), fifty five contributed papers on
ferroelectric thin film were discussed. More than 50% of the papers were
aiming at memory applications. 65% of papers were dealing with the Pb-
based ferroelectrics, especially PZT having the composition of morphotropic
phase boundary (MPB).

Many researchers investigated a fatigue problem. Professor Okada's group
(Chubu University) examined fatigue characteristics of (001) and (I 11)
oriented PZT(45/55) films prepared by MOCVD[10]. These PZT films were
deposited on (I11 )Pt/SiO./Si and (100)Pt/MgO, respectively. The (001)
oriented PZT showed excellent fatigue characteristics and the film did not
degrade until almost 1()12 cycles. However, the (111) oriented PZT degrades
at about 101 cycle. They discussed the mechanism of fatigue from the view
point of the difference of crystal orientation. Lowering of process
temperature is desired for the compatibility to silicon process. Sharp Corp.
reported PZT films prepared by RTA(deposited at 250'C and 15 seconds
RTA) with good fatigue characteristics (10' cycle)[11]. Olympus and
Colorado University group discussed the fatigue mechanism from the view
point of oxygen defects the in PZT film near the electrodes[12].

The pyroelectric sensor is an important application field of ferroelectric
thin film. We reported almost (100% c-axis oriented PLT thin film deposited
on (100)Pt/MgO by rf magnetron sputtering[131. This film showed very high
pyroelectric coefficient, y, of 1.3xl0-TC/cm 2 K and relatively low dielectric
constant, E,, of 350.

PLT AND PZT FILMS IN MATSUSHITA

Preparation of the films by rf magnetron sputtering

The substrates used were (100)MgO and (100)oriented Pt on MgO. For
the PZT films, (111)Pt coated R- and c-sapphire and SiOISi substrates were
also used. The compositions of sputtering target powders were given by the
formula: For the PLT film, (1-Y)(PblxLaxTi1 _,/40 3)+Y(PbO), where x=0.0-
(0.15 and Y=0.2. For the PZT film, (1-Y)(PbZrTil-xO 3)+Y(PbO), where
x=0.2-0.9 and Y=0.2. The films were deposited at a substrate temperature of
500-725'C in a sputtering gas (Ar/O 2=9/l) at the pressure of around 10-2
Torr. The deposition rate of the films was typically 6nm/min.
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pattern of PLT(x=0. 15) thin film deposited on Pt/MgO.

Characterization of PLT films

The films were examined by electron and X-ray (CuKa) diffractometry
and electron microscope. The evaluation was made in the degree of c-axis
orientation a; a=1o1/(01oo+1l(1), where 1100 and 1001 represent the diffraction
intensities of 100 and 001 reflections, respectively.

c-axis oriented PLT film is important for infrared sensors, because the c-
axis is the polarization axis. Highly c-axis oriented PT and PLT thin films
were obtained on both the MgO and Pt/MgO substrate. Figure 1 shows the
typical X-ray diffraction pattern of the c-axif oriented PLT(x=0.15) thin film
with the thickness of 5.71im. The a of this film is 0.97 and OC reflections of

perovskite structure are mainly observed. The hO0 reflections are very weak
and are not observed clcarly. c-axis orientation of the films is due to the
large thermal expansion coefficient of MgO and ferroelasticity of the PLT.

In order to investigate the film quality as well as to reveal the interface
structure, the PLT films were examined by high resolution electron
microscopy. TEM photographs of the cross section of the PLT (x=0.15) film
deposited on the MgO substrate are shown in Fig.2. Fig. 2(a) shows a low
magnification image of the film in which no crack and no grain boundary is
observed and the film seems to be homogeneous. The diffraction pattern of
this area shows that the film is a single crystal. At the central part of the
photograph, a domain structure is observed. The analysis of the diffraction
pattern of this area indicates that the film is constructed by mainly the c-
domain(c-axis of the film is perpendicular to the substrate) and small portion
of a-domain( c-axis is almost parallel to the substrate) which have a (101)
plane in common with the matrix. In the PLT film dark periodic contrasts
(about 3nm intervals) are observed at the interface to the MgO substrate,
indicating the existence of strong lattice distortion or strained layer.

In Fig. 2(b) of the high resolution image, the lattice image of the film and
the substrate can be clearly observed. Although the surface of the MgO
substrate is not flat and fairly irregular, PLT film grew epitaxially on the
MgO substrate. The connection of the atomic rows in the [001] direction
going from the MgO substrate into the PLT film is clearly observed.
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S"5 MgO

Fig. 2 (a)A low magnification image of (00l) PLT (x=0.15)on (l(9))MgO.

Fig. 2 (b)A high resolution image of the PLT/MgO interface.

Misfit dislocations are observed in the PLT thin film corresponding to the
dark contrast of the film mentioned above. The dislocations are not located
at the interface of the film and the substrate but in the PLT film about 2nm
apart from the surface. Although the lattice mismatch between PLT and MgO
is very large and about 8%, the PLT seems to accommodate its crystal lattice
to that of MgO.

Characterization of PZT films

(001) oriented PZT thin films were obtained on the (100)Pt/MgO
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substrates. On the ( I I )Pt substrate, polycrystalline PZT films were obtained.
(I 11) oriented PZT films were obtained above 700'C. Reliable electric data
were not obtained for the film deposited at such a high substrate temperature,
because of low concentration of Pb in the films. The X-ray diffraction
patterns indicated that the films were tetragonal when the zirconium content,
x, in the target was less than (1.45. When x was greater than 0.50, there was
no separation of the hO0 and 001 reflections on the X-ray diffraction pattern
of the films indicating that the tetragonality was too small to be detected or
that the films were rhombohedral.

Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of a PZT thin film on
Pt/SiO,/Si deposited at 675°C using the target with x=t0.8t, It is the pattern
of polycrystalline PZT indicating the film is single phase and has a
perovskite structure, however 001 reflection is relatively strong.

Electric properties of PLT films

Dielectric constant, Er, and dielectric loss factor, tanb, were measured at
1kHz applying about 25kV/cm by a multifrequency LCR meter. D-F
hysteresis loops were obtained by a Sawyer-Tower circuit with sinusoidal
wave of 100Hz. Pyroelectric coefficient, y was obtained from the temperature
gradient of pyroelectric current measured by a pA meter. These
measurements were performed without a poling treatment. Nevertheless,
significant pyroelectric currents were detected on all the thin films. The
directions of currents were the same in all measured samples and from the
lower electrode on the side of the MgO substrate to the upper electrode on
heating. Usually, pyroelectric currents cannot be observed on ferroelectric
polycrystalline ceramics and single crystal without a poling treatment. This
phenomenon is named "self-polarization" and is shown schematically in
Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows Er and y of PbTiO 3 films as a function of the c-axis
orientation rate ct. rE decreases and y increases upon increasing ct. This
behavior can be explained by the fact that rr a'-,ng the c-axis is smaller than
that perpendicular to the c-axis, and the c-axis is the polarization axis. The
film with ct=0.8 shows an E, of 97 and y of 2.5x10- C/cm2 K. Fr is smaller
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and y is larger than those of PbTiO 3ceramics.(Er=190, y=1.8xl(-SC/cm 2K) Fr
and y increased with increasing La. The evaluation of pyroelectric materials
was carried out using figures of merit Fv(=y/ErCV) for voltage responsivity
and Fm(=y/CvE tans) for specific detectivity D*, where Cv is volume specific
heat (=3.2J/cm5K). Figure 6 shows the mean values of figures of merit Ft
and Fm for PLT thin films with the same thickness as a function of La
content. The loss factor of tanb was almost constant with the variation of La

content and about 0.006. The mean Fm shows a maximum at x=0.1. These
results show that the c-axis oriented PLT thin films with x=0.1 are a good
material for pyroelectric infrared detectors.

Electric properties of PZT films

Figure 7 shows E, of PZT thin films as a function of the target
composition. A peak of Er was observed at the target composition of x=0.65
for the films deposited on the Pt/sapphire substrate. Chemical composition
analysis showed that when the target composition x is 0.65, the film
composition became 0.55. Therefore, the peak of E, in Fig. 7 corresponds to
the composition of the MPB exactly.

On the other hand, a peak of Er was difficult to identify for the PZT films
deposited on Pt/MgO and the value of E, is small compared with that on
Pt/sapphire. It is believed that PZT has a large anisotropy in the dielectric
constant as observed in PbTiO 3, i.e., Er along the c-axis is small compared
with that perpendicular to polarization axis. The PZT films on Pt/MgO
substrates were oriented in (001). The differences observed in Fig. 7 are,
therefore, explained by the anisotropy of E, of PZT.

Figure 8 shows remanent polarization, Pr, and coercive field, Ec, of the
PZT films deposited on Pt/MgO as a function of the target composition at the
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applied voltage of 150kV/cm. Ec decreased and Pr increased with increasing
Zr content. The gradual change of Pr against the molar ratio of Zr in the
target is observed except in the region between x=0.55 and x=0.65, where the
Pr changes abruptly. The abrupt change in Fig. 8 represents the boundary
between the tetragonal and the rhombohedral phase. This result indicates that
PZT films in the rhombohedral region have "soft" ferroelectricity and are
suitable for memories. A peak of Pr is observed at the composition of MPB
for the PZT ceramics[141 and polycrystalline thin films[15]. However, in this
study a peak of Pr was not observed at the MPB composition. This is due to
the high (001) orientation of the films and relatively low applied field of
150kV/cm. Figure 9 shows typical D-E hysteresiq loops with x=0.9 and
x=0.35. The PZT film with 0.90 showed Pr of 46[LC/cm 2 and Ec of 28kV/cm
at the applied voltage (100Hz) of 150kV/cm. These values observed on films
with x-0.90 are expected to easily satisfy the requirement imposed by large
scale random access memories.

The resistance to fatigue of PZT films is crucial for their application in
advanced RAMs. As shown in Fig. 10, bipolar stressing (±IOV) resulted in
no degradation of Pr of PZT(x=0.8) film at least up to 10ll cycles.

The most interesting thing of our ((X)I) oriented PLT and PZT thin film is
that the spontaneous polarization of the films is directing in the same
direction. Therefore, pyroelectric and piezoelectric signals can be obtained
without poling treatment. After annealing treatments at above Curie
temperature of those films, this "self-polarization" nature was not changed.
The exact reason of "self-polarization" have not been revealed. Some
researchers pointed out that it is caused by the large lattice distortion due to
the difference of the thermal expansion coefficient between the film and the
substrate[16]. It has been reported that the pyroelectric current decreased
with increasing substrate temperature and it changed the direction at 63)0°C.
This result indicates that the direction of the polarization changed at this
substrate temperature; e.g., below 630'C, polarization was pointing from the
lower electrode to the upper electrode as shown in Fig. 4, however above
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630'C, it was pointing the lower electrode. Compositional analysis of the
films (2Onm thick) shows that Pb/Ti ratio in the films decrease with
increasing substrate temperature. These facts imply that the direction of the
polarization in the films is strongly related to the chemical composition, that
is Pb/lTi ratio or the atom species of the first layer of the films.

INFRARED SENSORS

Several types of single element sensors and linear array sensors were
fabricated using PLT(x=0.1) thin films. For example, a reticulated linear
array sensor is illustrated in Fig. 11. This type of array sensor has separated
PLT elements(element size is 0.15xlmm, 3[Lm thickness) deposited on (I(M))
-oriented Pt film(lx25mm, 160nm thickness) by using a metal mask. The Pt
electrode noncoated with the PLT was etched off by Ar ion milling. The
Ni-Cr top electrodes ( 0.1x0.3mm 2) were evaporated on the PLT using metal
mask. The MgO substrate under the PLT was etched off by phosphoric acid.
Another reticulated sensors, which are coated and supported by only the
polyimide films to the MgO were fabricated. This linear array and discrete
JFET chips were enclosed within a pin-grid package as shown in Fig. 12.
Each read-out electrode was connected to each gate of 64 FET chips by Au
wire bonding. Si window was prepared.

The outputs were amplified by a
60dB amplifier and measured by a

10 0-lock-in amplifier. The cross talk
09o was measured by using the radiation

through a slit from a He-Ne laser.
P1(11 Is/S'SO/Si Figure 13 shows Rv and D" of a
+o10V single elemeýnt of the reticulated

08 sensor. D" increase with increasing
2__ chopping frequency, f, when

0 106 10 10 1 06 2 1013 f<50Hz, because Rv almost saturate
number of cycles and Vn vary as F- 1 . On the other

Fig. 10 Effect of fatigue on Pr under hand, D" is proportional to f-112

bipolar stressing (±1OV). when f>lO0Hz, because Rv vary as
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Fig. 11 Schematical structural drawing of Fig. 12 A photograph of the reticulated
the reticulated linear array sensor, linear array sensor with discrete MFET

chips (64 elements, 5elements/mm)

f-' and Vn vary as f-l/2. The D° of this sensor is considerably large and
6x10•cmHz112/W is attained. The reticulated linear array sensor has a very
low cross talk of <3% at 100 Hz compared with that of non-reticulate one
(20%). The fundamental characteristics of the linear array sensor are
summarized in Table I. The reticulated sensors with the resolution of 5
elements/mm can be constructed by the method of using simple metal mask
process.

This type of the sensor using PLT thin film with 8 elements will be carried
on the air-conditioner to instantly identify the number, location and postures-
standing or sitting - of people in a room, expecting the sensor will help to
provide more adequate air-conditioning by making the room more
comfortable for all occupants.

FUTURE OF FERROELECTRIC THIN FILM

Oxide materials with perovskite structure have a number of interesting
properties, such as ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, ferro- or ferrimagnetism
and high temperature superconductivity. Recently, the atomic layer growth
and the fabrication of artificial superlattice of the oxide with perovskite
structure have been attained[171. We believe that multiple deposition layers
of diffe'rent type of materials or graded layers of the material on an atomic
scale would open up a new path in the field of materials science.

For this purpose, preparation of a high quality substrate surface is essential
to make a film with high crystallinity and a smooth surface. Recently, we
succeeded in the preparation of (1(X)) oriented Pt thin film on MgO substrate
with high crystallinity and excellent surface morphology by rf magnetron
sputtering. Figure 14 shows the RHEED pattern and SEM image of the
surface of this film. These results show that the Pt film is a single crystal and
its surface is atomically flat. Thin film materials should be investigated on
such well defined surfaces.
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. I SUMMARY

104ý Thin films of Pb-based ferroelectrics
were prepared by rf magnetron

Ssputtering. These films showed unique
S r -H 1°" and excellent properties which are not

> -I R,, . c0 obtained on the bulk ceramics. It was
a: found that the thin films show

remarkably large pyroelectric effect
(b) without poling treatment. Pyroelectric
( I, .... I .... infrared sensors were fabricated using

10 100 1000 the PLT thin films. This type of sensor
f (HZ) is carried on air-conditioners for

Fir. 13 Frequency dependence of Rv and sensing of persons. This is the first
D for the reticulated inear array sensor. report of a thin ferroelectric film

application to consumer appliances.
The PZT thin films with x=0.9 showed a large remanent polarization of
46p.C/cm 2, small coercive force of 28kV/cm and good endurance behavior
(no degradation of Pr after 1011 cycles). Recent activities of ferroelectric thin
film research in Japan was also reported.

Table I
Characteristics of the reticulated linear array sensor

Voltage responsivity Rv (at 50Hz) 364X)V/W
Specific detectivity D*(500K, 50Hz, I Hz) 5.0x10 8 cmHz 1/2/W
Cross talk (at 50Hz) 4 %
Element density 5 elemeuts/mm
Element number 64 elements
Element size 0.lxO.3mm 2

(a) (b)

1 100] 1e nm

Fig. 14 (a)RHEED pattern and (b)SEM image of the newly developed (100) Pt
thin film electrode.
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PZT THIN FILMS ON A LEAD TITANATE
INTERLAYER PREPARED BY rf MAGNETRON SPUTTERING

P. H. Ansari', A. Safari

Department of Ceramic Engineering, Rutgers University, Piscataway NJ 08855

ABSTRACT

Ferroelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT) films with a composition near the
morphotropic phase boundary have been deposited by rf magnetron sputtering on a Si
substrate coated with silicon oxide, titanium, and platinum (Si/SiO,/Ti/Pt). Substrate
temperature and oxygen partial pressure were changed during deposition to prepare films
with controlled stoichiometry and perovskite structure. The effects of lead titanate (PT)
as a buffer layer were investigated. Thin films of PT/PZT have a dielectric constant of
800 with a dissipation factor of 0.04 at I kHz. The remnant polarization of 81IC/cm2 and
the coercive field of 50 kV/cm were measured. The effect of processing on the formation
of perovskite phase and the electrical properties will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric thin films, due to their display of a spontaneous electrical polarization
that can be switched between two stable states, are of considerable interest in fabricating
a ferroelectric memory device "'. Such devices vkould require a ferroelectric material with
good endurance (1010-10"' cycles) and retention (1-10 years), fast switching polarization
of at least 5 uC/cm2 and a switching voltage capability ranging between 3 and 5 volts.
These operating conditions demand a high quality ferroelectric film with to% coercive
field, high remanent polarization and minimal aging and fatigue. Lead zirconate-titanate
(PZT) thin film is a prime candidate for memory applications.

Thin films of PZT have been prepared by several deposition methods including
sputtering 4 6, sol-gel 7.1 and pulsed laser deposition 9,'(. Several review papers on
comparing various features of common deposition techniques of ferroelectric materials
can be found in the literature ". In the present work, rf magnetron sputtering has been
used, a method that is compatible with conventional semiconductor processing such as
CMOS, and offers good control of the deposition parameters and the stoichiornetry of
the film.

In this work the deposition parameters such as the target-to-substrate distance and the
sputtering power were optimized to grow PZT films on a Si-based multilayer substrate.
The effects of a lead titanate (PT) layer on the formation of the perovskite phase were
investigated extensively. Such intermediate layers were found to minimize the substrate
dependencies of the crystallization of PZT thin films. PZT films deposited directly on
the Si-based substrate (i.e. with no intermediate PT layer) showed a great tendency for
electric short, whether or not the ,ubstrate had been annealed prior to growth. The
perovskite phase formation and the electrical properties of the PT/PZT composite thin
films are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL

A Sputtered Film Inc. rf magnetron sputtering machine was used to deposit thin films
of PT and PZT on a multilayer substrate. The system was equipped with a Balzers turbo

Permanent address: Physics Department, Scon Hall University, S. Orange. NJ 07071)
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molecular pump allowing film growth in a 100% oxygen environment, and an Angstrom
Sciences sputtering gun, permitting the use of cold pressed powders as targets.

PbZr05. 3Ti0 470 3 films were prepared using targets made from a commercially
synthesized powder (PZT 501A) manufactured by Ultrasonic Powders Inc. PT films were
deposited using a PbTiO 3 powder made by conventional solid solution technique, i.e. by
mixing the TiO 2 and PbO powders and calcining at 850'C. Additional 10 wt% excess
PbO was added to both the PZT powder and the PT powder prior to target preparation.
Excess PbO in the starting material compensates the PbO losses during the sputtering
procedure, allowing the deposition of stoichiometric films. Target materials were cold
pressed onto a shallow grooved metallic dish to a thickness of about 0.3 cm and a
diameter of 5.1 cm.

S substrate

A (100) oriented Si wafer with or without
coated with silicon oxide, titanium heat treatment
and platinum (SiO,/Ti/Pt) was
used as a substrate. The Ti layer ¶

improves the adhesion of the Pt- PT deposition
electrode on SiO,. The multilayer
substrates were thoroughly room temp.
cleaned before they were placed I

onto a holder facing a target at I...it

an optimized distance of 5 cm. A
heating element clamped to the not
holder allowed the substrate annealed
reaching a temperature up to anneale
750'C. All depositions were
preceded by a pre-sputtering
period of at least 30 minutes.
Films of PT and PZT were PZT deposition
reactively deposited both at room
temperature and in situ up to
650'C according to the flow chart room temp.
given in Fig. 1. Most films were |
grown in a 100% oxygen medium, n
whereas, others were deposited in annealed
either Ar only or a mixture of
Ar/O. The sputtering conditions
of PT and PZT thin films are charsctrizationj
given in Table 1. measurement

Fig. I Deposition flow chart.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

PZT films were prepared at both room temperature (i.e. without heating the
substrate) and higher temperatures between 450TC and 650"C. The crystal structure of
the sputtered films were observed to depend on the substrate temperature. While, PZT
films prepared at low substrate temperatures were amorphous, those deposited at
temperatures between 450TC and 600TC displayed a mixture of perovskite and pyrochlore
phase. Films prepared at temperatures higher than 600TC showed a single phase
perovskite structure. Films with amorphous structure required a heat treatment in order
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Table I The sputtering parameters.

Parameters PT Films IPZT Films

rf Power 110 W 50-110 W
Target Cold Pressed Cold Pressed

Powder Powder
Target Diameter 5.1 cm 5.1 cm

Target-Sub. 5 cm 5 cm

Distance

Gas Flow 02: 2-5 sccm O,: 2-12 sccm
Ar: 2 sccm Ar: 6-10 sccm._

Gas Pressure 14-30 mtorr 14-120 rntort
Substrate Temp. up to 625"C up to 650'C

Deposition 15-20 A/min 15-20 A/min
Rate

to transform their structure into a perovskite phase. This was achieved by rapid thermal
processing (RTP) as well as the conventional annealing method. RTP at 6(00C for up to

20 seconds and conventional annealing at 5000C for up to one hour were examined.
Room temperature deposited PZT films (with no PT layer) annealed at 6(X)C for (a)

30 minutes and (b) 20 seconds are compared in Fig. 2. While both patterns represent
single phase perovskite structure, the annealed film displays an XRD pattern with peaks
that are slightly shifted to the lower 2-theta values and are less intense than those

annealed for a longer time. Shift of the XRD lines in Fig. 2 maybe due to stress in the
film studied.

Single phase perovskite structure is also obtained when PZT films are deposited on

(N

substrate

z

(a)

15.0 60.0
TWO - THETA (DEGREES)

Fig. 2 PZT films annealed at 6000C for (a) 30 minutes and (b) 20 seconds.
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PT layers at room temperature and subsequently annealed at 600"C for 30 minutes. In
Fig. 3, a typical XRD pattern of a PZT film deposited on an annealed PT layer is
compared to that of a film deposited on a PT layer with no prior heat treatment. While
the two films demonstrate essentially identical XRD patterns, PZT deposited on an
annealed PT layer displays a more intense pattern than that deposited on a not heat
treated PT layer.

substrate
o PT

oIS(a)

(b)

15.0 60.0
TWO - THETA (DEGREES)

Fig. 3 PZT films deposited on (a) an annealed PT layer and (h) a not heat
treated PT layer.

Fig. 4 displays the XRD patterns of two PT/PZT composite films with PT films grown
at room temperature followed by (a) no further heat treatment, and (b) annealed at
600'C for 30 minutes, prior to the in-situ deposition of PZT at 600"C. Both patterns
display single phase perovskite structure. H1, wever, the XRD peaks for the PZT films
deposited on not-heat treated PT layers are found to be more intense than those grown
on annealed PT layers. In addition, the XRD peaks for Pt (the bottom electrode) are
more intense for the PZT films deposited on annealed PT layers. This maybe due to the
partial diffusion of Pt in the PT buffer layer due to excessive heating. Therefore, for
application purposes one would prefer to grow PZT on a as grown PT layer than
annealed PT films.

In all films prepared, the (110) diffraction peak is the main XRD peak of the
perovskite PZT, which corresponds to a lattice distance dh,, = 4.036 A. This peak was
used to estimate the PZT grain size using Cauchy and P.,eudo-Voight models. The grain
size of in-situ deposited PZT films at 600"C is averaged at 60nm. This estimate is in line
with the findings of other scholars who had used no buffer layer .

The microstructure of thin films was examined using the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The films are generally crack-free and have a smooth surface feature (not shown
here). Some very small dark dots on otherwise bright backgrounds were observed on
some PZT films. The elemental analysis of both regions revealed no obvious differences.

When PZT films were deposited directly on Pt-electrodes they showed a great
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Fig. 4 In-situ deposited PZT films on (a) a not heat treated PT layer and (b) an
annealed PT layer.

tendency for electric short, whether or not the substrate had been heated prior to growth.
Observations of similar nature are also found in the literature .

To minimize the electric short, a PT buffer layer was deposited on Pt-electrode. PT
as a buffer layer is a preferred material since it crystallizes into the perovskite phase with
a lattice constant similar to that of PZT. The effective role of PT as an interlayer in
growth of PLZT by sol-gel has been reported 12. Interlayers have been found to minimize
the substrate dependencies of the crystallization of PZT thin films. However, it is found
to be necessary to minimize the buffer layer since its thickness affects the film properties
such as polarization and permittivity. We use a PT layer of a thickness, minimized at
about 300 A. However, the electrical properties of thin films like capacitance, dielectric
constant, and polarization are inevitably influenced by thin films of PT.

In our study, Pt as top electrode was sputtered onto the films and together with the
bottom electrode, they sandwiched the ferroelectric thin films forming a car acitor cell.
Here, PZT films are between 2000 A to 5000 A thick.

At 1 kHz, the capacitance of the composite films was found to be at least 3 nF, and
the dielectric constant was measured to vary in the range of 750-990 at room temperature
with an averaged dissipation factor of 0.04.

A Sawyer-Tower circuit was used to measure the ferroelectric properties of the
sputtered films. Hysteresis loops such as that shown in Fig. 5 are obtained at a driving
frequency of 100 Nz. Remanent polarizations of up to 10 pC/cm and coercive field of
about 50 kV/cm were measured. The hysteresis loops are asymmetric due to an internal
bias field. Such fields are found to be about 4 kV/cm.

CONCLUSION

In this work, the feasibility of growing high quality films of PZT on Si has been
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Fig. 5 A typical hysteresis loop for the PT/PZT composite films.

demonstrated using PT buffer layers. These films display high dielectric constants and
remanent polarizations which make them very attractive for integrated Si non-volatile
memories.
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ULTRA-THIN SPUTTERED PZT FILMS FOR ULSI DRAMs

JIYOUNG KIM, C SUDHAMA. RiJESH KHAMANKAR and JACK LEE
Microelectronics Research Center. The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

ABSTRACT

In this work, a high-temperature deposition technique has been developed for ultra-thin
sputtered PZT films for ULSI DRAM (>256Mb) storage capacitor applications. In contrast to
the previously developed low-temperature (200'C) deposition, deposition at high-temperature
(400'C) yields a desirable reduction in grain size of the perovskite phase. The thickness ot
PZT films has been reduced to less than 3Onm with high charge storage density t-30pC/cm 2

and low leakage current density. An optimized 65nm PZT thin film v.as found to have an
equivalent SiO 2 thickness of' 1.9A d a leakage current density of less than l0- A/cm 2 under
2V operation.

INTRODUCTION

As the area of a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cell keeps decreasing.
complicated capacitor cell technologies (trench. stack or rugged-stack) have been developed
to meet the required charge storage densityl I. 21. Materials w, ith %ery' high dielectric
con,, ints allow for a reduction in device art,, permitting a higher level of integration with
satisfactory requirements. and avoid having to scale down conventional SiO' thickness to
extremely low values. Therefore, there is a stron, need for alternative dielectric materials for
ULSI DRAM cells. and ferroelectric thin filns, such as PZT (Pb(Zr.TlOu. are potential
candidates for next generation memory cells. Ant ability to scale down the thickness while
maintaining high dielectric constants for these materials has a t~ofold advantage : thinner
films will, in general, require lower operating voltages for the same performance. thereby
allowing a reduction in power supply voltages and power consumption. Secondly. thinner
dielectrics will simplify the confomaal deposition o, passivation layers by avoiding large non-
planarities on the chip.

In previous work. we have optimized a lovv-temperaturie deposition technique (at 200.C),
which is followed by a high-temperature (-550'C - 6(X'0C) crystallization of the perovskitc
phase in order to obtain large charge storage densities Q', 13, 4j. Note that the crystallization
temperature of 550C is relatively low in comparison to other PZT processes. One
disadvantage with lucge grain 6/e (30p.im) may cause potential on-chip Q'c non-uniformities
(cell-to-cell variation in Q', might actually not be a severe problem as long as each cell
maintains a minimum Q,). Thus the main mpetus for high-temperature depoilion is a
reduction in grain size. which also results im a drop in the perovskite grain si/e. As is
discussed below, it also becomes possible to siaultaneously scale the thickness down to less
than 300A. Material and electrical characteristics of the ultra-thin films are repored.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Test devices used in this study were metal-insulator-metal capacitors (with a platinum
electrode thickness of 4000A, fabricated on TiO 2/SiO 2 /Si multi-layered substrates. The PZT
films were deposited by reactive DC-magnetron sputtering from a multi-component Pb/Zr/Ti
metal target (PZT target) in a pure oxygen ambient. The PZT metal target was designed to

[Til
provide a compositional ratio of [0i]+[Zrl = 0.35. Pb content in the films \was adjusted by

sputtering simultaneously from a separate Pb target. This was used to compensate for the Pb
lost during deposition and annealing 131. With PZT gun power of 30W. the cornpositiomO

fPbJ
ratio . -Pbr was 0.95, 1.04, 1.10 and 1. 15 for Ph compensation powers of 9W, 12W, 15W[Ti I+[Zrl

and 17W respectively after 550'C crystallization in a nitrogen ambient. In this study, the PZT
film was annealed at various temperatures. Annealing time and ambient were fixed at I hr
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Figure 4. Charge storage density as a function of annealing temperature for various Pb-
compensation powers. Film thickness is 650A.

obtained using a large signal pulse (from OV to -3V), in order to simulate DRAM operation as
closely as possible. Charge storage density (and hence the effective dielectric constant) for
films with a PZT power of 50W exhibits a single peak at 15W lead compensation (near
stoichiometric PZT composition, as evident from AES) while the lower PZT power yields the
highest charge storage density of 5 llpC/cm 2 with 9W lead compensation. Unfortunately, due
to plasma stability issues, 9W is the lowest practical Pb gun ?ower. It was observed that
while both PZT gun powers achieved nearly identical effective dielectric constants at a near-
stoichiometric composition, the lower power yields a lower leakage current density (Jj_).
Figure 4 shows the variation of charge storage density as a function of annealing temperature
for different Pb-compensation levels (for the low PZT gun power). 9W compensation yields
the highest Qc. The abrupt increase in Qc with increasing anneal-temperature for low Pb
compensation is understood to be due to the onset of phase transformation. Since the phase
transformation temperature window is very narrow due to the low thickness, Q'c does not
increase beyond a certain critical annealing temperature and instead saturates (for all Pb
compensation levels), as also reported in [6]. For higher Pb compensation powers, the as-
deposited films exhibit fairly high charge storage densities. This is possibly because a high

14
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Figure 5. Comparison of effective SiO 2 thickness as a function of dielectric film thickness
between different materials and deposition techniques.
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Figure 6. 2% DRAM operation on 650A PZT films deposited at 400'C with PZT and Pb
powers of 30W and 9W respectively.

Pb concentration (for 15W and 17W, [Pb] - 1.1 & 1.15 respectively) enhances phase
+Ti +[Zr,

transformation such that the perovskite phase is obtained at lower annealing temperature. It
must be noted that the leakage current density increased significantly with the Pb
compensation level (possibly due to segregation of extra metallic Pb and PbO in grain-
boundaries), thereby diminishing the usefulness of as-deposited perovskite films (Figure 4).

Figure 5 shows the variation of effcctive SiO2 thickness as a function of film thickness
for very thin films of two dielectric materials obtained from various deposition techniques
(calculated from ref. [4. 12 and 13] ). An optimized low-temperature sputter-deposited
IOOOA PZT film has an equivalent SiO 2 thickness of 4.7A [4] while Moazzami, et al. have
reported sol-gel derived PZT films of 700A with an equivalent SiO 2 thickness of 2.1 A for
0.75V operation [121. A ,0MA BST ((Ba.Sr)TiO0) film equivalent to 13A of SiO 2 has been
reported recently [131. In comparison, an optimized 650A thick sputtered PZT film deposited
at a high temperature is equivalent to I.9A of Si0 2, with a leakage current density of less than
10-6 A/cm 2 for 2V operation. Furthermore, the 270A film exhibits a value close to that of the

40-

S20"

S10 +Q'c

(), I(), I0' lo)7 I), 109 I0 ", 10to it )lo

Number of cycles

Figure 7. Fatigue behavior of a 650A PZT film (PZT=30W, Pb=9W) under unipolar stress
(OV to -2V) to 10tI cycles. IMHz square pulses were used.
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SUMMNARY AND) CONCL.USION'S

A high tern perartire depoisition Fechniqtte has heent dCeveoped tiir 1ultrathltt Npttttered P/I
131 ins, with very trw etlttialent SiO' thickntesses t -2A t. An Itncrease in deposititn
tenIIperatireC front 200( C toi 40ff<C leads to a reduction in grain size, Ithiet III tttrt tnigtic
improvec the cell - t-ccl UItni ftorinit% o if thin filmFr device characteristics. PI'F fi lmt is til
thicknesses oif less than 300)A show high charge storagec dentsity t -31)l.C/ctn 2 and liii' leakage
current density (<I O'6A/cni2 . Faiitie crtedttrance tot uniputlar pulses, needs to he irtuproved
hefore the filmns can he tised in ULSI DRAMs.
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EFFECTS OF PROCESS PARAMETERS ON THE ABLATED FLUX
CHARACTERISTICS DURING PULSED-LASER ABLATION OF LEAD

ZIRCONATE TITANATE (PZT)
V 1. LICHTENWALNER), 0. AUCIELLO1A, R. DATI, R. BARNES2 , A.F. SCHREINER 2 ,
O.E. HANKINS 3 , and A.l. KINGONI, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695.
IDept. of Mat. Sci. and Eng., 2 Dept. of Chemistry , and 3 Dept. of Nuclear Engineering.
4 MCNC Center foi Microelectronics, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709.

ABSTRACT

We have investigated the ablated flux characteristics of PbZrxTil-xO3 as a function
of deposition process parameters. The ablation-deposition rate, angular distribution, and type
of ablated species are all affected by the oxygen gas pressure. Visually, a change in the shape
and color of the ablation plume are evident upon adding oxygen gas. The ablated flux

distribution narrows as the oxygen pressure is increased, from a cos 4 00 distribution in a low

gas pressure, up to a cos 2 6 0 0 distribution at an oxygen pressure of 300 mTorr. This
narrowing, or focusing, of the ablated plume also results in an increased deposition rate along
the plume centerline for high laser power. However, at low laser power the deposition rate
decreases as the pressure is increased, due to gas scattering effects. The energy of depositing
species and the ratio of deposition flux to 02 flux will then be very different in each of these
two regimes. The species in the plume have been examined using optical emission
spectroscopy. We have found that mostly atomic species are present, but the ratio of ions to
neutrals is very different for the Pb, Zr, and Ti atoms. Therefore, the application of electric
fields near the substrate would affect the film composition to some degree.

INTRODUCTION

Pulsed laser ablation-deposition (PLAD) has been shown by many researchers to be a
useful technique for depositing epitaxial films of multicomponent materials. Recent reports
suggest that epitaxial films of PbZrxTil-x03 (PZT) deposited using PLAD show little loss of
remnant polarization after 1010 switching cycles'. This indicates that epitaxial films may be
desirable to meet the operational goals envisioned for ferroelectric RAM devices. However,
there are many aspects of the PLAD process that are not completely understood, or have not
been thoroughly studied. Understanding the deposition process for PZT film growth is
important in order to minimize Pb loss during film growth, eliminate formation of pyrochlore
phases, eliminate surface particulates, and control the film microstructure. Knowledge and
control of the ablated flux distribution is also important for scale-up to larger substrate areas.

Numerous studies of the pulsed laser ablation process have been performed, 2 -9

although most studies have concentrated on the ablation of YBa2Cu307-8 lRefs. 4-71.
Studies of PZT ablation have focused on examining the Pb incorporation as a function of
oxygen pressure, 8 or on the energy distributions of ablated species. 9 In this study, we have
investigated the effect of the oxygen pressure during ablation on: 1) the angular distribution of
deposited species, 2) the deposition rate at the substrate position, and 3) the type of species in
the plume. Evidence that the oxygen pressure affects t'-- deposition dynamics is clearly
observed by visual inspection of the plume. The i( ps._ion flux characteristics were
examined .ising a quartz crystal thickness monitor positiuncI at the substrate location, and the
species in the plume were examined using optical emission spectroscopy.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The vacuum system used for film deposition consists of a stainless steel chamber
pumped by a 510 l/s turbomolecular pump. During film deposition, a conductance limiting
aperture is inserted which allows chamber pressures to be as high as I Torr with the pump on.
The oxygen gas flow is controlled using an MKS mass flow meter in series with a solenoid
control valve, and the chamber pressure is monitored using a Granville Phillips Convectron

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 310. '1993 Materials Research Society
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gauge. A load-lock chamber with a magnetically-coupled transfer rod enables substrates and
targets to be exchanged without breaking vacuum. The substrate heater and the target holder
assembly are each mounted on linear motion drives for positioning during deposition, and for
load-lock transfer.

Substrates are heated radiatively using a quartz lamp mounted in a ceramic holder.
Substrates are bonded to a silicon backing piece (using silver paste) to obtain good thermal
contact to the radiatively heated Si. A type R thermocouple is used to measure the
temperature near the substrate. The thermocouple temperature is calibrated by melting Pb
(MP 327')C) and Al (MP 6600C) pellets, and scaling the thermocouple readings appropriately
within this range. The target holder assembly has the capability to hold six separate targets,
each of which can be tilted to a fixed angle and rotated continuously about its center. The
entire assembly can also be rotated to position each target in the path of the laser. This holder
has been described in detail previously[ 101. Sputtering targets have been prepared using
conventional pressing and sintering techniques, or purchased from commercial suppliers.

A pulsed KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik LPX 301, 25 ns pulse) is used to impact
the target material. The laser impacts 450 from the target normal, while the substrate is
positioned along the normal. The laser beam is focused using an appropriate lens, and enters
the chamber through a quartz suprasil window. The beam energy at the target location was
measured using a Coherent Labmaster-E energy meter, and the focused beam area was
measured on a mark produced on a Polaroid type 55 negative impacted with one laser pulse.
The average laser energy density is thus obtained from the ratio of the measured energy over
the impacted area.

The angular distribution of deposited species was measured by depositing PZT onto
unheated glass slides, and using Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) to measure
the thickness profile across the glass. Average deposition rates at the substrate poition were
measured using an Inficon XTC quartz crystal monitor. Optical emission spectra of excited
species in the plasma were monitored using a computer-controlled optical multichannel
analyzer (OMA) with a 512-element photodiode array located at the focal plane of a 0.25 m
monochromator with a 150 grooves/mm grating (0.5 n-n spectral resolution). Light was
collected from the plasma through a 0.4 mm diam optical fiber, positioned perpendicular to
the ablated plume axis, and mounted on a linear motion feedthrough. The fiber was sheathed
in a SS tube, to prevent deposition on the fiber end, and to use the tube aperture as a light
acceptance slit. This enabled light to be sampled from fixed cross sections of the plume, and
at various distances from the target surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effects of increasing the oxygen pressure during ablation of PZT are clearly
visible by observation of the plume. The photographs in Fig. I show the ablation of a PZT
target (PbZr0.52Ti0.4803 + 10%PbO) using 900 mJ laser energy (-1.95 J/cm2) in: a)
vacuum, b) 50 mTorr, c) 300 niTorr and d) 900 mTorr oxygen. The plume is that of one laser
pulse, with the camera shutter open much longer than the plume lifetime. Narrowing of the
plume is clearly visible as the oxygen pressure is increased. Note that at the higher pressures,
a narrow stream of dense emission is observed along the centerline of the plume, indicating a
concentration of species there. The color of the PZT plume is a strong blue in vacuum. When
oxygen is added, the plume becomes yellow/orange/red at the plasma periphery. while still
bluish inside. Observations of the plume (visually, photographically) in argon gas show a
similar effect on the plasma shape, but the plasm- coior remains totally blue. Therefore, the
change in the plasma color must be due to chemical interactions between the oxygen and the
ablated species. The blue in the center suggests that this region has not interacted
substantially with oxygen.

To determine if the change in the plasma shape correlated to an actual change in the
angular distribution of deposited species, the film thickness uniformity was examined for PZT
films deposited on unheated glass slides in pressures of 10, 100, 300, and 900 mTorr oxygen.
Films were deposited using a laser energy of 900 mn (-1.95 J/cm2 ), 3 Hz repetition rate, 6 cm
distance, and a 2 min. deposition time. The film thickness distributions, measured us"-- RBS,
are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the deposition rate at the center position increases as oxygen
pressure is increased, but then begins to decrease at very high pressures. Most importantly.
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a) get Substrate b)

c) d)

Figure 1. Photographý of the PZT ablation plume produced by a 900 mJ laser pulse in a)
vacuum, b) 50 mTorr. c) 300 mTorr, and d) 900 mTorr oxygen. The actual target - substrate
distance is 6 cm.

the angular distribution of ablated species is significantly affected by the pressure. We have
fit the data using a sum of two cosine functions, taking into account the change in distance

from the target as the angle 0 is increased. The complete expression for the deposition rate is

t (A) = (A/r 2 )cos0 + (B/r 2 )cosn0, (1)

where t is the film thickness, 0 is the angle from the target normal, r is the target-to-substrate

distance (which is a function of 0), and A and B are constants. The first term in eq. (1)
accounts for any evaporation-like component of the flux distribution, and the second term
accounts for the ablated flux distribution.

Note from Fig. 2 that the angular distribution, characterized mainly by the exponent 'n'.
rises from a cos4 0 0 in 10 mTorr oxygen, up to cos 2 6 0 0 in 300 mTorr, and decreases back to
cos 12 0 0 by 9(X) mTorr. Also, the magnitude of the evaporation-like component (the constant
A) increases with oxygen pressure. These findings reveal that the ablated species arc actulally
tending to converge, or focus, aw' oxygen gas is added. However, once the pressure is too
high, gas scattering effects will tend to broaden the distribution out again. Gas scattering
effects appear to be the origin of most of the cosO component of the flux at high pressures,
with an evaporation component probably contributing the rest. (Due to the high fields
generated in the plume, plasma ions repelled back to the target could possibly produce a
sputtered component as well.) These angular distributions are much narrower than those
observed by Venkatesan et al. 4 for YBa2Cu307-6 (YBCO) deposition, probably due to
differences in the ablation conditions.

Measurements of the PZT deposition rate (after target equilibration) as a function of the
laser energy and oxygen pressure reveal two distinct regimes. This is shown in Fig. 3. At low
laser powers, the deposition rate drops as the pressure is increased, presumably due to gas
scattering. At higher laser power, the deposition rate increases with oxygen pressure. Based
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on the plume photographs and the measured narrowing flux distribution, we believe that the
rate increase indicates a focusing type of effect. (When the oxygen pressure is increased
beyond 300 mTorr, the rate again begins to drop even at high power due to the gas scattering
effects.) Note that the deposition rate of PZT shows no obvious ablation threshold in
vacuum; the gas interaction effects result in an apparent ablation threshold only, but not a true
threshold. This behavior has also been observed using Ar or Kr as the background gas.

The functional dependence of this change from gas scattering to focusing depends on
the laser energy, the gas pressure, the target surface condition, and the measuring distance.
The focusing is expected to occur when the ablated flux density and the background gas
density are near the viscous flow level. The leading edge of the plume must push aside the
background gas, which has less energy, from the front of the plume (the plume front has the
highest flux density). The following ejected species, which are slower or ejected at a later
time,6 ,9 are channeled by collisions with the background gas into this low pressure region in
the center of the plume. The photographs of the plume in Fig. I indicate that no background
oxygen interacts with the central portion of the plume, consistent with this explanation.
We believe that this plume focusing is a general phenomena, and will always be observed if the
laser power and gas pressure are high enough (will be dependent on the target material and gas
type).
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Optical emission spectroscopy of the plasma plume was performed to identify the type
and state of the species in the plume, as well as to reveal effects caused by interaction with
oxygen. Figure 4 shows optical emission spectra from PZT ablated using 400 mJ laser
energy, and 10 Hz repetition rate. The oxygen pressure was 900 mTorr, for the top curve,
while the bottom curve shows the spectra obtained in vacuum. The optical fiber was
positioned 0.5 cm from the target surface (parallel to the surface, aiming through the plume).
Note the abundance of emission lines, especially in the blue region of the spectrum. The peak
at 496 nm is due to a reflection of the laser from the target surface (a 248 nm "ghost" line).
Emission spectra of individual PbO, TiO2, and ZrO2 targets were investigated to aid in the
line identification. Only a few lines do not contain significant overlaps from more than one
element; these have been marked in Fig. 4 on the 900 mTorr oxygen spectrum. This PZT
spectrum, as well as those of the separate oxides, reveal that nearly all of the excited Ph
species are neutral atoms (Pb I), while the Zr consists of mostly singly ionized species (Zr I1)
plus some neutral atoms. The Ti species are a mixture of singly ionized and neutral atoms,
with the neutral species appearing to outnumber the ions (Ti neutral and ion lines often
overlap, making positive identification not always possible). These results indicate that
attempts to alter the energy or direction of ionized species by electric fields will have little
effect on the Pb atoms, but will affect the Ti and Zr atoms, because many are ionized. The
abundance of atomic species over larger molecules agrees with results of other studies of the
ablation flux. 2 ,5,7, 9 The absence of ionized Pb (Pb 11) emission is probably due to two factors:
Pb has a higher ionization potential than Ti or Zr, and it bonds more weakly to oxygen (which
would strip the electron upon vaporization or gas-phase collisions).

The emission intensity increases sharply with oxygen pressure, as seen by companiag
the vacuum and 900 mTorr oxygen emission spectra in Fig. 4. A similar effect was seen by
Fried et al. 7 for YBCO ablation. Because the deposition rate does not increase with oxygen
pressure under these conditions (400 mJ energy, shown in Fig. 3), the increase in emission is
due to some interaction with the oxygen gas. The interaction is most likely a combination of
an increased density of species caused by the focusing effect (which would occur near the
target, but scattering would dominate at greater 04,stances), and some chemical interaction with
the oxygen. The plume photographs show that the plume periphery does chemically react
with the added oxygen (color change), although the emission intensity in the red part of the
spectrum is too weak for positive identification of the peaks (molecular species are expected
to be present in the high oxygen pressures).

1.010 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TiIlZrlI Till TOP: 900 mTorr 02
8.0 1 4 Pbl Pbl BOTTOM: vacuum
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ZnI

o 6.0 10 Til i ae
Zr Zr1 Til ghost

.• TiI
4..q 004 t
2 .0 1

0.0 100

325 375 425 475 525

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4. Optical emission spectra of PZT ablated in vacuum (bottom curve) and 900 mTorr
oxygen (top). Excited neutral atoms are marked T (e.g., Pbl) while excited ions aie marked
I'I.
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CONCLUSIONS

These studies reveal that the ablated flux characteristics of PZT are a strongly
dependent on the oxygen pressure. RBS measurements hiow that as the oxygen prcssuirefi
increased, the angular distribution of species narrows sharply, going fromt a cos,4 ý)I

distribution to as high as cos2600 in 3(X) mTorr oxygen. At higher pressures, thle dismrhUtior,

begins to widen, and a larger portion of the deposited flux fts a cosO distribution. compared to
those in lower pressures. This indicates that gas scattering begins to he significant at %ers
high pressure. The narrowing (focusing) of the ablated flux distribution in oxssefn
corresponds with photographs which show the plasma plume narrowing.

Measurements of the PZT deposition rate as a funtction of hoth the laser etuerL,\ and
oxygen pressure show two distinct regimes. At low laser power. itncreasing the ox '%gen
pressure decreases the deposition rate due to gas scattering effects. At high laser power. the
oxygen pressure causes, an increase in the deposition ra:e, due to a Plume focusingý effect. Wýe
believe that this focusing is caused by the leading edge of the ablation plumie front phvsicallyý
pushing awav~y the background gas, creating a low pressure channel for the ablated species
which follow (those having a lower energy, or ablated later in time). These effects, %%ere also
observed in argon and krypton gas. verifying that these are not simply chemical reaction
effects.

Optical emission spectroscopy of the plume reveals that most of the excited species are
atoms. The Ph MtOMtS are mostly neutrals, while the Ti and Zr atomns are rnixtures of' toins aund
neutrals. Therefore, efforts to change the energy or direction of ablated species %% ith ce~ccin,
fields (biased filaments or rings) will alter the hilm composition somnewhat.
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PREPARATION OF SrTi03 THIN FILMNS BY ECR AND THERMIAL %MOC%'D

P-Y LESAICHERRE ', Ii. YAMAGUCHII -, T SAKUjMA -, Y .MIYASAKA
MI. YOSHID)A 11.A. ISIIITANII

L'LSI lDcsice LDeselopninei ILaboratories, NEC (irpor-ation. Sagatoihara. Kat tgas~a 2-21,
Fundamental Research Laboratories. NEC Corporation, Kas'~asaki. Katraga~a 2 16- Japan

ABSTRACT

SrTiO, thin films were prepared by ECR and thermtal MOCVI) In thermal CVI) mtode. Si
content and Ti content w-re at a toiximnuml at 0.56 Torr. Results showed that St() depositiont ix a
surface reaction limiited process be-tween 50() and 6S(0 C, w~hereas TiO, deposittion Is surfacc
reaction linited bc'~een 5001 and 601)'C. and diffusion tinned abose 6W( C At a loss pws-ucur
of 8 inTrorr. ECR ox 'ygen plasrira was fouund to help decomtpose Tio-(IC dH )( In [f(R -C\'DI
mode, the deposition temiperature could be lossered to 400 ýC. TEM and SENIl arial\ sexsos htmd
that SrTiO, thin films have a columinar structure The siie of thle grabn, depends mi film
thick necss. and their shape on filmn composition ist/Ti ).Ft is pirepared bs t hermoal -(' 1i) lmal a
lateral step covet-age of 50) ̀ c 40 nin SrTiO, thtn filmls (Sr/Ti = 1.0)) prepared b\ thermtal (A 1)I
on Pt/TaO5/Si and annealed for 2 hours in 0, had a ita itnauni dielectric constant of 139 WCx
I'F/p. m12 and t,, = 1, 1 nto)and a leakage current denisi ty of 6 x I101 Alctmr, at 1 0 V,

INTR ODUCT ION

Because of their high dielectric constants, good c he mical st abtIttN and 1-100d it xu latin c'
properties. ferroelectrie thin films are considered ats promising mtaterials to replace St N., and
Ta,O 5 for use as capacitor dielectrics itt future high density D)RAIN s. dexigned %k ith at simrple ýcell
Strtiteture. A moong the great variety, oif ferroe lectric s two fatni lies of' Iit erateilas base cit tereed
recently as the most pronmising candidates: the lead mitanate famnily. co tinpttxt hg mtosl1
ferroelectrie-phase materials such as PbTiO5. PZT and PLZT. and the bariuni-stroittiutti ttanimi
family, comoprising mostly paraclectric-phase materials. such as SrTiO; and (Ba.Sr*I ito,
The dielectric properties of ferroelectrie PZI* were showni recentl\ to be considcrahl,. altered ill
high frequencies. with a particularly sharp decrease in the dielectric constant irceurine, at I \il I/
or a few hundred MHz [ 1.21. Thus, for high frequeticy applicatioits such ax, ULSI l)R.\N1s
(clock rate Ž! 10( MHi. paraclectric SrTiOj and (Ba.Sr)TfiO, scenm to be inore suitable mtaterial.,

Several deposition techniques, such as rf-sputmering [3-61. ion-bctmtt sputtering, [7-91. pulsed
laser ablation [ 101. metal organic decomposition [ I11. co-es aporat ion [12-1 1 and c hemtical
vapor deposition (CVI)) [14-221 have been reported ito prepare SrTi(), and (Ba.Sr)TiO5 thin
filmas. Among these techniques,. CVI) is often conisidered the roost interesting. wsith elliaracitrixtre
features such as a good step coserage, high depositt()" rates, art easy control of comnposition. aid
good thickness and comaposition uniformities Over large, si/c Wittr,.

fit this paper. the preparation of'SrTiO5l thin 1`ilms by ECR and thernital M0CVI) is reported

EXPERIMENTAL

A schenmatic representation of the MOCVI) systemo is shown in Figure I. Uising at single
apparatus. SrTiO3 thin films were prepared either by ECR-CVI). or by thernial-CVI). Titanmuttt
isopropoxiile Ti(i-0CIH7104 (or TIP) and strontium dipiv aloyltoethaname Sr I)PM1, were used as
the mnetalorganic sources, and oxygen "vas used as the oxidant The bottle containing liquid TIP
was mtaintained at 21) 'C in a water bath. and the bottle containiniz solid Sri lM)PN, wkas heated at
1901 'C. Argon was used as the carrier gas to transport the mectalor~ganic vapors 'ile gas trines

between the source bottles ind the reaction chamobcr were maintained at 2201 OC Ar~on Las Iloss
was regulated by moass flow controllers placed upstreamn from the source bottles '\r'oti floss
rates were varied between 5(1 and 300) scetm for TIP and SrI DPNIl, and( oxygen floss rates
ranged fromi 1001 to 5W(XI sen ( 100 seemn in ECR ittode). In both the ECR amid Thctrinil ( NI
modes, the total gas floss rate was maintained between 40t0 and 84(1 scent. Pressureino the Trip
bottle was monitored by at pressure sensor acmting ott a pressure conitrol valse. platced doss nsnneantl
from the bottle. TIP atid Sr(I)PMI.) vapors were nmixedl Just before injection innto the re iuion
chatmber. In tlnerntal-CVI) tttode, oxygen was mixed with the tincmalorgattics prior to injection.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vot. 310. 1993 Materials Research society
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and in LCR-CV I) nide. an ECR
-, ell plasmad a as ý_,encrated abos e

ihe substrate, as shOa n in Fiuure I
File Coll Cufrrent was IS A. anid a
pouAer of 55(1-60(1 *W wa mai ntainted
throughout th, deposittion. Substrate,, k
were placed on a rotatttns holder and
heated b" a basckside re istAanCe. at
tenipelralures rang'ing tromt 400it)
610) C Silco .sapphire and ttr,,
Pt/TaO,/Si 4' %a act avre used as
su r)tria tc s The putti1piMs SNs stet
con .isted of a ceie ioIt a -

murbomnolecular pump, a mechanical Strs

booster pump and a rotary pumtp In
ECR-CVD niode. typical operating, ........
preýssures a ete in tile range Of7 to h)
10 inTorr. In Therittal-CV'D miode.

the turbomolecular pump a as
bvpasseml Using the mechanical NI %0
hooster pump and rotary pump onlv. -~~

operating_ pressures wecrc in the ratice 5~

ot 0.'3 to 1(1 Torr A Circular staminess
steel piece, suirrounidittg ssafers and FIis I Schtemtatic diateouii of (le Ni (AI) ' Yell
comprisin! I1I unitortuly distri-buted
holes. ssA1s installed in tlie depo-sitiot chaimber to allow Unitibriti puitipins1 1,1[1 the bIOii 11 iii
a alers. In thermoal -CVI mode. a stipple!C111 ietrvlUaut e pie'ce a as inistalledf ah,% 1C Uhe ll,~It .mi
in older to reduce the %ol umte of' the reactiont cliiiiiher [mlliii th1 lC-i c ktm ICs setmIIICAs ICd h%
ellipsortietry for fints deposited oft silicon and sapphire. anld usHn a surfa'ce prtfilci tlDckiAm
3030) for filins prepared on PtITaO,/Si substrates Filmt Cotmposition i Sr/~ -To ýas eitimmated bs%
Rutherford baekscattertumz spectrometry RBS). inductisel~ ' Coupled plasmia atoitiic crimisiwn

spetrscoy ICP-AES) dreervispersitin X-ray attals sis iEI)XL Eletia rp-,cee
evaluated using AuJ/SrTiO,,/Pt/TaO5 /Si Capacitor)s Only the gold mop electrodes akcre paltteMe
For electrical measuremient. contact was tmade to hle Au top elctrode andi in the .-\srVi tietallized
backside of the wafers. Capacitance and tan 6i were mteasured in the to( If i,, tý M ll.,
frequeticy range., and values retained tor thle dielectric Constant 'Acmeobiaiiied at Ii) kflc

In both CVD trodes, deposition rates if S to 1i) A/tutun sser obtaine~d and ciioiin,!m
thickness uniformities were about I 0I) across 4 silicon %atafrs

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

IReactions in the TIP-Sri DPN1 l,-O systemt

The effect of' the total pressure and substrate temperature otl tlic deposition matle Amid
Comrposition of SrTiO,5 thin films were invesmigateil iii therttal-C% 1) itode on silicon cbitc

Sr and Ti counts are presented in Figure 2 as a fuinction of pressure and teimperature
First, the pressure in the reactor was varied from 0 56 to 6 510 Tortr -75 to SOiO Pa).1\

introducing ballast gas in the exhautst line before the moechanical booster pump. redcitg1l1_ theC
pumptng capacity of the reaction chamber. All other pnarameters ws cre kept susm ott. -, itha oal
gas flow of 841) seem (420 seemn 0, and a substrate temperature of 600( C. The results shos
that Sr and Ti deposition rates :ire maximum at thle lowest insestittaed pressure of 0.5,h Tmrr An
increase in the total pressure induces a reductioni in the gas flow elmicits , and anl increase Itt [ie
residence tunie of the reactants in the depositt)ti cham~ber As a resl:t, the concentitattoti1
reactive species in the gas phase is increased, and this possibly leadls ti inlcreased eXtFraneMis
deposition on the walls of the reaemion chamtber. It is thus prefe~rable to oiperate it thle loss
pressure o~f 0.56 Torr. for which the best thicl-ness and comiposititon uniformitites if I m0`- and
2% respectively were obtained.

In a second series of experiments. the chamber pressure was set at (156 Torrand the ubstrate
temperature was varied between 500 and 6'51) 'C. all other paramectersý being utnchangied .' ani
be seen in Fitutre 2. in thernmal-CVD miode, the deposition of SrO onl silicon fromt SriiDh1M.
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Fig. 2 Thermal-CVD on Si. Variation of the Sr and Ti RBS counts w, ith
a) pressure (at 600 'C) and b) substrate temperature (at 0.56 Torn).

,apor and oxygen is a surface reaction controlled process between 500 and 650 "_C As for
titanium, no deposition occurred at a temperature of 500 'C. The deposition of TiO, has been
reported to occur at temperatures as low as 300 'C. under a total pressure of 6 Torr ["3. A low
operating pressure of 0.56 Torr and other operating parameters, such as the gas flow rates. the
distance between the injector and the substrate, as well as the overall design of the reactor could
explain the difference observed between our results and the reported results. Titanium deposition
occurs when the temperature is increased to 550 'C. but levels off above 600 'C. TiO, dcpositifmn
from TIP vapor and oxygen thus appears to be a surface reaction controlled process between 500
and 600 'C, and a diffusion limited process above 600 'C. In the diffusion limited regime. the
titanium deposition rate can be raised by increasing the supplying rate of titanium species to the
substrate surface, in order to adjust composition (Sr/Ti) [231. In our system, composition was
adjusted by changing the pressure in the TIP bottle, changing the partial pressure of TIP vapor in
the gas transport line. In the ECR-CVD mode, the pumping system configuration did not allow
large variations in the operating pressure, which was maintained at a few mTorr. The substrate
temperature was varied between 400 and 700 'C. As shown in Figure 3, the growth of
crystallized SrTiO 3 thin films occurred at temperatures as low as 400 'C on sapphire. At 400 'C.
only a low intensity 110 peak of cubic perovskite SrTiO 3 could be detected. At 600 and 700 'C,
for films prepared with a composition ratio Sr/Ti = 1.0 on Si and Pt/TaO,/Si by both ECR and
thermal-CVD, 100 and 200 SrTiO 3 peaks were also detected, and still no other phase than
SrTiO 3 (SrTiO4 for example) was observed.

A,1203 A1203

Z
Z I,(I

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80,0

DIFFRACTION ANGLE 20

Fig. 3 XRD spectrum of 900 A SrTiO 3 films (Sr/Ti = 0.9) by ECR-CVD on AI,0 3 at 400 SC.
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Fig. 4 RBS spectra of samples prepared in ECR-CVD mode at 600 'C on AI103
With ECR plasma (a) and without (b).

With characteristic features such as a high plasma density and low ion energy, ECR plasma is
known to allow deposition of high quality films at low substrate temperatures [241. The low-
energy ion bombardment interacts with the gas phase and the substrate surface- As a result, the
mobility of adsorbed species is enhanced, and reactions otherwise impossible can occur. In order
to investigate the effect of the ECR plasma on the deposition efficiency of Sr and Ti. an
experiment was performed in ECR-CVD mode at 8 mTorr and 600 'C using a sapphire substrate.
without generating the ECR plasma. Oxygen was injected between the coils of the ECR
generator, but no plasma was produced. The results are presented in Figure ', and a comparison
is made with an experiment performed in similar conditions but with producing the oxygen
plasma. The suppression of the ECR plasma induced a reduction in the strontium count by a
factor of 7, and titanium almost completely disappeared. The film thickness was reduced from
1100 A to about 250 A. Thus, a low pressure of 8 mTorr, the ECR plasma strongly assists the
decomposition of TIP, and to a lesser extent the decomposition of Sr(DPM)2. When plasma is
produced in the ECR-CVD mode, Ti(i-OC 3H7 )4 decomposition might occur in the vapor phase,
assisted by the ECR plasma. whereas Sr(DPM) 2 decomposition would mainly occur at the
substrate surface, and be less affected by the ECR plasma.

2.S.rTi, microstructure

The microstructure of SrxTit..O 3 thin films was investigated by transmission and scanning
electron microscopy. A TEM cross-section of a sample prepared by ECR-CVD at 600 'C on
Pt/TaO,/Si is shown in Figure 5a. SrTiO 3 films grow with a crystallized columnar structure on
platinum, and no amorphous layer is observed at the interface with the platinum. An SEM top
view of the same sample is shown in Figure 5b. The grain size of these films ranges from 10 to
20 nm. An extensive study of the surface morphology showed that the microstructure of the
films prepared by both ECR and thermal-CVD does not depend on the substrate, but on the
thickness and composition, when films are thicker than 400 A. An amorphous layer of 200 to
300 A can be formed for films prepared on Si and SiO2 (but not on Pt) [6], depending on the
composition of the films, as is discussed later (see § 3). Similar to the results obtained by Feil et
al. [ 14], the grain size was observed to depend on the film thicknesz. For 400 A thick films, the
grain size ranged from 10 to 20 nm (Figure 5c), for 600 A thick films the grain size ranged from
20 to 30 nm (Figure 5d), and for 2000 A thick films, the grain size was between 30 and 60 nm
(Figure 5e). The shape of the grains changed with composition. Grains had a round shape for
Ti-rich films (Sr/Ti < 1.0 - Figure 5f). a triangular shape for Sr/Ti - 1,0 (Figure 5g), and a
stretched triangular shape for strontium-rich films (Sr/Ti > 1.0 - Figure 5h).
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SrTiO3

a)

C) d) e

Fig. I SrTi, O), strucure a) TEM cross-section I(Pt thickness 600 A) and b) SEM top v'icw
of 500X -hc ims(r 0.9) prepared at 6010 TC on Pt/TaR,/Si by ECR-CVD. c) to
h) surface morphology of films prepared at 75 Pa and 600) T on Si by thernial-Vl) c)
400 A_- Sr/Ti = 0.9. d) 600 A - Sr/Ti = 0.9. e) 20MX A -Sr/Ti =0.9, 1) Sr/Ti = 0.8 -
10001 A. g) Sr/Ti = 1.-0 - 1000o A. h) Sr/Ti =1.2 - 900 A.
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3. Step coverage

Step coverage of SrTiO 3 thin films prepared by thermal-CVD on silicon substrates with SiO,
steps at 100 Pa and 600 •'C was investigated, and the results are presented in Figure 6. Films
with a composition ratio of Sr/Ti = 0.4 (Figure 6a) and Sr/Ti --0.8 (Figure 6b' were prepared In
order to facilitate the SEM observation, the SrTiO 3 layer was encapsulated by a 3000 A sputtered
tantalum layer. The minimum lateral step coverage was about 50 % for both films. This value is
lower than the one obtained for films prepared by liquid-source CVD [22], but is much higher
than results obtained using physical deposition techniques such as evaporation or sputtering. In
Figure 6a, an amorphous layer of about 200 to 400 A is observed at the SrTiO3-silicon interface,
and a thinner layer of about 100 to 200 A is observed at the SrTiO 3 -SiO2 interface. No
amorphous layer can be observed in Figure 6b. This result would indicate that the presence of an
amorphous layer, possibly a titanium rich oxide phase, depends on the Sr/Ti ratio. More data
need to he gathered to confirm this explanation.

Ta

SrTiO3i

SiO2

Si

a) b)

Fig. 6 Step coverage of 3000 A SrTiO 3 films prepared by thermal-CVD at 100 Pa
and 600 'C on Si-SiO 2 (step) a) Sr/Ti = 0.4, b) Sr/Ti = 0.8.

4. Electrical results

As was shown above, in thermal-CVD, at a pressure of 0.56 Tort (75 Pa), thickness and
composition uniformities are good, and the Sr and Ti deposition rates are at a maximum. When
the temperature is raised above 600 °C, hillocks appeared on the platinum surface. Electrical
properties were measured for films prepared by thermal-CVD at a pressure of 0.56 Torr and a
temperature of 600 'C. 40 nm and 100 nm thick SrTiO 3 films (Sr/Ti = 1.0) were prepared on
Pt/TaO5 /Si substrates. After deposition, the films were annealed for 2 hours at 600 'C in an
oxygen ambient at atmospheric pressure. C-V, C-freq. and I-V characteristics were measured for
as-deposited and annealed films, using 0.09 mm 2 square electrodes. As seen in Figure 7a, a
capacitance of 2.7 nF and a dielectric loss of 0.01 were measured for the 40 nm annealed films.
The corresponding dielectric constant, SiO2 equivalent thickness and total charge capacity were
S= 139, teq = 1.1 nm and Cs = 31 fF/pjm 2. The increase in tan 6 observed in Figure 7a is due to
a parasitic resistance in the measuremc.t system, and more precise measurements showed that
capacitance and dielectric loss remain constant over the range of 100 Hz to 100 MHz. The I-V
characteristics of 40 nm and 100 nm annealed films are shown in Figure 7b and 7 c. A leakage
current density of 6x10 8 A/cm 2 was measured at 1.0 V for the 40 nm annealed films.

J, allU•i nllllmm m iii.=.•
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As-deposited 40 nm films had a dielecmic constant 112 and a leakage current density oM I 2x I( '
A/cm 2 at 1.0 V. The annealing treatment helped increase the dielectrc constant and improe (lie
I-V characteristics. The main effects of the annealing treatment in oxygen ambient are orn.;idered
to be desorption of carbon incorporated in the films during deposition, and improvement or the
crystalline structure of the films. As-deposited 100 nm films had a dielectric constant ot 96 and a
leakage current density of Ix x10- Acm2. the same films when annealed had a dielectrc constant
of 210 (teq = 1.9 nm) and a leakage current density of I x10-7 A/cmn. The best charge storage
capacity was obtained for the 40 nnm films. As the leakage current density did not sar\ 'Aith
annealing for thicker fihls, the present annealing process is probably not optimum.

45 nm SrTiO 3 thin films (Sr/Ti = 1.0) were prepared by ECR-CVD on Pt/TaO,/Si electrodes
at 600 TC and 8.5 mTorr. Films were annealed at 600 °C, either by rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) for I minute in oxygen, or by furnace annealing for 30 minutes in oxygen. Leakage
current densities were about 10-6 A/cm 2 for all samples, and the dielectric constants %xere 2-0.
140 and 150, for as-deposited. furnace annealed and RTA-annealed hirIs, respectixely, For
ECR-CVD films, the best results were obtained for RTA annealed films (Er = 150 and t. 1.1
nin), similar to the best results obtained by thermal-CVD. Optimization of the annealing pmccss
is needed to further improve these results.

3.0 0.~- 1 oC

.-" 2.4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,--;

1.2 , 'i , i- ----/ 0.04 :-1

< 0.6 0 .02
0.0 sZ__ Thh .4 T 0.

I0 2  to, 10 4  10o 106 107

FREQUENCY (Hz)

a)

10-2 1 MINI F , 10 - 2

- III -1il
10 -10

S10z z

10 10

='•10,-• 2 4 9 ,- Aii~x l 10,-• 12 - • H il III•,

0.1 10 10 0.1 1.0 10

VOLTAGE (V) VOLTAGE (V)

b) c)
Fig. 7 a) C-f and b) I-V characteristics of 40 nm SrTiO 3 on Pt/TaO,/Si by thermal-CVD at
600 'C c) I-V characteristics of 100 nmn SrTiO 3 in same conditions (all annealed 2 hours in 0,).
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CO NCLUISIO N

SrTiO; thin fuis Ae re prepared by ECR and tht rio il MOCVD. The C11CcI id the to1J)
prcssuiý and z~ie xsibrate temperature on thLe deposition rates of strontium arnd tianium -s crc
investigated. In thermal -CVI) mode at 0.50 Ton. resu lt, shoi t i that Sr( deposition rs su ita.cc
reaction limited bermeen 500 and 600) C. w~hereas 1 r() dcporilion is surface reaction binued
beiw 'en 500) and 6(X) 'C, and diffusion l imited abos c 6))) "C At a low~ presure (it 8 rn/I en.
ECR oxygen p1 asirra was found to hel p decomtpose lriii ( H- th -le deposit ion tell herd)ure

cudbe loweAre[-d to 400 -C. using ECR ox) geri plasmia SEI analysis shrrssed thai the
inijerostrueture of SrTiO; thil fls deCpends On the film thickne~ss arid thie Sr/Ti coiiposioIrn
ratio. The step covcrag-e reults shoss er that SriuOA thin filrms prepared bN therital-CVI) lets a
mnitniumui lateral coverage of 50 ', -0) ri n Sr'I( ), thin fiiiris I Sri[r = 1 0) prepared h,, F( R and
therrnal-CV D at 60 0 -C. arid annealed lor 2 loiirs at 606If C in 0 ) at atmrrospheri c pressure had
miaximhumr charize storacc capacity of 31 fE/l.un 2 ft -~ = I I nih) Results iriricaieri a leakiacý
current density two rders lower for thernial- CV) f inms that) for EC R-C V I) i lii %ix.wi a %al uc
rif Ox 10) 8 A/eir2 at I .0 V.
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